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PREFACE
This book is conceived as both an introduction to, and an original contribution to,
comparative Indo-European poetics. Comparative Indo-European poetics may be
defined as a linguistic approach—both historical and theoretical, both genetic and
typological, both diachronic and synchronic—to the form, nature, and function of
poetic language and archaic literature among a variety of ancient Indo-European
peoples. These societies spoke related languages, derived from a common ancestral
tongue, and occupied then and now most of the territory from the western isles of
Europe to the northern half of the Indian subcontinent.
"Philology is the art of reading slowly." My methodology throughout has been
a combination of extremely close reading of text passages in the original—all text
passages are translated as well—with the traditional Comparative Method. It is my
claim that what may be legitimately if tendentiously termed the "genetic intertextuality"
of all the versions of certain particular formulas and themes, varying in time, place and
language, constitutes a background without which one cannot fully apprehend,
understand and appreciate the traditional elements in a given poetic text in an early
Indo-European language. In this sense we may speak of a genetic Indo-European
comparative literature.
The work consists of seven parts and 59 chapters. These develop first the subtitle
(Aspects of Indo-European Poetics) and then the title (How to kill a dragon) of the
whole work. Chapters 1-4 of part I set the stage and background for the approach, the
comparative method, explore the Saussurian notions of synchrony and diachrony, and
locate the various Indo-European traditions in time and space as well as genre.
Chapters 5-6 develop the reconstructible ideology of the spoken word in IndoEuropean society, its perceived ability to produce an effect on the real world (the "truth
formulation"), its perseveration across time, and its extraordinary specificity.
Chapters 7-11 of part II present case studies and selected text analyses from
Greek, Indie, Celtic, Italic, and Anatolian: their form of verbal art. Chapters 12-16then
present analyses of inherited phrasal formulas (in the sense of contemporary theory of
oral literature), whole noun and verb phrases which are preserved in more than one
tradition, inherited stylistic figures, and common traditions of obscurantism and
hidden meaning in Vedic and other languages.
Part III (chapters 17-26) explores and argues for the Indo-European antiquity of
a liturgical style intermediate between prose and the quantitative Indo-European
metrical verse of the Greek and Indie type. I examine this strophic style in some of our
oldest monuments of verbal art in liturgy and prayer from Ireland to India, including
the central Indo-European royal consecration rite which is the As'vamedha or Horsesacrifice.
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Parts IV-VII, the remainder of the book, set forth the evidence for a C mon
Indo-European formula expressing the central act of an inherited theme, the serpent or
dragon-slaying myth. The 'signature' formula for the myth of the divine hero who
slays the serpent recurs in the same linguistic form (derivatives of the IE root
*g"hen-, from Greek
to English bane) in texts from the Rig Veda (ahann ahim
'he slew the serpent') through Old and Middle Iranian holy books, Hittite myth, Greek
epic and lyric, Celtic and Germanic epic and saga down to Armenian oral folk epic of
the last century. This formula shapes the narration of 'heroic' killing or overcoming
of adversaries over the Indo-European world for millennia. The formula is the vehicle
for the central theme of a proto-text, a central part of the symbolic culture of the
speakers of Proto-Indo-European itself. The variations rung on this formula constitute
a virtually limitless repository of literary expression in archaic and preliterate IndoEuropean societies, and their careful study can cast light in unexpected places, and
bring together under a single explanation a variety of seemingly unrelated, unconnected text passages in a number of different but related languages. The formula is a
precious and precise tool for genetic as well as typological investigation in the study
of literature and literary theory. The fact is perhaps well-known to Indo-Europeanists;
it is clearly less so to philologists, historians of literature, and literary critics.
Part IV treats the Basic Formula (as I term it, after Renou) and its variants in the
narration of the serpent slaying myth, in Indie, Iranian and Hittite (chapters 27-35),
Greek (36-42), and Germanic (43-44). Part V (44-48) explores some dragons and
dragon-slayers of probable Indo-European antiquity, involving comparison of Old
Irish, Hittite, Greek, Indie, and Iranian. Some similarities of Greek and other monsters
are genetic in nature, while others are due to contact and diffusion.
Part VI (49-55) is entitled From Myth to Epic, and is concerned primarily with
the interpretation of Greek text passages from Homer to Lysias in which the hero's
adversary is not a mythical monster but another hero. The final part VII (56-59),
entitled From Myth to Charm, deals with the application of the Basic Formula to the
medicine of incantation in a variety of Indo-European traditions (including Hittite),
and by adducing new data and different methodology is able to vindicate the
controversial claims asserted already in the mid-19th century by Adalbert Kuhn, the
"founder" of Indo-European poetics.
Poetics is the study of what makes a verbal message a work of art, in Jakobson' s
phrase, and Indo-European poetics, both diachronic and synchronic, is a window onto
ancient verbal art. My goal has been to shed some new and different light on just what
it is that makes the reading of these ancient texts worthwhile.

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge my debt and express my profound thanks to the
many individuals and corporate bodies which have given me intellectual, material, and
spiritual support during the long preparation of this book.
First, to the National Endowment for the Humanities and the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for fellowships during two sabbatical years, and
to the Loeb Classical Library Foundation, the Department of the Classics and the Clark
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Fund of Harvard University for grants toward the preparation of the manuscript;
Then to the many students or former students who typed the successive versions:
Mark Hale, Brian Krostenko, Elizabeth Baer; to Bert Vaux for font composition; to
John O' Neil for expert technical advice and support; and primarily to Steve Peter, who
did the lion's share of typing, font composition and word processing, and who carried
to completion the daunting task of preparation of the entire final camera-ready copy;
To the outside reader for Oxford University Press for his keen eye, and to Joshua
Katz and Ben Fortson, who copy-edited the entire manuscript, and whose stylistic
sense and philological acumen saved me from many blunders; to Ben Fortson for
indispensable aid in typing indexes and bibliography; and to Nancy Hoagland of
Oxford University Press for her gracious and sympathetic professionalism;
To several colleagues at Harvard and elsewhere who read the manuscript for
their particular areas of competence: Joseph Harris for Germanic, Kim McCone for
Irish, James Russell for Armenian, Richard Thomas for Latin and Italic, Gregory Nagy
and Emily Vermeule for Greek. To four scholars, all sometime associate professors at
Harvard, I am particularly indebted for their contributions: Hayden Pelliccia and Ian
Rutherford in Greek, John Carey in Celtic, and Mark Hale in Linguistics. They will
know what I mean. Finally, I am most grateful to P. Oktor Skjaerv0, and not only for
his Iranian expertise, from which I of course profited greatly; for he read and copyedited the entire manuscript, and whatever clarity the reader finds will often have to be
attributed to him.
One name still remains to be mentioned, that of my wife Stephanie Jamison. The
book would simply not exist without her inspiration, her knowledge, and her judgment,
over these many years. I dedicate this book to her in the hope that she will ceive it
as & Bone-house, with Seamus Heaney, and Come back past I philology andkennings,
I re-enter memory I where the bone's lair I is a love-nest I in the grass.
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The comparative method in
linguistics and poetics
1. Synchrony and diachrony,
typological and genetic comparison
INDO-EUROPEAN is the name that has been given since the early 19th century to the large
and well-defined genetic family which includes most of the languages of Europe, past
and present, and which extended geographically, before the colonization of the New
World, from Iceland and Ireland in the west across Europe and Asia Minor—where
Hittite was spoken—through Iran to the northern half of the Indian subcontinent.
A curious byproduct of the age of colonialism and mercantilism was the
introduction of Sanskrit in the 18th century to European intellectuals long familiar
with Latin, Greek, and the European languages of culture at the time: Romance,
Germanic, and Slavic. The comparison of Sanskrit with the two classical languages
revolutionized the perception of linguistic relationships.
In the year 1812 a young German named Franz Bopp (1791-1867) traveled to
Paris to read Oriental languages. He stayed for four years, serenely unconcerned with
the Napoleonic Wars, and in 1816 was published his book On the Conjugation System
of Sanskrit in Comparison with that of the Greek, Latin, Persian, and Germanic
Languages. Bopp was only 25 when the work appeared, but it marks the birth of the
Comparative Method. Bopp was not the first to discover that Sanskrit was related to
these other languages, the family we now term Indo-European but he was the first to
establish comparison on a systematic basis as an autonomous science to explain the
forms of one language by those of another.
As emphasized in the classical description (1925) of the Comparative Method
by the greatest Indo-Europeanist of his age, the French scholar Antoine Meillet (18661936), there are two kinds of linguistic comparison, equally legitimate but with two
distinct goals. The first is TYPOLOGICAL comparison, and its goal is the establishment
3
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of universal characteristics or universal laws; this is the ordinary sense of the term
'comparative' in comparative literature, comparative anatomy, or comparative law.
But the other type is GENETIC comparison, and its goal is history; that is the ordinary
sense of the term comparative linguistics. The same method is in principle perfectly
applicable to other disciplines as well. Genetic comparative anatomy is a part of
evolutionary—historical—biology. There exists a genetic comparative law, however
rudimentary, associated with particular related peoples and cultures. The present work
as a whole can be taken as an argument for the existence of a real genetic comparative
literature. In all cases it is the genetic model that I will refer to as the Comparative
Method in historical linguistics.
The Comparative Method is not very complicated, yet it is one of the most
powerful theories of human language put forth so far and the theory that has stood the
test of time the longest. Put simply, the comparatist has one fact and one hypothesis.
The one fact is that certain languages show similarities which are so numerous and so
precise that they cannot be attributed to chance, and which are such that they cannot
be explained as borrowings from one language into another or as universal or quasiuniversal features of many or all human languages. The comparatist's one hypothesis,
then, is that these resemblances among certain languages must be the result of their
development from a common original language.
Certain similarities may be accidental, like Latin deu-s, Greek theo-s, both
'god', and Nahuatl (Aztec) teo-tl 'sacred' (the hyphen separates the case marker at the
end of each). They may reflect elemental similarities: the Greek stem pneu- 'breathe,
blow' is virtually identical to the verb pniw- 'breathe' of the Klamath of Oregon, and
the imitative phrase I learned from my father for the call of the 'hoot owl' (actually the
great horned owl, Bubo virginianus), I-cook-for-myself-who-cooks-for-you-all, is
nearly the same in its last five syllables as the Swampy (Woodland) Cree word for the
same bird, ko.hko.hkaho.w (Siebert 1967:18). Both pairs imitate the physiological
gesture (blowing [pu-] through the nose [-n-]) or the sound of the bird. Finally,
languages commonly borrow words and their features from each other in a whole
gamut of ways ranging from casual contact to systematic learned coinages of the kind
that English makes from Latin and Greek. But where all these possibilities to account
for the similarities must be excluded, we have a historical conclusion: the similarities
are said to be genetic in character, and the languages are spoken of as related or cognate.
The comparatist assumes genetic filiation of the languages, in other words, descent
from a common ancestor, often termed aproto-language, which no longer exists. The
standard model to display this relation remains the family tree diagram.
Wherever the comparative method is carried to a successful conclusion it leads
to the restoration of an "original", arbitrarily "initial", language, i.e. the protolanguage. We speak of this as reconstruction. Reconstructed, and thus not directly
attested linguistic features—sounds, forms, words and the like—are conventionally
preceded by an asterisk in historical linguistic usage, e.g. the Proto-Indo-European
verb form *guhen-ti 'slays, smites' and the Proto-Algonquian noun form
*ko.hko.hkaho.wa 'great horned owl'. The systematic investigation of the resemblances among these languages by the comparative method enables us to reconstruct
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the principal features of the grammar and the lexicon of this proto-language. The
reconstruction, in turn, provides a starting point for describing the history of the
individually attested daughter languages—which is the ultimate goal of historical
linguistics.
The technique by which reconstruction works consists of equations of linguistic
forms between languages, from which we may deduce rules of correspondence. These
operate on all levels of grammar, the meaningless as well as the meaningful, sound as
well as form. The key word is systematicity or regularity.
We can, for example, state it as a rule that the p and the d of the Greek stem pod'foot' will correspond to the f and t of English foot. That these rules work is
demonstrated by the comparison and equation of Greek pezd-(is) (
) with its
English translation and cognate (bull)fist, a kind of puffball, and the comparison and
equation of Greek pord-(e) (
) with its English translation and cognate fart. The
reconstructed Proto-Indo-European roots for these three words, *pod-/*pod-, *pozd/*pozd- and *pord-/*pord- can be viewed as just a shorthand for the sets of rules of
correspondence among the Greek, English, and all other cognates. But the stronger
claim, in spite of all the cautionary hedges we may put up, is that these reconstructions
are a real model, constructed to the best of our ability, of how we think certain people
talked at a remote period before recorded history—before the human race had invented
the art of writing.
Let us take as our starting point the simplest possible model of comparative
historical linguistics, of genetic filiation as determined by the application of the
Comparative Method. Two languages, A and B, exhibit systematic similarities which
cannot be attributed to borrowing nor to universals nor to chance. The systematic
similarities can be accounted for only by the postulation of an original common
language O, the ancestor of A and B, as modeled in Figure 1:

Figure 1
The description of O is its grammar and lexicon, i.e. its 'dictionary'. The task
of the historical linguist is both to describe O (by reconstruction) and, more importantly, to show how it is possible to get from O to A and from O to B.
Now, in favorable circumstances the use of languages A and B for artistic
purposes, which we will designate POETIC LANGUAGES A' and B', may also exhibit
systematic similarities which are not attributable to borrowing, universality, or
chance. The only explanation of the Comparative Method is again a common
"original": the use of O itself for artistic purposes, POETIC LANGUAGE O', as in
Figure 2:
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Figure 2
The description of O' is its poetic grammar and its poetic repertory.
Put as simply as possible, linguistics is the scientific study of language, and
poetics is the scientific study of "artistic" language. In a famous and influential phrase
of Roman Jakobson (1896-1982), 'poetics deals primarily with the question, what
makes a verbal message a work of art?'(1981:18, originally published 1960).
Linguistics (and epistemology) owes to Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) the
distinction between synchrony and diachrony, between the synchronic study of
phenomena (such as linguistic structures) at a particular point in time without
reference to history and the diachronic study of phenomena (such as linguistic
structures) as they move across or through time. It can be seen that it is synchronic
comparison which leads to the perception of universals, the properties of all human
languages, at any time and place, whereas diachronic comparison leads to history. Yet
the "opposition" of the synchronic to the diachronic plane or axis resolves itself in the
nature of the object, language. Synchrony is concerned with how all languages are the
same, whereas diachrony is concerned with how all languages are different; every
human language combines both properties, universal and particular.
Let us return to our model in Figure 2, the reconstruction of a poetic language.
The task of the linguist in this model is much more complex than in Figure 1. It is
twofold: first to describe O and O', the reconstructed proto-language and the reconstructed poetic proto-language, and second to show how it is possible to get from O
to A and O to B, and from O' to A' and O' to B'. These are diachronic concerns. But
the linguist's task is also to show the relation of language A to poetic language A', B
to B', and O to O'. These are synchronic concerns.
Poetic language, poetic grammar, and poetic inventory may be approached
purely synchronically (typologically), with the goal of discovering universals; but
they may also be studied with an eye to history, not just social but genetic, evolutionary
history. The two are combined in the field of COMPARATIVE INDO-EUROPEAN POETICS,
which is the concern of the present work. Comparative Indo-European poetics may
be defined as a linguistic approach to the form, nature, and function of poetic language
and archaic literature among a variety of ancient Indo-European peoples. This
linguistic approach can and must be both diachronic and synchronic, both historical
and descriptive-theoretical, both genetic and typological. Comparative Indo-European historical linguistics in practice combines the diachronic and the synchronic
approach, and great comparatists like Ferdinand de Saussure, Berthold Delbruck
(1842-1922), Jacob Wackernagel (1852-1938), and Emile Benveniste (1902-1976)
moved freely and effortlessly between synchrony and diachrony. In my own way I
have tried to follow their model.
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2. Culture history and linguistic reconstruction
A language necessarily implies a society, a speech community, and a culture, and a
proto-language equally necessarily implies a 'proto-culture', that is, the culture of the
users of the proto-language. In terms of our model we can also reinterpret O', A', B'
as representing any linguistically relevant aspect of the proto-culture, as for example
law: A' and B' would be cognate legal insitutions in two societies speaking cognate
languages A and B, and O' would be the legal system reconstructible for the society
speaking proto-language O. The methods of historical linguistics provide critically
important tools for the culture historian concerned with the reconstruction of ancient
ways of life as well as ancient forms of speech. Poetic language is of course only one
of many registers available to the members of a given society.
Language is linked to culture in a complex fashion: it is at once the expression
of culture and a part of it. And it is in the first instance the lexicon of the language or
proto-language which affords an effective way—though not the only one—to approach
or access the culture of its speakers. Indo-Europeanists saw very early that the
agreements in vocabulary among the various ancient languages attest significant
features of a common ancestral culture. The same technique of reconstructing culture
from the lexicon has been applied successfully to other, non-Indo-European, families
as well.
To take a simple example, the word for 'dog' shows systematic similarities in
many Indo-European languages:
nominative
accusative
genitive

OIrish
cu
coin
con

Hittite
kuwas
kuwanan
kunas

Greek
kuon
kuna
kunos

Vedic
s(u)va
svanam
sunas

Lith.
suo
suni
suns

PIE
* kuuo
* kuonm
* Kunos

From the cognate set we can reconstruct not only the Proto-Indo-European word for
'dog' but also the precise details of its declension. Yet note that we have not only
reconstructed a word for 'dog', but we have postulated an item of the material culture
of the speakers of Proto-Indo-European as well. The inference that the IndoEuropeans had dogs is obviously trivial, given the remote antiquity of the animal's
domestication. A more telling example, however, is an old technical term for an item
of chariot harness, the 'reins' held by the charioteer. We find the word in only two
traditions, Old Irish and Greek; but in both the one term is specifically linked to
charioteering in the earliest texts. We find in Homeric Greek of the 8th century heniai
(
) 'reins' and heniokhos
) 'charioteer', literally 'reins-holder', which
faithfully continue the forms of the same words 500 years earlier in the Bronze Age,
Mycenean Greek anija 'reins' and anijoko 'charioteer, reins-holder'. Their only
cognate is in Old Irish of the 8th century A.D., the plural eisi or eise 'reins', held in the
hand of the charioteer in the epic Tain Bo Cuailnge. We can reconstruct an IndoEuropean preform *ansiiola-, earlier *h,ans-iio/ah2 -.1 As a technical term in chariotry
1. Thus correct the reconstruction given in Liddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English Lexicon. The
attested Mycenean instrumental plural anijapi 'with the reins' can even be equated with the attested Old Irish
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and the harnessing of the horse it is certainly a non-trivial reconstruction for the
material culture of the Proto-Indo-Europeans.
Non-material culture, what anthropologists now term symb c culture, is
equally amenable to reconstruction. We can reconstruct with certainty an IndoEuropean word for 'god', *deiuos, from Irish de, Latin deus, Sanskrit devas, etc.; it is
a derivative of an older root noun *dieu- (Hittite siu-n- 'god'). This form figures as
well in the two-part reconstructible name of the chief deity of the Indo-European
pantheon, *dieu- ph2ter-. The second element is the general Indo-European word for
'father', not in the sense of 'parent' or 'sire', but with the meaning of the adult male
who is head of the household, Latin paterfamilias. He is the 'father god': for the IndoEuropeans the society of the gods was conceived in the image of their own society. The
reconstruction *dieu- ph2ter- recurs not only in Latin Iuppiter, Greek Zeu pater, and
Vedic Diaus pitar, but also in Luvian Tatis Tiwaz 'father Diw-at- and Hittite Attas Sius
'father Sius' (written with Sumerograms as DUTU-us). Old Irish has its special
contribution to make here as well: the pagan deity known as the Dagdae (in Dagdae,
literally 'the good-god', always with the article) has the epithet Oll-athair 'greatfather', 'super-father'. We can reconstruct a whole Celtic phrase, *sindos dagodeiwos ollo-[p]atir. The Indo-European semantics "father god" (in boldface) is
actually better preserved in Old Irish and in Hittite than it is in Greek or Latin with their
personalized "father Zeus/Jove". The definite article (older demonstrative) of Irish in
Dagdae adds its own archaic modality, like the Hittite god Sius-summis 'our own God'.
Now another lexical set relating to an aspect of symbolic culture in the semantic
realm of power or authority is the group of words including Vedic asura- and Avestan
ahura- 'lord' (usually divinized), Hittite hassu- 'king', and the group of Germanic
deities known in Old Norse as the sir, Germanic *ansuz. These are respectively
reconstructed as *h2ns-u-ro , *h2,ns-u-, and *h2o'/ans-u-.2
Most scholars today assume these words for 'king, lord, god' are related to the
Hittite verb has-/ hass- 'beget, engender, produce', from *h2o/ans-. Ferdinand
Sommer as early as 1922 noted the parallelism of Hittite has-/hass- 'engender' beside
hassu- 'king' from a single root, and the family of English kin etc. beside the family
of English king (Germanic *kuningaz) from another single IE root *genh1 -, also
meaning 'engender'. The ruler was looked upon as the symbolic generator of his
subjects; the notion is still with us in the metaphor 'father of his country', translating
the even clearer Latin figure pater patriae.
Other Indo-European words for 'king' make reference to other semantic aspects
of royalty and kingship. The old root noun *h3reg- is found only in the extreme west
(Latin rex, Irish ri) and extreme east (Vedic raj-, Avestan barazi-raz- 'ruling on
high').3 The noun clearly belongs with Greek
'stretch out', Latin rego 'rule',
Vedic raj- 'stretch out straight', and a whole set of forms built on the metaphor
'straight, right' and 'rule, ruler, regulate'. The Old Avestan derivative razar is
dative plural e'sib, down to the very case ending. We can reconstruct *ansiiabhi, earlier *h2ans-iiah,
-bhi-, with the same precision as in the word for 'dog'.
2. For the nasal and other details see most recently the dictionaries of Puhvel, Tischler, Mayrhofer,
and Lehmann, with references.
3. Or 'commanding aloud' (Kellens 1974).
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variously translated as 'ordinance' (Bartholomae), 'order' (Kellens), even 'prayer'
(Humbach-Elfenbein-Skjaerv0). We may observe yet another metaphor for guidance
or governance in Y. 50.6 raivim stoi mahiia razang '(we should instruct Zarathustra)
to serve as charioteer of my ordinance/prayer'. The metaphor of the ruler as driver,
charioteer recurs in the Old Irish text Audacht Morainn §22 and frequently in the
Rigveda.
This metaphor permits us to return to our words for' ruler', 'lord', 'king' in Vedic
asura-, Germanic *ansuz, Hittite hassu-, and to propose they may be related to the
technical term for the chariot driver's means of guiding and controlling his horses:
the 'reins', Greek and Irish *ans-io- from the same Indo-European root *h2ns- or
*h2ans-, which we discussed above. The designation of the reins rests squarely on a
metaphor: the "reins" are the "rulers". It is just the inverse of the metaphor which calls
the ruler "charioteer", "helmsman".
In our model of the reconstruction of a poetic language (Figure 2), two cognate
poetic languages, A' and B', form the base of the triangle, and its apex is the
reconstructed poetic proto-language O'. As we stated, the description of this poetic
language O' is its poetic grammar and repertory. The notion of poetic grammar and
its analogues to the different components of ordinary grammar such as phonology and
syntax will be examined in greater detail in chap. 3. Let us here only note that on a
higher level of grammar, where meaning is pertinent, we find the syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic components. This is the domain of FORMULAS, set phrases which are the
vehicles of THEMES. The totality of themes may be thought of as the culture of the given
society.
The comparison of characteristic formulas in various Indo-European languages
and societies permits their reconstruction, sometimes as far back as the original
common language and society. The formulas tend to make reference to culturally
significant features—'something that matters'—and it is this which accounts for their
repetition and long-term preservation. The phrase goods and chattels is an example
of a formula in English today, fixed in the order of its constituents and pragmatically
restricted in deployment and distribution. A glance at The New English Dictionary
shows the phrase attested in that form and in that fixed order since the early 16th
century and a good century earlier in the form good(e)s and cattel(s). The earliest
citation is 1418, but we may safely presume the phrase is much older. It appears to be
a translation into English of an Anglo-Latin legal phrase (NED s.v. cattle) designating
non-moveable and moveable wealth which is attested as bonorum aliorum sive
cattalorum in the pre-Norman, 11th-century Laws of Edward the Confessor. The
coinage cattala is from Late Latin cap(i)tale, presumably transmitted through Northern or Norman French, but before the Conquest.
This formula is a MERISM, a two-part figure which makes reference to the totality
of a single higher concept, as will be shown in chap. 3: goods and chattels, nonmoveable and moveable wealth, together designate all wealth. In its present form this
formula is nearly a thousand years old in English. Yet its history may be projected even
further back, with the aid of the comparative method. We find a semantically identical
formula in Homeric Greek nearlytwo thousand years earlier: the phrase
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TE (Od. 2.75), where Telemachus complains of the suitors devouring his
'riches which lie and riches which move', the totality of his wealth. For other parallels
see Watkins 1979a and 1992a.
In its semantics and as the expression of a cultural theme the formula goods and
chattels goes all the way back to Indo-European, even if the particular verbal
expression, the wording of the phrase itself, does not. Lexical renewal of one or more
components of a formula does not affect its semantic integrity nor its historical
continuity. We have a renewal of the signifiant, the "signifier", while the signifie, the
"thing signified", remains intact. In cases where we can know, as here, language is
almost incredibly persistent, and in this work as a whole it is my goal to emphasize the
longevity and specificity of verbal tradition and the persistence of specific verbal
traditions, whether in structures of the lexicon, of syntax, or of style.
The collection of such utterances, such formulaic phrases, is part of the poetic
repertory of the individual daughter languages, and, where reconstructible, of the
proto-language itself. Individual lexical items or sets of these which constitute
formulaic phrases are not the only entities amenable to reconstruction. On the basis
of similarities—samenesses—we reconstruct language. But it happens that certain
texts themselves in some of these cognate languages, or text fragments, exhibit the sort
of similarity to suggest that they are genetically related. These texts are in some sense
the same. Exploration of what might be termed the "genetic intertextuality" of these
variants casts much light on the meaning of the ancient texts themselves; on the basis
of the samenesses we may in privileged cases reconstruct proto-texts or text fragments.
These too are part of the poetic repertory of the poetic proto-language O'.
Formulas may also function to encapsulate entire myths and other narratives,
and the whole of Part Two of the present work is devoted to the 'signature' formula
of the Indo-European dragon-slaying myth, the endlessly repeated, varied or invariant
narration of the hero slaying the serpent. We will begin in the Rigveda, with the
phonetically and syntactically marked phrase hann him 'he/you SLEW the SERPENT' . Following the French Indologist Louis Renou (1896-1966) we will term this
phrase the BASIC FORMULA. As we shall see, it recurs in texts from the Vedas in India
through Old and Middle Iranian holy books, Hittite myth, Greek epic and lyric, Celtic
and Germanic epic and saga, down to Armenian oral folk epic of the last century. This
formula, typically with a reflex of the same Indo-European verb root *guhen- (Vedic
han-, Avestanjan-, Hittite kuen-, Greek
-, Old Irish gon-, English bane),
shapes the narration of 'heroic' killing or overcoming of adversaries over the IndoEuropean world for millennia. There can be no doubt that the formula is the vehicle
of the central theme of a proto-text, a central part of the symbolic culture of the
speakers of Proto-Indo-European.
The formula appears in texts of a variety of genres from cultic hymn and
mythological narrative, epic and heroic legend, to spells and incantations of black and
white magic. The variations rung on this basic formula constitute a virtually limitless
repository of artistic verbal expression in archaic and preliterate Indo-European
societies. Their careful study can cast light in unexpected places and bring together
under a single linguistic explanation a variety of seemingly unrelated, unconnected
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text passages in a number of different but related languages. Things that do not make
sense synchronically often do make sense diachronically, and, just as in language, the
key may lie in a "singular detail" (Meillet 1925:3), like the use of a derivative of the
root *guhen-. This linguistic approach to the poetics of these ancient texts in related
ancient languages I have, I believe legitimately if somewhat tendentiously, termed
genetic intertextuality. The method as a whole I have called elsewhere (1989)—
rehabilitating an old-fashioned term by insisting on its literal meaning—the new
comparative philology.
It should be unnecessary to point out explicitly that the approach to these ancient
Indo-European texts I am advocating here is intended only as a supplement or
complement to, not a substitute for, the ordinary standard approaches to literary texts
in these same languages through literary history, philology, or criticism. The Greek
poet Pindar was a historical personage, who practiced his craft and earned his
livelihood commemorating in song the accomplishments and virtues of other contemporary personages of a specific historical time and place, Greece and Sicily of the 5th
century B.C. Pindar was a product of his own times. But it can only increase our awe
before his genius to know that in some of his formulas and themes, some of his genres
and subgenres, some of his training and his role in society, he was still part of a cultural
tradition, verbally expressed, which reached back thousands of years. It can by the
same token only enhance our wonder at Pindar's art to hear his elemental words of
water, gold, and fire echoing and reverberating from Celtic ringforts to Indie ritual
enclosures:

Best is water, but gold like burning fire
by night shines out beyond all lordly wealth.

2
Sketch for a history of
Indo-European poetics
The study of what we now term Indo-European poetics has hitherto proceeded in three
distinct streams, each with its own historical sequence and sometimes greater, sometimes lesser independence from the other two. These may be termed (1) formulaics,
(2) metrics, and (3) stylistics. Formulaics—the oldest—examines and compares lexically and semantically cognate or closely similar phrases in cognate languages, like
Homeric Greek
'swift horses', Young Avestan aspanho ... asauuo 'id.',
and Vedic asvas.., asavah 'id.', securely reconstructible in root, suffix, and ending
as *h1oK-eu-es h1eku-os, in either order. Metrics examines and compares similar versification systems, like the mostly isosyllabic, quantitative, bi- or tricolic verse line
grouped into strophes in both Vedic and Greek lyric poetry. Stylistics examines and
compares all the other linguistic devices, figures, and other recurrent phonological,
morphological, and syntactic variables which may be in play in verbal art in cognate
languages.
I treat these three topics separately and in the order given, since their histories
are largely independent. A very detailed study of the history of Indo-European poetics, with the emphasis on formulaic comparisons, may be found in Schmitt 1967, the
author's dissertation under Paul Thieme. Schmitt's impulse for producing this magnum opus was evidently his discovery six years before of the formula mrtyum tar'overcome death' in the Atharvaveda (quoted in chap. 40), which provided a Vedic
phrasal counterpart to the Greek compound vek-Tap, the 'nectar' which 'overcomes
death', in Thieme's etymology to the root of Latin nex 'death' and Vedic tar- 'overcome'. See Thieme 1952 and Schmitt 1961 (reprinted in 1968:324) and 1967:190.
Many of the classic studies are reprinted in Schmitt 1968; these will be so signaled
where mentioned. Other general discussions of the issue may be found in Meid 1978
and Campanile 1987.

1. Formulaics
Rigvedic aksiti sravah (1.40.4b, 8.103.5b, 9.66.7c), sravah ... aksitam (1.9.7bc) and
12
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Homeric
(//. 9.413) all mean 'imperishable fame'. The two phrases,
Vedic and Greek, were equated by Adalbert Kuhn as early as 1853, almost en passant,
in an article dealing with the nasal presents in the same two languages.l Kuhn's innovation was a simple one, but one destined to have far-reaching consequences. Instead of making an etymological equation of two words from cognate languages, he
equated two bipartite noun phrases of noun plus adjective, both meaning 'imperishable fame'. The comparability extended beyond the simple words to their suffixal
constituents srav-as- a-ksi-ta-m,
.2 What Kuhn had done was to
equate two set or fixed phrases between two languages, which later theory would term
formulas. Thus in M. L. West's somewhat lyrical words (1988a:152), 'With that famous equation of a Rig-Vedic with a Homeric formula... Kuhn in 1853 opened the
door to a new path in the comparative philologist's garden of delights.' The equation has itself given given rise to a considerable literature, notably Schmitt 1967:1102 and Nagy 1974; it is discussed at length with further references and the equation
vindicated in chap. 15.
Kuhn made further investigations directly concerned with proving a common
inherited Indo-European poetics and poetry, basing himself on comparison of the
charms and incantations of Atharvavedic white and black magic with those of Medieval and contemporary Germanic folklore. While he was only moderately successful at demonstrating these to posterity, and some of his comparisons rest only on elementary parallels and are therefore to be rejected, a more sophisticated methodology can and has justified the essential correctness of his instincts and many of his
insights. They are examined in detail in part VII below. In particular, Kuhn's attention and sensitivity to the comparability of genre was a notable step forward, even if
later work has shown that comparable structural sets may also sometimes occur in
radically different genres.
In another article in the same year 1853 Kuhn had, again in passing, noted the
similarity of the Vedic phrase isirena manasa, more or less 'with eager mind' (RV
8.48.7), and its exact Homeric cognate
; in the set tag phrase
('
etc.) 'holy spirit/strength (of Alkinoos)', narratologically equivalent to
the proper name alone. The Belgian Iranist Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin renewed
the discussion of this still-enigmatic pair in 1937, as did Antonino Pagliaro in an essay first published in 1947/48 and subsequently reprinted (see Schmitt 1967:28, n.
176). The relevance of the formula to the semantic notion of the 'sacred' was touched
on by Benveniste 1969:196, perhaps over-hastily. We must recognize that the semantics and pragmatics of the original inherited phrase antedate its attested use in both
the Rigveda and Homer. Cf. also Schmitt 1973.
With the contributions of Kuhn, 'the concept of an Indo-European poetic lan1. KZ 2.467. The journal, Zeitschrift fur Vergleichende Sprachforschung, was founded by Kuhn
only the previous year, and for the first hundred volumes of its existence was so abbreviated, for "Kuhns
Zeitschrift". With volume 101 (1988) it became Historische Sprachforschung (HS).
2. The identity of the equation could be captured by a reconstruction reducing each of the two to
the same common prototype. Historically the first reconstruction in Indo-European studies, with precisely
the declared aim of capturing the common prototype underlying the feminine participles Greek and
Indie -anti, had been made by August Schleicher only the year before Kuhn's article, in the preface to
Schleicher 1852.
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guage was beginning to emerge' (West 1988a:152). Other scholars added to the corpus of phraseological equations among cognate Indo-European languages, which
might with some confidence be attributed to the repertoire of the proto-language itself. A metaphorical expression for the Indo-European poet and his craft was early
identified by the French Iranist James Darmesteter (1878) in an article significantly
entitled 'A grammatical metaphor in Indo-European'. He compared the Avestan
compound vacas-tasti- 'hymn, strophe', literally 'utterance-crafting', with Vedic
vacamsi a s a . . . taksam 'with my mouth I have crafted these words' and the Pindaric
phrase
...
(Pyth. 3.113) 'crafters of words'. Methodologically, note
that while the collocation has been claimed to be the 'central Indo-European poetic
figure' (Schmitt 1967,1968), and in all probability is of Indo-European date, it is not
confined to Indo-European, for the same metaphor and a similar expression are found
in contemporary Egyptian Arabic folk poetry, 'craftsman/fabricator of words' (Dwight
Reynolds, p.c.). Virtually any technology can be exploited for such metaphorical
purpose, such as weaving: archaic Old Irish faig ferb 'he wove words' (Amrae
Choluimb Chille), embellished by the borrowing of Latin uerbum.
A large number of these common formulaic figures, like
and
sravas . . . aksitam, rest on equations between Vedic and Early Greek. Such is for
example the expression of an apparent Indo-European tabu reported by the early Greek
epic and gnomic poet Hesiod in his Works and Days 727,
'to urinate
standing up', which C. R. Lanman in his additions to W. D. Whitney's translations
of the Atharvaveda compared to Vedic urdhvo meksyami 'I will urinate standing up'
(AV 7.10.2). Both pairs are identical in root, morphology, and syntax.3
Vedic represents only the Indie fork of the Indo-Iranian branch of the IndoEuropean family tree, with Greek another branch; schematically,

The closeness of the relation is marked by the shared node, the intermediary common language. There are far more lexical correspondences, words shared between
Indie and Iranian than between either or both of these and Greek. It should therefore
ome as no surprise that Indie and Iranian as well share more formulaic phrases than
ther or both with Greek. Scholars were in fact slow to recognize and exploit this
simple fact and principle, viz., the closer to the common proto-language, the greater
the frequency of common phrasal retentions. The reason is probably the recentness
(relative to Vedic and Greek) of the establishment of a soundly-based Older Iranian
philology by Christian Bartholomae and the relative scarceness of the cultivation of
Iranian studies relative to that of Sanskrit or the Classics.
3. One of the benefits of the comparison and reconstruction of formulas involving the phrasal combination of two or more words is their contribution to the study of Indo-European syntax, despite the pessimism of Schlerath 1992.
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A small but well-chosen and ably commented selection of common IndoIranian phrases, the fruit of a lifetime's sporadic gleanings, was published by Emile
Benveniste (1968) in the volume honoring his friend and collaborator Louis Renou.
A much fuller and systematic collection, without comment or discussion, was presented in the same year by Bernfried Schlerath, in Konkordanz C of his Vorarbeiten
II to an unfinished Avesta dictionary (1968:148-64; with valuable index of keywords
189-99). His findings are now systematically incorporated into Manfred Mayrhofer' s
etymological dictionaries of Old Indie (1956-1980,1986-).
Schlerath's useful introduction (1968:viii-xv) specifically states as a methodological principle that only expressions or formulas with at least two etymologically
related words in each language qualified for inclusion. This restriction is not valid,
as we saw in the preceding section. Renewal of one, two, or more members of a formulaic syntagma, of one or more signifiants, under semantic identity—preservation
of the signifie—is a perfectly normal and commonplace way for formulaic sequences
to change over time, as I and Enrico Campanile and others have long insisted.4 (See
chap. 17 for examples and discussion.)
The most detailed collection of Indo-Iranian phrasal collocations is due to L.
G. Gercenberg [Hertzenberg] 1972. He assembled nearly 350 two- or three-member
phrasal collocations of cognates in Vedic (almost all Rigveda) and Avestan; his collections include comparisons outside Indo-Iranian where relevant. Each is provided
with a syntactic and lexical reconstruction; only collocations involving pairs (or more)
of etymologically related words are admitted. His sets are presented laconically, without comment or context, and could well be re-examined with profit. For a single example see chap. 12.
Other languages and traditions have made important contributions to the collection. A famous example first compared by Jacob Wackernagel in 1910 (reprinted
in Schmitt 1968:30-33) is that of Avestan pasu. vira, a dual dvandva compound 'cattle
[and] men' and Umbrian ueiro pequo 'men [and] cattle', possibly showing the same
archaic syntax. Comparable expressions from the other traditions like the Roman poet
Ovid's pecudesque virosque (Met. 1.286) were subsequently added by others (see
Schmitt 1967:16, 213 and chap. 17, this vol.). Note that this formula like goods and
chattels is another merism, a two-part figure which makes reference to the totality of
a single higher concept. Cattle and men together designate the totality of moveable
wealth, wealth 'on the hoof, chattels. The same semantics underlies another paral
phrase first noted by Albrecht Weber in 1873 (see Schmitt 1967:12) in Vedic dvipade
(ca) catuspade (ca) '(both) two-footed (and) four-footed', Umbrian dupursus
peturpursus 'two-footed, four-footed'. See on these Watkins 1979a.
A good example of the unfortunate consequences of Schlerath's restriction is
his treatment of the Avestan pair pasu- 'cattle' and nar- 'man' as against pasu- and
vira- in the same meaning. His restriction leads him to ignore the Old Avestan
kamnanar- 'having few men' and kamnafsuua- 'few cattle' (Y.46.2), astutely discussed by Benveniste 1968, 1969:1.49.
The collection of formulaic phrases common to two or more Indo-European
poetic traditions has proceeded at a slow but steady pace for nearly a century and a
4. See most recently Campanile 1993 for a reaffirmation of our principle, with many examples.
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half. See for example Kurke 1989, on the pouring (IE *gheu-) of a poem or prayer
like a libation in Vedic (ima giro .. .juhomi 'I pour these songs' RV), Greek (
. ..
'pouring votive prayers' Aeschylus), and Latin (fundere preces Horace,
Vergil). If the Latin examples of the Augustan age might reflect Greek influence, as
she acknowledges (124, n. 24), one could also point to the Old Irish idiom feraid failte
'pours welcome' where Greek influence is not possible.
The collection is still ongoing. Recent acquisitions include the equation in 1992
by a graduate student in Classics at Harvard, Fred Porta, of Vedic maho ajmasya
'(Savitr the sun rules) the great path, way (of the horses of the sun's chariot)' (RV
4.53.4) with Greek
'the great path, way (of the horses of the moon's
chariot)' (Homeric Hymn to Selene 32.11).5 In the following year, 1993, Michael Weiss
in his Cornell dissertation6 argued convincingly that Latin iugis 'everflowing', Greek
'healthy', Cypriote uwais(e) zan 'forever and ever', Gothic ajuk-dups 'eternity',
and Old Avestan yauuaeji- 'living forever' are all direct or indirect reflexes of an IndoEuropean collocation of *h2oiu- 'lifetime, eternity' and *guih3- 'to live', manifested
in a compound *h2iu-guih3-. Continued study of all the Indo-European traditions can
safely be expected to yield still more such equations. Thus the new Simonides fragments (IEG II2 11.12) bring in the phrase
'chariot of Justice' the first
cognate of Rigvedic rtasya ratha 'chariot of Truth' with its Old Irish thematic congeners (Watkins 1979b). Yet the concern of Indo-European poetics extends much
further than just the accumulation of cognate phrases, whether formulaic or not in the
technical sense (see immediately below) in the given tradition.

Formula and theme
The study of these inherited phrases in the various Indo-European traditions was fundamentally affected by the epoch-making work of Milman Parry in his Paris dissertations (1928a and 1928b).7 Parry's work on Homeric phraseology and the technique
of oral composition, largely influenced by his field work on the living epic tradition
of Yugoslavia, showed that formulas functioned as the 'building blocks' of Homeric
verse. His subsequent famous and influential, if now outdated, definition of the formula was 'a group of words which is regularly employed, under the same metrical
conditions, to express a given essential idea' (Parry 1930 = A. Parry 1971:266-324).
Parry's great contribution was the founding of a new genre in literary theory, termed
by him 'oral poetry', even if neither 'orality' in the sense of non-literacy, nor 'poetry' in the sense of 'metrical', is a necessary condition. Later writers, notably Parry's
5. The equation is linguistically noteworthy in further anchoring the residual o-grade of a root in
(post laryngeal) a-: *h2eg- > *h2ag- of
, ajati beside *h2og-mo- of
-. Contrast Vedic ajman: Latin agmen, which show either original e-grade, or more likely generalization of the root-form ag-. The
equation of
and ajma- is at least as old as Saussure's Memoire of 1878. The Celtic divine name
Ogmios, Old Irish Ogma, and the name of the writing system ogam are probably to be related. See McManus
1991.
6. Refined and developed as 'Life Everlasting', presented to the Twelfth East Coast Indo-European Conference, Cornell University, June 1993.
7. English translations in Parry 1971.
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student and successor Albert Bates Lord with his influential 1960 work The Singer of
Tales, and in selected papers reprinted in Epic Song and Oral Tradition (1991), have
tended to replace 'oral' by 'oral-traditional', while others, like Gregory Nagy, prefer just 'traditional'.
Parry's theory as developed by Lord has been further significantly modified by
the work of others on different traditions around the world, such as Finnegan 1970,
1977, Ivanov and Toporov 1974, Nagy 1974, Kiparsky 1976, and Opland 1983, to
name only a few. See the several collections, introduction and bibliography of Foley
1981, 1985,1986, 1987,1988. One should mention also the work of J. Latacz (e.g.,
1979) and his school, for example E. Visser 1988, with references.
The primary modifications of the notion of the formula were to de-emphasize
the purely metrical as a condition sine qua non, and to place greater emphasis on the
notion of theme (Parry's 'essential idea'). At the Ann Arbor Conference of 1974,8
bringing to the question the insights of contemporary syntactic theory in a pioneering fashion, Paul Kiparsky felicitously termed the formula a 'ready-made surface structure'. At the same conference I termed the formula in traditional oral literature 'the
verbal and grammatical device for encoding and transmitting a given theme or interaction of themes,' and five years later added 'That is to say that theme is the deep
structure of formula' .9 The point can stand today even if for some time I have been
inclined to think that "deep" theme is not so very far from "surface" formula.
Another modification to Parry's definition has been to remove its restriction to
'a group of words', by recognizing that a single word may have true formulaic status. I argued this at length for Greek
'wrath'—the very first word in the Iliad—
for not just metrical but more important for thematic reasons (Watkins 1977). A similar view is expressed by G.S. Kirk in the preface to his Homer commentary
(1985:xxiii): 'single words, even,' may evince 'formular status', 'because they can
sometimes have an inherited tendency, not solely dictated by their length and metrical value, to a particular position in the verse.' Here the operative phrase, I would
suggest, is 'inherited tendency'. The 'particular position in the verse' is subject to
the caution expressed already by Nagy 1974:8 n. 24, that Parry's definition of the
formula 'is suitable for a working definition, provided that the phrase "under the same
metrical conditions" is not understood to mean "in the same position within the line".'
The whole of Part Two of this work shows that the formulaic (or 'formular') status
of derivatives of the root *guhen- 'smite, slay' is precisely an 'inherited tendency' in
all the ancient Indo-European language contextual nexuses—mythic, epic, or
apotropaic charms—which continue it, regardless of language or verse-line.
Nowhere is the notion of the formula so important today as in its original locus, the Homeric poems. G.S. Kirk in the preface to his Homer commentary
(1985:xxiii) writes further,
the whole question of the formular, conventional or traditional component in the
Homeric language is extremely important for the exact appreciation of any particular passage, and of course of the whole poem. Something of a reaction is detectable
8. Stolz and Shannon.
9. Collitz Lecture published in Watkins 1982; see further below.
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at present from the extreme claims and inconclusive statistics that proliferated after
the Milman Parry revolution [emphasis mine - C.W.], but it remains true, nevertheless, that the deployment of a partly fixed phraseology is a fundamental aspect of
Homer's style and technique—one that shaped his view of life, almost. One can as
well ignore Homer's 'use of phrases' as an ordinary poet's 'use of words'.

The same recognition—if somewhat tardy, as he himself acknowledged—of the
'Milman Parry revolution' was well expressed by Ernst Risch in the preface to the
second edition of his Wortbildung der homerischen Sprache(1974:v): 'Since the studies
of Milman Parry (1928), which did not become known until far too late, even the
phenomenon of epic poetry looks different.' Risch's first edition had appeared in 1937,
9 years after the publication of Parry 1928, but made no mention of it despite the review articles of such distinguished Homerists and linguists as Chantraine (1929) and
Meillet (1929). Parry's work was duly signalled in the bibliography of Meillet's great
Apercu d'une histoire de la langue grecque from the 3rd edition of 1930 on.
If scholars have been slow to appreciate the 'Milman Parry revolution' in
Homeric studies, they have been even slower to acknowledge its significance and
implications for the study of most of the other ancient languages of the family. A
notable exception is Kiparsky 1976, who was able to bring the hymns of the Rigveda
into the Parry-Lord universe of discourse by showing the artificiality of the latter's
insistence on composition in performance as a condition sine qua non for 'oral poetry' . The poetry and prose alike of the entire thousand-year Vedic period in India,
roughly 1500-500 B.C., was composed orally, memorized, and transmitted orally; only
afterwards did the art of writing spread from the West to the Indian subcontinent.
The 'formular, conventional or traditional component' (Kirk, supra) of the language of the Vedic hymns is just as marked and just as important as for the Homeric
language, and the same observation is equally valid for early Iranian verse, for the
prose—n.b.—narrative of Hittite and Anatolian myth, and to a lesser degree for the
early poetic monuments of many, perhaps most later Indo-European traditions.
When in favorable circumstances we can assert that a given phrase or even word,
is or was once formulaic (or 'formular') in its own tradition in the technical Parry
sense, and when we can also assert that a phrase, or even word, cognate to the first in
another tradition is also or was once formulaic in that tradition, then the inference from
the comparative method is clear. Both formulas are descended from a common original formula in the technical Parry sense, a building block in the construction of 'literary', 'artistic', or otherwise non-ordinary verbal messages or TEXTS in the—necessarily oral, pre-literate—society of the speakers of the proto-language common to the
two traditions. If the two traditions are, for example, Homer and the Vedas, then an
Indo-European comparative literature becomes no longer just an antiquarian frill but
an interpretative necessity for literary theory. It is the obligation of the student of these
literatures, singly or together, to give an account of what Kirk termed, perhaps unwittingly, the real 'inherited tendency'. It is that inherited tendency toward the deployment of parallel partly fixed phraseology which is a fundamental aspect of the
style and technique of not only a Homer but a Vasistha10—and one that shaped both
10. I take here only as emblematic the name of one legendary Vedic rishi and his family—with a
bow to Heine, Die Heimkehr 45 (Der Konig Wiswamitra, I Den treibt's ohne Rast und Ruh', I Er will durch
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poets' views of life, almost. The responsibility is clear; the present work is my own
attempt to answer it.

2. Metrics
The middle of the 19th century, not long after Kuhn's 1853 equation of Greek
with Vedic aksiti sravas, also saw the halting beginnings of a comparative
Indo-European metrics, with Westphal 1860. Westphal's attempt lacked—understandably for the time—the requisite sophistication both in the comparative method
and in the phonological and prosodic foundation of metrical systems. The defect
would be remedied in altogether masterly fashion by Antoine Meillet, with a systematic equation of the meters of the Vedic hymns with those of Greek lyric, based on
the quantitative rhythm and prosodic system which is common to both. First announced in an article on Vedic metrics of 1897, then more amply argued in the chapter entitled 'Les origines de la metrique grecque' of his Apercu d'une histoire de la
langue grecque (1913), 11 his analysis was finally presented in monograph form in Les
origines indo-europeennes des metres grecs (1923).
Meillet had proved his case, and it is now generally accepted by competent
authorities, e.g. West 1982, even if still largely ignored by most Hellenists. Meillet's
own judgment is worth quoting, as expressed in the 3rd edition (1930:xvi) of the
Apercu, where the 1923 monograph is the final item in the bibliography: 'Doubtless
Hellenists have for the most part remained sceptical as regards the conclusions of this
work; but I believe I have there correctly applied the methods of comparative grammar and the principles of rhythmics.'
In the system of the (dialectal) proto-language ancestral to Greek and Indo-Iranian the rhythm was quantitative, based on the alternation of long or heavy ('strong
time') and short or light ('weak time') syllables. Long syllables contain a long vocalic nucleus (long vowel or diphthong) followed or not by one or more consonants,
or a short vowel followed by at least two consonants; short syllables contain a short
vowel followed by no more than one consonant. The basic rhythmic alternation conshorts. The
sisted of strong times (-) separated by weak times of one or tow
verse line tended to be isosyllabic, i.e. with a fixed syllable count, sometimes varied
by suppression of the final (catalexis) or initial (acephaly) syllable. The arrangement
of lines was stichic (line-by-line), typically grouped into three- or four-line strophes
which could themselves be grouped in units of three (the Vedic trcas and the strophe, antistrophe, and epode of Greek choral lyric). The longer line of 10-12 syllables
contained an obligatory word boundary (caesura) adjoining the 5th syllable, i.e. 1234
II 5 or 12345 II. It contained three cola: the initial, up to the caesura, with free alternation of long and short syllable, a partially regulated internal colon, and a rhythmically
fixed final colon or cadence. The shorter line of 7-8 syllables usually lacked a fixed
caesura and contained only two cola, the free initial and the fixed cadence. The quantitative opposition of long and short was neutralized in the verse-final syllable (anceps).
Kampf und Bussung / Erwerben Wasischlas Kuh.), which I owe to J. Schindler.
11. On this remarkably innovative work see the penetrating appreciation of A. Morpurgo Davies
1988a.
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In Indo-Iranian and Early Greek poetry the convention is that a verse line equals
a sentence, whether a longer or a shorter line. In practice verse boundaries are often
the boundaries of syntactic constituents of (longer) sentences, and syntactic phenomena sensitive to sentence boundary are frequently found adjoining metrical boundary, both external (e.g. line boundary) and internal (e.g. caesura). Metrical boundaries frequently coincide with formula boundaries. The resultant interplay or counterpoint between syntax and meter is a very distinctive characteristic of the earliest
Indo-European poetry, and presumably of the poetic grammar of the proto-language
as well.
Paul Thieme 1953:8 could justly claim that 'We may state with certainty that
they [the Indo-European community] possessed a poetic art whose metrical form can
be reconstructed from the comparison of Indie, Iranian, and Ancient Greek data with
an exactitude whose precision excludes any possibility of doubt.' 12
Other scholars since Meillet have adduced the evidence of many other metrical traditions around the Indo-European world. Roman Jakobson (1952) argued for
the Indo-European origin of the South Slavic epic 10-syllable line (epski deseterac)
with obligatory caesura and a statistical tendency to a rhythmic cadence of an anapest
followed by an anceps,
He compared the identical Greek cadence known as
the paroemiac or 'proverb' verse, from its frequency as proverbial utterance occupying the second half line or hemistich of a dactylic hexameter, and proposed as IndoEuropean metrical prototype a 'gnomic-epic decasyllabic'.
In the beginning of the 60's (1961 [presented 1960], 1963; more cautiously
1982) I argued for the Indo-European origin of a Celtic meter, the archaic Old Irish
heptasyllabic [4 II 3] line with fixed caesura and trisyllabic stress cadence 'o o o or
'o o 'o. It shows as well the variants [5 II 2], [4 II 1], [5 II 3], and others, but the word
boundary as caesura is mandatory. While I still believe this archaic Irish verse form
is inherited, I would now rather associate it with the other manifestations of the Irish
rose, discussed in chap. 24. That is to say it should be compared with other examples
of what I term 'strophic structures' or the 'strophic style', an Indo-European poetic
form distinct from, and perhaps of earlier date than, the quantitative meter ancestral
to that of Greek and Vedic.13 This poetic form is examined in part III. The 1963 paper
(reprinted in Watkins 1994) retains its utility both for the analysis of the different Early
Irish rose meters, and for the presentation and derivation of the different Greek and
Indie verse forms.
Other traditions as well have been invoked in support of an Indo-European
12. Some doubt in fact inheres in the inclusion of Old and Young Avestan here, since the old quantitative opposition of long and short syllable has evidently been given up in Iranian. But it is well-nigh
impossible not to compare the [4117] 11 -syllable line of the Gathas with fixed caesura after the 4th syllable with the Vedic 11-syllable tristubh (or 12-syllable jagati) with caesura after 4, and similarly the typical 8-syllable Younger Avestan stichic line with the Vedic 8-syllable gayatri. Both the Old and the Younger
Avestan lines are likewise arranged in strophes.
13. And doubtless prehistoric Iranian. Old Iranian preserves most clearly the two verse forms, one
isosyllabic, with two hemistichs separated by a fixed caesura (the Gathas or Songs), and the other strophic, with lines of variable length corresponding to syntactic groups (the Yasna Haptanhaiti liturgy). (See
chap. 21.)
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metrics. See West 1973, with references to his own work on Lydian, and the introduction to West 1982. The most recent contributions have been by Heiner Eichner,
writing on Italic (1988-90) and Anatolian (1993). While characteristically rich in
learning, literature, and individual observations, these studies involve many seemingly
arbitrary assumptions, and the case for each family remains subjudice. I discuss some
of the same evidence in chapters 9, 11, and 23.
The orgins of the Greek epic meter, the dactylic hexameter, are particularly
challenging. The earlier view set forth by Meillet 1923 and K. Meister 1921 that this
meter is an 'Aegean' borrowing is quite unlikely. The general consensus now is that
the line must somehow reflect the combination of two hemistichs. I argued in passing in 1969 for a historical relation of the metrical contexts of the formula 'imperishable fame' in Greek and Vedic, and this topic was pursued in considerable detail in
Nagy 1974, attacking the metrical problem via formulaics and formula boundary (typically corresponding to metrical boundary). A crucial discovery was the Lille
Stesichorus (ca. 620-550 B.C.) papyrus (Parsons 1977), containing some 125 lines
of a lengthy choral lyric strophic composition estimated to have contained 2000 lines.
The hitherto unique metrical system was first analyzed by Haslam 1978, assuming it
was a development of the hexameter; but later West 1982:29-56 showed that the hexameter could be derived from the Stesichorean line, and that this poet provided the
critical link between choral lyric and epic.
The precise details of the origin of the hexameter still remain a matter of debate. Other scholars who have treated the question from a different standpoint include N. Berg 1978 and E.Tichy 1981. The quantitative metrics of Greek and Vedic,
quite possibly reflecting a late dialectal protolanguage, will receive no further discussion in the present work. My concern in part III is for the more widespread and probably more ancient strophic style, and elsewhere for the synchronic analysis of various metrical or otherwise poetic texts.

3. Stylistics
By this term I refer globally to all the other formal features of language, all the linguistic devices which in Jakobson' s phrase are 'what makes a verbal message a work
of art' (1981:18, 1987:63). Thus stylistics is in a sense a virtual equivalent of poetics, and in the discussion to come I will tend to use the two indiscriminately.
The notion of Indo-European stylistics in all likelihood arose first as the natural response of literarily sensitive scholars philologically trained in the Classical languages to the reading of poetic texts in a third member of the comparison, typically
Vedic Sanskrit. It is thus just as "natural" as the notion of Indo-European comparative linguistics itself, and for the same reasons. Anyone who knows by heart the couplet of the Greek soldier-poet Archilochus (2 IEG):
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In my spear is my kneaded bread; in my spear
Ismarian wine; I drink leaning on my spear,

with its triple figure of anaphora of the weapon, will surely recognize and respond to
the same figure of anaphora, this time five-fold, of another weapon in Rigveda 6.75.2:
dhanvana ga dhanvanajim jayema
dhanvana tivrah samado jayema
dhanuh satror apakamam krnoti
dhanvana sarvah pradiso jayema
With the bow may we win cattle, with the bow the fight;
with the bow may we win fierce battles.
The bow takes away the enemy's zeal;
with the bow may we win all the regions.
The observer will also note that the Vedic anaphora is more complex, encompassing
the repeated verb jayema, and that the Vedic anaphora includes a figure of polyptoton
or variation in case, instrumental ~ nominative.14
So James Darmesteter in 1878 entitled his paper on the formulaic nexus 'crafting of words' (above, 1) 'a grammatical metaphor of Indo-European', with full consciousness of its stylistic and poetic nature. Text-linguistic giants like Wilhelm
Schulze and Jacob Wackernagel made countless stylistic observations over their lifetimes, but the most influential was a lecture delivered by Wackernagel at Munich on
29 November 1932, called 'Indogermanische Dichtersprache', with the German word,
literally "poet-language", that I have paraphrased (1992b:4.86) as 'style and poetic
language'. Wackernagel's lecture was published posthumously during the Second
World War, and reprinted in his Kleine Schriften (1953) and in Schmitt 1968.
The paper is historically significant enough and of such extraordinary richness
in its implications—often inadequately recognized—that it requires the detailed
examination given below. Here for the first time Wackernagel presented a sketch for
a whole Indo-European stylistic and poetic language, centered around four
characteristic features: (omission of) the augment, the metrical form, word order, and
word selection.
The first is morphological, the absence of the augment (verbal prefix -, a-) in
past indicative tense forms (those with 'secondary' endings) in early Greek and IndoIranian poetic texts. Wackernagel suggested that the omission of the augment was
an archaism of poetic practice, the remnant of a time when there was still no
augment.15 The question is complicated now by the data of Mycenean Greek, which
show almost no augmented forms. These are non-poetic texts some 500 years
before Homer, so Wackernagel's view is probably to be rejected. For discussion see
Morpurgo Davies 1988b:78.
14. Saussurc noticed the same thing when he referred to Rigveda 1.1 as a 'versified paradigm' of
the name of the god Agni.
15. The augment is found only in the dialect area including Greek, Armenian, Indo-Iranian, and the
fragmentarily attested Phrygian.
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Wackernagel's very brief treatment of metrical form simply spoke favorably
of Meillet' s work, and disallowed alliteration as a property of Indo-European poetic
language in the way that it functioned in later Celtic, Italic, or Germanic, all of which
show or showed a fixed 'demarcative', word-initial stress accent (word-final in
British).
In my view alliteration was one of a number of phonetic figures available to
the Indo-European poet, used widely as an embellishment and not 'bloss ganz
vereinzelt und spielerisch' (with Wackernagel of the Indians and Greeks). As such,
alliteration was an 'equivalence' token, capable of being promoted to the 'constitutive device of the sequence' (Jakobson 1981:27) any time the appropriate phonological
and prosodic conditions were met. This appears to have occurred in different branches
at very divergent times.
In Insular Celtic the development of the initial mutations, which presuppose
identical treatment of consonants between vowels in syntactic groups both word-internally and across word boundary, is incompatible with a demarcative stress (which
would serve to differentiate the two positions). Once the morphophonemic system of
mutations was in place, however, it would be natural for the languages to develop
demarcative stress, to signal the grammatical information now carried by the initial
consonant of the initial syllable. The development of the mutations is generally dated
to shortly before 400 A.D.
The system of alliterative verse in Germanic must be considerably older, on the
evidence of a crucial feature. Finite verb forms do not regularly participate in the
alliterative scheme, unless they are verse- or sentence-initial. This convention must
be related to the accentuation of the finite verb in Indie and indirectly in Greek: the
finite verb in main clauses was unaccented 16 except in verse- or sentence-initial position. This scheme is found already in our earliest documentation of Germanic
(Gallehus runic inscription) ek hlewagastiR holtijaR horna tawido 'I, Hlewagastiz of
Holt, made the horn' and must reflect very ancient Germanic prosodic practice.
Wackernagel's most acute observations are found in his final two topics, word
order and word selection ('diction'). The parallelism between the two is clearer in
the German Wortstellung and Wortwahl, as is their striking similarity to Jakobson's
model of the intersecting axes of combination and selection (1981:27), on which more
below.
Wackernagel begins by pointing out the well-known contrast in early IndoEuropean between the highly regulated word order of Vedic prose or the Old Persian
inscriptions and the highly variable, apparently 'free' or non-configurational word
order observable in the Vedic hymns or the Songs of Zarathustra. He notes in Ancient Greek poetry three stages of non-prosaic order of increasing 'irrationality':
Homer, the least complex; then the choral lyric of Pindar, Bacchylides, and
Stesichorus;17 and finally the quite artificial perturbations of word order found in the
16. Whence the recessive accent in Greek.
17. He points out that Stesichorus 65 (= PMG 242)
'yourself first, o
fighter at the gate' shows a word order impossible in Homer, who has only '
(II. 10.389, 22.351).
One would like to know the full verbal and metrical context of this hemistich, and the position of the verb
governing the accusative. See note 20 below.
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recherche versification of the Hellenistic period (and its Roman imitators).
Wackernagel regards the latter as 'manifestations of overripeness', and compares the
artifices of Old Norse skaldic poetry. As we will see in chap. 9, the same degree of
perturbation of normal word order is found in Ireland, in the late sixth and seventh
centuries, long before the language of the skalds.
Wackernagel then turns to Homer, to examine clearly inherited features of poetic word order. Some of these are in fact rules of ordinary grammar. Wackernagel
first signals three: sentence-second position of enclitics and other weakly stressed
particles ('Wackernagel's law'), 18 Behaghel's 'law of increasing members', and the
disjunction (German Sperrung) of constituents of syntactic groups.
Recent work of considerable syntactic sophistication has shown that there are
in fact at least three 'Wackernagel's laws' governing the positioning of enclitics,
particularly in strings, which account for superficially variable or contradictory orders. See in detail Hale 1987 and to appear.
Behaghel's 'law of increasing members' rests on a plethora of examples from
Germanic, Greek, and the other Indo-European languages which show the stylistic
figure of enumerations of entities whereby only the last receives an epithet: "X and
Y and snaggle-toothed Z". The Catalogue of Ships in Iliad 2 offers in its lists of names
of persons, peoples, and places examples practically without exception. The fact gains
interest with the recognition today that the Catalogue is in some—though hardly all—
respects a 'Bronze Age' text, accurately reflecting the geography and settlements of
middle to late second-millennium Greece.19
The poetic disjunction of the constituents or syntactic groups has received considerable light from the study of formula and its relation to meter. In particular there
is a marked tendency for separated constituents to themselves adjoin metrical boundaries. Thus in Wackernagel's example from Tibullus (1.9.4):
sera tamen tacitis poena uenit pedibus
yet tardy justice comes on silent feet,
where sera and poena follow line-initial and hemistich boundary, and tacitis and
pedibus precede hemistich and line-final boundary.
Wackernagel goes on to point to two cases at the beginning of each epic where
contrary to received opinion Homer violates his own word-order practice. One is Od.
1.7
yap
'they perished because of their
own folly', where the genitive
quite abnormally precedes the pronominal possessive adjective.20 'Presumably this reflects the modification of a formulaic prototype like //. 4.409' writes S. West in the Odyssey commentary, citing the same model
18. Wackernagel illustrates his famous law with //. 1.8
. . . 'who of the gods
(brought) these two . . .' The correctness of his reading of the particle tap, rather than the
of the
vulgate, will be discussed in chap. 11.2, on the language and poetry of the Trojans.
19. Cf. Page 1959, Huxley 1960, and Hope Simpson and Lazenby 1970. For a more cautious treatment see Kirk 1985:158-250.
20. It is striking that the Stesichorean innovation
noticed by Wackemagel (note 17 above)
involves the same elements,
and a pronominal form.
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as Wackernagel had. The other is the more common licence, beginning with II.1.1,
to reverse the natural "iconic" order of name and patronymic ('from the oldest Indians to the Russians of today'):
. A comparable poetic licence is
to depart from the historical order in the enumeration of public offices held, the cursus
honorum, for metrical reasons: the Roman satumian in a Scipionic inscription consol
censor aidilis hic fuet apud uos. Such licences probably belong to the domain of poetic
universals.
Under 'word selection' ('diction') Wackernagel includes formulaic noun
phrases like 'imperishable fame', noting that their locus is precisely the language of
poetic eulogy—the business of the Indo-European poet. He likewise links Germanic
and Indo-European two-part personal names to poetic phraseology, as later defended
by R. Schmitt 1973, and links the poetic and the hieratic in the language of cult, as
exemplified by Greek
, Latin luppiter, Vedic diaus pitar. As we saw in
chap. 1.2, the last can now be extended by Anatolian and Celtic facts.
Wackernagel then turned his attention from phrasal and lexical phenomena to
the non-meaningful level of phonology and morphology: deformations like metrical
lengthening and shortenings, and the special doubly marked poetic o-stem nominative plural ending -asas (for -as) of Vedic and Avestan, which after going "underground" in Classical Sanskrit resurfaced in Middle Indie early Buddhist poetry and
whose hieratic value was transparent in the unique Old Persian example, the formula
Auramazda . . . uta aniyaha bagaha tayaiy hantiy 'Ahuramazda and the other gods
there are.'
His final example was a widespread stylistic feature of (typically prose)
folktales, a text-initial, existential form of the verb 'to be' introducing the typical
person or place: in Homer
(II. 6.152) 'There is a city Ephyre...',
(//. 5.9) There was among the Trojans a certain Dares
. . .' One need only compare the numerous Indo-European texts beginning 'There
was a king .. .', Sanskrit asid raja, Old Irish boi ri, Lithuanian buvo karalius, Russian zil-byl korol' (car'). Greek preserves a remarkable morphological and semantic
archaism in Alcman (PMG 74)
There was a certain
Cepheus ruling . . .', where the existential value of the suffixed form in corresponds exactly to the same value of Old Latin escit 'there is', demonstrated by Frankel
1925:442. The verb can undergo ellipsis, as in the description of Calypso's island
(Od. 1.51), beginning
,
'An island full of
trees, a goddess dwells within'. This syntactic and stylistic feature must be itself inherited; it recurs at the very beginning of the narrative part of the Hittite Appu-folktale
StBoT 14,1 7ff (following the moralistic proem) URU-as SUM-an=set URVSudul
URU
Lulluwa=ya=ssan KUR-e aruni ZAG-si eszi 'A city—Sudul its name—and the
Lulluwa-land is on the edge of the sea.'
With this programmatic lecture, delivered in 1932 at the crowning point of
Wackernagel's long career, the study of Indo-European stylistics and poetic language
had found itself.
For the work of the last two generations we can be brief. In the postwar period
the German Indologist Paul Thieme made a number of contributions, reprinted in
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Schmitt 1968. One in particular is discussed in chap. 42 below. The same decade
saw the publication of seminal works on the general theory of stylistics, linguistics,
and poetics by Roman Jakobson, reprinted in 1981. The Italian classicist and IndoEuropeanist Marcello Durante in 1958, 1960, and 1962 published three very imaginative and learned treatises, part of an ongoing project of research into the prehistory
of Greek poetic language. They deal with metaphor, the terminology of poetic creation, and the epithet, resting primarily on original observations of verbal and thematic parallels to Greek texts in Vedic and other languages. They too are reprinted
in German translation in Schmitt 1968, and revised and somewhat streamlined versions were later published in Durante 1970 and 1976. The latter is particularly rich
in Indo-European comparanda.
Schmitt 1967, already cited at the outset, is important also for stylistics, approaches to genre in Indo-European, and a host of individual correspondences, not
to mention the virtually exhaustive bibliography up to that date.
The Italian Indo-Europeanist and Celticist Enrico Campanile published in 1977
an important monograph with the intriguing title Studies in Indo-European poetic culture. The great innovation of this work was to emphasize the cultural and societal
position and function of poet and poetry, based largely on the study of the traditional
poet in Celtic and Indie society. Campanile makes valuable observations on stylistics,
on the poet as professional, and on the "total"—all-embracing—character of IndoEuropean poetic culture, and makes very precise our notion of the functional meaning of some Indo-European stylistic figures. Later works of this author, most recently
1990, develop some of the same themes, with the notions of societal and culture history predominating.
Indo-European 'poetic culture' is also the domain of a number of lengthy recent contributions of Francoise Bader, with the accent on myth. These include Bader
1989, 1991, and 1993.
In 1981 there appeared in German translation an article of fundamental importance by the Russian Indo-Europeanist Vladimir Nikolaevic Toporov. This lengthy,
learned, and literarily sophisticated essay in fact offers no less than a theoretical foundation for the study of Indo-European poetics. It is marked by the thought of Roman
Jakobson, as well as Saussure and Starobinsky, but most firmly and clearly by the
two traditions with which it is concerned, the language and literatures of Vedic and
Classical India on the one hand, and the European critical aesthetic and intellectual
tradition of the last century or so on the other. Striking is his juxtaposition (p. 194
with n. 8) of the definition of Bhamaha (7/8th century A.D.) in his Poetics
(Kavyalamkara) 116: sabdarthau sahitau kavyam 'poetry is sound and meaning put
together' with the statement of Paul Valery, writing in 1938: "L'operation du poete
s'exerce au moyen de la valeur complexe des mots, c'est-a-dire en composant a la
fois son et sens ... comme 1'algebre operant sur des nombres complexes" (Oeuvres
1.1414). Toporov's work appears to be widely unknown to Sanskritists, IndoEuropeanists, and students of literary theory alike, but it amply repays serious study.
In 1988, there appeared an important article by M.L. West, 'The Rise of the
Greek Epic', with extensive reference to the Indo-European poetic literary and
cultural background. We may look forward to the promised—or at least envisaged—
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book developing the ideas there presented, and detailing the genesis of the
Homeric poems.
For completeness's sake, let me merely record that in 1979 I gave the Collitz
lecture to the Linguistic Institute in Salzburg, with the title 'Aspects of Indo-European Poetics' (published 1982), in which I tried to sketch in a few lines a total picture of the essentials of Indo-European poetic language, its function, and its techniques.
At the University of Texas at Austin in 1981, at the Session de linguistique et de
litterature at Aussois (Savoie) in 1983, at St. Johns College, Annapolis, and Yale
University in 1984,1 presented variations on a lecture entitled 'How to Kill a Dragon
in Indo-European', subsequently published in Watkins 1987c. As the titles would indicate, these two articles (reprinted in Watkins 1994) together furnish the nucleus from
which the present work has grown.
I conclude this brief history with a paragraph from Meillet 1930:144 (compare
1913:159), to reiterate what we have known now for 80 years:
Greeks and Indo-Aryans received from the Indo-European period a literary tradition
.. .This literary tradition made no use of writing ... But there was an oral tradition of
Indo-European poetry, as shown by the original identity of the two metrics, which
one must take account of in order to explain the beginnings both of Greek poetry and
of Greek thought.

That is to say that the comparative method in linguistics and poetics can illuminate
not only ancient ways of speech but ancient modes of thought.

3
Poetics as grammar:
Typology of poetic devices
and some rules of poetic grammar
We noted in the preceding chapter the coincidence of the Indian theorist Bhamaha
and the French poet Valery's formulation of poetry as the 'putting together'
(sahita-, sam-dha-; composition, com-ponere) of sound and meaning, sabda and artha,
son and sens. Sound and Meaning was the title already in the 1950's of Roman
Jakobson's never-finished opus, his 'quest for the essence of language'.
We may consider poetic language as a sort of grammar, in our case an IndoEuropean grammar, which distinguishes levels of sound and levels of meaning. On
the level of sound alone, where meaning per se and meaningful units are not in play,
we have the domains of METRICS and other rhythmic features and of the various sound
devices which we can refer to globally as PHONETIC FIGURES, such as alliteration and
rhyme. On a higher level, this poetic grammar has a morphological component, where
sound and grammatical meaning alone are in play: we have the domain of
GRAMMATICAL FIGURES. Figures of grammar may also—but do not necessarily—involve
meaning per se, i.e. lexical meaning. On a still higher level, lexical meaning is
pertinent and obligatory, both in vocabulary, i.e. DICTION, and in the syntactic and
semantic components of the grammar. Vocabulary and syntax are the domain of
FORMULAS, which are the vehicles of semantic THEMES. These themes are collectively
the verbal expression of the culture of the Indo-Europeans.1
The essential characteristic of verse for Jakobson (1979:241; 1987:71) is that
'equivalence is promoted to the constitutive device of the sequence.' This profound
but stylistically somewhat enigmatic observation can be easily explained and illus1. A PRAGMATIC component of the poetic grammar—involving the study of poetic signs in the context in which they occur—would be the domain of poet-performer/audience interaction. In practice we
are largely ignorant of most aspects of performance in the historical languages until very recent times. Hence
inferential conclusions about the pragmatics of performance of Indo-European poetry are neither possible
nor legitimate and will not be made here.
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trated in the domain of metrics and other rhythmic features, where the equivalence
TOKENS are syllables or syllable types. As Jakobson continues, 'If a syllable is treated
as a pertinent constituent of a verseline, then one syllable is equated with any other
syllable of the same sequence, whereas speakers do not measure the number of syllables in their ordinary speech.' In ISOSYLLABIC verse all syllables are equivalent; in
QUANTITATIVE verse all long syllables are equivalent, as are all short syllables; in accentual (stress-timed) verse all accented syllables are equivalent, and so forth.
With phonetic figures like alliteration, rhyme, assonance, but also commonly
just repetitions or echoes of sequences with or without variations, the equivalence
tokens are speech sounds, sound sequences, or distinctive features (phonetic components of speech sounds, e.g. voiced, continuant, sonorant, etc.).
In the case of grammatical figures and formulas the equivalence tokens are
grammatical categories, morphemes, syntagmas, and words or phrase groups. In all
instances the fundamental organizing principle is RECURRENCE (repetition) or SEQUENCING (counting) of these equivalence tokens: they have no inherent semantic content.
We may illustrate these notions with an English "cliche", a remarkably complex figure, in which at once sound, grammatical form, grammatical meaning, and
lexical meaning are in play, and which, paradoxically perhaps, represents a prototypical Indo-European sequence or poetic formula:
last but not least.
This is a phonetic figure in both its mirror-image "choriambic" rhythm and
its alliteration 1-1-; it is a grammatical figure in the repeated monosyllabic superlatives. Semantically the figure is one of antithesis, Argument plus Negated CounterArgument (see below), but the real force of the semantic contrast lies in the phonetic
and grammatical near-identity of the opposing members, 1 - st... 1 - st. Small wonder that this cliche, as modern stylistics would view it, is embarrassingly and enduringly popular (especially to non-native speakers of English); it appeals to a far older
aesthetic, for it is cast in an Indo-European mold.
The function of such figures of sound and grammar is INDEXICAL: they serve to
point to the message, the poetic text, and call attention to it. Phonetic and grammatical figures may also have an ICONIC function,2 and serve as a verbal "picture" of the
notion, as does the expressive doubling (lengthening) of consonants in Greek
aprosoraton okkheonti ponon 'they endure toil that none can look upon' (Pindar, Ol.
2.67), hex amata sunnekheos 'for six days continuously' (Bacchylides 5.113 et
passim), aiolon opphin 'wriggling snake' (Homer, //. 12.208). The deformation of
the consonant mimics the semantics of the word which contains it.
The possibility of such deformations may be extended beyond the expressive
domain to generate "artificially" appropriate metrical or rhythmic sequences. Thus
Homer has
(u) 'was loosed' in a common formula, but
(u) in //. 24.1, in
line-initial position, where the first syllable must be long. So in the same position
always
'hear!' with u. In Vedic the favored initial sequence is -, as in
2. The terms iconic, indexical, and symbolic (of signs, functions) are taken and developed by
Jakobson from the writings of C. S. Peirce.
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srudhi tvam 'hear thou!', but where only a single consonant follows, srudhi nah 'hear
us!' etc. Such poetically generated variants can be generalized in ordinary language;
beside the short u of Greek
, Vedic srutas, Old Irish ro-cloth 'was heard' (*Kluto-), the Germanic family of loud, Old English hlud etc., presupposes *klu-to- with
lengthened vowel. There are other sources as well for such "licenses", which cannot
be detailed here. The basic principle is that the poetic grammar may exploit variants
generated in ordinary grammar and extend their use.
Particularly frequent in several archaic Indo-European traditions is the deployment of pairs of words, linked by a strong phonetic figure, which express not an antithesis proper but an indexical linkage, a calling attention to the connection. Such,
for example is the marking of reciprocal notions in the archaic social system of giftexchange relation between poet and patron, in which the poet by his art gives fame
and honor to the patron, who rewards him richly for thus providing a necessity for
maintaining the patron in his prerogative.3 Examples of such phonetically indexed
pairs are Classical Modern Irish (Bardic poetry)
clu 'fame'

:

cnu 'nut; jewel' (metaphor for reward),

with alliteration and rhyme; Old Irish
duan 'poem'

:

duas 'reward for a poem',

with alliteration and shared nucleus; and the most frequent, Classical Greek (5th century encomiastic choral lyric, etc.)
nika 'victory'

:

tima

'recompense of honor'.

The phonetic figure in the last is based on distinctive features: the vowels are identical, and the sequence nasal sonorant consonant plus oral unvoiced stop consonant of
the one (n - k) is reversed in the other (t - m).4
We find three instances of indexical linking by phonetic figure in a proverb
quoted by Hesiod, Works and Days 25-6:

Potter begrudges potter, and carpenter carpenter;
and beggar is jealous of beggar, and poet of poet.
The first set is alliterative, k- k- k-, the second more complex, k-t-t-kt-t-kt-, while
the third shows alliteration with variation in the distinctive feature of aspiration: pt3. For fuller discussion see chap. 5.
4. The t i m a : nika figure (Pindar throughout and in Bacchylides) is to be examined in detail in a
forthcoming study by Abby Westervclt.
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p t -p h t h -. The two lines are themselves linked by metrical and grammatical parallelism, the identically placed and identically derived verbs
(from
'rancor')
and
(from
'envy'), with their identical vowels and semantic equivalence. The many vowels of the poet (
) beside the harsh stop consonants of the
others is iconic to his special and privileged status.
The same complex double linkage as in the second set above unites the first and
last words of an Umbrian prayer (quoted in full in chap. 18), n e r f . . . frif. both -rffrand - r f - r . f .
Not all phonetic figures are as precisely functional in this manner, however.
What we may describe as ECHOIC repetition is widespread in verse in many languages
from all periods, down to the present. In the Partheneion or Girls' Chorus (PMG 1.756) of the 7th-century Spartan poet Alcman three girls are mentioned, with the last alone
receiving an epithet, by Behaghel's law of increasing members, A + B + epithet C:

Philulla
and Damareta and lovely Wianthemis.
The effect of the echo,
damARETA T' ERATA TE wianthemis,
is to spread the epithet over both girls.
Such an echo has the force of a refrain in the repeated phrase of one of the earliest and finest poetic monuments in Old Welsh, the Gododdin:
gwyr a AETH gatrAETH
The men who went to Catraeth ...
While not an obligatory feature, such echoes are occasionally in this poem 'promoted
to the constitutive device of the sequence':
glasved eu hANcWYN, a gwENWYN vu
Bright mead their refreshment, but it was poison,
a gwedi ELWCH tawELWCH vu
But after rejoicing there was silence.
Echoes may frequently show metathesis or be otherwise phonetically varied.
The Old Russian Laurentian Chronicle of 1377 records a metrical saying in Rus'
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after the lifting of the Tatar yoke:
poGIBOse aKI OBre
They perished like Avars.

Such echoes continue to delight the ear, just as do the recurrent sequences of sounds
in Seamus Heaney's line
turns cursive, unscarfing,
which I deliberately take out of its context.5
The echoic function plays a critical role in the formulaics of oral poetry, whether
or not the poet composer-performer is conscious of it. Kirk 1985:57 calls attention
to 'an interesting formular system that is aurally generated':
'apart from the gods' (//. 3x)
'apart from the ships' (//. 4x)
'going apart' (//. Ix, Od. 2x),
always in the internal colon before the hephthemimeral caesura. The words following
have no link but phonetic similarity.
The 3sg. imperfect
'was' of the vulgate (for which Chantraine (1973:289)
suggests reading and scanning
before consonants and
(v) before vowel)6 is
attested only four times in Homer (//. 1 x, Od. 3x). In three of these,
is enjambed
from the previous line, which ends with a cluster of s plus dental stop before vowel:

5. Viking Dublin: Trial Pieces. From North (1975), reprinted in Heaney 1980:

(III. ..)
and for this trial piece
incised by a child,
a longship, a bouyant
migrant line.
IV
That enters my longhand,
turns cursive, unscarfing
a zoomorphic wake,
a worm of thought

I follow into the mud.
Virtually every stressed syllable in the two quatrains echoes or is echoed by another.
6. This account is to be preferred over that adopted by Hainsworth 1993:309.
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//. 11.807-8
Patroklos came running to where their place of assembly
was, and where the altars of the gods had been made.
The "jingle" is even more striking in the two other passages:
Od. 23.315-6
.. . and sent him on; nor was it yet his fate to come to
his dear native land, rather a storm wind picked him up
again...
Od. 24.342-3
... would give fifty, and each was everbearing;
on them were all kinds of bunches of grapes ...
An equally striking phonetic echo is the following:
Od. 17.119
(=7.214)
Argives and Trojans labored by the will of the gods
Od. 19.266
to whom she might bear children, mingling in love.
The last is a common formula with many variants.
Such resonances and echoes must have frequently influenced the direction of
oral composition and oral performance. The use of the echo as a compositional device to enhance the perception of both performer and audience is characteristic of
choral lyric, notably of its master, Pindar.8 This poetry makes serious demands on
listener and performer alike. Each individual composition, with its unique metrical
form, is penetrated by the responsion of the lines of strophe, identical antistrophe, and
epode, repeated ad libitum. The philologist F. Metzger set forth in his Pindar commentary of 1880:33-41 his echo theory of Pindaric composition. As described—not
kindly—by Gildersleeve 1885:l-li:
7. Line-final

is itself formulaically linked to Od. 9.112

8. On choral lyric see the views of Meillet 1930:199-206.
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While committing the odes of Pindar to memory he noticed the frequent recurrence
of the same word, or close equivalent, in the corresponding parts of strophe and
antistrophe, epode and epode. These recurrent words are all significant,... and were
all intended as cues to aid the memory of the chorus and to guide the thoughts of the
hearers. It is a mnemonic device, but more than a mnemonic device, for it lets us
into the poet's construction of his own poem, and settles forever the disputed meanings of the odes. If this were true, it would hardly heighten our admiration of antique art, and although the coincidences are interesting and the observation of them
a proof of loving study that deserves to be honored, the discovery of the recurrent
word is not the end of all controversy—there are too many recurrent words.

The basic rectitude of Metzger's theory was first rediscovered by David C.
Young in his brilliant and influential 'Pindaric criticism' of 1964 (reprinted in Calder
and Stern 1970), who termed it 'the greatest single aid for an understanding of a
Pindaric ode.' 9 At the same time he observed that 'Metzger failed to realize that the
repetition of words ... etc., were not mere word-play, but a real and vital part of the
natural tools by which the poet expresses himself fully, . . . and by which ideas are
developed and relationships between ideas are expressed.'
On the other hand one cannot agree with the further extension made by C. Carey
1981, who claims that 'the important restriction is that the echoes should be thematic,
organic. An echo of sound alone without a connection of thought and context is without value.' To claim such is to misapprehend wholly the indexical function of poetic
language.10
The function of metrics and other rhythmic features is to organize and, very importantly, to demarcate the poetic message, i.e., the text. A particular form of echo
serving a demarcative function is the stylistic device known as ring-composition.11
Ring-composition is the beginning and the ending of a discourse, or complex utterance longer than a sentence, with the same or equivalent word, phrase, or just sound
sequence. It is a signal of demarcation: a series of sentences is thereby symbolically
transformed into a finite set, a closed text or text segment. This device, sometimes
with more complex 'nesting' of recurrences, is an extraordinarily widespread compositional technique in the archaic Indo-European world and is not terribly common
outside it.
Ring-composition is of enormous importance in oral literature for isolating
unities within a larger discourse, as in the stichic verse of Greek epic. The recognition scene of Odysseus and his dog Argos is introduced by
Od. 17.,291-2

9. See now the collections of Schurch 1971.
10. Gildersleeve himself was well aware of this when he wrote (1885:xxxvi) that Pindar 'drains
dry the Greek vocabulary of words for light and bright, shine and shimmer, glitter and glisten, ray and radiance, flame and flare and flash, gleam and glow, burn and blaze.' He had learned his lesson well.
11. This device was first so named, and systematically studied in early Greek, by van Otterlo 1944
and 1948. His two studies may still be read with profit.
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The dog lying there raised up his head and ears,
Argos, . . .

and concluded in the same order with

Od. 17.300
There lay the dog Argos . . .
This ring is the only mention of the name of the pathetic beast, who expires a few
lines later; but the little ring identifies a topos of Indo-European date. The Vedic
compound nametji-svan-- 'having swift/white dogs' gives the 'Caland-form' , like
Greek
-, of the adjective in the Homeric formula
'swift/white dogs'.
See further chap. 14.
Hesiod, Works and Days 202ff., says 'now I will tell a fable for princes . . .'
which begins

Thus the hawk said to the nightingale . . .
and ends

Thus said the swift-flying hawk, the long-winged bird.
Here the fable is framed by the phonetic identities hod' and hos, and by the two phrases
with reversed word order, 'hawk said' and 'said hawk', the last expanded by further
epithets.
The second stasimon of Aeschylus' Agamemnon also contains a short beast
fable. Like the Hesiodic one, the passage is an admonitory instruction for princes 12
and is interlaced with Indo-European thematic elements and poetic figures. The strophe begins (717-19) with the verb,

There reared a lion's cub in his house ... a man,
and the antistrophe ends (735-6) with the same verb:

12. The genre is itself inherited, though not confined to the Indo-European world. In Greek we
cannot exclude the influence of the Ancient Near East.
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By divine will a priest of destruction for the house had been reared.
In this Aeschylean example ring-composition is combined with the typical IndoEuropean figure of poetic syntax of sentence initial verb at the beginning of tales or
other texts, discussed in the preceding chapter, in cataphoric function ('referring forward' as opposed to anaphoric 'referring back'). See Dressier 1969. We saw examples with the verb of existence, There was . . .', There is . . .'; note from the
Rigveda with other verbs,
5.1. la

abodhy agnih
Awakened is Agni . . .

7.9. la

abodhi jara usasam
Awakened is the suitor of the dawn's rays (Agni) . . .

8.10..1a

adarsii gatuvittamo

The best pathfinder (Agni) appeared . . .
1.144.1 a

eti pra hota vratam asya mayaya
The hotr (Agni) goes forth to his duty, cloaked in magic . . .

7.73.1 a

atarisma tamasas param asya
We have crossed over to the other shore of this darkness . . .

From early Greek note Od. 18.1, the beginning of the Iros-episode (which shows the
mock-heroic to be as old as the epic itself), 13

There approached a public beggar . . .
and the Margites I,

13. Homer clearly knew both the synchronic etymology to the name of the goddess Iris,
(7) 'because he used to go delivering messages', and the diachronic etymology to
the word for 'strength',
(3-4) 'he had no strength or force', the last reinforced by
the play
(73) 'Iros un-Iros'. The etymology was demonstrated by Francoise Bader 1976: it is
the only attestation in Greek of one of the Indo-European words for 'man, male',
in Vedic viras,
Lithuanian vyras, Umbrian ueiro, Latin uir, Old Irish fer, Old English wer.
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A certain (poet) came to Colophon ...
and the only other Homeric book to begin with a verb, //. 24.1

The assembly was dissolved ...
In the poetic grammar the indexical, demarcative function of a discourse-initial verb
is thus quite different from the emphasizing function—topicalization, fronting, or
focus—of sentence-initial verbs.
Examples of ring-composition could be multiplied from many early Indo-European traditions. In Ireland it became a fixed requirement of many types of versification to end a poem with its first word, phrase, or syllable. The choice of word is
indifferent; only the echo matters, and that echo can even be of a meaningless first
syllable (see chap. 9). Compare from well-known Old Irish poems (EIL 1, 53):
Messe ocus Pangur ban
I and white Pangur
...
messe.
seel lim duib
I have tidings for you
...

e mo seel.
These my tidings.
The Irish technical term is dunad, literally 'closing', and the image is that of closing
a ring-fort, a circular stone structure of the Iron Age, Irish dun. The metaphor could
have been created millennia ago (Watkins 1991).
In all these poetic realms of sound and echo considered hitherto, meaning per
se has not been relevant or pertinent. Even resolutely "synchronic" stylistic features
and non-meaningful poetic devices such as rhythm and meter, alliteration and rhyme,
deformation and metrical lengthening, sound echoes and ring-composition are amenable in principle to the comparative method. But it is the meaningful level of poetic
language, the domains of POETIC DICTION and POETIC SYNTAX—what Jakobson referred
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to as the intersecting axes of selection and combination — where meaning is in play,14
that affords the greatest opportunities for comparison, historical analysis, and reconstruction.
To attempt an overview of poetic diction in any early Indo-European tradition,
much less all of them, is obviously out of the question; it would amount to a discussion of the dictionary of each language. I point out here only that within many of
these languages there can be found indications of a tradition of recognizing different
kinds of language, and different levels of language within the lexicon. One metaphor
for this is that of 'language of gods' and 'language of men' , to refer to a hierarchy of
aesthetically marked versus aesthetically unmarked appellations of the same entity.
I have treated the question in Watkins 1970a, and see as well Toporov 1981, both with
references. The traditions include Homeric Greek, with scattered examples like the
river in //. 20.74,

which the gods call Xanthos, but men Skamandros;
Old Hittite texts translated from non-Indo-European Hattic originals, giving formulas for divine names like

to mankind you are Tasimettis, but among the gods
Ishtar the queen;
a single Indie example repeated in Yajurvedic and Brahmana passages, which we
know to be archaic since it figures in the Asvamedha ritual (see chap. 25),
hayo bhutva devan avahad vaji gandharvan
arvasuran asvo manusyan
as steed he carried the gods, as charger the Gandharvas,
as courser the Asuras, as horse men;
a complete poem — a 'versified synonymy' — in the Old Norse Poetic Edda, the
Alvissmal, with strophes of the pattern
9

[Thor]

segou mer pat, Alviss . . . 15

hve su iqro heitir . . .

14. Selection and combination of course operate on the meaningless level as well, for example in
the case of individual speech sounds.
15. Compare the repeated Old Avestan phrase in Y.44.1-19,
This I ask you. Tell me truly, Lord'.
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[Alviss]

i r heitir meo m nnum enn meo asom fold
kalla vega vanir
igroen i tnar alfar groandi
kalla aur uppregin

[Thor]

Tell me that, Alviss ...
how the earth is called ...
earth it is called by men and by the sir land
the Vanir call it way
green the giants the elves growing
the Uppregin call it sandy soil;

[Alviss]

and finally the set of Early Irish appellations like berla na filed 'language of the
poets', of which the Medieval Irish glossatorial tradition preserved hundreds of lexical examples.
The other side of these hierarchies, focusing on poetic versus ordinary language,
poetic versus "human" language, is the specific avoidance of certain words in the lexicon as 'unpoetic', well documented by Axelson 1945. In Homer the word for 'merchant'
is never found—despite the existence of a thriving mercantile commerce since the early Bronze Age. As etymological 'im-porter',
could be a
caique of Old Hittite unnattallas id.', attested already in the Laws. Hesiod, whose
lexicon in Works and Days is more humble, does have
'commerce'
at 646.16
A widespread Indo-European convention or rule of poetic grammar, which
surely goes back to the proto-language, is the convention 'verse line = sentence'. It
is found in traditions outside Indo-European as well and may be a universal in languages where the equation of the two is not automatic or by definition. Grammatical
phenomena sensitive to sentence or clause boundary (initial, final, second, pre-final)
will occur also at verse or hemistich boundary. Such are for example the accent of
the finite verb in initial position in main clauses in Vedic, 'second' position of enclitics
in most of the Indo-European languages, and many others.
The prominence and emphasis accorded to sentence-inital position may be repeated in successive verses, such that the initial elements of each may be "read"—
i.e. heard and processed—"vertically", as a syntactic constituent. The subject of the
single sentence which runs for three lines of the gayatrl strophe RV 9.54.3 is the noun
phrase aydmpundndh sdmah 'this pressed soma', each word of which is initial in the
three lines:
aydm vfs'vani tisthati
punSnd bhuvanopari
sdmo devd na s dry ah
This pressed soma stands
16. Compare the chapter title in Benveniste 1969:1.139, 'Un metier sans nom: le commerce.'
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over all creation
like god Surya.

Of the other constituents, the verb tisthati 'stands' (whose unmarked position is
sentence-final) is verse-final to the first line; the sentence- and verse-internal
postpositional clause visvani bhuvanopdri 'over all creation' must be read "vertically"
as well as horizontally. The soma is soma the plant, not (no) soma the god (devd);
the tension of the juxtaposition sdmo devd is not resolved until the last word
establishes the syntactic constituency devd nd suryah 'like god Surya' and at the same
time re-establishes "horizontal" linearity as the proper organizing principle of the
linguistic sign.
That such "vertical" constituents recur in other old traditions is shown by an
early ode of Pindar's, Pyth. 12.9ff. (490 B.C.). The three main syntactic constituents
of lines 9-11 are the three line-initial words TOV . . . otie . . . nepoeut; 'which Perseus
heard', in the order Object- Verb-Subject:

Which Perseus heard being poured with grievous toil from
the maidenly, unapproachable heads of snakes, when . . .
Once again it is the final 'when' clause of lines 11-12 which re-establishes the proper
"horizontal" linear sequence.
Constituents of syntagmas, such as noun phrases consisting of Noun and Adjective or Noun and Genitive, commonly adjoin one another in the entire Indo-European family from the earliest prose texts on. But the separation or disjunction of the
two is widespread in many early Indo-European poetic texts. This characteristic feature of poetic language in these traditions has sometimes been labeled 'freedom of
word order', in the sense of true 'non-configurationaF word order as it is found, for
example, in many Australian languages. While the variations and perturbations of
word order in some cases may seem aleatory at first blush, much of this freedom is
in fact governed by rules of poetic grammar. Thus the disjoined constituents of noun
phrases typically adjoin metrical colon boundaries, which are particularly liable to
syntactic disjunction. We may leave unspecified just how the disjunction is effectuated (e.g. by a movement rule which shifts the verb to the left so that it splits the noun
phrase, or by one which moves one constituent of the noun phrase to the right to
straddle the verb).17 But adjoining caesura (I) and verse (II) boundary we find numberless examples like the following:

17. Other parts of speech can of course be so 'straddled', but the phenomenon is particularly frequent with verbs.
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Vedic

gavam I adadad usrfyanam II
gave some of the dawn cows,

Old Avestan

I vazisto anhaiti astis II
shall be your strongest guest,

Greek
sitting in swift ships,
Luvian

alati I awinta Wilusati II
came from steep Wilusa,

South Picene

mefiin I veiat vepeti' II
lies in the middle of the tomb,

Faliscan

sociai I porded karai II
gave to his dear girlfriend.

Such a syntactic device in poetic language can safely be assumed for the protolanguage.
One of the characteristics of poetic or other elevated styles of language in many
traditional societies is the extensive use of FORMULAS, whole phrases which are repeated
with little or no variation, rather than recreated. Formulas play an important role in
certain styles of oral composition in various traditions, notably South Slavic and other
languages of the Balkans (Lord 1960, 1991); but their usage is far more widespread
and more nuanced than just these traditions and reaches back into prehistory. The
issue has been discussed with some examples in the preceding chapter, under
Formulaics and Formula and Theme, in connection with the theory of 'Oral Poetry'.
As we noted there, neither 'poetry' nor 'orality' in the sense of 'non-literacy' are conditions sine qua non. The prose of the samhitas, brahmanas, and sOtras of Vedic India is every bit as formulaic as the poetry of a Homer or an Avdo Mededovic. Exactly the same is true of the prose rituals, state and domestic, which form the bulk of
our documentation of second-millennium Hittite and Cuneiform Luvian, and which
continue only trivially altered verbal tradition and verbal style over more than 500
years. Vedic prose, like Vedic hymnic poetry and mantras, was composed orally (but
probably not in performance) and the fixed text then preserved and transmitted by
collective rote memory. Hittite rituals, notably the SAL§U.GI 'old woman' rituals in
the first person ("then I take the following ... "), were presumably dictated to scribes
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who wrote them down on clay tablets. These could then be read out and re-performed
verbatim for hundreds of years, to judge from the many ritual tablets in the
cuneiform paleography or 'ductus' of the Old Kingdom (17th-16th centuries B.C.)
still preserved in the Palace Archives of the New Kingdom (to 1200 B.C.) in
Bogazkoy, and from then to the 20th century A.D. and doubtless beyond. (The clay
tablet remains demonstrably the most permanent way of preserving written records
yet devised by man.)
The comparison of characteristic formulas in various traditional Indo-European
languages and societies permits their reconstruction as far back as the original common language and society. These formulas are whole noun phrases or verb phrases,
with wholly or partially reconstructible semantics, syntax, lexical expression, morphology, and phonology; their complexity is a remarkable testimony to the power of
the comparative method in historical linguistics. An example from the inherently
conservative language of prayer is
PROTECT MEN (and) LIVESTOCK.
I here introduce the convention of using English upper case (and normal English word
order) to identify the semantics and lexical constituents of a reconstructed formula.
The upper case thus makes an asterisk redundant. Parentheses enclose optional elements; parentheses enclosing asterisked Indo-European roots represent the lexical
specification of the reconstructed "semanteme", e.g.,

PROTECT (*pah2-) MEN (*uihro-) (and) LIVESTOCK (*peku-).
This formula, discussed in greater detail in chap. 17, is attested in four separate IndoEuropean languages in two branches of the family. Each has undergone certain historical changes but preserves the essential unity intact. Umbrian and Avestan both
attest the object noun phrase MEN (and) LIVESTOCK, ueiro pequo and pasu vira
respectively; Latin and Vedic have independently introduced other, alliterative words
for MEN: pastores andpurusam. The Italic branch, Umbrian and Latin, has replaced
PROTECT by a two-part phrase 'keep safe': ueiro pequo ... salua seritu 'keep safe
men (and) livestock', pastores pecuaque salua seruassis 'may you keep safe shepherds and livestock'. The Indo-Iranian branch, Avestan and Vedic, has substituted
the verb tra- for *pah2- in the same meaning PROTECT: tira&rai pasuua vlraiia 'for
the protection of livestock (and) men', trayantam .. . purusam pds'um 'let them protect man (and) livestock'. For Indo-Iranian pa- PROTECT in other formulas see chap.
17, as well.
From the comparison of these four semantically equivalent formulas we can
draw valuable inferences about the poetic grammar of the proto-language, about such
questions as word order and its variation, government, case and number agreement,
modal usage and equivalences, and conjunction or its absence (asyndeton)—as well
as about alliteration and sound play. The collection and study of such formulas yields
not only grammatical and lexical information about the proto-language but also opens
a window onto how phrases and formulas change across time. And finally, their study
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can provide insight into the cognitive processes and conceptualizations of a prehistoric society and culture.
We saw in the preceding chapter that Indo-European poetics has from the beginning been concerned with formulaic phraseology. Yet the narrowly restricted
search for possible cognate verbal formulas has led most researchers—notable exceptions are Benveniste, Thieme, and on the synchronic Greek plane the interesting
and ambitious work of Pavese 1968—to neglect their semantics. As I put it (1982:112,
1979:269),
More broadly, what is neglected in the study of formulas—and this applies not only
to linguists but to students of oral literature as well—is the function of these formulas as expressions of an underlying semiotic system. These poetic formulas in archaic societies are not repeated and remembered just because they delight the ear;
they are signals, in poetic elaboration and as verbal art, of the relations of things: of
the traditional conceptualizations, the perception of man and the universe, and the
values and aspirations of the society.

We saw in chap. 2.1 that the formula MEN (and) LIVESTOCK, first identified
as an inheritance by Wackernagel, was a type of two-part noun-phrase figure known
as a merism (see below). These figures exhibit characteristic Indo-European stylistic properties, over and above the ordinary grammatical relations of such formulas as
IMPERISHABLE FAME. If we examine these Indo-European bipartite noun-phrase
formulaic figures as a group from a more formal point of view certain interesting
properties emerge. In describing them I make use of some of the terminology developed by Jakobson in his classic paper 'Shifters' (1971:130-47; originally published
1957).
We may distinguish simple figures and complex figures. Simple figures, or
designators, are symbolic signs. Designators may be either quantifiers or qualifiers.
Indo-European quantifier formulas are of two types. One has the structure
Argument + Negated Argument, as in:
gods spoken (and) unspoken

(Hittite DINGIRME^ tarantes
DINGIRMES UL tarantes)

diseases seen and unseen

(Latin morbos uisos inuisosque)

seen (or) unseen ritual flaw

(Umbrian uirseto auirseto uas)

the seen (and) the unseen

(Vedic drstdn adfstan)

magistrates girt (and) ungirt

(Umbrian nerfsihitu ansihitu).

The other has the semantically equivalent structure Argument + Counter Argument
under shared semantic features, as in:
both here and elsewhere

(Old Avestan iiadaca aniiadaca)
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gods above and below

(Greek

be you god or goddess

(Latin si deus si dea es).

Both types of quantifier formulas have as their function to designate the totality of
the notion: 'gods spoken and unspoken, above and below, god or goddess' are alike
equivalent to 'all gods'.
Indo-European qualifier formulas have two structures, litotic and non-litotic.
The litotic has the structure Argument + Negated Counter-Argument, Aussage plus
negierte Gegenaussage, in the words of its formulator Helmut Humbach (1959):
girt and not ungirt

(Avestan

true and not false

(Old Pers. hasiyam naiy duruxtam)

Achaean women, not men

(Greek '

The non-litotic has the structure Argument + Synonymous Argument:
safe and sound

(the English, and L. sane sarteque)

whole and roofed

(Latin sarcta tecta)

prayers and incantations

(Greek

Qualifier formulas have as their function to intensify the Argument. Both litotic 'safe
and undisturbed' and non-litotic 'safe and sound' are equivalent to 'very safe', though
the two are not necessarily stylistic equivalents.
Note that most of these designators are at the same time grammatical figures,
since they either share (sarcta tecta) or oppose (si deus si dea) a morphological sign.
Synonyms lacking a shared morphological sign are commonly linked by a phonetic
figure (sane sarteque, with might and main), as in countless Germanic examples.
To these simple figures, or designators, we may oppose the complex figures, or
connectors. Both have the ordinary symbolic function of linguistic signs, but the
connectors have as well an indexical function: they point to, or make reference to,
another entity.
The connector formulas in Indo-European are of two types: the kenning and the
merism. The kenning is a bipartite figure of two nouns in a non-copulative, typically
genitival grammatical relation (A of B) or in composition (B-A) which together make
reference to, 'signify', a third notion C:
horses of the sea (ships)
sea-horse (ship)

(Greek
(Old Norse vdg-marr)

milk of grain (ale)

(Old Irish melg n-etha)
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whales' sanctuary (sea)
whales' road (sea)

(Old Irish nemed mbled)
(Old English hron-rad)

dog of the river (fish)

(HittiteiD-asUR.ZiR)

house carrier (snail)
whose shoulders are
apart (cobra)

(Vedic vyamsa, Schmidt 1964)

Probably of Indo-European antiquity are:
shepherd of the people (king)

(Greek
Vedic gopdjdnasya,
Old English/0/ce.s hyrde,
Old Irish tir dianad buachail 'land
of which he is the shepherd',
[and Psalm 23])

descendent of the waters (fire)

(Vedic dpam ndpat,
Avestan apqm napa,
Old Norse scevar niSr).

The ancient Indo-European collocation for 'master', *demspotis, may be in origin a
frozen kenning, a "dead metaphor", something like 'himself of the house'.18
The second connector figure is the merism: a bipartite noun phrase consisting
of two nouns in a copulative relation (A and B), two nouns which share most of their
semantic features, and together serve to designate globally a higher concept C, i.e. to
index the whole of a higher taxon C. Thus we find
barley (and) spelt

(Hittite/za/fctfZiZ-ta/-)19

as a global indication of all cereals, and
grains (and) grapes

(Hittite

grain (bread) and wine

(Greek

for all agricultural products and alimentation. We have seen MEN (and) LIVESTOCK, TWO-FOOTED (and) FOUR-FOOTED; the same semantics is conveyed
in another way in the following two sets of contiguous compounds:

18. See on the kenning Krause 1930, Marquardt 1938, and Campanile 1977.
19. If ZlZ-tar is to be read hatar (Latin ador 'spelt') we have the phonetic figure of alliteration.
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horse-devouring, man-devouring

(Avestan aspd.gar m ns d gara )

ox-slaying, man-slaying

(Vedic gohd n hd).

The kenning, as long recognized, is a metaphorical figure, based on a relation
of similarity. The merism on the other hand is a metonymic figure, based on a relation of contiguity. Both refer indexically to an external notion. The Argument of the
kenning and the merism, the metaphor and the metonym alike, is precisely that indexical reference.
We may summarize this partial typology of Indo-European bipartite nounphrase formulaic figures in the following scheme:
I. Simple (Designators): symbolic signs
1. Quantifiers
a. Argument + Negated Argument
b. Argument + Counter-Argument
(under shared semantic features)
function: totality of notion
2. Qualifiers
a. Argument + Negated Counter-Argument
b. Argument + Synonymous Argument
function: intensive
II. Complex (Connectors): both symbolic and indexical signs
1. Kenning (relational)
(A + B) = C
2. Merism (copulative)
C
(A + B)
function: metonymic, index of totality of higher taxon C.

In the chapters to follow we will see many more examples of such figures in the texts.
A particular variant of the bipartite merism is the indexical list, which typically
functions as an overt or implied totality of the entity listed. Such lists abound in early
Indo-European literatures, from India through Anatolia and the Classical world to
Ireland. They may be arranged according to very concrete 'natural' contiguity relations like the lists of the body-parts in the '12 members' of Hittite rituals (Gurney
1979), or the ' 12 doors of the soul' in the Archaic Old Irish Judgements ofDian Cecht
(Binchy 1966), or the make-up of the 'canonical creature' discussed (after Jamison
1986) in part VII below. They may be developed into a special genre, like the Celtic
Triads and Heptads. But the important thing is that these lists are formulaic in the
technical sense. They are memorized and transmitted as accurately as circumstances
permit, and they may preserve strikingly archaic linguistic features, like the reflex of
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IE *-k*e 'and' at the end of the Hittite list of 'all the seeds' (Watkins 1985a:495), or
equally ancient cultural features like those examined in part VII.
What seem at first sight to be simple lists or enumerations may turn out to be
artistically elaborated merisms, where phonetic figures of arrangement are all deployed. The notion of solid (opposed to liquid) agricultural produce, as a higher taxon,
may be expressed by the merism of the subcategories cereals and legumes. And each
of these may in turn be represented by a merism of subcategories of each. Consider
the traditional English round
Oats, peas, beans, and barley grow.
It is a masterpiece of the Indo-European poet's formulaic verbal art. Consider the
order of the elements, which is anything but random. The two cereals oats and barley are distracted, positioned to frame the two legumes peas and beans. The latter
are linked by the indexical labial stop and identical vowel /pi-/, /bi-/. Beans must
follow peas in order to alliterate with barley. Barley as the only disyllabic comes last
in the list, in conformity with Behaghel's law of increasing members. The verb grow
still surfaces in the underlying sentence-final position which it has occupied since
Indo-European times. And oats must come first, to form a perfect phonetic ring-composition; the whole utterance, the seven-syllable poetic verse-line sentence begins and
ends with the vowel /o/: oats, grow.
This particular formulaic utterance now functions only to amuse children; its
surface linguistic expression is of no great antiquity, though doubtless many generations, perhaps some centuries older than the present day. But in its essential semantics, formulaics, and poetics it could perfectly well have been periodically and continuously re-created on the same model, over the course of the past six or seven thousand years. We could have in this round ringing in our ears the transformation of the
central merism of an Indo-European agricultural prayer, harvest song, or the like.20
That my adducing oats, peas, beans, and barley grow is not altogether fanciful
appears from the consideration of some far earlier Indo-European traditions. We began
the discussion of the merism with the Hittite phrase
halkis ZIZ-tar
barley (and) spelt.
This particular Hittite formulaic merism is an Indo-European inheritance in its principal semantic features and their functional deployment. Compare the recurrent
Homeric formula

20. The transposition of an old ritual utterance to the contemporary function of a child's pastime
has parallels. All and only the Indo-European elements of an inherited image symbolizing the sexual act
of fecundation survive in the verbal behavior, the playing song of a late 19th-century North Russian children's
game, and the name of the game itself, erga, continues intact an Indo-European lexeme for the sexual act
(Watkins 1975e).
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wheat and barley.
The formula is expanded to a full hexameter line by the splitting of wheat into another merism and the addition of a traditional epithet to the final member (again,
Behaghel's law of increasing members), in Od. 4.604:

Wheat and emmer, and broad-growing white barley.
The hiatus at the caesura and the difference in conjunction indicates that we have a
juncture of two formulas, each occuping a hemistich. Thus a merism with
n
second position,

Even if ^Eicd probably designated in Homer's time a kind of emmer, it is certain that
it is a derivative of the traditional Indo-European word for 'barley', *ieuo-. The same
lexeme is found, in the same position in the merism, in Old Hittite
seppit euwann=a
wheat and barley,
and in the Amarvaveda, with substitution of a wholly new grain for the first member:
vrihfr yavas' ca
rice and barley.
It is not unlikely that the word *ieuo- 'barley' can be reconstructed in this second,
unmarked position in the merism for the Proto-Indo-European formula itself. The
word *ieuo- apparently designated the unmarked grain, like English com ('wheat' in
England, 'barley' in Scotland, 'oats' in Ireland, and 'maize' in the U.S.). In Avestan
yauua- is just generic 'grain, cereal'; note the plural, and the archaic absence of a
formal superlative in Avestan (N. 28)
yauuanam gantumo ratu.fris
of the cereals wheat is dear(est) to the Ratus.
What is important is the semantic and thematic structure of the Indo-European
merismatic formula
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GRAIN sp and BARLEY (*ieuo-),

where the word order is iconic, and the "nobler", more highly marked cereal precedes.
The formula is an indexical figure, designating globally the higher taxon, all cereals,
and their hierarchy.
Cognate formulas, like cognate cultural institutions, may but need not be accompanied by cognate linguistic expressions. Lexical substitution and cultural change
in the course of millennia may leave only the semantic features of the original expression present. But this must not mask the fundamental fact of the preservation of
an inherited unitary formulaic and thematic "deep structure". In the Hittite, Greek,
and Vedic examples above and, I submit, in the English expression oats, peas, beans,
and barley grow, we have six versions, six "performances" in the language of oral
literature, of the same Indo-European merism, of the same Indo-European text.

4
Poetics as repertory:
The poetic traditions of the
Indo-European world—
Sources and texts
Historical linguists, and Indo-Europeanists in particular, pursue their study in two
opposite but complementary directions. On the one hand they proceed back from the
data of the languages compared to restore a common prototype. On the other hand they
proceed from the established forms of the proto-language to follow their development
in the individual languages—the emergent new and independent structures which
result from the transformations of elements of the earlier system.l So it is with IndoEuropean poetics as well. On the one hand we reconstruct a system of poetic elements
and features from the individual poetic traditions, like Anatolian, Indie, Iranian,
Greek, Germanic, etc., which we term "Common Indo-European". On the other hand
we investigate the manifestation of this "Common Indo-European" poetics in the
works of art of the individual traditions, like the Luvian Songs of Istanuwa, the Vedas,
the Avesta, Greek Epic and Lyric, Beowulf, the Edda, etc. These two approaches to
the study of the field are not only mutually dependent but illuminate each other:
innovations in the one enable us to recognize archaisms in the other, and vice-versa.2
We may here survey in brief compass the attested branches of the IndoEuropean family and the character of their documentation: what each has to contribute
to the determination or establishment of a poetic tradition, what genres are represented
in each—in short, what are the literary rather than simply linguistic remains of these
early Indo-European-speaking peoples.
The principal branches of the family will be detailed in the order of their earliest
historical attestation with the focus on their documentation in the earlier periods. In
comparative poetics just as in comparative linguistics we may take it as given a priori
1. Benveniste 1969:8.
2. Toporov 1981:189.
50
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that the older the documentation, and thus the nearer in time to the proto-language, the
greater will be the concentration of inherited features. This principle does not preclude
or prejudice the potential preservation or attestation of isolated archaic features at any
point down to the present time. But the very fact of the isolation of such features, rather
than their being components of a coherent system, reduces their inherent interest;
cultural inheritance from Indo-European becomes simply a curious fact rather than an
explanatory device. So goods and chattels in English today is in a real sense, as we have
seen, the semantic continuation of an Indo-European formula, albeit accidentally; but
it is rather because of the manifestation of semantically cognate formulas in Ancient
Greek (e.g., KEU-ifiXid ie Tipopaoiv IE), Vedic, and Hittite, where they are integrated
into a total taxonomy of wealth, that the comparative method, the "Indo-European
approach", can make a real contribution to the interpretation of the historical texts
themselves. For these reasons we concentrate on the older and earlier attested
traditions.
Three branches of the family are attested in the second millennium B.C.:
Anatolian, Indo-Iranian, and Greek. Of these Anatolian was probably the earliest to
branch off from the Proto-Indo-European common language and is set apart by a
number of features both linguistic and poetic. Indo-Iranian and Greek clearly belong
closely together in a central dialect area and have traditionally—not always justifiably—served as the principal model for the reconstruction of the proto-language both
in linguistics and poetics.

Anatolian
Excavations in Central Turkey at Hattusas, the capital city of the Hittite Empire (near
the village of Bogazkoy, now Bogazkale), have unearthed extensive documents in
Hittite written on clay tablets in a cuneiform script. Philologically we can distinguish
Old Hittite (ca. 1700-1500 B.C.), Middle Hittite (1500-1350 B.C.), and Neo-Hittite
(1350-1200 B.C.). Fragmentary remains of two other related languages are found in
the same cuneiform Hittite sources: Palaic, in texts contemporary with Old Hittite and
spoken to the northwest of Hattusas, and Cuneiform Luvian, in texts contemporary
with Old and Middle Hittite and spoken over much of southern and western Anatolia
(a form of Luvian in the northwest may have been the language of the Trojans). The
preponderance of Luvian personal names and the loanwords in Neo-Hittite texts
would indicate a widespread use of the Luvian language in Hittite context as well. A
very closely related dialect is Hieroglyphic Luvian (formerly called Hieroglyphic
Hittite), written in an autochthonous pictographic syllabary, known from seals and
isolated rock inscriptions from Middle and Neo-Hittite times and a number of
monumental and other inscriptions from the region of northern Syria, 1000-750 B.C.
In classical times in southwestern Anatolia we have sepulchral and administrative
inscriptions (some quite extensive) in Lycian (5th-4th cent. B.C.) and, further north
in the west, short inscriptions in Lydian (6th-4th cent. B.C.), both written in epichoric
alphabets. Lycian is clearly developed from a variety of Luvian; the other Anatolian
languages cannot yet be organized into subgroups.
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Most of the Hittite texts are catalogued in Laroche 1971, with supplements 1972,
1975.3 The great majority of our texts are religious in character, public and private.
The texts comprise great seasonal festivals lasting many days, cultic temple rituals to
particular divinities, and royal funerary rites. They include prayers of various sorts,
conjurations, and private rituals. All these ceremonies, meticulously recorded on clay
tablets, are devoted to a generally concrete and immediate goal, whether appeasing
perceived divine wrath, or rectifying by verbal magic and the manipulation of
symbolic objects—by word and deed—any abnormal or unwanted situation or
condition. Their function is thereby to assure the health and welfare of the participants
and the community. The performance of these festivals and rituals involves many
embedded utterances and recitations which are stylistically and artistically elaborated
and may be considered poetry; they are also frequently obscure. We find also
stichomythic and quasi-choral passages, which may function as poetic and dramatic
'interludes' in the rituals; some are examined in chap. 11.1. These short texts have
scarcely been studied heretofore, much less systematically collected. This remains an
important task for future students of Hittite and Anatolian literature and poetics.4 The
authors of many of our Hittite rituals are from Southern or Western Anatolia,
Kizzuwatna and Arzawa, like those of the women Mastiggas and Pissuwattis translated by A. Goetze in Pritchard 1955:349-51. They almost certainly were originally
Luvian-speaking and reflect Luvian cultic and poetic traditions.
Old Hittite texts of legendary history may contain embedded songs, like the
dirge cited in chap. 23.1, recognized already in 1929 by the decipherer of Hittite, B.
Hrozny, as 'le plus vieux chant indo-europeen'. One of the very oldest Hittite
historical compositions, the Siege of Ursu, is written in Akkadian but contains a
(nearly unintelligible) song in Hittite.
Hittite mythological texts, sometimes free-standing compositions and sometimes recitations embedded in rituals, are mostly in prose but contain portions that are
clearly to be chanted or sung; cf. the 'Voyage of the Human Soul' quoted in chap. 26.
For other Hittite myths in translation see Hoffner 1990.
In addition to these native Hittite compositions there exists a body of SumeroAkkadian translation literature in Hittite, for example the several Sun Hymns, a
fragment of Gilgamesh, legends of Sargon of Akkad the King of Battle, and others.
Even where heavily influenced by Mesopotamian literature they may show some
native and possibly inherited features. The Hittites were from the earliest times
exposed to the influence of other languages each of which had a literary tradition. As
indicated by the form of the cuneiform writing, the Hittites were profoundly influenced by Mesopotamian culture as mediated through the Peripheral Akkadian of
Northern Syria, and before that by the contact with the Assyrian merchant colonies of
the 19th and 18th centuries, which did not lead to writing Hittite but left a mark on
3. Archaeological excavations in Turkey are ongoing and continue to yield new texts and
fragments of texts in Hittite and in the other Anatolian languages as well; we have the pleasant paradox of
a dead language whose corpus is not closed.
4. An example of such a collection is the very useful catalogue of Hittite similes (of the type 'as
the back wheel never catches up to the front wheel, so may evil not catch up to the celebrant') collected by
Ahmet Onal in Mikasa 1988.
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Hittite literature when it was still only oral (Hoffner 1968, Watkins 1979a).
The autochthonous language of central Anatolia when the Hittites "arrived" was
Hattic, which was preserved as a language of cult, and one in which we have a fairly
large body of clearly poetic liturgical texts, albeit virtually unintelligible. Some Hattic
mythological texts are preserved in bilingual tablets, like The Moon that fell from
Heaven (translated in Pritchard 1955) and the 'language of gods and men' texts (one
example in the preceding chapter).
The major cultural influence, at least in religion and cult, came from Human, the
language of the kingdom of Mittanni or Hanikalbat in Southeastern Anatolia and
Northern Mesopotamia. With the Hurrianization of the Hittite pantheon came a
number of epic tales and songs (Sumerogram SIR, Hittite ishamai-) which were in part
directly translated into (Middle) Hittite on the evidence of bilingual tablets (the newly
discovered and as yet unedited Song of Emancipation, with both mythological and
wisdom literature texts) and in part (possibly) composed in Hittite on Hurrian models,
like the Song of Ullikummi, the Kumarbi-cycle, the myths of the monster Hedammu,
the hunter Kessi, and others. These texts exhibit a high degree of literary sophistication
and value, particularly the new bilinguals.5 They evidence a very fruitful cultural and
literary symbiosis, one which vitalized Hittite civilization.
In the earlier period of the Old Kingdom Hittite contacts with Hurrian had been
hostile; the dirge referred to above comes from an account of the Hurrian wars. From
this early, culturally less sophisticated period comes the origin legend known as the
Zalpa Tale (Hoffner 1990:62-3). This extraordinary prose text of prodigious multiple
birth and incest as an origin tale may very well lay claim to Indo-European antiquity.
Compare the beginning (KBo 22.2 obv. 1),
[SAL.LUGA]L URUKanis 30 DUMUMES 1EN MU-anti hasta
The queen of Kanis (= Nesas) gave birth to 30 sons in a single year,
with Rigveda 10.86.23ab
parsur ha nama manavi sakam sasuva vimsatim
The daughter of Manu, Parsu by name, gave birth to 20 at once.
Manu is the first man; Pars'u ('rib') has been related to the name of the Persians; and
the same mythological themes as origin tale, of prodigious multiple births and incest
as in the Hittite, recur exactly in the Greek legend of the 50 daughters of Danaos
('Greek') fleeing an incestuous marriage with their parallel cousins, the 50 sons of
Aigyptos ('Egyptian'), which is the subject of Aeschylus' play The Suppliants. We
have here clear thematic reflexes, in the three oldest Indo-European traditions, of a
single proto-text (Watkins 1989:796-7).
The other second-millennium Anatolian languages are Luvian and Palaic.
5. Available in cuneiform edition, K[eilschrifttexte aus\ Bo[ghazkoi] 32 (Berlin 1990).
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Cuneiform Luvian is represented by a number of rituals containing spells and
incantations, similar in kind to those we find in Hittite. The entire corpus of the
language is edited (without translation) in Starke 1985 and the most recer>t interpretation is in Melchert 1993b. Most promising for the student of Anatolian and IndoEuropean poetics are the Songs oflstanuwa, ritual texts from that cult city. They are
described in detail in chap. 11.2. For the (obscure) Hieroglyphic Luvian inscriptions
of the 2nd millennium the possibility of verse or song has been raised (Hawkins and
Eichner, apud Eichner 1993:113-14), but nothing concrete has been demonstrated.
For Palaic we have a mere handful of texts, analyzed in Carruba 1972 and
Melchert 1984b. These include a Palaic version of the Anatolian Myth of the
Vanishing God, with the formula familiar from several Hittite mythological texts
'the gods ate and did not satisfy their hunger; they drank and did not satisfy their thirst'
(cf. chap. 11.1), a ritual of sandwich-like bread offerings, and a ritual to the god
Zaparwa which contains rhythmic or strophic utterances. See on the last chap. 23.1.
The most recent and extensive contribution to Anatolian poetics and metrics is
Eichner 1993, to which global reference is made for textual and bibliographical
references. It begins with a perceptive discussion of Hittite and Luvian, while the
major part of this work (pp. 114-59) is devoted to the Ist-millennium Anatolian
languages Lydian and Lycian. Some Lydian inscriptions have since 1916 been known
to be in (isosyllabic) verse lines organized into strophes and to exhibit the feature of
rhyme—perhaps its earliest systematic attestation in the Indo-European world (Littmann,
Miller, West, and others apud Eichner 1993). The rhyme schemes involve identical
vowel nuclei and sometimes systematic and sequential, sometimes random consonantal codas of sonorant (liquid or nasal), continuant (usually sibilant), and stop. For the
"Lycian B", Milyan "poetic dialect" of Lycian already recognized in Kalinka's Tituli
Lyciae (1901), in nos. 44 (Xanthos stele) and 55 (Lion sarcophagus), see the analysis
of Frei and Eichner in Eichner 1993. Their ingenious analysis is not self-evident and
remains sub iudice. But that we have to do with poetry is proved epigraphically beyond
question by the recurrent marker ")" of strophe end every three lines, for a total of 36
strophes. It remains clear that in Lydian and Lycian we have two continuations of an
Anatolian metrical tradition, developed over more than a thousand years since the
attestation of Anatolian verse in Hittite, Luvian, and Palaic in the 2nd millennium B.C.
The actual interpretation and understanding of these texts remains a challenging task
for the future. Melchert 1993a gives an alphabetical word list of Milyan (Lycian B).

Indie
Extended Indie texts in Vedic Sanskrit begin with the Rigveda, whose earliest parts
were probably composed in the Punjab in the second half of the second millennium
B.C., and continue through the other Vedas, Brahmanas, Sutras, etc. By ca. 500 B.C.
the language was codified in the grammar of Panini as Classical Sanskrit, used to the
present day as a learned literary language. From the 5th century B.C. on we have
extensive Middle Indie documents (Pali, Prakrits); the very numeious Modern IndoAryan languages begin to be attested around 1000 A.D.
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Vedic literature (from veda 'knowledge; sacred knowledge') begins with the
greatest and oldest of the sarhhitas or 'collections', the Rigveda (rgvedasamhita, RV).6
The Rigveda (Rig- = rg- is a form of re 'verse') is arranged in 10 books or mandalas
('circles'), and contains 1028 hymns or suktas addressed for the most part to particular
deities. The whole contains over 10,000 lines, just under 154,000 words, and 432,000
syllables; it was preserved and transmitted entirely orally for the first millennium and
a half of its existence, and largely orally even after the introduction of writing down
to the present day. The oldest mandalas 2-7 are known as the Family Books, being
composed by poets of six individual families (enumerated in chap. 5). Book 8, hymns
1-66 are by the Kanva family, the remainder from other families. Book 9 contains
only hymns to Soma, the deified intoxicating or hallucinogenic plant of uncertain and
controversial nature, which was pressed for its juice and ingested for ritual purposes
since Common Indo-Iranian times. Compare the formula Vedic sdtnah sutdh Avestan haomo huto 'pressed soma'. The collection of soma hymns was doubtless
excerpted from other books at some time. Books 1 and especially 10 belong to the
youngest layer of the Rigveda. While absolute dates in India are subject to caution,
the oldest parts of the Rigveda probably belong around the middle of the second
millennium B.C. as the Indians moved eastward through Afghanistan into the Punjab
and thence to the region of Delhi. RV 1.131.5 preserves a clear memory of the
migration across the Punjab, 'Five-rivers' land:
ad it te asya viryasya carkiran
madesu vrsann us'fjo yad £vitha
sakhlyatd yad aVitha
cakartha k&ram ebhyah
pftanasu pravantave
te anyaVn-anyam nadyam sanisnata
sravasyantah sanisnata
Indeed they praise this manly deed of yours in their intoxication,
o Bull (Indra), when you came to the aid of the Us'ij priests,7
when you came to the aid of the comrades.
You made victory for them,
to win in the battles.
They won for themselves one river after another;
they won for themselves, seeking glory.8

6. For a virtually complete guide to Vedic literature, including texts and translations see Santucci
1976 and for an elegantly compact and literate summary Jamison 1991:5-16.
7. Vedic usij- = Old Avestan usig- is an Indo-Iranian word for a kind of priest. Here it is used
metonymically for those of the old Aryan (Indo-Iranian) religion.
8. The meter is the uncommon atyasti( Arnold 1967:237). Note the repetitions at the end offoeand
fg, which run through all seven stanzas of the hymn. It is termedpunahpadam in Aitareya-Brahmana 5.11.1
(Geldner ad RV 1.127). The intensive sanis(a)n- is attested only here in the Rigveda. In pftanasu
pravantave we have both alliteration and a phonetic figure.
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The standard translation of the Rigveda is the German of K. F. Geldner; no
complete English translation exists. The other Sarhhitas are the Atharvaveda, the
Samaveda, and the Yajurveda. The Atharvaveda (AV), from atharvan- 'fire-priest',
is an extensive collection of hymns not used in the worship but to appease, bless, and
curse. They are the formulations of priestly families of both "white" and "black"
magic, for matrimonial happiness, protection, love, luck in gambling, etc., or against
diseases, enemies, rivals in love, sorcerers, noxious animals, etc. It is younger than the
older parts of the Rigveda, and contains the first mention of the tiger (vyaghra) and of
rice (vrihi), indicating deeper penetration into the Indian subcontinent. It exists in two
recensions, the Saunaka (translated by W. D. Whitney) and the Paippalada, of which
new manuscripts have only recently come to light.
The Samaveda (sdman- 'chant', probably related to Hittite ishamiya- 'sing') is
largely identical with the Rigveda with some new mantras; it is associated with the
performance of the soma worship. The Yajurveda (ydjus- 'sacrificial formula')
includes two parts, the White (sukla) YV, the Vajasaneyi-samhita (VS), which
consists of liturgical formulas (mantras) alone, and the Black (krsna) YV which adds
to the verse mantras prose explanation and commentary, ritual exegesis. The last
comprises four samhita s, the Kathaka-, Kapisthala-Katha-, Maitrayam-, and Taittinyasamhita. Only the last has been translated. The VS and mantra portions of the YV are
chronologically only a little younger than the Atharvaveda; the YV samhita prose
portions are a little later and represent our earliest Vedic prose.
This whole vast body of textual material is still almost wholly unexplored for
comparative poetic purposes. An example (which I only noticed in Jamison [to
appear]) is the mantra accompanying the girding of the wife (patnlsamnahana) with
a cord around her waist before she can undertake any sacral duties in the performance
of a ritual. KS 1.10(5:6):
samnahye sukrtaya kam
I gird myself for good action.9
Compare the beginning and ending of the Old IrishLon'ca or breastplate of St. Patrick:
atom-riug indiu
niurt tn'un . . .
I gird myself today
with a great strength . . .
See Greene and O'Connor 1967:27.
To each of the Sarhhitas are further attached exegetical Brahmanas, collections
of utterances of brahmans, the priestly class who are the repositories and communi9. The mantra is a variant of one first found in a wedding hymn of the Atharvaveda (14.1.42) spoken
to the bride: sdm nahyasvamftaya kdm 'gird yourself for the immortal one', as Jamison shows. The shift
in pronominalization is probably part of a spoken ritual interchange.
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cators of sacred knowledge. These may date from 1000 to 650 B.C. Representative
Brahmanas are the Aitareya- and KausTtaki-br. to the Rigveda, the Jaiminlya-br. to the
Samaveda, rich in myth and legendary material, and the Taittirlya- and 3atapatha-br.
to the Black and White YV respectively. Still later, toward the end of the Vedic period,
come the Sutras, which are meticulous descriptions of rituals, public and private: the
numerous SVauta and Grhya-sutras.
The end of the Vedic period, and the beginning of Classical Sanskrit, is the
codification of that language in the grammar of Panini, ca 500 B.C. The composition
of the great epics Mahabharata and Ramayana probably belong to this time or a little
later. While the language is post-Vedic, the nucleus of the Mahabharata is a vast
repository of mythological and other themes of Indo-European antiquity.

Iranian
Iranian,10 once spoken over vast stretches of southeastern Eurasia, is attested in Old
Avestan and Young Avestan and Old Persian. Old Persian is the language of the
monumental inscriptions of the Achaemenid kings of the 6th-4th centuries B.C.
Several Middle Iranian languages are known. From western Iran Parthian is known
from the Arsacid period, from the 1st century B.C. onward, and Middle Persian (or
Pahlavi), the descendant of Old Persian and ancestor of Modern Persian, from the 3rd
century A.D. onward. From eastern Iran we know, among others, Bactrian, from circa
100 B.C. onward, written in Greek script, Sogdian, from the 4th century A.D. onward,
and Chorasmian, which survived well into Islamic times. There are numerous
Modern Iranian languages, some of them with old literatures (Modern Persian in
several dialects, Kurdish, Pashto, Balochi).
The grammatical structure of Old Avestan is more or less identical with that of
Rigvedic, which points to a comparable date: second half of the second millennium
B.C. The term Young Avestan is used indiscriminately to refer to the language of a
wide variety of texts, from texts written in a grammatically consistent and correct
language to texts compiled by authors who no longer knew the grammar of the
language. The grammatical structure of "correct" Young Avestan is comparable to,
but more archaic than, that of Old Persian of the 6th century, while that of the latest
texts is comparable to the "incorrect" Old Persian of the 4th century. As no Western
Iranian (either Median or Achaemenid) geographical names are mentioned in the texts
we may place the oldest Young Avestan texts in the period antedating the Median
expansion around 700 B.C. and the latest texts in the late Achaemenid period (some
possibly even later), that is, the oldest Young Avestan texts were probably composed
and compiled during the 9th/8th centuries B.C.
The Old Avestan hymns, the ga&ds (Gathas) are traditionally attributed to
Zarathustra, who is frequently mentioned in them.'J Inserted into the corpus of Gathas
10. This presentation is largely due to P.O. Skjaerv0, for which I am profoundly in his debt.
11. It is no derogation of Zarathustra's stature as the founder of one of the world's great religions to
observe with Skjaerv0 that there is no evidence in the Gathas that they were composed by Zarathustra. On
the contrary, the complete and sovereign mastery of a variety of meters and the techniques of versification
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is the liturgical text the Yasna HaptaijhSiti, in which Zarathustra's name is not
mentioned. It is discussed and illustrated in chap. 21. The Young Avestan texts are
religious and mythological; representative texts are the Horn Yast (Yasna [Y.] 9)
hymning Haoma = Vedic Soma, the Mihr Yast (Yast [Yt.] 10) celebrating the god
Mithra, the Tistr Yast (Yt. 8) celebrating the star Sirius. They contain much verse,
typically octosyllabic. The titles of these texts are in Pahlavi, the language of the native
exegesis. Rothyasna and yast are derivatives of the root yaz- 'worship', cognate with
Vedic yaj- and Greek
'worship',
'holy'. The Videvdat 'law against the
daevas' is collection of instructional (purification rituals, legal issues) and mythological texts.
Some of the texts in Middle Iranian languages continue Old Iranian traditions,
both thematic and formulaic, especially the 'Pahlavi Books', written down in the 9th
century but incorporating material from the religious writings of the 3rd century A.D.
and before. They include the Bundahisn 'primal creation', a cosmological text based
upon the Pahlavi translation of lost Avestan texts; the Denkard, a Zoroastrian
encyclopaedia that includes, among other things, a summary of the Avesta as it was
known in the Sasanian period (ca. 5th century A.D.) and several Pahlavi commentaries
on the Gathas; and the late Kdrndmag lArdaxslr I Pabagdn, the deeds of Ardaxslr, the
founder of the Sasanian dynasty. The Modern Persian epic the Sahname of Firdawsi
contains much traditional Iranian lore.

Greek
First attested in documents is Mycenean Greek, on the mainland and in Crete from the
13th century B.C., written in the Linear B syllabary and deciphered only in 1952.
Greek was written on the island of Cyprus in the Cypriot syllabary, clearly of common
origin with the Linear B syllabary. The oldest inscription is a single name from the
llth century B.C.; the rest date from the 8th century B.C. to Hellenistic times.
Alphabetic Greek is attested continuously from ca. 800 B.C., beginning with the
Homeric poems and continuing through the Classical and Hellenistic (koine) periods,
to medieval (Byzantine) and modern times.
and composition shows that the author of the Gathas must have been a trained professional, a member of the
class of poets, a kauui=Vedic kavi. The only kauui who figures prominently in the Gathas is Kauui Vistaspa.
It would be far more in accord with what we know of the Indo-Iranian and Indo-European poet's role in
society (on which see the next chapter) if Zarathustra were the patron and Vistaspa one of his poets. This
hypothesis would accord also with those passages in the Gathas where the name of Kauui Vistaspa is linked
to the Indo-Iranian vocabulary and formulary of the danastuti or 'praise of the gift' of patron to poet (chap.
5). Compare Y.46.14 and 19, 51.16, and probably 29.11 if ma 'me' refers to the poet rather than the soul
of the cow: mazoi magai 'for the great offering', magahiia xsadra 'power over the offering', mazoi magai.a
. . . ratois , . . 'for the great offering ... in accordance with the munificence . . .' beside RV 1.122.7-8, a
danastuti, stuse... ratt'r... asyd stuse mdhimaghasya rddhah 'the gift is praised... the bounty of the offerer
of the great offerings is praised.' Humbach-Elfenbein-Skjsrv0 1991:2.44 ad Y. 29.11 and Schlerath
1968:157 both cite the critical Vedic parallel. Note also that 29.11 is the final strophe of the hymn, the usual
place for a danastuti in the Rigveda, as Y. 46.19 as well. But this question of authorship, due to Kellens,
as Skja:rv0 points out, must be left to other specialists to debate. See Kellens-Pirart 1988:17-20 and
especially Kellens 1991a:59ff. with arguments independent of those offered here.
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Anatolian Hittite, Vedic Indie, and Old Iranian poetic literatures are by and large
religious and cultic in character and purpose and represent the work and the art of a
priestly class and of a ruling class whose duties included the administration of public
worship and cult. The Hittite prose of the Laws, of annalistic history, of the treaties
is indeed secular in character and purpose, and while the prose style follows clear
formulaic patterns, it is not consciously composed with a view to "art". In Early India
and Iran none of our materials, hymns, mantras, and prose alike, are secular either in
composition or audience.
The situation is entirely the reverse in Early Greek, where virtually all our
monuments of verbal art are secular; their composers were either themselves of, or
employed by, a secular, warrior, or ruling class and, with the evolution of social
institutions in Early Greece, by the city-state itself, by the polls. The values and
aesthetics of this literature are those of this secular class; we have in the early period
little direct evidence of religion and cult viewed from the eyes and spoken from the lips
of the priestly class itself. One can in fact discern more than a hint of tension and
antagonism between the warrior class and the priestly class in the first book of the Iliad,
in the legend of the sacrifice of Iphigenia, and elsewhere.
Ancient Greek literature is so widely known and cultivated that it is not
necessary to dilate upon it to any extent here. For a sympathetic and admirably brief
treatment by experts see Dover 1980, as well as the perennially satisfying work of
Meillet 1948.
The documents in Mycenean Greek include no literature per se, though some
scholars have heard metrical lines, specifically the second hemistich of a dactylic
hexameter, the paroemiac or 'proverb' line, in phrases like toikhodomoi demeontes
'masons who are to build' (PY An 35); syntactically the phrase recalls Od. 17.299
8uxo£<;. . . KOTtpTicoviei; 'slaves who are to spread manure'.
Our poetic monuments begin in the 8th century with the two great Homeric epics
the Iliad and the Odyssey, together with the Theogony and the Works and Days of
Hesiod. Their language and style clearly attest the cultivation of a long period of oral
literary elaboration and the development of an Ionic epic literary dialect, with features
from other dialects as well. The association of genre with dialect is a characteristic
feature of Greek literary language throughout the classical period. The epic dactylic
hexameter tradition includes the somewhat later Homeric Hymns and other fragmentarily preserved rhapsodic texts.
From the 7th century we have extended fragments of choral lyric and mythological compositions of Stesichorus and Alcman in a literary Doric dialect, elegiac and
iambic verse of Archilochus in Ionic, and elegiacs of the Spartans Tyrtaeus and
Mimnermus, and a half-century later, of the Athenian Solon. In the 6th century we find
a flourishing of lyric (melic) poetry on the island of Lesbos in the poems of Sappho
and Alcaeus in syllable-counting strophic meters inherited directly from IndoEuropean. The 5th century marks the high point of epinician praise-poetry in the
person of Pindar and Bacchylides composing in a mixed literary Doric and Aeolic, and
the great age of the tragedians Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, and the comic
poet Aristophanes. The dramatists write iambic trimeters in the Attic dialect for the
main spoken text, with choral passages in various lyric meters in literary Doric.
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We may illustrate what we referred to above, the secular character of Greek
poetic art, and what Nagy 1990b:2 referred to as 'the Hellenization of Indo-European
poetics' by three passages, reflecting three stages in that process. The first is an
inscription from Selinous. As Thucydides 6.4 recounts, colonists from Doric Megara
under Lamis founded Megara Hyblaia in eastern Sicily in the 8th century, ca. 727 B.C.
A hundred years later, in the 7th century, colonists from Megara Hyblaia under
Pamillus (from the mother city Megara), venturing further west than any Greek colony
before, founded Selinous on the coast of the southwestern comer of Sicily. We have
a large votive inscription from there referring to an otherwise unknown war. The
inscription is mid-5th century, dated 460-450, but the conservative Doric tradition of
this isolated colony is, as commonly, much more archaic. Their simple Doric faith
comes through in the enumerative litany:12

By Zeus we are victorious, and by Terror (Ares),
and by Heracles, and by Apollo,
and by Poseidon, and by the Dioscuri,
and by Athena, and by (Demeter) Fruit-bearer,
and by Universal-Queen, and by the other gods,
but mostly by Zeus.
GOD
appears from Od. 8.520: the
The antiquity of the verbal formula
Phaeacian bard Demodocus sings of Odysseus at the sack of Troy, who braved the
most terrible fight,

and in the end was victorious by great-hearted Athena.
Zeus comes in second place to the City in the proud lines of admonition to her
citizens by Solon the Athenian (4.1-2 West), composed perhaps in the early 6th
century:

12. It is not necessary to see these lines as metrical verse, as some have done (Calder 1963); their
power lies in their relentless grammatical parallelism.
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Our city will never perish by the destiny of Zeus
or the will of the blessed immortal gods.
Finally we may point to Pindar' s famous dithyramb in praise of Athens for her role in
the Persian wars (jr. 76, 474 B.C.). Here the city is all:

Oh, the shining and the violet-crowned and the storied
in song, pillar of Greece, glorious Athens, citadel divine.
For this single verse of praise, according to Isocrates, Pindar was rewarded by the
Athenians with 10,000 drachmas. The sum is perhaps a rhetorical exaggeration (for
1000), with Race 1987, but the important point is that the City herself has become the
patron.
Alongside the literary poetic tradition of Greek preserved in manuscript we
have, from the earliest times of alphabetic writing in Greek, epigraphic attestation of
poetry, some of exceptional literary quality, written on vases and other artifacts or
carved in stone, and unearthed by archaeologists. Our oldest document in Attic Greek
is the 8th-century Dipylon prize jug, a rather plain vessel with a text inscribed
retrograde with childish-looking letters of increasing size, but in its use of metrics,
formula, and diction clearly the work of an accomplished aoidos, or 'singer' :
e [garbled]
Whoever of the dancers sports most gaily, his is this [ ].
For an illustration of this object and its text see Jeffery 1990: plate I. These epigraphic
poetic texts are a valuable supplement to our literary evidence; see Hansen 1983.

Italic
Two substantial branches and several fragmentary languages are attested in the 1st
millennium B.C. Old Latin and the closely related Faliscan are attested in short
inscriptions from the 6th to the 3rd century B.C.; from then on we have extensive
documentation of Classical Latin. The main other Italic dialects South Picene,
Oscan, and Umbrian (together constituting the Sabellic group) are attested in
inscriptions from the 7th or 6th to the 1st century B.C.
The Italic languages provide us much material in their earliest attested stages,
particularly the ancient prayers preserved in Archaic Latin and Umbrian (chapters 1719) and the poetry inscribed on stones, pots, and other artifacts in the period ca. 600300 B.C. in Faliscan, South Picene, and other dialects (chap. 10). The Roman and the
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native Italic culture was a traditional one, in which it is legitimate to look for archaism
and Indo-European inheritance. But we tend in Italy to find these in the language of
religion and cult and the language of law—the greatest legacy of Rome to Western
civilization—rather than in literature per se. The rich literature of Classical Latin has
had rather less to contribute to Indo-European poetics, in that the Latin literary
language of the Republic and the Empire is not conservative but innovative and is in
many respects an artificial construct.13 The Latin literary language began as a
language of translation from Greek in the 3rd century B.C. (Livius Andronicus,
Odissea, in the saturnian meter of disputed origin and character). In the same century
Cn. Naevius composed the Bellum Punicum in saturnians, beginning with the flight of
Aeneas from Troy, with copious references to a divine pantheon already completely
hellenized (the interpretatio graced) whether in native name (summi deum regis
fratrem Neptunum 'Neptune the brother of the highest king of the gods') or already in
Greek form (Pythius Apollo, who is however indutus arquitenens / sanctus loue
prognatus 'the glorious archer / holy offspring of Jove', combining Greek themes and
native inherited Latin lexicon). This developing vigorous literature soon gave up its
native Italic (?) versification entirely for Greek meters. Latin metrics was at first still
profoundly influenced by the phonological structure of Early Latin, as seen in the
comedies of Plautus, but Greek meters later were perfectly transferred to Latin epic,
elegiac, and lyric. The literature from the early Republic on was fundamentally
permeated by Hellenistic Greek aesthetic14 and a learned cultivation and valuation of
allusion and imitation.
Yet even in this rarified and exquisitely hellenized Roman verbal art some of the
inherited Italic and Indo-European tradition still seeps through in the language
associated with religion and cult, as in Horace's epithet of far in Carmina3.23.2Q: the
countrywoman's hand, touching the altar but bearing no sumptuous offering but grain
and salt:
molliuit auersos Penatis
farre pio et saliente mica
softens the indifferent household gods
with holy barley and the leaping spark.
The Alcaic strophic meter and the gnomic perfectum of the verb are Greek, but the
'holy' barley and the sparking salt are the terms of an ancient Italic ritual.
The justly famous lines of the ghost of Anchises to his son Aeneas in Vergil, Aen.
6.847ff., envision and define the Roman genius: excudentalii... 'Others will hammer
out bronzes that breathe, draw living faces from marble ...'

13. The prolongation of Latin throughout the Middle Ages,Renaissance, Reformation, and Baroque
is in this respect more comparable to the Classical Sanskrit literary language, which was cultivated in its
post-Paninean form only trivially altered down to the present.
14. The rhetoric is observable already in public monuments of the end of the 3rd and beginning of
the 2nd century B.C., like the tombs of the Scipios on the Appian Way.
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tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento
(hae tibi erunt artes)...
Do you, Roman, remember you will rule over peoples in dominion.
(These will be your arts)...
Yet Vergil lets Anchises follow these stirring yet innovative lines of a New Order with
a prophetic vision of an ancient Roman ritual, cast in an Indo-European mold, the
spolia opima which Marcellus would offer, having stripped them from a Gaulish
chieftain (859),
tertiaque arma patri suspendet capta Quirino
and will hang up the third spoils, the captured arms, to father Quirinus.
For the ritual see Festus 202-4 L. and the discussion in Latte 1960:204-5 and Dumezil
1966:172-4—a rare agreement. The balanced line with its double distracted noun and
adjective straddling the verb is as ancient in poetic form as the apposition pater
Quirinus 'Father Quirinus' (like Father Jove and Father Mars who receive th&prima
and secunda spolia respectively) is in religious theme.

Celtic
Celtic languages were in the first millennium B.C. spoken over large areas of Europe,
from the Iberian peninsula through southern Germany, the Po valley, and Austria to the
Danube plains, and as far as Galatia in central Anatolia. In our documentation we
distinguish geographically between Continental Celtic (3rd cent. B.C. - 3rd cent.
A.D., extinct; inscriptions in Gaulish, Celtiberian, Lepontic, and others) and Insular
Celtic, the languages spoken now or formerly in the British Isles. These form two
groups, Goidelic (Gaelic) in Ireland and Brittonic (British) in Britain. The former
comprise Irish (Primitive or Ogam 400-600 A.D., Old Irish 600-900 A.D., Middle
900-1200 A.D., and Modern 1200+); Scottish Gaelic (1200+) and the extinct Manx.
Brittonic includes Welsh (Old 8th-12th cent. A.D., Middle 12th-15th cent., Modern),
Breton (Old and Modern), and the extinct Cornish.
Our scattered inscriptions from Classical times in Continental Celtic would not
be expected to yield much for Indo-European poetics. It is the more surprising that two
or our longer inscriptions, Chamalieres and Larzac, have yielded one parallel and one
exact equivalent of an Old Irish formulaic phrase 'spells of women' (cited in chap. 12).
The Chamalieres inscription contains as well two rhetorically crafted phrases in
succession which have clear affinities to Indo-European poetico-legal and mantic
traditions:
reguc cambion exsops pissiumi
I straighten the crooked; blind, I will see.
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For the former compare the proem to Hesiod, Works and Days 7,
'he
straightens the crooked', discussed in chap. 7.15
Both branches of Insular Celtic have a rich literary tradition going back to their
earliest attestation. Ireland was christianized in the 5th century. By the end of the next
century we have a flourishing poetical literature of both secular and monastic
inspiration, including lyrics, praise poetry, versified law, aphoristic literature,
hagiographic and devotional works, and genealogies. Prose texts are found from the
7th century on, notably the vast body of legal texts, the saga tales (scela) with their
characteristic telescoped, sw/ra-like prose style, often alternating with dithyrambic
portions in archaic or archaizing verse (roscadd).
The earliest Welsh literary monuments are the poetry of the Gododdin (Canu
Aneurin), a 9th-century recension of an oral composition going back perhaps to the 6th
century. A large body of prose literature is attested in Middle Welsh, notably the Four
Branches of the Mabinogi. The Welsh word ceinc (Modern came) 'branch' isacognate
of Vedic sakha in the same meaning, used as a designation for the different Vedic
'schools'; this 'literary' use of the word may be an ancient metaphor, though it is
natural enough to have been created independently.
The remaining five branches of the Indo-European family are first attested in the
Christian era, three of them from Bible translations emanating from the Eastern
Church.

Germanic
The earliest extensive representative is Gothic (extinct), known from the Bible
translation of the 4th century, which together with the other language remnants
(Vandalic, Burgundian, etc.) form East Germanic. North Germanic is attested from
a few Runic inscriptions (3rd cent. A.D.+) and principally from Old Norse (9th-16th
cent.) and the later West (Norwegian, Icelandic) and East (Danish, Swedish) Scandinavian languages. The principal earliest West Germanic monuments are in Old
English (ca. 700 A.D.+), Old High German (ca. 750+), and Old Saxon (ca. 850+),
with the later medieval and modern forms of English, Frisian, Dutch, Low German, and
High German.
Our richest poetic documentation is in Old English and Old Norse. The standard
edition of the former corpus, the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records [Krapp et al. 1931-42],
numbers six volumes and includes the great epic Beowulf as well as religious poems,
lyrics, wisdom literature, riddles, and spells. In Old Norse we have the Poetic Edda
and other poems, as well as a body of the obscure and obscurantist Skaldic verse; see
15. The Isg. verb reguc in sentence-initial position corresponds to an Old Irish Isg. absolute *rigu
(conjunct -riug) from *regu (< *rego) + some element*; x assimilates to the following consonant, here the
c of cambion. The Isg. pissiumi in sentence-final position corresponds to an Old Irish conjunct, as in the
cognate -ciu < *k"is-iu. If the -ss- is real we must have a future morpheme -sje/o-. The Isg. ending -umi
is from *-6 > *-u plus later -mi, like Vedic -ami. It corresponds to Welsh -(/(historically conjunct), e.g. kenif
< *kanu + mi 'I sing'. For exsops see Watkins 1983.
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respectively J.Harris and R.Frank in Clover and Lindow 1985:68-156,157-197. The
Prose Edda of Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241), Iceland's most famous man of letters, is
an invaluable guide to Norse poetics and mythology. Old Saxon shows two devotional
poems, Heliand ('Savior') and the fragmentary Genesis. The latter comes from a 9thcentury text which was translated into Old English and interpolated into an earlier Old
English Genesis as "Genesis B". Lastly we have the poetic monuments of Old High
German, mostly Christian in character, most extensively the rhyming Liber
evangeliorum of Otfrid (9th century), but also including diverse hymns, songs, and the
non-rhyming alliterative Muspilli fragment of just over 100 lines. Of heroic poetry in
Old High German we have only the all too brief fragment (68 lines) of the
Hildebrandslied, as well as some short spells discussed in chapters 56.2 and 58.1. The
similarities and often identities in poetic form and thematic and mythological substance among all four of the early medieval Germanic languages are such that
something like a genetic Common Germanic comparative literature was envisioned
already in the 19th century. See the rich discussion in Harris 1985.

Armenian
Known from the Bible translation of the 5th century and subsequent literature is
Classical Armenian, with its medieval and modern descendants spoken in several
dialects, notably the Eastern (Russian) and the Western (Turkish and post-Diaspora).
Armenian literature of the early Classical period is almost entirely prose,
religious and historical. Some pre-Christian oral poetry was recorded by the historian
Moses of Chorene (Movses Xorenac 'i), the Songs ofGoit 'n (a toponym). See on these
chap. 23.2.

Tocharian
Two languages, now extinct, found in documents (mostly Buddhist translation
literature) from the eastern (Toch. A) and western (Toch. B) parts of the Tarim Basin
in Chinese Turkestan (Xinjiang), dating from the 6th-8th centuries.
Even Tocharian shows a lingering trace of Indo-European phraseology in the
word for 'fame', A. nom-klyu, literally 'name-fame', compare the Greek formula

'famed for his name', compound name

and Vedic nama

srutyam (RV 8.46.14) 'famous name'. That the compound 'name-fame' is of
Common Tocharian date is clear from the title A nom-kdlywats, B nem-klawis(s)u,
translating Sanskrit bhagavat 'Eminence'. A klyu = B kdlywe reflect precisely IE

*kleuos, Vedic sravas = Greek

. On the curious rhyming form tsekesi pekesi

pat 'of a figure or of a picture' and its cognate Latin equivalent (in the reverse order)
pictusfictus etc. (Cicero, De natiira deorum 2.145) see Schulze 1933:257-61, reprinted
in Schmitt 1968:34-9.
That Tocharian even in a translation literature with apparently borrowed meters
deployed poetic features in a characteristically "Indo-European" way may be shown
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by the thoroughgoing grammatical parallelism, the figure of anaphora, and the metrical
line positioning of the anaphors (boldface) in the following 7-syllable lines or
hemistichs from the beginning of thePunyavantajataka in A, the tale of the mechanical
maiden (for parallels see the Greek and Vedic verses cited at the beginning of chap.
2.3):
tsrasissi mak nispalntu
tsrasissi mak skam snassen
namsenc yaslus tsrasisac
kumsenc yarkant tsrasisac I
tsrasifi waste wrasassi
tsrasis's'i ma praski nas
tamyo kasu tsrassune
p kam pruccamo ni palskam II
The strong have great riches; the strong have also many relatives.
Enemies bow down to the strong; honors come to the strong.
The strong (are) the protection of creatures; the strong have no fear.
Therefore strength (is) good; best of all in my opinion.

Balto-Slavic
The Slavic and Baltic languages appear to form a single subgroup within IndoEuropean, though some scholars would keep them apart. Slavic is first attested in the
Bible translation of the 9th century in Old Church Slavonic. The dialect division into
East Slavic (Russian, Ukrainian, Byelorussian), West Slavic (Polish, Czech, Slovak,
etc.), and South Slavic (Slovene, Serbo-Croatian, Macedonian, Bulgarian) is probably
not much older than the middle of the first millennium A.D. Of the Baltic languages,
the earliest attested is the extinct Old Prussian (14th-17th century), followed by the two
flourishing East Baltic languages Lithuanian and Latvian (16th century +).
Both the older attested Slavic and the much more recently attested Baltic
languages have a vast tradition of oral folk poetry and, in the case of Slavic, of oral epic
poetry, heroic tales, songs, and the like, with traditional, sometimes pre-Christian
themes. Lithuanian and Latvian folk poetry was collected and examined from the
middle of the 19th century on, particularly the dainos 'songs' and raudos 'laments'.
Other folk-genres like riddles and spells are also well represented. See Ivanov and
Toporov 1974 and later works of both scholars noted inGamkrelidze and Ivanov 1984
and Toporov 1975-.

Albanian
Albanian is known only from the 15th century on, in two dialects, anorthern (Geg) and
a southern (Tosk). Albanian has as well a rich folk tradition and an oral epic tradition
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comparable to that of South Slavic. Its potential contribution to Indo-European poetics
probably resides more in theme, as reflected in customs. Such are for example the legal
institutions of the Northern Albanians reflected in the Kanun of Lek Dukagjini,
preserved orally since the Middle Ages. See Fox 1989.
I conclude this survey of the Indo-European speaking peoples and their poetic
traditions with the resume of a lecture by Emile Benveniste on 'The Indo-Europeans
and the peopling of Europe', delivered at the Journees de synthese historique of
1938:16
In their diversity these invasions have traits in common. They never involved vast
movements of warriors. They are rather hardy little groups, strongly organized,
founding their order on the ruin of established structures. They clearly knew neither
the sea, nor cities. They have neither writing, nor a complicated religion, nor any sort
of refinement. They will all preserve, along their individual destiny, the distinctive
features of their first community: the patriarchal structure of the "extended family",
united in the cult of its ancestors, living from farming and animal husbandry;
aristocratic style of a society of priests, warriors, and farmers; "naturalistic" worship
and kingship sacrifice (of which the most significant was that of the horse, the Vedic
asvamedha); a conquering instinct and a taste for open spaces; a sense of authority and
attachment to worldly goods. At the beginning they seem to be absorbed into the mass
of often more civilized peoples which they have overwhelmed. A long silence follows
their conquest. But by and by, from the new order which they found, there springs up
a culture at first full of local elements, then developing in forms ever newer and bolder.
An inventive power marks these creations, on which the language of masters confers
the most perfect expression. The taking over of the land by ever newer invaders, but
sprung from the same stock, thus creates the conditions for a supple and assimilative
political organization, the home for a civilization vigorous enough to survive its
founders, and original enough to influence permanently even what opposes it.

16. Revue de synthese, Synthese historique 1939, p. 18, cited after Haudry 1985:125.
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The Indo-European poet:
His social function and his art
In chap. 3 we considered one of the two aspects of the study of Indo-European poetics,
the formal question of the poet's technique. The second, to which we now come,
concerns the social function of poetry and the poet in Indo-European times: his
purpose. Both must be looked at together, complementarily. For the art of the IndoEuropean poet is to say something wholly traditional in a new and interesting, but
therefore more effective way. It is verbal activity, artistically elaborated, but directed
toward a more or less immediate, concrete goal.
We noted earlier in connection with the verbal formula (chap. 1.2) that formulas
are the vehicles of themes, and that in the totality of these we find the doctrine,
ideology, and culture of the Indo-Europeans. These formulas are collectively the
verbal expression of the whole traditional culture of the Indo-Europeans.
The function of the Indo-European poet was to be the custodian and the
transmitter of this tradition. The totality of themes as expressed in formulas was in
these preliterate societies entrusted precisely to the PROFESSIONALS OF THE WORD, the
poets.
The lexical expression of this function of custodianship and transmittal in the
Proto-Indo-European language was *mnah,- (*mna-), a root derivative suffixed form
(Benveniste's theme II) of the simple root *men- expressing 'mental force'. The root
*mnah2- exhibits a significant range of meanings in the languages which attest it:
'look at, see, experience' in Anatolian (Melchert 1993b:135),
Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luvian ma-na-a-du (3 pi. ipv.)
= Hittite ausdu 'let him see';
'be mindful of; remember' in Greek
'commit to memory and hand down' in Vedic, Brahmanas and SOtras
a-mna-.
68
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The functional orientation is apparent in the figure of the Cretan law-court official
mnamon,
'act as mnSmdn', the 'Remembrancer', as it is translated by
Jeffery and Morpurgo Davies 1970:150. A passage with this verb in the KausltakiBrahmana 8.7 can well stand as a guiding principle of traditional Indo-European
poetic culture:
viparyasya dasataylbhyarn vasat kuryad iti haika ahur
yathamnatam iti tv eva sthitam
Inverting the two verses from the Sarhhita he should utter
the call of vasat, some say, but
'as it is remembranced' is the established rule.1
The Italian school of students of Indo-European poetics, notably Durante and
Campanile, has given considerable attention to the figure of the Indo-European poet,
working in particular from the evidence of traditions of India and the Celtic British
Isles, as well as Archaic Greece, and to some extent the Germanic world. Campanile
1977:27ff. presents a detailed survey of the figure and function of the traditional poet
in Celtic and Indie society and defines him as 'the preserver and the professional of the
spoken word. It is he who is by definition competent in all the areas where the word
is, or is considered, operative.' This must be understood as a very concrete, practical
notion. Those areas where the traditional spoken word is operative, and its control
mandatory, impinge upon virtually the totality of the culture. Campanile 1987:26
noted that
What we term Indo-European poetry was rather a society's sum of knowledge, which
was orally transmitted. The features which our western tradition ascribes to poetry
(feeling, inspiration, individualism, participation, etc.), and which the aesthetics of
romanticism has particularly underscored, were for Indo-European poetry only a side
issue, although they were present. The main thing was to preserve and increase
cultural elements which presented something essential to the well-being, collectivity,
and stability of the society. We are speaking of the magic spells which heal the sick,
the legal formulas which settle disputes, the prayers which extort worldly goods from
the gods, the genealogies which give to people consciousness of their past and pride
in it, the eulogies which legitimize rulers by the celebration of their greatness. He who
fulfilled such important functions held a position of the first rank in his society, but
his traffic with the Muses was neither particularly frequent nor particularly necessary.
For this kind of poetry one could prepare oneself only by years of study; what the
Middle Irish Metrics texts tell us about the training of the Early Irish poet is basically
valid for the Indo-European one as well.

B. Schlerath 1974 emphasizes the particular link between the activity of the poet
and the priest: a religious poem, invocation, or hymn of praise to the gods is
inextricably linked with the worship and all the paraphernalia of cult. The principal
goal of the poem is the expression of that active, cosmic truth which is Indo-Iranian
1. Keith translates with periphrasis: 'but the rule is to follow the traditional text.'
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*rtd-. Toporov 1981:200 puts the parallel function of poet and priest more loftily:
'Both combat Chaos, both strengthen Cosmic Order, its Law (*rtd) and the safe,
lasting place where the gods dwell . . . For society, the poet like the priest is
indispensable. It is they who subdue the entropic tendencies of the universe, suppress
or rework the elements of chaos, continually renew the world as cosmos, and assure
increase, wealth, and continuity of offspring.'
Whether we choose to follow Toporov in this ideological assessment — cf. his
further likening the poet, ancient and modern, to the first culture-hero, the Demiurge
(1981 :200 and 2 1 9-27)—is perhaps a question of taste. But one simple socioeconomic
fact is clear: the Indo-European poet was the highest-paid professional in his society.
The concept and nature of the Indo-European poet cannot be separated from that
of the society in which he operated. Indo-European tribal society was dominated by
the Maussian principle of reciprocity and exchange or potlatch, of the gift entailing the
counter-gift.2 The poet did not function in that society in isolation; he had a patron.
The two were precisely in an exchange or reciprocity relation: the poet gave poems
of praise to the patron, who in turn bestowed largesse upon the poet. To the aristocracy
of Indo-European society this reciprocal relation was a moral and ideological
necessity. For only the poet could confer on the patron what he and his culture valued
more highly than life itself: precisely what is expressed by the 'imperishable fame'
formula.
Perhaps the clearest expression of this relation is the conclusion of a poem
addressed by the 6th-century Greek poet Ibycus to the tyrant of Samos Polycrates
(PMG 282 = SLG 151.47-8 = PMGF p. 243):

You too, Polycrates, will have undying fame (kleos)
in accordance with my song and my kleos.
The two uses of kleos (IE *kle\ios) are the poet' s pledge-token of reciprocity : the poet' s
kleos is the vehicle of the patron's. In this way we can understand the development
of IE *kleiios to the meaning 'word' in Old Iranian and Slavic (diffusion from Iranian?)
and 'epic lay' already in Old Russian slovo.
The same reciprocity relation as between poet and patron existed between poet
and the gods. We have the same eulogistic model: a good hymn of praise, saying
something wholly traditional in a new and interesting way, is the gift of the poet to the
god. This gift then obligates that deity to bestow as counter-gift that which is prayed
for: prosperity, fecundity, long life. Poetry and poets were not a "frill" in IndoEuropean society but a necessity of life, a necessary condition for existence. The
spoken word could produce a physical effect on the world, but only if properly
formulated by the poet.
Typically the patron would commission a hymn by the poet to a god, to benefit
2. As demonstrated at length by Benveniste 1949 and 1969:1.65ff., cf. also Watkins 1976b.
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the patron (in Vedic the yajamana, 'he for whom the worship is performed' ), for which
the poet would be rewarded, i.e. paid. Most of the hymns of the Rigveda are so
occasioned. It is a mark of the permansiveness of this system throughout the IndoEuropean world that 'a king without poets' was proverbial in Ireland for 'nothing', and
that Aeschylus (Ag. 979) could call, wholly negatively, an unwanted fear

an uncommissioned, unrewarded song.
Greek

ht base of negative
'unrewarded,' has laaalready in Homer the
sense of 'wages, hire' . Yet one of the self -designations of Greek and Indo-European
poets i
'craftsmen of words', and like the journeyman the poet is
worthy of his hire. Pindar freely uses
for his compensation (Pyth. 1.75-77
'I will earn as recompense') in a positive sense.3 The word is a
clear Indo-European inheritance, *misdho-, and its meaning 'honorific compensation
for deed performed', as established by Benveniste 1969:1.163-9 on the basis of its
Iranian (mizd m) and Germanic (English meed) cognates. The word has a clear
'exchange value' in the Maussian system of reciprocity; note the related Avestan
miiazda-, Vedic miyedha- 'offering, oblation'.
In Vedic the word for the poet's reward (or fee) was ddksina- (scil. gduh,
dhenuh), the ddksina-cow. The original force of the adjective is still a matter of
dispute. For the aetiology see below.

Our knowledge of the socio-economic position of the Indo-European poet is
inferential, from the daughter societies, especially India, Ireland, and Greece. The
evidence from these three in turn will be considered in the following sections. The first
two offer abundant evidence that poets belonged to a hereditary class or caste in an
aristocratic society. Books 2 through 7 of the Rigveda are called the Family books
because they are composed respectively by members of six families: Grtsamada,
Visvamitra, Vamadeva, Atri, Bharadvaja, and Vasistha. In these books self-references by the poets are not uncommon.4 In RV 4.4.10-11 we find a complex
intertwining of the themes of the poet's genealogy, the power of the word, and the
reciprocal gift-exchange relationship (Vedic atithyd, Greek xenfa 'guest-friendship' ,
from dtithi, xe'nos 'guest') of both poet with patron and patron (mediated by the poet)
with god. The Vamadevas of Book 4 were poets of the line of King Trasadasyu, one
of whom is figured here returning from war laden with booty. The god Agni is
addressed:
yas tva svasvah suhiranyo agna
upayaii vasumata rathena
tasya trata1 bhavasi tasya sakha
3. See the discussion in Nagy 1990b:188-90forthe 'Hellenization' of this Indo-European function.
4. For a detailed analysis of one such see Dandekar 1974.
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yas ta atithyam Snusag jiijosat
mahd rujami bandhiita vacobhis
tan ma pitiir gdtamad anv iya"ya
tvam no asya vacasas cikiddhi
hdtar yavistha sukrato damunah

He of good horses, good gold, who approaches you,
Agni, with wealth-laden chariot,
you become his protector, his friend,
he who duly enjoys your guest-friendship.
By my family, by the words of (my) great (father)
I smash (obstacles); that has come to me from my father Gotama.
Heed you this word of ours,
Hotr, o youngest, o wise one, as householder.
Note that atithyam 'guest-friendship' is applied equally to the reciprocity relation
between host and guest, poet and patron, and god and worshiper.
The reference of rujami T smash' is to the Vala-myth, a cosmogonic variant of
the dragon-slaying myth (Vala and Vrtra are from the same root vr-), which is narrated
allusively in the preceding and difficult hymn 4.1, verses 13-17. Here the poet-priests
(ndrah . . . usijah) by remembering (manvata, root *men-) the thrice-seven highest
secret names of the cows (a "skaldic" expression for the poetic language of the
Rigveda: Geldner ad loc.) with their divine word (vdcasa ddivyend) smash open the
cave to release the captive cows, the light, the dawn's rays, the glorious milk of the
dawn cows (arunir yasdsa goh). Geldner adds that the deeper meaning of the passage
is that the act of remembering the cow's names is at the same time the birth of poetic
inspiration, the 'divine word'. And from the released cows, the dawn's rays, the milk
of the dawn cows came the first ddksina, the reward and recompense of the poet.
The "Mercenary Muse" who sings for hire (Pindar, Isth. 2.6, see below) is thus
as old as creation, in the Indie view. That this myth in some form may go back to the
proto-language is indicated on the one hand by the Irish myth of the teora ferba fi'ra
'three milk cows', with/zV 'milk' cognate with Vedic vdr in usriyanam vdr (RV4.5.8)
'milk of the dawn cows' (Watkins 1987d:402), and on the other by the isolated and
much-discussed Greek expression VUICTOI; 6c|J,oA.Y6<;, quasi 'milk of the night' (Lazzeroni
1971, cf. Campanile 1977:24).
The image of thrice-seven secret names of the cows as Vedic poetic language
recurs in a hymn of a Vasisthid to Varuna, RV 7.87.4:
uv?ica me varuno medhiraya
trfh sapta na'ma aghnya bibharti
vidviin padasya guhya na vocad
yugsiya vfpra uparaya sfksan
Varuna said to me, the wise one:
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'The cow bears thrice seven names.
He who knows the track should tell them like secrets,
if he would serve as inspired poet to the later generation."
The metaphor of the track (paddm), which comes to mean 'word', is repeated in RV
4.5.2-3, a Vamadevid hymn like those cited earlier:
mS nindata ya imSm mahyam ratfm
devd dadau martyaya svadhavan
padam na gor apagulham vividv&i
agnfr mahyam pred u vocan mams.arn
Do not blame him who gave me this gift,
the self-powerful god to a mortal...
Agni, having found the hidden word like the track of the cow,
made known to me the understanding.
For all that the poet attributes his knowledge to divine inspiration, he knows in practice
that it had to be acquired by decades of laborious study. The same hymn continues (RV
4.5.6):
idam me agne ... guriim bharam na manma. .. dadhatha
You have placed on me this knowledge, o Agni, like a heavy burden.
Though it confers privileged status the poet's wisdom is a heavy responsibility to bear.
Note that the words for the poet's understanding (manlsd) and wisdom (mdnma
= Old Irish menmae 'mind'), and the remembering (manvatd) the 3x7 secret names of
the cow which is Vedic poetics itself, are all derivatives of the root *men- expressing
active mental force, thinking, perceiving, remembering. So too is Greek Mo-Gooc
(Aeolic Moioa) 'Muse', daughter of Zeus and Mnemosyne 'Memory': Proto-Greek
*montwa from *mon-tu-h2, cf. Vedic mdntu-, amantu- '(un)caring, (un)mindful'. The
inspiration of the divine Muse is thus only a personification of the trained mind of the
poet.
Perhaps the single most telling indication of the common Indo-European origin
of the reciprocal poet-patron relation as we have described it is the existence of a
special literary genre in Vedic, Greek, Celtic, and Germanic, which we can call by its
Sanskrit name danastuti or 'praise of the gift'. The ddnastuti is a short coda of one or
more verses of thanks to the patron who commissioned the poem, praising his
generosity and enumerating his gifts, which is incorporated into many Vedic hymns.
These ddnastutis regularly record such rewards (or fees) as 200 cows, 4 horses, and
2 wagons, like RV 7.18.22-25. The word for gift-chattels, masculine ddnas (beside
normally neuter ddnam 'gift') is here and elsewhere linked by contiguity to the srdvas
'fame' of the generous patron. RV 8.46.23-24 records '10 chestnuts . . . the gift-
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chattels of Prthus'ravas ('Broad-fame')', and the poet plays there with his patron's
name in another dimension: vdrsistham akrta s'rdvas 'he got for himself loftiest fame'.
RV 6.63.9-10, to the Asvins, makes clear the nature of the process. The poet
itemizes to the gods hymned the generosity of the patron(s): 'and for me two
swift mares of Puraya's, a hundred (cows) with Sumljha, and cooked food with
Peruka ... ' 5
sam vam s'ata" nasatya sahasra
asvanam purupantha gire dat
bharadvajaya vlra nu gire dat
Purupantha gave together hundreds, thousands
of horses for your song of praise, o Nasatyas,
To Bharadvaja he gave (them) for the song of praise, o heroes.
The poet of R V 5.61.17-19 dedicates his composition to a distant benefactor, the
message—the hope of future reward—to be delivered by the goddess of Night, with
an exact address. The envoi has a slightly Pindaric ring:
etam me stomam urmye
darbhyaya para vaha
giro devi rathir iva
uta me vocatad fti
sutasome rathavltau
na kaVno apa veti me
esa kseti rathavitir
maghava gdmatlr anu
parvatesv apasritah
Carry this my song of praise, o Night,
to the descendant of Darbha,
my songs, o Goddess, like a charioteer.
And say for me thus
to RathavTti who has pressed soma,
"My desire does not abate."
This generous RathavTti
dwells along the GomatI rivers,
hidden away in the mountains.
5. The phonetic linkage with the names, sumilhe s'atdmperuke capakvd, is doubtless intentional,
and the name Sumllha probably still carried a trace of its etymological meaning of 'reward, prize', IE
*misdho~, like Avestan humizda- 'bringing good reward'.
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Examples of danastutis from other Indo-European traditions are given below.
The reciprocal situation of poet and patron may have a negative side as well.
Generosity leads to praise, but ungenerous payment can provoke blame, invective, and
satire, the 'formidable weapon' (Binchy 1940:69) of poets from India and Greece to
Ireland. A Vedic example with a thematically close parallel in Old Irish is given in
chap. 16.
We pass now from the allusive and fleeting world of ancient Vedic India in the
second millennium B.C. to the comparative clarity of Christian Ireland from the
seventh to the seventeenth centuries. Despite the enormous differences in tone and
cultural outlook the system, the structural position of the poet in each society, is
remarkably similar in India and Ireland, and the Irish system remained basically static
over the 1000 years from the beginning of our documentation to the collapse of the
Gaelic world. Forthe early period compare theMittelirische Verslehren (ed. Thurneysen,
Irische Texte 3.1-182)6 and the other legal texts edited and analyzed in Breatnach 1987
and for the Bardic poet of the Classical Modern Irish period Bergin 1970. For the
Continental Celtic evidence from Gaul, as seen through Greek and Roman eyes, cf. the
clear summary in MacCana 1970:14ff.
From the earliest times in Ireland the poet (Old Irish/;'//, Middle and Modern
Irish///!?, plural////d) belongs to a poetic family for at least three generations. Compare
Uraicecht na Riar §§4 and 7 amail as-beir fenechus: Ni tet acht lethdire do suidib,
manip do chlaind genetar. . . Ceist, cuin as eland filed in chland? Nihansae,fili a nathair j a senathair 'as Irish law says: "Only half honor-price goes to sages if it is not
to a family (of sages) that they are born"... Question, when is the family a family of
poets? Not difficult; their father is a poet and their grandfather.' The ideal combination, as Breatnach shows (1987:96ff.), was family background, ability in poetry
(airchetal, the actual poetic product, which the text speaks of having or not having),
and study (frithgnum). With ability and study alone it was possible to become a poet,
an dnroth 'splendid stream', second only to the ollam 'supreme', but it took again three
generations, like most advancement to nobility or professions in medieval Ireland.
The seven grades of fill in the eighth century are modeled on those of the 7th-century
Irish church, as Breatnach notes. And the distinction between//// and bard (Welsh
bardd), which is not found in Wales, seems also to be an innovation.
The patrons of the poets were the kings and nobles or the Church (Breatnach
1987:89). He cites there Eriu 13.17.20: msaora, nisloinde acht righ no airigh, as doibh
dligidh mormhainbhthe dia moaighid maoin 'ennoble only, make known only a king
or a noble, for it is from them that is due great wealth through which prosperity
increases.'
Early Irish has a word cerd meaning both 'craft' and 'poetry', both 'craftsman'
and 'poet'. Early Welsh has the same word cerdd meaning both 'craft' and 'poetry,
poem'. In their synchronic semantics the two meanings of these Celtic words exhibit
a metaphor, a similarity relation: poetry is like a craft, and the poet like a craftsman.
6. The text is in the process of being edited by D. O hAodha.
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But we have a metonymy, a contiguity relation projected back on the diachronic
plane—reconstructed if you will—in the semantics of the Celtic words cerd, cerdd
'craft, poetry' and their unique cognate, Greek
, which means 'profit, gain'. The
etymology is sure, but it rests on a metonymic figure: craft—and poetry—is profit. We
can prove the etymology only by making explicit the cultural and pragmatic context
in which such a metonymy was meaningful.
We see by this etymology just how arch Pindar was being in setting up as a foil7
(one might think rather 'smokescreen') his "Mercenary Muse"—the word is
—in Isth. 2.6:
'profit-loving', from our

For the Muse then did not yet love gain nor work for hire.
For an analysis of the whole poem as danastuti see below.
In Ireland right down to the collapse of the Gaelic world in the 17th century (and
in Scotland in the 18th) the Gaelic poet, in Bergin' s apt phrase, had to be both born and
made. In his justly famous 1912 lecture on Bardic Poetry, Bergin (1970:3ff.) gives this
description:
For we must remember that the Irish file or bard was not necessarily an inspired poet.
That he could not help. He was, in fact, a professor of literature and a man of letters,
highly trained in the use of a polished literary medium, belonging to a hereditary caste
in an aristocratic society, holding an official position therein by virtue of his training,
his learning, his knowledge of the history and traditions of his country and his clan
... At an earlier period he had been regarded as a dealer in magic, a weaver of spells
and incantations, who could blast his enemies by the venom of his verse, and... a wellturned malediction.8 He might be apoet, too, if in addition to his training he was gifted
with the indefinable power, the true magic, of poetry. But whether he was a poet in
this higher sense or not, he always composed in verse.

These sentences could be applied virtually without alteration to the Vedic kavi and to
the mostly nameless composers, over hundreds of years, of the more than a thousand
collected and preserved hymns, some good and some indifferent, which make up the
Rigveda.
As illustration Bergin quotes from the description of aBardic School by one who
attended it in the early 17th century, in the Memoirs of the Marquis of Clanricarde
(apparently the work of one Thomas O'Sullevane, see R. Flower, British Museum
Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts 3.16 [editors' note]) which I excerpt:

7. For the notion here of 'foil for the positive value of a transcendent reciprocity' see Nagy
1990:188, with references.
8. For a description of the fearsome satire called gldm dicenn, which involves poets chanting the
satire on the top of a hill before sunrise while piercing with a thorn of the whitethorn a clay image of the
man against whom the satire is made, see Breatnach 1987:114-15,140. See also Watkins 1993.
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The poetical Seminary or School... was open only to such as were descended of Poets
and reputed within their Tribes ...
The Structure was a snug low Hut, and beds in it at convenient Distances, each with
a small Apartment without much Furniture of any kind, save only aTable, some Seats,
and a Conveniency for Cloaths to hang upon. No Windows to let in the Day, nor
any Light at all us'd but that of Candles, and these brought in at a proper Season
only...
The Professors (one or more as there was occasion) gave a Subject suitable to the
Capacity of each Class, determining the number of Rhimes, and clearing what was to
be chiefly observed therein as to Syllables, Quartans, Concord, Correspondence,
Termination and Union9, each of which were restrained by peculiar Rules. The said
Subject (either one or more as aforesaid) having been given over Night, they worked
it apart each by himself upon his own Bed, the whole next Day in the Dark, till at a
certain Hour in the Night, Lights being brought in, they committed it to writing. Being
afterwards dress'd and come together in a large Room, where the Masters waited,
each Scholar gave in his Performance, which being corrected or approved of
(according as it requir' d) either the same or fresh subjects were given against the next
Day...
Every Saturday and on the Eves of Festival Days they broke up and dispers'd
themselves among the Gentleman and rich Farmers of the Country, by whom they
were very well entertain'd and much made o f . . . Nor was the People satisfied with
affording this Hospitality alone; they sent in by turns every Week from far and near
Liquors and all manner of Provision toward the Subsistence of the Academy ...
Yet the course was long and tedious, as we find, and it was six or seven years before
a Mastery or the last Degree was conferred ...
As every Professor, or chief Poet, depended on some Prince or great Lord, that had
endowed his Tribe, he was under strict ties to him and Family, as to record in good
Metre his Marriages, Births, Deaths, Acquisitions made in war and Peace, Exploits,
and other remarkable things relating to the Same ...
The last Part to be done, which was the Action and Pronunciation of the Poem in the
Presence of the Maecenas, or the principal Person it related to, was performed with
a great deal of Ceremony in a Consort of Vocal and Instrumental Musick. The Poet
himself said nothing, but directed and took care that everybody else did his Part right.
The Bard having first had the composition from him, got it well by Heart, and now
pronounced it orderly, keeping even pace with a Harp, touch'd upon that Occasion;
no other musical Instrumental being allowed for the said purpose than this alone, as
being Masculin, much sweeter and fuller than any other.

This remarkable document probably comes as close as we will ever get to an
eyewitness account of the formation of an Indo-European poet.
Another window on the Irish Bardic Poet's art and its mode of acquisition is
furnished by the Irish Grammatical Tracts, edited by Bergin 1955, which contains
myriads of quatrains cited as examples and described by such terms as lochtach
'faulty'. Whether these are 'detritus' from the schools or deliberately composed as
such, it is clear that their assiduous study was part of the Bardic education. On these
texts as a whole, and a beginning to the assessment of their place in the history of
9. These all translate precise Irish technical terms; see chap. 9.
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linguistics, see Bergin 1939 and Armstrong 1985 (rich bibliography p. 266). For they
respond to the same sort of poetic challenge as did the nameless Hindu grammarians
of the long tradition that culminated in the 'perfection' of the grammar of Panini.
Compare the words of Saussure cited from Starobinsky 1971:35 by Toporov 1981:216:
"Le poete se livrait, et avait pour ordinaire metier de se livrer a 1'analyse phonique des
mots: que c'est cette science de la forme vocale des mots qui faisait probablement, des
les plus anciens temps indo-europeens, la superiorite, la qualite particulaire, du Kavis
des Hindous, du Vates des Latins, etc."
I close the account of Irish with some lines of Mathghamhain 6 Hifearnain or
Mahon O'Heffernan (Bergin 1970:145,279), who belonged to the early 17th century,
the time of confiscations and plantations, the collapse of the aristocratic Gaelic world,
which brought along the ruin of its poets. He was the author of the well-known bitter
verses beginning A mhic, nd meabhraigh e'igse 'My son, cultivate not the poetic art':
1

4

Ceist! cia do cheinnedchadh dan?
a chiall is ceirteolas suadh:
an ngeabhadh, no an ail le haon,
dan saor do-bhearadh go buan?
Ceard mar so ni sochar dhiin,
...

ga brfogh d'einfhior dul re dan?
Question, who will buy a poem? Its meaning is genuine learning of
scholars. Will any take, or does any lack, a noble poem that shall
make him immortal? . . . Such an art (ceard, Old Irish cerd) as this is
no profit to me .. . What use is it to anyone to profess poetry?
For the rhyme scheme (end rhyme b d, internal rhymes ab,cd, 'consonance' a c) and
alliteration see chap. 9. Both the ideology and the vocabulary go back to IndoEuropean times.
For Germanic we need cite only some lines of the Old English Widsith which
attest the institution of the mutual dependence, the reciprocity relation of poet and
patron, and the genre of the danastuti. Widsith the traveling court-poet of the speaking
name ("Wide-journey") unlocked his word-hoard (wordhord onleac, 1) and told of
meeting many peoples over the earth (ofer eorban 2) and how (3-4)
oft he on flette gebah
mynelicne mabbum
Often did he in hall get desirable treasure.
In lines 64-7 of the first part of the poem, an ancient catalogue of peoples which the
poet speaks in the first person, we find
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Mid E>yringum ic wass,
ond mid frowendum,
ond mid Burgendum,
baer ic beag gepah;
me baer Gu5here forgeaf
glaedlicne mabpum
songes to leane.
Naes paet saene cyning!
I was with Thuringians
and with Burgundians,
Gunther there gave me
as reward for the song.

and with Throwendians
where I received precious rings;
brilliant treasure
That was no slow king!

'Reward for the song', songes to leane, shows the same word in the same construction
as the expression
sigores to leane
as reward for the victory,
of the sword that Hrothgar son of Healfdene gave to Beowulf (line 1020) for slaying
Grendel. The phrase is a Common Germanic formula, recurring in the Gothic
compound sigislaun 'reward for victory, Siegeslohn'.
The victory-song composed by Hrothgar's poet to celebrate Beowulf's victory
over Grendel (867ff.) included a narrative of the Common Germanic myth of
Sigemund (Sigur5r, Sigfrit) slaying a dragon and gaining great glory. Lines 884-5:

asfter deaSdaege

Sigemunde gesprong
dom unlytel

To Sigemund came, after his death-day, no little fame.
Old English dom is the moral and semantic equivalent of Greekb
and the litotic
dom unlytel that of the Greek formula
t the Old English poet also gets
dom. Widsith ends his moving composition with the lines (142-3)
hafa5 under heofonum

lof se gewyrce5
heahfasstne dom.

He who works praise has under heaven enduring fame.
The relation is precisely that expressed by Ibycus in the passage cited at the beginning
of this chapter: both patron and poet get
and Widsith's enduring 'high-fast'
fame is precisely Ibycus'
.10 Note finally that the poet by ringcomposition effects the closure of the poem with the semantic frame ofer eorpan 'over
earth' (2)—under heofunum 'under heaven' (144).
10. For a perceptive appreciation and analysis of Widsith, its date, and the position it occupies in
Germanic heroic poetry see Harris 1985.
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For the social context of the poet and his patron in ancient Greece I examine only
a couple of representative passages of Pindar, some hidden formulas expressing
themes of far greater antiquity than he.
Isthmian 2, of the famous "Mercenary Muse",11 commemorates a chariotvictory in the 470' s of the late Xenocrates of Akragas and is addressed to his son
Thrasuboulos. Pindar had earlier celebrated Xenocrates' victory of 490, as well as
Thrasuboulos, in Pythian 6, in which the theme of filial piety dominates. The whole
poem — three triads and 48 lines — is an elaborate danastuti, a memorial of prior
munificence and a clear hint for more.
Pindar accomplishes his purpose by a set of echoes, recurrent words and phrases
which serve to index and develop the essential idea. The theme is xenia, usually
rendered 'guest-friendship', the mutual hospitality which Pindar viewed as the
essence of the relation between himself and his patron. This is not merely 'traditional
ties of religion, family, and society' (Woodbury 1968), but a reciprocal contractual
relation.
The key recurrent words in the three triads which make up the ode are the
following:

for the Muse then did not love gain nor work for hire,
taken up again in seemingly artless fashion, in the exact middle line of the ode, in the
aside on the Elean hearalds bearing the sacred Olympian truce, who recognized the
charioteer Nikomakhos,

having experienced (from him) some deed of hospitality.
It is finally set forth again doubly in the praise of the late victor's hospitality:

nor did a blasting wind strike sail about his hospitable table,
which is duly and properly praised by the poet' s songs as he shifts to the first person:

I did not make them to stand idle.

11. Woodbury 1968 and Nagy 1990:188, as above.
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The whole is a message for the late victor' s son Thrasuboulos, addressee of the poem,
in the final line of the ode:

Give this message, Nikasippos, when
you come to my customary guest-friend.12
Even the name of the victor Xenocrates echoes the xe'nos-theme, just as those of the
charioteer Nikomakhos and the doubtless fictitious messenger Nikasippos echo the
victory theme (nika) and the phrase
'victory with horses'.
Victory requires a song of praise, which conveys the recompense of honor. This
nexus is poetically expressed by the iconic phonetic figure in Pindar and other writers
discussed in chap. 3: nika : tlmd. The vowels are identical and the sequence nasal
consonant-oral unvoiced stop consonant is reversed. In Isthmian 2, where the whole
29,
poem is a danastuti, the link binds the three stanzas in balance: VIKU 13, 26,
34. The nfka/timd theme is Pindar' s pledge-token of his side of the contractual relation
to his patron.
Xenia is a reciprocal notion, with what Benveniste called a 'valeur d'echange'
in his programmatic work (1966:315) building on Mauss' Essai sur le don. And in
Pythian 10, the earliest epinician ode of Pindar we possess (498 B.C.), we find a
formula nestled between two iconically reciprocal grammatical and phonetic figures:

as the age changes, new loves flutter the heart

I trust in hospitality

friend to friend, leader to leader in kindness.
Pindar expresses by the stative perfect of the root *bheidh- his trust and faith in the
fundamental reciprocal social contract between guest/poet and host/patron. He
repeats the formula at Nem. 7.65, again nesting and embedding it in the middle of a
thoroughly traditional passage on his, the poet's, proper function in the traditional
order, with such characteristic verbal themes as praise (
) and blame (
), glory (
), oath
) for the patron, which is at the same time his
12. For the pregnant meaning of
(Ionic
) ' customary' here as 'with whom one shares
consecrated usage' (r
, Vedic svadhd-, Archaic Latin suodalis) see Watkins 1989:786-9.
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reward (
), which the poet brings to him like water to a plant. The formula itself
, then echoed in a following personal name:
is first indexed by the key word

I am a guest-friend

I trust in hospitality

Sogenes, descended of Euxenos.
The formula is embellished by alliteration, pro . . . pepoi . . . That it means 'I trust in
hospitality ', just as in Pyth. 10.64, rather than 'I trust in proxeny' , was seen and amply
discussed by Pavese 1966.
Pindar even artfully echoes the lexical sequence of the formula without its
semantics at 01. 1.103-104:

I trust that no host . . .
Finally we may note the contiguity relation in the marked positioning (clause-initial
and clause-final) of the same elements in fragment 94b (Parth.)

As a faithful witness I have come to the dance, in honor of Agasikles
and his noble parents, by reason of our guest-friendship. For of old as
well as now they have been honored among their neighbors, both for
the famous victories of swift-footed horses . . .
and
The identical placement of
indexes and reinforces the linkage

, with the familiar Pindaric linkage,
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is shown also
The true formulaic status of this Pindaric phrase
by the attestation of the same collocation in the compound personal name
attested from Mantinea in Arcadia (IG V 2.271.20, Schwyzer 662) and some 18
examples from the islands in vol. 1 of Fraser and Mathews 1987.
The root *bheidh- recurs in reciprocal context in the Latin formula (Ennius,
Ann. 32V.)
accipe daque fidem, foedusque feri bene firmum
give and take trust, and strike a treaty truly firm,
and significantly in the fundamental expression of the social contract among the
Northern Albanians up to the 1930's, beside be 'oath',
bese 'pledge, truce, trust'.
In the Fjalor i gjuhes shqipe as translated by M.E. Huld (1984) 'A term for the freedom
and security that the house of a murdered man used to give to the murderer or the men
of his family with an assurance that it would not seek blood [n.b., kerkoj gjak — Hitt.
eshar sank- 'seek blood', C.W.] during a certain time'. The term bese was analyzed
as *bhidh-ta- by Eric Hamp 1961, who later (1985) proposed *bhidh-ti- + a, and
brilliantly compared the 'Simonidean' (92 D.) epitaph for the Spartan dead at
Thermopylae
'obedient to (their) words'. Hamp is surely right in
suggesting that
here is used pregnantly in the contractual sense of the root
*bheidh-, in the Greek middle 'comply with, obey', perfect 'trust in, rely on'. But
equally pregnant here is the use of
, for it is a phonetic icon and etymological
figure for the 'gret
), the 'covenant', the military as well as social
(Dor.
contract of Sparta and of other Doric polities. The social contract of the soldier and
that of the poet are two formulas expressing variants of a single theme of IndoEuropean antiquity, an all-important cultural nexus: P
and
may be reconstructed as
'Simonidean'
TRUST (*bheidh-) *gh(o)sTRUST (*bheidh-) *urehr.
The objects of TRUST are respectively HOSPITALITY as the total reciprocity
relation between poet and patron, guest and host (*gh(o)s-) and the covenant of the
SPOKEN word (*urehr), which is the expression and the reification of the same
relation.
Another formula with Indo-European *urehr in Greek is apt to reinforce the
reciprocal contractual relation of gift exchange between poet and patron. In //. 21.445
the gods Poseidon and Apollo were indentured for a year to King Laomedon of Troy,

at a specified wage.
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, 452) by welshing on the agreement robs them of their
The 'terrible' king (
is also both the recompense of the
wage and thus breaks the covenant. Greek
poet and the reward of the patron in Pindar, as we have seen (Pyth. 1 .76, Nem. 7.63).
Nothing stands in the way of reconstructing an ancient, perhaps even Indo-European
formula
COVENANTED (*URH-TO-) recompense (*misdho-),
where the covenant is precisely the all-powerful spoken word, *y.rhl-to-, literally
'spoken'.
In the unifying and coherent Indo-European cultural nexus all three formulas,
the Pindaric, the Simonidean, and the Homeric, lose their isolation and reveal
themselves as deep archaisms. There exists a network of such formulaic contiguity
relations, which lies partly below the surface; it is our responsibility to bring them to
the light.
I conclude with a brief look at another of the many examples of the iconic
'victory' and
'honor' in Pindar. It is
phonetic figure linking the two words
a phrase in the author' s prayer to Father Zeus at the conclusion ofNemean 9, lines 54'to do honor to victory by my words'. Honor (
5:
) to
victory (
) is conferred by the poetic message
). The reciprocal gift of
honor by the poet and the victory of the patron are linked by the verbal notion
from an Indo-European root *alg"h- which has precisely a Benvenistean 'valeur
d'echange' — a semantic component of exchange and reciprocity: it means in Greek
'to fetch a prize in return for', in Indo-Iranian 'to be worth, to deserve'. The syntax,
semantics, and derivational history of the Greek and Indo-Iranian forms are complex.
Both verbs, Greek
and Sanskrit arhati, select an accusative argument. Greek
in the first instance is a denominative verb built on the compound adjective
13 'fetching a prize'. It is the victory which is worth the honor, and which
fetches the prize of honor, but it is the victory (
) which is the accusative in our
passage. The meaning of
is thus 'make victory fetch the prize
of honor by my words' . The phrase is a good illustration of the syntactic complexity
of Greek and Indo-European compounds, but it is the pragmatics of reciprocal gift and
exchange which makes it intelligible. The phrase remains a valid and powerful icon
of the Indo-European poet, his art, and his social function.

13. The .v-stem -alph-es- could well be an inheritance: cf. the Avestan s-stem noun ar jo 'worth' <
*alg"h-es-.

6
The poet's truth:
The power, particularity,
and perseveration of the word
The Indo-European poet is the professional of the spoken word, the curator and
custodian of the power of the spoken word, and on occasion its unleasher. The power
of the spoken word as an Indo-European cultural notion is attested clearly in the
equation between the Hindu Act of Truth (Pali saccakiriya < Sanskrit *satyakriya) or
Utterance of Truth (satyoktih from satya-ukti- [*uek"-]) and the Early Irish institution
of the Ruler's Truth (firflathemon). As defined by Luders 1951-59 for Indie, the Act
of Truth 'consists of the solemn pronunciation of a truth, in order thereby to produce
a definite, usually immediate effect on the external world.' See especially Brown
1972. The comparison of the two institutions at the opposite ends of the IndoEuropean area, first made by Dillon 1947, permits its reconstruction as a feature of
Indo-European culture: a simple but powerful ethical and religious notion of the
Ruler's Truth (Vedic rtam, later satyam, Avestan asam, Greek
, Irish fir), as an
active intellectual force, verbally expressed, which ensures the society's prosperity,
abundance of food, and fertility, and its protection from plague, calamity, and enemy
attack. The verbal expression is a formula, articulated and related by the poets of India
and Ireland, consisting respectively by the instrumental case of Vedic rta and satyd
followed by a sentence [S], and the 'cleft sentence' with copula and the equivalent
prepositional phrase with Irish fir (flathemon) likewise followed by a sentence [S]:
rtena / satyena [S]
is tre ffr (flathemon) [S]

'by Truth [S]'
'it is by (the Ruler's) Truth that [S]'.

For examples and full discussion see Watkins 1979b and chap. 24.
The power of the spoken word as formula and the power of the poet as the
custodian of the word and formula both derive from their truth. See the rich discussion
of this theme in Greek in Detienne 1973 and Nagy 1990:44-61, and for Indo-European
itself, the notion of 'la religion de la verite' in Haudry 1985.
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In two odes of the same year 476 to the same patron Theron of Akragas, Pindar
praises his patron's generosity in a form very reminiscent of a Truth-formulation.
Referring to Ol. 1.1-2 of the same year,
Best is water, and gold outshines all other wealth', Pindar in Ol.
3.42 says:

If water is best, and gold the most awesome of possessions,
then Theron in virtue comes to the outermost edge, and reaches from his house to the
Pillars of Heracles.
In Ol. 2.92 the Truth-formulation is overt:

I will speak with truthful mind a word under oath,
that the city has not in a hundred years given birth to a man more magnificent in heart
and more ungrudging in hand than Theron. In each case it is the 'Poet's Truth' which
assures his proper recompense. 1
We may illustrate the 'Poet's Truth' in Vedic with RV 3.33, which presents in
ballad-like strophes with alternating speakers the myth of the poet Visvamitra. The
tale recounts how the poet persuades the two torrential rivers Vipas' and Sutudrl to
allow the host of the Bharata, who are on a cattle raid, to cross safely. The rivers first
refuse but then are finally persuaded by the poet's narrative of Indra's praiseworthy
deed, the Indie dragon-slaying myth par excellence, splitting the ahi and releasing the
waters to flow. The rivers reply (3.33.8):
etad vaco jaritar ma'pi mrstha
a yat te ghosan uttara yugani
ukthesu karo prati no jusasva
ma no ni kah purusatra namas te
This word, o singer, do not forget
which future generations would hear from you.
Be kind to us, o poet, in your hymns.
Do not let us down among men. Reverence to you! 2
1. See chap. 16 for the poet's pledge-token of his truth, the anagram of his patron's city
(Akragant-, Agrigento) line 87
which is resolved in line 91-2
'bending the bow toward Akragas', a poetic "Truth" immediately preceding, in the same sentence,
the line (92) quoted above.
2. One can observe a veritable constellation of inherited words and roots relating to poetry in this
passage. For the 'future generations' recall RV 7.87.4 cited above. Note further : vacas- 'word' = Gk.
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Geldner comments that the vanity of the rivers makes them change their minds, but
they are in fact acceding to the power of the poetic formulation, and echoing it. Verse
9 is uttered by Visvamitra:
6 su svasarah karave s'rnota
yayau vo durad anasa rathena
ni su namadhvam ...
Hearken to the poet, o sisters,
he has come to you from afar with wagon and chariot.
Bow well down ...
They reply in verse 10, first echoing, then rising to the lyrical:
a te karo srnavama vacamsi
yayatha durad anasa rathena
ni te namsai pipyaneva yosa
maryayeva kanya sasvacai te
We will hearken to your words, o poet;
you have come from afar with wagon and chariot.
I will bow down to you like a milk-swollen woman
(to her child), like a girl to her lover I will yield to you.
Visvamitra concludes with a two-verse summation of the turning point of the myth,
cast again in balanced responsion, a dramatic narrative which shows his mastery of the
poetic art (3.33.11-12):
yad anga tva bharatah samtareyur
gavyan gramah ...
arsad aha prasavah ...
a vo vrnee sumati yajniyanam
Just when the Bharatas cross you together,
the cattle-raiding host. . .
then your rush will flow ...
I ask the favor of you worshipworthy ones.
atarisur bharata' gavyavah sam
abhakta viprah sumatim nadinam
pra pinvadhvam ...
a vaksanah prnadhvam yata sibham
'singer' (*g"erh 2 -): Celtic *bardo- 'poet' (*g"rh2-dhh1-o-), Lith. girti 'to praise'
(*g*erh2-)\ uktha- 'hymn' (uk"-th 2 o-):Irish anocht 'metricalfault' = Skt.an-uk-ta- 'unsaid';karu- 'poet' :Gk.
'herald' (*kar-).
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The cattle-raiding Bharatas have crossed together,
the poet has obtained the favor of the rivers;
swell forth ...
Fill up your underbelly; go quickly!
The grammatical contrast in tense-aspect (present-aorist) and mood (optative-indicative), the emphatic inversion of verb and preverb in samtareyur and atarisur... sam
call vivid attention to this implementation of a basic mythographic formula.3 Sentence-initial verbs frame the final strophe: atarisur, abhakta, yata. Form and style
recall the Greek paean (chap. 55).
The substance of the myth, however artistically conveyed, is the power of the
word of the poet, his recitation, to effect a change in the physical world: here the
pacification of the rivers. The myths of Orpheus, Arion, and other Greek poet-singers
reflect a similar ideology.
The 'Poet's Truth' has itself a formulaic expression in Vedic, which has all the
earmarks of a proverb. RV 1.152.2b:
satyo mantrah kavisasta rghavan
True is the powerful formula pronounced by the poet.
We can observe here an extraordinary nexus of inherited themes, formulas, and
illusions. The poetic formula (mantra, another derivative of IE *men-) is satya-,
veridical; it will come true, since it is fashioned and spoken (-sasta) by a true poet
(kavi). In kavi we have an old Indo-European word for the poet-seer and priest, related
to German schauen 'look', English show. Cognates are Old Avestan kauui a poetpriest, Greek (Hesychius)
or
a priest of the mysteries of Samothrace, and
Lydian kaves, a kind of priest: they suggest a preform *(s)kouhx-e(i)- (B. Fortson).4
Vedic satya 'true' and Avestan haiviia- are formally derivatives of the participle
of the verb 'to be': *h1s-nt-io-. The meaning is thus 'real, existing'. For the same
participle in the confessional formula of Hittite and its Latin cognate sons 'guilty' see
chap. 15. The confession of sin, transgression, is another instance of the power of the
word; the Brahmanic doctrine is that confession simply wipes out the fault and reestablishes community among people. See Levi 1898 and Watkins 1978c.
In the verse-final epithet rghavan, literally 'possessing reproductive power', we
have a formulaic phonetic echo of, or perhaps a pun on, rtava 'possessing Truth' in the
same verse-final position in RV 7.61.2a and elsewhere; cf. also rghava in the same
position in 4.24.8a, and svadhavan 'self-powerful' in4.5.2b cited above. Such echoes
call attention to the poetic message.
The real extent of the thematic and formulaic nexus and the poetic power behind
it becomes clear only if we compare another pair of verses from book 1, 67.4-6. The
3. See chapters 34-35 on the root *terh,-, Vedic tar' and its deployment in the narration of the
dragon-slaying myth.
4. The suffix may recur in Latin uat-es (stem uat-i-), though the root uat- is more likely an early
Celtic borrowing: see chap. 9.
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meter is the infrequent dvipada viraj, 10-syllable dipodies:
vidantim atra naro dhiyamdha
hrda yat tastan mantram asamsan 11
ajo na ksam dadhara prthivim
tastambha dyam mantrebhih satyaih I
priya padani pasvo ni pahi
visvayur agne guha guham gah I!
Thinking men (poets) find him (Agni) there
when they pronounced the formulas fashioned in the heart.
Like the Unborn (Primal God) he fixed the broad earth,
he supported heaven with true formulas.
Protect the dear tracks of the cattle;
having all life, o Agni, you go from hiding place to hiding place.
Here we find mantrebhih satyaih 'with true formulas' like satyo mantrah: the only two
attestations of the collocation in the Rigveda. It is a Common Indo-Iranian poetic
phrase, found also in Old Avestan (Y. 31.6):
ahmai anhat vahistam y5 moi viduua" vaocat haivim
mavrem yim hauruuatato asahiia amaratatasca
mazdai auuat xsavrem hiiat hoi vohu vaxsat mananha
To him shall belong the best (power), the Knowing One who
shall pronounce for me the true
formula concerning the integrity and immortality of Truth;
to the Wise One (shall belong) that (best) power which he
shall make grow with his Good Thought.5
Both the Indie and the Iranian go back to *satya- mantra-.
The Vedic poet's pledge-token of his formulaic truth is the following subsequent
phonetic embellishment of the last two lines, the double four-fold alliteration p- p- pp-, -g- g- g- g-. Zarathustra's pledge-tokens of his formulaic truth are the multiple
alliterations (ahmai anhat, viduua vaocat, asahiia amaratatasca, vohu vaxsaf), sound
echoes (xsavram ... vaxsat like xsavra ... vaxst Y.34.11), and above all the phonic
linkage of the 'true formula' Haivim Mavram to 'integrity and immortality' Hauruuatato
. . . aMdratatasca. All these phonetic figures serve to call attention to the poetic
message.
The formulas are not only 'true' but also 'crafted, fashioned', tastan mantran by
the men-poets (narah) who pronounced them (asamsan). Both these phrases recur in
other lexical combinations, and both are again Common Indo-Iranian phrases.
In RV 7.7.6 we find the verb phrase ye mantram ... narya ataksan '(the poets)
5. My translation builds on that of Humbach-Elfenbein-Skja;rv0 1991.
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who crafted the formula in manly fashion'. And in Old Avestan, Y. 29.7, the same verb
phrase occurs as mavram tasat '(the Lord) crafted the formula': Common Indo-Iranian
*mantram tacs-.
For Vedic men-poets (narah) who pronounced (asamsan) these formulas in RV
1.67.4 note first the adjective narya- 'manly' in 7.7.6 above. Both are hymns to Agni.
The important comparandum is the phrase naram samsa- 'praise of men',6 hypostasized to narasamsa- (n.b. double accent), a frequent epithet of Agni and one of the
key words in fixed order (always number 2) prescribed in the apri-hymns, the litany
of the old animal sacrifice; see on these chap. 21. Vedic samsa- 'praise' is a nominal
form of the verb sams- 'praise, declare, aver, solemnly state', IE *kens-.
The phrase naram samsa, narasamsa too is at least of Common Indo-Iranian
date. It corresponds exactly in form and function to the name of the Iranian Messenger
of the Gods, nairiio.sanha-, who is thus the equivalent of Agni Narasamsa, who is the
Messenger (data), the mediator between gods and men. The functional correspondence is completed in Avestan with the use of nairiio.sarjha as a name of the god Fire
(Avestan atar-), thus semantically identical with Vedic Agni 'Fire'. See in detail
Schmitt 1967:97-101. The treatment of nairiio.sarjha as a juxtaposition rather than a
true compound (separable by enclitic, nairimca sanham, etc.) can be correlated with
the Vedic accent on each member in ndrasamsa. Schmitt further compares the
adjectival form nairiio with the Vedic equivalent at RV 1.185.9a (nominative dual, cf.
Geldner ad loc.) samsa narya. The adjective naryah in RV 7.7.6 is also part of the same
nexus of associations.
The -ti- abstract noun to the verbal root s'as- is s'asti- 'praise' from zero-grade
*kns-ti-. In the Rigveda it occurs three times: once in the Agni-verse of a hymn to Allthe-Gods (Vis've Devah) 1.186.3, and twice in the same Agni-hymn 4.3, verses 3 and
15. In both of these the word is juxtaposed to a form of deva- 'god': 3 devaya sastim
... samsa 'sing praise (figura etymologica) to the god' (the poet addresses himself);
15 sastim devavata '(may thy) praise desired by the gods (resound, o Agni)'. In these
examples deva- sasti-, sasti-deva- 'praise of the gods (of the poets)' looks very like the
antithesis of nar(ya)- samsa- 'praise of men-poets (of the gods)', in the same Agnicontext. It is perhaps relevant that the Avestan cognate of Vedic sasti-, sasti- 'praising;
praise; directive', is found in Y. 62.7 vispaeibiio sastim baraiti atars 'Fire brings a
directive to all'.
It is therefore the more interesting that Heubeck 1957, incorporating an idea of
Mayrhofer's (see now Mayrhofer 1956-80:285), suggested that the two Greek names
(a secondary wife of Priam, //. 8.305) and
(daughter of
Priam, //. 13.366,24.699, brought home by Agamemnon as booty and murdered by his
wife Klutaimestra, Od. 11.422) could contain the Greek cognates of sasti- and nar(ya): *kasti-an(e)r-ya, *kasty-andra.7 Cassandra's role as seer and prophetess (a function
of the poet), whose visions go unheeded, is surely relevant; cf. Janko 1992:94. The
etymology remains controversial, cf. Schmitt 1967:101 and the dictionaries of Frisk
6. Probably intentionally ambiguous and to be read both as subjective and objective genitive.
7. Greek kasti-, kasty- from *knsti-; for the variants cf. Tipoti, Ttpoi; from *proty. If Mycenean kesa-da-ra, ke-sa-do-ro are to be interpreted as Kessandra,Kessandros we would also have a full grade *kestyfrom *kcns-ti-.
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and Chantraine. If it is correct we would have a phrase of not only Indo-Iranian but
Greco-Aryan date.
The power of the word, the poet's formula, his truth, has a simple corollary,
which we may call the particularity of the word. One must pay attention to it in its
specificity, to the precise wording, the verbal expression of the text. We have seen how
an entire set of resonances can be found in every single word and morpheme of one
single utterance, the formula line satyo mantrah kavisasta rghavan. To alter the
expressed word is to deprive it of its power. Compare the Kausitaki-Brahmana
passage quoted at the beginning of this chapter: some say he should invert the two
verses and call vasat, but 'as it is remembranced' is the established rule. Similarly
Aitareya-Brahmana 2.53 prescribes the ritual order 'call, nivid ['direction'], hymn';
for the hotr-priest to insert the nivid in the hymn or the hymn in the nivid 'deprives the
worshiper of his power'. 8 This is the essence of brahman- 'formula; proper,
appropriate form', Old Persian brazman- (if related). Without the proper form ritual
fails, "prayer" is useless. But the proper form of a hymn, the proper ordering of ritual
speech, compels the divinity to grant the wishes of the maker or commissioner of the
hymn.
The never-ending search for that proper form explains immediately the frequency of the adjectives nava, navya, navyas- 'new' with brahman- (RV 6.50.6,
4.16.21,10.89.3, etc.) and with the many words for poetic composition, hymn, song,
etc. It is not mere novelty which is sought.
From the importance of the particularity and precision of the word follows
another corollary: the perseveration of the word, which is only another manifestation
of formulaic diction. People say the same thing the same way when the same message
is repeated and retold. Even the unending variation leading to the 'new formula', the
'new song' just alluded to, cannot mask the continuity and perseveration of the very
formulas navyam brahma, navaya gird, etc., themselves.
Consider from our own culture the tale beginning 'Once upon a time, long, long,
ago, there lived in a house upon a hill a pig, a duck, a cat, and a little red hen...' The
diction is formulaic, invariant, and the rhetoric and poetics of the prose narrative, its
division into balanced cola, polished and precise. The genre, wisdom literature cast
as beast fable, is far older than Aesop. I do not know how old The Little Red Hen'
is, nor how long English speakers have been telling a tale to children in this form or
something like it. But it is striking that the whole story does not seem to contain a single
Romance or even Scandinavian loanword, nor a single Latin loanword with the
exception of mill, which probably entered the language prior to the Anglo-Saxon
migration from the Continent to Britain.
A Vedic example is the short myth of Indra, the Yatis, and the Salavrkeyas,
which has been explained for the first time by Jamison 1991 in her pathfinding work.
This myth is narrated some 15 times in 6 texts: 4 Brahmanas to the Black Yajurveda
(MS, KS =KapS, TS), and 2 Brahmanas to the Samaveda (JB, PB). As Jamison states
(5 1f.), 'When all three participants are mentioned, the narrative always begins with the
8. A. B. Keith, Rigveda Brahmanas 24 (Harvard Oriental Series 25 [1925]).
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same sentence, invariant:
indro vai yatint salavrkeyebhyah prayachat
Indra handed over the Yatis to the Salavrkeyas.

The complete agreement of all versions on this sentence appears to be quite old in
Vedic, predating the rigid divisions into sakhas ('branches', the (Black) Yajurveda
and the Samaveda). The fact that the myth must be introduced in this fashion suggests
that the precise wording of the sentences is important, that it is a formulaic encapsulation of the entire myth, much as ahann ahim ('he/you slew the serpent') encapsulated
the Vrtra-slaying myth.'
These formulas have a history which can be and must be approached by the
comparative method. Their perseveration can be demonstrated by the familiar treemodel, with branching nodes starting with a Vedic "original" poetic repertory *O':

We saw a case in point with deeper perseveration in

where TRUE FORMULA must be recognized as a formula in a higher, older poetic
repertory *O', the higher Common Indo-Iranian node. In the case of ndrasdmsa,
nairiio .sarjha and
the node *O' is yet higher, dominating both IndoIranian and Greek, a poetic repertory corresponding to an Indo-European dialect area
on other linguistic grounds. And finally we shall see in detail in Part IV of this work
that the formulas encapsulating the dragon-slaying myth, beginning with Vedic ahann
ahim, can be projected all the way back to a pre-dialectal Proto-Indo-European poetic
repertory. This "original" node *O' dominates not only Indo-Iranian and Greek (i.e.,
Greco-Aryan), but Germanic, Celtic, and Anatolian Hittite as well. This Proto-IndoEuropean poetic repertory includes a central mythographic formula
(HERO) SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT
whose verbal history can be traced through nearly every branch of the Indo-European
family.
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All of these cases, the Salavrkeya-myth, the 'true formula', 'praise-of-men', and
'slew the serpent', combine to show why the present approach to traditional poetics,
literature, and narrative is not merely helpful but necessary, indeed indispensable.
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Greece and the art of the word
The Greek word
proem', literally 'fore-song', is first attested in an early
(485?) ode of Pindar, Nem. 2.1-5:

From whence the descendants of Homer,
the singers of woven words, most often
begin, from Zeus as a proem, so this man too
has won an earnest of victory in the sacred games
for the first time, in the
much-sung grove of Nemean Zeus.
The 5 lines of the first strophe serve as Pindar's own proem. They introduce a set of
words which will be echoed in sound or meaning in the final two strophes of this short
'descendants of Homer':
(25-line), but itself tightly woven ode:
24,
3 'of Zeus':
3 'begin':
18 'descendants of Timodemos',
25 'begin the song'. The Pindaric figure indexically linking forms of nfka
'victory' and fimd 'reward for victory' (chap. 3) is richly deployed in the ode, in the
4,
9-10,
l4,
name of the victor and his lineage:
19,
24.
18,
The proem shows an early instance of the poet-as-craftsman metaphor,
'woven words', as noted by Schmitt 1967:300,' and the shared suffix in
5 'much-hymned' makes a grammatical figure. The proem is
2 and
1. Schmitt also cites Hesiod/r. 357.2 Merkelbach-West
'weaving a song in new hymns', with the collocation underlying the later compound rhapsode.
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particularly rich in phonetic figures like alliteration
...'
,
which with the repetition
3...
5 serves to call attention precisely
to the three words which will be repeated or paralleled at the close of the poem. Finally
we have the echo of the complex vowel sequence with hiatus in
aoidoi
prooipoluumn-.
The effect is even more striking if the last two were pronounced prohoi-, poluhu-.2
We find the same richness of rhetorical structure, parallelism, phonic texture and
echo in a 'real' Epic proem, lines 1-10 of Hesiod's Works and Days:

5

10
Muses from Pieria, who glorify by songs, come to me,
tell of Zeus your father in your singing. Because of him
mortal men are unmentioned and mentioned, spoken
and unspoken of, according to great Zeus' will. For easily
he makes strong, and easily he oppresses the strong,
easily he diminishes the conspicuous one and magnifies
the inconspicuous, and easily he makes the crooked
straight and withers the proud—Zeus who thunders on
high, who dwells in the highest mansions. O hearken as
thou seest and hearest, and make judgment straight with
righteousness, Lord; while I should like to tell Perses
words of truth.
Martin West, whose 1988 translation I have given here, notes in his 1978 edition and
commentary ad loc. that 'the lines are rather stylized, marked by anaphora (5-7),
chiasmus (3-4,7), a balancing of phrases with results in rhyme (1-2,5-8), and perhaps
figura etymologica in 2-3.' This is quite correct: anaphora pea . . . pea . . ., peia
.. .,3 the chiastic order of the negated member,
-...
- . . . p ...
- (for
employedby the tragedians for
2. Evidence for this pronunciation is the variant
prooimion, which presumes aspiration 'jump' and deletion of like vowel, prohoim—> phroim-.
3. And probably a 'hidden' anaphora phonetically linking the first syllable of line 4 to the first
(monosyllabic)
of line 5 (in synizesis).
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line 7 see below), the rhyming endings
:
, and
:
:
:
, the etymological figure or play on the god's name and the (postposed)
preposition, in identical phonetic environment and metrical position
(elided
):
'because of whom'.4 But there is more.
With the postposition as a constituent with the relative in
'because of
whom' compare the beginning of line 507 of the same poem, with the preposition and
no such constituency:
'(the North Wind) who (blows) across
Thrace'. Such examples afford a window onto the technique of epic composition.
The figure of Argument plus Negated Argument (usually in that order) in 3-4
/
'unmentioned and mentioned, spoken and
unspoken of is one of Indo-European antiquity; examples are given in chapters 3 and
17. Here the semantic doubling effects a sort of "magic square", if West is right that
and
are virtually identical in meaning. But
may have some of the
semantic features suggested in chap. 5, 'engaged by the spoken word'.
Another rhetorical pair are
and
in line 5, but here the art lies in
a grammatical figure: the antithesis of transitivity and intransitivity in what is taken as
the same verb, factitive
'makes strong (
)', but intransitive, stative
participle
'(who is) strong'. The verb is not otherwise found in early Greek.
Comparison of a parallel passage in another tradition may shed light on this striking
rhetorical contrast. The Hittite factitive verb armahh-i means 'makes pregnant,
impregnates'; with the reflexive particle -za it means 'gets pregnant, conceives'.
Beside this verb we have a possessive adjective in -want- (: Greek -, Mycenean
also -wont-) armawant- 'pregnant' ,5 Verb and adjective are collocated in a repeated
topos in the Old Hittite myth of the Vanishing God Telepinus (KUB 17.10 i 14-15, cf.
also 33.4 i 2-3, 33.24 i 11-13):
nu=za namma GUDHI.A UDUHI.A DUMU.LU.ULU.LUMES UL
armahhanzi armawantes-a kuies nu=za apiya
UL hassanzi
Cattle, sheep, and humans no longer get pregnant
but those who (are) pregnant do not then give birth.
The rhetorical similarity of armahhanzi armawantes to Hesiod's unique
...
is striking, and the morphological similarity even more so. The Hittite verb
is a factitive with suffix -ahh-, IE *-ah2-, with 3sg. pres. -i < *-ei. The Greek adjective
is
< *glrih2-ro- or *g"rih2-aro-. The rules of Indo-European word formation
would require deletion of the suffix -(a)ro- before factitive suffix *-ahr: 3sg. *g"rih2ah2-ei, which would yield precisely
. A *g"rih2-ah2-wont- could yield
.6 Alternatively, the Hittite factitive also has a passive participle armahh-ant'pregnant', and Hesiod' s
could just reflect *gsrih2-ahi-ont-, with the verb not
4. Norden 1966:29 n. 1 suggested the phonetically perfect pun by reading
anastrophe (accent retraction) in the postposition. See West ad loc.
5. See Puhvel, HED svv. arma-, armai-.
6. Whether with the phonology of
(II. 1.99) or analogically.

, with
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intransitive but the participle in its ancient passive function with transitive verbs,
'(made) strong' .7 In either case Hesiod' s
...
represents a striking and
unique archaism8 and one which both in its morphological form and in its rhetoric and
stylistics shows the same links to the Orient, in this case Anatolia, as have been
repeatedly noted by West 1988b, 1978, and 1966 passim.
Of the two lines 6 and 7 linked by anaphora of
,

easily he diminishes the conspicuous one and
magnifies the inconspicuous,
easily he straightens the crooked and withers the proud,
West had noted a figure of chiasmus in the word order of line 7, Verb Object Verb,
'straightens the crooked and the proud withers.' While perfectly true on the
"horizontal" linear level, far more interesting is the same figure of chiasmus on the
"vertical" level of lines 6 and 7. Two constituents flank the line break (caesura,
obligatory word boundary), with the order of the constituents reversed:
... Object II Verb ...
. .. Verb II Object...
The transposition of the order of the two pairs—separated by 10 syllables in the stream
of speech—is indexed and thus perceptually cued for the listener by a phonetic figure
in the two verbs: identical vowels (save for length) and identical but transposed
consonants. Thus,
. .. arizelon II mlNUTHEI. ..
... ITHUNEIII skolion ...
The metaphorical opposition of 'straight' and 'crooked' and the antithetical
metaphor in 'straighten the crooked' probably belong to the realm of human universals.
But in this example Hesiod deliberately plays on the contrast of syntax and semantics
as 'crooked' versus 'straight'; after the "vertical" sound linkage and play it is the god
himself, 'Zeus who thunders on high', who straightens the crooked syntax and
reestablishes "horizontal" linearity as the proper organizing principle of the linguistic
sign.
The closure of this 10-line proem is effected with no less art. The message is
simply 'to Perses'—said to have been the poet's brother, but who may well be a
complete fiction—'I would speak true things':
The simple
7. Like Greek
Vedic jarant- '(made) old' (Watkins 1969:144).
8. The inherited factitive function was expressed in Greek already in Mycenean by what comes to
be the
class: eleutherose 'made free'.
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message is in fact the poet's truth, and it is cunningly hidden and cunningly unveiled.
The poet's truth sees in two directions at once, forward and back;
etETUMA MUTHEsaimen
is an iconic palindrome of the elements of TRUE and SPEAK. This phonetic inversion
finally calls attention to—perceptually cues—the hidden phonetic and semantic ring
which frames the entire proem. The first word is
, the Muses, the personified
mind of the poet as we saw in chap. 5. And the last word of the proem contains a
Saussurian hypogram of the same word, to form a ring:
MOUSAI
MUtheSAImen
The Muses—collectively the mind of the poet—are thus literally embodied in the
poet's first person singular verb
(muthesaimen) 'I would speak'.
The echoic function clearly played an important role in oral composition. The
following passages are found just 18 lines apart in Iliad 9; they are entirely distinct in
syntactic constituency, but manage to repeat four of the same words in the same order
and in the same metrical slots:
(97-9, second line of Nestor's address to Agamemnon)
9

I will end with you and begin with you, since
you are king of many hosts and to you Zeus has vouchsafed
the sceptre and judgments ...
(116-18, second line of Agamemnon's reply)

Of the worth
of many hosts is the man whom Zeus loves in his heart.. .
Such echoes—repetitions of words in the same sequence but in different and
unrelated syntactic constituency—recall the Rigvedic apri-hymns, the liturgy of the
old animal sacrifice, in which successive verses must contain, in fixed order, one of
eleven lexical key words, beginning with samiddha 'kindled' and ending with
9. The counter-intuitive, unnatural hysteron proteron order of the verbs 'end'
may be iconic to the context.

- 'begin'
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vanaspati 'tree, sacrificial post' followed by svaha (ritual cry) 'hail!'. They are
enumerated in chap. 21. To use again Jakobson's felicitous expression, in the aprihymn genre the repetition of a series of key words as equivalences has been promoted
to the constitutive device of the sequence, while in the Homeric passages above the
same equivalences have only the status of nonce echoes. It is possible diachronically
in any poetics for such features to pass from the one status to the other, as in the case
of alliteration in Greek and Indo-Iranian beside alliteration in Italic, Celtic and
Germanic, or the case of rhyme ('homoioteleuton') in Greek or Latin beside rhyme in
the Latin and vernacular poetry of the Early Middle Ages and beyond.
Pure echoes of sound are very frequent in Archaic Greek poetry. Their function
is indexical, to call attention to the poetic message; they have no inherent semantic
value. The three-line epigram from 8th century Pithecoussa, now the island of Ischia
in the Bay of Naples (SEG 14.604, Hansen CEG 454 with references (reading
cf. Watkins 1976a and //. 9.63 cited in chap. 8),

Nestor's cup is good to drink from;
but he who drinks from this cup, forthwith him
will seize desire of fair-garlanded Aphrodite,
presents in its first line a double phonetic figure,
nESToros ESTi euPOTon POTerion,
followed by an alliteration in each of the succeeding lines,p-p- and h- h-, both of which
adjoin metrical boundaries: p-1 p-, II h- h-1.
Stesichorus in the 7th century presents many examples within a small corpus. In
PMG 211,

when in springtime the swallow sings,
we find the type of internal rhyme called 'consonance' (Irish uaitne, chap. 9), in which
vowels agree in length but not quality, wer . .. hor-, and the sequence of consonants
is identical but for the feature of aspiration, KeLaDei KHeLlDon (Stesichorus possibly
still had
. The Lille papyrus Stesichorus (PMG 222A) furnishes many
examples of alliteration and other sound figures or repetitions, such as 285-7, restored
by Page and Parsons:
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may fashion (great disaster) for the whole city
and for his mother (perplexity and fresh) grief always.
(tr. Campbell 1991, also below).
We find internal rhyme in 295 (restored e.g. by Parsons),

Making his way he began his journey along the road,
passing the great wall...,
and what could be described as 'Irish rhyme' (v. chap. 9) in 299-300 (restored by
Barrett, Parsons, and West)

under the escort (of the gods); and (soon) they reached the Isthmus
of the sea-god, (the earth-shaker).
All of these occur within 15 lines of Stesichorus; the restorations do not affect the
figures themselves, which are certain.
The Spartan poet Alcman in the Louvre partheneion or girls' chorus (PMG 1),
cited for a phonetic figure in chap. 3 (lines 75-6), uses an internal rhyme in the same
line as the link between two syntactically complex clauses. Lines 40-45:

I see
her like the sun, which Agido summons
to shine on us as our witness; but our illustrious
choir-leader by no means allows me either to praise
her or to fault her.

Alcman in the same poem (line 36) quotes what looks like a much older proverb from
the 'Geometric' age:
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There is such a thing as the vengeance of the gods.
The phonetic form begins with an existential predication, followed by a quasipalindrome flanking 'the gods' (in the relational, genitive case), an icon of the
reciprocal nature of 'the vengeance':
es TITIS theon TISIS,
continuing an earlier Doric form
es TITIS theon TITIS,
and perhaps an even earlier Common Greek form
es TIKWIS theon KWITTS.
The proverbial line is surely far older than Alcman.
The same poet begins a poem with an existential predication11 in the style of a
folktale (PMG 74),

There was a certain Cepheus ruling,
with a double phonetic figure like the Nestor's cup epigram:
eSKe tiS KapheuS wanaSSon.
It is not only in the archaic period that such figures are found. Sophocles in the
identical metrical lines of the second strophe and antistrophe of the famous choral ode
to man in the Antigone 332ff. furnishes at once a metrical responsion and a 'horizontal'
grammatical figure ('Argument plus Negated Argument', chap. 3):
360

all inventive; helpless . . .
370

of proud city; without city . ..
10. The papyrus has the later Spartan form
for
but this would be anachronistic for
Alcman's time, at least 200 years before these sound changes show up in epigraphic or literary texts.
11. And a morphological archaism, the suffix -sk- in existential function with the verb 'to be' as in
Old Latin, Palaic and Tocharian.
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The two are at the same time a "vertical" phonetic figure: por-: pol-. The figure in 360
is followed by another in line 362, with Dawe's 1979 Teubner text, following a
conjecture of Meinecke and Heinsdorf
codd.):

He will not give thanks for escaping (death).
Like Alcman's partheneion line above it opposes phonetic "sameness" and morphological "otherness": pheuks-: (e)p-euks- like phain-en: (e)p-ain-en. We shall see this
pattern recurring in many Indo-European poetic traditions.
We cited in chap. 3 examples of iconic sound features in Bacchylides and Pindar,
the doubling or prolongation of internal stop consonants in words expressing continuous or incessant action,
'continuously' and O(K)
'they endure',
much like the iconic doubling or prolongation of -m- in colloquial German immer
wieder 'over and over'. Let us re-examine the first of these passages to illustrate the
interweaving of iconic and indexical figures of sound in Bacchylides.
Bacchylides 5.111-113 recounts the Aetolians' fight with the ravaging boar of
Calydon:

We, the best of the Hellenes, waged baneful battle
with him, steadfastly
for six days on end.
We have no less than three sets of phonetic recurrences of vowel sequences in the 28
syllables of these lines. The vowel sequence u - e of
is reversed in
then reestablished in the final
where the two vowels
straddle the iconically doubled -vv-. Line final
and the iconic
'rhyme', i.e. show homoioteleuton. And the vowel sequence e - a - a of '
is permuted in the following
then reestablished in
.
The purpose of these figures is indexical; their effect is to focus the listener's attention
precisely on the steadfast and continuous heroic striving of the BEST OF THE
HELLENES (chap. 50).
As examples of grammatical figures, where meaning is also in play, we may
offer the measured responsion in the dialogue of Antigone and Ismene keening their
brothers who have killed each other in Aeschylus' Seven against Thebes 961ff., as
elucidated by Lloyd-Jones 1959. Thematically the passage belongs to 'the slayer
slain' motif (chap. 31) within the genre of lament or keening (Medieval and Modern
Irish coiniud, caoineadh):
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Ant. You struck and were stricken.
Ant. By the spear you killed.
Ant. Wretched in action,
Ant. you lie there—
Ant. Let the keening go forth.

Ism. You slew and were slain.
Ism. By the spear you were killed.
Ism. Wretched in suffering,
Ism. you killed—
Ism. Let the tears go forth ...

Such passages afford a window onto the probable antecedents of drama in ritual. The
themes are precisely those inherited from Indo-European discussed in chap. 53.
The Seven against Thebes provides an example of another and quite complex set
of responsion or repetition figures, this time involving both sound alone (rhyme or
homoioteleuton) and both grammatical and lexical meaning as well, all within 6 lines.
The lyric passage occurs not long before that just quoted; Antigone and Ismene learn
that their brothers have just slain each other. Lines 900-905, the beginning of the
second antistrophe:

Groaning pervades the city;
the ramparts groan, the plain
that loves men groans; there remain
for their descendants the possessions
for which they came to a dreadful fate,
for which their strife arose—death's end.
We can observe first the final syllable rhyme, linking 901-2,903-4, and framing the
whole 900-5. The repeated
'for which . . . for which' echoes the
repeated
'alas... alas' in the corresponding lines (893-4) of the preceding
strophe, as does
'strife arose—death's' of 905 the
'of deaths by mutual slaughter'. Ironically and indexically
'end' is the
last word. These are all purely synchronic poetic features of the passage; but others
may have a diachronic intertextual dimension as well. The interplay of verb and verb
phrase with related noun in
'groaning
pervades...','.. .groan','.. .groans' is not only Greek but an Indo-European stylistic
figure; examples from Greek, Latin, Umbrian, Old Armenian and Hittite are given in
chap. 13.
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Thematically as well we can point to a striking parallel in another tradition, far
enough removed in time and space to exclude borrowing or diffusion. European
vernacular literature begins with the Irish lament for St. Columba, the Amrae
Choluimb Chille, composed just after the saint's death in 597. Its first two lines (after
the rhymed strophic prologue) are
Ni dfsceil duae Neill,
Ni huchtot oenmaige.
Not newsless is the rampart of Niall,
It is not the groan of a single plain.
Coincidence and universality cannot of course be excluded. But given that rampart
and plain are features of Indo-European architecture and landscape it is not altogether
fanciful to suggest that the' lamentation of the rampart and the plain' might be an IndoEuropean literary topos, a part of the poetic repertory of the proto-language.
For a glimpse of purely synchronic Greek poetics, consider just a single line of
Sappho, 49.1 L-P:

I loved you once, Atthis, long ago.
The line is formed of two hemistichs of 6 syllables (bounded by long vowels)
and 8 syllables, contrasting the pronominalization I-you by consonant symbolism: the
first ('I') with 5 sonorants and 1 obstruent, the second ('you') with 7 obstruents and
only 2 sonorants. The line begins with the verb in marked position, sentence- and
discourse-initial, and a subject pronoun which is emphatic in a pro-drop language.
Then, after the object pronoun and name, the line trails off with distancing and
indefinite adverbs, mirrored metrically by the unbounded series of dactyls. The bridge
between the hemistichs is the iconic juxtaposition of the subject and object pronouns. 12
But the real grammatical figure is the semantics of the genitive case of the object; the
genitive focuses on the extent of the participation of the entity in the message, implying
it is not total. The result is a powerful tension of the physical juxtaposition of the
pronouns I-you where 'you' is marked for 'unattainability'. The whole message takes
14 syllables; such is the art of the syllable in ancient Greece.
I conclude this brief survey with another feature of Indo-European poetry in
Greek, which is discussed at length (for Vedic) by Toporov in his seminal 1981 paper
(see chap. 2.3). Following and developing the anagram or hypogram theory of
Ferdinand de Saussure, for which he cites extensive references (p. 239 n. 131), he
points out the two-fold character of Indo-European poetry and poetics: that a given
content might be encoded at least twice, first explicitly and then on the anagrammatic
plane. Examples of this poetic feature from Greek and Vedic are given in chap. 16,
12. An identical if blatant iconicity in Catullus 16.1 pedicabo ego uos et irrumabo. The accusative
marks the object as governed and attainable.
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on 'the hidden track of the cow'. One may suffice here, a hidden word encoded twice
at the beginning and end of the first strophe of Sappho's hymn to Aphrodite, 1 L-P:

Throned in splendor, deathless, O Aphrodite,
child of Zeus, charm-fashioner, I entreat you
not with griefs and bitternesses to break my
spirit, O goddess.
(tr. R. Lattimore 1960).
The hidden frame of the first word and the last adonic clausula is
POikiloTHrON,
POtnia THumON.
The phonetic frame is POTHON
, the word for 'desire' in the accusative, the
governed case par excellence. In the poetic message, 'desire' is the direct object of an
unspecified—and unknowable—transitive verb.

8
Vedic India and the art
of the word
The language of India from its earliest documentation in the Rigveda has raised the art
of the phonetic figure to what many would consider its highest form. Let us look at
some examples; above all they impress us with their sheer exuberance. Compare the
fourfold figura etymologica in RV 5.48.2:
apo apaclr a"para apejate
(The pious one) drives the later (dawns) far back,
or the iconic onomatopoeia of repeated RV 6.53.7=8, where the kavi is enjoined to
'tear up, rip apart' the hearts of the Panis:
a rikha kikira krnu.
RV 8.103.lla praises Agni, 'dearest of the dear' prestham u priyanam, itself a
grammatical figure. J. Schindler called my attention some years ago to its remarkable
contrapuntal figure—noted also by Geldner—opposing phonetic "sameness" and
grammatical "otherness":
udita yo nidita vedita vasu
(Agni) who at sunrise (ud-ita) procures (vedi-td) the
tethered (ni-dita) wealth.
The grammatical and morphological analyses are completely different in each case:
ud-ita. loc. sg., ni-dita nt. pl., vedi-ta tr-agent noun. Such figures, which we saw also
in Greek in the preceding chapter, have an indexical function. They point to the
message and call attention to it. The poet praises the god Agni by calling attention to
his own cleverness.
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We had occasion in chap. 2.3 to cite the 'Blessing of the Weapons', RV 6.75, for
the anaphora in verse 3 dhanvana . . , dhanvana . . . 'by the bow ... by the bow
.. .', recalling as it does Archilochus'
... 'in my spear ... in my
spear...' Verse 13 of the same hymn plays phonetically with two forms of the verb
'to strike, smite' janghan- and jighna-, a similar but unrelated word jaghana-, and the
word for the apostrophized 'horsewhip' of the battle charioteer:
a janghanti sanv esam jaghanam upa jighnate
asvajani
It strikes their back, it smites their croup,
o horsewhip ...
The effect is a purely phonetic, non-semantic anaphora A JANghanti... asvAJANi
.. . iconic to the whip itself.
Karl Hoffmann in a 1987 article (reprinted 1992:858-863) devoted to Vedic
prostha- 'night quarters, field bed', used metonymically for the war chariot fitted out
with a field bed (rathaprostha- 'having the chariot as night quarters', RV 10.60.5),
cites a martial mantra addressed to the king in the Paippalada Atharvaveda Sarmhita
2.52.5 and elsewhere in Vedic Brahmana and Sutra literature (TB 2.7.17.1, ApSS
22.28.4, BauSS 18.19, HirSS 23.4.44). The double phonetic figures produce a brisk
and vivid military tattoo:
a roha prostha vi sahasva Satrun
Mount the chariot field bed, defeat the foes!
In chap. 5 we suggested an etymology of the name of the Muses in Greek,
< *monsa < *montwa < *mon-tu-h2. The -tu- stem to the root expressing mental
activity recurs in the Vedic nominal forms mantu- 'guide, counsel; mindful, caring'
(Old Avestan mantu- 'counsel') and negated amantu- 'unmindful, uncaring'. For the
first note RV 10.63.8, with its several figures of grammar:
ya isire bhuvanasya pracetaso
visvasya sthatur jagatas ca mantavah
te nah krtiad akrtad enasas pary
adya devasah piprta svastaye
O ye gods who rule over the whole world, fore-thinking
over all that stands and goes, mindful,
protect us today from done and undone sin
for well-being.
The form amantu- recurs in the famous hymn to Vac 'Speech', who unveils her power
to the poet, RV 10.125.4:
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maya so annam atti yo vipasyati
yah praniti ya im srnoti uktam
amantavo mam ta upa ksiyanti
srudhi sruta sraddhivam te vadami
Through me [Speech] he eats food; he who sees,
who breathes, who hears the uttered word (does so only through me);
unmindful, they depend on me. [To the poet:]
Listen, o famous one, something worthy of trust I say to you.
These lines of course strikingly recall the words of the Muses in their epiphany to the
Greek poet Hesiod tending his sheep in the slopes of Mt. Helicon, Th. 26-8:

Shepherds that camp in the wild, disgraces, merest bellies;
we know to tell many lies that sound like truth,
but we know to sing reality when we will.
(tr. West 1988b)
Yet most striking of all is the character of Speech's poetic message in the last pada
(verse line of rc 'strophe'). It is indexed by an insistent 3-2 phonetic figure, tripling
and doubling sibilant, liquid, dental, and glide:
SRuDHi SRuTa SRaDdhiVAm Te VADami
But the hidden message of the goddess Speech to the poet, the extreme phonetic figure,
is an exhaustive classification of the speech sounds of the Vedic language, with one
example of each class: the vowels a i u and a single icon each of the oppositions of
quantity (a : a) and nasalization (a : am); a single sibilant s; a single liquid r; a single
semi-vowel (glide) v; a single nasal m; and a single order of stops, the dentals t d dh
as tokens of the oppositions of voicing (t: d) and aspiration or murmur (d : dh). As
I said in 1983 (published in 1987), by this spoken act of inventory, this hidden iconic
performative, the goddess Speech 'se donne totalement a 1'auditeur'.
B. van Nooten has called attention (Amer. Orient. Soc. meeting, Atlanta, March
1990) to the phonic echo in the Soma hymn RV 9.74.3 between gavyuti 'pasture' and
the bizarre form itauti 'having aid from here out'. The distortion of the grammar is
here, as often in these texts, correlated with and in the service of phonological patterns
and a figure of sound:
mahi psarah sukrtam somyam madhu
urvf gavyutir aditer rtam yate
is'e yo vrster ita usrfyo vrsa
apam neta ya itautir rgmiyah
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A great pleasure is the well made somic sweet
the broad pasture of Aditi for him who goes the way of Truth,
(Soma) who rules the rain from here out as the dawn bull,
who is leader of the waters, having aid from here out, praiseworthy.
Here itautir picks up the identically placed itah 'from here out' (following the break)
of the preceding line. Note that the phrase urvi gavyuti 'broad pasture' and the
equivalent possessive compound urugavyuti 'having broad pasture', occurring here as
always in the Rigveda (6x) in the opening (up to the break), is a formula of Common
Indo-Iranian date. Its equivalent in Avestan is the compound epithet of Mithra
vouru.gaoiiaoiti 'having broad pasture', Yt. 10 passim. Other interesting features of
this mantra are the fronting of the verb around the relative pronoun in ise yo 'who
rules', creating a 'Pindaric'
'who suffered' Ol. 2.23) or Celtic relative
clause structure (Gaulish dugiiontiio 'who serve', Old Irish bertae 'who bear' <
*bheronti yo-, Middle Welsh yssyd 'who is' < *esti yo-). Placing the relative pronoun
there produces a string yd vrs-(ter) which is then echoed at the end of the line in (usri)yo vrs-(a), reinforcing the etymological figure. These 'horizontal' echoes in pada c
are in counterpoint to the 'vertical' echoes between padas b and d gavyuti: itauti and
rtam ya-: rgmiya-.
Whether the etymological connection between vrsti- 'rain' and vrsa 'bull' was
perceived as such by the kavis is uncertain; the two may have been seen only as a purely
phonetic echo. But both a sure etymological figure and a type of polyptoton (repetition
of a word in a different case or suffixed form)1 occur in RV 6.32.3cd:
purah puroha sakhibhih sakhiyan
drlha ruroja kavibhih kavih san
The citadel-smiter, associating with the friends,
has smashed the strong citadels, with the seers himself a seer.
The 'vertical' sound correspondences like puroha : ruroja, sakhibhih : kavibhih,
sakhiyan : kavih san provide a striking counterpoint.
Polyptoton links the first two padas of RV 1.53.7,
yudha yudham upa ghed esi dhrsnuya"
pura puram sam idam hamsy ojasa
Fight after fight you approach in boldness,
citadel after citadel there you smash (root *g*hen-) together with
your strength.
1. Doubtless the best known figure of polyptoton in the Rigveda is 1.1, described by Saussure as
'a versified paradigm of Agni', which begins agnim lie 'I worship Agni' (accusative) and continues with
the god's name in different cases (nominative, instrumental, dative, nominative) in the first pada of each
of the (next four) verses, followed by the vocative in three of the succeeding and final four verses.
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The second two padas present another variant of the basic demon-slaying formula
(chap. 27.3), already indexed by the root *g*hen- (hamsi), framed and sewn together
by the beginning, recurrent, and ending syllable nam:
namya yad indra sakhya paravati
nibarhayo namucim nama mayinam
When afar, o Indra, with your companion Naml
you laid low the trickster, Namuci by name.
In the basic formula here the syllable nam is the indexical link between the MONSTER
and the HERO's COMPANION. The verb hamsi of the preceding pada spreads its
formular semantic overtones onto the verb nibarhayas (on which see Jamison
1983:97) in a way we will see often in parts IV and VI, particularly in Greek.
The figure of anaphora, repetition of a sound, word, or phrase at the beginning
of successive verses or other units is very common in Vedic. RV 8.70.11 combines
a phonetic anaphora in a(nya-) 'other-' and a(va) 'off with a semantic one in a'un-', and concludes with the repetition of the same word at the end of padas c and d,
a sort of 'cataphora' known aspunahpadam (chap. 4 n.8), which runs through 6 verses
of the hymn. The strophe is brhatl, 8/8/12/8 syllables:
anyavratam amanusam
ayajvanam aclevayum
ava svah sakha dudhuvita parvatah
sughnaya dasyum parvatah
Him who follows another commandment, the non-man,
non-worshipping godless one,
may his (your?) friend the mountain shake down,
the mountain the barbarian, the easier to slay.
For the anaphora of privative compounds of similar semantics compare //. 9.63-4:

Clanless, lawless, hearthless is he
that lusts for chilling war among his own people.
This figure can be securely posited for the poetic grammar of the protolanguage. The
whole of RV 8.70 is examined in chap. 16.
V. N. Toporov 1981:244-5 has noted several striking synchronic poetic features
of RV 2.23, notable the complementary distribution of the two names of the god
hymned, the patron god of hymns and the protector of poets: Brahmanas pati in the odd
strophes 1,5,9,11,17,19, and Brhaspati in strophes 2-4,6-8,10,12-16,18. Toporov
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calls attention to the anagrammatic indexing of the one god Brhaspati in 9 (suvrdha
brahmanas pate sparha) and of the other god Brahmanas pati in 12 (manasa . . ,
manyamano ... brhaspate,.. manyu). The author of this hymn, as of all those in book
2 of the Rigveda, belongs to the Grtsamadas. He closes the hymn (19d) with the
signature line of his family, identical in hymns 2.1,23,35,39-40,42-3. The line with
its complex figures of rhyme, consonance, and alliteration is
brhad vadema vidathe suvfrah
We would like to speak the great word as masters in the ceremony.
The word vadema is an anagrammatic link between the poet's name (Grtsamada) and
the god (deva) he hymns:
vadema

: deva (ma)

vadema : (va) made
The two names of the god (deva = vade-ma), Brhaspati and Brahmanas pati, are both
anagrammatically indexed in the signature line of the family as well:
brh(ad) vadema...
Such poetic family signature lines are frequent in the family books of the Rigveda and
amply repay close examination. For more on this particular hymn 2.23 see chap. 22.
We find an interesting grammatical figure in another Grtsamadahymn, RV 2.39.
It is addressed to the two Asvins, the divine twins whose equation with the Greek
Dioskouroi 'Zeus's boys' Castor and Pollux is one of the surer comparisons in IndoEuropean mythology (Puhvel 1987: passim). The trope is a series of comparisons of
the Asvins addressed (in the dual of nouns and verbs), comparisons always to objects
in the dual. The comparisons run through verses 1-7, from the first word of the hymn
gravaneva 'like 2 millstones' (the English cognate is quern) through some 28 duals to
hasteva 'like2hands'. The poets concludes, 'these edifications, the formula (and) the
praise the Grtsamada' s have made, enjoy them and come. We would like to speak the
great word as masters in the ceremony.' His family signature is a touch of Pindaric
pride in his craft.
RV 2.31 presents an elaborate metaphor, the hymn or song of praise itself as
'chariot' (the inherited word ratha), repeated and carried through verses 1 -4. In 5 and
7 respectively we find the inherited topos discussed above of the poem as 'new
utterance' (navyasa vaca) as offerings which the poets 'fashioned' (the inherited topos
ataksan) for a 'new occasion' (navyase). Verse 6 uses another inherited term for the
poem: uta vah samsam usijam iva 'smasi 'we want for you two a song of praise like
that of the Usij priests', with a reference to the old Indo-Iranian traditional designation
noted forRV 1.131.5 in chap. 4 n. 7. This whole tightly organized poem of 7 verses
is finally indexed and demarcated by the likewise inherited stylistic feature of ring
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composition: lines 1d and 7c begin alike with the epithets'ravasydvah 'eager for glory',
expressing the Indo-European theme of *kleuos. Recall the strophe-final sravasyantah
'seeking glory' of RV 1.131.5 just referred to (cited in chap. 4), as well as the last word
of Beowulf (3182), lofgeornost 'most eager for glory', of the dead hero himself (chap.
50). Our hymn 2.31 is in theme, style, and vocabulary a remarkable poetic and artistic
archaism.
RV 8.3.24 is the last of a four-verse danastuti praising the poet's patron
Pakasthaman for his gift of a horse. The inherited genre of the danastuti has been
examined in chap. 5. This concluding verse combines a topos of the Ancient Near East,
the triad of food, raiment, and unguent, presumably diffused to Ancient India, with
what we should probably recognize as an Indo-European stylistic device, albeit known
principally from Greece: the priamel. This stylistic figure is defined by Elroy Bundy
in his seminal 1962 work (reprinted 1986:5)as 'a focusing or selecting device in which
one or more terms serve as foil for the point of particular interest.' He illustrates the
priamel by the 'straightforward example' of Sappho 16.1-4 L-P:

Some there are who say that the fairest thing seen
on the black earth is an array of horsemen;
some, men marching; some would say ships; but I say
she whom one loves best.
(tr. Lattimore)
The priamel (praeambulum) is, as Bundy insists (ibid.), 'a frequent manifestation of
perhaps the most important structural principle known to choral poetry, in particular
to those forms devoted to praise.' See also Race 1982. We should therefore look for
the priamel in the praise literature of other, cognate traditions, and indeed we find a
clear example in RV 8.3.24, down to the 1 sg. pronominalization 'cap' (Bundy) of the
laudator and the 'name cap' of the laudandus:
atma pitus tanur vasa
ojoda abhiyanjanam
turiyam id rohitasya pakasthamanam
bhojam dataram abravam
The soul is food, the body clothing,
unguent gives strength;
as the fourth I have named Pakasthaman,
generous giver of the bay.
It is well to remember at all times when interpreting these ancient poetic texts
in Vedic, just as in Old Avestan hymns and Classical Greek lyric, that they are
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rhetorically driven. What Bundy says in his Studia Pindarica may, indeed must, be
applied verbatim to the hymnic poetry of the Vedas and the Gathas of Zarathustra:
'What is required ... is a thorough study of conventional themes, motives, and
sequences ... in short, a grammar of choral style .. . [reflecting] systems of shared
symbols...' (32). These poems are 'the products of poetic and rhetorical conventions
whose meaning ... is recoverable from comparative study' (35). And in conclusion,
'in this genre the choice involved in composition is mainly a choice of formulae,
motives, themes, topics, and set sequences of these that have, by convention, meanings
not always easily perceived from the surface denotations of the words themselves
... we must. . . seek through careful analysis of individual odes the thematic and
motivational grammar of choral composition' (92). No clearer program for the task
of an Indo-European comparative literature has yet been offered.

9
Ireland and the art of the syllable
Our knowledge of Early Irish metrics rests on the four texts published by R.
Thurneysen as Mittelirische Verslehren in Irische Texte 3 (1891) 1-182, begun with
ninth- century examples and worked successively in the tenth and eleventh century.1
This wealth of material has been organized and presented in concise and exemplary
fashion in G. Murphy's fundamental 1961 work, from which most of the present
account is taken.
The terminology of poetry and poetics in Irish is native and old.2 The ordinary
word for a learned poet was fili (plural filid), etymologically 'seer': Medieval Welsh
gwelet (Mod. gwel(e)d) 'to see', IE *uel-. Compare fel-mac 'pupil, apprentice', glossed
(O'Davoren) mac uad 'son of poetic art'. His craft wasfiledacht. Another word for
poet was bard (Welsh bardd 'poet'), functionally and etymologically 'eulogist,
praise-maker', from a Celtic compound * bar-do- from IE *g"r h2-dhh1,-o- related to the
Indo-Iranian verb phrase in Vedic giro dha-, Avestan garo da- 'make praises'
(Campanile 1980). Armenian kardam 'I raise my voice, call, recite out loud' appears
to be built on a similar form.
'Poetry, poetic art' was variously termed. We have ai< *aui, gen. uad, uath <
*aueth, IE *au-et- from a root *au- 'see' which we have in Hittite au(S)- 'see', and
Welsh awen 'poetic inspiration'.3
The old glossary word creth 'poetry' is remade from cretho, gen. sg. of cruth
'form' < *k"r-tu- (McManus 1983). The form recurs in Welsh prydydd 'poet' < *k"rt-iio-. It is further related to Vedic krnoti 'makes'; for the semantics cf. Greek
'make'.
Irish cerd and Welsh cerdd mean both 'craft' and 'poetry', the Irish noun also
'craftsman' and 'poet'. The unique cognate is Greek
'gain, profit'; the
etymology has been discussed in chap. 5.

1. See now O hAodha 1991.
2. This treatment is confined to Irish, but the metrical system of Welsh is comparable in complexity
and the terminology of equal antiquity, sometimes unique and sometimes shared with Irish or other Celtic
languages as well.
3. Thus correct what I said at Watkins 1963b:215-16.
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Old Irish fath 'prophecy, prophetic wisdom' and Welsh gwawd 'poetry' (*uotu-) as well as the agentive faith 'prophet, seer' (*uot-i-), Gaulish
(nom. p1.)
borrowed early into Latin as uates 'seer' are old derivatives of the root *uet- seen in
Old Irish fethid' sees, watches, observes, pays attention to' (secondarily a weak i -verb)
and the compound ar-feith 'tends' (a regular thematic strong verb).4 Irish fethid,-feith
makes an exact equation with Vedic dpi vatati 'is familiar with, aware of, cognizant
of, causative dpi vataya-, Avestan apiuuataite 'id.', Old Avestan causative fra
+
vataiia- 'make (others) acquainted with', the meanings shown by Tichy 1980.5 The
meaning is basically the pre-Thieme one of 'mentally perceive' (Grassmann) and
'understand, comprehend' (Monier-Williams), a verb of cognition.
The root *uet- has lengthened o-grade cognates not only in Celtic but in
Germanic, Pokorny IEW 1113.6 These may be grouped as a noun *uot-o- (perhaps
earlier a root noun) with a range of meanings like 'cognizance, knowledge, shamanic
wisdom, tradition, poetry' appearing as Germanic *wopa- in Old English wop 'song,
poetry', Old Norse oor 'poetry', as well as Old Irish fath 'prophetic wisdom', Welsh
gwawd 'poetry'. From this noun we have a derived adjective with possessive accented
thematic vowel suffix *uot-o- 'having *uot(o)-, shamanic wisdom' appearing as
Germanic *wooa- in Old English wod, Old Norse oor 'furious, frenzied', Old High
German wuot 'insanitus', Gothic *wops, acc. wodan 'possessed'. Finally, with the
suffix -e/ono- as in Gothic piudans 'king' ('who incarnates the tribe [piud]'), kindins
'governor' ('who incarnates the kin-group [kind]'), Latin dominus 'master' ('who
incarnates the household [dom-]'), we have *uot-e/ono-, Germanic *wooilana- ('who
incarnates shamanic wisdom, poetry') in the divine name of Old Norse Ooinn, Old
English Woden, Old High German Wuotan.7
The technical term for a meter is aiste (pl. aisti), of disputed origin. The meters
of the (inferior) bards are called brosnacha suad 'experts' faggots', probably playing
on the more lofty and ancient metaphor of the, fill's 'crafting of words'. A poem is
called variously duan (*dap-no) or laid (*loida : Latin Iudus 'play'??). Later dan is
so used, with semantic shift 'gift' (: Latin donum) > 'craft' > 'poetry' > 'poem'. The
strophe, typically a quatrain, is called rann (probably *prh3-sno-, related to rann 'part,
division' < *prh3-sna-: Latin pars). The first and second two lines of a quatrain are
known as lethrann ('half-stanza') toisech ('leading') and lethrann dedenach ('second') respectively; the same terms toisech and dedenach are used of the first two
divisions of the poetico-legal tract Bretha Nemed, chap. 24.
Meters were distinguished by their syllable count (tomus 'assessment'). In
counting syllables in verse the term is deach (probably a derivative of 'two'), which
can refer to a single syllable or any set of syllables envisaged as a unit to be counted
4. Cf. the attestation cited at chap. 24 with n. 13 below. For others see Kelly's note to that text ad
loc., and the RIA Dict, under (incorrectly) ar-feid. The equation with the Indo-Iranian forms was first
correctly seen by G. Klingenschmitt apud Tichy 1980.
5. Against the meaning 'inspire, blow' argued for by Thieme 1954 = 1984: 139-49, and wrongly
accepted by me in Watkins 1963:215-16 = 1994:370-71 and 1985 s.v. wet-1.
6. Compare *pod- 'foot' in Germanic fot- and Celtic *ad- in the Hesychian gloss
probably a Galatian word (J. Schindler, pers. comm.).
7. On this family cf. also the views of M. Schwartz, to appear (paper presented to the Amer. Orient.
Soc., Cambridge, MA, 29 March 1992).
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for the purpose of metrical analysis. These were labeled and ranged from dialt = 1
syllable ('jointless') to bricht - 8 syllables ('spell, incantation'). 8
A possibly very old term is the word for a kind of metrical fault anocht, which
corresponds exactly to Vedic anukta- 'unuttered' (Kausitaki-Brahmana 16.6). The
Indo-European root *ueKJ- 'speak', zero-grade in *n-uk"-to- 'not (to be) spoken',
survived in Celtic only in isolated lexical items like focca/ 'word' < *uokl'-tlo-. The
word anocht could not have been freely formed for a long time prior to its attestation.
The principal relevant phonetic features are the many varieties of rhyme and
alliteration. The final 'foot' of the line is termed rind 'point, edge', and the word is
used for 'end rhyme' as well. The term cuibdius 'harmony' and cubaid 'harmony' is
sometimes used of 'rhyme', from com +fid 'of like stave',fid 'wood' also '(Ogam)
letter name'. Rhyme of a line-final word with an initial or internal word of the next
line is called aicill. The two principal quatrains are the rannaigecht type (rann
'stanza') with end rhyme b d, and the deibide type (de-bithe 'cut in two') with end
rhyme a b and c d. In deibide meters there is commonly rhyme of a stressed final
syllable (rind) with the unstressed final of a polysyllable (airdrind), e.g. 'suain :
'aduair.
Rhyme in Irish requires that vowels or diphthongs be identical in quality and
quantity and that consonants must agree in 'quality', i.e. palatalized or non-palatalized. Irish is unusual in that consonants involved in a rhyme need not be identical but
must belong to the same class, of which the system recognizes six:
voiced stops: b d g
unvoiced stops: p t k
unvoiced continuants: f x
tense sonorants: m N L R
voiced continuants and lax sonorants:
sibilant: s (can rhyme only with itself).

n 1r

While some exceptions do occur, and the restrictions can be slightly eased for
consonant clusters, this system of rhyme remained basically unchanged from the first
attested poetry of the sixth century through the end of the Early Modern period in the
seventeenth century. The prologue of the Amrae Choluimb Chille (ca. 598) rhymes
both neit: me'it [-e:d'] and nder: ml [-e:r]: [-e:l], and before that Colman mac Leneni
(+604, active in the second half of the sixth century) has such rhymes as dirnaib :
rignaib
:
aidbse : cailgse
: [-al'g's'e], crapscuil: apstail
[-abskal'] : [abstal'], indlis : bindris [iN'd'l'is'] : [-iN'd'r'is'], ndichmaircc : rigmaicc
[-i:xwar'k'3: f-i:ywak']. The last attests already before 600 two of the exceptions noted
by Murphy (p. 33) from later times, unvoiced and voiced continuant (and lax sonorant)
[x] : [y] (here in a cluster) and cluster with the same simple consonant [r'k'] : [k'].
A further adornment used concurrently with rhyme is 'consonance'. Irish uaitne
'prop, pillar', in which stressed vowels agree in quantity (length) but not in quality
(timbre), final consonants as in rhyme agree in class and quality (palatalization), and
8. For other uses of the words alt 'joint' and bricht 'spell' and their antiquity see chapters 58.2 and
12 respectively.
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interior consonants need not agree in quality. An early example of uaitne in the final
strophe (24) of Fo reir Choluimb is ro-n-ain : do-n-foir, where its substitution for end
rhyme in b d permits a perfect dunad or closure (discussed further below).
The native term for alliteration seems to have been uaimm 'stitching', judging
from later sources. The metaphor is at least as old as the phrase suainem filidechta, the
'seam of poetry', 'thread of poetry' put round the Senchus Mar (CIH 1654.33). The
termfidradfreccomail 'staves of counter-joining' refers to binding or concatenating
alliteration which links the last word of a stanza or line with the first word of the next.
Stress in Early Irish falls normally on the first syllable of the word, but there are
large classes of words and morphemes which are proclitic, enclitic, or unstressed, such
as prepositions, some adverbs, the first preverb in compound verbs. Alliteration in the
classical Old and Middle Irish verse is normally between stressed words in the same
line. Unlike Germanic usage unstressed words may come between stressed alliterating words. In fidrad freccomail, and more generally elsewhere in the earlier period (for
example across the caesura), stressed and unstressed words may also alliterate.
Irish is unusual in that alliteration is by underlying morphophonemes, not by
surface phonemes. The grammar has rules according to which the initial of a word may
undergo certain mutations to express a variety of morphosyntactic functions in the
sentence. These are presented in the following chart. The basic morphophonemes, as
they would appear for example in word initial of citation forms, are given in the first
horizontal row. Under this are the corresponding forms of the three consonant
mutations: lenition (which has no effect on an initial vowel), nasalization (which
prefixes n- to an initial vowel), and "gemination", the significant absence of mutation
of a consonant, which prefixes h- to an initial vowel. 9 Consonant quality (palatalization) plays no role in Irish alliteration.
p
t
lenited:
(f)10
nasalized: (b) d
'geminated': p
t

k
x
g
k

b

m(b)12
b

d
g
f
5
-11
N(d) (g)
d
g
f

s
h
s
s

m N L
n 1
m N L
m N L

R
r
R
R

VVnVhV- 13

The mutations are not systematically noted in Early Irish orthography. Typically all
the surface consonant phonemes in a single vertical column could alliterate with each
other, but identical surface phonemes from different underlying morphophonemes,
like
from lenited b and from nasalized f, could not alliterate. 14 As in Germanic
any Irish initial vowel or vocalic nucleus could alliterate with any other, but could in
Irish also alliterate with a vowel prefixed by n (nasalization) or by h ('gemination').
The first strophe of Fo reir Choluimb, to be examined in detail presently,
9. Historically these are the effects in phrasal groups of a lost preceding word-final vowel for
lenition, a lost preceding word-final vowel plus n for nasalization, and a lost preceding word-final vowel plus
obstruent for "gemination".
10. The mutations of initial p are probably analogical.
11. Zero, sometimes noted f with punctum delens.
12. The final stop of m(b), N(d), (g) was lost during the Old Irish period.
13. The h- is not noted in Early Irish orthography.
14. See also Bergin 1970 for a discussion of the interplay of 'phonetic and psychological factors'.
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contains such alliterative pairs as Choluimb : cein [x : k'], ad-fias '.find [p' : f],fri
huathu : uair [hiia : lia], no-tias : ni cen toisech [d': t].
Now let us as illustration look briefly at the mastery of verse technique shown
by the Archaic Irish poet Becan mac Luigdech, author of the magnificent poem Fo reir
Choluimb cein ad-fias, edited by Fergus Kelly.15
As argued by Kelly, surely rightly, Becan was two generations later than
Columb Cille (c. 522-597), and thus is likely to have lived in the 7th century. The poem
belongs to a critical turning point in the development of Early Irish poetry.
Stylistically the poem shares certain features with the Amra Choluimb Chille
(ACC), the eulogy or threnody written shortly after St. Columba's death and which
marks the beginning of vernacular literature in Europe. Fo reir Choluimb is in fact
closely modeled on ACC. 16 A notable shared feature is the conscious perturbation of
normal Irish word order tolerated for the ends of versification. This appears to function
as a renvoi or recollection of the sort of "non-configurational" word order characteristic of the elevated poetry of most early Indo-European languages; but the 6th and 7thcentury Irish poets more likely knew it from Vergil or Ovid.
The poem contains some of the finest lines in Irish, as in the recurrent images
of Columb's voyage over the sea to found the monastery on the island of lona off the
west coast of Scotland:
cechaing noib

nemeth rnbled

He crossed in ships the whales' sanctuary,
with the kenning for 'sea' (like the later Old English hronrdd 'whale's road') showing
the semantically charged Celtic word for 'hallowed place, object, or being', first
attested on an Old Etruscan grave marker from near Genoa in the first half of the 5th
century B.C.17 The verse concludes with four constituents in the reverse of prose
order:
fairrge al druim

danae fer

A bold man over the sea's ridge.
Compare the later-attested Old English formula ofer sees hrycg (Leechdoms 3.34.16)
'over the sea's ridge', ofer wceteres hrycg (Beowulf 471). And again with scrambled
order and an otherwise unattested verb form,18
15. Kelly 1973, from which my citations are mostly taken. I have at times preferred the version in
Greene and O'Connor 1967.
16. A systematic comparison of the two is the only lacuna of Kelly's admirable edition, but it would
considerably further our understanding of both poems. The shared vocabulary alone is striking.
17. Thetextreadsm/«emeto'/'I(amthetomb)ofNemetie'. SeeWatkins 1981:241-3= 1994:666668.
18. Cf. rodom-sibsea sech riaga ACC § 141.
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curchaib tar sal

sephtus eld

a whirlwind swept them over the sea in curraghs.
The poem is described in the manuscript as a laid irnrind 'poem with rhymes all
around'. Each verse has four lines of seven syllables, with end-rhyme ac,bd. Each
line of each verse typically has a fixed caesura (break, word boundary), normally after
the fourth syllable (for the exceptions see immediately below). There is concatenating
or chain alliteration between the last word of each verse and the first (stressed) word
of the next (6d-7a being the only exception); concatenating or chain alliteration
between the last word of every line and the first (stressed) word of the next; and
bridging alliteration between the words on either side of the caesura. Absence of the
latter two types is compensated for by linkage of grammatical figures (parallelism) or
by alliteration elsewhere in the line. Using G. Murphy' s notational conventions (1961:
vi) of boldface italic or roman for end-rhyme and italic for chain alliteration, plus
boldface italic for bridging alliteration, I for caesura, and capitals for dunad or closure
("ring composition"), the first quatrain is
FO Reir C/ioluimb I cemad-ftas
find for nimib I snaidsium secht
set fri hiiathu I Hair no-tias
ni cen tofsech I fathum «ert
Obedient to Columb, as long as I speak,
may the fair one in the seven heavens protect me;
when I walk the path to terrors,
It is not without a leader, I have strength.
The initial syllable is repeated for a perfect dunad by the last syllable of verse 24:
Rigd&e forathair I Madach rig
rathmar jfiado I feib ron-ain
Detail goiste I ndemnae rffin
diibart a bard I fees don-FOIR
May the royal victorious kinsman of kings,
the gracious lord protect us with goodness.
I will remove (?) the snare of demons from me;
the supplication of his poets may perhaps help us.
Here the stressed FOIR /for'/ repeats the pretonic first syllable of the poem FO R
/fo r'/, 24 verses, 96 lines, and 671 syllables later. 19
19. Verse 25 is with Kelly almost certainly a later addition, since it is unglossed and shows a different
rhyme and alliteration scheme. The motivation for its addition must have been precisely to provide a more
salient (and less sophisticated) dunad, repetition of the whole first line.
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In 24c the double alliteration ge'tait goiste I ndemnae dim compensates for the
lack of alliteration across the caesura and between the end of 24b and the beginning
of 24c. Similarly in 1b the alliteration sndidsium secht compensates for its absence
across the caesura, as Kelly notes, though we may probably see a secondary bridging
alliteration in nimid I sndidsium and in 14a linmar I slain beside lessach linmar.
It is evident that Becan is a master of his art. The very first verse establishes the
metrical scheme, the patterns of alliteration, and boldly stretches the limits of word
order deviation. Now Kelly states (p. 4) that 'In all verses but 2, 3,4, 5 and 25 there
is a regular caesura between the 4th and 5th syllable of each line.' We may ignore 25
which is a later addition (n. 19 above). Are we then to conclude that Becan presented
his metrical scheme in the great quatrain 1, then floundered until he found it again in
6, from which point he maintained it through 24? Surely not.
A second look at verses 2 through 6 shows that Becan is systematically playing
with several of the parameters of the verse scheme he presented so forcefully in 1,
while holding others constant. The parameters of isosyllabism and rhyme remain
constant, as does the chain alliteration binding both verses and lines, which is always
present save in 4b-c and c-d. But the line-internal alliteration can be either present, as
throughout 3 and 5, or absent, as throughout 2 and 4ab, and it may either bridge the
caesura or flank it. Furthermore the position of the caesura can be varied from quatrain
to quatrain, but not within the quatrain. Using the notation [4II3] (as in Watkins 1963:
220 = 1994:375) for the 7-syllable line with caesura after the 4th syllable, [5II2] after
the 5th, etc., and assigning a + or - feature for presence or absence of internal
alliteration, quatrains 1 through 6 show the clearly intentionally varied pattern
1
2
3
4
5
6

[4113 +]
[5112 -]
[6 II 1 +]
[6 II 1 - ]
[5112 +]
[4113 +],

which systematically illustrates each variable before returning to the "default setting"
[4113 +].
Stanzas 2-6 follow, with metrical commentary in the notes:
Mbu fri coilcthi I tincha
rindscan ernaigdi I cassa
crochais—nibu i I cinta
a c/zorp for tonna I glassa.20

[5112 -]

It was not on soft beds
he undertook elaborate prayers;
he crucified—it was not for crimes—
his body on the green waves.
20. The absence of the adornment of internal alliteration may be iconic to the content of this quatrain.
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Gabais a n-adamrae I n-ai
is coi'r Mo Chummae i I n-I
is mo imbradud each I ai
a ndo-rigni airi in I ri. 21

[6 II 1 +]

He made the marvel of a claim,
it is right that Mo Chummae should be in lona;
greater than anyone could think
what the King did for him.
^?o-fes i n-ocus i I cein
Columb coich boi acht ba I oin
tindis a ainm amail I grein
ba les i comair each I ofii.22

[6 II 1 -]

It was known near and far
whose Columb was, but he belonged to the One;
his name shone like the sun,
he was a light before everyone.
A n-oen as dech di I r£taib
ro-sder a manchu I moinib
mar thendal iarna I eccaib
a n-az'mn as uaisliu I Joinib.23

[5 II 2 +]

The one (thing) which is best of things:
he has freed his monks of riches;
a great blaze after his death,
is the name which is nobler than (other) people('s).
Is dih24 uathaid I is din sluaig
slan each eslan I asa dun
is dun n-inill I is cam mbuaid
£>uith far Coluimb I Chille oil.

[4113 +]

21. In acd we have alliteration bridging the caesura, so final monosyllables with vowel initial
alliterate "twice", both within the line and with the initial of the next line. In b the alliterative pair is to the
left of the caesura. Note that unstressed words may be fully integrated into the system of alliteration, unlike
later Irish (and Germanic) practice.
22. The initials of lines cd lack chain alliteration. The lack is compensated for by the internal
alliteration, which is non-bridging. On account of this I class the whole quatrain as structurally [6 II 1 -].
In / n-ocus i cein, coich boi - ba oin we may have grammatical figures. Cf. coich hoi coich bia ACC §65.
23. Lines b and c have bridging alliteration, a and d non-bridging: moinib, eccaib and ainm therefore
each count twice, for linking and internal alliteration.
24. Cf. Ba din do nochtaib ACC §85, and perhaps read Ba dm do bochtaib with LH for the
continuation in view of the double figure in our poem here.
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He is the protector of few, he is the protector of many,
safe is every unsafe one whose fort he is;
it is a safe fort, it is a fair advantage
to be under the protection of Columb Cille.
With quatrain 6 we are back in the original verse scheme [4113 +], still with some
ambiguities since in a and c it is not clear whether the grammatical parallelism is dm
ua. I is din si., is dun n-i. I is cam mb. should take precedence over the weak bridging
alliteration.
There is no alliteration linking the end of quatrain 6 cul with the beginning of 7
Ni seim n-atach 'He is no slight refuge'. The latter topos serves as a discourse initial
figure in one of the poems of Colman mac Leneni, also of the 7th century: Niseim anim
'It is no slight blemish ...' (Thurneysen 1932). It is therefore at least possible that
quatrain 7 begins a new sub-section of Fo reir Choluimb, and that 6d buith iar
Coluimb forms a little ring closing the first sub-section 1-6, with the saint's name in
the same syllable slot before the caesura in both lines, la and 6d.
In any case the first six quatrains of this poem in their handling of meter,
syllabism, rhyme, and alliteration must be regarded not as an irregularity but as an
artistic tour de force, a paradigm of the art of the syllable in early medieval Ireland.

10
Saxa loquuntur:
The first age of poetry in ItalyFaliscan and South Picene
Historians speak of 'the flowering of Italy' in the Archaic Period (8th to 5th centuries
B.C.) 1 as a response to the waves of colonization spreading over the coastal areas, then
penetrating slowly into the interior of the Mezzogiorno and Sicily. The single most
important cultural manifestation was the spread of alphabetic writing. In the south it
was direct, and local languages are written in the varieties of Greek alphabet their users
were in contact with: Sikel, Messapic, the dialect of Bruttium, and a little later the
Oscan of Lucania. In the North, presumably due to their role in maritime commerce,
it is the Etruscans who first took up a western Greek alphabet (earliest texts 7th
century), and it is through Etruscan that writing came to the Faliscans, located just on
the southeastern edge of Etruria. Faliscan is linguistically as well as geographically
close to Latin and forms with Latin a separate branch of Italic.
The city of Falerii in the Ager Faliscus some 50 km. north of Rome flourished
from the sixth century to the third, when it was destroyed by the Romans in 241 B.C.
The Faliscans had among their more severe southern neighbors the reputation of living
entirely for pleasure. Varro could speak of the Falisci uentres 'Faliscan bellies' (L.L.
5.22, 111), cf. also Martial 4.54.8. The same spirit is reflected more solemnly in the
Latin inscription on a leaf of bronze recording the dedication of a collegium of the
Faliscan cooks in Sardinia in the 2nd century BC (CIL I2 364, XI 3087, Ernout 62).
The orthography of the text is archaizing and uncertain. The text on the verso appears
to consist of six faulty saturnian lines (Ernout). Note 3-4 (alliterations boldface):
Quei soveis a[ast]utieis opidque Volgani
gondecorant sai[pi]sume
comvivia loidosque
Who by their own cunning and the aid of Vulcan
embellish frequently banquets and entertainments.
1

See Pallottino 1991:59.
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The Faliscan Fescennini versus 'Fescennine verses' were characterized by obscenity
and by verbal play. The expression was ancient in Latin; Paulus in his epitome of the
dictionary of Festus (P. F. 76 Lindsay) cites the form fescemnoe which is to be read
fescen<n>inoe with the nominative plural (-oi, later -i) characteristic of the 6th century
B.C., albeit in later orthography.
Just such a picture can be inferred from some of the early Faliscan documents
themselves. One such, well known, is the inscription on an apparently mass-produced
vase
foied . uino . pipafo . cra . carefo
Today I shall drink wine, tomorrow I shall do without,
(also attested with the variant pafo2) with an unambiguously erotic scene of revelry
(Vetter 244, Giacomelli 5, Morandi 10, second half of 4th century B.C.).
Most striking, however, is our oldest Faliscan text, known as the Ceres
inscription, Vetter 241, Giacomelli 1, Morandi 8, from ca. 600 B.C. The fragmentary
text is inscribed around the neck of a larger vessel, as illustrated in Morandi.
Reading and interpretation of the inscription have received a good deal of
attention in the last quarter-century. Probably the most dramatic improvements were
those made in a joint study by Joseph and Klein 1981, building in part on the insight
of Lejeune 1953 that the first line of the text contained quoted older gnomic material,
a blessing formula, to which the text of 600 B.C. was making epigrammatic reference.
The key to the restoration and interpretation of this inscription is understanding it as
verbal art and appreciating all the poetic conventions and devices which it deploys.
I present the text first, without translation, as a unit of five long lines. These are
in all likelihood further divisible into two hemistichs. A word divider (:) is present,
and correctly but not consistently distributed; fewer than half of the word boundaries
or metrical boundaries are so marked:
ceres: farme[ ]tom : louf[ ]rui[ ]m : [ ]rad
euios : mamazextosmedf[ ]iqod :
prauiosurnam : sociaipordedkarai:
eqournela[ ]telafitaidupes :
arcentelomhuticilom : pe : parai[ ]douiad.
The identity with the name of the Roman goddess of grain Ceres was immediately
evident. The restoration of a single letter yielded the divine name Louf[i]r (Vetter),
the expected Faliscan correspondent to Latin Liber, god of wine.3 Restoration of
u[in]om 'wine' was contextually predictable, with the last word [ ]rad a 3sg.
subjunctive verb with a meaning in the semantic sphere of 'giving' or the like: 'may
2. Cf. unreduplicated Latin dat, daho beside reduplicated Paelignian didet, dida.
3. The identification is certain (immediate preform *loudheros, Greek
), even if the vowel
to be restored is not. (It is based on Paelignian fame/, inim. loufir 'servus et liber', Vetter 209) The identification is contested, wrongly I think, by Radke 1965.
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Louf [i]r GIVE wine'. We expect the first clause to be parallel; recognition of the word
for 'barley' in far (Latin/ar) yielded an elliptic blessing formula 'May Ceres [GIVE]
barley, may Louf[i]r GIVE wine'. It remained for Lionel Joseph and Jared Klein,
independently and simultaneously in the same Harvard classroom, to see in farme[la]tom
uel sim. the Faliscan reflex of an Indo-European formulaic noun phrase'ground barley
(or other species of grain)' which we have in Latin far molitum, Young Avestan yauua
asa, and Hittite ZID.DA ZIZ mallan.4 The line final verb [ ]rad of this traditional
blessing must still be specified.
The verb at the end of line 2 was restored, on the basis of another inscription with
medfifiked (Vetter 257, Giacomelli 11) iof\if\iqod orf[i:f\iqod 'finxerunt', 3pl. perf.
in -o(n)d. With the words divided the second line reads
euios : mama zextos med f[if]iqod.
The vessel itself is speaking: '. . . made (3 pl.) me'. The verb form presupposes a
plurality of subjects. Vetter suggested that Euios was a family name in the nominative
plural, with the old thematic ending -os as in Sabellic. But the unambiguous vocative
plural feminine with the old pronominal ending -ai (not -as) in a contemporary
Faliscan inscription (Vetter 243, Giacomelli 3 saluete social 'greetings, girlfriends')
would suggest that the masculine thematic nominative plural was also the pronominal
-oi, just as in the most closely related Latin at the same time. I will therefore assume
a triad of artisans: 'Euios, Mama, (and) Zextos made me'. Whether this line is part of
the poem itself is unclear.
Line 3 shifts out of the first person mode and artfully records the donor, the
object, and its destination:
prauios urnam : sociai

porded karai

Prauios presented the pot to his dear girlfriend.
In the typical Indo-European figure of poetic word order the two constituents of the
dative noun phrase have been distracted to straddle the verb and each adjoins a metrical
boundary:
sociai I porded karai II.
Compare also from later Italic dialects, Vetter 213 (Paelignian):
eite . uus . pritrome pacris
puus . ecic lexe lifar

4. On which see Watkins 1973, 1975c, 1978b. The variation in cereal names (*bhars-, *ieuo-)
and verbs (*melh,- [h, due to Luvian mammalh -, Melchert 1993b], *alh 1 -) should not be allowed to detract
from the semantic unity of the phrase, which goes back to the dawn of agriculture among the Indo-Europeans.
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Go ye forth in peace
who read this text;
Poccetti 205 (Marrucinian):
sacracrix
cibat. cerria
Licina Saluta
(Here) lies
the priestess of Ceres,
Licina Saluta.
The pattern of straddling word order and alliteration of the verb with the following
element is constant. Vetter himself saw that this word order in the Faliscan text proved
the author was writing verse.
The fourth line reasserts the first-person style of the speaking object in a mincing, diminutive mode. The solution to the lacuna is given by Giacomelli Al eco urna
tita uendias... 'I am the urna tita of Vendia': urna tita must have a pragmatic meaning
not far from our 'piggy bank'. The restoration is secure:
eqo urnela [ti]tela

fitaidupes

I'm the little urna tita ...
with double diminutivization. The rest of the line is, however, obscure. 5
The fifth line continues at first both the first person and the diminutive mode. It
empowers a reconstruction for the final verb of the first line and then brings about a
highly complex resolution to the poem as an epigrammatic whole. The final line is
arcentelom huticilom

:

pe : parai[ ]douiad.

The precious verb form pe:parai gives the preform for Latin peperi 'I have given birth
(to)'; the urnela titela is the subject, the likewise diminutivized arcentelom huticilom
the object. The first is clearly 'silver'; the second is less certain, but looks like a
derivative of the verbal adjective 'poured', *ghu-to-, Greek
Old Latin (ex)futi,
with a meaning comparable to the financial senses of 'ready' and 'liquid'.
The line is not finished; there remains the verb form douiad. As Vetter saw, there
is probable nothing missing in the small lacuna before it; the space functions as a dash.
The verb can scarcely be anything but 3sg. subjunctive of 'give': Vetter paraphrases
'her damit ; Szemerenyi 1987:2.896 is inconclusive. We thus obtain a finish
something like
5. I have no explanation forfitaidupes. Earlier suggestions are recorded in Vetter and Giacomelli.
If it is one word rather than the two usually assumed, note the curious resemblance to South Picene (Penna
S. Andrea.)pidaitupas, compared to Umbrian eitipes by Eichner, 1988-90 [19921:200.
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arcentelom huticilom

peparai — douiad

I've given birth to a little bit of ready silver — let her give!
Pace Vetter the interjected douiad is an integral part of the verse line. As the last
hemistich it forms both a metrical and a grammatical responsion to the first hemistich
of the poem: Ceres far me[la]tom and peparai—douiad both contain six syllables with
stress on the fourth, a cadence '4 5 6, and both have feminine subjects. We have both
a phonetic and a grammatical index of closure, a dunad (for the term see chap. 9).
The first line of our poem is a traditional blessing formula, as we have seen: May
Ceres (give) ground grain, Liber wine. A similar blessing forms the closing line of a
Paelignian inscription, Vetter 213:
dida uus deti

hanustu Herentas

May gracious Venus give you riches.
Here 'give' (3sg. subjunctive) is precisely what we expect and find. In the Faliscan
Ceres inscription we expect the same, but we find not 'give' but a verb [ ]rad. I suggest
that the composer of this epigram has altered the traditional blessing, to frustrate our
expectation, and in place of 'give' (douiad) put [pa]rad 'give birth (to)'.6 This verb
of 'frustrated expectation' makes a lexical verbal responsion, ring-composition with
the apparent final verb of the text,peparai. The frustrated expectation is then resolved
at the very end, by the interjected douiad: as the real final verb of the text, it makes real
ring-composition with the underlying, expected verb of the blessing, which is douiad.
Marking the identities by boxing in different lines we have
Ceres far me[la]tom

Louf[i]r ui[no]m |p[a]rad|

arcentelom huticilom

| peparai [—[douiad]

The double line boxes the identity of syllable count and feminine subject. The plain
line boxes the identity which is ring-composition of frustrated expectation. The
broken line boxes the identity which is ring-composition of the real underlying form.
We can thus restore and re-establish the true form of the traditional blessing:
*Ceres far melatom

Loufir uinom douiad.

This Faliscan poet has produced an epigram for an occasion. With all the techniques
of quotation (poem within a poem), frustrated expectation, traditional epithet, distraction of word order, diminutivization, complex ring-composition, and resolution he has
6. From the thematic *paro whose participle is Latin parent- 'parent' beside the io-stem of Latin
pario 'give birth'. Cf. Ernout-Meillet DEL s.vv. Vetter states that the first letter could be p or f, so we
may in fact legitimately just transcribe p[a]rad.
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deftly succeeded in four or five lines in incorporating and contextualizing a traditional
blessing formula and focusing its message onto the particular occasion itself. The
inscription of the poem on the pot transforms the simple gift into a strena, as Vetter
rightly terms it, a ritual gift which brings good fortune and good luck. The object
comes from a necropolis of Old Falerii: small wonder that the recipient took it with her
to the grave.
In sixth-century Faliscan we can observe some of the first writing down of what
must have been a long oral tradition of poetry. On the other side of the Italian peninsula
in the central Adriatic region at about the same time we can observe another flourishing
Italic language and culture, South Picene. The language is a dialect of Sabellic, the
group that includes Umbrian (occupying the territory between Picenum and Etruria),
Oscan, and the several central Italic dialects like Sabine.7
In South Picenum we find a number of grave stelae from the sixth and fifth
centuries, sometimes adorned with a crude relief figure of a human face or body, with
extended texts written vertically, boustrophedon, or in elliptic spirals. These are
written in a local alphabet ultimately based on the Etruscan, yet distinct. They defied
reading (and a fortiori interpretation) for a long time, but thanks to recent work are now
yielding up their secrets.8 Many of these texts turn out to be poetic; their analysis is
currently ongoing and correspondingly controversial.9 The following examples of
poetic interpretation are offered in that spirit.
The stele of Bellante (TE[ramo] 2 Marinetti) is a large ovoid stone, 1.75 meters
in height, with a central human figure in relief, around which the inscription runs in
a spiral. Beginning on the left at the figure's right foot, it goes up and around his head,
then down, turning under the feet and continuing up on the left on the outside of the
first line, finishing at the height of the figure's shoulder. The letters are large and clear;
as is usual in South Picene each word is separated by a triple interpunct.10 The text
as written on the stone is thus continuous:
postin : viam : videtas : tetis : tokam : alies: esmen : vepses : vepeten
It is possible, though not absolutely certain, that we have a strophe of three heptasyllabic
lines each ending in a trisyllable:11
7. Close or identical to South Picene are several short, non-literary texts from fifth and fourth century Campania, as far south as Capua, written in the South Picene or the Etruscan alphabet. See Meiser
1986.
8. They are very ably edited by Anna Marinetti 1985, superseding all earlier treatments.
9. Eichner 1988-90 [1992] in three recent articles has offered a wealth of commentary, interpretation, and metrical analysis of several archaic Italic texts, South Picene (TE 5, AP 2), Faliscan (Vetter
242), Latin (Duenos inscription, Ernout 3), and the Novilara stele. While he brings much of value to the
understanding of these texts, I remain unconvinced by his (quantitative) metrical analyses, despite the
certainty with which they are presented.
10. The autonomy of the word in the sentence or poetic utterance may well indicate the presence
in the language of a demarcative stress, which functions to signal the presence of a word boundary. Initial
stress is the likeliest assumption.
11. As such describable as Early Irish stichic 73 lines.
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postin viam videtas
tetis tokam alies
esmen vepses vepeten
Along the way you see
12

buried in this tomb.
What is clear is that we have a run of sequential, concatenating or chain alliteration,
marked in boldface. Equally clear is the figure of poetic grammar in the last line,
distracted constituents of a noun phrase straddling the verb. Here the verb (participle?)
vepses splits esmen vepeten 'in this tomb'; verb and noun are also an etymological
figure.
These poetic figures are not likely to be borrowed from Greek; they are
independent and autonomous developments of an inherited and much more ancient
poetics. All three figures of the South Picene strophe (3x7 syllables)—concatenating
alliteration, distracted constituents, and figura etymologica—coexist in a single
Rigvedic gayatri strophe ( 3 x 8 syllables), 9.9.8:
nu navyase naviyase
suktaya sadhaya pathah
pratnavad rocaya rucah
Prepare the paths for every new hymn;
as before make your lights shine.
Cf. chap. 16. The Vedic etymological figure rocaya rucah (cf. also RV 9.49.5c,
6.39.4c) has itself an exact "etymological" equivalent in Archaic Latin, Ennius Ann.
156 lumina lucent ' (the slaves) light the lights'. But while the causative stem *loukeieis of Indo-European date (Hittite lukkizzi), the etymological figures are best regarded
as parallel but independent creations since they are capable of being freely formed at
any time.
Of the 21 South Picene inscribed stones (including the 'Warrior of Capestrano')
at least two and possibly more show the word order figure of distracted constituents
straddling a verb, which Vetter considered diagnostic for verse. The other sure
example is M(a)C(erata) 1 from Loro Piceno, written boustrophedon in four continuous lines:
apaes : qupat: esmin : pupunis : nir : mefiin : veiat : vepeti.
12. Among the stylistic features of the South Picene inscriptions is a taste for verbal play, ellipsis,
and ambivalence, which (as a manifestation of the obscure style [chap. 16]) serves as a barrier protecting
the poetic message. Here Tetis Alies may be the genitive (read perhaps Tites?) of a 'double' name Titos
Allios, but alies may also be 'of another'. The accusative tokam [= togam?] may be the 'covering' of the
defunct (i.e. the stele itself), but may also be something like the 'external form' of 'another', referring to
the standing figure carved in relief on the stone. For these reasons I forbear to translate the second line.
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The last three words are clearly 'lies (veiat) in the middle of the tomb (mefiin vepeti)'.
Marinetti has discussed very ably (106-7) the stylistic structure of the whole:
'paratactic with a formulary insertion, stylistically intended but of obscure motivation' . In the bipartite message she sees 'a disjunction for stylistic ends of the concept
"lie" of the dead, expressed by the two verbs qupat and veiat (= Faliscan cupat, lecet,
Latin cubat, iacet), correlated as an expressive choice with the doubling of the deictic
reference in esmin I mefiin 'in this/in the middle (of)' both going with vepeti 'tomb'.
As she prints it,
apaes qupat esmin

pupunis nir
pupunis nir

mefiin veiat vepeti

The elder lies (qupat) in this (tomb), the Picene chief;
(The Picene chief) lies (veiat) in the middle of the tomb.
Depending on which line pupunis nir is counted with we have a strophic couplet of a
canonical Indo-European longer line and a shorter line, 7 + 4=11 and 8, or the reverse,
7 and 4 + 8 = 12. Alliteration marks the cadence of the last line, veiat vepeti.
Another pattern of alliteration may possibly be discerned in the cippus of
Castignano, A(scoli) P(iceno) 2.13 The stone is inscribed vertically on two faces,
which for internal reasons are to be read in the order a, b. One of the common
deployments of alliteration in Archaic Irish is concatenating, bridging hemistich or
line boundaries. If we so divide and so arrange the lines of this text we obtain the
following strophic structure of sides a and b of sequentially decreasing syllable count
(noted on the right):
a
b

matereih patereih qolofitur
qo
qupirih aritih imih puih
pupunum estufk apaius
adstaiuh suais manus
meitimum

10
9
8
7
3

He who well . . . _s mother (and) father,
(him)14 here the elders of the Picenes
have set up with their own hands
as memorial (uel sim.)
(tr. after Eichner)
The last lines 7 + 3 = 10 also equal the first in syllable count. The extreme extraposition
of the nominative singular (with Eichner) relative pronoun puih to the very end of its
clause is a surely conscious poetic figure of "non-configurational" word order. The
13. Divergent colometry and quantitative metrical analysis ("trochaic") in Eichner 1988-90 [1992]:
200-1; a speculative but in many ways convincing interpretation and translation ibid. 195.7.
14. The stele itself, topped by a human head in relief, is probably anthropomorphic and represents
the defunct.
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identical figure with the same relative pronoun (in the dative singular) recurs for a
certainty in the contemporary inscription from Penna San Andrea (TE[ramo] 5),15 in
which a lengthy sequence of twenty words and seven or eight alliterative pairs (as in
TE 2 cited above) finishes at the very end of the inscription,
praistaklasa posmui.
Who has (to whom is) this eminence/token of award.
Here praistakla-sa makes both an etymological figure and a semantic play on the verb
praistait 'furnishes, provides, praestat' earlier in the text, as Eichner suggests.
The first age of poetry in Italy is not confined to Faliscan and South Picene, nor
are the texts we have examined their only poetic monuments. It is to be hoped that
further study will yield more results and that the soil of Italy may yet give up more
verbal treasures. The advent of writing in Italy in the seventh and sixth centuries only
opened a window onto an extraordinarily thriving world of different but related poetic
cultures.

15. Conjectural translation, commentary, and metrical analysis in Eichner 1988-90 [1992]: 198-200.

11
Most ancient Indo-Europeans
1. Hittite ritual and the antecedents of drama
Most scholars and thinkers since Aristotle have proceeded on the assumption that the
chorus of Greek drama, certainly the chorus of comedy and satyr-play and possibly the
chorus of tragedy as well, originated with the cult of Dionysos.1 Henrichs cites a
number of recent treatments, from Pickard-Cambridge and Webster 1962 through
Burkert 1966 to Winnington-Ingram 1985. For tragedy this view has been challenged
or modified by other scholars 'who prefer to situate tragedy and its chorus more
concretely in the contemporary framework of the polis religion and of active
Dionysiac cult' (Henrichs),2 in the social and psychological context of the Greek citystate in the crucial 5th century, which spanned the birth and death of tragedy in Athens.
These views were originally expressed and elaborated by the French schools of Henri
Jeanmaire, Louis Gernet, and subsequently Jean-Pierre Vernant and Pierre VidalNaquet. In a contribution originally presented in 1968, Vernant wrote 'Over the last
half century the inquiries of Greek scholars have centered above all on the origins of
tragedy ... thus the problem of origins is, in a sense, a false one. It would be better
to speak of antecedents.'3 Virtually the same was said by Gemet in a 1953 essay4 (on
Jeanmaire's Dionysos): 'As a historical problem that of the origins of tragedy could
well be a pseudo-problem. We can perceive the surroundings; we can just catch a
glimpse of some antecedents' (1982:97). It is in their sense that I use the terms
antecedents in my title.
It is not my intention in this chapter to address the question of possible ritual
antecedents, direct or indirect, of drama in Greece, and still less the question of the
position of tragedy or the role of Dionysos, which is the thrust of Henrichs' own work.
My aim is much simpler. I find the evolutionist ritual model (tragedy as sacrifice) of
1. Here and in the next lines I follow the historical introduction, with rich bibliography, of an as yet
unpublished monograph by my colleague Albert Henrichs (1993).
2. Citing Goldhill 1987 and 1990.
3. Vernant and Vidal-Naquet 1988:23.
4. Collected in Gernet 1982a:81-118.
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Burkert 1966 oversimplified and overstated, as in his concluding line 'Human
existence face to face with death—that is the kernel of
(p. 121), but I do find
myself in sympathy with the arguments advanced by Seaford 1984, in the introduction
to his edition of the only satyr-play we have preserved more or less intact, Euripides'
Cyclops, particularly his straightforward conclusion (p. 14) that 'the unfashionable
view that the performance of tragedy originated in the practice of ritual is thereby
confirmed.' I would only substitute 'has its antecedents' for 'originated'.
As we noted in chap. 4, the great majority of our documents in the 2ndmillennium Anatolian languages Hittite, Luvian, and Palaic are rituals. Thanks to the
diligence of the Hittite scribes and their supervisors these clay tablets, inscribed and
recopied often over centuries, faithfully record, catalogue, and preserve all the details
of these rituals: the requisite material objects and their sequential manipulation and
deployment in ritual acts, and the verbatim recording of all the ritual utterances and
their speakers in their proper sequence. The purpose is to assure the correct and
flawless regular re-performance of the ritual, on which the well-being of the society
was felt to rest. The result for us is that we are far better informed about 2ndmillennium Anatolian ritual than about that of any other Indo-European culture of the
period, and indeed better than Greece in the 5th century and earlier.
My aim as a comparatist in this chapter is simply to call to the attention of
Hellenists certain manifestations within Hittite and Anatolian rituals which show clear
and striking affinities to what we think of as drama. They thus afford a typological
comparandum to the possible but unattested antecedents of Greek drama in ritual. The
comparison is typological, and the Hittite and Luvian rituals in question are more than
a thousand years earlier than 5th-century Athens. Still, it is well to remember that
Anatolian-speaking and Greek-speaking cultures were geographically contiguous and
certainly in contact at this early period, and that the worship of Dionysos is attested in
second-millennium Mycenean Greek documents.
My first example is taken from one of a collection of Old Hittite compositions
grouped together by Laroche as CTH 820, Benedictions pour le tabarna-roi. CTH
820.5 was unearthed in 1933 (excavation no. 406/c) but not published (in cuneiform
autograph) until 1973, as K(eilschrifttexte am) Bo(ghazkoi) 21.22. The fragmentary
text has been transliterated and translated by Kellerman 1978 and (independently)
Archi 1979.
The text is a single-column tablet, written continuously on recto and verso. The
beginning is broken off, as is the colophon that probably followed verso 57' in the
empty space at the end. The intelligible part contains a series of ritual episodes,
graphically demarcated by a double paragraph line. They each conclude with the
phrase AWAT x QATI 'The word/formula/spell (Hittite uttar) of the x is finished'.
Compare Ro. 18'-21', which contains the only first person singular of the celebrant:
kasa GlS.ERIN karpiemi nu labarnas taluqaus MU HI.A -us
usneskimi kasa GlS.ERIN karpiemi n=asta
SAL
tawanannas taluqaus MUHI.A-us usneskimi
AWAT GlS.ERIN arahza QATI
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Behold! I lift up the scales, and I put up for sale5 the long
years of the Labarna-king; behold, I lift up the scales, and
I put up for sale the long years of the Tawananna-queen.
The spell of the scales outside is finished.
If that spell involved pantomime and the manipulation of an object, perhaps with
the words being accompanying explanation, another clearly includes question and
answer, even if we have no indication of anyone speaking besides the celebrant. Verso
36'-45':
D

IM-as wattaru uit n=at mahh[an iyan
katta=sara=at=kan NA4-ta uedan iskiy[an
n=at parsanes pahsanta watar=sed=a=kan[
luliaz araszi n-an pahhasnuandu lab[arn]an
[LUG]AL-un passiles n=as DUTU-wa<s> AN.BAR kisar[u
D

IM=as wattaru iyanzi nu=wa wattaru mahhan iyan
kunnanit=at uedan arzilit=at hanissan
AN.BAR=at iskiyan n=asta DIM-nas tan annas=sis
kattanta pait n-at=za esat DIM-ni=as AMA.-SU
labarni=ma=as ishiessa=ssit AWAT NA4passilas QATI
There came the fountain of the Storm God. How is it made?
From bottom to top it is made of stone, it is coated with [
Panthers protect it. But its water [ ] flows from a pool.
Let them protect him, the pebbles the Labarna-king, and let him
become the iron of the Sun God.
They make the fountain of the Storm God. "How is the fountain made?"
It is made with copper, it is plastered with gypsum, it is
coated with iron. The mother of the Storm God came down
for the second time, and she sat down on it. For the
Storm God she is his mother, but for the Labarna she is
his binding. The spell of the pebbles is finished.
The quotation marks in the question in the second paragraph translate the particle =wa
of direct, quoted speech. The symbolism of much of this allusive and elliptic, perhaps
condensed or abbreviated spell escapes us, but the question and answer is apparent, as
is the hymnic, dithyrambic choral character of the benediction. The action of the Storm
God's mother sitting on the fountain recalls the epithet sadddyoni- of Agni (RV
5.43.12) and the verb phrase yonim sad- 'sit on the seat' of Agni, Mitra-Varuna, and
5. In the interest of the buyer, i.e. the king and the queen, as shown by Neu 1980:82. The frankly
commercial metaphor in the ritual is striking.
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other Vedic deities. The 'mandate' (see Melchert 1988) represents a contractual
notion of obligation, cf. ishiul 'contract' from the same verbal stem ishiya- 'bind' . It
appears to symbolize the divine legitimization of the Labarna-king and his authority.
The most striking in dramatic character of the spells of this text is that contained
in Verso 22'-30', between the two just cited. Here an almost stichomythic riddling
dialogue leads directly into a veritable hymnic chorale. The dialogue exchange is
formally marked by the particle =wa of quoted speech. The text follows:
has nu kuez uwasi suppaz=wa uwami
nu=wa kuez suppayaz zahanittennaz=wa
nu=wa kuez zahanittennaz DUTU-was=wa E-az
nu=wa kuez DUTU-az esri=set=wa GIBIL-an GAB-SU GIBIL
[SAG]-ZU=wa GIBIL-an LU-tar=set=wa newan
[KA x U]DHI.A-SU-wa SA UR.MAH IG[I HI.A -SU-wa h]aranas
[nu=wa h]aranili sa<ku>i[skizzi
]xnammapara[
] AWAT
[
"Open!"
"Whence comest thou?"
"From the Holy."
"From what Holy?"
"From the zahanittenna."
"From what zahanittenna?"
"From the house of the Sun-God."
"From what Sun-God?"
"His form is new, his breast is new,
his head is new, his manhood is new."
"His teeth are those of a lion; his eyes are those of an eagle;
he sees like an eagle."
] moreover forth [
] the spell of the [

(is finished)

The initial imperative 'open! '6 provides a dramatic frame to begin the dialogue,
6. The variant he-e-es of the parallel passage KUB 55.2 (Bo 2226) Vo. 5' (cited in full below) proves
that ha-a-as here must be the imperative of hass-lhess- 'open' (cf. Oettinger 1979:50) rather than the
nominative singular ha-a-as 'ashes; soda ash; potash; soap', with earlier commentators. So Kellerman's
'Washing powder!' 'formula [of the washing powder]', Archi's '(Questae) sostanza purificatrice' 'il detto
[della sostanza purificatrice]', and Puhvel's lapidary 'Soap, whence comest thou? From clean[sing supply]
I come' (1991:210). The error is understandable, if amusing; soap (has) is utilized in other Hittite rituals.
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a device that is still with us today from doorkeeper scenes to knock-knock jokes. This
is its first appearance in the Indo-European speaking world. For the adjective suppi'ritually pure, consecrated, holy' see Watkins 1975d. The word zahanittenna- is
attested only here, and its meaning is unknown. It is probably a Hattic loanword,7
perhaps a word for a particular house or temple.
We are fortunate in having another version of this same spell, in two fragments
which duplicate each other. They make it clear that the dialogue part involves two
speakers, a 'chamberlain' (DUMU E.GAL), one of the palace personnel, and the 'Old
Woman' (SALSU.GI) familiar from countless Hittite rituals. The "choral" part is
separated by a paragraph line, and carries no indication of speakers or singers.8 The
two texts are (A) KUB 20.54 + KBo 13.122 (41/s, unearthed in 1960, published in
cuneiform 1967)9 and (B) KUB 55.2 (Bo. 2226, published in cuneiform 1985). I give
a composite based on B, with restorations from A in parentheses. B ro 5' follows the
paragraph line. A 1 is the first line of the verso; the recto is missing.
Ro.

5'
7'

Vo.

1

3
5

DUMU (E.GAL)] tezzi hes SALSU.G[(I tezz)i nu kuezza
(uwatte)]eni10 UMM4 DUMU E.GAL su[(ppayaza=wa pe)dazauwaueni
UMMA SAL5]U.GI nu=wa kuezza suppay[aza peda(za UMMA DUMU
E.GAL zaha<ne>t)tenaza UMMA SALSU.GI
(nu=wa kue)]zza zahanettennaza UMMA DUMU E.GAL [UM[MA]]?
(DUTU-as=wa par!na)]z11 UMMA SALSU.GI nu=war=as GIM-an
D
UTU-us
(esri=sset=w)]a neuwan GAB-£f/=wa neuwan pisna[(tar=set=wa
(neuwan SA)]G.DU-ZU AN.BAR-as KA x UD-SU=wa SA UR.MAH
s[akuwa=set=wa
(harran)as nu=wa haranil]i sakuiskizzi uddani=set=a=w[(a neuwan)
The chamberlain says,12 "Open!"
The Old Woman says, "Whence come ye?"
As follows the chamberlain: "We come from the Holy Place."
As follows the Old Woman: "From what Holy Place?"

7. The audience of these benedictions for the labarna-king is clearly Hattic; the Hattic divinities
T]eneraius DTetepiris[ in the fragmentary following section, Vo. 34', recur in the same order in a Hattic
recitation in KUB 28.74 Ro. 7. The same Hattic text (Vo. 1,3) contains both the words tabarna 'king' and
hapalkian 'of iron', recalling the second of our Hittite spells cited above.
8. The "choral" parts of both (one was still unpublished) were first treated by Neu and Otten in 1972,
in their classic paper equating the SumerogramL U - n a t a r'manhood' with the new versions' pisnatar, thus
demonstrating the reading pisna- for the Hittite word for 'man, male' (Sumerogram LU) and its evident
etymology *pes-nd- 'having a *pes-' (cf. Greek
< *pes-os, Latin penis < *pes-ni-).
9. Edited by Kellerman 1978 and Archi 1979.
10. A u-wa-at-te-ni, B ]-e-ni.
11. So Kellerman. The tablet has an-na-az.
12. Dialogue sentences introduced by tezzi 'says' lack the quotative particle =wa. Those introduced
by UMMA 'as follows' have it, as do those of the following "chorale", with one probably inadvertent
exception. But see n. 15 below.
D
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As follows the chamberlain: "From the zahanettenna."
As follows the Old Woman: "From what zahanettenna?"
As follows the chamberlain: "From the house of the Sun-God."
As follows the Old Woman: "How is he, the Sun-God?"
"His form is new, his breast is new, his manhood is new.
His head is of iron, his teeth are those of a lion, his eyes
are those of an eagle, and he sees like an eagle. <A11> that of
his13 in the spell, moreover, is new."
The text clearly describes the performance of a ritual dialogue by the palace
personnel. Note that the chamberlain (DUMU E.GAL) is in the singular throughout,
despite the plurality ('Whence come ye?' 'We come . . . ' ) of his role in this version.
He is thus by a dramaturgic convention a spokesperson for the group, like the Marat
in the dialogue hymn RV 1.165. Note also how the successive questions of the
dialogue lead into the hymnic chorale, which is framed by the neuwan '(is) new'
clauses. The pregnant notion of 'renewal' is apparent in another Old Hittite ritual with
close affinities to the texts we have cited: KUB 29.1 and its duplicates (one in the Old
Kingdom ductus), CTH 414, the famous 'Bauritual'. It is most recently edited by
Carini 1982 and Marazzi 1982. Note only ii 48-54, with a variant of the same
"chorale":
D

UTU-us
U-ass=a utne EGIR-pa LUGAL-i maniah)<hir>
MUHI.A-ass=a EGIR<-pa> newahhir nahsarattan
newahhir
D

ALAM-i=ssi14 NAGGA-as ier SAG.DU-ZU AN.BAR-as
ier sakuwa=ssi AMUSEN-as ier
KA x UDHI.A=ma=ssi UR.MAH-as ier.
The Sun-God and the Storm-God have entrusted the land to the king;
They have renewed his years, they have renewed his awesomeness.
They have made his form of steel (lit. tin), they have made his
head of iron, they have made his eyes those of an eagle,
they have made his teeth those of a lion.
This lengthy ritual involves substantial recitation, as punctuated and italicized in
13. This interpretation of uddani=set=a—wa (the reading is sure) is very uncertain. Neu and Otten
omit it.
14. Here and in the following the Old Hittite original probably had =ssit 'his' in place of =ssi 'to
him', to judge by the Akkadogram in SAG.DU-ZU 'his head' and the variants we have seen: ALAM is the
Sumeroeram for Hittite eSri.
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Carini 1982. Even the freestanding fire altar (GUNNI, Hittite hassas : Latin ara) has
a small speaking role (iii 47 etc.):
GUNNI tezzi15 apat=wa=mu=za assu
The altar says, "For me that is good." (= "I like that.")
As our final example we may take a text first published in cuneiform only in 1988
(KUB 58.48), which is now edited with other duplicates and parallels identified by van
den Hout 1991. This scholar correctly identified the passage as 'a dramatic interlude
in the Hittite KI.LAM ritual'; for the latter see Singer 1983-84. As I stated in Watkins
1993:475, cf. 478: '. . . col. iv of the new tablet. .. contains a dialogue in dramatic
form—complete with stage directions—between the king and the chief of the men of
Tissaruliya, then at the king's behest between the chief of the bodyguards and the man
from Tissaruliya. This confirms the suggestion of I. Singer (StBoT 27.49,61-2) and
V.G. Ardzinba and V.V. Ivanov (cited ibid.) that the KI.LAM festival contained
episodes of a literary nature, recitations of mythological matter, perhaps in verse
(Ivanov), as clearly in l.b.iii l'-14'.16 The passage of 58.48 ... makes the impression
of an "entertainment" in dramatic dialogue form. Like the dramatic stichomythic and
choral episodes in other Hittite ritual texts... these texts have much to teach us about
the possible ritual origins (or "antecedents" . ..) of drama in Early Greece as well.'
In what follows I give a composite text and translation of van den Hout's 1. A =
KUB 58.48 Vo. iv l'-16' and duplicate l.B KUB 36.45,1'-l1'. Occasional additions
have been made to the translation from his 2. KUB 43.31, left col. 1'-11', which appears
to be in the old ductus, and 3.A. KBo 13.228 Ro. and 3.B. KUB 44.10 Vo. These are
enclosed in square brackets. Conjectures or interpretations of mine are enclosed in
parentheses.
LUGAL-us EGIR-pa G] AL MESEDI piezzi
UMMA S(U]-MA ma=wa zahhiya
LUGAL-us t]ezzi nu=wa=tta kuit
kasa=tt]a=wa DU-an atta =man
nu=wa marnuan kitta nu=w]a UZU UDU kitta
et nu=z[a ispai eku nu]=za ninki
UMMA SU-MA takkumi=wa UL=wa=z etmi
15. Here the dialogue sentences introduced by tezzi 'says' do contain the particle =wa; see note 12
above.
16. These KI.LAM 'gate-house' ritual passages are now discussed in Eichner 1993:112-113. In the
first it is tempting to see a bird's name in the unexplained 'tiestes lanes of the sea (arunas)', namely the
abundant blackheaded gull, Larus ridibundus, whose present winter range covers almost all of central
Anatolia as well as its littoral according to the map in Jonsson 1993:264. If the similarity laries: Greek
'("sea") gull' is not just coincidental, tuhhandat 'sobbed, gasped' would refer to this bird' s cry, described
in Jonsson as 'a nasal melodious 'auhr', near colonies screaming and obtrusive'. The verse (KBo 10.24 iii
11'-14', Singer 2.18) would then mean something like 'When the tiestes gulls of the sea sobbed, the divine
ones above in heaven were shrieking.'
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takkumi=wa UL=wa=z ekumi zahhiya=wa
uwanun LUGAL-s=a tezzi
kuit=a=wa zahhiya=ma ues nu=wa SIG5-in

GAL LUMES URUTissaruliya LUGAL-i
menahhanda SAG.DU-ZU ninikzi
tasta paizzi EGIR-pa=ma=as
namma uizzi n=as NA 4huwasiya
hikta LUGAL-us GAL MESEDI
piezi GAL MESEDI <GAL> LUMES URUTissaruliya
punuszi kuit=wa ues
UMMA SUMA kuitma=wa [
paun ERINMES-az=mis=a
hanti sarrattati
[the king sends the chief of the bodyguards (to ask the chief of the men of
the city of Tissaruliya)
"Why have you come?"
"I would like to call upon the king."
The chief of the bodyguards brings the message to the king.
The king sends back] the chief of the bodyguards.
As follows (the man of Tissaruliya): "I would like to fight."
The king says, "What to you (have I done?) Behold,
for you (I have invoked?) the Storm-God my father.
[Marnuan-drink has been set out,] mutton has been set out.
Eat and satisfy your hunger, drink and satisfy your thirst."
As follows (the man of Tissaruliya): "I will (hold out?) I
will not eat. I will (hold out? I will not drink.)
I have come for a fight."
The king, however, says, "But why have you come for
a fight? (Everything is) fine."
The chief of the men of Tissaruliya shakes his head
at the king, and he departs. But then
he comes back, at the huwasi cultic stone he
bows before the king. The king sends the
chief of the bodyguards. The chief of the bodyguards
questions the chief of the men of Tissaruliya:
"Why have you come?"
As follows (the man of Tissaruliya): "While ... I went
but my army has broken apart."
One can only speculate what is meant or intended by this dramatic interlude, but it is
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certain that it formed a part of the Old Hittite KI.LAM (gate-house) ritual, a cult
ceremony of Hattic origin, involving liturgical recitations in Hattic and lasting for three
days. The 'men of Tissaruliya' otherwise figure only as cultic functionaries who get
rations in the KI.LAM tablets (Singer 1983-84:1.26 et passim). Another set of texts,
CTH 742, mention 'women of Tissaruliya' (SALMES URUT.), who sing in Hattic.
Clearly the city was at some point real, and Hattic-speaking or in the Hattic sphere.
Perhaps our text is a historical playlet, a vignette which is a dramatic re-enactment of
the hostilities or tensions between the immigrating Hittites and the autochthonous
Hattic speakers. This dramatic vignette might have concluded with a symbolic reenactment of the resolution of those conflicts, in the cultural symbiosis of Hittite and
Hattic which is attested by the continued performance of the ritual itself. Our text
unquestionably goes back to the Old Hittite period, as do all the others we have
examined in this chapter. The implication is clear: by the 17th century B.C. we have
unambiguous evidence for the incorporation of self-contained episodes of dramatic
dialogue into the performance of ritual in Hittite Anatolia. The seeds of drama are
there.
In just the same way Levi 1890:301f. could point to the seeds of Indian drama
already in the dialogue hymns of the Rigveda.17 As he noted, the number of speakers
is never more than three, and frequently a collective personage, a sort of chorus,
functions as a character. Thus the dialogue of Indra, Agastya, and the (spokesman for
the) Maruts, Sarama and the (spokesman for the) Panis, just as we saw in Hittite the
King, the chief of the bodyguards, and the (spokesman for the) men of Tissaruliya. And
the different versions of the Hittite question-and-answer series, climaxing in the
question 'How is the Sun-God? / What Sun-God?' which elicits the choral hymn of
definition of the deity, find an exact counterpart in the dialogue of the divine bitch
Sarama and the Panis, RV 10.108. I cite just the first one or two padas of the first four
verses:
kim icchanti sarama predam anat
The Pani:

In search of what did Sarama come here?
indrasya dutir isita carami
maha icchanti panayo nidhin vah

Sarama:

Sent as Indra's messenger I come
in search of your great treasures, o Panis.
kidrnn indrah sarame ka drsika
yasyedarn dutir asarah parakat

The Pani: What is Indra like, o Sarama, what is his appearance,
as whose messenger you have come from afar?
17. 1.165,170, 179; 3.33; 4.18; 7.33; 8.100; 10.10,28, 51-53, 86, 95, 108, thus already in the oldest
layer, the Family Books.
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naharn tarn veda dabhyam dabhat sa
yasyedam dutir asaram parakat
Sarama:

I do not know him as one to be deceived; he deceives,18
as whose messenger I have come from afar.

In India as well as Anatolia dramatic dialogue in ritual hymnic poetry is already fully
developed and skillfully deployed by the middle of the 2nd millennium B.C. Had we
such texts from Crete, Mycenae, or Athens from the same period it is not unlikely that
they would exhibit the same phenomenon.

2. The language and poetry of the Trojans
This section subsumes and brings fresh evidence for the thesis, advocated first in
Watkins 1986, that the language of Troy and the Trojans in the northeast corner of
Anatolia was a variety of Luvian, close to if probably not identical with the language
of our Cuneiform Luvian monuments of the middle of the 2nd millennium.
Among our Cuneiform Luvian texts is the ritual of one Puriyanni, which sets
forth in detail directions for performing a private household ritual of sympathetic
magic, a conjuration designed to ward off evil and impurity from someone's house.
For the whole text and its dating see Starke 1985:55f.; the oldest tablets, from the
beginning of the 14th century, are themselves for internal reasons copies of an earlier
archetype of at least 15th-century date. The text is bilingual: the directions for the
ritual actions are in Hittite while the ritual utterances, what we may call the "spells",
are in Luvian. The 'Conjuration of water and salt' in KUB 35.54 Vo. iii 12-21 contains
two paragraphs, the first in Hittite and the second in Luvian:
nu=ssan ANA GAL GIR4 kuit watar lahuwan
MUN=ya=kan anda ishuwan
n=at=kan E-ri anda papparaszi
ANA BEL SISKUR=ya=ssan sara papparaszi
nu kissan memai
waarsa=tta ID-ti [nan]amman
MUN-sa=pa alati uwa[niyati] upamman
waarsa=tta zil[a ID-i] anda nawa iti
MUN-sa=pa=[tta z]ila ali uwaniya na[wa it]i
(Hittite) The water which is poured into the clay bowl
and the salt which is shaken in it
18. The reciprocal figure is a variant of 'the slayer slain' formula defining the hero or the divinity,
discussed in chap. 33: RV 8.84.9 ndkir yam ghnanti hdnti yah 'whom none slay, who slays'.
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he sprinkles in the house
and sprinkles on the celebrant
and speaks as follows:
(Luvian) "The water is led from the river
and the salt is brought from the steep rock face;
the water to the river nevermore will go back
and the salt to the steep rock face nevermore will go back."19
We recognize at once the rhythmic, grammatically parallel, syntactic strophic style of
the Luvian spell, which is clearly verbal art.
The adjective ali- 'high, lofty, steep' of mountains, rock face, may have been
borrowed, perhaps as a toponym, by Mycenean Greek speakers and transformed into
(
Pindar, Aeschylus),
(
Homer), 'steep (rock)'. The
Luvian form al-i-, with lengthened a in open syllable, may be related to the family of
Latin al-tus.
Now this Luvian adjective has one further attestation, which has serious
implications: it is an epithet for the city of Wilusa. The city of Wilusa or Wilusiya is
well attested in Hittite texts, as a city of the Luvian-speaking Arzawa lands of Western
Anatolia, with a king Alaksandus whose name immediately recalled Alexandros, the
other name of the Trojan prince Paris, son of Priam. For this and other reasons the
identification of Wilusa with Greek (F)I
(W)ilios, one of the names for Troy, was
made long ago and is today widely, though not universally, accepted (Guterbock 1986;
skeptical Bryce 1988).
It is therefore of considerable interest that Wilusa is also found in a very special
Luvian-language context and genre: the 'sacred songs' (Hittite suppa uddar) of the
rituals of the cultic city of Istanuwa. The location of the city is unknown, but its name
must be derived from that of the Anatolian Sun-deity, Hittite Istanu- from Hattic
Estan.20 Among our Luvian texts the rituals from Istanuwa occupy a place apart, as
Laroche saw (1959:12). The vocabulary is often unlike that of the usual Luvian
magical texts, though morphology and syntax are straightforwardly Luvian. It is
possible, though not certain, that they represent a special dialect, but the real difference
is that these 'sacred words' 'develop different themes', in Laroche's phrase. The
19. The interpretation of Luvian waar (+ neuter -sa) as 'water' is confirmed by its cognates Vedic
var, scanned disyllabic vaar, and Latin ur-ina ' * water'. That of ali- uwani-, the place where salt comes from,
as ali- 'high, lofty, steep' or the like (an epithet of mountains) and uwani(ya)- 'rock face, cliff, escarpment',
is confirmed by a new Hittite text unearthed in 1986 and published in 1988, the Bronze Tablet treaty Bo 86/
299 (Otten 1988) ii 5ff., to be translated 'When they drive (livestock) from the Hulaya river land to the great
saltlick rock face (salli lapani' waniya), they should not take the saltlick rights ( lapanalianza) away from
him. They are given to the king of Tarhuntassa, and he can take the salt (MUN) at any time.' Luvian lapan(with Glossenkeil in the Hittite texts) is not 'summer pasture' but 'saltlick', a derivative of 'lick' (Hittite
lip-), IE *leb- in English lap, lip. Cuneiform Luvian uwani(ya)- 'rock face' is the same stem as
Hieroglyphic wani(ya)- 'dressed stone, stele' confirming the source of salt. Guterbock observed that just
such a stratum of white salt on the face of a mountain was visible from the national highway near Delice in
Central Anatolia. Sec Watkins 1986, 1987d, 1987e, and now Melchert 1993b.
20. See the discussion in Puhvel, HED s.v.
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language describing the ritual is Hittite; the Luvian parts are incipits ('Liedanfange'
Starke 1985:300) of interspersed choral chants and responsions, which are sung
(SIR RU , ishamiskanzi). In short they are Luvian verbal art, Luvian poetry. Following
Starke ibid, there are good linguistic grounds for dating the Istanuwa texts as a group
to the Old Hittite period (16th century).
The text to which I called particular attention in Watkins 1986 is KBo 4.11,456 (Starke 1985:339-42):
EGIR-SUDSuwasuran ekuzi
ahh=ata=ta alati awienta Wilusati
(Hittite) Then he drinks to the god Suwasuna (and they sing:)
(Luvian) "When they21 came from steep Wilusa."
As I suggested there, we have the beginning of a Luvian epic lay about the city of
Wilusa, which we may equate with (W)ilios or Troy: a"Wilusiad". This view has been
accepted by some (Eichner 1993), received with skepticism by others (Bryce 1988).
But there can be no disagreement about the poetics of this line of Luvian verse, which
is quite clear. We have two half lines which rhyme, and an alliteration bridges the
break. The word order has been permuted according to the by now familiar pattern of
Indo-European poetic syntax, the adjective (epithet) distracted from its constituent
noun to straddle the verb, and both adjective and noun adjoining metrical boundary.
All that can scarcely be accidental:
ahh=ata=ta alati II aWIenta Wilusati.
In this single line of Luvian poetry we can plainly see the same aesthetic and the same
poetic devices—phonetic, morphological, and syntactic—which inform the mantras
of the Indo-Iranian kavis and the epic and lyric verses of the Greek aoidoi. As well as
signaling the stylistic figure of the distracted noun phrase, the rhyme in alati II ...
wilusati, at the end of successive hemistichs in the privileged poem-initial position of
prominence, can be exactly paralleled by the end-rhymes in RV 4.53.7cd, where the
lines occupy the privileged poem-final position of prominence:
sa nah ksapabhir ahabhis ca jinvatu
prajavantam rayim asme sam invatu
Let him strengthen us by night and by day,
let him produce for us wealth in offspring.
A close variant of our Luvian line occurs in another text, also as a first line. It is found
in a fragmentary paragraph in KUB 35.102(+) 103 iii 1 1ff., following a colophon and
a double paragraph line, indicating the beginning of a new text, as discussed in Watkins
1986:60. The paragraph reads:
21. For the subject pronoun —ala (with intransitive verb) see Melchcrt 1993b s.v. a-, with reference.
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alati=tta ahha LU-is awita [
GIRMES -ta=du tarweya issara=d[u
duwazan tiyammin dupit[a
sarra i[ ]x-la tarsrta
When the man came from steep [
his feet..., his hands [. ..
He beat the ... earth [
up the ... he .. .-ed
For suggestions about the last three lines see Watkins 1986:60 and Eichner 1993:110;
they will not concern us further. But in the first line it is difficult not to restore
[Wilusati] in the lacuna on the right, yielding (with Luvian phonetic reading of the
Sumerogram for 'man' LU-is) two formulaic variants as first lines (whether of the
same or of related texts):
alati=tta ahha zitis II awita [Wilusati]
ahh=ata=ta alati II awienta Wilusati
When the man22 came from steep [Wilusa]
When they came from steep Wilusa.
Compare from the initial pada of the first and third verse of the same Rigvedic hymn,
6.23.la, 3a:
suta" it tvam II nimisla indra s6me
pata sutam II indro astu somam
You are indulging, o Indra, in the pressed soma
Let Indra be the drinker of the pressed soma.
The positions relative to metrical boundary of the distracted noun-phrase constituents,
as well as their order (Adj. + N), are identical in the two languages, Luvian and Vedic.
The number and the precision of the similarities in the manipulation of poetic formulas
are such that we must assume inheritance from a common poetic grammar O', just as
the morphophonemic precision of the equation Hittite 3sg. kuen-zi 13pl. kun-anzi and
Vedic 3sg. hdn-ti / 3pl. ghn-dnti is by itself sufficient to require assumption of
inheritance from a common grammar O. The relative rarity and isolation of these
examples in Anatolian, given their special character among our limited documentation
of Luvian, is methodologically no object. For all that the Indo-European languages
of 2nd-millennium Anatolia have been in contact with and doubtless culturally
influenced by the poetic traditions of Hattic on the one hand and Hurrian on the other,
it is clear that there is a significant inherited Indo-European component in their poetics
as well.
22. With overt subject the pronominal subject clitic is not necessary.
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In Watkins 1988 I called attention to the similarity of our two Luvian lines in
thematics and poetic devices to the first line (subsequently repeated as a sort of refrain)
of the Old Welsh epic lay of the Gododdin,
gwyr a AETH GatrAETH
The men who went to Catraeth
and to the first lines of the Cyclic Epic Aithiopis (fr. I Allen):

Thus they performed the burial of Hector. Then came the Amazon,
daughter of great-hearted man-slaying Ares.
Similarly II. 3.189:

on that day when the Amazons came, peers of men.
For the poetic devices of sound texture compare the notation of the Old Welsh line with
the same of the Luvian:
ahh=ata=ta alati II aWIenta Wllusati
alati=tta ahha zitis II aWIta [Wllusati].
Another, more striking thematic link is the traditional epithet for the city of
(W)Ilios in Homer:
'steep'. It occurs 6 times, always verse-initial (//. 16.773
etc.). Is the semantic identity of Greek (F)
steep Ilios' and Luvian alati
Wilusati 'steep Wilusa' just coincidence, or just an elementary parallel to describe a
walled city? Or is it part of a common poetic tradition, a formulaic convention shared
between the two geographically contiguous languages, Luvian and Greek? 'If that
were so, it would raise all manner of implications for both history and literature in 2ndmillennium Greece and Anatolia,' as I concluded in Watkins 1986. If the Luvians had
a song or epic lay about Wilusa-(W)Ilios—Troy—it does not follow that the inhabitants of Wilusa-(W)Ilios—the Trojans—spoke Luvian. But it is one more link, and a
not inconsiderable one.
Another is the following. The name of the Luvian cult city of lstanuwa is derived
from that of the Anatolian Sun-God Istanu. Wilusa figures in the incipit of the Luvian
spell—suppa udddr 'holy words'—which is sung to the god Suwasuna. The name of
this deity, otherwise attested only in another Istanuvian ritual as D Suwassunna (Bo
2447 = KUB 55.65 iv 30, Starke 1985:314), looks very like a form of the
Indo-European word for 'sun' (cf. Goth'c sunno) with intensive or expressive
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reduplication,23 or conceivably an ancient compound with Indo-European *sue'own' (cf. Hittite DSiu(s)-summis '(our) own (Sun-)God', *dieus=suufo/i-).
In the Hittite Alaksandus treaty the gods of the city of Wilusa are called to
witness. The only one mentioned by name is D]a-ap-pa-li-u-na-as, as restored by
Forrer and defended by Guterbock 1986:42, and the name was already by Forrer
equated with that of the Greek god Apollo, in the Common or Proto-Greek form
*apelion securely reconstructible from Doric (Cretan, Laconian, Corinthian, etc.)
'A
Cypriote to-i-a-pe-i-lo-ni ICS 215, b 4 (
) and especially
Mycenean [a-]pe-ro2-ne KN E 842.3 (Ruijgh 1967:274).24 As originally proposed by
Burkert 1975 the name is derived from a word preserved in Doric
()
'assembly' ; but as Peters shows the original meaning must have been rather the IndoEuropean institution of the "Mannerbund", the 'hunter-warrior society of unmarried
and propertiless young aristocrats' (McCone).25 Apollo (*apelion) in this aspect was
the leader of such a band (*apelia). One might speculate— it is no more than that—
that Alaksandus of Wilusa took Appaliunas as his personal god at the same time and
from the same cultural source as his 'international' name, Greek Aleksandros, perhaps
from personal experience in an *apelia.
Apollo's role in the later Greek pantheon is of course much broader. Whether
his later connection with the sun can be projected back to the 2nd millennium is
uncertain at best, but it is clear in the Iliad that Apollo is the special patron of the city
of Troy, Ilios, and the Trojans. The syntagmatic and paradigmatic linking of god and
city would seem to form a cultural continuum from Luvian to Greek (the determiner
D
marks gods, URU cities):
D

UTU = Istanu -

URU

Istanuwa

--

D

Suwasuna — DAppaliunas — '
Wilusa -

URU

Wilusa—

(F)I

- Tpoin

Another argument may be noted. Stephanus of Byzantium mentions the Asiatic
Aeolic city of Elaea ('olive')

'Elaea . . . which was also called Dainis'. The emendation
(test
is due to G. Neumann apud Gusmani 1986:162, who compared Luvian dam- 'olive
oil' , daini(ya)- 'of olive oil' . Starke 1990:24 1 , convincingly equating the Luvian word
with Greek
, observes that dain-, daini(ya)- are not Lydian, but Luvian, pace
Gusmani, for morphological reasons . He is sympathetic to Neumann' s suggestion that
Greek 'E
translated Daini(ya)-, but skeptical because of the location of the city,
on the northwestern coast of Anatolia on the Elaitic Gulf across from the island of
Lesbos: 'admittedly a long ways from Luvian-speaking territory' . But if Troy and the
Troad just to the north spoke Luvian the local name of the city would make perfect
sense, and I consider Neumann's interpretation as cogent as it is ingenious.
23. Compare the South Slavic (Perperuna, Dudula) and Greek (
parallels.
24. See the fundamental discussion of the name of Apollo in Peters 1989:211-13. (He does not
mention the Anatolian form.)
25. See Bremmer 1982 and Bremmerand Horsfall 1987 for Rome, J.F. Nagy 1985, McCone 1986
and 1990 for Ireland, Falk 1986 for India.
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I conclude by pointing out a curious phrasal coincidence between Luvian and
Homeric Greek, which is shared to my knowledge with no other Indo-European
language. As we noted in chap. 2, Wackernagel in his famous lecture on IndoEuropean poetic language chose to illustrate the "law" of clitic placement which bears
his name with a conjectural reading at //. 1.8:
'Who of the gods
(brought) these two...', with the enclitic particle
(so explicitly Herodian atIlo.1.65
and 93) of the Teubner and Bude texts, not
with the Vulgate as printed in the
Oxford text. For the particle Tap, attested by the Venetus A, see LSJ and Chantraine,
DELG s.v. despite Neumann 1987. The sentence- and frequently episode-initial
combination
recurs at Il. 2.761, 3.226, 18.182 and doubtless elsewhere; with
other interrogatives we find at least
. That ' after
interrogative is always followed by ( )', i.e.
, with Denniston 1966:533, strains
credulity; Munro' s view that 'the ancient grammarian's Tap is probably right' is surely
preferable. Wackernagel's insight on
is vindicated, I would suggest, by later
evidence of which he could have had no knowledge, the Luvian 'locatival' enclitic
sentential particle tor precisely in the combination with the indefinite relative pronoun
kuis=tar,26 the sequence identical to the Greek combination with the interrogative
pronoun
, both from earlier *k"is tar. The 'coincidental' similarity is the more
striking when we realize that in the 2nd millennium, long before the elimination of
labiovelars in Greek, the phonetic sequence k"is tar in both languages would have been
for practical purposes substantively identical.
The locative force of the Luvian particle is clear in another of the sacred songs
of Istanuwa, found in the paragraph immediately following that with the incipit 'When
they came from steep Wilusa', KBo 4.11 Vo. 47-9 (to the god DWandu):
tappasi=tar tapala
tappasi=tar tapala
lammaur titiyala
alinan haltittari massaninzi
There in heaven . . .
There in heaven . . .
"Gods of. . ." is called out.
The interpretation is largely uncertain, but the particle in the repeated line, which
reinforces the alliteration, is sure. Note that we have three rhyming 7-syllable lines
followed by an 11 -syllable, with a genitival noun phrase distracted to straddle the verb.
The last line, as I stated (1986:61), 'even scans mechanically as a tolerably good
Sapphic.' For other suggestions and differing rhythmical analysis see Eichner
1993:111.
Now the Luvian particle tar is also found enclitic to clause-initial finite verb:
mammanna=tar 'regard with favor!' (2x). Compare the Iliadic formulas in verseinitial position
11.254,
15.397 etc.,
26. The text in which it occurs (attested in three passages) is quoted in full in chap. 33.
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18.37 etc.,
etc.,

3.398, for all of which the vulgate reads
. The semantic unity of all these verbs, 'shuddered', 'wailed', 'shrieked', 'was
awestruck', as well as their morphological and phrasal rigidity, would suggest that
they are ultimately all variants or developments of a single formula. Only in the
Odyssey with
(13.353 etc.) 'rejoiced' do we find the [+ horror]
overtones replaced by [+ joy].27
The particles Luvian -tar and the all but moribund Homeric Greek
share
both the same physical shape and the same syntactic deployment; the distribution is
unique among the Indo-European languages.28 It is tempting to see in this an areal
feature common to both languages at the geographical point of their contact, Western
Anatolia. That in Homer
is confined to fixed formulas raises again the possibility
of a component of a shared poetic tradition in Anatolian Luvian and Greek in the 2nd
millennium. The presence of the personal name Aswios (a-si-wi-jo) in Mycenean
Greek texts, clearly derived from the Western Anatolian ('Arzawan') territorial name
Assuwa in Hittite sources, is ample evidence for possible channels for the connection.
For other close verbal links between 2nd-millennium Anatolian and Greek see
chapters 26 and 46.

27. These V
formulas are obviously related to the much more common formulas
and
and suggest that
should be analyzed as
+
rather than
+ . The
whole question is examined in Katz 1994, to whom I am indebted for references and examples.
28. Etymologically the particle, 'locatival' in Luvian, reflects IE * , the pronominal stem with
adverbial ending as in Vedic tar-hi, Gothic par (*tor), English there (*ter). Parallel is the particle IE *k"f
in Palaic -kuar, beside Vedic kar-hi, Gothic huar (*k'or), English where (*k"er), for which see Melchert
1984b.

12
The comparison of formulaic
sequences
We saw in chap. 3 that the syntactic component of the grammar of Indo-European
poetics is the domain of "formulaics", and the semantic component the domain of
"thematics". Formulas are the vehicles, the carriers of themes; they are collectively
the verbal expression of the traditional culture of the Indo-Europeans themselves. The
formula can be something big like a myth (Vedic ahann ahim 'he slew the serpent'],
or transposed to a charm (Old Irish gono mil 'I slay the beast'); a component of a myth
(Olr. teora ferba fira 'three milk cows'); a value (Olr. milsem cotalta coiblige
'copulation is the sweetest part of sleep'); a tabu (Greek
= meksyami
urdhvdh 'to urinate upright'); a kenning or other indexical figure (Olr. melg n-etha
'milk of grain' = cuirm 'ale'); or simply a marked designation of things, like amerism
(Olr. beodil 7 marbdil 'goods and chattels') or paired words linked by phonetic figures
(Olr. brechtaib ban 'by spells of women') or by a figure of grammar (Olr. gonas
genta(i)r 'he who kills will be killed'). The list is merely illustrative, hardly
exhaustive.
In formulaics especially, as elsewhere in the study of poetics, the investigator
must distinguish the diachronic, historical from the synchronic, descriptive, but at the
same time move from the one to the other. Formulaic examples like those given just
above from Vedic, Greek, and Old Irish are synchronic formulas. Cases like these just
alluded to in Early Irish are synchronic formulas which are also diachronically viable.
That is to say that in favorable cases this can be demonstrated by comparanda and
motivated. We have for example a real phrasal equation between 7th- or 8th-century
Irish brechtaib ban mberar 'he is taken by spells of women' (Watkins 1963a:34 =
1994:36), fri brichtu ban 'against spells of women' (Lorica I), and two independent
attestations in Gaulish from the centuries surrounding the beginning of our era—in our
tiny text corpus—of first brixtia anderon 'spell of underworld deities' (Chamalieres)
and now brictom bnanom 'spell of women' (Larzac). Again we have the expression
of an evidently important cultural nexus, as the pattern and nature of the attestations
and other information about the culture would clearly suggest.
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The internal dynamics of the relations of synchrony and diachrony in the study
of formula may be quite complex. Formulas may make reference to other formulas
and derive their full meaning only by comparison with the other formula indexically
referred to: a form of "intertextuality". Thus the bold metaphorfyrena hyrde 'shepherd
of crimes', which is a kenning for Grendel at Beowulf 750b, indexes by both lexicon
and alliteration the common formula folces hyrde 'shepherd of the people' (e.g., of
Beowulf 5x), which is widespread in other languages, both Indo-European (
'shepherd of the hosts') and non-Indo-European (Psalm 23). Even if fyrena
hyrde were a nonce creation—which it may be—synchronically, the reference it
makes to the diachronic formula folces hyrde gives it formulaic status as part of the
'dossier', in a sense a part of the Rezeptionsgeschichte of the latter phrase.
In some cases, synchronic formulas might be diachronically viable, but the
individual instances escape demonstration: this is commonly the case of kennings,
where one cannot exclude the possibility and even likelihood of independent creation
of such elemental figures as Olr. melgn-etha 'the milk of grain (ale)', Greek
'horses of the sea (ships)', Hittite KU6 arunas GUD.MAH 'the fish is the ox of the
sea' (Otten, RLA III 68), KU 6 - HI.A us ID-as UR.ZIR 'fish, the dogs of the river'.
The genre of the kenning (akin to but distinct from riddles) is however likely to be
inherited, and given instances are quite possibly genetically related: this is I think
certain for Vedic apam napatand Avestan apgm napa 'descendent of the waters', and
probable for Old Norse scevar nior 'descendent of the sea (fire)' as well (Mayrhofer
1956-80:2.132 with references). But the opposite is arguable, and the case is finally
moot. In the realm of formulaic comparisons, of formulaic 'etymologies', we
recognize the equivalent of merely possible equations like Greek
: Ved. jdnah
(which could well have been created independently), or pseudo-equations like Olr.
-breth : Ved. bhrtah.1
There are finally synchronic formulas which are not diachronically viable, or
only trivially so. In Homeric Greek, strings like
(both more
or less 'but when') are certainly part of a synchronic formulaic system, as appears from
their invariance and fixed metrical patterning. But we would not expect them to have
cognates qua formulas. Similarly the 'flexible formula' of Luvian (chap. 11):
ahha-ta (-ta) (alati)

II

'when (they) (from steep)...'

(alati)-ta ahha (zitis)

II

'when (the man) (from steep)...'

beside
is semantically comparable to the Greek expressions, but only trivially so, even if the
-te of Greek
(Mycenean o-te) and the Luvian particle -ta should turn out to be
cognate. For cognates of Greek -Tap see chap. 11.2. These are the formulaic
equivalent of Meillet's principle that not every word is entitled to an etymology.
The fact of the long-term preservation of formulaic sequences makes possible
the application to them of the Comparative Method. Long-term preservation is
1. For the methodology compare Meillet 1926, and his dictum that we reconstruct on the basis of
the exceptions, not of the rules.
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assured by repetition; thematic continuity—the preservation of an "essential idea"—
implies semantic continuity, which in turn may allow lexical renewal. That is to say,
we can have the preservation of formulaic status under partial or even total lexical
replacement. We will see numerous cases in the pages which follow.
Lexical equations typically lead to reconstructions. Indo-European formulaic
equations in a few optimal cases can be expressed by reconstruction with full lexical,
morphological, and syntactic specification (*megh2 kleuos 'great fame',2 *eg'hent
og"him 'slew the serpent'3) but more frequently are at best only incompletely
specifiable, usually just in terms of root semantics. In such cases I use English capitals
to express the semantics and an optional Indo-European root form in parenthesis
where that may be reasonably suggested, e.g.
GRAINsp. and BARLEY (*ieuo-)
as discussed in chap. 3.
Consider only that it is in some sense the SAME Indo-European formula which
surfaces in Old Hittite as iyata dameta, in Homeric Greek as
and in English goods and chattels.4 The underlying semantic opposition—riches
which move (Hittite and Greek) versus riches which do not move but 'store' (?, Hittite)
or 'lie' (Greek)—is no longer overt in contemporary English. Here even English
capitals are of little avail, and the 'reconstructed' Indo-European formula is best
simply paraphrased.
It is naturally not always possible to demonstrate whether semantically identical
or equivalent formulas in two or more traditions are cognate when they share no lexical
correspondence. For example, in the Hittite New Year's ritual in which the myth of
the killing of the Illuyanka-serpent is narrated, the priest begins by intoning
udne=wa mau sesdu
May the land grow (and) prosper.
This is resumed as nu man mai seszi nu EZEN purulliyas iyanzi 'in order that the land
grow (and) prosper, they perform the Purulli festival'. The phrase is clearly formulaic
and recurs in the likewise Old Hittite prayer to the Sun Goddess of the Earth (CTH
370), KBo 7.28 + ro. 14'- 15':
nu utniyanti miya[tar esdu . . .
nu mau sisdu
Let the land have grow[th . . .
Let it grow [and] prosper.

2. Vedic mdhi srdvas : Greek
3. Vedic dhann ahim : Greek
4. Cf. Watkins 1979a = 1994:644-62.
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If correctly restored we would also have an instance of the Indo-European syntactic
and stylistic figure treated in chap. 13. The Hittite asyndetic phrase mau sesdu 'grow
(and) prosper' recalls line 8 of the Old English Beowulf:
weox under wolcnum weor5myndum pah
He grew under heaven, prospered in honors.
The formulaic character of the two verbs in Old English appears from Genesis 2301
(sunu) weox and pah, 2772 (cniht) weax and pag 'grew and prospered' . Though none
of the verbs are related, the hieratic context of the Hittite passage recalls also the Old
Hittite ritual for the erection of anew palace (translated by Goetze, in Pritchard 1955),
in which the king addresses an evocation (talliya-) to the trees on the mountain to be
cut to make the roof. KUB 29.3 = StBoT 25 , 1 , restored after the Neo-Hittite copy 29. 1 ,
8'ff.: heawe(s)=smas sa[llanuskir 'the rains have made you tall' . . . nepisas ka[tta
uliliskiddumat 'You grew under heaven'. The latter phrase again recalls the Old
English, but independent creation of all of these is certainly natural enough. Compare
also Widsith 144 cited in chap. 5.
It is worthwhile pausing a moment to consider the diachronic dynamics of
formulas, for they are by no means always "frozen", or static. I take an example
offering an instance of formal lexical renewal and replacement under semantic
identity. We can reconstruct an alliterative merism of at least Common Italic date:
STRENGTH (and) LIFE

The alliteration, a Common Italic poetic property, was continued intact through the
regular sound change g" > b in Oscan, which preserves both lexemes in the formula
(Vetter 3):
biass biftam.
The alliteration was equally intact in Latin, with its regular sound change of initial g"> u-. But here the lexical item *uia- pl. 'strength' was threatened by (near-)
homonymy with the ancestor of uia 'way', and the alliterative formula was renewed
in Latin (Ennius, Ann. 38) as
uires uitaque,
with anew word for 'strength', significantly also plural. The sound change g"- > uis the terminus a quo for the renewal, since uires has an original *u-.
It is at least noteworthy that the semantic link which made possible the
diachronic replacement of *g*ia- by ulres (*ui-) in Latin along the paradigmatic axis
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of similarity (both STRENGTH) existed in Homeric Greek synchronically, along the
syntagmatic axis of contiguity: the enjambed collocation (Od. 18.3-4) giving the real
(= diachronic) etymology of the name of the beggar (W)iros, IE *u.ihx-ro-s 'man' (Ved.
virds, Lithuanian vyras, etc):

He had no strength
or force.
Synoptically we have the two linkages on the two axes:

No better example could be found to illustrate the interdependence of diachrony and
synchrony, of the historical and the descriptive, in Indo-European poetics.
Another syntactically more complex case, involving a much greater time depth,
is the formula
PROTECT MEN (and) LIVESTOCK,
whose history is examined in detail in chap. 17.
Yet another pattern of the dynamics of change in formula is the transferred
epithet, which plays an important role in etymology. In essence it projects a
synchronic contiguity relation onto the diachronic, historical semantic plane. To
explain a number of lexical items in various Indo-European languages we must
assume the prior existence—perhaps as far back as Indo-European—of fixed formulas
of noun and epithet:
DRY(*ters-) land
->
MORTAL (*mor-to-~) man
EARTHLY (*dhghom-io-) man
WHITE (*albho-) barley

LAND (Latin terra)
MAN (Vedic marta- etc.)
MAN (Irish duine)
BARLEY (Greek
-).

In the last case, the lost word for a cereal which
- replaced was clearly the
cognate—unknown to Greek—of Hittite seppit- 'a cereal, wheat sp.', for the epithet
*albho- copied the suffix *-it- of the noun it replaced, *sepit-, which shared that suffix
with only one noun in all of Indo-European, the word for 'honey':
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The suffix of the original pair is a morphological index of the opposition nature
vs. culture, and the shared suffix *-it- an Indo-European indexical sign. Here the study
of formula leads to the reconstruction of a total semiotic model for a prehistoric
culture.5
Not surprisingly a greater number of shared formulas or other collocations is
found between closely related languages or dialects. Those of the oldest stages of Indie
and Iranian have received particular attention, notably in Benveniste 1968 and
Schlerath 1968:148-164.
Such lexical collocations between closely related languages are sometimes not
to be termed formulas in the strict sense, where they escape any syntactic constraints.
But they are nonetheless valuable indications of diachronic contiguity relations,
relations which point to an inherited theme or interaction of themes which can be
realized as a formula at any one point. The variations rung on the dragon-slaying
formula discussed in part IV below are an obvious case in point.
Perhaps the most extensive collection of reconstructed collocations for any
Indo-European tradition is the very valuable one for Common Indo-Iranian made by
Hertzenberg (L. Gercenberg) 1972:90-127. He assembles nearly 350 two- and threemember phrasal collocations of cognates in Vedic and Old Iranian, some of which
recur in other Indo-European languages as well. The items amply repay further
investigation. Thus he lists the Indo-Iranian reconstruction *dhar- sthu-na- 'hold firm
the house post', citing the two cognates at RV 10.18.13 and Yt. 10.28. Examination
of the passages yields even closer affinity, with interesting implications.
In the Avestan hymn to Mithra (Yt. 10.28), the divinized Contract is worshipped,
yo stuna Vi raiieiti
barazi.mitahe nmanahe
who holds apart the posts
of the high-built house.
Elsewhere the house has a thousand posts, in the formulaic epithet (Y. 57.21, Yt.
5.101)
nmanarn ... hazanrO.stunam
the thousand-posted house,

5. Cf. Watkins 1978b= 1994:593-601.
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which recurs in sahdsra-sthuna-, of the seat (sddas-) of Mitra and Varuna, RV 2.41.5.
RV 10.18 is 'a collection of verses for the dead' (Caland apud Geldner ad loc.),
an assemblage of obviously traditional material. Verses 12b and 13cd read
sahasram mita upa hi s'rayantam
etam sthtinam pitaro dharayantu te
atra yamah sadana te minotu
Let a thousand houseposts be set up ...
Let the Fathers hold firm this housepost for you;
Let Yama build you a dwelling there.
Avestan in two passages and Vedic in contiguous verses of a single hymn collocate no
less than four common Indo-Iranian roots (boldface) as part of the formulaic system
describing the HOUSE.
In India this system is preserved in a metaphor of the TOMB as house. The
metaphor may be millennia old, and to some extent it belongs to the realm of
universals, in a culture which practices inhumation. But the particulars are by no
means universal.
It is instructive to compare the Avestan and Vedic passages with an archeologist' s
description (Gimbutas 1974:293-4):
[The] burial rites are of exceptional value for an insight into the social and religious
structure. Burial practices are not loaned to other cultures; nor are they abruptly
abandoned even though they are subject to gradual change. Because graves of Kurgan
tradition constitute the overwhelming majority of cultural remains, they are a primary
source of information. The characteristic features of grave structure and burial
custom are as follows: 1) the presence of a mortuary house built of either stone slabs
or timber inside the shaft, roofed with timber or stones or by a tent supported by three
or four wooden poles or stakes ... 2) the grave was covered with a round earthen or
stone mound frequently surrounded by a cromlech, i.e., a ring of stones or timber
uprights ... The belief in an afterlife replete with the same earthly social structure is
one of the most conservative features of I.E. societies. Kurgan burial rites can be
easily distinguished from those of northern Eurasian, Comb- and Pit-marked pottery
hunting and fishing peoples and from those of southeast, Mediterranean and western
European agriculturalists.

The similarity is striking. I do not mean to imply that an ancestral version of these
Vedic verses was recited at some neolithic or chalcolithic graveside; it is only that the
formulaic system could make possible the long-term conservation of such verbal
collocations when combined with the real conservatism of a cultural nexus. The
comparison of formulaic sequences is another and a very special window onto
prehistoric material and non-material culture.
To take a second example, this time involving both formula and meter, we cited
in chap. 4 a Rigvedic verse recalling the prehistoric crossing of the Punjab, the FiveRivers-Land. It showed the repeated verb form sanisnata:
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te anyam-anyam nadyam sanisnata
sravasyantah sanisnata
They won for themselves one river after another;
they won for themselves, seeking glory.
A form of the same verb figures in a frequent and variable formulaic phrase with the
object vaja- 'prize, booty', as in verb phrases 'ike sanoti vajam 'wins the prize' (RV
3.25.2 et passim) and nominalized in the compound vajasati 'winning the prize'. The
latter is particularly frequent in the dative case vajasataye 'to win the prize' in versefinal position (RV 2.31.3 et passim).
Now the Vedic Aryas who had crossed the Punjab eastwards by the middle of
the 2nd millennium B.C. were the same stock of people, with the same gods and the
same language, as the horse-breeding Aryas who appeared as the dynasty ruling over
the Hurrian kingdom of Mittanni (Hanikalbat) in Eastern Asia Minor by the upper
Euphrates at about the same time (Mayrhofer 1966,1974). A "poetic" link between
the two Indo-Aryan peoples is the name of the Mittanni king Sattiwaza, as now read,
which contains the same elements sad- 'winning' and vaja- 'prize' as the Rigvedic
poetic formula in the compound vajasati in the reverse order, as frequently in IndoEuropean onomastics.
One of the many Vedic examples of line-final vajasataye occurs in the interesting RV 10.101.12ab, which appears to assimilate the soma-preparation to a form of
phallus-worship. The lines are
kaprn narah kaprtham ud dadhatana
codayata khudata vajasataye
Raise high the penis, o men, the phallus;
drive (it), thrust (it) in, to win the prize.
The verses scan

The sequence of short syllables in the last is uncommon in Vedic metrical practice, and
in view of the meaning of the line may be regarded as sexually iconic, climaxing in the
cadence . The emotional iconicity of sequences of shorts will be even further
developed in some of the lyric meters of Greek drama, as well as in Classical Sanskrit
kavya.
The 'climactic' cadence of the 12-syllablejagati, here vajasataye of b echoed in
the rhyming and grammatically parallel cadences cyavayotaye and somapltaye of c and
d, with which the hymn ends, has an analogue in Greek metrics as well. The 5-syllable
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may be thought of as a catalectic variant of a 6-syllable

Given the particular thematic and pragmatic context of this Vedic example (kaprn
narah kaprthdm . . . 'the penis, o men, the phallus . . .') it is at least curious that the
Greek metrical term since antiquity for this particular 6-syllable line is the ithyphallic
(Hephaestion 15.2
. The verse line is so called because of its use in the
verse accompanying the Dionysiac
procession, 'the ritual from which
Aristotle derives comedy' (West 1982:97). We have in fact preserved by Athenaeus
the very song of the
, the phallus-bearers, after they enter the theater
(Carmina Popularia, PMG 851a):

Stand back, make plenty of room for the god!
For the god, erect and at bursting-point,
wishes to pass through your midst.
(tr. D.A. Campbell, Greek Lyric V)
Lines 2 and 4 are ithyphallics,

and 3 an iambic trimeter, like the continuation of the song
(PMG 85 Ib).
And line 1 is a dimeter metrically identical with RV 10.101.12a just cited, in the cola,
break, and cadence following the caesura:

kaprtham ud dadhatana
Raise high the phallus.
The virtual identity of the passages in theme, in pragmatics, in grammar (2 pl.
imperative), and in metrics is certainly striking. It is also noteworthy that in its
deployment in Greek lyric the ithyphallic nearly always comes last, as the final element
or refrain in a metrical strophe. The 'climactic' cadence vajasataye of RV 10.101.12
may well continue a late Indo-European (Greco- Aryan) metrical icon.
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For yet another window opened by the comparison of formulaic sequences
consider the following. Ancient metaphors can be expressed in formulas which have
become more or less opaque in the tradition where they occur. But where the existence
of a cognate formula from another tradition can be demonstrated, the darkness of the
first is at least diminished, if not dispelled.
Early Greek knows a phrase, in Homer
whose
meaning and interpretation has been controversial since ancient times. West 1966 at
Hesiod, Th. 35, gives the textual evidence and a survey of ancient and modern
interpretations, concluding that 'the truth is lost in antiquity' . The literal meaning in
the absence of further context is 'from oak or from rock' , as it is frequently rendered.
But West correctly saw that in a phrase of such antiquity and generality the earlier,
inherited meaning 'tree' was more appropriate for
-. The following are representative attestations of the phrase. //. 22.122 and 126-8:

But why does my heart speak such things to me ...
There is no way now from tree or from rock
to hold converse with him.
Od. 19.163 (Penelope asks the disguised Odysseus for his lineage):

For you are not from the proverbial tree or from rock.
The adjective
identifies the whole phrase as already proverbial in
Homer's time, or Penelope's. Hesiod, Th. 35:

But what are such things to me, round tree and round rock.
West points out that
with the accusative in early epic always has a local sense,
'round', and not 'about, concerning' as it is usually translated.7 Plato, Phaedrus 275
bc:
6. For the contracted thematic genitive

before

may read elided

7. But note that Hesiod's II
occupies the same slot between penthemimeral caesura and
bucolic dieresis as Homer's II
(//. 14.398), II
(Od. 9.186),
||
(Od, 12.357), such that the requirement of the singular number in some sense may
have entailed the accusative. Note also that
'around the knees' (Forssman 1965) in the same slot
in the h.Merc. 152 suggests that nepi
was originally the zero-grade dative plural of 'tree'.
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They used to say that the words of the oak in the holy place of Zeus at
Dodona were the first prophetic utterances. The people of that time
... were content in their simplicity to hear an oak or a rock, provided
only that it spoke the truth.
Finally a proverb preserved by Macarius (Paroem. gr. ii 158) speaks of

words of oak and rock.
used of the 'incredible statements of prattlers and storytellers'. As West notes, this
source seems independent of the older epic passages.
The real meaning of the phrase as a whole and its force in context elude us. Some
of these examples are concerned with speech (Hesiod), with ancient or traditional
genealogy, lore or wisdom (Odyssey, Plato), which may have degenerated to mere
prattle (Macarius). There are clear overtones of an ethical component as well (Iliad,
Plato's
'truth'), in this ancient formula which we may represent in our
notational convention, as
TREE (*dru-) (and) ROCK.
The first lexeme is a clear Indo-European inheritance, while the second is confined to
Greek.
In an important article of 1974 (1975:327) Karl Hoffmann demonstrated the
existence of a common Indo-European lexical item *per-ur, *per-uon-/-un
un}~ in
Vedic parur, parvan- 'joint', Greek
,
'end(s of the earth)',
Hittite peru(r),perun- 'rock' ,8 and Vedic parvata- m. 'mountain', A vestanpauruuataf. 'mountain range' (*per-un-to-). In accord with the root meaning 'come, go' of *per(English fare), Hoffmann astutely conjectured the basic meaning of Indo-European
*per~ur, *per-un- to be 'that through or down to which one conies', namely 'bedrock',
and of Indo-Iranian *par-un-ta (*par-ua-ta-) as 'having bedrock, rocky'.
It remained for J. Schindler (Harvard class 1986-87) to identify an Avestan
reflex of unsuffixed Indo-European *per-u(e)n-, in the suffixless locative.pauruuan(ca)
Yt. 13.99 = 19.85, interpreting it as '(and) in rock'. The preceding noun with which
this is conjoined, Geldner druca, was read by Schindler draoca with J10, and
interpreted by him '(and) in tree'. He thus solved a long-standing crux in Iranian
8. The last with Eichner 1973:98.
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philology.9 The phrase as druca pauruuanca, occurring only in this repeated passage,
had previously been translated as' seitlich und vorn' (Bartholomae) or 'from bow and
arrow' (Bailey).10
Schindler' s concern was the restoration and interpretation of the Avestan noun
phrase alone. But setting it in its immediate context in Yt. 13.99 = 19.85 (discussed
at length by Narten), we have
kauuois vistaspahe asaono
frauuasim yazamaide
yo draoca pauruuanca
asai rauuo yaesa
yo draoca pauruuanca
asai rauuo viuuaeoa
yo bazusca upastaca
visata arjha daenaiia
yat ahurois zaravustrois
We worship the guardian spirit
of the righteous Kavi Vistaspa,
who searched for space for Truth
in tree and rock,
who found space for Truth
in tree and rock,
who was the arm and support
of this Ahurian, Zarathustrian religion.
Note the metrical contrast of the 6 and 7 syllable lines yo draoca... with the last three
octosyllables.
We thus find in Iranian that the locus of the highest ethical notion of Active
Truth, Asa = VedicRta (compare Plato's
'truth'), its "space" or free room rauuo
(= Latin rus 'country', IE *reuh-es-, and cognate with the Germanic family of English
room), as found and mediated by the highest professional of the word, the poet-priestseer kauui (- Vedic kavi, Lydian kaves, Greek [Hesych.] Ko( ) [IE *kouh-ei-]), is
precisely the Iranian formulaic noun phrase draoca pauruuanca, again in our notation,
TREE (*dru-) and ROCK.
It is difficult not to equate the Iranian and the Greek phrases, in view of the identity
9. As my colleague P. O. Skjaerv0 notes, the suffixless locative *drau would appear in Young
Avestan as *druuo. But before enclitic ca the diphthong would be preserved, cf. *-ai> -ebut *-aica > -aeca,
*aiai > -5e but *-aiaica > -aiiaeca. Thus, draoca is the expected locative singular of dru-. In this instance
Hoffmann's three postulates (e.g. 1975:275) all give the same result: the manuscript readings, the
philological analysis, and the linguistic reconstruction all support the reading.
10. References (in another context) in Narten 1986:101, who leaves the passage untranslated.
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in semantics of the whole, the coincidence in lexical expression of the first members,
the same order of the two constituents, and the general similarity of the traditional and
ethical overtones of the pragmatics of the two phrases in their context.
That is not to say that our ignorance of the real meaning of the phrase and its force
in context has been dispelled. On the contrary the raison d'etre of this expression is
as elusive as before. But the important result of the linguistic equation of the Greek
and Iranian formulas,
draoca pauruuanca,
is the transformation of the question of the meaning of
TREE (*dru-) and ROCK
from a Greek problem to an Indo-European problem. There are now that many more
traditions whose evidence may yet provide a real solution.11

11. S. Jamison calls my attention to a passage in Durham 1987 [first published 1909]: 103 relating
the customs of the North Albanians at the beginning of this century: 'The priest of Rechi... told us of oaths
which, if very solemn ones, are always sworn in Rechi and among all the Pulati tribes on a stone as well as
on the cross: "Per guri e per kruch" (By the stone and the cross).' Read perhaps in modem orthography per
guri e per kryqi. Albanian gur 'stone' is the 'heavy' one, IE *g"fhj-u-.
Thecross is also a 'tree', andrecall Achilles' mighty oath in //. 1.234ff., 'by this scepter, (atree) which
nevermore will sprout leaves and branches ...' Agamemnon's scepter sprouted a mighty shaded bough in
Klutaimestra's dream in Sophocles' El. 420-423; Pausanias 9.40,11-12 records a cult of Agamemnon's
scepter at Khaironeia, where its local name was just
'the tree'—lE*dru-. See on these Nagy 1990b:143,
1979:179, 1974:242. The scepter as symbol of (Greek) authority and dominion is also just called
in Euripides, Hec. 5.

13
An Indo-European stylistic figure
In the preceding chapter we saw that not only words but whole phrases can be equated
between or among cognate languages. Such phrases are termed formulas, since their
very repetition as 'ready-made surface structures' (Kiparsky) over long periods of
time is precisely what makes possible the application of the Comparative Method to
them. The result is the postulation and reconstruction of a stylistic linguistic history.
Not only lexicon and formula, where meaning is relevant, but also more abstract
levels of poetic grammar are equally amenable, in favorable circumstances, to
treatment by the Comparative Method. This includes the domain of grammatical
figures, where only grammatical meaning and sometimes semantic equivalence are in
play, not lexical meaning per se. When we can observe the same non-trivial, nonuniversal, and not obviously borrowed or diffused grammatical or stylistic figure in
a number of early Indo-European traditions, we are justified by the exigencies of the
Comparative Method in postulating the existence of that figure as a stylistic device in
the poetic proto-language.
We may take as exemplum the stylistic figure of the repetition or iteration of a
verb form ( Vi ) by a nominal form from the same root (Ni) in a semantically equivalent
verb phrase (Ni + V), schematically
(V i )...(N i + V).
Examples follow.
Greek furnishes a number of instances of our stylistic feature. Verb (Vi) and
related noun (Ni) occupy the verse-final position of the first and last lines of a Homeric
simile in Il. 16.823-26:

165
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as when a lion overpowers in battle-lust an untiring boar
. .. the lion overcomes him by his power.
The whole passage, the death of Patroklos, is examined in greater detail in chap. 53.
Positioning both Verb and Noun at or near a position of metrical prominence, like
verse boundary, points up and indexes the parallelism. Sentence or discourse-initial
position are particularly frequent and again call attention to the figure. A striking
example is Aeschylus f. 44.1-2:

Holy heaven yearns to wound the earth,
and yearning seizes earth to join in mating.
Note that
(Vi) and
(Ni) follow the left hand verse boundary, and
,
the V of (Ni + V), follows the caesura of the second of these unresolved, powerful
isosyllabic trimeter lines, the beginning of Aphrodite's vindication of sex, ending
'of all that I am the cause.'
In chap. 18 we will examine in detail an Umbrian prayer in the Iguvine Tables
which contains an example of this stylistic figure. Here (Vi) and (Ni + V) frame the
intervening text. Tab. Ig. VIa 27-28 (lines 21 and 24 of the text in my colometry):
persei tuer perscler uaseto(m)1 est
tuer perscler uirseto auirseto uas est
If in thy sacrifice (anything) has been flawed,
(if) in thy sacrifice there is a seen or unseen flaw.
The intervening text gives four more examples of finite verbs in the same grammatical
form as (Vi). The climactic function of (Ni + V) is thus assured and further emphasized
by the addition of an adjectival merism seen or unseen, itself inherited, to agree with
Ni.

An example from Archaic Latin is in Cato' s suouitaurilia prayer, De agri cult.
141.3:
fundi terrae agrique mei
lustrandi Justrique faciendi ergo
1. The final m is found in the two repetitions of the prayer VIa 37 and 47. The form is an impersonal
3sg. perfect passive, as if Latin uacatum est.
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to purify and perform the purification
of my farm, land, and field.
Seechap. 17. Here the force is not climactic but iterative: a doubling to yield the figure
Argument + Synonymous Argument. The verb phrase (Ni + V) follows (Vi), as
always; the grammatically heavier phrase comes last, in accord with Behaghel's law
of increasing members.
From the pagan folk-tradition of pre-Classical Armenian we can cite the
beginning of the famous song of the birth of Vahagn (< Iranian V
) preserved
in Movses Xorenaci, Patmutiwn Hayoc (History of the Armenians) 1.31. Here the
verb is both clause- and discourse-initial, a characteristic position of prominence:
erkner erkin erkner erkir
erkner ew covn cirani
erkn i covun uner2
zkarmrikn elegnik
Heaven was in labor, earth was in labor,
the purple sea too was in labor.
Labor pangs in the sea seized the little crimson reed.
The concern for alliteration and rhythmic verse patterning as well is unmistakable in
this remarkable text, the continuation of which I treat in chap. 23.2.
Compare finally the Hittite confessional formula in the Plague Prayers of King
Mursilis II (second half of the 14th cent. B.C.):3
esziy=at iyawen=at

It is (so). We did it.

esziy=at iyawen=at

It is (so). We did it.

asan=at iyanun=at

It (is) true. I did it,

with the neuter participle asan of the verb 'be' in the pregnant sense of 'so, real, true',
Norwegian sant, English sooth. Stylistically the climactic figure heightens the pathos
of Mursilis' personal (Isg.) confession.
The set verbal formulaic character of the Hittite confessional praxis is shown by
a newly published fragment KBo 32.224 Ro l0'-l1' ]x-yan=ma SALSUHUR.LAL
2. I follow Russell 1987:196 in preferring the last line without ew after uner (with good manuscript
support), against the critical edition of Abelean and Yarut'unean (Tiflis 1913), now readily available in the
reprint with introduction by Thomson 1981. In the first two lines the critical edition so modified, as printed
here, gives a better poem, n.b., than the earlier printed version used for example by Benveniste, Dumezil,
Gamkrelidze-Ivanov, Jakobson, and myself.
3.
6, 9,10 of the second prayer (KUB 14.8 etc., CTH 378), ed. Gotze 1929:212-17.
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punussuen/ ] . . . eszi=at pehutenun=an 'We questioned [ ]yas the hierodule/... [she
said] "It is (so). I brought him.'" The text is Middle Hittite, at least 15th century B.C.
(Otten, Vorwort). It shows as well that there is no necessary link between the participle
asan=at and the first person singular iyanun=at in the previous example.
But the optional use of the participle of the verb 'to be' in the confessional
formula is itself inherited. This is proven both by Latin sons 'guilty', from delocutive
'he who says "sons" (= Hitt. asan)', and by the Germanic family of English sin,
German Sunde, an abstract built on the same utterance.4
Methodologically observe the equation of Lat. sons and Hittite asan in the same
pragmatic slot (confessional formula), the status of asan(=at) as the climax of a
stylistic figure with eszi(=at), and the presence of eszi(=at) alone in the same
pragmatic slot (confessional formula), schematically
confessional eszi
confessional asan

=

sons.

These equations of style and pragmatics suggest on the one hand the postulation of a
Latin confessional est = eszi, for which we need only compare Classical Latin est 'yes'.
On the other hand the same equations require the reconstruction of this stylistic figure
(V i ). .. (Ni + V) for the proto-language, with the lexical entries *h,esti for (Vi) and
*h1sont for (Ni), with gapped V in the nominal sentence (N; [+ V]).
The rhetoric of climax and the formulaic style of Mursilis' confession are clearly
an Indo-European inheritance, even if the verbal context preceding the confessional
formulas themselves (§ 9 'people are sinful' wasteskanzi, 'the sin of the father comes
to the son' SA ABU-SU=kan wastul ANA DUMU-SU ari) belongs to the general
intellectual and cultural ambience of the Ancient Near East. The Plague Prayers are
a good example of the symbiosis of the two traditions, Indo-European and
Mesopotamian, in Hittite culture.
The examples of this stylistic figure cited have been drawn from texts in Greek,
Umbrian, Latin, Old Armenian, and Hittite. We will see in chap. 43.1 evidence that
the same figure must have existed in Proto-Germanic in the prehistoric period, to
account for the Common Germanic formulaic phrase 'become the bane of = SLAY.
The texts are spread over some 2200 years, from the 14th century B.C. to the 8th
century A.D.; with the exception of Italic none of the cultures involved was significantly or heavily influenced by any of the others at the times of the respective texts.5
We may there confidently reconstruct the same figure for the poetic proto-language,
O' of figure 2 in chap. 1.1.
The diachronic renewal of verbs wholly or in parts of the tense/aspect system by
nominalizations with various portmanteau verbs, which is grouped under the general
4. See Watkins 1967.
5. Greek influence on Classical Armenian belongs to a later period of the Greek language and is a
stylistic phenomenon of the learned Christian tradition, not of the popular, oral, pre-Christian tradition from
which Movscs took his materials.
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rubric of auxiliation, is cross-linguistically widespread. So is the progression of
narrative by iterated phrases with partial variation, as in \heparallelismus membrorum
of Semitic and Uralic poetry. And the use of figura etymologica (like English sing a
song, Latin uoce uocabat) is also widespread outside the Indo-European world as well
as in it. Each of these may have something in common with our stylistic figure, but
clearly none is in any way comparable in grammar, style, or tone of the whole.
The specificity and the complexity of the iteration figure
( V j ) . . . ( N i + V)
includes such features as the order of the two elements, which is almost always V;
. . . Ni. Within the parentheses N; and V may be reversed, or disjoined, but they almost
always follow (V;). Stylistically the progression is climactic, which accounts for the
preservation of only N; or N, + V in Latin sons and Germanic 'become the bane of
(chap. 43.1). And both (V;) and (N; + V) in each tradition are placed in parallel
positions of prominence in the discourse, verse line, or sentence, making reference to
metrical and phrase boundaries.
We can reconstruct the lexical specification of both Vi and N, for the protolanguage in at least two cases:
*h,es-ti . . . h,s-6nt*gyhen-ti . . . g*hdn-o-.
Just as Hans Krahe called the kenning a typical stylistic figure of Germanic poetics, so
we are fully justified in terming ours a typical stylistic figure of Indo-European poetics.
It is yet another 'Indo-European touch' .
In chap. 3 I claimed the traditional English round
Oats, peas, beans, and barley grow
as an ideal illustration of the Indo-European poet's formulaic verbal art. I can point
in the same language to another ideal illustration, closely related to the second
reconstruction above, of this typical stylistic figure of the Indo-European poet, from
Michael Innes, The Daffodil Affair:
"He didn't die," said Hudspith. "He perished."
"He did a perish," said Appleby corroboratively and idiomatically.

14
A late Indo-European
traditional epithet
In one of the few fragments of pre-Christian Armenian oral epic poetry (the text is
quoted in chap. 23.2) we find in a simile the phrase arcui srafew 'sharp-winged eagle'.
In this group of noun and adjectival epithet, both in its form and in its semantics, we
have a probable inheritance from the common poetic language of Indo-Iranian, Greek,
and Armenian.l
The Armenian word for 'eagle', arcui (from *arciui), gen. arcuoy, goes back to
*h2rgi-pio-, identical to Vedic rjipyd-, an epithet of both the eagle (syend-) and the
mythological stallion Dadhikra (RV 4.39.2, 7; 27.4). The Vedic word is substantivized as 'eagle' in 2.34.4, of the bird who robbed the soma and brought it to man. Its
Avestan cognate is arszifiia- 'eagle' in srszifiio.parsna- 'having eagle feathers'
(epithet of the arrow) and alone as the name of a mountain range. Greek
'vulture' has been reasonably explained as a folk-etymology (after
'vulture' and
AiyuTmoq 'Egyptian'?) from original
.
Greek
is 'an older word chiefly found in poetry' (LSJ s.v.). The most
memorable example is surely Aeschylus, Ag. 49ff.
' ...
.
, 'vultures who wheel eddying round, rowing with
oarsof wings...', lamenting their lost brood andshrieking for the tardy justice of Zeus.
The first element of all these forms is clearly *h./g-i-, Caland composition form
of *hjg-ro- 'swift, bright'. The second element is uncertain; both *ptio- and a *phxio- have been proposed, see Mayrhofer EWA s.v. with references.
Charles de Lamberterie, to whom we owe the most thorough and informed study
(1978) of the Armenian word and its congeners, comes to the conclusion that both
Greek
and Armenian arcui are (independent) borrowings from Iranian. For
the first, he argues that folk-etymological deformations are more appropriate to
borrowings than native words. But folk-etymology is always a possibility when words
are wholly or partially opaque, as the second half of an *6cpyi-m6c; surely was (in
contrast to, e.g.,
) from the earliest times. Alteration to
; after
I. SoSchmidt 1985,butwithoutactualargumentation. See note 2 below. Otherwise Greppin 1991.
I do not understand the latter's objection to the phonological derivation from *hj~gipicf-, and Vedic rjipyadoes not mean 'moving straight upward'. See n. 5 below.
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was a clear possibility, and the similarity to
too strong to resist.2 The
restriction to early and poetic texts and the well-developed system of epithets in Homer
also speak against an Iranian borrowing of odyumoc;, the more so since the Iranian word
was known to the Greeks (Hesychius
;). The
phonology finally speaks against an Iranian source for the Greek word ([oxytone,
n.b.3] vs. -fiia-), as it does for the Armenian word (arc- vs.
/-, *rzi-). Similarly the
system of epithets (srat'ew, below) suggests the Armenian word is native and genuine.
Since Indo-Iranian, Greek, and Armenian constitute a dialect area on independent
grounds (augment, prohibitive negation, stem formation of denominative verbs) I see
no good reason not to regard rjipyd-, 3r3zifiia-,
, and arcui with their epithets
and collocations as an inheritance from the poetic proto-language of the same dialect
area.
In view of the archaic Caland morphology and the Indie mythological connections, which point to a genuine Indo-European form, it is likely that the name of the
Urartean king Menua' s horse arsibi(ni), presumed to mean 'eagle' , reflects rather a
Hurrian borrowing from an Old Indie horse-cult of Dadhikra (vel sim.) rjipyd-, as
suggested by de Lamberterie 1978:259-61.4 It would thus join the other elements of
horse terminology borrowed from Mittanni Indie into Hurrian (and thence into Hittite)
in the middle of the second millennium B.C.
The epithet srat'ew 'sharp-winged' is from *sur-a-t'ew; sur 'sharp' < *koro- <
*koh}-ro- (Latin cos 'whetstone' , Vedic sis'dti 'whets' ) and few, -oy 'wing' , probably
from *pte ... It is semantically identical to Latin acci-piter 'hawk' < *h2aku-petr-, with
first member more clearly seen in the old word acupedius 'sharp-footed' (Paul. Fest.
9.25 L.) In both of these the 'sharp' word *h2aku- shares some of the semantic range
and distribution of the 'swift' word *h,6ku-. Just as fjipyd- in Vedic is an epithet of
both large birds of prey and horses, so in Greek the adjective coicuTiETTy; 'swift-flying'
is used both of horses (Iliad) and hawks (Hesiod), as well as
; ' swift- winged'
of the latter and
'swift-footed' of the former. The hawk is also in Homer
'swiftest of flying creatures'.
Vedic shows the hapaxdsupdtva 'swift-flying' as epithet of syendh 'eagle' in the
same hymn complex (RV 4.26.4-27.5 , to the eagle who robbed the soma) which shows
rjlpi syendh (26.6), ijipyd . . syendh (27. 4a), and antdh patat patatn asya parndm
(27 .4c) 'his wing feather flew between (heaven and earth, after having been shot by
the soma- watcher)'.
With Vedic parndm here compare also Avestan anzifiio.parana- 'eaglefeathered (arrow)'. Rigvedic rjipyd- is itself used substantively as an epithet for
'arrow' in the kenning-like line 6.67.1 Ic dnu
dva 'sphurdn rjipydm 'When the
cow(gut bowstring)s send whizzing the swift-flying (arrow)'.5 In Homeric Greek
arrows (
I) are 'swift' (
) and 'feathered' (
).
2. It is perhaps relevant that there is an Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopterus, French
percnoptere d' Egypte), whose range extends to Greece: Petersenet. al. 1983:70, map 69; Jonsson 1993:124.
3. For the (inherited) suffix *-io- see Peters 1980:73.
4. Diakonoff 1985:602 envisages the possibilty of a borrowing from Proto-Armenian into HurroUrartean, though he prefers the other way around, as also argued 1986:45 (but written before the previous
article).
5. Related to AV 1.2.3 vrksdm ydd gavah parisasvajand anusphurdm sardm drcanty fbhum
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We may recall finally the old comparison for Indo-European poetic language
made first by Schulze 1933:124: the Vedic name rjisvan- 'having swift dogs' beside
'swift-footed dogs' (//. 24.211), uncompounded
; (//.
1.50),
(//. 18.57S).6 The younger compound type
either
in the sense 'swiftfoot' or 'whitefoot' is the name of both Hector's and Menelaus'
horse; it is there already in Mycenean times aspodako /podargos/, probably in the latter
sense, as the name of an ox at Knossus.7 Note also Odysseus' dog "Apyos; (with
regularly retracted accent) Od. 17.292.
We find thus a nexus in poetic language of semantically similar and partially
overlapping epithet systems for horses, dogs, large birds of prey, and arrows, all
compounds or noun phrases with phonetically similar and partially overlapping
lexemes as first member:
*hjgi*h,o£u*h2afcu-,
and likewise phonetically similar and partially overlapping lexemes as second
member:
*pet(h2)*ped*pet-r-/*pt-er-/*per-.
Indo-European *h2rgi-p-io- in a sense stands for all three second members, and might
be built (with adjectival -id-) on a hypocoristic or otherwise truncated epithet *h,fgip ... As such it could well belong to a layer of Indo-European (or Greco-ArmenoIndo-Iranian) poetic language characterized by what in Irish is termed dichned
'beheading': an artificial deformation of the word for poetic purposes, as I have
described it.8 The phenomenon is again familiar in onomastics but not confined to it;
compare Greek
v.10

'When the cows, embracing the tree, sing the whizzing reed' = 'When the gut string on the wooden bow
makes the reed arrow whistle' (Whitney).
6. The constant epithet
'silver-footed' of the goddess Thetis may be a metrical
substitute for
(-ped-;'a) 'swift-footed' or 'white-footed' withBader 1971:206-7,but this is at best
uncertain.
7. DuranteinSchmitt 1968:301 (Italian original 1962). Note that the connection of Indo-European
poetic language and name-giving extends to domestic animals as well.
8. Watkins 1970a: 13. The archaic Irish (pre-syncope) term refers to apheresis/apocope of initial/
final consonant. See for discussion of this and similar phenomena and their theoretical foundation Toporov
1981:214-19.
9. Leumann 1950:44.
10. Schwyzer 1968:1.494-5.

15
An Indo-European theme
and formula: Imperishable fame
The middle of the 19th century saw the first extensions of the purlieu of linguistic
comparison beyond the word level to that of the phrase : the remark of Adalbert Kuhn
1 853b:467 equating Homeric Greek (//. 9.4 1 3)
and Rigvedic ( 1 .9.7bc)
srdvas . . . dksitam, both meaning 'imperishable, unfailing fame'.
Kuhn's innovation lay in the fact that instead of equating two words in two
languages he equated two phrases in the two languages, two syntagmas of noun and
adjective which have, as we shall see, every right to be termed formulas.
Despite the intense study of the Greek traditions by classicists and theoreticians
we lack a principled account of what can constitute a formula, and there is in practice
wide disagreement over whether a given textual nexus— including the famous
—is or is not "formulaic". Gregory Nagy in numerous publications (1974,
1979, 1990b) has rightly focused on the importance of distinguishing the synchronic
and the diachronic in the study of formulas. The diachronic may be within a single
tradition, without recourse to comparison. It is circular to claim that
is a Homeric formula simply because of its agreement with Vedic srdvas . . . dksitam,
as Margalit Finkelberg 1986 rightly points out in a recent study. She objects to and
rejects the formulaic status of
in its unique Homeric attestation (//.
9.413). Her remarks have merit synchronically: the adjective is predicate, not
attributive, ' [my] fame will be imperishable' , and it could perfectly well be generated
ad hoc. But diachronically within Greek this line must be a transformation of an earlier
real formula. The same process of internal reconstruction must be applied to the
equally unique Rigvedic example of srdvas . . . dksitam ( 1 .9.7bc) beside dksiti srdvas
of RV 1.40.4b, 8.103.5b,9.66.7c. The diachronic analysis has been set forth basically
by Nagy 1974 and the material earlier by Schmitt 1967. But since I differ from Nagy
in certain crucial respects, and since his analysis apparently did not convince
Finkelberg, I set forth briefly here my own apologia for
After writing these lines in 19861 waspleased to read the decisive paper of Ernst
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Risen (1987). As he shows, the Mycenean woman's name a-qi-ti-ta (dative, MY Oe
1 03) was identified as Ak'-'hthita by both Heubeck and Schmeja. Its formation either
presupposes a full compound name *AKJhthitoklewejja or is built directly on the 'feste
Verbindung' *ak"hthiton klewos. 'So oder so ist dieser mykenische Frauenname ohne
das VorbildderdichtersprachlichenWendungkaumdenkbar' (p. 11). For other more
recent perspectives on
one may note Edwards 1988 and Floyd 1980,
as well as Nagy 1990b passim.
Finkelberg 1986:4, citing Nagy 1974:105, asserts that 'combinations of i
with forms of the verb
at the end of the hexameter... may with every right be
identified as a Homeric formula.' I disagree entirely. While we lack a study of what
are the possible syntactic and semantic constraints on formulas, I submit that

is not a complete formula, because it is not meaningful. It is only a formulaic
constituent. The 'essential idea' (in Parry's phrase) to be complete requires further
specification: the presence of a pronominal reference and predication. Compare the
examples (with the formula and metrical breaks marked):
//. 10.212
his fame would be great under heaven,
Od. 9.264
whose fame is the greatest under heaven,
Od. 4.584
I heaped up a tomb to Agamemnon, that his fame might be
unquenchable,
Od. 7.332-3
his would be unquenchable fame,
//. 17.232
his fame shall be even as my own,
//. 22.513-14
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(all these clothes I will burn)—no use to you, since you
will not be laid out in them—but to be an honor to you
from the men and women of Troy.
The formulaic unit, as a thematic, semantic, and syntactic whole, is both larger
and more flexible. Within this larger unit we find formulaic constituents which are
themselves formulas: thus we can safely assert that//. 10.212 is a transformation of
the formula
; regularly occurring between the trochaic caesura and the
bucolic diaeresis (//. 6.446 et passim).
The situation is the same for the larger formulaic unit of which
) is a constituent. Consider the following, as part of the formulaic background
of Achilles' speech setting forth his choice in book 9:
//. 10.212-13
his fame would be great under heaven
among all men, and a goodly gift will be his,
Od. 24.93-4
not even in death did you lose your name, but forever
among all men you will have good reknown, Achilles.
Here
...
ov can be translated predicatively ('your fame will be great',
Lattimore),but it is in either case only atransformationoftheclearlyformulaicKA^oi;
(
) of II. 5.3 etpassim. The important fact is that
+ adjective is part
of a larger verb phrase whose semantics we may model (in normal English word order)
as
PRO + BE / HAVE
GET
WIN
GRANT

IMPERISHABLE
FAME
UNQUENCHABLE
GOOD
GREAT

(FOREVER).

This verb phrase underlies two names in the Iliad, as noted by Schmitt 1967:63: the
noble Myrmidon '
(//. 16.189) and the two Trojans "
slain by Patroklos
(//. 16.694) and Achilles (//. 20.474). Yet the clearest expression of it is in the archaic
metrical votive inscription from the 7th century in Krisa (Schw. 316):
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[
Jaristos dedicated these draweoi to Athena and
to Hera, that he too might have imperishable fame forever.
That there is a metrical and formulaic seam at the bucolic diaeresis (following
)
does not affect the syntactic structure where noun and attribute are dominated by a
single node.
One should not forget that K
shows up precisely at Achilles' great
expression of his choice—perhaps the central Indo-European theme—in a context
which is that of the verb phrase:
LOSE return—GAIN imperishable fame
LOSE good fame—GAIN long life:
//. 9.413-16

Then lost is my return, but my fame will be
imperishable . ..
then lost is my noble fame, but my life will long
endure . . .
It is part of the dramatic uniqueness of the language of Achilles in Homer's
presentation that we find a unique formulaic constituent in just this nexus, just as the
adverbial phrase
'for a long time' is also unique to this passage in Homer.
But
is a formula, as well as a constituent of a larger formulaic unit,
including the verb phrase with BE and a pronoun (dative of 'interest' and dative of
possession are ultimately the same), and an expression of FOREVER, here aicov,
echoing
in the same slot.
In Achilles' speech the noun phrase
;
has been transformed; but
it is syntactically and metrically intact in line-final position in Sappho 44.4 L-P, which
provides metrical and formulaic testimony independent of Homer, pace Finkelberg,
as conclusively demonstrated by Nagy 1974. The situation is comparable to that of the
formulalayuc,
,, 'swift messenger'. In
//. 18.2

Antilokhos, swift of foot, came as messenger to Achilles,
we have a clear formulaic, syntactic, and metrical boundary or seam between
and
;. Each constituent occurs elsewhere without the other:

,
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II. 17.676
(the eagle) to whom though on high the swift-footed hare
is not unseen,
//. 3.121 etc.

Iris went as a messenger to white-armed Helen.
But the two words are clearly a formulaic unit in the only other Homeric occurrence
of the collocation:
Od. 15.526
a hawk, the swift messenger of Apollo; in his feet.
And again we have the confirmation of Sappho 44.3 L-P, where
; is once
more line-final in the same metrical slot as
v in the following line.
We may conclude that T
; like
is a true Homeric
formula. Just as
; can be compared for the semantics with the Vedic
formula dutd-ajir a- 'swiftmessenger' (RV3.9.8,10.98.2), so the comparison of K
with Vedic srdvas... dksitam and dksiti srdvas can stand as the first in our
discipline. But in concluding I would like to suggest that the real comparison is
syntactically deeper—i.e., higher—than just the noun phrase and that it is an all the
more remarkable formulaic, syntactic, and thematic equation. We may state the
following rules:
Where a man is the subject, the notion HAVE (IMPERISHABLE FAME) is
expressed either by the verb BE (*h,es-) and a dative pronoun (PRO), or by a true verb
(e.g.,*segh-, *dhehr middle) and a subject pronoun, together with an optional form
of the word for EVER(LASTING), ETERNITY, LIFETIME.
Thus in Indo-European lexical shape:
PROdat
PR

Onom

as in Greek

and Vedic
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sa dhatte aksiti sravah
he gets imperishable fame.

Where a god is the subject the verb is GRANT (e.g. *dhehr active) and the
indirect object (man) is expressed in the dative pronoun (PRO):
PRO

dat

*dheh,-

*kleuos

*ndgahitom

*h2aiu-

asmd prthii £ravo brhat/ visvSyur dhehy aTc§itam
As everlasting one, grant us wide, lofty, imperishable fame.
The seemingly redundant *h2aiu- (EVER) comes into its own in such variants as
PROgen *kleuos
poss

NEVER

PERISH

//. 7.91

Od. 16.241
The formula takes on an added dimension in view of Cowgill's (1960) etymology of
Greek o\) as *h,oiu, o-grade of *h2aiu-. Cf. also Old Norse Hdvamdl 77 ek veil einn
at aldrl deyr / domr um daudan hvern 'I know one thing that never dies: a dead man's
fame' and Early Welsh (VKG 2.338) trengidgolud, ni threing molud 'wealth perishes,
fame does not perish'. But treatment of this and other variants must be left to the future.

16
The hidden track of the cow:
Obscure styles in
Indo-European
In the poetic traditions of most or all of the early Indo-European languages we find
texts, often in large numbers, which for one reason or another present, or seem to
present, some sort of obstacle between the hearer—the "reader"—and the message.
And it often seems that that "obstacle" is in some sense what that society considers art.
paro 'ksakama hidevdh 'For the gods love the obscure', as we read in the Satapathabrahmana 6.1.1.2 and many places elsewhere in Vedic literature.
It should be emphasized that in the early Indo-European world the primary form
of artistic expression is precisely verbal. Visual art typically plays a distinctly limited
role until relatively late in the tradition. In Indo-European-speaking areas from the
British Isles, the Celtic, Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic continent, Italy and Hellas, to
Anatolia, Iranian Asia, and Western India the discrepancy in sophistication between
plastic and verbal art at the dawn of our documentation is striking. Contrast the
blackened, rather pedestrian Athenian pot from the 8th century B.C. hidden away in
a dark corner of the museum in Athens, the Dipylon jug, and the childish lettering of
its inscription, with the unchallenged mastery of meter, formulaic technique, and
poetic creativity (on which see Watkins 1976d) which the crafter of its text exhibits.
The text is cited in chap. 4. Or to take a less well-known example, there is a world of
difference between the crudely carved human figure and external appearance of the
South Picene inscribed grave stele of Bellante from ca. 500 B.C. (TE[ramo] 2
Marinetti), and the artistry of its message, with its colometric isosyllabism, fixed
caesura, chain alliteration, and conventionalized speaker-hearer discourse relation.
The text is cited in chap. 10 and illustrated with a photograph in Marinetti 1985.
For the Indo-European world, the further back we go the greater the emphasis
on purely verbal art, the art of the spoken word. For the spoken word is a force, a
creative power that can have a physical effect on the external world, when it is
'worked' or 'crafted' by the poet: compare the ideology of Truth in the Vedic maxim
discussed in chap. 6:
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satyd mantrah kavisasta fghavan (RV 1.152.2b)

True is the powerful formula pronounced by the poet.
The verbal figure is a formula of common Indo-Iranian date, as shown by the exactly
cognate Old Avestan phrase hai-Qlm mq&ram 'true formula'. We find the same
ideology in archaic Greece (on which see Detienne 1973), as in the Muses' epiphany
to Hesiod, Th. 26-8:

Shepherds of the wilderness, wretched things of shame, mere
bellies, we know how to speak many false things as though they
were true; but we know, when we will, to utter true things.
These lines strikingly recall the message of Vac, divinized Speech, to the poet in the
famous hymn RV 10.125.4:
maya so annam atti yo vipasyati
yah pratiiti ya Irrt srnoti uktam
amantavo mam ta lipa ksiyanti
srudhf sruta sraddhivam te vadami
Through me he (merely) eats food, he who (just) sees,
breathes, and hears what is spoken—
(Even) these uncomprehending ones depend upon me.
(But) listen, o famed one: I say to you something worthy of trust.
As Toporov 1981 has shown in detail, the message is that those who see and hear still
do not properly comprehend: RV 10.71.4 utd tvahpdsyan nd dadarsa vdcam utd tvah
srnvdn ndsrnoty enam I uto tvasmai tanvam vi sasre jayeva pdtya usattsuvdsdh 'The
one, looking, does not see Speech; the one, listening, does not hear her; to the one she
reveals her body as a desiring wife, well-dressed, to her husband.'
We have already noted in chap. 8 the hidden meaning of Vac's message to the
poet in 10.125.4d s'rudhis'ruta sraddhivam te vadami. It is an extreme phonetic figure,
an exhaustive classification of the speech sounds of the language with a single example
for each class. Recall also Hesiod's invocation of the Muses in the proem to the Works
and Days (1-10), analyzed in chap. 7. Like the poet of the hymn to Vac, Hesiod frames
and closes the invocation with a complex phonetic figure. The proem begins with the
word Mousai 'Muses' and ends (9-10) with the palindrome etETUMA MUTHE-,
which itself calls our attention to the hidden phonetic echo closing the ring MOUSAI
... MUtheSAimen, as we saw in chap. 7. There can be little doubt that these Vedic
and Greek examples reflect a common ideology of the theory and practice of poetics.
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It is as much a common inheritance from the proto-poetic language as the verb forms
, and srudhi 'listen!' are a common inheritance from the proto-language.
The Indo-European poet is the 'professional of the word' (Campanile 1977:32),
and like any professional he must guard the secrets of his trade. In Indo-European
poetry, that is to say in the poetry of many early Indo-European-speaking societies—
and naturally many other language families one could name—there existed a conscious tradition of obscurantism, of secrecy, which serves like a cipher to protect the
poetic message. To take only one of countless examples furnished by the Vedic
Brahmanas consider the mantras in the Soma worship spoken at the stirring of the
Soma in the water, together with their 'explanation' (TS 3.3.3.1d-p):
m&idasu te s'ukra s'ukram A dhunomi, bhandanasu, kdtanasu, nfltanasu,
reslsu, mesTsu, vcfslsu, visvabhftsu, ma'dhvlsu, kakuhcSsu, sakvrisu;
s'ukr&u te s'ukra sukram A dhunomi...
In the gladdening (waters) the pure for thee, o pure one, I stir,
in the joyous, in the kotanas, in the new, in the resis, in the mesis,
in the roaring, in the all-supporting, in the sweet, in the lofty, in
the strong; in the pure I stir the pure for thee, o pure one.
3.3.4.1

etad va apaVn namadheyam guhyam yad adhava1; mSndasu te s'ukra
sukram a dhunomfty aha 'pam eva namadheyena guhyena divo vfstim
ava runddhe
The stirrings are the secret names of the waters; 'In the gladdening
(waters) the pure for thee, o pure one, I stir,' he says; verily with
the secret names of the waters he wins the rain from the sky.

The feminine gender of all the names (several of which are still obscure to us) serves
to index the understood apsu 'in the waters', of feminine gender.
In what follows we will explore and illustrate some of the manifestations of this
tradition in a number of different early Indo-European literatures.
There is a metalinguistic doctrine in many Indo-European traditions that there
are different kinds of language. On the level of the lexicon this "diglossia" or
"polyglossia" often finds its metaphorical expression in the opposition "language of
men" versus "language of gods", in Homer, in Vedic, in Old Norse, and in Irish.
Compare the detailed examples given in chap. 3.
These examples reflect a hierarchy in the lexicon: in terms of markedness the
semantically unmarked member is identified with men (Greek EK
;, Vedic
ds'va 'horse', Old Norse igr8 'earth'), but the marked member or members with gods
or other superhuman beings (Gk
Vedic hay a 'steed' etc.). In all cases the
fundamental opposition can in terms of markedness be reduced to one of
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(-)

ordinary language
human language

:
:

(+)

poetic language
poetic language.

In Petronius' Satyricon (chap. 90) Encolpius says to the poet Eumolpus, minus quam
duabus horis mecum moraris, et saepiuspoetice quam humane locutus es: 'you have
been in my company less than two hours, and you have talked more often like a poet
than like a human being.'
We have an excellent illustration in the Old Irish kennings for the letter names
of the Ogam alphabet, as they appear in texts edited by Damian McManus 1988,
amplified and modified in McManus 1991. The two-theme structure of the kenning
and the concatenating alliteration of one set of these particular kennings prove that
they were to be recited in alphabetical order as a poetic commentary on the alphabet
itself. As McManus notes (1991:42), The opposition between kenning and letter name
is that of a semantically marked synonym to an unmarked norm, or of poetic to
ordinary language.' Thus the letter GG, named getal, has the kennings luth lego
'sustenance of a leech', e'tiud midach 'raiment of physicians', and tosach n-echto
'beginning of slaying'. McManus showed that getal must be the old verbal noun of
gonid 'slays, wounds', from IE *g"hen-, and this explanation establishes the Primitive
Irish value /gw/ for this letter.
The Irish doctrine as set forth in theAuraicept na n-Eces, The Poets' Primer, is
a threefold oppposition of 'language' (berla) in an ascending order of complexity and
markedness:

(-)
(-)

(+)

(+)

gnathberla:

senberla

ordinary

:

old

berla Feine:

berla na filed

professional

:

poetic

berla tobaide:

berla fortchuide selected

:

concealed

Thus the most highly marked form of discourse in Irish is that which is archaic,
uniquely poetic, and obscure. How is this implicit goal— 'saepius poetice quam
humane' — attained in these traditions?
"Language" is in Indo-European languages most readily accessible in the
lexicon; hence the attention to hierachization of vocabulary into aesthetically marked
and unmarked forms (language of gods / language of men). The obscure style may
favor a special vocabulary, like the names of things in Irish berla na filed 'language
of the poets' or the Vedic devdnam guhya ndmani 'secret names of the gods' (RV
5.5. lOb). The obscure style, poetic language for short, may also favor the systematic
avoidance of part of the lexicon as 'unpoetic' : this is a characteristic feature of Latin
literary language, well described in Axelson 1945.
Not only lexicon but also grammar may be so stigmatized. In the Latin literary
language the 3rd pi. ending of the perfect was e.g. uen-erunt (unmarked) and uen-ere
(marked). But the Romance languages show that what the man in the street actually
said was uen-crunt (French Us vinrent).
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It is well to remember that the total effect of all forms of poetic technique is going
to be a distancing of the poetic message from ordinary human language. And this
distancing is itself a powerful contributing factor to the obscure style. The techniques
include sound features like phonetic figures on the one hand and metrics on the other,
grammatical figures, morphological and syntactic, and a variety of perturbations and
deformations of natural language at every level, from word order to style of delivery.
None of these, be it noted, involves a level of meaning higher than grammatical
meaning. Thus in each of the messages cited above for the language of men/gods, the
doctrine is vehicled by phonetic figures which function indexically to call attention to
the opposition, as noted by Toporov:

1
th

ks th
I
GODS

1
andr

sk

1
andr

I
MENI

11

In the Old Norse Alvissmdl the distribution of the men's words and the gods' words
is governed by two simple phonological rules of poetic grammar, as I showed
elsewhere (Watkins 1970a): (1) if the men's word begins with a vowel, the gods are
called sir for alliteration and the choice of the gods' word is free; (2) if the men's
word does not begin with a vowel, the gods are called god and the gods' word must
alliterate with the men's word:
'earth'
'heaven'

(men)
(men)

iQrd
himinn

(/Esir)
(god)

fold
hlyrnir.

We must recognize however that there are in fact two levels to the obscure style,
just as there are for language itself: the meaningless and the meaningful. Note that
'meaningless' does not mean 'contentless'; it is just a level where ordinary meaning,
typically lexical meaning, is simply not in play. It is characteristic that "meaningful
obscurity" is the kind immediately thought of. But there is meaningful obscurity and
meaningless obscurity, and we will have to consider—and the linguist will have an
opinion—which is the more insidious.
Consider the case of isosyllabism, syllable-counting verse. In ordinary discourse speakers do not count the syllables of their utterances. But in Asterix et
Cleopatre, one of the series of comic cartoon creations of A. Uderzo and R. Goscinny,
when the Gauls arrive by ship in Alexandria, the druid Panoramix is greeted by his
colleague, an Egyptian priest, with the words
Je suis, mon cher ami, tres heureux de te voir.
The Gaul Asterix explains,
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C'est un Alexandrin.

As is often the case, verbal play sheds light on verbal art.
We are amused but not moved by the blatant iconicity of Ennius'
saxo cere- comminuit -brum (Ann. 609)
Smashed his brain with a stone,
where the verb cleaves the noun in twain. But in Early Irish poetic doctrine there is
a recognized figure of word-deformation, the deletion of a word-initial or word-final
consonant, termed dichned 'beheading'. And we are moved by the iconic distraction
of the two constituents of the noun phrase 'jEschere's head', separated by a whole
hemistich, in Beowulf 1420-1

on bam holmclife
When they met

sy5ban scheres
hafelan melton
schere's head on that sea-cliff.

In what follows I will examine from the point of view of phonetic and
grammatical features an entire text, RV 8.70, to observe the poetic structure of a whole
hymn in Vedic. RV 8.70 is metrically complex, consisting of six pragatha strophes
(1-6) alternating brhatT/satobrhatl lines, six brhatl verses (7-12), and concluding with
the sequence usnih/anustubh/usnih (13-15). The text and a rough-and-ready translation are given in the Appendix to this chapter. What is of particular interest is the
different deployment of grammatical, phonetic, and lexical figures in the three
metrically demarcated subunits: 1-6,7-12, 13-15.
Verse 1 begins with a relative clause, whose antecedent, the god Indra whom
the hymn celebrates, is not identified until verse 2:1 ayordjd... 2a indram tdm sumbha
'(He) who is king... Glorify that Indra'. The grammatical figure is a device familiar
in both Vedic and Greek poetry.
Verse 3 introduces two phonetic figures, whose nature will be apparent only
with their repetition in the same slot in subsequent verses: line 3a ends kdrmana
nasad, and line 3d, the mantra-final, ends dhrsnvojasam. The first sets a pattern of
quasi-, i.e. either apparent or real, 'intensive reduplication' with long vocalism in the
'reduplicator', short in the 'root' Syllable:
3a
4a
4c
4d
5c
9b
lOc

karmana na£ad
sSsahim
anonavur
anonavur
stiryS ami
sura rifdhase (quantities 'reversed')
.
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The second sets a pattern of mantra- final (C)oCaCV(-):
3d
4d
5d
7d

dhrsnvbjasam
anonavur
rodas1
yuyojate.

Both figures predominate in the first metrical section (1-6), and are only faintly echoed
in the second (7- 12). In return, however, the repetition of the same word at the end of
lines 4c and 4d of the first section deftly prefigures the same repetition throughout
section two:
4c,d anonavur
7c,d yuyojate
8c,d havyo, havyah
9a,d vaso mahe, sravase mahe
llc,d parvatah
12c,d sam grbhaya asmayur.
Such consistent patterning can scarcely be accidental.
Verse 6 of this hymn stands outside these particular patterns. But lines 6ab
provide a veritable symphony of sound figures, including alliteration, repetition,
concatenation, and phonetic framing:
a papratha mahina vrsnya vrsan
visva savistha savasa
You have filled with your greatness, with your bull-strength, o bull,
all (space), o mightiest with your might.
The two etymological figures in succession (vrs- vrs-, sav- sav-) are linked by a word
combining both v- and -s'v-. The resulting sequence
vrsn . . . vrs-n v-s'v. s'-v . . . s'-v
could be described syntactically in terms of the resultant word order as "heavy poetic
noun phrase extraposition." Lines cd continue the pattern with alliteration a- a~,
repetition ava . . . -ava-, and a concatenating phonic echo:
asmam ava maghavan gomati vraje
vajrin citrabhir utibhih
Help us, o generous one, to a stall rich in cattle,
o cudgel-bearer, with your wondrous help.
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Verse 9 of the second metrical section of the hymn shows only an allusive
repetition, but in return it provides rich examples of alliteration, rhyme, and consonant
play, combined with a curious pattern of anaphora. I give first the sound figures in
boldface:
ud u su no vaso mahe"
mrsasva sura radhase
ud u su mahyai maghavan maghattaya
ud indra sravase mahe
Stretch out well (your hand) for us, o Good One,
for great generosity, o Hero;
(stretch) out well for great giving, o Generous one,
(stretch) out (well) for great fame, o Indra.
The anaphora is in greater part elliptic, such that we have a sort of "dwindle gapping":
lid u su ... mrsasva . . .
lid u su .. .
ud...
Observe that the constituents of the verb phrase in lines ab must be read, so to speak,
"vertically".
A widespread Indo-European convention or rule of poetic grammar which
surely goes back to the proto-language is the convention of verse line = sentence.
Grammatical phenomena sensitive to sentence or clause boundary (initial, final,
second, pre-final) will occur also at verse or hemistich boundary, as the accented
mrsasva in this example. The metrical constituents of this brhati quatrain are 8-8-128, but the clauses are in fact three, of 16-12-8 syllables, corresponding iconically to the
"dwindle gapping".
After the virtuoso display of phonetic and grammatical figures of the metrically
complex pragatha (1 -6) and brhati (7-12) verses, climaxing in the poetically exuberant
and syntactically intricate praise of the generosity of the god Indra, the hymn
concludes in 13-15 with the traditional danastuti, the 'praise of the gift' of his patron
to the poet for his poem. But the patron has been stingy, and that violation of the
contract between poet and patron leaves the latter open to another form of the obscure
style: the "inverse danastuti". The danastuti or praise of the gift is a familiar genre in
other early Indo-European literatures from the Pindaric ode of ancient Greece to the
Germanic and Celtic Middle Ages and beyond, from Beowulf to Classical Modern
Irish Bardic Poetry. Less familiar, but still well-attested, is its inverse, the poetic
blame of niggardliness which counter-balances the poetic praise of generosity. This
we may term "inverse danastuti"; the Irish called it 'false praise which was equivalent
to satire,' molad ngoafris-suid air (CIH 2192.20).
Our Rigvedic hymn provides an example of inverse danastuti from the Indian
tradition (an example from Old Irish is quoted below). The three verses (13-15) of the
danastuti, in stark contrast to the preceding sections, is devoid of phonic ornamenta-
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tion. The poetic device is lexical and semantic and the message brief, ironic, and
anticlimactic. It names the princely (suri) patron (descendent of Suradeva) and his
generosity (maghavan) with flashbacks to Indra (Sura) and his generosity (maghavan,
verse 6), but ends with a sorry prize indeed: one calf to be divided among three (vatsa)
and a she-goat (aja)!
Friends, look for inspiration! How shall we achieve the praise of Sara,
the generous noble prince, who is not to be ashamed of?
You will be praised, somehow, by many worshipful rsis when you
hand out calves this way, Sara, one at a time.
Grabbing it by the ear, the generous son of Suradeva led a calf to the
three of us like a prince: a she-goat to suck on.
A famous Early Irish inverse danastuti is the quatrain preserved in the
Mittelirische Verslehren III, Irishe Texte 3.67, Murphy, EIL 38. Its unique metrical
form [32 72 7111] is called deibide baise fri toin 'slap on the arse deibide':
ro-cuala
n1 tabair eochu ar duana
do-beir a n-1 as duthaig do
bo

I have heard
he gives no horses for poems;
he gives what is his nature,
a cow.

Here the framing device ro-cuala 'I have heard ...' can be paralleled in Vedic
praise of generosity, e.g. RV 1.109.2,5:
a'S'ravam hi' bhuridavattara vam .. .
For I have heard you two give more plentifully . ..
yuvam indragni vasuno vibhage
tavastama sus'rava
I heard, o Indra and Agni, that you are the stoutest
in distributing goods ...
Vedic susrava and Old Irish (ro-)cuala are exact cognates, IE *kuklouh2a. For 'I have
heard' as an introductory framing device in Germanic literatures compare the first line
of the Hildebrandslied and the commentary of Luhr 1982.
Following are some further Vedic examples of this obscure style. RV 9.91.5ab
contains two sequential noun phrases, navyase suktdya and pathah pracah, with
distraction of constituents to positions adjacent to metrical boundary, as discussed in
chap. 3:
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sa pratnavan I navyase visvavara
suktaya pathah I krnuhi pracah

Make ready as before, o all-desired one, the paths for the new hymn.
Now formulas can undergo change in transmission across time while maintaining their
essential identity; they may also remain intact but their deployment change. RV 9.91
above in the tristubh meter is attributed by the AnukramanI to the sage Kasyapa. RV
9.9 in gayatrl meter is attributed to the sage Asita, descendant of Kasyapa; both names
are familiar in later Samhita and Brahmana literature. RV 9.9.8 contains the same
formula navyase suktaya as 9.91.5 ab (pathah, pratnavat), and is obviously related:
nu navyase navlyase
suktaya sadhaya pathah
pramavad rocaya rucah
Prepare the paths for every new hymn;
as before make your lights shine.
We have a new poetic figure in this verse, however: a clear run of sequential,
concatenating or chain alliterations: nnnsspprr. In other Indo-European traditions
(with fixed initial stress) this feature will become the 'constitutive device of the
sequence', as discussed earlier. The oldest example known to me outside India is
precisely that mentioned above from 6th-century B.C. South Picene in Italy, analyzed
in chap. 10:
postin viam videtas
tetis tokam alies
esmen vepses vepeten.
The pattern of chain alliteration is very common in Early Irish, as in the seventhcentury Leinster genealogical poems.
On the level of phonology, finally, the obscure style may be manifested by
anagrams or hypograms concealing or artfully disclosing the name of the poet or of the
god, or of a key notion. RV 10.20-26 are attributed by the AnukramanI to the poet
Vimada, who mentions himself by name in 10.20.10, linked to the verb form vaksat:
... vimado" manisam ...
gira a vaksat
Vimada will bring you a hymn ... songs of praise.
But his real signature is the recurrent refrain in 10.21.1-8, 10.24.1-3, and 10.25.1-11:
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v1 vo made ... vivaksase
In intoxication I wish to tell you . . .,
with an anagrammatic or hypogrammatic display of both elements. In 10.23 he
mentions his people (6a vimada) and himself (7b vimadasya ca rseh) and follows both
with an anagram of his name in the c line beginning vidmd(6c, 7c); the last (7c) closes
with another anagram, thus creating a frame:
vidma ... jamivad.
Finally in 10.24 after the signature refrain above he weaves in an eponymous mythical
Vimada (4c vimadena yad ilita), then concludes the hymn with repeated phonetic
indexes of his own name with madhumat 'rich in sweet (of honey, mead, and the
intoxicationg soma)':
madhuman me ...
madhumat...
... madhumatas krtam.
In the Homeric h.Ap. 362, PHOI-non APO-pneiousa 'breathing out gore'
prefigures the god's name at the end of the line PHOl-bos APO-llon:

... breathing out gore; then Phoebus Apollo boasted over her.
We have seen above the ring composition of the proem to Hesiod's Works and
Days, beginning with the name of the Muses MOUSAI (1.1), echoed at the end of this
and the next line by ... OUSAI, .. . OUSAI, and ending with the hypogrammatic
hidden echo MIMeSAImen. We find a similar echo of the same word in the first
strophe of Pindar's Ol. 3.4:
MOISA... p O I . . . MOI neoSigAlon.
The first word of the first strophe of Sappho 1, the hymn to Aphrodite, POiMoTHrON'
is echoed in the adonic closure POtnia THumON.
Perhaps the most famous Greek example is Pindar's anagram of the name of his
patron and hymnee Theron of Akragas in Ol. 2.2:
tina THeon, tin' hEROa, tina d' aNdra keladesomen
What god, what hero, what man shall we hymn?
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Further on in the same ode (87) Pindar ventures to pun on the name of his patron' s city,
speaking of his rival poets
korakes hos akrantagarueton1
Chattering in vain like a pair of crows,
boldly asserting the solution four lines later (91):
Akraganti tanusais
audasomai enorkion logon
Toward Akragas I will bend the bow
and speak a word under oath.
See also chap. 6.
An extreme case of the obscure style is the Old Avestan Ahuna Vairiia prayer
(Y. 27. 1 3), the Zoroastrian Paternoster as it is sometimes termed. Like the Paternoster
the Zoroastrian prayer takes its name from its incipit, yaua ahu vairiio. This text
consists of just three lines or 6 hemistichs of 16 syllables [7 + 9] each. The resulting
48-syllable utterance encapsulates the Mazdayasnian religion; its recitation by
Zarathustra had the power to drive out demons (Yt. 19.81). Yet its 'syntactic density'
(Russell 1993) renders it remarkably opaque, and the translations offered by specialists from Bartholomae on differ radically.2 I give the text and a translation based on
the version in Humbach-Elfenbein-Skjaerv0, but I suspect the last word has not been
said on either translation or exegesis.
ya a ahu vairi
a ratus asatcit haca
dazda manarjho
siiaoifenanam a h us mazdai
mca ahurai.a
yim drigubiio dadat vastar m
As it (judgment) is to be chosen by the world,
so the judgment (which is) in accord with truth,
(which is to be passed) on the actions of good thought of the world,
is assigned to the Wise (Lord) [Mazdai],
and the power (is assigned) to the (Wise) Lord [Ahurai.a],
whom they established as shepherd to the needy.
Humbach has shown that much of the syntactic complexity is additive; thus to the
(doubtless Indo-Iranian3) formulaic and nominal sentence a a ratus 'so (is) the
1. For the reading see H. Lloyd-Jones 1985.
2. They are enumerated in Humbach-Elfenbein-Skjaerv0 1991:2.4-6. Russell's 1993 translation is
again different.
3. They rightly eompare RV 1.162.19 tatha rtuh 'so is the regulation' in the as'vamedha hymn to
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judgment' is added the verbal predicate dazda, totally altering the structure in a fashion
reminiscent of 'garden path' sentences.4 Line 2 apparently conflates two Old Avestan
formulas, vdnhaus siiaouana- mananho 'actions of good thought' (Y. 50.9:2) and
anhaus.. .siiaouana- 'actions of the world' (Y.31.8:6). The resulting opacity is surely
intentional.
Contributing to the general density are the intersecting syntactic figures:
correlation yaua . . . aua . . ., delayed conjunction ratus . . . xsauramca, multiple
gapping, the doubling in Mazdai . . . Ahurai.a, and the distracted noun phrase
straddling a syntactically very distant verb in vanhSus dazda mananho.
But most striking of all is the linkage by phonetic figures, which inextricably
bind together the three lines. The lines and hemistichs are linked by whole word
repetitions (ahu 1: anhaus2,dazda 2: dadat3), by rhyme (vsyhsus: ayhSus), and triply
by alliteration (vairiio . . . vanhSus . . . vastarsm, drigubiio dadat) and more subtle
phonetic responsion (RaTuS . . . xSaOfom . . . vaSTaRam). Both names of the deity
are preceded by their phonetic echo: alliterative in anhausahurai.a, anagrammatic in
daZDA MAnanho... MAZDAi. One could seek no better illustration of the power and
the beauty of the hidden, obscure style in the performative language of religion in the
Indo-European tradition.
A Vedic poet contemplating his own art could boast of 'having found the hidden
word like the track of the cow' (RV 4.5.3c paddm na gor apagulham vividvdn). For
as one poet tells us (RV 8.41.5):
ya usranam apIcya veda namani guhya
sa kavih kavya puru rupam dyaur iva pusyati
He who knows the secret hidden names of the dawn cows,
he the kavi brings to flower his many poetic arts, as heaven its beauty.
Appendix: RV 8.70
1 yo raja carsamnam
yata rathebhir adhriguh
vfsvasarn taruta prtananam
jyestho yo vrtraha grne

(He) who is king of the people,
chariot-rider, the grand-one,
victor of all battles,
who is sung as the mightiest Vrtra-slayer,

2 fndram tam sumbha puruhanmann avase
yasya dviti vidhartari
hastaya vajrah prati dhayi darsato
maho dive na suryah

glorify that Indra, o Puruhanman, for favor
in whose hand to hold it indeed
the weapon was placed, fair to see
like the great sun in heaven.

the sacrificial horse. For such sententious, proverb-like correlative sentences as Avestan yaua X, aua Y
(ratus), Vedic (yatha) X, tatha Y (rtuh), compare also Kausitaki-Brahmana 8.7 yathamnatam iti tv eva
sthitam '"as it is remembered," so is the established rule', of the form yathd X, (tatha) Y. My translation
tries to capture this correlation.
4. For example, "The horse raced past the barn fell".
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nakis tarn karmana naiad
None could approach him in deed
yas cakSVa sadaVrdham
who produced an ever-invigorating one
fndrarn na yajnair visvagurtam fbhvasam like Indra all-praised with worship, masterful,
adhrstam dhrsnvbjasam
unassailable, of daring strength;

4

asalham ugram pjtanasu sasahfrp
yasmin mahfr urujrayah
sam dhenavo jSyamane anonavur
dyaVah ksaVno anonavuh

unconquered, powerful, victorious in battle
at whose birthing the broad-streaming rivers (and)
the cows bellowed together,
heaven (and) earth bellowed.

5

yad dy&Va indra te satam
s'atam bhumlr uta syuh
na tva vajrin sahasram suryS ami
na jatam asta rddasl

If you had a hundred heavens, o Indra,
and a hundred earths,
a thousand suns would not equal you, o cudgel-bearer,
nor the two worlds, once born.

6

3 papratha mahinS vfcnya VRan
vfSva &vistha Savasa
asmfa ava maghavan gdrnati vraje
vajrin citrfbhir utibhih

You have filled with your greatness,
with your bull-strength, o bull, all (space),
o mightiest, with your might.
Help us, o generous one, to a cow-filled pen,
o cudgel-bearer, with your wonderous help.

7

na sim adeva apad
fsam dlrghayo martyah
etagva cid ya etasa yuydjate
harl fndro yuydjate

Let not the godless mortal
obtain refreshment, o long-lived one;
whichever (Indra) yokes the two brindled,
(whichever) Indra yokes the two bays,

8

tarn vo mahd mahSyyam
mdram danSya saksanim
yd gadhesu ya Sranesu hivyo
vajesu asti havyah.

that Indra should you glorify,
victorious, forgiving;
he who (is) to be invoked in the shallows (and) the
depths,
(who) is to be invoked in the competitions.

lid D sii no vaso mahd
mrsasva Sura rSdhase
lid 0 511 mahyaf maghavan maghattaya
lid indra sravase mahd

Stretch out well (your hand) for us, o good one,
for a great gift, o hero;
(stretch) out well, o generous one, for great generosity,
(stretch) out (well), o Indra, for great fame.

tvam na indra ftayus
tvanfdo nf tpnpasi
madhye vasisva tuvinrmna Oradr
ni dasam sis'natho hathaih

You are true to us, o Indra,
you devour those who revile you;
cover yourself, o manly one, in the middle of your two
thighs
strike down the Dasa with your blows.

anyavratum amanusam
ayajvanam adevayum
ava svah sakha dudhuvlta parvatah
sughnSya dasyum parvatah

Him who follows another commandment, the non-man,
non-worshipping godless one,
may his friend the mountain shake down,
the mountain the barbarian, the easier to slay.

9

10

11

12 tvam na indrasam
haste s'avistha davane
dhandnam na sarn grbhSya asmayuh
dvfh satp gfbhaya asmaydr

Do you, o Indra, take of these (cows)
in your hand, o powerful one, to give us;
take as of grains to please us,
take double to please us.

16 The hidden track of the cow: Obscure styles in Indo-European
13 sakhayah kratum ichata
kathS radhama £arasya
lipastutim bhojah sOrfr yd ahrayah

14 bhdribhih samaha fsibhir
barhfsmadbhi stavisyase
yad ittham ekamekam fc
chiira vatsati paradadah

15 karnagfhya maghava sauradevyo
vatsaqi nas tribhya Snayat
ajaVp sOrfr na dh^tave
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Friends, look for inspiration!
How shall we achieve the praise of Sara, the generous
noble prince, who is not to be ashamed of?
You will be praised somehow,
by many worshipful fsis
when you hand out calves this way,
o 3ara, one at a time.
Grabbing it by the ear, the generous son of 3uradeva
led a calf to the three of us like a prince:
a she-goat to suck on.
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17
Some Indo-European prayers:
Cato's lustration of the fields
The ancient Roman ritual of lustration or 'purification' of the fields is described in a
passage in Cato, De agri cultura 141. Iff. It is prescribed to the landowner to order the
set of three animals which constitute the suouitaurilia—pig, sheep, and bull-calf—to
be driven around the circumference of the fields with the words
cum diuis uolentibus quodque bene eueniat,
mando tibi, Mani, uti illace suouitaurilia
fundum agrum terramque meam
quota ex parte siue circumagi siue circumferenda censeas
uti cures lustrare
That with the gods favorable everything will turn out well,
I order you, NN,1 to take care of the lustration of my
farm, field, and land, from whatever side you deem these
suouitaurilia should be driven or carried around them.
The syntactic intricacy of these prefatory instructions, accomplished principally
by moving illace suouitaurilia out of its clause (quota ex parte... censeas) to aposition
of prominence before the objects of the verb lustrare, indicates that we are already in
the world of concepta uerba, of Roman formal solemn diction.
The landowner is then enjoined to pronounce a preliminary prayer with a
libation to Janus and Jupiter2 and to address a prayer with fixed wording to Mars. This
prayer to Mars had been justly qualified by Risch 1979 as 'the oldest Latin text
preserved,' 'actually older than Early Latin literature,' the monuments of authors of
the third and second centuries B.C., considerably before Cato's time (ca. 234 - 149
B.C.).
1. Latin Manius, the equivalent of our John Doe.
2. lanum louemque uino praefamino, sic dicito. The imperative praefamino is already a linguistic archaism.
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The thematic and formal structure of this prayer was analyzed with characteristic lucidity by E. Benveniste, in an article of nearly a half-century ago (1945) entitled
'Social symbolism in Greco-Italic cults,' as an illustration of the principle that 'every
definition of a conceptual totality tends to borrow the tripartite framework which
organizes human society' among the early Indo-European-speaking peoples, that is to
say, in the trifunctional schema of G. Dumezil, of which Benveniste's study provides
some of the better examples.
The name of the sacrifice itself, the suouitaurilia, is tripartite, a three-member
compound. Benveniste, following the materials amassed by Krause in the article
Hostia, P.-W. Suppl. Bd. V, showed that this compound, a nominalization of a phrase
su one tauro (facere), combined the three animals which were typically sacrificed to
Earth (pig), Jupiter (ram), and Mars (bull) respectively. The whole sacrifice is made
to Mars to ward off the symbolic 'set of ills which may menace the body politic or the
products of the earth' (p. 15). The threefold sacrifice recurs in Greece as the
or
of the same three animals (in this case adult): bull, ram, and boar. It is first
found in the Odyssey, in Tiresias' instruction to Odysseus to sacrifice to Poseidon
(11.131 =23.278),

a ram and a bull and a boar who has been to the sows.
Poseidon receives the triple offering as the deity most appropriate, since he controls
the fate of the mariner, but the sacrifice 'symbolically subsumes the whole human
condition' (ibid.).
The scholiast to //. 19.197 informs us that the same threefold sacrifice consecrated the solemn oath:
'for oaths the Athenians would use three: boar, ram, bull.' Demosthenes
Contra Aristocratem § 68, p. 642, describes the oath-taking in a trial for murder,
'standing on the cut parts (= testicles)
of a boar and a ram and a bull.'
While the tripartite sacrifice here symbolically expresses a totality, we may still
find in the same or similar circumstances a bipartite expression, like Paul, ex Fest.
112 L mensa frugibusque iurato 'he shall swear by his stores and grain', a formula
which recalls the Umbrian bipartite rhyming mefa spefa, name of a sacrificial flatcake
< *menssa spenssa 'measured out (and) consecrated' (?). In the tradition of another
Indo-European people we also find an ascending series of single, double, and triple
expression in the same context of oath-taking. In the Sanskrit laws of Manu (8.113)
the brahmana priest swears by his truth (satyena), the ksatriya warrior by his chariot
(and) weapons (vahanayudhais), and the vais'ya farmer by his cattle, seed, (and) gold
(gobljakancanais), the last a three-member compound linguistically closely parallel to
suouitaurilia.
This is not the place to debate the validity of the Dumezilian system wholly or
in part. As we shall see, the triadic or tripartite organization of the Old Latin text as
demonstrated first by Benveniste is a structural fact independent of any conceptual
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framework one might choose to superimpose upon it. Benveniste was interested above
all in the structure of the content of Cato's prayer. Its poetic form did not engage his
attention, and he printed the text without comment as prose, just as it was transmitted
in the manuscript. This prayer, however, as I hope to show, is indeed not only the most
ancient piece of Latin literature but the oldest Latin poem that we possess. As we shall
see in abundant detail, its structure is far more complex than most commentators have
presumed. Two characterizations of the prayer were singled out for praise by Norden.
These are Leo 1913:13 'Bin Gebet, Hiilfe bittend und Obel verbittend', and Wunsch
1916:176: 'Unsegen soil aufhoren, Segen soil kommen; dazu sollen die Gotter helfen'.
Norden's book belies any 'simplicity' of the Ancient Roman priestly books, and the
artistic effect both German authors strove for in their antitheses bittend : verbittend,
HULFE : UBEL, Segen : Unsegen is itself an accurate rendition of the spirit of the
Roman prayer.
In the following the text is printed with line division essentially as in the
collective and anonymous collection Early Roman Poetry (Oxford 1951) 5-6,3 but
further separated into four strophes numbered I-IV.

1

I

Mars pater te precor quaesoque
uti sies uolens propitius
mihi domo familiaeque nostrae:
quoius rei ergo
agrum terram fundumque meum
suouitaurilia circumagi iussi

7
8
9
10
11

II

uti tu

12
13
14
15
16
17

III

utique tu
fruges frumenta
uineta uirgultaque
grandire
(du)eneque4 euenire siris
pastores pecuaque
salua seruassis
duisque (du)onam salutem ualetudinemque
mihi domo familiaeque nostrae

18
19
20

IV

harunce rerum ergo
fundi terrae agrique mei
lustrandi lustrique faciendi ergo

2
3
4
5
6

morbos uisos
inuisosque
uiduertatem
uastitudinemque
calamitates
intemperiasque
prohibessis defendas auerruncesque

3. 'Edited by a subgroup of the faculty concerned.' The line division there is I believe after W.
M. Lindsay.
4. In (du)ene here and (du)onam 16 I have restored the Old Latin form of later bene, bonam.
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21
22
23
24

sicuti dixi
macte hisce suouitaurilibus lactentibus immolandis esto
Mars pater eiusdem rei ergo
macte hisce suouitaurilibus lactentibus esto
I

Father Mars, I pray and beseech you
that you be favorable (and) propitious
to me, my house, and our household:
to which end
I have ordered the suouitaurilia to be driven around
my field, land, and farm;

II

that you
forbid, ward off, and brush aside
diseases seen
and unseen,
depopulation
and devastation,
storms
and tempests;

III

and that you
let grow tall
and turn out well
grains (and) corn
and vineyards (and) shrubwork
and keep safe
shepherds (and) cattle
and give good health and soundness
to me, my house, and our household.

IV

To these ends,
to purify and perform the purification
of my farm, land, and field
so as I spoke
be magnified by these suckling suouitaurilia to be sacrificed;
Father Mars, to that same end,
be magnified by these suckling suouitaurilia.

We have here clearly a prayer within a prayer in a nesting arrangement:
(I

(II

III)

IV).

Strophe I serves as the introduction and invocation, the captatio benevolentiae, and
strophe IV as the resolution or conclusion, with the final invocation (22-24) serving
as a sort of envoi, iterated.
I and IV formally belong together as the "wrapping" of II and III, because of their
pattern of respomions. These verbal responsions are equivalence tokens, and they
form the rings which establish I and IV as a frame. They include
Mars pater 1 : 23

Father Mars,
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and the synonymous doubling figures
precor quaesoque 1
uolens propitius 2
lustrandi lustrique faciendi 20

I pray and beseech
favorable (and) propitious,
to purify and perform the
purification.

For the Indo-European antiquity of the stylistic figure of the last see chap. 13.
Beside (or within) the synonymous doubling figures we have the counterpoint
of synonymous or semantically similar tripling figures:
mihi domo familiaeque nostrae

3:17

for me, my house,
and our household,

and the mirror-image repetition
agrum terram fundumque meum
fundi terrae agrique mei

5
19

my field, land, and farm
my farm, land, and field.

The last two phrases provide a link tofundum agrum terramque meam of the preceding
prefatory instructions discussed above. In general part of the art of the whole prayer
is the interplay of the bipartite with the tripartite, the doubling with the tripling figure,
which creates a unique stylistic rhythm.
Further responsions between I and IV include the single postposition ergo in 4
and its triplication in 18,20,23, and the presence in I and IV of the first person singular,
the persona of the worshipper as agent, in the perfects iussi5 6 and dixi 21.
Finally, the tripartite designation of the sacrifice itself appears only in I and IV:
su-oui-taurilia 6 : 22, 24.
By contrast to all these links between strophes I and IV, there is only one link
between them and the internal strophes II and III: mihi domofamiliaeque meae of lines
3 and 17. The phrase in line 17 is neither thematically nor syntactically organic or
necessary; its purpose is to link II-III to the farmer's personal family prayer I-IV.
Ring-composition affords a formal proof. The first word of strophe II, morbos
' diseases' in line 8, is answered by the last word of strophe III, ualetudinemque' health'
in line 16. This responsion by semantic antithesis bounds the poem proper of II-III and
proves that it starts at line 8 and stops at line 16.
Strophes I and IV are stylistically careful, artfully elaborated 'ordinary' solemn
religious language of 3rd-century B.C. Rome, as we can observe it for example in
Plautus .6 This sort of solemn usage was clearly traditional by that time on the evidence
of its striking stylistic contrast with the colloquial speech of the same period.7
5. In Cato' s time and before the form would surely have been iousi, as in the Senatus Consultum
de Bacchanalibus of 186 B.C.
6. Both Plautus ( ca. 184 B.C.) and Cato (234 - 149 B.C.) learned to talk in the 3rd century B.C.
7. A good example is Plautus Trinummus 39-42 Larem corona nostrum decorari uolo I uxor,
uenerare ut nobis haec habitatio I bona fausta felix fortunataque euenat I —teque ut quam primum passim
uideam emortuam. 'I want our Lar to be adorned with a wreath. Wife, perform your devotions that this
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Yet nested within these outer layers of formal religious language, cradled and
protected against the winds of change, lie the real archaisms: strophes II and III. If I
and IV represent traditional language and reflect the stylistic usage of, say, a century
or more before the 3rd century B.C., then strophes II-III should represent a state of the
language traditional already at that time, and perhaps antedating the foundation of the
Roman Republic. One must not be misled by the phonological form, which would
have been continuously modernized—as was that of the Law of the XII Tables, a
composition datable to 450 B.C. The central prayer to Mars, strophes II and III 'kann
beliebig alt sein', 'can be as old as you want', as Rudolf Thurneysen once exclaimed
over a passage in Early Irish law (fide D.A. Binchy).
For a parallel consider only that right now, toward the end of the 20th century,
the basic phraseology of Christianity in the English language remains virtually
unchanged from that of the Bible translation of William Tyndale in the early 16th
century (New Testament 1525-6). The span is almost half a millennium. It is the text
of this Latin prayer to Mars, strophes II and III—and they are indeed strophe and
antistrophe—which will henceforth occupy our attention. Its composition too may
well antedate by half a millennium its fixation by Cato in De agri cultura, ca. 160 B.C.
Benveniste' s contribution was to recognize the tripartite conceptual structure of
the two strophes and their homology to the hierarchy of the three functions argued for
as an ideology by Dumezil. For Benveniste 'every definition of a conceptual totality
tends unconsciously to borrow the tripartite framework which organizes human
society' (p. 5). We may retain the key word 'unconsciously'. There may have existed
an ideological tripartition into the three functions of sovereignty, force, and fecundity,
though the tripartition might be simply a cognitive universal. The model might have
been—as it clearly was for Benveniste—a social hierarchy, a threefold division of the
classes of free males into priests, warriors, and farmers, as we can observe it in India
and Iran. But that too, with all the necessary adjustments, might be a cognitive
universal. It is certain in any case that the hierarchy of Roman society by the middle
of the 1st millennium B.C. was based rather on birth, wealth, clientship, and the like
and that the Roman 'farmer' could and did function at the same time as both 'warrior'
(the Cincinnatus ideal) and 'priest' (as here in the lustration of the fields).
That said, it remains to be recognized, with Benveniste, that a tripartite hierarchy
agreeing with the Dumezilian model is both present and pronounced in these two
strophes of the prayer and is indeed the foundation of their grammatical and conceptual
structure. The first strophe enumerates a triad of scourges the divinity is asked to avert,
conceived as the totality of evils which can menace the body politic or the produce of
the earth, and the second strophe (the antistrophe) enumerates a triad of benefits the
divinity is asked to grant, also conceived as 'the protection and favor of the whole
society'.
We may symbolize the three 'functions', giving them their reductionist
Dumezilian labels, as

home turn out for us well, favorable, prosperous, and fortunate—(aside) and that I see you laid out dead
as soon as possible.' The archaic subjunctive euenat is metrically sure.
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sovereignty (including medicine)8
force
prosperity.

The strophe (II) enumerates the evils which threaten the well-being corresponding to
each 'function': illness (f 1 ), devastation (f2), and natural catastrophe (f3), each
associated with a particular verb of averting. As Benveniste showed, diseases visible
and hidden are to be 'forbidden', cf. luppiter prohibessit Plautus Ps. 13f. (and God
forbid); the devastation of war to be 'repulsed', cf. defende hastes Ennius Scen. 6 V (IE
*g"hen-); calamity to be 'swept aside', more generally 'averted', cf. di. . . amentiam
auerruncassint tuam Pacuvius 112 R.9 Using the symbols N for noun or noun phrase
and V for verb or verb phrase, we obtain the following thematic analysis:
II strophe 8
9
10
11

AVERT

N1

V1

N2
N3
V2

V3

morbos uisos
inuisosque
uiduertatem
uastitudinemque
calamitates
intemperiasque
prohibessis defendas auerruncesque
forbid, ward off, and brush aside
diseases seen
and unseen,
depopulation
and devastation,
storms
and tempests.
The antistrophe (III) then presents, in mirror image and reverse order, the set of three
benefices prayed for, again corresponding to each 'function': agricultural prosperity,
safety from depredation (with defendas . .. seruassis ... compare Ennius Scen. 6 V.
serua dues, defende hostes 'save the citizens, ward off the foe'), and good health:
III antistr. 13
14
15
16
fruges frumenta
grandire
pastores pecuaque
duisque (du)onam salutem

N3
V3
N2
V1

GRANT
V2
N1

uineta uirgultaque
(du)eneque euenire siris
salua seruassis
ualetudinemque

8. Compare the root *med- of Latin medicina, meden 'treat', and Greek ueScov, ueSecov 'ruling',
ueSouca 'provide for'.
9. The verbs are discussed also by Norden 1939:126 n. 3.
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let grow tall
grains (and) corn
and keep safe
and give good health

and turn out well
and vineyards (and) shrubwork
shepherds (and) cattle
and soundness.

Benveniste's great achievement was to perceive this thematic structure as a whole for
the first time. The correspondence is clear, and no other hypothesis accounts for the
facts as well. Benveniste gives further a number of thematic parallels in phraseology
from other Indo-European traditions; we will come to these presently.
Let us begin now to look at the poetic form of this prayer. How are the three
'functions' in fact expressed? As we stated earlier, the art of the poem is in the
counterpoint of tripling and doubling, the threefold and the twofold, tripartite and
bipartite. If the thematic structure as a whole is tripartite, each thematic structure point
is represented by a grammatical doubling, sometimes doubled again. All of these
doublings generate stylistic figures which are prototypical for the Indo-European
poetic world. These categories of Indo-European bipartite noun phrase formulaic
figures were discussed earlier in chap. 3. Note the following:
Argument + Negated Argument:
8 morbos uisos inuisosque
Argument + Synonymous Argument: 9 uiduertatem uastitudinemque
10 calamitates intemperiasque
16 (du)onam salutem ualetudinemque
Merism (copulative)
13 *fruges uinetaque
15 pastores pecuaque
The underlying bipartite 13 *fruges uinetaque has itself undergone a further doubling
(by I.2.b. Arg. + Synon. Arg.) to the alliterative (identity of phonic form) and
etymological (identity of meaning) fruges frumenta uineta uirgultaque.10
Grammatical figures are a central component in the art of strophe II and
antistrophe III, as is the placement of the enclitic copulative conjunction -que 'and'.
Both strophes are penetrated by the interplay and tension double/triple and horizontal/
vertical; language and the linguistic sign are not arranged only linearly. Using the +
sign for 'and' (Lat. -que), we may observe that all doublings are A + B (A B-que), all
triplings A B + C (A B C-que). Thus the three verbs of the strophe are arranged
horizontally,
11

V1
prohibessis

V2
defendas

+

V3
auerruncesque.

while the three verbs of the antistrophe are deployed vertically
V3

siris

14

10. In the latter pair the relation is one of contiguity as well as similarity, the uirgulta 'brushwork'
grown to support the grapevines.
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seruassis

15

duisque

16.
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Moving the last verb duis to the head of its clause ('fronting') is what enables it to carry
the critical conjunction -que; all the other verbs are clause final.
The verb phrases in strophe II, diseases forbid, devastation ward off, storms
brush aside, must be read "vertically":

II

morbos uisos inuisosque
uiduertam uastitudinemque
calamitates intemperiasque
prohibessis defendas auerruncesque.

The result is a structure like an upside down T:

The same "verticality" is carried over into the first member of the triad in the
antistrophe, wherefrugesfrumenta 'grain' goes v/ithgrandire 'grow tall' (cf. grandia
farra, camille, metes 'tall corn, boy, you'll reap' Paul. Fest. 82 L) and uineta
uirgultaque 'vineyards' with (du)eneque euenire 'turn out well' (cf. the god Bonus
Euentus 'Good Outcome', VarroR.R. 1.1.6). Thus
III

fruges frumenta
grandire
pastores pecuaque
duisque duonam salutem

uineta uirgultaque
dueneque euenire siris
salua seruassis
ualetudinemque.

The underlying formula of line 13 is *fruges uinetaque, a merism 'grain and grape'
indexing the totality of the products of the earth. When each noun underwent doubling,

a rule moved the enclitic -que from uineta to the following uirgulta (which misled
Benveniste to think of the whole as mere enumeration).
The greater complexity in grammatical figures of antistrophe III is apparent not
only in the first member of the triad (13-14), but also in the mirror image order of the
noun and verb constituents in the second and third (15,16): Noun Noun Verb—Verb
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Noun Noun. Recall finally the ring-composition which by semantic antithesis links
the first word of II morbos 'sickness' with the last word of III, ualetudinemque 'health' .
We have examined the level of theme, where meaning is in play, and the level
of grammar, where only grammatical meaning is relevant: the domain of the grammatical figure. We come now to the level of sound alone: the domain of the phonetic
figure. Every line of II and III is marked by recurrent sound features, indeed every
word is linked to another by such a figure. These equivalence tokens are remarkably
varied, ranging over alliteration, homoioteleuton, internal rhyme, and phonic echo. In
the following, boldface roman capitals are used for phonetic figures, and boldface
italic capitals for figures that are both phonetic and grammatical. The conjunction
-que is italicized to draw attention to its position in each strophe:
8
9
10
11

morbos VISOS
Viduertatem11
cAlAmitAtes
prohibess/SdefendAS

inVISOSque
Vastitudinemqwe
intemperiAsque
auerruncESque,12

12
13
14
15

FRVges FRVmenta
grandIRE
Pastores Pecuaque
DVISque DVonam salVTem

VIneta
VIrgultaque
dVENEque EVEN-IRE sIR/5
Salua Servass/S
ualetVDinemgwe.13

My analysis of the lustral prayer has been hitherto resolutely synchronic and
descriptive in character, without attention to external comparison or to diachronic,
historical considerations. But the text is as rich in comparative material as it is in
figures of sound and form. Let us survey these, beginning again with the thematic level
and continuing through to the formulaic, and finally to the phonological level of
rhythm and meter.
On the level of theme the most striking comparison in prayers across the IndoEuropean world is the threefold scourge which is prayed against and—less commonly—the threefold benefice which is prayed for. Benveniste14 had already noted
the Old Persian prayer of Darius at Persepolis, DPd 15-20 imam dahayaum auramazda
patuv haca haindyd haca dusiydra haca drauga abiy imam dahayaum ma ajamiya ma
haind ma dusiydram ma drauga 'May Ahuramazda protect this land from enemy
11. This word is a hapax, found only here; it is properly 'widow(er)hood', 'le fait de rendre veuf
(Benveniste). It is, I suggest, formed on the surface analogy of libertatem: another term of civil status and,
in our context, another parameter of phonic echo. Others (OLD) prefer the model to be ubertas, and the
meaning 'dearth', from crop failure (so Norden 1939:128). But I think this is excluded by the martial verbs
defendere and its corresponding salua seruare.
12. As transmitted. I think it not unlikely that the text originally had auerruncassisque (cf.
auerruncassint Pacuvius 112) and defensis (cf. bene sponsis = spoponderis Festus 476 L). The phonetic
responsions may be adjusted accordingly.
13.1 have not indicated vowel quantities. Note before the iambic shortening law and with the expected elision, dVENEqu' EVEN-IRE slR-IS.
14. 1945:11, reiterated 1969:1.289. Boyce 1982:2.121 (with references) terms this passage 'traditional', 'three stereotyped evils which might assail society.'
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army, from bad harvest, from Deceit. Upon this land may there not come either enemy
army or bad harvest or Deceit.'
Benveniste also noted a mantra from the TS 1.1.13.3 pahi prasityai pahi
duristyaipahiduradmanyai 'protect from bondage, protect from bad worship, protect
from bad food.'15
Other traditions offer close parallels. In Hesiod's Works and Days 225-47, the
good consequences of the just ruler—health, peace, and prosperity—are contrasted
with the evil consequences of the unjust ruler: famine, plague, and devastation. The
genre is that of wisdom literature, and as such may be in large part diffused from
Mesopotamia. See the rich discussion in M. L. West's commentary.
I have further compared (Watkins 1979b:189ff.) the threefold scourge in the
Hittite prayer of Mursilis II to the Sun Goddess of Arinna, which is in traditional
language with an at least Middle Hittite (15th cent. B.C.) archetype (Carruba
1969:240). KUB 24.4+ Ro. 21-2:
nu=ssan hinkan kurur kastan ANA KUR URUMittanni ANA
KUR UR UKizzuwatni ANA KUR URUArzawa tarnatten
Loose plague, war, famine on the lands of Mittanni,
Kizzuwatna, Arzawa.
In that study I was concerned with parallels to the 7th-century Old Irish Mirror of
Princes text Audacht Morainn edited by Kelly (1976), notably the phrase §12, as
emended:
Is tre fir flaithemon mortlithi
marslog marlochet di do1nib dingbatar
It is by the ruler's Truth that plagues, a great army,
great lightnings are warded off men.
As I pointed out there, the tripartite organization of the phraseology in these prayers
and similar genres is a fact, whether or not one wishes to interpret them in the light of
the theories of Dumezil. The most ardent Dumezilian would probably be reluctant to
view as a direct Indo-European inheritance an Irish "prayer" recorded in North Mayo
in the 1960's and published in 1970 by J. N. Hamilton. The speaker describes the
custom of throwing away the first glass of the singlings (what first passes over in
distilling), for the daoini maith, the fairies, when making poteen (poitin, home15. The TS 'triad' is actually preceded by pahi ma 'dya divah 'protect me today from the sky (=
lightning)' and followed by pahi diiscaritad 'protect from evil deed.' Of the parallel passages in the
Yajurveda VS 2.20 begins pahi'ma didydh 'protect me from lightning', followed by the triad through 'bad
food'; the older KS 1.12 has pahi vidyot 'protect from lightning' with analogical ablative (Wackernagel,
AiGr. 3.151) and the triad with the correct genitive-ablatives prasityah etc. (ibid. 3.39). But since TS
1.8.14.1 has separate mrtyor ma pahi didyon ma pahi (also SB 12.8.3.11) 'protect me from death, protect
me from lightning', with further parallels elsewhere, the latter phrase may be an addition to the original
triad, termed a Spruch by Wackernagel loc. cit.
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distilled whiskey). 'And this is what we used to say when we were throwing out the
first glass':
Maith agus slainte go ndeanaidh se daoibh,
Agus toradh agus tairbh' go gcuiridh se 'ugainn,
Agus go sabhalaidh sibh aig ar namhaid muid
May it bring you health and goodness,
and may it bring us good result and profit,
and may you save us from our enemy.
Of the formulaic figures in Cato' s prayer several have close verbal parallels and
analogues elsewhere. The figure 'seen and unseen', Argument plus Negated Argument, is grammatically and structurally paralleled by Umbrian (Tab. Ig. VI b 59-60)
nerf s'ihitu ans'ihitu
iouie hostatu anhostatu
chief citizens girt (and) ungirt
young men under arms (and) not under arms,
a sort of "magic square" designating the totality of the four enemy armies cursed. We
find the same in the great Hittite prayer of Muwatallis to the Storm God pihassassis
(CTH381,KUB6.45iii4-8):
[DINGIR LUMES] DINGIR SALMES SA LUGAL-RI U SA
SAL.LUGAL-T1 kuies daran[tes] kuies UL darantes kuetas
ANA EMEs DINGIRMES LUGAL SAL.LUGAL piran EGIR-pa
iyantari kuetas=a[t] ANA EME§ DINGIRMES UL iyantari
[Male gods] and female gods of king and queen, those invofked]
and those not invoked, those in whose temples the king and
queen officiate and those in whose temples they do not officiate.
The nominal relative clauses kues (nattd) tarantes recall also the Archaic Latin
formula qui patres qui conscripti designating the totality of senators, patrician and
plebeian (Festus 304 L).16
We have even the identical semantics and root of uisos inuisosque in the
Umbrian formula four times repeated (VIa 28, 38, 48, VIb 30) uirseto auirseto uas
'seen (or) unseen ritual flaw', though the morphology is different (ulsus < *uid-to-,
uirseto < *uide-to-), and with identical semantics but a different root, Atharvavedic
drstam adrstam (krimim) 'seen (and) unseen (worm)' 2.31.2, drstams ca ghnann
adrstams ca 'slaying the seen and unseen (worms)' 5.23.6, drstds'ca hanyatam krimir/
utadrstas ca hanyatam 'may the seen worm be slain, and may the unseen be slain'
16. Still valuable Benvcniste 1966:208-22, csp. 220.
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5.23.7. Note in these Latin, Umbrian, and Vedic formulas the three rhythmic variants
of the Indo-European bipartite noun phrase: asyndeton A B, conjoined A B-k"e, doubly
conjoined A-k'-'e B-k*e. The relevance of the Vedic to Cato's morbos uisos inuisosque
was first seen by Durante 1958. The phrase has every right to be considered an IndoEuropean formula, the more so since in several traditions (Indie, Germanic) 'worm'
is a metaphor for 'disease'. See in greater detail on these part VII.
We noted above on defendas . . . seruassis (both V2) Ennius Scen. 6 V serua
dues, defende hostes' save the citizens, repulse the foe'; onfrugesfrumenta... grandire
the agricultural carmen in P. Fest. 82 L hiberno puluere, uerno luto / grandia farm,
camille, metes 'with winter dust and spring mud, tall corn, boy, you'll reap', and on
beneque euenire the agricultural god Bonus Euentus 'Good Outcome' (Varro, R. R.
1.1.6).
The underlying merism *fruges uinetaque 'grain and grape' (doubled infruges
fru. uineta ui.) recurs over the Mediterranean world. From Homer note the flexible
formula //. 9.706 etc. CUTOU mi ovvoio (oitoo mi fowoio) 'grain and wine' and
numerous variants, as well as Od. 4.746 etc. ortov (-oq) Kod U£i3i> i\8\> 'grain and sweet
wine'. The earliest Indo-European examples are already in Old Hittite: twice in a
fragment concerning Alluwamnas and Harapsilis (KUB 26.77 i 5,8) n[u h]alkies
GE§TINyi-A-ex?=a harki[r 'grains and vines perished', and once in the Telepinus
edict (§20), n=an kissa[(ri=ssi halkius) DINGIRME§(-isv)]GESTIN^-HI.A-usGUD^-Aus\JDU HIA -us U[L peter 'and the gods did not bring (?) grains (and) vines, cattle (and)
sheep into his hand'.17 The context in both is traditional and formulaic: the consequences to the land of the wicked ruler in the speculum prindpum or Mirror of Princes.
Note that in the last passage (and also in the Telepinus myth iv 29-30) we have
two inherited formulaic merisms in a row:18 a recurrent feature of early Indo-European
traditional texts, which may indicate that these formulas were learned in groups. Other
instances will be noted further in this work.
'Grain (and) wine' are of course part of the common and doubtless universal
formulaic verb-phrase merism 'eat (and) drink', as in //. 5.341 ou yap ovrov £801x1',
ot> JCWOIKT' avdoTia owov 'for they eat not grain nor drink flaming wine', nominalized
in TCOCTIOC; mi E^TOOC; 'drinking and eating' (passim). In Old Hittite the formula 'eat
(and) drink' is basically equivalent to 'live happily' Telepinus edict § 23pandu=wa-z
asandu nu=wa=za azzikanduakkuskandu iddlu=ma=smas=kan lekuiski taggasi 'Let
them go (and) dwell (there); let them eat (and) drink, but let no one do harm to them.'
For the condensed banishment formula cf. also KUB 26.77 i 13 (Alluwamnas
fragment) pantu=war=i apiya as[antu 'Let them go (and) dwell there.' 'Eat (and)
drink' figures in the Old Hittite/old script text KBo 22.1,28'-30', where the switch in
pronominalization from 2 pi. to 2 sg. indicates the homiletic material (here enclosed
in double quotes) is taken from a traditional source: . . . ta Lu happinandas isteni
parna=ssa paisi ezsi euksipiyanazzi=a=tta.'... You (pl.) do the will of the rich man.
"You (sg.) go to his house, you (sg.) eat (and) drink, and he gives you (sg.) presents.'"
17. For the readings of this passage and for other examples of the phrase in Old and Middle Hittite
see Watkins 1979a:283-4.
18. For 'cattle (and) sheep', Gross- und Kleinvieh, the totality of domestic animals, see the paper
cited in the preceding note.
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But it is the phrase pastores pecuaque salua seruassis which is the most
astonishing in its formulaic wealth and the diachronic developments that lie behind it.
These are paradigmatic for continuity and change, retention and innovation in IndoEuropean formulaic sequences.
The Indo-European formula is
PROTECT MEN (and) CATTLE,
which we may reconstruct lexically as
*pah2- uih/o- peku-.
The history of this formula was given by me in 1979 in the article just cited, building
principally on the work of Wackernagel and Benveniste. I briefly recapitulate it here.
The Indo-European folk taxonomy of wealth included inter alia the following
branching semantic features:

Indo-European *peku- could denote any of the three in boldface, in increasing order
of markedness. Compare RV 3.62.14 dvipdde/cdtuspade ca pas'dve '2-footed and 4foot&dpasus', Umbrian (Tab. Ig. VIb 10) dupurms peturpursus 'for 2-footed (men)
(and) 4-footed (cattle)'.
Eleven times in the Umbrian Iguvine Tables Via-Vila we find repeated the
triadic strophe
nerf arsmo
uiro pequo
castruo frif

magistrates (and) formulations,
men (and) cattle,
heads [of grain]20 (and) crops,

followed by pihatu 'purify' (6x) or salua seritu 'keep safe' (7x). As has been known
since 191021 uiropequo is an Indo-European formulaic merism 'MEN (and) CATTLE',
on the comparison of Young Avestan/?a.sM(.)vira 'id.' in the reverse order (Yt. 13.12
19. Compare Od. 2.75
'riches which lie and riches which move'; Hittite
'riches which go (and) riches which build' = 'plenty (and) abundance'; English goods and
chattels, Middle and Early Modern English goodes and cattel.
20. Cf. Umbt.pusti kastruvuf 'per capita'. For the metaphor in 'heads of grain' compare Old Hittite
halkiaS harsar
harsar 'heads of grain, heads of spelt', ritual for the Royal Couple (StBoT
8) iv 19-20, cf. 32.
21. Wackernagel 1953:1.280-83, cf. SchmiU 1967.

iyatar dametar
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etc.), and Gaihic pasu- vlra- in various cases.22 The reconstructible *uihxro-peku- as
a merism corresponds to the middle node of the model of taxonomy of moveable
wealth just given. 'Men' as a form of moveable wealth in all these traditions means
'slaves'.23
The Latin alliterative merism pastores pecuaque is the equivalent and in this
formula the replacement of the same merism, as shown by Benveniste.24 Note also
cum adhibent inpecuda pastores 'when they bring in shepherds to the sheep' Cicero,
De rep. 4.1. I later (1979a:275) adduced Varro, R.R. 2.1.12 pecudes minores 'small
cattle' (sheep, goats, pigs), pecus mains 'large cattle' (cows, asses, horses)—thus the
right-hand node of the model of the taxonomy [+/-large]—and continuing with tertia
pars in pecuaria . . . muli canes pastores 'the third sort of cattle . . . mules, dogs,
shepherds'. Varro's scholasticism produced this nonsense by combining and expanding two ancient and inherited paired concepts: pecus minus, pecus maius on the one
hand, pecus, pastores on the other.
Benveniste in the two studies cited (1970, 1969) was also the first to recognize
that the whole verb phrase of our Latin prayer had an exact cognate in the repeated
Umbrian prayer:
pastores pecuaque
uiro pequo ...

salua seruassis
salua seritu

Both go back to a Common Italic formula, and as I showed (1979a:277-80) this whole
formula has correspondents in both Vedic and Avestan, a Common Indo-Iranian
formula which together with that of Common Italic goes back to a Common IndoEuropean prototype. Both Old and Young Avestan preserve the two nouns intact,
always in the orderpasu-, vlra- and with the verb ura- 'protect':
Y.50.1

ka

moi pasaus kS m5na flrata visto

Who has been found to be the protector of my cattle, who of me?
Yt. 13.10

fMrurai pasuua vIraiia
for the protection of cattle (and) men.

With Y.50.1 kS... tirata compare the strikingly similar RV 4.55.1, hymn-initial (the
Avestan is line 2 of the 1st strophe):
ko vah trata1 vasavah ko varuta
22. Wackernagel analyzed the Umbrian and Young Avestan forms as dual dvandvas (ace.); the
Umbrian could just be neuter plural.
23. Benveniste 1970:308 n. 3, with references to Luders (Indic), Sittig (Italic), and Gershevitch
(Iranian). Whence Greek ovSpoOToSeoai (Homer+) 'slaves' '2-footed chattels' beside Mycenean qetoropopi
[k'etropopphi] '4-footed chattels'. Note also Vergil Georgia 1.118 hominumque boumque labores 'the
toil of men and oxen', as pointed out to me by Richard Thomas.
24. 1945:6,11 and more clearly in 1970:309, condensed in 1969:148-50.
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who of you is the protector, o good ones, who the keeper?
Rhetorically the Vedic double agent noun parallels the Avestan double object; we may
have an Indo-Iranian topos of the language of prayer.
Vedic has replaced the word for 'man' by the alliterative purusa-. In one
example, 'protect' is expressed negatively, 'not harm':
AV 3.28.5,6

s no ma himssi t piirusan pasums ca

(refrain)

Let her not injure our men and cattle.

In another, 'protect' is the verb tra-, the cognate of Iranian
merism has been expanded:
AV 8.7.11

, and the original

tr yantam asmin graVne
gam asvam purusam pasum
Protect in this village
cow, horse, man, pasu.25

We may note one important fact in all the languages which attest the formula,
however they may vary the order of the constituents and their morphosyntax. The
reconstructible Indo-European formula PROTECT MEN (and) CATTLE, pah2uihxro- peku-, is a whole verb phrase, not just the noun phrase uihxro- peku-. It is
furthermore as old an Indo-European formula as we can find; it is more securely based
on cognates than 'imperishable fame' and syntactically more complex; and the
evidence for it is not limited to the Greco-Aryan dialect area .26 We may display the
"stemma" of our formula as follows:

Each of the nodes a and corresponds to an Indo-European intermediary common
language (langue commune intermediere): Italic, Indo-Iranian. But more importantly,
each is defined by a common innovation (or shared "error") in the transmission of the
formula: the replacement of the verb pah,- 'protect' in Italic by the verb phrase salua
ser(u)- 'keep safe' ,27 and the replacement of pah2- in Indo-Iranian by the verb tra-,
a root confined to this branch. Further innovations ("errors") in the transmission of
25. Here clearly the more highly marked 'small cattle', Kleinvieh, petit betail.
26. A point also emphasized in another context in a recent work by Campanile (1987).
27. This innovation may be post-Common Italic and attributable to later diffusion in Italy (spread
from one of the branches of the Italic family), as discussed in chap. 18. But the sternma is unaffected.
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the formula are the Latin substitution of alliterative pastores for 'men' and the Indie
substitution of the likewise alliterative purusa -, as well as the expansion of the original
merism in

It will be observed that none of the four languages shows a direct reflex of the verb
pah- 'protect' in the formula. Neither the Italic phrase salua seru- nor the IndoIranian tra- are of demonstrable Indo-European antiquity. I restore pah2- as a likely
candidate for the Indo-European lexical expression because it is used in both Indie and
Iranian in the traditional trifunctional enumeration of the three scourges in the texts
adduced by Benveniste.
More tricky to demonstrate but potentially of great interest are the associative
semantics (contiguity relations) of the formula pah2- uihxro- peku- and its various
permutations. Latinpas-tores may be a formulaic echo of pah2-, and the Italic phrase
salua seru note the echoic consonantism s - lu- s - ru} which replaced *pah,~ may
have formulaic links with peku- as evidenced both in Avestan hauruua.fsu- 'with
intact livestock' (: salua) and Avestan (spa-) pasus.hauruua- 'sheep-guarding (dog)'
(: seruassis). Recall the link defendere - seruare, and compare Vergil Ed. 7.47
solstitium pecori defendite 'ward off the summer heat from the flock.' To expose such
formulaic links, which constitute a potentially vast network, is one of the important
tasks of the future for the Indo-European comparatist-litterateur.

18
Umbria: The Tables of Iguvium
Among the most interesting texts that antiquity has left us are the seven bronze tablets
discovered in 1444 in Gubbio, Latin Iguvium, a small town of Umbria, where they still
remain. The Iguvine tables, by far our most extensive source of information for the
Umbrian language, are no less important for the study of religion in ancient Italy, for
they consist of an extremely detailed set of liturgical and cultic instructions for a
college of priests, the Atiedian Brethren. As the late Arnaldo Momigliano wryly
remarked (1963:115), 'Like the laws of Gortyna, the Iguvine Tables owe something
of their fascination to the double fact of being preserved near the place where they
originally stood, and of being very difficult to understand.'
Tablets VI and VII are written in the Latin alphabet, probably in the 1 st century
B.C.; their content is nearly identical to that of Tablet I, written in the native Umbrian
alphabet (derived from the Etruscan) probably in the 3rd century B.C., but with the
important difference that Tablets VI and VII include the full text of all the prayers and
invocations only alluded to in I. They are thus invaluable for the study of the poetic
form of Umbrian liturgical language as well.
I begin with the first of three virtually identical prayers accompanying the
sacrifice of three oxen to Jupiter Grabovius, the first of the 'Grabovian' triad Di,
Mane, Vofione, which strikingly recalls the old Roman triad luppiter, Mars,
Quirinus.' Though not all scholars accept the Dumezilian account of these Roman and
Umbrian deities, a more adequate hypothesis has yet to be proposed. The interpretation has in any case no consequence for the poetic analysis of the prayer itself.
In order to show the manner in which the inherited figures, many of which we
saw in the preceding section, are incorporated into a liturgical whole, I present this first
prayer in its entirety (VIa 22-34), dividing into line units of syntactic cohesion.2
teio subocau suboco
dei graboui

Thee I invoke an invoking,
Jupiter Grabovius,

1. Benveniste 1945:6-9 first provided the etymology of Vofion- as *leudhiono- (*loudhiono~)
to Lat. Liber, German Leute.
2. The text is readily available in Poultney 1959. For later literature and invaluable discussion see
Meiser 1986.
214
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ocriper fisiu totaper iiouina
erer nomneper erar nomneper

for the Fisian Mount, for the Iguvine State
for the name of that, for the name of this.

fos sei pacer sei
ocre fisei tote iiouine
erer nomne erar nomne
arsie tio subocau suboco

Be favorable, be propitious,
to the Fisian Mount, to the Iguvine State
to the name of that, to the name of this.
In the formulation^ I invoke thee
an invoking,
Jupiter Grabovius;
in trust of the formulation I invoke thee
an invoking,
Jupiter Grabovius.

dei graboue
arsier frite tio subocau suboco
dei graboue
di grabouie
tio esu bue peracrei pihaclu
ocreper fisiu totaper iouina
irer nomneper erar nomneper

Jupiter Grabovius,
thee (I invoke) with this yearling ox as
purificatory offering
for the Fisian Mount, for the Iguvine State
for the name of that, for the name of this.

dei grabouie
orer ose persei ocre fisie pir
orto est
toteme iouine arsmor dersecor
subator sent
pusei neip heritu

Jupiter Grabovius,
in that rite if on the Fisian
Mount fire has arisen
or in the Iguvine State the due
formulations have been omitted,
(bring it about)' that (it be) as not intended.

20

dei crabouie
persei tuer perscler uaseto est
pesetomest peretomest
frosetomest daetomest
tuer perscler uirseto auirseto
uas est

Jupiter Grabovius,
if in your sacrifice there has been any flaw,
any defect, any transgression,
any deceit, any delinquency,
(if) in your sacrifice there is
any seen or unseen ritual flaw,

25

di grabouie
Jupiter Grabovius,
persei mersei esu bue peracrei
if it is right with this yearling ox
pihaclu pihafei
as purificatory offering to be purified,
di grabouie
Jupiter Grabovius,
pihatu ocre fisei pihatu tola iouina purify the Fisian Mount, purify the Iguvine State.
di grabouie
Jupiter Grabovius,
pihatu ocrer fisier totar iouinar nome purify the name of the Fisian
Mount, of the Iguvine State;
nerf arsmo
magistrates (and) formulations,
veiro pequo
men (and) cattle,
castruo frif
heads (of grain) and fruits
pihatu
purify.
futu fos pacer pase tua
Be favorable, propitious in thy peace,

15

30

35

3. Literally, 'to the name of this (masculine) [the Fisian Mount], to the name of this (feminine) [the
State of Iguvium].'
4. The translation is tentative and modeled on that of Vedic brahman-. Meiser 1986:194translates
arsmor as 'Ordnungen', arsmo- (and related words like arsie(r)) as 'Ordnung, Gesetz'. Vendryes' old
etymology (1959:13) to Old Irish ad . i. dliged 'law, right' and related forms is certainly plausible, though
not mentioned by Poultney or Meiser.
5. The gapped verb fetu is present in the parallel passage Ha 4.
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45

50

55

ocre fisi tote iiouine
erer nomne erar nomne

to the Fisian Mount, to the Iguvine State
to the name of that, to the name of this.

di grabouie
saluo seritu ocre fisi
salua seritu tola iiouina
di grabouie
saluo seritu ocrer fisier totar
iiouinar nome
nerf arsmo
veiro pequo
castruo fri
salua seritu
futu fos pacer pase tua
ocre fisi tote iouine
erer nomne erar nomne

Jupiter Grabovius,
keep safe the Fisian Mount
keep safe the Iguvine State;
Jupiter Grabovius,
keep safe the name of the
Fisian Mount, of the Iguvine State;
magistrates (and) formulations,
men (and) cattle,
heads [of grain] (and) fruits
keep safe.
Be favorable, propitious in thy peace
to the Fisian Mount, to the Iguvine State
to the name of that, to the name of this.

di grabouie
tio esu bue peracri pihaclu
ocreper fisiu totaper iouina
erer nomneper erar nomneper
di grabouie
tio subocau

Jupiter Grabovius, thee (I invoke)
with this yearling ox as purificatory offering
for the Fisian Mount, for the Iguvine State
for the name of that, for the name of this,
Jupiter Grabovius,
thee I invoke.

The similarity in style, rhythm, and temper to Cato's suouitaurilia prayer has
been evident to all observers over the past century and a quarter, the period of scientific
study of the Umbrian language. Let us examine its devices more carefully.
The prayer is bounded by nested ring composition at a distance of more than 50
lines: 1-2 teio subocau suboco / dei graboui and 55-6 di grabouie I tio subocau.
The insistent, almost relentless doubling of grammatical parallel phrases on the
"horizontal" (linear) axis—for/to the Fisian Mount, for/to the Iguvine State, lines 3,
6, 14, 37, 49, 53—is in counterpoint to the "vertical" (non-linear) reference to the
following lines 4,7, 15, 38,50,54, for/to the name of this (masc.), for/to the name of
this (fern.):

The remarkable play on deixis in the Umbrian passage is made possible solely by the
different gender marking of the repeated pronoun:' for the name of this (masculine)',
'for the name of this (feminine)'. The result is a sort of "magic square" which is
repeated six times over 12 out of the 56 short lines.6 See the diagrams in figure 3 below.
The perfect grammatical symmetry of these six "squares" is counterbalanced by
the grammatical asymmetry of the two verb phrases which have as object first the
Mount and the State and then the name of the Mount and the State: one with pihatu (296. For a play on 'N and the name of N' in Vedic noteTS 3.3.3.2 ydt te somddahhyamndmajdgrvi
tdsmai le soma sdmaya xvdha 'What (is) thy undeceived, watchful name, o Soma, to that of thine, o Soma,
to Soma hail!'
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31) and the other with saluo seritu (40-43). These two straddle one of the squares (3738). The symmetry is only partial; the first colon is bipartite and balanced,
29

pihatu ocre fisei

pihatu tota iouina,

the second is not:
31

pihatu ocrer fisier

totar iouinar nome.

The complexity is increased in 40-43 by the doubling of the sentence-initial imperative
to an alliterative phrase saluo seritu occupying the same slot: symmetric
40-41

saluo seritu ocre fisi salua seritu tota iouina

but asymmetric
43

saluo seritu ocrer fisier

totar iouinar nome.

40-3 are furthermore grammatically more complex since the adjective saluo/a of the
phrase 'keep safe' must agree with the object of the verb. The two neuter accusatives,
adjective saluo and noun nome, thus frame the whole sentence:
[sal. ser. [[ocr. fis. tot. iou.] nom.]]].
The symmetrical "squares" and asymmetrical lines occupy 17 of the 56 short lines.
The name and epithet of the divinity addressed accounts for 13 more lines.
We have three instances of figuraetymologica: subocau suboco 1,8,10;pihaclu
pihafei. . . pihatu 27-29; and pacer pase 36, 48. In teio subocau suboco 1, arsie tio
subocau suboco 8, arsier frite tio subocau suboco 10 we have a figure akin to the
KA.vu,oe^ or gradatio of classical rhetoric. The first "square" separates the first and
second of the three cola of the latter figure.
The captatio benevolentiae formula 'Be favorable (and) propitious' is expressed
in 5 with the symmetrical clause-final 2sg. subjunctives fos sei pacer set, before the
second "square", and in 36 and 49 before the fourth and fifth "square" with the clauseinitial imperative and doubly alliterative but grammatically asymmetrical futu fos
pacer pase tua "be favorable (and) propitious in thy peace." F. Leo (cited by Norden
1939:127n.) long ago compared the prayer in Plautus, Merc. 678-80:
Apollo, quaeso te ut des pacem propitius
salutem et sanitatem nostrae familiae
meoque ut parcas gnato pace propitius
Apollo, I beseech thee, propitious, that you give peace,
haleness, and health to our family,
and that you spare my son, propitious in thy peace.
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The passage—'das schone Gebet' (Norden loc. cit.)—also shows close similarities to
Cato's suouitaurilia prayer. With the first formulation pacer sei 'may you be
propitious' compare the closely related Marrucinian pacrsi 'may it be propitious,
acceptable' (Vetter 218, ca. 250 B.C.)
The fourth and fifth "squares", introduced by the futu fos formula, are themselves framed by the third and sixth "squares", introduced by the elliptic formula tiom
esu hue peracrei pihaclu 'thee by this yearling ox as purificatory offering (I invoke,
propitiate).' The syntax of tiom esu hue pihaclu is identical to that of the corresponding
Latin te hoc porco piaculo 'thee by this pig as offering (I propitiate)', Cato, De agr.
141.4 (and te hisce suouitaurilibus piaculo ibid.), down to the very ellipsis of the verb.
There is no Latin verb *piaculo 'I make atonement to', despite the Oxford Latin
Dictionary s.v.,7 as is proved by made hoc porco piaculo immolando esto (ibid. 139),
with the same nouns and an overt verb phrase. The elliptic expression is the rule in
Umbrian, with and without pihaklu: VIb 28 tiom esu sorsu persontru tefrali pihaklu
'thee with this Tefral (divine name Tefer) pork fat as offering'; VIb 14 tiom esa mefa
spefa fisouina 'thee with this Fisovian (divine name Fisovius) sacrificial flat cake';
VIIa 10/26 tiom esir uesclir adrir/alfir 'thee with these black/white vessels'. The
oldest and simplest is Ha 25 in the native alphabet, tiu puni tiu vinu 'thee with mead,
thee with wine'.
In the two phrases
tiom esu bue pihaclu
te hoc porco piaculo

thee with this ox as offering
thee with this pig as offering,

both with ellipsis (gapping of a finite verb), we have a sacrificial formula of Common
Italic date, i.e., a formula which might go back to the period of community of the
ancestors of Umbrian and Latin.8
It is in fact far more likely that this formula was diffused over part of the
geographic area of Italy, perhaps sometime in the middle of the first millennium B.C.,
rather than being inherited from a period of linguistic community that might antedate
the migration of its speakers into the Italian peninsula. The sacrifical formula in its
particularity and cultic setting is rather more characteristic of the first millennium B.C.
than an earlierperiod. In such cases we speak of a linguistic area (German Sprachbund,
Russian jazykovyj sojuz), as in cases like the Balkans, India, or areas of Australia. The
direction of the diffusion, the spread of 'areal' features is often indeterminate,
particularly where the history is largely unknown. In comparative and historical
poetics (and other cultural manifestations) the role of diffusion, as against either
genetic transmission or occasional or systematic borrowing (for example of the
7. And Lewis and Short, Forcellini, etc.
8. Methodologically note the equation of two zero signs (the gapped verbs), plus the two accusative
pronouns, the two ablative deictics and animal names, and the identical case as well as lexical form in
pihadulpiaculo. In both we may see partitive apposition, 'thee by the offering of this pig/ox'. Note also
that to assume that piaculo in hoc porco piaculo is sometimes a 1 sg. verb and sometimes an abl. sing, noun
in Latin, with translators and lexicographers, is uneconomical given the unambiguous Umbrian pihaclu'. a
1 sg. verb would be *pihaclau. The Latin ablatives in Cato's time would in any case have still ended in final
-d, thus eliminating any possible ambiguity.
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dactylic hexameter and other meters from Greek into Latin), should not be underestimated, particularly in geographically contiguous and contemporary cultures as in
Ancient Italy.9
Lines 16-18 and 21 -24 are concerned with heading off the consequences of any
act which might invalidate the prayer and the ritual: a lightning fire on the mountain,
incorrect formulation in the state, or omitted ritual actions: '(Bring it about) that (it be)
as not intended' pusei neip heritu. The conjunction pusei recalls the use of its Latin
cognate uti (and utique) in the suouitaurilia prayer. Lines 16-18 come the closest of
any in the Umbrian prayer to unadorned prose;10 but in the balance of ocr.fis. and tot.
iou. they continue the parallelism of the "squares". In intent and function these lines
are similar to Cato' s instructions at the end of the suouitaurilia prayer (141.4): Si minus
in omnis litabit, sic uerba concipito:
Mars pater,
siquid tibi in illisce suouitaurilibus lactentibus
neque satisfactum est,
te hisce suouitaurilibus piaculo.
Si in uno duobusque dubitabit, sic uerba concipito:
Mars pater,
quod tibi in illoc porco
neque satisfactum est,
te hoc porco piaculo.
If favorable omens are not obtained in response to all (three victims),
use these words:
Father Mars,
if anything in the offering of those sucklings
did not satisfy thee,
thee by the offering of these suouitaurilia (I propitiate).
If there is doubt about one or two, use these words:
Father Mars,
what(ever) in that pig
did not satisfy thee,
thee by the offering of this pig (I propitiate).
9. For a modern example of cross-linguistic verbal diffusion compare the spread of the expression
no problem, pas deprohleme, kein Problem etc. all the way to s 'ka problem in Albania by at least 1991 (fide
C. Reiss). Another typical example is the spread of jokes in contemporary folklore, down to such particulars
as the characteristic phonetic distortion in the telling of "the wide-mouthed frog", which I heard exactly
repeated in Paris in 1991 as "la grenouille a grande gueule".
10. It is doubtful that in orer ose . . . ocre . , . orto we should see intentional alliteration.
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The (probably symbolic) contrast in deixis 'those (illisce) - these (hisce)', 'that
(illoc) - this (hoc)' parallels Umbrian orer (not erer).
Lines 21-24 of the Umbrian prayer clearly constitute a strophe, bound together
by rhythm, repetition, grammatical parallelism, and a double inherited grammatical
and formulaic figure. Rhythm and morphological parallelism characterize the center
two lines 22-3,
22

pesetomest peretomest

23

frosetomest daetomest,

(If there has been) any defect, any
trangression,
any deceit, any delinquency,

all of four syllables (da-etomest), and all impersonal 3sg. perfect passives. 22a and 23a
are linked by semantics (compare their Latin equivalents peccatum -fraudatum); 22a
and b are linked by alliteration; and 22b and 23b are linked grammatically as
compounds of *ei- 'go', as though they were in Latin *per-itom and *de-itom. We have
three sides of a "magic square" again, and the linkage horizontal-sound (alliteration)/
vertical-meaning (semantics) can be exactly paralleled in another Sabellic dialect:
Oscan.
The lead tablet curse Vetter 3 (ca. 100 B.C.) is a true malum carmen, both for its
alliteration and for its semantic catagories. It contains two "magic squares", each
consisting of two alliterative merisms, followed by a single merism. These five
lines—2 1/2 "squares"—are flanked by the name of the intended victim and the
fragmentary dative 2sg. pronoun t(f[ei 'to you', referring to the divinity to whom the
effectuation of the curse is directed. It is interesting that there is not room in the lacuna
for a verb like Latin trado, mando 'I hand over'; the verb in this utterance as well must
have been gapped, understood. Strophically the lines may be presented as
aginss

urinss ulleis

his actions

utterances

fakinss

fangvam

deeds

tongue

biass

bi1tam

strength

life

aftiim

anamum

ability"

soul

aitatum

amirikum

lifespan

livelihood.

Each horizontal line pair alliterates (boldface); the enclitic possessive ulleis comes
after the first merism rather than the first word, by an optional poetic version of
Wackernagel's rule. Each of the four vertical pairs are semantically similar, i.e. have
features in common. The last merism stands alone, as a global merism designating the
victim's life (Lat. aetas) and the means to live it (: Lat. merx). Observe finally that the
11. Following Pisani 1964:95. Meiser's(1986:91) 'sight' from *htk'-ti- is semantically out of place
in the above scheme, and in any case phonologically impossible.
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merism biass biitam may be of Common Italic date; with lexical replacement of the
first member (' strength') under semantic and grammatical identity (the plural number)
it recurs in the alliterative Old Latin uires uitaque (Ennius,Ann. 38), as we have seen.12
Returning to the Umbrian prayer, we saw that lines 22-23 form a symmetrical
central "square", bipartite on all sides, in the middle of the strophe. They are framed
first by the repetition in 21 and 24 of the genitive tuer persder 'in the sphere of your
sacrifice', and then an inherited stylistic figure found in many early Indo-European
traditions: the resumption or iteration of a verb form Vi by a nominal form from the
same root Ni in a semantically equivalent verb phrase (Ni + V), including copula
sentence or nominal sentence:
21

uaseto(m)13 est

(Vi)

(If) there has been any flaw,

literally, impersonal '(if) it has been flawed', with a verb form corresponding to Latin
uacatum est, beside
24

uas est

(NN+ V (NIf there is a f there f l a w ,

with a related abstract noun, s-stem *uak-os.14 The nominalization in the last example
made possible the addition of the likewise inherited merism of adjectives 'seen (and)
unseen':
uirseto auirseto uas est.
The latter is the figure of Latin uisos inuisosque, Vedic drstams ca adfstarhs ca
discussed in chap. 17.
The Indo-European stylistic figure (Vi) . . . (Ni + V) has been discussed and
illustrated in chap. 13.
Of the 56 short lines of this prayer there remain only 6 to be accounted for. These
are the two three-line strophes discussed in the preceding chap. 12, the triad of
asyndetic merisms
nerf arsmo
ueiro pequo
castruo frif

magistrates (and) formulations,
men (and) cattle,
heads [of grain] (and) fruits,

followed by pihatu (32-5) and salua seritu (44-7) respectively. The functional
hierarchy is the same as that of the central strophes II-III of Cato's prayer, as
Benveniste recognized. The structure is thus
12. For the diachronic dynamics see further in chap. 12.
13. The final -m is present in the second and third repetitions of the prayer.
14. Morphologically the relation of stalive *uak-e- (uasetom) to *utak-os (uas) parallels Latin decet
: decus and is old.
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A 1 (+)B 1

A 2 (+) B 2
A3 (+) B3,
and may be read both linearly (horizontally) and vertically: nerf ueiro castruo and
arsmo pequo frif, as in the Oscan curse examined earlier. Note also the little phonetic
ring linking the first and last words and thus delimiting the strophe. The last word
provides at once a double response:

Compare the phonetic responsion of Sophocles' paean to sleep studied in chap. 55:
huPN . . . PaioN.
Of the other longer Umbrian prayers in tablets VI and VII two contain similar
strophic structures. In VIb 10-11 the offering to Fisovius Sancius is accomplished by
a prayer:
fisouie sansie
ditu
ocre fisie tote iouine
ocrer fisier totar iouinar
dupursus peterpursus
fato fito
perne postne
sepse sarsite
[ u o u s e auie esone""]

Fisovius Sancius
grant
to the Fisian Mount, to the Iguvine State
of the Fisian Mount, of the Iguvine State
to the two-footed (and) the four-footed
(success) in word (and) deed
before (and) behind
hedged (and) whole
in vow, in augury, in sacrifice

In dupursus peturpursus we have another Indo-European formulaic merism, a
specification (and here equivalent) of ueiro pequo 'men and cattle', as noted in the
preceding section. In the sequence beginningfatofito the interpretation of some of the
words is still tentative, but the structure is clear: three alliterative two-word figures
followed by a three-word figure (grammatically parallel with the same locative
ending, homoioteleuton). The four lines have thus the form of an inverted T, exactly
as we noted in strophe II of Cato's prayer in Latin.
The second of the three bipartite figures belongs to 1.1 .b of our typology in the
preceding section, argument + counter-argument, while the third is I.2.b, argument +
synonymous argument. 'Before (and) behind' designates 'everywhere', whereas
'hedged (and) unbroken' is intensive, 'very protected'. The latter, if the usual
connection with Latin sarcire 'repair, mend (as in fences)' is correct, is similar to both
Latin sane sarteque 'safe and sound' (with the same adverbial ending as the Umbrian),
and Latin sarcta tecta 'whole (and) roofed'. They are probably related, either by
genetic filiation or by diffusion within Italy.
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The translation of fato fito as 'word (and) deed' is loose, but the two must be
related to Latin fari' speak' and fieri (as passive of facere 'do') respectively, probably
*bhh2-to- and *bhuh2-to-.15 Semantically, recall Oscan aginss urinss 'actions (and)
utterances'.
The final strophe-like structure is found in the ritual curse pronounced on the
neighboring peoples, their magistrates and armies, in VIb 58-60, repeated VIIa 47-9:
the Tadinate State,
totam tarsinatem
trifo tarsinatem
the Tadinate tribe,
tuscom naharcom iabuscom nome the Etruscan, Narcan,
lapudic name,
of the Tadinate State,
totar tarsinater
trifor tarsinater
the Tadinate tribe,
tuscer naharcer iabuscer nomner of the Etruscan, Narcan,
lapudic name
nerf sihitu ansihitu
iouie hostatu unhostatu
tursitu
hondu
ninctu
sonitu
preplotatu

tremitu
holtu
nepitu
sauitu
preui(s)latu

the magistrates girt (and) ungirt,
the young men under arms
(and) not under arms
terrify (and) make tremble,
destroy (and) smash (?),
fall upon (and) nullify (?),
overcome (and) wound (?),
trample (and) fetter.

We saw in chap. 12 the figure of 'girt and ungirt' etc., I.I.a Argument + Negated
Argument. The remaining set of five alliterative pairs are clearly all I.2.b Argument
+ Synonymous Argument, even if the translations of the underlined verbs are mere
guesses; for the others see Meiser 1986. Both figures have exact parallels in Cato's
prayer, strophes II-III. The last is finally linked both by alliteration and grammatical
anaphora, the pre verbs pre-.. .pre-. For the figure compare from the Old Latin Senatus
Consultum de Bacchanalibus of 186 B.C. neue . . . coniourase neue comuouise neue
conspondise neue compromesise 'not to swear, vow, pledge, or make promise with
others', almost all hapax legomena.
The poetic units discussed through this chapter are identified and individuated
by different type styles and other marks in Figure 3, beginning and ending with the ring
in upper case letters.
The systematic links inpoetic technique between Cato' s prayer and the Umbrian
prayers thus go far beyond the simple parallelism in rhythm and alliteration rightly
noted long ago by F. Buecheler and E. Norden.16 The latter could evoke with great
charm 'welche Kraft und Naturlichkeit, welcher Ernst und Wurde, welche sanctitas,
15. With Meiser 1986:53. Umbrian fato probably shows the inherited short of Latin fat(en) rather
than the long offatus.
16. 1883 and 1958 [18981] respectively.
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kurz welches echt italische Wesen' (p.163).17 In the domain of poetics we may well
think of Ancient Italy in the early to middle first millennium B.C. as a linguistic area.
Over this territory certain poetic features, like linguistic features, could be diffused
across language boundaries in an ambience of largely shared cultural institutions, both
material and symbolic. The analogy with the Balkans, both in language and poetics,
is illustrative. In this way we can perhaps more easily account for such "uncanny"—
i.e. remarkably particular—similarities as Latin pastores pecuaque salua seruassis
and Umbrian ueiro pequo ... salua seritu, with both noun phrases occupying second
place in a triadic strophic structure, or Oscan biass biitam and Latin uires uitaque, with
the first member of each pair ('strength (and) life') in the plural.18 In the first case the
diffused similarities were building on a conventionally inherited material, as we saw
in the preceding section; in the second case the merism may have been created on the
soil of Italy. Here also doubtless belongs the shared usage with 'name' illustrated by
tuscom naharcom iabuscom name 'Etruscan, Narcan, lapudic name' and nomen
Romanum etc. (first attested in the Senatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus, nominus
Latini 'of Latin name'). The mystical importance of the 'name' is itself probably a
universal.
We have spoken frequently of strophic structures in these Italic texts, and we
have posited a characteristic Italic ritual offering formula. The next sections look to
other traditions to see if these very particular features of Italic verbal style have the
possibility of any greater antiquity.
Figure 3
TEIO SUBOCAU suboco
dei graboui
ocriper fisiu
totaper iiouina
erer nomneper erar nomneper

5

10

15

fos sei pacer sei
ocre fisei
tote iiouine
erer nomne erar nomne
arsie tio subocau suboco
dei graboue
arsier frite tio subocau suboco
dei graboue
di grabouie
tio esu bue peracrei pihaclu
ocreper fisiu
totaper iouina
irer nomneper erar nomneper
dei grabouie

17. 'What power and naturalness, what gravity and worthiness, what sanctitas, in short, what real
Italicness.'
18. Cf. Homeric ptn.cpi, (f)upi, with the old instrumental plural suffix, whatever their synchronic
status.
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orer ose persei ocre fisie pir orto est
toteme iouine arsmor dersecor
subator sent
pusei neip heritu

20

dei crabouie
persei tuer perscler uaseto(m) est
pesetomest peretomest
frosetomest daetomest
tuer perscler uirseto auirseto uas est

25

di grabouie
persei mersei esu bue peracrei
pihaclu pihafei
di grabouie
pihatu ocre fisei pihatu tota iouina

30

35

di grabouie
| pihatu ocrer fisier totar iouinar nome
neRF arsmo
veiro pequo
castruo fRiF
pihatu
futu fos pacer pase tua
ocre fisi
tote iiouine
erer nomne erar nomne

40

45

50

55

di grabouie
I saluo seritu ocre fisi
| salua seritu tota iiouina
di grabouie
saluo seritu
ocrer fisier totar iiouinar nome
neRF arsmo
veiro pequo
castruo FRi
salua seritu
futu fos pacer pase tua
tote iouine
ocre fisi
erer nomne erar nomne
di grabouie
tio esu hue peracri pihaclu
ocreper fisiu
totaper louma
erer nomneper erar nomneper
di grabouie
TIO SUBOCAU
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19
Italy and India:
The elliptic offering
In the preceding chapter we noted the striking parallelism of the Umbrian and Latin
phrases
tiom esu hue pihaclu
te hoc porco piaculo

thee with this ox as offering
thee with this pig as offering.

Both show ellipsis (gapping) of a finite verb of the semantic type 'I propitiate' or the
like. In each case the identity of the deity addressed is clearly specified by the ritual
context, which involves vocatives or explicit naming in the ritual instructions. The
particular similarity of the phrases with the ablative pihaclu/piaculo was attributed to
diffusion within Italy. Other Umbrian examples were noted with and without pihaclu,
but the oldest example, in table Ila 25 in the native alphabet, showed a "minimalist"
formula simply tiupuni tiu vinu 'Thee with mead, thee with wine'. By the very fact
of its verbal specification in the older tablets (which systematically omit the text of
prayers and most other ritual utterances) this formula in its apparent simplicity may
reach much further back in time than the 3rd century B.C.
The ellipsis of a verb, the pronominalization, and the same "minimalist"
expression can be closely paralleled elsewhere. As S. Jamison reminds me, in ritual
texts of the (Yajur-) vedic and Brahmana periods in India the almost prototypical and
very widespread offering formula (ydjus) consists of just the name of the divinity in
the dative and the second person singular pronoun in the accusative. The formula is
thus addressed to the offering itself, whatever it may be, e.g.:
agnaye tva
indraya tva
viijnave tva
mrtyave tva

To Agni thee.
To Indra thee.
To Visnu thee.
To Death thee.
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(TS)
(TS, MS, etc.)
(VS, TS, MS, etc.)
(TS)
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References may be found in M. Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance. The deity commonly may have an epithet,
agnaye tva ayusmate

To Agni of the long life thee (MS),

or be followed by the ritual cry svdha,
agnaye tva

svaha

To Agni thee, hail! (TS), (TS),

or both:
agnaye tva vasumate svaha

To Agni of the wealth thee, hail! (MS).

The presence of some Isg. verb governing the pronoun 'thee' is considerably less
frequent, and more particular in the semantics:
agnaye tva justam proksami (KS, VS,
Agreeable to Agni, I sprinkle thee,
fhdraya tva justam grhnami (MS, VS, etc.)
Agreeable to Indra, I take thee.
The formula with just divine name and pronoun can pragmatically be very
particular, as in TS 1.2.3.3:
vayave tva, varunaya tva, nirrtyai tva, rudraya tva
To Vayu thee, to Varuna thee, to Nirrti thee, to Rudra thee,
where A. B. Keith in the note to his translation ad loc. adds 'accompanying the
dedication of any (cow) which may be lost or injured (to Vayu), fallen into water or
a noose (to Varuna); or have broken a limb or fallen into a pit (to Nirrti); or have been
attacked by a snake or a tiger (to Rudra). ' It is the deixis (IE deik-) implicit in the two
grammatical relations, the dative argument of the god' s name the indirect object and
the destination ('to Rudra') and the accusative argument of the offering addressed
('thee') the direct object and the governed case par excellence which is at once
pragmatically all-important and all that matters. The Brahmana to this TS passage
expresses this perfectly clearly (TS 6.1.4.7):
yad evam eta1 nanudised ayathadevatam daksina
gamayed devatabhyo vrscyeta
yad evam eta anudisati yathadevatarn daksina
gamayati na devatabhyo a vrscyate
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(He says, 'To Vayu thee, to Varuna thee.') If he did not so specify
them (anu dis, IE deik-), he would put the offerings out of correspondence with the deities, and he would fall a victim (a vrasc) to
the deities. Because he thus specifies them, he puts the offerings in
correspondence with the deities, and does not fall a victim to the
deities.
Ritual correctness is recognized here as all-important; improper specification (IE
deik-) leads to destruction and chaos, for the verb vras'c 'hew' in the active is
commonly used in place of SLAY ( g hen-) in the basic serpent-slaying formula (on
which see chap. 27.3),
HERO

SLAY

SERPENT

(with WEAPON),

which symbolizes the destruction and elimination of chaos: RV 4.17.7 dhim vdjrena
. . . vivrscah 'you hewed apart the serpent with the cudgel.' Recall finally RV 3.33
examined in chap. 6, on the power of the word: the poet's narration of Indra' s exploit
by the basic formula using this verb first, yad ahim vivrs cat 'when he hewed apart the
serpent', then vi.. .jaghana 'he smote apart', is sufficient to persuade the two torrential
rivers to still their course.
The focus of the two Italic ritual formulas, Umbrian and Latin 'Thee by (this)
pig/ox/wine/mead', where the deity is addressed (and specified by context), is
different from the Vedic 'For god N thee', where the offering is addressed (and
specified by context). But the grammatical relations of deixis are quite similar:
accusative/instrumental argument (tiu vinu Thee with wine') beside dative/accusative (agndye tva To Agni thee'). Both have a directly governed 2sg. pronoun 'thee',
and both show ellipsis of any verb.
Whether there is a genetic relation between the Italic and Vedic formulas is
perhaps unknowable. But more important is to recognize in these two sets of ritual
formulas like grammatical responses, using cognate grammatical features, to like
religious, pragmatic, and symbolic cultural features, which may themselves be
cognate.

20
Strophic structures as
"rhythmic prose"? Italic
Our observations of early Latin and Umbrian prayer and liturgy have led to the
recognition of demarcated strophic structures which can be broken into relatively short
lines which correspond to syntactic units. These lines are often ornamented by
alliteration and other phonetic figures, and may and usually do exhibit characteristic
rhetorical and grammatical figures (as for example those catalogued in chap. 17,
merisms, Argument + Negated Argument and the like). The lines commonly involve
counting entities, for example sequences of dyads followed by a triad or a monad. The
entities counted are usually stressed words, accompanied or not by enclitic elements:
X Y, X Y-que, X-que Y -que are all dyads with two stresses in Latin, but each has a
different rhythmic character.
We may emphasize finally that the "lines" of these strophes are informed and
penetrated by responsions on every level of grammar: responsions of sound and
responsions of meaning, responsions of words, grammatical catagories, and syntactic
structures. They are the links which articulate and index the whole. These responsions
are, in short, equivalence tokens.
It is clear that these verbal structures in the litanies in their respective languages
are very different from ordinary prose in the same languages, which shows typically
longer sentences of more complex syntactic structure, absence of ornamentation,
absence of systematic responsion of any sort, and in particular no attention to the
quantification of rhythmic entities. Both the latter two are manifestations of Jakobson' s
equivalence.
It is equally clear in the case of Early Latin that the verbal form of these prayers
is not the contemporary Saturnian verse form as we know it from third-century poets
like Livius Andronicus and Naevius. Even if scholars are not agreed on just exactly
how the Saturnian meter works, the interplay of rhythm, quantity, syllable count, the
metrical and syntactic function of the break, and the strong sense of line-final cadence
are wholly different from the style of anything in Cato's prayer. Consider such verses
as Livius Andronicus 18 Buechner:
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namque nullum peius I macerat homonem
quamde mare saeuom; I uires cui sunt magnae,
topper confringent I inportunae undae.1
For nothing torments a man worse
than the wild sea; even one of great strength
is soon brought down by the heedless waves.
Note also Naevius 5 Buechner:
I Amborum uxores
noctu Troiad exibant I capitibus opertis,
flentes ambae, abeuntes I lacrimis cum multis.
the wives of both
left Troy by night with covered heads
weeping both, departing with many tears.

The tone of these enjambed lines is "modern" and Hellenized, even if their meter were
a purely native Italic one, which for the Saturnian is uncertain.
Furthermore, if we consider two good non-Latin examples of an Italic
'Segenswunsch' or blessing formula, both of which are probably metrical (whether
Saturnian or not is disputed), the difference in both style and temper from either Cato' s
or the Umbrian prayers is marked. Compare the first line of the Faliscan inscription
Vetter 241 discussed in chap. 10:
Ceres far me[la]tom I Louf[i]r ui[no]m [pa]rad
May Ceres provide ground barley, Liber wine,
with the last line of the Paelignian inscription Vetter 213:
dida uus deti I hanustu Herentas
May gracious Venus give you riches.
The initial or final position of each in its text marks the blessing formula as a selfcontained, traditional poetic message. Each has a caesura and nearly the same syllable
count, respectively [6 II 6] and [5 II 6]. The genre and the meter is quite possibly the
same despite the half millennium which separates them: the former is from the 6th,
the latter from the 1st century B.C.
For the moment let us retain only that the "strophic style" of early Latin and
I. Translating Od.8.138-9
'For I say there is nothing worse than the sea to confound a man, however strong
he may be.'
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Umbrian prayer and liturgy is neither ordinary prose nor metrical poetry in the
contemporary traditions of each culture. We may leave to others to consider what to
call it. The traditional label is "rhythmic prose", but that is far from being even
observationally adequate, the more so since the typical responsion of equivalence
tokens that "rhythmic prose" shows is precisely 'the essential characteristic of verse'.
The 'Mixed Form' of alternating prose and verse known as the satura Menippea
(whence the word satire) after its alleged inventor Menippus of Gadara (first half of
3rd century B.C.) and familiar from Latin works of Varro (116-27 B.C.), Petronius
( 66 A.D.), and Seneca the Younger (4-65 A.D.) is sometimes compared as a third
genre, termed prosimetrum in the Middle Ages.2 At least in its Classical Latin form
this genre, with its clear alternation between ordinary prose and canonical metrical
verse, is again different in kind from the rhythmic/syntactic, sentence = verse line
strophic style of Cato's suouitaurilia prayer and the other material surveyed in chap.
17 and the following chapters.

2. See Dronke 1994.

21
Strophic structures in Iranian
We find comparable strophic structures which are generally termed "rhythmic prose"
elsewhere. OnesuchistheOldAvestan YasnaHaptarjhaiti (YH),the 'Yasna of Seven
Chapters', as recognized, already by the native Iranian tradition and followed by
modern editors, notably in the classic edition of Narten (1986). The text Vispered 16.4
applies to the YH the same technical terms as to the Gathas: haitisca afsmanaca
vacasca vacastastlmca 'chapters and lines and words and strophes'.1 As Geldner
points out in his edition (p. 128), the manuscript tradition marks the strophes (he terms
them 'periods') by a punctuation sign. Their division into strophes or 'periods'
(vacastasti-) is basically that adopted by Geldner and with modifications by Narten,
Kellens-Pirart 1988-91, and Humbach-Skj rv -Elfenbein 1991. Geldner however,
noting that the division into verse-lines (he called them clausulae, Sdtzchen) frequently
differed in the Pahlavi and S anskrit versions, maintained that the greater part of the YH
was prose, and so printed it, within each strophe or 'period'. This practice is continued
in the two most recent editions.
Narten on the other hand (p. 18ff.) had—to my mind correctly—divided the
strophes into "lines" corresponding to smaller syntactic constituents. She uses the
terms cola and commata from Classical metrics and rhetoric, which are the subdivisions ofstrophae; the analogy to the Avestan haitisca afsmanaca vacasca vacastastlmca
is striking. She claims (p. 20) that this line division is 'arbitrary' (willkurlich), but the
linguistic reality of the syntactic clause and constituent boundaries proves that this is
not the case.
Narten does consider the YH to be prose, specifically 'liturgical recitation
prose': her description is 'elevated, artfully arranged prose which is close to poetry'
(p. 21). She goes on to a detailed enumeration of the stylistic figures exhibited in the
YH, to which we shall return. The description is accurate enough; but the judgment
of all these scholars that the YH is prose rests on the tacit assumption of a single binary
opposition prose : poetry. The Gathas are unquestionably poetry, with a variable
number of strophes, each with the same number (3-5) of basically isosyllabic lines
1. Note that the Avestan technical term for 'strophe' vacas-tasti- as a compound 'word-fashioning' incorporates a metaphor of probably Indo-European dale, discussed in chap. 2.
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(occasionally ±1 syllable) with a fixed caesura or break (Kellens-Pirart 1988:89ff.
with references, to which add Kellens 1991:7-8). Thus, e.g., 3(7 II9), 5(4 II7), 4(4 II
7), 3(7 II 7), and the complex 2(7 II 5) + 2(7 II7 II 5) with a tricolon. But the fact that
the lines (cola, commata) of the strophes of the YH are not syllable-counting
('metrical') does not mean that they are not verse, the more so when the native tradition
speaks of them in the same terms as those of the Gathas. Syllables are not the only
equivalence tokens in which 'equivalence is promoted to the constitutive device of the
sequence'. We return to the distinction below.
While the YH is clearly not Gathic verse, it is equally clearly not at all like the
ordinary prose of the Younger Avesta (e.g. the Videvdat) in style. We have no other
non-syllable-counting texts (i.e. non-"metrical" in the Iranian sense) from the Old
Avestan period. But if the style of the Younger Avesta is projected back into the older
state of the language the difference in style from that of the Yasna Haptarjhaiti is very
pronounced.
Let us then illustrate by the first five strophes of the first chapter (haiti) of the
YH (35.2-6):
2

humatanam huxtanam huuarstanam
iiadaca aniiadaca
mahi aibi.jar aro
nae.naestaro ya a vohunam mahi
Of good thoughts, good words, good deeds
here and elsewhere
being done and having been done
we are welcomers;
not revilers of the good are we.

3

tat at vairimaidT
ahura mazda
asa srira
hiiat T mainimadica vaocoimaca varazimaca
ya hatam siiao nanam vahista xiiat
uboibiia ahubiia
That we have chosen
o Wise Lord
by the beauteous Truth
that we may think, say, and do those deeds
which are the best there are
for both existences.

4

gauuoi ad-ais
[tais

yais

]
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vastramca dazdiiai
surunuuatasca asurunuuatasca
xsaiiantasca axsaiiantasca
To provide by them for the cow
peace and pasture
we impel
those who hear and those who do not
those who rule and those who do not.

5

b a
m
ahmat hiiat
dad mahica c smahica huuanmahica
hiiat mazdai ahurai
vahistai
For the one of the best rule, as far as in us lies,
the rule
we establish, we procure, we impel:
to the Wise Lord
and the Best Truth.

6

ya

va

a hat vohO
tat.
ca it ahmai
fraca vatoiiotu It aeibiio
yoi It
yaiJa It astl
Even as either man or woman
knows the true
so (do they know) the real2 good;
therefore let them work it for themselves
and make it known to those (others)
who will work it
as it (really) is.
The rhythmic pattern is the same as we saw in Italic: the counterpoint of triad and dyad,
with the occasional monad. And the rhetorical pattern is equally plain. The figures
can be described in the same terms as we saw in Italic, esp. chap. 12.1. We have
Argument plus Counter Argument ('here and elsewhere'), Argument plus Negated
Counter Argument ('welcomers, not revilers'), Argument plus Synonymous Argument ('peace and pasture'), and Argument plus Negated Argument ('those who hear
2. Tichy 1980:14.
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and those who do not, those who rule and those who do not'). The last may be read
also vertically as Argument plus Counter Argument ('those who hear and those who
rule, those who do not hear and those who do not rule' = those who do or do not take
orders and those who do or do not give them). It is thus a "magic square", much like
Umbrian 'girt and ungirt, under arms and not under arms' .3
The threefold climactic anaphora of nominal humata- huxta- huuarsta- is
repeated by the same three verbs in the optative mainimadica vaocimaca varzimacd.4
We have chiastic word order 'we are welcomers, not revilers are we', and the
grammatical figures of present and perfect participle ('being done and having been
done') and the line-framing participle and optative of 'be' hatam... xiiat ('are the best
there are').
I have cited only 5 strophes and 27 phraseological lines out of 34 strophes and
some 224 lines in the YH. The remainder of the text shows the same strophic structure
with the same sort of syntactic units for lines and the same stylistic figures. Compare
the illustrative catalogue of the latter by Narten, pp. 21-3.
Narten in her rich commentary also calls attention to parallels with Vedic ritual
language and vocabulary; these are now systematically augmented by the further
collections in Kellens-Pirart at each strophe. I call attention to the strophe YH 38.2 and
Narten's discussion pp. 189-210:
vanvhim abis aslm
varnhim isam
vanvhlm azuitim
varjvhTm frasastTm
varnvhim parsndlm yazamaide
We worship together with them5
good Bestowal
good Refreshment/Invigoration
good Libation
good Glory
good Plenty.
With repeated 'good' compare (du)onam salutem and (du)eneque euenire of Cato's
prayer (like Bonus Eventus) and recall Benveniste 1945:11 on 'the notion of "wholeness" so important to every religious phenomenology, to which "good" adds its
particular force.' 'Good glory' is attested elsewhere in Old Avestan, the Gatha
Y.49.7d yd
, vanvhim dat frasastim 'who will give good glory to the
3. See on this figure Campanile 1977:97ff.
4. The same formula with nearly indentical terms in the TaittirTya Aranyaka 10.1.12 manasa vaca
karmanava 'by thought, word or deed', See Schlerath 1974. Toporov 1981:199 n. 19 terms it as an IndoEuropean formula. But it is natural enough to be an independent, parallel creation.
5. The divine 'women' (
= Ved. gna-) of the preceding strophe, personifications of feminine abstracts as daughters of Ahura Mazda, divine blessings, like those of our strophe.
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community.'6 As Kellens-Pirart note, beside Avestan vanvhlmparSndim we can set
RV 5A1.6cdpuramdhir/vdsvlh; v. infra.
Narten (206) identifies all but the first of the personified abstracts as old ritual
terms which are Common Indo-Iranian patrimony: Av. is-: Ved. is- 'strengthening,
refreshment'; Av. azuiti-: Ved. dhuti- 'libation'; Av.frasasti-: Ved.prds'asti- 'glory';
Av. parSndi- : Ved. puramdhi- 'the bloom of plenty'.7 More strikingly, from the
parallels adduced by Kellens-Pirart the terms tend to occur in the same order in both
Iran and India when two or more appear together. We have here a Common IndoIranian semantic and sequential "program" which can be poetically encoded both into
the strophic style of "rhythmic prose", as in Iranian, and into the metrical strophic verse
of Vedic hymnic poetry.
Compare in this respect the Old Avestan sequencefrasasfim.. .parendim beside
RV 7.35.2 sdm no bhdgah sam u nah samso astu sdm nahpuramdhih 'Propitious to
us be Bhaga (fortune), (Nara)samsa (glory), puramdhi (plenty)'; RV 2.38.10 bhdgam
dhiyam vdjdyantahpuramdhim ndrasdmso gndspdtir no avydh 'striving for fortune,
poetry, plenty—may Narasamsa, master of the divine women (gna- = Av. gand-), help
us.' In particular Narten (207n. ,210) provides many examples showing thatpuramdhialmost always comes last in such enumerations in the Rigveda. The correspondence
in this respect with Old Avestan would point to a common inherited ordering of shared
elements of a litany. For other examples of inherited shared order of elements of a list
see chap. 58 passim.
The sequence asim...
of the first two elements recurs Y.28.7 daidi... aslm
. . . daidi. . .
'give bestowal.. . give invigoration'. Kellens-Pirart 3.25 cite no
less than 5 examples in the Rigveda of is- with da- 'give' and 11 withdhd- 'place'. The
epithet 'good' with asi- furthermore recurs 3 times in the Gathas (Y.43.5; 51.10,21).
The word asi- 'granting, bestowal' from *arti-8 has no Indie equivalent.
The occurrence of izdcd dzuitiscd 'refreshment and libation' in the Gathas (Y.
49.5) and in Young Avestan (V.9.53, v. infra) in that order, as well as the clearly
Common Indo-Iranian formation and incorporation into shared poetical formulas of
Avestan is- and iza-, Vedic is-, id-, (ila-, ira- (50.8 paddis . . . izaiia 'footprints of
iza- =RV3.29.4 ildydspade, 6.1.2 etc. ildspade'm the place of il(a)-') are enough
to show that these are not to be separated from issm ... dzuitlm, pace Narten 206.
Not only the individual words of this strophe, but their collocation with vaifhl= vdsvi-, their global metaphor as 'divine women' (gma- = gnd-), and their sequential
order ending with vanvhim parSndim = puramdhlr/vdsvih must reflect a ritual litany
inherited 'aus urarischer Zeit' (Narten 206, of azuiti- = ahuti-), from Common IndoIranian times.
6. The hendecasyllable [4II 7] (dat) with syllabic cadence would scan as a perfect tristubh
in Vedic, n.b. See Gippert 1986 and Kellens 1991 for other views. Note also the very common figure of
two-part noun phrase straddling the verb, as in 49.5c vohu sarastd manayha 'united with good thinking',
7d vahiste yujen mizde 'yoked for the best reward', 31.22c vazisto aghaitt astis 'will be the best fed guest'
(Schwartz 1990:202), etc.
7. If IE *plh,-hflndh- with K. Hoffmann apud Narten 1986:209.
8. See Hoffmann 1992:843, who derives it from the rootar- 'impel' (Vedic (yarti, IE *h,er-). Semantically easier would be connection with Old Irish ernaid 'grants, bestows' if from *erh,-; but the latter
is usually taken from *perh,- of
.
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Note the same divine female metaphor and the co-occurrence of is- in
isudhyu-9 (hapax) with puramdhi- and vasvl- in RV 5.41.6:
is.udhyava rtasapah10 puramdhir
vasvir no atra pa"rmr A dhiye dhuh
May the invigorating Bounties caring for Truth,
the good wives (of the gods) reward there our poem.
Here the alliteration dhiye dhuh calls attention to and reinforces the phonetic icon
linking puramdhi- '(Goddess of) reward for a poem' and dhf- '(Goddess of) hymnic
poetry, poem' (Geldner ad loc., with other examples). Vedic puramdhi-: dhf- is thus
an indexical figure exactly like those discussed in chap. 3: Greek V
'victory
: honor (conveyed by the poet)' and Old Irish duan : duos 'poem' : 'recompense for
a poem', or Classical Modern Irish cM : cnu 'fame (conveyed by the poet)' : 'nut,
metaphor for the recompense for a poem'.
The same encoding of sequences of ritual language into metrical hymnic poetry
with a personal touch is found in the exuberant first strophe of RV 8.69:
pra-pra vas tristubham fsam
mandadviraya fhdave
dhiyS vo medhasataye
puramdhyZl vivasati
(Bring) forth your Tristubh as invigoration
to the drop which intoxicates men;
with Poetry, with bounty she (? is- fern.)
wants to gain for you the sacrificial offering as reward.11
The poet here in the first strophe of the hymn anagrams his family name Priyamedha
(Anukramani):
pra-pra ... isam mandadvTraya mdave dhiya... medhasataye.

9. See on these words Narten 1986:159-63 and Kellens-Pirart 1991:224. The ritual verb isuidiia= Vedic isudhya- (2x, family books) is found only in the YH (3x), always in the bipartite formula
namaxiiamahi isuidiidmahi 'we show reverence, we bring invigoration'.
10. The collocation rtdm sap- 'care for Truth' (5.68.4 etc.) and in this compound is also a Common
Indo-Iranian verb phrase: asam ... hapti 'cares for Truth' Y.31.22. Cf. Schlerath 1968 and Kellens-Pirart
1991:76.
11. The compound medhd-sati- '(having) the seeking of the sacrificial offering' (verb son') should
be compared to the Old Avestan verb phrase mlzdam han- (Y.44.18,19 etc.) 'win the reward', on which
see Benveniste 1969:1.164. For the probable connection Ved. me'dha-!miye'dha-/midhd-, Av. miiazda-/
mizda- see Mayrhofer 1956-80 s. W.
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The name is then 'spelled out' in the last strophe of the hymn (18), as a danastuti or
praise of the gift, with rich alliteration:
anu pratnasya dkasah
priydmedhasa esam
purvam anu prayatim vrktabarhiso
hitaprayasa asata
After their old custom the Priyamedhas, who have
twisted the sacrificial strew and set out the offering,
have regained the previous reward.
Examples such as these could be multiplied. They attest a common Indo-Iranian
ritual, liturgical verbal praxis which has left its traces in Vedic hymnic poetry, and
which is most clearly preserved in the strophic style of the Old Avestan YH.
A very interesting example of synchronic word and order fixation is furnished
by the dprl-hymns in Vedic.12 They form the litany of an ancient 'popular' family
animal sacrifice, as shown by van den Bosch 1985. These hymns consist of 11 regular
trimeter or dimeter strophes (plus an occasional extra), each containing a key word,
and sequentially invariant:
samiddhaNaras'amsa- (Tanunapat-)
Tlitabarhisdvarah
dosA- (nakta-),usasdafvya hdtara
Ila, Sarasvati, BhaVat! devfh
Tvastr
vanaspati
svSha

'kindled'
epithets of Agni
'invoked, worshipped'
'(sacrificial) straw'
'doors'
'night and morning'
'the two divine hotars'
oblation 'goddesses'
Tvastar
'tree, sacrificial post'
(ritual cry, "hail!", an indexical
sign like amen signalling the end of
the ritual).

The term apri- (AV +) is related to the verb aprlnati 'propitiates, pleases'. It has a
cognate in Young Avestan afrl- in dfrl-uuacah- 'having words of blessing or curse'
and afrl-uuana- 'blessing, curse', from a plus prl-lfri- 'favor/wish for (s.th. good or
bad to happen to s.o.)'. The term is thus Common Indo-Iranian; though the apri-hymn
is purely Indie in its formal requirements, it is interesting how many of the key words
have analogues in the Indo-Iranian data we have just seen. For example, the
personified 'divine women' gna-lgand- might prefigure the devis 'goddesses' of the
dpn-hymns; ila- and ls-/lzd- are members of both groups.
12. RV examples arc 1.13, 142, 188; 2.3; 3.4; 5.5; 7.2; 9.5; 10.70, 110. See especially Toporov
1981:251 for remarks on their synchronic poetics.
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Later, Young Avestan, strophic litanies also present striking parallels with the
Rigveda and other Indie texts. Schlerath 1968:10 compares Y. 4.1,
ima humataca huxtaca huuarstaca,
ima haomasca miiazdasca zaovrasca,
barasmaca asaiia frastaretam ...
These good thoughts, good words, good deeds,
these haomas and solid offerings and libations
and the straw spread in accord with Truth ...
with RV 1.177.4:
ayam yajno devayS ayain miyedha
ima brahrnani ayam indra somah
stlrnam barhfr.. .
This is the worship which goes to the gods, this is the solid offering,
these are the formulas, this is the soma, o Indra;
the straw is spread ...
We saw in n. 4 above the Vedic version of the formula 'thought, word and deed'.
In Young Avestan the formula izaca azuitisca which we saw above, old ritual
terms 'Labespendung und Opferguss', concretely 'milk and ghee' or 'milk and fat',
is used more loosely as a symbolic representation of good things: Bartholomae's
'Gluck und Fulle', much like the Hittite merism iyata(r) dameta(r) 'plenty and
abundance',13 or Greek
and the equivalent English phrase
goods and chattels, or outside Indo-European the biblical land flowing with milk and
honey. In the Young Avestan Videvdat 9.53ff. and 13.52ff. we find the phrase
incorporated in a repeated strophe describing the consequences of various impure acts:
'From this place and settlement there will depart:'
izaca azuitisca
dasuuarsca baesazsmca
frada-damca varadavesmca v a x s a v e c a
yauuanamca vastranamca uuem
Milk and fat,
health and cure,
thriving, growth and increase,
burgeoning of grainfields and pastures.
With its rhythmic and syntactic line structure 2/2/3/2+1, an "inverted T", its concat13. SceWatkins 1979a.
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enation by -ca, and its morphological figure in triple -avem, the strophe would have
been immediately recognizable and familiar as a 'carmen' to a farmer of Latium or a
citizen of Iguvium attentive to the verbal practice of his religious duties.
We saw in chap. 19 one critical syntactic formula, by its nature virtually
confined to liturgical language, the elliptical offering, common to both Italic and Indie.
The next chapter examines a syntactic figure of style which is common to the earliest
Iranian and Indie.

22
Truth of truth7, 'most kavi of kavis',
'throng-lord of throngs':
An Indo-Iranian stylistic figure
J. Narten, in her edition of the Yasna Haptaqhaiti (1986:164), made in passing and
without further explanation a remarkable equation between Indie and Iranian. She
compared RV 1.113.1 (of Usas) in poem-initial, discourse prominent position,
repeated in 10.170.3 (of Surya),
idam srestham jyotisam jyotis
This most beautiful light of lights
with YH 36.6, in strophe initial position,
sraestam at toi kahrp5m kahrpam
Thy most beautiful form of forms.
The two superlatives are of course exact cognates. While figures involving genitives
(king of kings,gentleman's gentleman, in saecula saeculorum) and superlatives (lowest
of the low, prestham u priydnam 'dearest of the dear' (RV 8.103.10)) are fairly
widespread, also outside Indo-European, the combination is much rarer and more
striking.
We can be precise; the figure in Vedic has been exhaustively studied by H. Oertel
(1937, cited by Narten 1986:164). He found (p. 37) a total of five examples in all of
Vedic literature (counting the two instances of the same formula above as one), where
'Das regierende Nomen wird durch ein superlativisches Adjektiv qualifiziert.' All
occur first in the Rigveda, and later instances are repetitions of the Rigvedic passages.
That is to say that the free formation of this figure was no longer living (or in fashion)
after the time of the Rigveda. If we find only five examples in the earliest Vedic, and
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one in the earliest Avestan, one which shares the same lexical superlative and position
of discourse prominence, we are fully justified in assuming a stylistic figure proper to
the ritual language of the Common Indo-Iranian period and inherited in both branches.
The other examples of this rare figure in the Rigveda are 2.23.1 kavim kavindm
upamdsravastamam 'highest-famed seer of seers';1 10.120.6 indtamam aptydm
dptydnam 'most powerful Aptya of Aptyas'; 8.40.2 s'dvistham nrndm ndram 'strongest man of men'; 5.74.8 rdtho rdthanam yesthah 'swiftest chariot of chariots'.
The usage in RV 2.23.1 merits special attention. It too is in poem-initial,
discourse-prominent position, and the first strophe contains not just one but three
similar figures:
gananam tva ganapatirn havamahe
kavim kavinam upamasravastamam
jyestharajam brahmanam brahmanas pata
a nah srnvann utibhih sida sadanam
We invoke thee as throng-lord of throngs,
highest-famed seer of seers,
most powerful overlord of the formulas, o Brahmanaspati,
listening to us, sit down on your seat with your help.
Here 'throng-lord' in a is the equivalent of a superlative; compare b with RV 5.42.3
kavitamam kavindm 'most seer (kavi) of the seers'. In c the compound of raj- with
superlative as the first member, followed by the divinity' s name in the vocative, effects
a sort of paraphrase 'most powerful Brahmanaspati (= lord of the formula) of the
formulas'; it strains sense and syntax alike. The repetition of syntactic constituents
gana-... gana-, kavi- kavi- is then followed by that of the non-constituents brahmabrahma-, and finally by that of the etymological figure slda sada-; the first and the last
frame the whole strophe.
The genitive construction with a compound of pad- 'lord' as in gananam
gdnapati- 'throng-lord of throngs' is by no means unique in the Rigveda, though it is
clearly somewhat stereotyped and both formally and semantically restricted. It is
commonest in tristubh lines where it conveniently fills the seven syllables after the
caesura; the construction is limited to disyllabic stems (+ disyllabic case forms of
pati-) where the genitive plural has three syllables. Words for 'wealth' and 'riches'
predominate by far: rayipdtl raylndm 'wealth-lord of wealth' 5x (2x family books,
including one vocative), vdsupatir vdsunam 'id.' 7x (4x family books: nom. ace. voc.;
one vasupdtnl 'wealth-lady' cow). Otherwise we find one each of ddksanam
ddksapati (1.95.6) 'strength-lord of strengths'; semantically imitated in s'dcipate
sacindm 10.24.2a2 'power-lord of powers'; (indeavisnu madapati madanam6.69.3 'O
Indra and Visnu, ye two intoxicating drink-lords of intoxicating drinks.' Most
interesting is 1.170.5, which shows two:
1. Beside the less rare kavitamam kavindm 'most kavi of kavis' RV 5.42.3, 6.18.14.
2. The only example in an octosyllable; the distracted gen. pl. -naam is a pseudo-archaism.
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tvam isise vasupate vasunam
tvam mitranam mitrapate dhesthah3
ihdra tvam manidbhih sam vadasva
adha prasana rtutha' havfrhsi
You have mastery (over wealth), o wealth-lord of wealth,
you, o allianceMord of alliances, are the most (alliance-)making;5
o Indra, come to an understanding with the Maruts,
and eat the offerings at their proper time.
The preceding paragraphs have presented a synchronic poetic analysis of RV 2.23. 1 .
But there is a remarkable diachronic poetic aspect as well, which is brought out by a
comparison with Iranian again. RV 2. 23. la is an invocation:
gancinarn tva6 ganapatim havamahe
We invoke thee as throng-lord of throngs.
Of the 17 Rigvedic examples of the construction, 10 are in the vocative or accompany
a second person pronoun, and of the oldest 8 examples, in the family books, 7 are
vocatives or accompany a second person pronoun. All are gods. The construction
therefore clearly is originally most at home in the liturgy. Compare then 2.23. la
above, and 1.170.5b
tvam mitranam mitrapate dhesthah7
you, o alliance-lord of alliances, are the most (alliance-)making,
with the single Avestan example8 of this construction, an invocation formula recurring
five times, in Yt. 10.145, 19.35, Ny. 1.7, Y. 2.11, 1.1 1:9
vispanam daxiiunam
darjhupaitrm yazamaide
We worship Mithra, land-lord of all lands.
3. Here the trisyllabic scansion dhdisthah is linguistically real. Note the same trisyllabic scansion
in 1.113.1 idamsrd(y)isthamjydtisamjyotis
above.
4. In translating mitrd as 'alliance' (other possibilities are 'contract', 'covenant') I follow Brereton
1981.
5. As Geldner notes, the genitives are dependent both on the vocatives and the verb or verbal
adjectives, and should be read with both.
6. Note that this is the only example with an enclitic intervening between the two constituents.
7. We should perhaps recognize in the superlative an asyntactic index of the previous sra(y)istham
jyotisamjydtis, kavim kavlndm upamds'ravastamam construction. For other asyntactic phonetic indexes of
constructions and formulas see chap. 3 and chap. 5.
8. For Y. 17.11 see further below.
9. The last without vlspanqm.
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The whole formula is metrical, occupying two octosyllables. Once again we may
assume a stylistic figure proper to the ritual liturgical language of the Common IndoIranian period, and preserved in both branches.
The presence of the two liturgical verbs, Ved. havamahe 'we invoke' and Av.
yazamaide 'we worship', pragmatically unites two of the passages, and the presence
of the Vedic word mitrd- 'covenant, contract, alliance', divinized as the god Mitra, and
the presence of his Avestan counterpart and cognate Mithra, linguistically unites the
other pair.10
Note that despite the verbal similarity this construction is wholly different from
the purely reinforcing and redundant nmanahe nmano.paitis vlso vlspaitis zantSus
zantupaitis darjhdus dafnhupaitis 'house-lord of the house, village-lord of the village,
clan-lord of the clan, land-lord of the land' of Yt. 10.18, 83-84 and elsewhere
(Schlerath 1968:135). The latter, pluralized to nmananqm nmanapaitisvlsqm vlspaitis
etc. (Yt. 10.18) are societal designations of men, and have nothing to do with
invocational epithets of gods in the liturgy. That the shared vocabulary might have led
to some secondary overlap is indicated by the doubtless late11 Y. 17.11, where in the
liturgy of Fire (Atar), son of Ahura Mazda, and of various fires by name, all in
yazamaide 'we worship' formulas, the conclusion or summary is
atram vispanam nmananam nmano.paitlm ... yazamaide
We worship Fire, house-lord of all the houses (Mazda-created,
son of A. M., Truthful, the Ratu of Truth).
But the phrase is probably a contamination of the Mithra epithet and the ordinary
householder word nmanahe mnano.paiti. Y. 6.11 has here onlyVBamatram ahurahe
mazda puvram asauuanam asahe ratum yazamaide 'We worship you, Fire, son of A.
M., Truthful, the Ratu of Truth'.
What we have loosely termed stylistic features are in fact two securely reconstructible constructions which belong to the poetic grammar (O' in our model in chap.
1) of Common Indo-Iranian. To express superlatives the ordinary common language
(O) disposed of constructions like
(all) Ngen pl Adjsuperl
the most Adj of (all) N's,
or more rarely, without overt superlative marker,12

10. It is on the religious and poetic level of comparative Indo-Iranian that we should seek the
meaning of this formula, and not on the level of Chorasmian (or Achaemenid or Median) political
organization, with Gershevitch 1959:298-9.
11. Y. 17 is almost entirely a repetition of Y. 6., as Geldner points out in his edition ad loc. Only
parts of Y. 17.11 are original: specifically the named fires.
12. And normally in languages like Hittile which lack special markers for the degrees of comparison
of the adjective.
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(all) Ngen pl Adj
the [most] Adj of (all) N's,
as in Aveslangantumdyauuanam ratufrls 'wheat is of (all) cereals the dear[est] to the
Ratu' . The Common Indo-Iranian poetic language further disposed of the constructions
Ngen pl Nsuperl
the most Nof N's,
as in kavitama- kavlndm 'most kavi of kavi's',
Ngen pl N + Adjsuperl
the most Adj N of N's,
as in kavim kavlndm upamasravastama- 'highest-famed kavi of kavi's', and
(all) Ngen pl N-/
theN-lordof(all)N's,
as in gandnam gandpati- 'throng-lord of throngs', vlspanam daxiiunam darjhupaiti'the land-lord of all lands' . That both of these examples are the object of the liturgical
verbs par excellence, havamahe 'we invoke' andyazamaide 'we worship', is an index
of the cultural pragmatics which explain their linguistic preservation.
There are other links of RV 2.23 to an inherited tradition reaching still further
back in time. The expressive doubly-marked upamdsravas-tama- of b is superlative
of upamd-sravas- , itself 'having the highest fame'. The latter is attested only as a
personal name in the Rigveda, in 10.33.6, 7. The poet has fallen on hard times and
pathetically approaches the son of his former patron:
adhi putropamasravo
napan mitratither ihi
pitus te asmi vandita"
Notice (me), o son Upamas'ravas,
grandson of Mitratithi;
I am your father' s praise-poet.
Upamd-sravas- is etymologically 'having the highest fame' ; Mitra-atithi- is 'having
mitra, the divinized "covenant", "contract", "alliance" as guest.' Such bipartite, twomember compound personal names, as is known, continue Indo-European themes,
formulas, and values: they are windows into prehistory. In these two Vedic personal
names we find a formulaic nexus of 'Indo-European poetic language and name
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giving'13 which reaches from India to Western Europe, in some of the earliest
monuments of Celtic and Germanic.
With the two names Upama-s'ravas- < *upmmo-kleues- 'having SUPREME
fame' andMitra-atithi- 'having M. as GUEST' compare the Lepontic Celtic personal
name UVAMO-KOZIS < *upnimo-ghostis 'having SUPREME GUESTS'; the Runic
Germanic personal name (Gallehus horn) hlewa-gastiR < *Kleuo-ghostis 'having
famous guests'; and the Venetic personal name ho.s.tihauo.s. < *ghosti-ghouo- 'who
honors guests'.14 The nexus linking 'fame', 'lofty', and 'guest' (Indo-European
*ghos-ti-, with the same suffix Indo-Iranian *atH-ti- in Ved. dtithi- — Av. asti(Schwartz 1990:200-7)) is precisely a 'contract' or 'covenant': that of hospitality
between patron and poet.15
The purpose of this excursus has been to point up the close linkage of the verbal
practice of the author of RV 2.23 (which we also examined in chap. 8) with a poetic
tradition reaching back to the proto-language and manifesting itself in a number of
traditions outside India. To those we have surveyed comes another, which incorporates the rare grammatical figures of RV 2.23 and the same wording, in a specifically
liturgical context, in the strophic style with largely non-metrical mantras in "rhythmic
prose", in a Vedic Indian ritual which is widely regarded as reflecting Common IndoEuropean religious practice: the Horse-Sacrifice or Asvamedha.16 Before examining
in detail the poetics of the Asvamedha litany (chap. 25) we must consider the nonmetrical strophic style of "rhythmic prose" in three other Indo-European traditions:
Celtic, Armenian, and Anatolian. To these the next chapters are devoted.

13. The phrase is drawn from Schmitt 1973, who himself consciously evoked Schramm 1957. For
a provocative and challenging presentation of the same phenomenon ("nexus") in Slavic onomastics see the
two works of Ivanov and Toporov 1965 and 1974.
14. Lejeune 1974:47, 169, no. 137 (Este III, 5th cent. B.C.). I prefer to see in the second member
the cognate of Latin fauere, OCS goveti 'revere, show reverence', Vedic gho-rd- 'fearsome' (Calandsystem), Pokorny 453 ghou-, rather than Pokorny 513 ghau- 'invoke, call', with Lejeune ('qui interpelle
1'etranger').
15. The prominence of the theme of commensality in the hospitality relation (Pindar's
. ..
Tpdrce a 'hospitable table') inclines one to see in European *ghos-(ti-) (Lat. hostis, red-hostire, Sikel
gosti-, Goth, gasts, Slavic gos-podb, gostL), zero grade *ghs- in Greek
,, the cognate of Vedic ghas'eat'. Compare the suffixed *ghos-ti- 'guest' with the zero-grade *sm-ghs-ti- in Vedic sdgdhi- 'eating
together, communal meal' (TS 4.7.4 and parallels, mantra; AVP 19.22.6).
16. Compare Toporov 1981:231f: "The Asvamedha . . . permits the uncovering of a layer which
connects it to ritual texts in other Indo-European languages. It may be suggested that the rituals of animal
sacrifice (apn-hymns) and some soma-worship are likewise connected with corresponding liturgical texts
which go back to Indo-European times." For a comparison of the soma ritual with certain Greek ritual
practices in the early texts, and with features of the Eleusinian Mysteries, cf. Watkins 1978b.

23
More strophic structures
1. Anatolian Hittite and Palaic
It has long been recognized that Hittite texts which appear to be regarded as poetry by
their own culture, for example those referred to by the Sumerogram SIR 'song' or the
common verb form SIRRU (Akkadian izammaru 'they sing'), Hittite stem ishamainoun and verb, do not show any recurrent syllabic count or stress-timed rhythmic
pattern. Rather they exhibit precisely what we have seen in the many traditions
surveyed: a strophic/stichic style of rhythmic/syntactic units, with a principled
equivalence verse-line = clause or sentence.' In the Hittite clay tablets themselves the
verse lines are written continuously, as in Early Greek epigraphic practice and that of
the Semitic-speaking scribes of Ugarit, whereas in Sumerian and Akkadian poetry
each verse is written on a separate line. The Hittite clay tablets regularly divide texts
into 'paragraphs' by a horizontal line across the column, and the practice is found in
these poetic texts as well, which led Gilterbock to recognize them as 'stanzas', in other
words a strophic style. The last (and only legible) line of the first paragraph/strophe
of the Song of Ullikummi (i 3-4) is
dapiyas siunas addan Kumarbin ishamihhi
I sing of Kumarbi, father of all the gods.
The Song (SIR) of Ullikummi is translated from Human, and it is always
possible that the translation imitates the poetic form of the source language. Other
texts of Human provenience, like the tale of the hunter Kesse, are labeled 'Song'
(SIR)2 and show similar prosodic and stylistic features, like the Song of Silver,3 whose
second paragraph begins
1. Fundamental is Giiterbock 1952, esp. 7-11. See also Giiterbock 1964, on the Sun Hymns adapted
from Akkadian.
2. Cf. E. Neu 1988:248.
3. Edited by H. A. Hoffner, Jr. 1988a.
247
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ishamihhiy=an KU.BABBAR-an sanizzif
I sing of him, Silver the unique (?).

Whether there is a connection between these Hittite Isg. forms and the Homeric epic
and hymnic practice of
'I sing' /
'I begin to sing' is not known,
but it is not impossible.
We now have the recently published text (KUB 32.10-104) of the lengthy
Human-Middle Hittite bilingual SIR para tarnumas 'Song of emancipation', which
shows in fact a number of poetic features in the Hurrian original such as strophic cola
with lines of smaller syntactic units, verb phrases, repeated in successive lines with the
verb fronted (E. Neu, loc. cit.). The Hittite translator in these cases appears to have
altered, misinterpreted, or ignored the Hurrian stylistic figure, as Neu shows.
We need not, however, rely on translation literature for glimpses of Hittite or
other Anatolian poetry, stichic/syllabic or strophic/rhythmic-syntactic.
A clear example of the former is the oft-treated soldiers' dirge KBo 3.40 = BoTU
14cx 13'-15' (duplicate KBo 13.78 Vo. 12'-14'), CTH 16b.4 It is preceded by nu=zza
ishamaizzi 'he sings' (duplicate ishamiskanzi 'they sing'):
Nesas waspes Nesas waspes
tiya=mmu tiya
nu=mu annas=mas katta arnut
tiya=mmu tiya
nu=mu uwas=mas katta arnut
tiya=mmu tiya
Shrouds of Nesas, shrouds of Nesas,
bind me, bind.
Bring me down for burial with my mother,
bind me, bind.
Bring me down for burial with my forefather,
bind me, bind.
While the translation is in part controversial and the syllable count partly indeterminate, the poetic form is self-evident with its 8/9 syllable lines [4 II 4]/[5 II 4],
grammatically parallel, alternating with an invariant refrain of 3 or 5 syllables. Nesas
is the old city of Kanes, modern Kiiltepe, the cradle of the Hittites. With line three of
these stiH moving verses compare the expression (written in Sumerograms) UD AMAKA 'day of your mother' = 'your death day, dying day.'
From another ancient Anatolian language we may cite what I have referred to
4. See most recently Soysal 1987 (with partly differing interpretation) as well as GamkrelidzeIvanov 1984:839-840 and (partly superseded) Watkins 1969b.
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as a Palaic carmen:5 two almost identical prayers accompanying the sacrifice of first
a ram and then a bull to the Palaic god Zaparwa. The text is contemporary with Old
Hittite. The evident organizational principle is grammatical parallelism and the
equivalence verse-line = sentence or clause. We may therefore regard the texts as
rhythmic/syntactic strophes of six lines:
nu Zaparwa sameris sameris
(variant nu Zaparwa tiunas tiunas)
halais=ta m
purtahhis=ta nl
washullatiyas ni waharianza/i
hapnas=ta nl tekanza
hasTram=:pi m padamman.
I forbear to offer a connected translation as too conjectural. What we do know is that
niappearing in five of the six lines is the negation; hapnasmustbe 'river' andhaslram
'dagger' because they alternate in the texts with the familiar Sumerograms ID and
GIR;6 -ta and -pi are enclitic particles.
The last two particles must cliticize to the first word in their clause or sentence.
This fixes the clause and therefore verse-line boundaries as I have given them; no other
arrangement is possible. The negations in halais=ta nl, purtahhis=ta m must
therefore be emphatically extraposed to the right, a syntactic option shared with
Hittite.7
The grammatical parallelism is given by the two noun forms halais, purtahhis
on the one hand, forming a dyad 'let there be (or there is) no h./p.', and the three nouns
washullatiyas, hapnas, haslram, each with an agreeing participle: wahariy-anza, tekanza (passive), and the middle pad-amman. The result is a triad: 'let the w./h./h. not
be (or the w.lh./h. is not, has not been) w.-ed/?.-ed/p.-ed.' Whatever the lexical
meaning, we have the same contrapuntal articulation of two- and three-member cola
that we saw in Italic and Iranian prayer and liturgy.
The extensive Hittite-Luvian Kizzuwatnean ritual texts grouped under CTH 760
contain a number of litany-like spells and incantations spoken by the 'Old Woman'
(SAL$U.GI).8 Some are enumerations of body parts which are 'fitted' (handant-) to
those of a "scapegoat" sheep, 1-3 of Tablet Two. It begins 'head is fitted to head,
throat is fitted to throat' and continues through the canonical' 12 body parts'—17 are
in fact mentioned—ending with
5. Watkins 19784 Much of the interpretation offered there is obsolete. See Melchert, forthcoming.
6. Both are inherited Indo-European lexemes, *h,ab(h)-no- : Welsh afon (Avon), Latin amnis
'river', and *h,i}si-ro-: Vedic as(-, Latin gnsis 'sword'.
7. Compare from the instructions for Bel Madgalti officials (v. Schuler 1957:48) iii 27-8, where
the extraposition of le emphasizes the figure of antithesis: D1NAM Sarazzi katterahhi le , kattera<n>
saraz<zi>ya<h >hi le 'Let him not bring Iowa good (lit. high) case, let him not hold up a bad (lit. low) case'.
The image is clearly drawn from scales; cf. //. 22.209ff. The metaphor of the scales of justice is confirmed
in the next line of the text, kuit handan apdt ixsa 'What is right (lit. fitting), do that'.
8. A number of these are edited by Hutter 1988 and Beckman 1990. I take my examples from the
latter.
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hastai=kan hastai handan
uzu
SA=kan ANA UZUSA handan
eshar-kan eshani handan
bone to bone is fitted
sinew to sinew is fitted
blood to blood is fitted.

The enumerations are identical to those in the Germanic, Indie, and Irish healing
charms to be discussed below (chapters 56 and 57).9 The body parts of the ram will
call out (wewakkanzi §4) the sickness of the body part of the mortal: 'head will lift
sickness of head' etc.
Subsequent sections (§24ff.) of this and related rituals involve the (somewhat
inept) image of the pig that roots (mutaizzi) meadow and mountain and gets plants and
water, so it should root out illness of body parts, wrath of gods (DINGIRMES-ai
karpiri), and slander (literally 'tongue', EME = lala-) of people and palace, priests and
priestesses, troops, army camp and palace guard. It then continues (§§28-29) in
merism style:
aggantas huiswantas Man mudaiddu10
SA IR GEME lalan mudaiddu
adandas akuwandas lalan mudaiddu
tangarandas lalan mudaiddu
Let it root out the slander of the dead, of the living
let it root out the slander of male slave, of female slave,
let it root out the slander of the one who has eaten, who has drunk,
let it root out the slander of the one who has gone hungry.
The function of the meri sms is as usual to indicate a totality: all persons living or dead,
all unfree male or female, all persons satisfied or hungry. 'Satisfied' is split into 'eaten
and drunk', in accord with Common Anatolian formulaic practice. Once again we find
rhythmic/grammatical counterpoint of dyad and triad. These merismatic lines in an
otherwise enumerative litany are directly comparable to similar structures in the
Asvamedha liturgy; see chap. 25.
An obscure conjuration in Tablet Five of the same text, col iv 8ff., reads
'Afterwards she takes a rope and waves it over him. She conjures (hukkiskizzi) as
follows:'
9. Since the external series runs from 'head' (SAG.DU-a.v) to 'sole (of the foot)' (harganau),]ust
before the internal triad cited, the latter may well be genetically related to the Old High German second
Merseburg spell and other passages discussed in section VII below.
10. The tablet has Sumerograms Tl-andas, EME-an, and for some of the verbs the graphic
convention KI.MIN 'ditto'. KUB 9.4 iv 11 splits the first line into 'let it root out the slander of the dead,
let it root out the slander of the living'.
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arunas ahriyatta
aruni=ma=kan anda sumanzan daskupait
arunaz=kan sumanza huittiyami
The sea was unclean(?).u
But in the sea the rope cried out.
From the sea I draw the rope.
The anaphora and polyptoton of fronted sentence initial arunas—aruni—arunaz is
surely an intentional figure; but the meaning of the whole spell is completely opaque
to me, and I cannot say whether the spell is poetry or prose.12
A full study of the poetics and stylistics—as well as the syntax—of the enormous
number of spells, litanies, and other utterances in our vast corpus of Hittite rituals
would require a monograph, but the rewards would be great. Compare the very
valuable collection of Hittite similes by A. Onal in Mikasa 1988:52-85. Note only in
closing the example in our same ritual, Tablet Five iv Iff., of Behaghel's law of
increasing members, with the epithet confined to the last: 'If he has seen something
with his eyes (lGI.HI-A-it), or taken something with his hand (SU-/f), or trodden
something with his powerful foot (innarawantet GIR-it).'
For Luvian poetry see chap. 11.2.

2. Armenian
The Armenian historian Moses of Chorene (Movses Xorenacl) writing probably in the
early ninth century A.D. is one of the few Classical Armenian authors to preserve
actual fragments of pre- (or para-)Christian Armenian epic poetry, historical 'songs'
(erg, ergel : Vedic re- of rg-veda-) and 'fables' (afaspelk'). Some of these recount
events and figures of the early second century B.C., notably the king Artasgs (Greek
Artaxias I), a younger contemporary and friend of Hannibal the Carthaginian.
These texts are clearly poetry within their own tradition, though they are neither
isosyllabic, nor syllabotonic, nor for example rhyming. In these as for that matter
much late (Medieval and Early Modern) Armenian poetry I may quote the eminent
specialist J. R. Russell: 'It is more fruitful to look at word-plays and sound patterns
within the poem... and to draw the connections between ecclesiastical tah and gnomic
11.1 take this verb to be a denominative to the first member of the magical rhyme-word pair ahran
wahran, etwa "Unreinheit (und) Unheil" to be spat out in many Hittite and Luvian rituals. See Hutter
1988:81 for other examples, like ain wain. A Luvian substantivized participle of the same verb is found in
KUB 9.34 i 22 tarnassan ahraman (parallel to S AG.DU-as hultaramman) 'the "unclean-sickness" of the
throat', Hutter 27.
12. J.R. Russell (p.c.) ingeniously compares the old Armenian proverb quoted by Movses Xorenac'i
(1.13) ulunk' Samiramay i cov 'the beads of Semiramis into the sea', adding '—beads on a string of course'.
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songs ... or ... string poems .. ,' 13 The same pre-Christian thematic and formulaic
tradition continued intact down to modern times, for the great Armenian folk epic
David of Sassun (Sasund Davit'), or The Crazy Ones of Sasun (Sasna cfer), collected
in the 19th and early 20th centuries, shows the same prosodic form. Compare the
description of its French translator F. Feydit: 'L' epopee se presente sous la forme d' un
recit rhythme,—dont le rhythme est obtenu par 1'equilibre entre les diverses periodes
de la phrase,—et coupe de passages chantes, assez rarement rimes.'14
Movses quotes the epic description of the abduction by King Artases of the Alan
princess Satinik (II 50):15
hecaw ari ark'ayn Artases
i seawn geleclk
ew haneal zoskeawl sikap'ok parann
ew anc'eal orpes zarcui sratew gnd getn
ew zgeal zoskeawl sikapbk parann
ankec' i mejk awriordin Alanac'
ew sat c'awec'oyc' zmejk' p'ap'uk awriordin
arag hasuc'anelov i banakn iwr.
The brave King Artases
rode on a black handsome horse,
and he drew the gold-ringed red leather lasso,
and he crossed the river like the sharp-winged eagle,
and he threw the gold-ringed red leather lasso.
He threw it around the waist of the maiden of the Alans,
and much he made the waist of the tender maiden suffer
by carrying her swiftly back to his camp.
Note the discourse initial finite verb hecaw 'rode' (IE *sed-iejo- 'sit'), the grammatical
parallelism haneal. . . anc'eal. . . zgeal, and the many word and phrase repetitions.
Movses continues with what 'they sing' (ergen) in the fables:
tel oski tetayr
i p'esayuteann Artasisi
telayr margarit
i harsnutean Sat'inkann.
A rain of gold it rained
when Artases became a groom;
13. Letter of 5 February 1992. I have seen his Carmina Vahagni (Acta Antiqua, Budapest) only in
manuscript.
14. David de Sassoun (1964). Text: Sasund Davit'. Hayakan Zolovrdakan Epos. Erevan:
Haypethrat 1961. The most informative study of this work is the still unpublished Paris thesis of Ch. de
Lamberterie, Mythc et langue en Armenie. La gestc de Vahagn. 1981.
15. For the critical edition sec chap. 13 n. 2. Other fragments of this epic are discussed in Russell
1986-7 and Dowsctt 1986.
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it rained pearls
when Sat'inik became a bride.
Note the etymological figure, the shift in position of the repeated verb tetayr, the
grammatical parallelism of the two nominal expressions (lit. 'at the groom-ness of A.',
' at the bride-ness of S.') syntactically skewed by the different positioning of the two
demonstrative suffixes -n.
Otherwise in these verse lines there is no trace of syllable or stress counting, or
other discernible "metrical" structure. The metric line is commanded by the syntactic
boundaries, as in the other traditions we have examined, and larger "strophic" unities
such as these examples selected for quotation by Movses were demarcated by
grammatical signals like the discourse-initial verb. This was to be the form of
Armenian epic poetry for millennia.
To conclude we may cite the full text of the Birth of Vahagn quoted by Movses
(131), the beginning of which we saw in chap. 13. It too begins with a discourse-initial,
"cataphoric" verb. The continuation shows other figures, notably phrasal and verbal
anaphora:
erkner erkin erkner erkir
erkner ew covn cirani
erkn i covun uner16
zkarmrikn elegnik.
and elegan pot cux elaner,
and elegan pbl bocc elaner,
ew i boc'oyn vazer
xarteas patanekik.
na hur her uner,
boc1 uner mawrus,
ew acTcunkn ein aregakunk'.
Heaven was in labor, earth was in labor,
the purple sea too was in labor.
Labor pangs in the sea seized
the little crimson reed.
Along the reed stalk smoke ascended,
along the reed stalk flame ascended,
and from the flames there leapt
a golden-haired little youth.
16. Russell (p.c.) calls attention in Heaven and Earth to the 1/2 +1/2 = 2 motiv; the Sea as the third
element is indexed by the alliterative c- c-. See also chap. 13 n. 2.
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He had fire for hair,
flame he had for beard,
and his little eyes were suns.

Note the (quasi-universal) stylistic device of diminutivization in eiegnik, patanekik
(double, patani + ak + ik), and ackunk'.11
This Armenian hymn from the Zoroastrian tradition is directly comparable to the
hymning ofapdm ndpat, Descendent or Grandson18 of the Waters, the kenning for Fire
(Agni), doubtless of Indo-European date (Old Norse scevar nidr 'descendent of the
sea'). Compare J. R. Russell (loc. cit.): 'the concepts of physics implied in the song
of the birth of Vahagn are archaic and find a parallel in the Vedas, where plants, born
of water, become sticks, which rubbed together give birth to fire.'19 The parallelism
to RV 2.35, to Apam Napat as deity and as the sacrificial fire, is even more striking:
he is nurtured as a youth (yiivanam 4) and is of overwhelming golden aspect
(hiranyarupa, hiranyasamdfk, hiranyavarna 10).

17. For the effect compare Latin animula uagula Mandula, the emperor Hadrian's poetic farewell
to his soul (PoetaeLat. Min., 3.1).
18. The gender-marked kinship term ndpat reflects the masculine Agni, a grammatical icon beloved
of poets in the languages with gender down to modern times. Note that Indo-European had two words for
fire (and water, mutatis mutandis) one masculine or animate *ognis (> Lat. ignis) and one neuter or inanimate
*peh,uf (> Umbr. pir).
19. He refers to Boyce 1975:1.45, who refers to Oldenberg 1917:101, 117.

24
Early Irish rose
Liam Breatnach observed in an important article (Breatnach 1984, with references)
that' Old Irish texts appear in three forms: prose, rhyming syllabic verse, and rose. The
simplest definition of rose is that it is neither of the other two.' There were several
stylistic varieties of prose in Early Irish, associated with such genres as law texts,
saints' lives, and sagas. There was a large number of syllable-counting meters with
varying patterns of rhyme (end-rhyme, a;a7/-rhyme of line-final with line-internal),
lines of different syllable length (most commonly seven), always organized in
strophes (most commonly quatrains).1
Breatnach goes on to point out that in the case of rose (or roscad, plural roscada)2
' we can distinguish three main types: the first consists of syllabically regular lines with
fixed cadence and alliteration, but without rhyme; the second of lines with regular
number of stressed words per line and alliteration; while the third type shows no
apparent regular syllabic or stress pattern, but is heavily alliterative. Furthermore, rose
is characterized by various linguistic features, usually referred to as 'Archaic Irish',
which are not found in prose but are found in Old Irish rhyming syllabic verse.' I would
add that roscada may be then stichic (line-by-line) or strophic in arrangement; unlike
the quatrains of rhymed syllabic verse, strophes if present are irregular and of variable
length, sometimes demarcated by reduction in cadence and syllable count.
The first of these three types of rose or roscad3 is the 'heptasyllabic' [4113] verse
(variants [5 II 2], [6 II 1], [4 II 1], etc.) with fixed caesura or word boundary, which
1. An early example of rhymed syllabic verse is studied in chap. 9. For a detailed discussion of
rhymed syllabic verse see the indispensable work of Murphy 1961.
2. Cf. Binchy 1972.
3. From Proto-Celtic (and Indo-European) *pro-sk"o-m, cf arose 'maxim' < *ad-ro-sk*o-, Middle
Welsh dihaereb 'proverb' < *d!-ad-ro-sk*o-. Old Irish rose also means 'eye, sight'. The basic meaning
of the root *sek"- must refer to perception: 'see' (as in Germanic, Gothic saihan, Old English seon, and
probably Anatolian, Hittite sakuwa 'eyes' if from *sok"-). The retention (cf. behold) and transmission of
cognition resulted semantically in 'cause to see, show; tell' (as in Greek [Od. 1.1] ocvSpa uxn EVVETIE, MoCaa
'Tell me, o Muse, of the man ...'). We can observe the same semantic development with other verbs of
perception and cognition which are part of the vocabulary of Indo-European poetics, like *men-,
*uet-, on which see chap. 9.
The composition with prevcrb as in *pro-sk"o- (Irish rose), *en-s(e)k"- (Greek EVVETIE, Latin inquit,
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generates the fixed cadences 'x x x, 'x x ('x), etc. by the Irish word stress on the initial
syllable. For the psychological reality of the word boundary at least in the seventh
century see chap. 9. I surveyed these mostly heptasyllabic, fixed cadence verse lines
in Watkins 1963b. It is perfectly clear that these were regarded as poetry in Irish from
the first attestations through the Middle and Modern periods; they were simply nonrhyming, stichic or in irregular strophes but not quatrains, with rhythmically fixed
cadence but freer initial, and considerable use of alliteration—line-internal, concatenating, or serial. An example of the last, from the end of the Old Irish period, can be
taken from Breatnach's edition of the Amra Sendin (n. 7 below), verses 1-3, with his
translation:
Senan soer sfdathair
sflem soailche,
sainemail suib srethamra
curson cadb, calb cletharda
cuipe co fin.

'x x 'x
'x x
'x x x 'x
'x x 'x x
'x x x

'x x x
'x x x
'x x x
'x x x
'x

fd liiin lainderda,
loo laissem luamna
asa lais luan

'x 'x
'x 'x x
x x 'x

'x x x
'x x x
'x

Ian fuach firinde
for-osna iltuatha
Erenn uas maig

'x 'x x
x 'x x
'x x x

'x x x
'x x x
'x

Senan, noble father of peace, a sower of virtues,
unique, beautiful, marvellously arranged, a fine sage,
a sheltering head, a goblet with wine.
Good is the radiant moon, in the daytime a blazing light,
whose praise is radiance.
Full of words of rightousness, he illuminates many
kingdoms above the plain of Ireland.

Insece) is characteristic. Note the common Hittite anda memai- 'say into' of a spell or utterance in a ritual.
For an inherited compound with *pro compare J. Narten's equation (1960) of Vedicpra math 'rob, carry
away, steal away with' and Greek
(Doric
). Her establishment of the necessary
separation of math 'rob' from tnanth 'twirl', together with the many textual collocations of the name of
Mataris'van who brought fire to man and math 'rob' demonstrates, as she shows, that the Mataris'vanPrometheus myth, long assumed to be cognate and inherited in Greek and Indie (Kuhn, Charpentier), agreed
also in the motifeme of the theft of fire. S. Insler (IVth East Coast Indo-European Conference, Cornell, June
1985) has argued convincingly that the name matarfsvan- was built on Indo-lranian *atar- 'fire'; the initial
m- of math-, Indo-European *math,- may well have played a role in its deformation.
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The effect may be described in Pokorny's translation of rose as 'dithyrambic'.4
Beside the syllabotonic features of regular cadence and free initial, and the lengthy
alliterative strings, note the 'poetic' linguistic features such as recherche vocabulary
(curson cadb, calb, identified by the native glossatorial tradition as Berla na Filed
'Language of the Poets' [chap. 16]), and the word order perturbation (proposed
genitive) in the last line, Erenn uas maig.
Over more than a decade Breatnach has produced an impressive set of text
editions of roscada material from the 'poetico-legal' traditions of the learned and
ecclesiastical classes with full discussions of their poetic form.5 Several are relatively
lengthy compositions showing a variety of poetic forms, both rose and rhymed syllabic
meter, as well as both straightforward prose and "rhythmic alliterative" prose. The
'Caldron of Poesy' sn&Bretha Nemed Toisech are compositions of the eighth century,
Amra Sendin of the end of the ninth, and Cain Fhuithirbe of the latter seventh century,
ca. 680. All are products of what D. A. Binchy termed a 'poetico-legal' school (Binchy
1955), with heavy ecclesiastical influence. As Breatnach showed, some of theBretha
Nemed texts were compiled in Munster between 721 and 742 by three kinsmen:
Forannan, a bishop; MaelTuile, a poet; andBaethgalach huaBuirechain, a judge. The
Nemedtexts are in part translations of the Latin of the Collectio Canonum Hibernensis,
and show for the eighth century an artificially archaizing style incorporating many
linguistic features (listed in Breatnach 1984:453) associated with what is frequently
termed Archaic Irish. As an example with variable (serial, concatenating, or internal)
alliteration and stress count we may cite the 'Caldron of Poesy' §§1-2, after Breatnach:
1.

Mof coire coir goiriath
gor rond-n-fr
Dia dam a duile ndemrib
dliucht soer soeras broinn
belrae mbil briichtas uad.
Os me Amargen gliingel garrglas grelfath,...

2.

Ara-caun coire softs
sernar dliged each dano
dia moiget moin
moras each ceird coitchunn
con-utaing6 duine dan.
Mine is the proper cauldron of goiriath;
warmly God has given it to me out of the mysteries of the elements;
a noble privilege which ennobles the breast
is the fine speech which flows forth from it.
I being white-kneed, blue-shanked, grey-bearded Amairgen . ..

4. Or in the irrepressible verbal icon of dithyrambic in New Orleans Dixieland jazz, Didn't he
ramble.
5. Breatnach 1981, 1984, 1986, 1989a, 1989b, 1991.
6. Note the stressed-unstressed concatenating alliteration ddno : dia, coitchunn: con-. The stressed
syllable ['ud] of con-utaing is linked by inversion to the following ['du] of duine.
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I acclaim7 the cauldron of knowledge
where the law of every art is set out,
as a result of which prosperity increases,
which magnifies every artist in general,
which exalts a person by means of an art.

The next 10 'strophes' or paragraphs are in prose, followed by a strophe (§ 13) of more
than 30 short lines of two stresses each (the first and last lines of three stresses) and
concatenating or internal alliteration:
Ar-caun coire n-eYmai
intlechtaib raith
rethaib sofis
srethaib imbais
indber n-ecnai...
I acclaim the cauldron of ermae
with understandings of grace,
with accumulations of knowledge,
with strewings of imbas,
the estuary of wisdom .. .
§15 is built on the grammatical figure of parallelism, which continues for 10 lines:
Coire ermai
ernid ernair
mrogaith mrogmair
biathaid biadtair ...
The cauldron of ermae,
it grants, it is granted,
it extends, it is extended,
it nourishes, it is nourished . . .
The final §16 closes the composition with two quatrains in syllabic verse 52525252
with rhyme between b and d, rinnard bee or anamain (Murphy 1961:57, cited by
Breatnach):
Fd topar tomseo
fd atrab n-insce
fd comar coimseo
con-utaing/i'rje.
7. Ara-caun literally 'I sing'; the cognate of Latin cano is the usual verb of the 'poctico-legaT
tradition.
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Is mo each ferunn
is ferr each orbu
berid co hecnae
echtraid fri borbu.
Good is the source of measuring
good is the acquisition of speech
good is the confluence of power
which builds up strength.
It is greater than any domain
it is better than any patrimony
it brings one to wisdom
it separates one from fools.
Alliteration is present throughout, either line-internal or line-linking. In orbu : berid
we have the freer fidrad freccomail type of the latter.8
Another form of rose in which the principal device is grammatical parallelism
is the series of brief complex sentences of identical structure, noun with gapped copula
plus relative verb with 3 sg. feminine pronominal object, in a legal text (Kelly 1986).
The editor, Fergus Kelly, has taken them as a sequence of riddles, the answer being the
feminine gender noun breth 'judgement':
antengthaid ar-da-feith9
airecht no-dan-aig
brithem no-da-mbeir
It is a clear spokesman who tends it,
it is a court which impels it,
it is a judge who delivers it.
Use of the pronominal object as a grammatical figure recurs outside the riddle genre
in the mantic style ofBaile Chuind (Murphy 1952), with repeated ibthus 'will drink it',
i.e. the sovereignty of Ireland (flaith, feminine).
The same rhetorical strophic style is found in compositions of a couple of
generations earlier, in the seventh century, in the fragments of Cain Fhuithirbe (ca.
680, as Breatnach has shown), and more significantly in the 'Mirror of Princes'
(Speculum Principum) text of advice to a king, Audacht Morainn 'The Testament of
Morann'.10 The text is extensive, consisting of 164 lines in three strophes or prose
sections. Kelly dates its compilation to ca. 700, with 'much of Recension B composed
a good deal earlier' (p. xxxiii), on linguistic grounds. It belongs to the same 'poetico8. Cf. Carney 1981.
9. Note the strong verb, an exact cognate of Vedic dpi vatati, Avestan aipi vataiti 'perceive, be
aware of. See the discussion in chap. 9.
10. Edited from the older recension B by Kelly (1976).
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legal' tradition as the Bretha Nemed collection and shows the same obscure rhetorical
style characterized by alliteration, grammatical parallelism, and older syntactic
constructions employed as grammatical figures.
From Cain Fhuithirbe we may note the following example, with relative clauses
and word order perturbation (Breatnach 1986:39). The lines have two or three stresses,
and are linked by alliteration:
Indies each n-indred
far cumalaib sldig segar.
Diles each forloscud
fedar i fithisib rig
ro n-facht elud ...
Every spoiling by a host which is pursued after cumals (have been
given up) is liable. Every burning which is carried out in the circuits
of a king when he has bewailed evasion is immune.
Prose order would be ... indred sldig segar far cumalaib.
From Audacht Morainn note first the same active-passive grammatical figure
we observed in the 'Caldron of Poesy' above:
(§62) to-slaid to-sladar
ar-clich ar-clechar
con-claid con-cladar
ad-reith ad-rethar
to-seinn to-sennar
He strikes, is struck,
wards off, is warded off,
roots out, is rooted out,
attacks, is attacked,
pursues, is pursued.
The same reciprocal figure is the grammatical basis, variously realized, for a formulaic
figure of pan-Indo-European distribution discussed in chap. 31, as in Old Irish gonas
gentar 'he who slays will be slain', or Greek Ktaveovta Koaeicta 'he slays him who
would slay', or Vedic yd no . . . jighdmsati/ . . . hantand tdm 'he who would slay us
... slay him!'
A grammatical variant of the reciprocal figure is §§6ff.,
comath firinni, cotn-ofathar
turcbath firinni, tan-uirceba . . .
coicleth a thiiatha, cot-ceillfetar . . .
Let him preserve justice, it will preserve him.
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Let him raise justice, it will raise him . ..
Let him care for his tribes, they will care for him .. .,
with three parallel verbs with 'justice' and three with 'tribes'.
The central formula of Audacht Morainn, which introduces each alliterative
sentence of § § 12-21, Kelly' s section three which according to him forms with section
five the oldest stratum of the text, is
Is tre fir flathemon
It is through the ruler's truth . . .
This formula introduces each alliterative sentence of § § 12-21.1 have treated elsewhere
(Watkins 1979b) the close verbal fit of this formula with that of the Hindu act of truth
(tena) rtena / satyena
By (this) truth . . .
discussed in chap. 5. Together with Avestan asa and Greek
in cleft sentences
like the Old Irish is tre fir (flathemon) we have 'not only a cultural institution common
to Indo-Iranian, Greek and Celtic, the mystical power of the ruler's truth, but a
Common Indo-European syntactic construction which continues the linguistic expression of this cultural institution in each tradition' (p. 189). Runs of alliterative strophes
like
§ 12 Is tre fir flathemon mortlithi marsldg marldchet
di doinib dingbatar.
§14 Is tre fir flathemon fo- sid sami sube soad
sadili -slana.
§20 Is tre fir flathemon to- aidbli eisc
i sruthaib -snathar
It is through the ruler's truth that plagues, a great host,
and great lightnings are warded off from people.
It is through the ruler's truth that he secures peace,
tranquillity, joy, ease, comfort.
It is through the ruler's truth that abundance of fish
swim in streams,
are directly comparable to runs of tristubh strophes in Vedic like RV 4.3.9a, lOa, 1 la,
12a, all beginning with rtena.
In these seventh-century texts the sheer variety of strophic structures observable
in a single composition like Audacht Morainn is striking. Each section has its own
style, its own metrics and alliteration, its own rhetoric. To the examples given we may
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add the two invocations to ai 'poetic art' in Eriu 13.38f. and 39f. (CIH 1128.20ff. and
1129.1 Iff.) printed and discussed in Breatnach 1981:58-9 and Watkins 1963b:239-40:
fo chen ai
ilchrothach ilgnuisech ilbrechtach
be soer sonaisc
ar dligid tuarastal
ar ni tualaing as-rinde cen tuarastal
ar dligid each aisndis a tuarastal
fo-glinn fo-glennar
do-eim do emar
for-reith for-rethar
for cuartaib cloth
Welcome, poetic art,
of many forms, many faces, many spells,
noble, well-linked lady.
For she is entitled to reward,
for she does not tolerate telling without reward,
for every telling is entitled to its reward.
She studies, she is studied,
she protects, she is protected,
she proceeds, she is proceeded to
on circuits of fame.
Fo chen ai
ingen so'is
siur cheile
ingen menman
miadach mordae . ..
Welcome, poetic art,
daughter of learning,
sister of reason,
daughter of mind,
noble, exalted . . .
The first is stress-counting, each strophe totaling eight or ten according to Breatnach,
while the second is syllable-counting, with 12 lines of four syllables each after the first
line of three. Both clearly belong to the same 'Creed' of poetry (credha nafilidheachta
ann so, CIH 1128.14). The personification as woman in each is an icon of the feminine
gender of the word ai.
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We have examined instances of the strophic style in Early Irish, with lines of
rhythmic-syntactic units sometimes stress-timed, sometimes syllable-timed. The
lines are usually heavily alliterative, long, short or alternating, and exhibit characteristic figures of grammar, perturbations of word order, and straining of syntax or sense.
They coexist, sometimes in the same document, with both normal prose and 'normal'
early rhymed syllabic verse, of which we have some very fine examples from the first
half of the seventh century like Tiughraind Bhecdin and Fo reir Choluimb (chap. 16),
both about St. Columb Cille (St. Columba).11 Compare from the former (§5):
Cechaing tonnaig
roluind mbedcaig

tresaig magain mongaig ronaig
mbruichrich mbarrfind faflid mbronaig

He traversed the wavey, tumultuous place, foaming, full of seals,
very rough, leaping, turbulent, white-topped, joyful, sorrowful.
The same 'poetico-legal' cum ecclesiastical tradition which we have noted
above, following Binchy and Breatnach, in the production of important but obscure
rhetorical roscada through the seventh and eighth centuries, is probably responsible
for the late sixth-century Amra Choluimb Chille 'Wonders of St. Columba' as well,
composed shortly after the saint's death in 597. In Kelly's words (1975:74-5), 'It is
written in a complex and obscure style with many learned references and unusual Latin
loanwords (see RC 20.33). The lines are generally unrimed, irregular in length, and
are not always connected by alliteration.'12 We find also the same variations of word
order ('Bergin's law', tmesis, proposed genitive) as we have observed earlier, and
many examples, with elaborate variations, of Breatnach's first type of rose, syllabically regular lines with fixed cadence and alliteration. I have cited a number of these
in 1963b:228,237,243-4. They make extensive use of grammatical parallelism. The
most noteworthy are the runs of three or four parallel tricolic long lines, like § 12:
ar di-n condiath II con-roeter I bi'u -bath
For the leader (?) who protected the living has died on us.
Stylistically compare the antithesis in the last colon b'iu -bath 'living died' with that
of the last colon of the verse of Tiughraind Bhecdin just cited: fdilid mbronaig 'joyful,
sorrowful'. Metrically the line is directly comparable to the Vedic tricolic tristubh/
jagatl, and mutatis mutandis the Greek iambic trimeter catalectic/iambic trimeter and
other meters, and doubtless the Old Avestan [4II7] line. The Old Irish lines like those
of Vedic and Old Avestan are grouped into strophes.
11. Both edited by Kelly (1973) and (1975), and both attributed by him to Becan mac Luigdech,
surely correctly.
12. Kelly goes on to show that the difference in temper and style between the Amra and Tiughraind
Bhecdin is such that their attribution to the same author is less than credible; Tuighrdind Bhe'cdin and Fo reir
Choluimb on the other hand are probably by the same poet, Becan mac Luigdech. Both poems of the latter
do show clear verbal influence of the Amra, for all that they are aesthetically more pleasing to us.
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In the two lengthy compositions in rose we have looked at,AudachtMorainn and
Amra Choluimb Chille we find clear instances of Indo-European tradition both in
cultural institutions and their linguistic and poetic expression. The genre of each,
wisdom literature/mirror of princes and eulogy/lament, are ancient and widespread, at
once universal and particular in their traditions.
To the degree that the strophic style of rhythmic/syntactic phrases as verse lines,
grouped together as variegated units, exhibits particular similarities in each of the
related traditions where we observe it and is not simply one of a set of independent but
parallel creations based on universal characteristics of human speech and discourse,
to that degree we may speak of Indo-European inheritance in so-called "rhythmic
prose".
It is clear that Irish compositions in rose of the late ninth century are direct
continuations of a very specific poetic tradition which we can observe fully developed
in Ireland in the late sixth century. While the stamp and flavor of Christian learning
on this tradition is obvious and recognized, especially and most understandably in the
Amra(e) 'Wonders' of St. Columba, the similarities in strophic style to Latin and
Umbrian prayer, Avestan liturgy, Hittite and Anatolian ritual utterance and, as we shall
see, Old Indie ritual litany are too strong to allow an explanation of the poetic style of
AudachtMorainn or Amra Choluimb Chille from Christianity, the Bible, or the Liturgy
alone. The native component of rose is real.
The similarity of certain Medieval Latin texts in the Menippean tradition to the
rosc(ad) style of Early Irish, rightly noted by P. Dronke (1994), is probably to be
attributed to Irish influence on Hiberno-Latin, diffused to the continent. Dronke, like
W. M. Lindsay, suggests that 'Aethicus Ister', the 8th-century author of the
Cosmographia (ed. M. d'Avezac, 1852) was in fact an Irishman. On the Irish influence
on Hiberno-Latin meters see also now the recent work of Herren (1991), which would
support the same conclusion which I suggested in 1963b:247-8.
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The Asvamedha or Horse Sacrifice:
An Indo-European liturgical form
At the Journees de synthese historique of 1938 E. Benveniste presented a communication on 'The Indo-Europeans and the populating of Europe'.' He listed in the resume
as one of 'the distinctive features of [the Indo-Europeans'] first community,' along
with 'patriarchal structure of the extended family, ancestor cult, agriculture and
pastoralism, the aristocratic style of a society of priests, warriors and farmers,'
worship of "natural forces" and royal sacrifices (of which the most important is that
of the horse, the Vedic asvamedha).

We may legitimately look upon the Asvamedha as the principal Indo-European
kingship ritual.
The traditional comparanda are three: the richly documented Indian asvamedha,
the Roman October Equus, and the Irish kingship inauguration rite known asfeis (e.g.
Temro) 'Feast (of Tara)',2 known principally from the (doubtless biased) description
of the 12th-century Welshman Giraldus Cambrensis. Three involve the sacrifice of a
horse; the Indie and Irish versions show in addition symbolic or real copulation with
the horse, on the part of the queen with a dead stallion in India, of the king with a live
mare in Ireland. To these three comparanda a fourth may now be added: see below.
Giraldus de Barri, called Cambrensis 'of Wales', was born in the castle of
Manorbier, in Pembrokeshire around 1146, to a Norman father and a Welsh mother.
He visited Ireland in 1183 and again in 1185; his family the fitzGeralds were important
principals in the Norman conquest of Ireland in that century. The first recension of his
History or Topography of Ireland was composed between 1185 and 1188. The Latin
text was edited by O'Meara 1949, and a newly revised translation is found in O'Meara
1982. I quote the relevant passage from the latter (p. 109-110):
1. Quoted at length at the end of chap. 4.
2. Literally 'sleeping with', verbal noun offoaid 'spends the night, sleeps (with)'. Feiss Temhra
la Diarmaid (Annals of Ulster 559) should thus be understood as 'Sleeping with (the sovereignty of) Tara
by Diarmaid.' Cf. Schroder 1927, Carney 1955, J.F. Nagy 1985, McCone 1990.
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There are some things which, if the exigencies of my account did not demand it, shame
would discountenance their being described. But the austere discipline of history
spares neither truth nor modesty.
There is in the northern and farther part of Ulster, namely in Kenelcunill, a
certain people which is accustomed to appoint its king with a rite altogether outlandish
and abominable. When the whole people of that land has been gathered together in
one place, a white mare is brought forward into the middle of the assembly. He who
is to be inaugurated, not as chief, but as a beast, not as a king, but as an outlaw, has
bestial intercourse with her before all, professing himself to be abeast also. The mare
is then killed immediately, cut up in pieces, and boiled in water. A bath is prepared
for the man afterwards in the same water. He sits in the bath surrounded by all his
people, and all, he and they, eat of the meat of the mare which is brought to them. He
quaffs and drinks of the broth in which he is bathed, not in any cup, or using his hand,
but just dipping his mouth into it about him. When this unrighteous rite has been
carried out, his kingship and dominion has been conferred.

The slaughter of the mare with a blow of the axe, a boiling cauldron, and the naked king
in a large wooden barrel surrounded by an entourage, all gnawing on pieces of flesh,
is depicted in an illustration in ms. Nat. Libr. Irel. 700, from ca. 1200, reproduced in
O'Meara, loc. cit.
For the other rituals themselves, their description, and their comparative study
we may refer to the work of J. Puhvel.3 He presents an analysis of the October Equus
(known principally from Festus 190 L), which was sacrificed to Mars and then
dismembered. Its tail was brought on the run from the Campus Martius to the Regia
to sprinkle its fire altar with blood.
Puhvel's description of the Indian AsVamedha is as follows:
The main ritual took three days. On the principal, second day of the sacrifice the king
drove in a war chariot drawn by the stallion and three other horses. The victim was
anointed by the king's three foremost wives, and its mane and tail were adorned with
pearls. The sacrifice took place at twenty-one stakes ... The stallion was smothered
to death, whereupon the principal queen symbolically cohabited with it under covers,
while the entourage engaged in obscene banter. Then followed the cutting up of the
victim, disposal of the parts, further blood sacrifices, ablutions, and disbursement of
priestly honoraria.

Puhvel (p. 276) goes on rightly to note the articles in the Hittite Law Code (§§199200a) which prescribe capital punishment for bestiality with pig, dog, or cattle, but
states that for a man with horse or mule it is not an offense, but 'he cannot become a
priest'. This may be a relic of a similar practice.
More interestingly, it is now known from the scenes depicted on the recently
published large relief vase from tnandik (Ozgii§ 1988, with rich illustrations) that in
a ritual in Old Hittite times a couple, probably the king and queen, apparently engaged
in a public, ritual copulation, even if our texts are silent on the practice.
3. Puhvel 1987. On the Asvamedha see also O'Flaherty 1980, and especially Jamison (to appear),
Part III.D, Sexuality and Fertility. The Asvamedha.
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The vase, of considerable interest for the art historian, presents the sequential
narration of the ritual by four friezes of applique relief figures and images, beginning
with the preparation of foodstuffs by cooks, and continuing with processions of
musicians with various instruments and other ritual personae familiar from our texts,
leading up to the sacrifice of a bull before a bull-statue. The third frieze, again
"reading" from bottom up and left to right depicts a procession of musicians moving
to a temple with a veiled woman and two musicians on the roof, followed and
concluded by a sort of zoom-focus to two figures on an elaborate bed: a male figure
preserved only below the waist, reaching out to remove the veil from the head of the
female figure. With Qzgiiq I believe the female figure on the roof and the one in the
bed are the same person, but I believe she is the queen and that the male and the female
are not god and goddess, with Ozguc,, but the royal couple. The scene is rendered with
characteristic Hittite delicacy and restraint, but the fourth and final frieze with its
"small goddess Inanna lyre" (GlS DINANNA.TUR) player, cymbalists, other musicians, and tumbling acrobats clearly establishes the theme. The last cymbalist in the
procession has her back turned to the final relief; a standing man grasps from behind
a standing woman bent double, with her skirt raised and falling to the ground, and they
copulate more ferarum, in the manner of beasts. The symbolism is clear.
Our concern in the present chapter is only the liturgical aspect of the Indian
Asvamedha, the litany of mantras or yajumsi 'spells' recited at each sequential ritual
act in the Vedic Asvamedha, which are given with greater or lesser variation in the
various sarhhitas of the White (Vajasaneyl-Sarhhita) and Black (Kathaka-,
MaitrayanT-, Taittiriya-Sarhhita) Yajurvedas, and in part their respective Brahmanas
and Sutras, notably the Satapatha Brahmana to the VajasaneyT-Sarhhita and the
Apastamba and Baudhayana SVauta Sutras to the Taittirlya-Samhita.
What for our purposes is most noteworthy is that the litany of mantras in the
Horse Sacrifice are not all in regular isosyllabic verse, as is found most frequently in
these Yajurvedic texts. Rather, in the Asvamedha we find regular verses interspersed
with metrically irregular strophes held together more by grammatical parallelism than
by meter, as well as long litanies of repetitive devotions.
I take as reference point the text as given in the TS and ASS, since they are both
more extensive than the other three Yajurvedas and accessible to readers in translation.4 The ordering of the liturgy is better preserved in the other three, however,
especially MS, and we will treat some of the four sections in TS books 4 and 5 after
the litany proper, which begins at TS 7.1.11 = MS 3.12.1 = KAsv 1.2 = VS 22.1.
4. Text: Indische Studien 11-12, ed. A. Weber, Leipzig: Brockhaus 1871-2. Translation: A. B.
Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School entitled Taittiriya Samhita, Harvard Or. Ser. 18-19 [1914],
reprinted Delhi: Motilal 1967. For the Apastamba Srauta Sutra the text edition is by R. Garbe, (1882-1902)
repr. New Delhi 1983, and the very valuable translation by W. Caland (1928) repr. Wiesbaden 1969; for the
Baudhayana SVauta SOtra the text edition is by W. Caland (1904-13), repr. New Delhi 1982. For the MS
and KS (KAs'v = vol. 3, p. 151 ff.) the editions are those of L. von Schroeder, 1881-6 and 1900-10, both
reprinted Wiesbaden: Steiner 1972; for the VS A. Weber 1852, repr. Varanasi: Chowkhamba 1972. For the
Satapatha Brahmana the text is A. Weber (1855) repr. 1964, and the translation J. Eggeling (1880-1900),
Sacred Books of the East, repr. Delhi 1978.
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The asvamedhamantrah begin with a formulaic non-metrical strophe, spoken
by the adhvaryu-priest as he takes up the rope to put on the horse as a halter, TS 7.1.11 20:
devasya tva savituh prasave
as'vfhor bahubhySm
pusno hastabhyam a dade

On the impulse of the god Savitar thee
I take with the arms of the Asvins,
with the hands of Pusan,

This strophe recurs with variants literally hundreds of times in Yajurvedic, Brahmana,
and Sutra texts (Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance). The same god Savitar is addressed
in the final mantra of the Asvamedha ritual in the TS, 7.5.24:
ye te panthanah savitah purvyifeo
Your ancient paths, o Savitar,
taken from RV 1.35.11 with some variation. The name of the god Savitar thus makes
a ring. In the KAs'v on the other hand the latter mantra comes at the very beginning,
KAsv 1.1. The symbolism is appropriate for both: RV 1.35 celebrates Savitar as both
morning and evening god. There follows a metrical strophe, then a litany to the halter
(TS 7.1.lie),
abhidha asi bhuvanam asi yantcl 'si dharta ' s i . . .
Thou art the surrounder, thou art the world, thou art the restrainer,
thou art the holder
picked up and echoed by the grammatical figure
. .. yanta 'si yamano dharta1 'si dharunah
Thou art the restrainer who restrains, thou art the holder who holds.
Then the horse is apostrophized in the elliptic figure discussed in chap. 19 (TS
7.1.lie):
krsyai tva ksemaya tva
rayyaf tva pdsaya tva
prthivyai' tva 'ntariksaya tva dive tva
sate tva 'sate tva . ..
For ploughing thee, for dwelling thee,
for riches thee, for increase thee,
for earth thee, for atmosphere thee, for sky thee,
for being thee, for non-being thee . . .
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The following passage 7.1.12, theas'vandmdni or horse-names, is aliturgical synonomy,
an invocation by all the names of the horse:
asvo 'si hayo ' s i . . . arva ' s i . . . vajy a s i . . .
Thou art horse, thou art steed,... thou art courser,... thou art racer ...
This invocation prefigures the penultimate sentence of the TS, the brahman following
the final mantras of the Asvamedha (7.5.16-24), which is TS 7.5.25.2:
hayo devifri avahad
arvi'suran
vajf gandharvcln
asvo manusya'n
As steed it carried the gods,
as courser the Asuras,
as racer the Gandharvas,
as horse men.
The whole of TS 7.5.25 is repeated with minor variations in SBr 10.6.4.1, from which
this passage was first quoted by H. Giintert over 70 years ago (Giintert 1921) as an
example of the Indo-European metaphor of 'language of gods and language of men',
and further examined in subsequent studies by myself (Watkins 1970a) and Toporov
(1981:204-5). See chap. 3. The opposition between the ordinary and poetic-language
denominations of the horse is found already in the Rigveda hymns to the sacrificial
horse 1.162 and 163, which contain some of these very names.
TS 7.1.11 through 17 continue with lengthy litanies of ultra-short mantras,
linked by loose parallelism: dyandya svdhd, pray andya svdhd ... 'to the going, hail!
to the advancing, hail!'... agndye svdhd... prthivyai svdhd 'to Agni, hail!... to earth,
hail! . ..' In 18 we get the seasonal consecrations (rtudlksdh), with the strophe
vasubhir devebhir devataya
gayatrena tva chandasa yunajmi
vasantena tvartuna havisa dlksayami
With the Good Gods as deity,
with the gayatri as meter I yoke thee,
with the spring season as oblation I consecrate thee,
repeated verbatim with four other groups of gods, four more meters and four more
seasons (summer, rainy, autumn, winter). Verse 19 brings a series of over 80
invocations to the horse, his movements and actions past, present, and future,
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including such grammatical figures as 'To him about to scratch, hail! To him
scratching, hail! To him having scratched, hail!'5
Verse 20 closes this section with further offerings and the very emblematic
example of the stylistic and grammatical figure 'Truth's Truth' which H. Oertel took
as the title of his work cited in chap. 22:
rtam asy rtasyartam asi
satyam asi satyasya satyam asi
Thou art Truth; thou art the Truth of Truth;
thou art Verity; thou art the Verity of Verity.
The next section, TS 7.2.11-20, gives mantras for offerings to the numbers (To
one, hail! . . . ) ; then 7.3.11-20 intersperses some irregular verse triadic sets with the
refrain vdsat svaha ndmah, 'dithyrambic' sequences, and finishes with a litany (with
svdhd 'hail!') to the parts of the horse. Noteworthy in the metrically and otherwise
irregular 1 Ib is the sentiment (common in Vedic) we saw expressed in the Umbrian
prayer in chap. 18: (yajnasamaldm) . . . tdsmin hlyatam yo 'smdn dvesti . . .
yajnasamaldm ... tdsmint sidatu yd 'smdn dvesti 'Let (the fault in the worship) settle
on him who hates us, let the fault in the worship rest with him who hates us.'
The last major section in the TS, 7.4.12-22, culminates dramatically with the
symbolic copulation scene in 19. (TS and the other two Black Yajurveda Sarhhitas MS
and K Asv omit the actual killing of the horse altogether; for the mantras to that we have
VS (and SB), as well as the detailed description of the ritual in ASS, which we will see
presently.)
TS 7.4.13-18 leads up to the killing (itself omitted) with a series ofsvdha 'hail!'
and ndmah 'reverence' formulas and interspersed verses, including one which is found
in MS 3.12.1 at the beginning of the Asvamedha:
yo arvantam jigharhsati, tarn abhy amTti varunah
pard martah pard sva
He who would slay the courser, him Varuna punishes;
away the man, away the dog!
It ends with a series of riddles (brahmodya) and answers in verse, some built on RV
1.164.34-5, the riddle hymn which follows the two horse-sacrifice hymns RV 1.1623. The riddle style is surely common Indo-Iranian, and probably Indo-European.
Compare e.g. TS 7.4.18e:
5. kanduyisyatelkanduydmandyalkanduyitdya. The humor—which I think we should recognize as
such—recalls the mock-heroic in genre, as do such continuations as ydn me'hati (VS 22.8 ydn mutram kardti)
tdsmai svaha,ydc chdkft kardti tdsmai svaha 'To what he stales, hail! To the dung he makes, hail!' Both
MS and VS omit these participles of 'scratch' and other verbs of ordinary equine activities, as well as the
dung. As we shall see, many of the texts omit the cruder part of the symbolic copulation liturgy as well.
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prcchatni tva (RV yatra) bhuvanasya nabhim
prcchami tva vfsno asvasya retah6
I ask thee about the navel of the earth
I ask thee about the seed of the stallion,
like Old Avestan Y. 44.1 etc. (even to the position of the caesura)
tat

moi vaoca ahura

This I ask thee, tell me truly, Lord,
and save for the absence of a reflex of IE *pf(k)-skoh
etc.:

I ask', Old Norse Alvissmdl 9.1

SegSu mer bat, Alviss
Tell me that, All-knower.
For the actual sacrificial act of killing we may turn to the Apastamba Srauta
Sutra 20.17.1 ff. It begins with the recitation by the adhvaryu priest of a non-metrical
strophic mantra, given in full in TS 7.5.19.1-2, consisting of four triplets of the type
a 'kran vaji prthivim
agnfrn yujam akrta vajf arva
The racer has come to the earth;
the swift courser has made Agni his yoke-mate,
repeated with atmosphere and Vayu, sky and Surya:
caksur asi caksur mayi dhehi
Thou art the eye; place the eye in me,
repeated with 'ear' and 'life'. This is followed by a verse with kram 'stride' and vajf,
then another parallel rnantra strophe ('Thy back is the s k y . . . Thine eye the sun...'),
6. The answers are respectively the worship (yajndh) and the soma. For the metaphor of 'where
(RV ydtra < IE *io-tro) is the navel of the earth' compare Od. 1.50, of Calypso's sea-girt island 6-fti (IE *iodhi)
-the navel of the sea is,' as well as (of the stone in the religious center
of Delphi) Bacchylides 4.4
'by the navel of the high-cliffed land', Find.
(the oracle) spoken by the middle navel of weellPy. 4.74
treed mother earth', and Aeschylus Eumen. 166
'one can see the very
navel of the earth,' with a deft phonetic figure in the strophic responsion, 160
~ 167
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both given in full in TS 5.7.24-25, then apassage of stylistically Brahmana-like prose,
TS 5.7.26, repeated exactly for the three deities Agni, Vayu, Aditya:
agnih pas'ur asit, tenayajanta, sa etam lokam ajayad
yasminn agnih, sa te lokas, tarn jesyasy, athava jighra vayuh . ..
Agni was an animal, they sacrificed him; it won this world,
where Agni is; this is thy world, thou wilt win it, and so sniff!7
Vayu. ..
ASS at this point prescribes the aprT-hymn to the sacrificial horse found in TS 5.1.11
and in the three other Sarhhitas. It is a well-formed metrical hymn of eleven verses,
correctly fulfilling the requirements of the genre: see chap. 21 with n. 16.
VS 23.13-17 present further non-metrical strophic mantras, ending with the
prose part just cited. Strophe 16 is a verse the first half of which is RV 1.162.21ab:
na va u etan mriyase na risyasi
devan fd esi pathibhih sugebhih
You do not die of this, indeed, you come to no harm;
You go to the gods on easy paths.
The moment of reassurance is the moment of putting to death, in the ageless, universal
rite. The horse is suffocated by a woolen or linen cloth (syamulena ksemena va ASS
17.9); no blood is shed.
The king's chief wife is then led by a priest to lie down beside the dead stallion
for a symbolic act to assure fertility. Both are covered by a cloth (tarpya). She says
in singsong verse,8
ambe ambike ambalike
na ma nayati kas' cana
sasasty as'vakah
Mother, dear mother, little mother!
No one takes me to wife,
the bad little horse is sleeping.
She or the other wives of the king as they go around the horse (both in ASS) then
utter(s) a strophe taken precisely from RV 2.23.1, the Brahmanaspati/Brhaspati hymn
7. The ASS says the formula is to make the horse drink, and the parallel VS 23.17 has in place of
the last imperative pfbetd apdh 'drink these waters.' On sniffing of animals and the 'sniff-kiss' in Vedic
ritual and mythology see Jamison 1991:115-20.
8. From here on I give a composite text, based on TS 7.4.19, VS 23.18-32, MS 3.12.20, KAs'v 5.4.8
(both considerably abridged), and ASS 20.17.12-18.7. I do not discuss the variants, except as explicitly
noted.
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studied in chap. 22 with the Common Indo-Iranian stylistic figure:
gananam tva ganapatirh havamahe
vaso mama
priyanam tva priyapatirh havamahe
vaso mama
nidhTnam tva nidhipatim havamahe
vaso mama
Throng-lord of throngs we invoke thee,
o my good one;
precious-lord of the precious we invoke thee,
o my good one;
treasure-lord of treasures we invoke thee,
0 my good one.
The adhvaryu says (TS):
suvarge loke sam prdrnvatham
In the heavenly world be you two completely covered.
The queen says:
a 'ham ajani garbhadham t. tvam ajasi garbadham
tau saha caturah padah sam pra sarayavahai.9
1 will urge on the impregnator, you will urge on the impregnator;
let the two of us together stretch out our four legs.
The adhvaryu says:
10

retodhS reto dadhatu

Let the stallion, semen-producer, produce semen,
and continues with 7 octosyllabic padas (the last four only in TS and ASS):
9. ASS 20.18.1 gives as well the variant, apparently from another sakha or Vedic school (Caland):S
aham syam tvam syah suradhah kulajah syat
imas caturah pado vyatisajya sayavahai
I'd like to be, you'd like to be, let there be a wealthy, well-born (sen)
let us two He down, entwining our four legs
10. Reading vajf with VS (MS vam asvd, TS varh), cf. vfsno asvdsya retail TS 7.4.18e. Note the total
phonetic figure, vf- v- r-t-dh r-t d-dh-t.
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lit sakthybr grdam dhehi
anjim udanjim anv aja
ya strirdm jTvabhojano
ya asam biladhaVanah
priya strlnaVn aplcyah
ya asam krsne laksmani
sardigrdim paraVadhTt.''
Bring the penis into the two thighs,
drive along the erect and unctuous one
which is women's living enjoyment,
which is their hole-runner,
women's dear secret (pleasure)
which has hit the sardigrdi (clitoris?)
in their black(haired) mark.

The queen then repeats her litany, scolding the horse (or its member) with a cruder
variant:
ambe ambike ambalike
na me yabhati kas' cana
sasasty asvakah
Mother, dear mother, little mother,
no one is fucking me;12
the bad little horse is asleep.
She repeats this three more times, each of the four followed by a bantering erotic verse
spoken by one of the other wives of the king while slapping her thighs:
urdhvam enam uc chrayatad, venubharam giraV iva
athasya madhyam edhatam, s'Tte vate punann iva
Raise her on high, like a load of bamboo on a mountain,
and let her middle prosper, like someone winnowing in a cool wind.
Mother, dear mother, little mother,
no one . . .
11. Forgrdd- (m.) and the echoic expressive form sdrdigfdi- (f.), which make ring-composition, see
Mayrhofer, EWA s.v. gfdd- with references to Hoffmann (1975:570 n. et al.). In these andgudd- 'gut, arse'
and °gadd- 'sickness, delirium' the non-canonical sequence gVd- has the same expressive value as noted for
the root GAD byThieme 1972:80: 'symbolic imitation of abnormal speech'. See Mayrhofer EWA s.v.G/i D.
One may be permitted to think of English god. An expressive figure here also in anj- -an/- an(v) aj-.
12. The verb is as vulgar in Sanskrit as its English translation or Russian cognate and translation:
IE *\ebh-.
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yad dharinf yavam atti, na pustam pasii manyate
sudrii yad aryajara, na posaya dhanayati
When the (wild) doe is eating grain, she doesn't think the
(domestic) animal is fatted;
when the sudra-woman has an Arya as lover, she doesn't
seek wealth (= has no need) for fattening.
Mother, dear mother, little mother,
no o n e . . .
iyam yakS s"akuntikcl 'halam fti sarpati
ihatam gabhe paso ni jalgullti dhanika
This little bird which creeps around saying 'aTialam'13
knocks the penis into the slit; the vulva devours it.
Mother, dear mother, little mother,
no one ...
mate! ca te pitS ca te (a)gram vrksasya rohatah
pra tilamfti14 te pita gabhe mustim atamsayat
Your mother and your father are climbing to the top of the tree;
'I'm passing over' says your father (as) he moved his fist (= caput
penis Caland and commentators, but perhaps to be taken literally)
to and fro in the slit.
The sexual litany is turned off as suddenly as it was begun: the next mantra,
spoken by all the wives, hymns the mythical stallion Dadhikravan of the Rigveda:
dadhikraVno akarisam, jisnor asvasya vajinah
surabhf no miikha karat, pra na ayQrhsi tarisat
I have glorified Dadhikravan, the victorious race horse;
may he make our mouths fragrant, may he lengthen our days.
With three mantras to the healing waters they wash themselves, then proceed to
marking out with needles the lines of eventual dismemberment of the horse. A litany
of sva/za-formulas to the horse follows, some of the familiar Argument plus Negated
Argument form:
13. There is probably a play on dhalam (VS, MS ahalak) and dhatam 'knocked' (VS dhanti).
14. Perhaps with popular Iforprdtirami. Meaning Tm coming' in the sexual sense? TSprdsulami
'?' (comm. pravesayami 'I (make) enter').
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sidya svaha asitaya svafta
abhihitaya sv. anabhihitaya sv.
yuktaya sv. ayuktaya sv. . ..
To the bound, hail! to the unbound, hail!
to the fastened, hail! to the unfastened, hail!
to the yoked, hail! to the unyoked, hail! .. .

The whole Asvamedha ritual must have been quite a show.
This ritual has the longest litany and the most extensive in non-metrical, strophic
mantras and spells (yajumsi) alternating with metrical verses in Vedic. The ritual itself
has long been held to be an Indo-European inheritance; to the Irish and Roman
comparanda we were able to add the veiled but evocative representation of a ritual
public copulation of the royal couple in Old Hittite times on the recently published
great Inandik vase.
We must add that the verbal elaboration of the liturgy, the stylistic alternation
between metrical and non-metrical strophic runs, points also and independently to the
inheritance of the Asvamedha as a ritual. In short the Asvamedha with its preponderance of strophic "rhythmic prose" litanies is also the most Indo-European of Indie
rituals. When we compare the Vedic non-metrical strophic mantras in the liturgy of
the Horse Sacrifice with the strophes (vacastasti) of the Zoroastrian liturgy of the
Yasna Haptanhaiti, with the strophes of the ancient Roman lustration of the fields, the
Umbrian purification of Iguvium, the Old Irish invocation to the Caldron of Poesy and
the eulogy of Saint Columba, the Old Hittite funeral verses, and the Palaic sacrificial
carmen addressed to the victim, we are forced to one conclusion. The strophic and
stichic structures are all the same, with short lines commanded by phraseology,
parallelism, and syntactic constituency; the stylistic figures are the same, down to such
particular features as the elliptic offering; and the pragmatics are the same, ranging
beyond general and quasi-universal characteristics of religious and liturgical language—compare the Book of Common Prayer—to features particular to only these
traditions in this context.
I submit that these are cognate poetic forms in the several Indo-European
traditions, including the most ancient. These strophic and stichic forms, these
vacastasti's 'word-craftings' of Indo-Iranian, Anatolian, Armenian, Italic, and Celtic
are cognate just as surely as the Greek 11-syllable Sapphic/Alcaic line and the Vedic
11/12 syllable tristubh/jagatl, or the 8-syllable dimeter verse lines of Greek and Vedic.
Both the metrical and the non-metrical mantra and strophic style are of
comparable age at the beginnings of each of these traditions. As parallel inheritances
from Indo-European poetic language the two styles of liturgy, metrical hymnic and
non-metrical rhythmic/syntactic, are of equal antiquity. The latter, improperly termed
"rhythmic prose", thus differs entirely from narrative prose as a consciously elaborated art form, which is a younger development in each of the traditions.15
15. That is not, of course, to say that the Inclo-Europeans did not tell stories, fables, and tales in
"prose", which they surely did and continue to do. Our earliest representative examples are in Old Hittite,
like the Palace Chronicle and the Zalpa tale.

26
Orphic gold leaves and the great way
of the soul: Strophic style, funerary
ritual formula, and eschatology
We have no examples of early liturgical texts in Greek, and no principled way of
knowing whether or not they involved the sort of non-metrical rhythmic/syntactic
style which we have observed elsewhere. But we might suggest that in the syntactic
and lexical responsions of the non-syllable-counting strophic style in the traditions
examined, we may find the background of the metrical, syllabic, and phonetic-echoic
responsions which are the primary poetic feature of the fully developed strophe,
antistrophe, and epode of Greek choral lyric.1
The single genre of Classical Greek texts which affords us a glimpse of the
inherited strophic style, including both hexameter verse and what has—to my
knowledge uniquely for Greece—been termed 'rhythmical prose',2 are the famous
'Orphic gold leaves'. These are inscribed lamellae, rectangular gold leaf sheets
sometimes even in the shape of ivy leaves, found with burials from the 5th and mostly
the 4th century B.C., in sites from Southern Italy, Thessaly, Crete, and Lesbos
(unpublished). They give instructions to the dead about the way to be followed in the
other world and have sometimes, rather unfairly, been styled 'passports of the dead'.
Scholars are agreed now that these texts reflect contemporary currents of
Dionysiac-Orphic (or Orphic-Dionysiac) views of the afterlife, to a considerable
extent overlapping with views associated with Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans.3
Zuntz's earlier view that the texts were wholly Pythagorean has had to be modified,
but his appreciation for the tone of the texts still stands: 'I can imagine that they contain
1. See Schiirch 1971.
2. Zuntz 1971:341, the classic study before the new finds of the 70's and 80's.
3. Cf. Burkert 1985:293ff., 1987:21f., 33f., and for useful discussion and references Segal
1990:411-19. All the texts except Pelinna and a small fragment in the Getty Museum may be found, with
Italian translation, in Colli 1977:1.172ff. Fundamental on Pindar and these texts is Lloyd-Jones 1985. The
best and most up-to-date discussion, with composite texts (established by West, Janko, and himself) and
fresh translations of the whole corpus, is Obbink 1992.
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main items— verses and ritual prose — of a PythagoreanMmwpro defunctis celebrated
at the burial of those who took the tablets with them to the other world' (1971 : 343).
Discounting the specifically Pythagorean this view is wholly comparable with Segal' s
(1990:413), that 'the repetitive, rhythmic, and formulaic qualities of the new texts, as
of many of the previously discovered texts, would make them highly suitable for oral
. . . funerary performance . . . Identical texts of the two [Pelinna] inscriptions . . . suggest
that both are copies of a preexisting ritual formula, rather than an ad hoc creation for
this burial'.
The most recently discovered of these texts are two ivy-shaped gold leaves
found in Pelinna, Thessaly, and first published in 1987.4 The two are identical save
that the shorter omits lines 4 and 7 of the longer. The latter reads:

Now you died and now you were born (a god),
o thrice-happy one, on that day.
Tell Persephone that Bakkhios himself set you free.
A bull, you rushed into the milk.
Suddenly you rushed into the milk.
A ram, you fell into the milk.
You have the fortunate wine as your honor
(or, you have wine as your fortunate honor)
And there await you beneath the earth rewards even such as the
other blessed ones (have), (tr. after Segal)
The parallelism of the gold leaf text from Thurii 4
'From a man you were born a god; a kid, you fell into the milk' ,
suggests that we understand
with
in line 1 . The phrase
,
recalls also Thurii 1
'Happy and most
blessed one, you shall be a god instead of a mortal'. It is not excluded that some
for the later unmatrical
archetype could have read(or said)
though this is only a tentative solution. The curious"animal falling in the

milk" phrases are evidently metaphorical 'symbola' or "passwords", tokens of identity
of the addressee or speaker as an initiate, one 'set free'.
Lines 1-2 and 7 are long lines, dactylic hexameters, even if the first is irregular
in the (iconic or expressive?) lengthening
. Lines 3-5 are non-metrical
short lines, but isosyllabic5 and clearly governed by grammatical parallelism, syntac4. Tsantsanoglou and Parassoglou 1987. Cf. also Luppe 1989 and Merkelbach 1989.
5. The exact syllable count depends on whether all possible elisions are observed, as in 7 to be
read
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tic, semantic, and phonetic. Line 6 shows the first two and last two feet of a dactylic
hexameter; it is thus a truncated long line and functions as such in the closure of the
shorter version. (Burkert apud Obbink suggests that something has dropped out
between its two constituents). The strophic alternation of metrical long lines and nonmetrical short lines closely recalls the liturgical pattern of the Vedic Asvamedha.
Attention to phonetic figures is also a feature of this and other gold leaf texts. In
particular note the anaphora-like beginning sequences of lines 3-7:

Grammatical "otherness" is clearly sought after in these five phonetic "samenesses",
the identical strings of preposition eiq, 2sg. pres. -etc;, and 3sg. pres. -evplus elided 2sg.
pronoun a'.6 The technique is thus identical with that of RV 8.103. ll&uditd yonidita
vedita vdsu 'who at sunrise (ud-itd) produces (vedi-ta) the tethered (ni-dit&) wealth',
discussed in chap. 16, which likewise opposes phonetic "sameness" and grammatical
"otherness". The invariant unstressed eis, preceded by two then three syllables, is in
the Pelinna gold leaf the link between the short and the long lines and concludes the
strophe. We are thus justified in seeing with Segal a ring between 1 tpiCToXpie and 7
R. Merkelbach discussed the Pelinna text in 1989 and specifically suggested that
Bacchios' act of releasing was a freeing of the defunct initiate from the 'ancient grief
of mankind as sprung from the ashes of the Titans 'thunderbolted' by Zeus for tearing
to pieces and devouring Dionysus/Zagreus, the son of Persephone. The 'ancient grief
is from a fragment of a threnos of Pindar (fr. 133 Snell-Maehler), which Merkelbach
printed in a strophic form recalling that of the Pelinna leaf in its opposition of long and
short lines:

For those from whom Persephone exacts the penalty of
the ancient grief, in the ninth year she restores
their souls again to the sun above; from these
come august kings, and men who are swift in strength
6. Segal 1990, followed by Obbink, notes just the first four as 'particularly striking'.
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and great in wisdom; for the rest of time by men
they are called saintly heroes.

The lines, of dactylo-epitrite rhythm, are arranged differently by different editors. The
sheer amount of alliteration (noted in boldface) is striking; attention to such poetic
embellishment appears to be a characteristic of these Orphic-Dionysiac cum
Pythagorean texts.
According to Walter Burkert (1985:293) 'most impressive is the oldest text'
setting forth these eschatological doctrines of metempsychosis: Pindar's second
Olympian Ode written in 476 for Theron of Akragas. We have already seen in chap.
18 Pindar's Saussurian hypograms of the patron's name (THERON) in line 2 of this
ode (Una THeon, tin' hzEROa tin' aNdra), and of his city (AKRAGANT-) in line 87
(AKRANTA GArueton). Burkert (ibid. 299) paraphrases the fourth choral triad of
strophe, matching antistrophe, and epode (56-80): 'Whoever has led a pious and just
life finds a festive existence in the underworld, free from all cares in a place where the
sun is shining at night; but evildoers suffer terrible things. The soul thereafter returns
to the upper world where its fate is determined by its previous deeds; whoever stands
the test three times enters the Island of the Blessed forever.' The strophe is shot
through with responsions, figures, and parallelisms:

61
66
Having the sun forever for equal nights and equal days,
the good receive a life free from toil...
but those who rejoiced in fidelity to oaths spend a life
without tears; while the others endure toil that cannot
be looked upon.
Between the iconic pair
'equal... equal' the word odei at line end links
with its line initial cognate
, and strophe-final TCOVOV etymologically echoes linefinal
. The syntactic core is formed by three verb phrases of the familiar
Indo-European poetic type with distracted noun phrase (Adj + N) straddling the verb.
All the adjectives are privative (the boldface ), and the syntactic parallelism is
intersected by and in counterpoint to the verse-line boundaries until resolved in the
last:
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receive a life free from toil,...
spend a life without tears,...
endure toil that cannot be looked upon.
Note finally the iconic lengthening of the consonant in O(K)
'endure', iterative
of
'have, hold' (cf.
Soph. OC232,
Aristoph. Eccl. 972).
Other examples of the lengthening deformation process are given in chap. 3. Compare
the spelling BAXXOI (=
'bacchants') in the Hipponion text.
The antistrophe (68) beginning ooov 5
'whosoever had the
courage three times...' by contrast, matching syllable for syllable, is almost entirely
lacking in phonetic or grammatical figures. The crucial exception, however, is the key
word. In the third line of the strophe (63)
and antistrophe
(70)
both
) the vowel sequence of the
three shorts in
is exactly echoed by that of
v, the 'road of Zeus', the
'sacred way' traveled by the soul (
) to the Island of the Blessed.
We find this expression 'Sacred Way' in the oldest of the Orphic gold leaves, that
from Hipponion - Vibo Valentia in Calabria, dated around 400. It contains 16
hexameter lines, probably drawn from an old oral tradition of hexameter recitation.
Compare the hemistich ev<i>
(8) 'in their keen mind' beside the
Homeric phrase (4x)
,(v); the Hipponion leaf preserves the
old zero-grade dative plural
beside the
uitous in our text of Homer,
just like the sixth century Attic grave elegiac IG I2 971 (Hansen CEG 28):
:
: beside the Homeric h.Merc. 62
'set his mind on
other things'.7
The last line finishes
, which to scan must be restored as
'they tread in glory'. Attic
shows contraction.8 The
uncontracted form
f. Aeolic
;) is otherwise unattested;
the word is not found in our corpus of Homeric and Hesiodic poetry.
The forms cppaoi and
must come from somewhere; they are perhaps the
best evidence for the correctness of Obbink' s thesis that the compositors of these texts
are not 'producing at best a derivative hodge-podge of formulae pirated from the
language of earlier, canonized poems', but rather that 'the texts of the gold leaves are
poetry, but they are neither arbitrarily, nor affectedly, nor derivatively so.' 'In all three
texts some type of ritual (probably funerary or initiation) is closely connected with the
performance and ritual context of poetry'—in a word, liturgy. Compare the rich
anthropological literature cited by Obbink on the stylistics of ritual language.9
7. Janko 1984:98, followed by Obbink, puts the Homeric form
back into the composite text
but wisely cautions against so doing in a note.
8. Since the text spells the spurious diphthong E (as in
'I am') and reserves El for a real diphthong (
or a disyllabic vowel sequence (
we should perhaps
see in KAEINO1 a spelling of trisyllabic
. I do not understand the hiatus or the diphthong in line 8
[
'they will ask you'.
9. To which one may add Michael Silverstein, "Parallelism in ritual speech", Chicago Ling. Soc.
Parasession 1979.
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The Hipponion text shows a fine (false)10 etymological figure in linked
i 'the souls of the dead cool themselves' ("chill themselves out", perhaps) in
the baneful spring of oblivion on the right by the ghostly cypress tree, which the initiate
is warned against. In the context of Orphic eschatology a "folk"-etymology of the
word for 'soul' is to be taken seriously; it is phonetically linked as well with the true

'chill water flowing form the pool of Memory'

which the instructed soul will ask for and be given, the water of Memory
which confers immortality and divinity.
The final lines 13-16 of Hipponion show the same sort of linking phonetic echo
which we saw in Pelinna:

The link connects us with the last lines of Hipponion and the 'Holy Way' of the soul:

Then you too, having drunk, walk the holy way
which other initiates and bacchants tread in glory.
The two constituents of the noun phrase,
...
, distracted to a full line's
distance, are placed in the identical position of metrical prominence, following the
penthemimeral caesura of these enjambed lines. Note the similarly distracted
appositional
..
, both line-final. The last constituents of each pair
straddle the verb
in a variation on the familiar and inherited pattern of poetic
syntax.
In several of the gold leaf texts the strophic style is evident from a contrast in
meters, as ably discussed by Obbink. Thus in texts 2 and 3 from Thurii six lines of
hexameter are followed by a final pentameter. Such use of catalectic or shorter lines
commonly has a demarcative function in the strophic style, transforming a stichic
series into a bounded set (Watkins 1963b passim). Text 1 from Thurii has a different
final short line, the prose symbolon or synthema "password"
'A
kid, I fell into the milk', and lacks the pentameter altogether. I am therefore somewhat
sceptical of Obbink's composite text of Thurii including both the pentameter and the
symbolon. It is a characteristic of the originally oral style to have available such
different but functionally equivalent 'closures'.
Zuntz eloquently discussed the force of the "rhythmic prose" symbola in Thurii

from

10. Cf.Chantraine.DELGs.v..citing Benveniste;\|nSxo) 'breathe'
'soul' is a different family
chill'
, 'cool'.
11. Restored by Janko from the Petelia gold leaf; Hipponion has dittographic
12. Janko, for previously read
.
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1 and 4, noting that 'the transition from verse to prose is a uniquely effective means
of conveying the significance of an important statement.' His view is confirmed by
the prosodic, strophic structure of the Pelinna text subsequently unearthed (cited
above), as Obbink notes. The short version in Thurii 4 follows three hexameters with

From a man you were born a god;
a kid, you fell into the milk.
Rejoice, rejoice; travel the road to the right.
There follows a single hexameter. The two symbola in rhythmic prose of nine and
eight syllables (with elision), respectively with three stresses in each, are followed by
a catalectic series of trochees. The first symbolon is paraphrased as a normal
hexameter in the utterance of Persephone at the closure of Thurii 1, the second
symbolon is spoken by the initiate:

"Happy and blessed one, you shall be a god instead of a mortal."
"A kid, I fell into the milk."
The difference in person in the various gold leaf texts might well reflect a real ritual
scene in which the symbolon is uttered first by a mistress of ceremonies (or the like)
in the second person and then repeated by the initiand in the first person.
If we simply enumerate the key words and phrases of this Dionysiac-Orphic, in
part Pythagorean eschatology as we observe them in the gold leaf texts, together with
passages of Pindar and references in Plato, that is to say in the fifth and fourth centuries,
we obtain a picture something like the following (compare the discussion in Burkert
1985:289ff.):
The souls of the dead, initiate and uninitiate, good and evil, journey to the
underworld, where two springs or pools or rivers are portrayed topographically. The
first is that of Oblivion (Lethe), to drink from which entails forgetting past life, Plato's
myth (Resp. 621a) of the plain of Lethe and the river of Ameles, Indifference, which
souls drink from for the forgetfulness of death before reincarnation; the souls of
evildoers undergo suffering not to be looked upon, lying in the mire. The second, to
which the initiate is directed, is that of Memory, remembrance of past lives, which
confers, through rebirth and Persephone's grace, external bliss and apotheosis: to die
and be reborn a god, to travel the way of Zeus, the way which is holy, to the Isle of the
Blessed and the company of heroes. The verbal symbolon of that blessed state is the
utterance T/you as domestic animal fell into the milk'.
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These are manifestations, in the fifth and fourth centuries, of metempsychosis,
which Burkert termed 'a speculative doctrine more characteristic of India, which
remained a kind of foreign body in the framework of Greek religion' (p. 298). Whether
the gold leaf texts presuppose it is not clear, but not excluded. In India it is known as
samsara 'transmigration' and punarmrtyu 'dying again', a term recalling Greek
'being born again'. Similar doctrines are ascribed to the druidical
teachings of the Celts, and have left traces in Irish myths like the Dagdae's cauldron
of rebirth. Let us look at what an adjacent and linguistically related culture had to offer:
an extraordinary Old Hittite text composed some 1200 years before these Greek
documents.
The main text has been available hitherto only in cuneiform autograph, and that
only since 1972: KUB 43.60. A join of two further fragments, KBo 22.178 (+) KUB
48.109, was presented by Harry Hoffner to the American Oriental Society in 1987 and
published in 1988.13 In 1990 Hoffner published a translation of the whole text,14
drawing (of course with acknowledgement) for KUB 43.60 also on an unpublished
transcription and translation I had made available to him in 1978.
Hoffner entitles the text 'The Voyage of the Immortal Human Soul', but in fact
the soul is in the text never called 'immortal', for which there is no ready Hittite
equivalent. The Hittite word for 'soul' is (stanza (stem istanzan-), in this text written
Sumerographically as Zl-anza. Its regular accompanying word or epithet is dandukis
'human, mortal' (lines 4,27 [-iesgen. sg.?]) abstract dandukisnas (gen. sg.) in line 32,
taken by Hoffner and myself as elliptic for dandukisnas DUMU-as 'son of mortality'
= 'mortal'. The word dandukis 'human being' is opposed to DINGIR 'god', e.g. KBo
3.60 ii 14-16. On the other hand the soul clearly survives the death of the body, and
the dead person (akkant-) has a soul (ZI).15 In that sense we may perhaps understand
'immortal'.
The Hittite text is a late copy, but the language of the archetype is clearly Old
Hittite, and evidently caused difficulty for the later scribe. The ritual dialogue style
of 26ff. is very reminiscent of that in KBo 21.22 and other texts quoted in chap. 11.1.
1 give here my own text and translation of KUB 43.60, which differs in several places
from Hoffner's version; that of the joining fragments is his. The difficult text is
fragmentary and often barely comprehensible; my version is tentative and meant to be
an incitement to others to work on this rewarding challenge. KUB 43.60 (Bo 2533):
Ro. i

2
4

[
-a]z GUD-us suppatta UDU-us
[suppajtta nepis supp[at]att[a
[KI suppajtta ullapa kadanki
[
]dandukis Zl-anza
13. Hoffner 1988b. He includes the very fragmentary and unenlightening columns ii and iii of KUB

43.60.
14. Hoffner 1990. My edition has benefitted from comments and suggestions made by Erich Neu
and Craig Melchert in 1978 and 1980 as well as from Hoffner's translation. I have not been able to follow
them in all their suggestions—nor doubtless they me in mine.
15. Cf. Kammenhuber 1964-1965.
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26
28
30
32
34
36

2
4
6
8

[kuwapi]t=se=pa uitta HUR.SAG-i=kuw=at=san
[NI]M.LAL=at udau s-an pedi=ssi dau
[taks]anni=ku!w=<at=>sa<n> NIM.LAL=at <udau> (tab. dau)
[n=]at pedi=ssi dau kuit=a
[ter]ippiaz=ma n=at NIM.LALMES udandu
[n=]at pedi=ssi tiandu NIM.LAL teriyas UD-as
[m]luwa<s> UD-as KASKAL-an pandu n=apa iyatar=mit
udandu takku arunaz=ma n=at lahanza
udau n=at=san pedi=ssi dau
takku ID-az=ma n=at huwalas udau
n=at-san pedi=ssi dau
kuit=a nepisaz=ma n=at tapakaliya<s?>
harasMUSEN kad!dut udau ilalianza kaddu=smit
walhanza esdu MAS.GAL-s=an sappuit
walahdu UDU-uss=an SI H I -andu walahdu
annas=an UDU-us tittittet walahdu
annas DINGIRLIM-as ishahruanza n=as ishahruit
walhanza nu=ssi=ssan kue assu
9!-andas happesnas ser hassan n=e
walhanza esdu ZI-anza=ma iyatniyanza
[happ]esnianza nu=ssi=kan 15 areskatta
[Z]I-anza=wa=kan uris' ZI-anza=wa=kan uris
kuel=wa=kan Zl-anza uris tandukies=wa=kan
Zl-anza uris nu kuin KASKAL-an harzi
uran KASKAL-an harzi marnuwalan KASKAL-an harzi
s=an=z=apa KASKAL-si LU.KASKAL-las handait
su!ppi DUTU-as ZI-anza DINGIR-nan (annan?) ZI-anza
dandukisnas kuwat arusan paimi
dasanatan paimi ID-p[a m]uhhi luli[ya
muhhi tenawa=san paim[i l]e pai[mi le
tenawas idalus KASKAL?-s[a?
uellawa l[e
siuniya[h[. . . ] The ox is sleeping. The sheep
[is sleeping. Heaven is sleeping.
[Earth is sleep]ing ...
[
] the human (or mortal) soul.
[Wher]e did it come for it? If it is on the mountain,
let the bee bring it and put it in its place.
And if it is on the plain, let the bee bring it
and put it up in its place. But whatever is
from the ploughed field, let the bees bring it
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and put it in its place. Let the bees go a journey of three days,
of four days, and let them bring my 'plenty'.
If it is from the sea, let the lahanza-duck
bring it and put it in its place.
But if it is from the river, let the huwalas-bird (owl?)16 bring it
and put it in its place.
But whatever is from the sky, let the ...
eagle bring it in his defenses (= talons). Let the desired one be
struck with their defenses. Let the goat strike her
with his sappu-homs. Let the ram strike her with his horns.
Let the mother sheep strike her with her nose.
The Mother Goddess (?) is tearful. She is struck
with tears. Whatever good things are born (? opened?)
over the nine body parts, let her be struck
(with regard to) them. The soul is thriving,
with (all) its parts (?). Let there be no ... for it.
"The soul is great. The soul is great."
"Whose soul is great?" "The mortal('s ?)
soul is great." What road does it have?
It has the great road. It has the road that makes things disappear.
The Traveler (? man of the road) has fitted it out for the road.
A holy thing of the Sun Goddess (of the Earth) is the soul. To the
gods (Mothers?)
belongs the soul. Why should I, (a) mortal, go ...
(or, ...belongs the soul of mortality/ a mortal. Why should I go .. .)
I will go ... I will fall into the river. I will fall
into the pool. Let me not go to the tenawas, let me [not go.(?)]
The tenawas is evil [
Let [me] not [go?] to the meadow [
[Let me not be] struck down by a god (?) [

KBo 22.178 (+) KUB 48.109 Ro. ii
2'
4'
6'
8'

n=an HU]L-lu[s/n?
tenau[was/n?
...
f7]L kane[szi
aras ar[an
UL kane]s
-zi
annaneke[s
UL kane]ssan
-zi
pappa(-) SE[SMES UL kan]essan
-zi
annas=za DUMU-a[n=san UL k]anes
-zi
[DUMU-as=za A]MA-a[n=san UL k]anes
-zi

16. The equation of Hittile huwalas with Old High German uwila, German Eule, English owl, was
made by Ben Fortson.
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]x[
] LU? [

UL ka]nes
UL ] kanes

Vo. iii
2
4
6
8
10

[saniz]ziya[z=ka]n GlSBANSUR-az
[U]L adanzi [san]izziyaz=kan haps[al!Haz]
[U]L adanzi [san]izziyaz=kan GAL-az
UL akuwanzi [ass]u adatar UL adanz[i
assu akuwatar=mi[t U]L akuwanzi
saluinus az[zikan]
-zi
mirmirrus [akkuska]n
-zi
uetris[(-)
ser=samas [
nu addfas
ha[z-

Vo.IV
3'
w]a!tar eku
le

Ro. II
2'
4'

the evil
tenauwas ...
... does not recognize.
One doesn't recognize the other.
Sisters by the same mother [do not re]cognize each other.
Brothers by the same father [do not re]cognize each other.
A mother does [not] recognize [her] own child.
[A child] does [not] recognize [its own] mother.
. . . does [not] recognize ...
. . . does [not] recognize ...

Vo. III
From a [fi]ne table
2
they do [no]t eat. From a [fi]ne stool
they do [n]ot eat. From a [fi]ne cup
4
they do not drink. They do not eat
[goo]d food. They do not drink my good drink.
6
They eat bits of mud.
They drink muddy waters.
8
emaciation
over them
10 and the fath[er
dri[ed

287
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Vo. IV
3'
]drink water!
do not [

Thematically the text begins apparently by setting the scene for an epiphany or
birth of the human soul.17 There follows a characteristically Anatolian section about
the mission of the bee or bees (compare the several versions of the Vanishing God
myth). They are to bring back from mountain, plain, or ploughed field 'my plenty',
where the curious possessive appears to refer to the soul's plenty or nourishment.
Three birds are envisioned if the 'plenty' is from sea or river or sky: duck, owl, and
eagle. Note that lahanza-ducks, both images and live (when in season, as the text
specifies), figure in the rituals for the dead king or queen.18
The text moves then to the mysterious 'desired one', who is successively struck
by three domestic animals, all Kleinvieh, 'small cattle'. The function of the striking
is apparently maieutic. The Mother (Goddess?) cries, and is struck by her very tears,
but seems then (line 22) to have given birth; Hittite birth rituals speak of 'the good
things (asm) of a boy', 'the good things of a girl'. 19 It is evidently the soul itself which
has been born as a result; the text says the soul is thriving, healthy, and whole. The last
sentence of the paragraph is uncertain, but areskatta may mean 'let no oracle be taken
for it (the soul)'—since it not necessary—, as suggested by Melchert (letter of 12/18/
78), similarly Puhvel 1984:137 'Let no oracle be taken for her'.20
The new paragraph begins with a veritable choral celebration of the soul. The
particle -Wa(-) in each of the sentences in 26-7 marks them formally as direct, quoted
speech, and the question and answer as dialogue. The dialogue stichomythic—or
perhaps catechetical—style probably continues at least through line 29; the particle
-wa(-) is not obligatory.
The 'great way' wan KASKAL-an which the soul has cannot but recall the
Orphic 'holy way' of the gold leaves, or 'Zeus's way' in Pindar. Its epithet is
marnuwalan, apparently a derivative of the verb marnu-lmernu- 'cause to disappear'
(see CHD s.v.). The same expression also cannot but recall the Hieroglyphic Luvian
inscription on the inside of the tomb destined for Suppiluliumas II, (DEUS) STONE
+ EARTH + ROAD, Hittite DKASKAL.KUR 'divine land way', indicating an
entrance to the underworld (David Hawkins). See the references in chapters 40 and
46.
17. Cf. Alcman 89P.
'sleep' . . .
'sleep' ... and Pfeiffer 1959.
18. Otten 1958, a systematic edition of the Hittile ritual texts of the sallis wastais, the 'Great Wrong'
which is the death of the king or queen. The standard expression for the royal 'dying' is 'become a god';
the apotheosis is viewed as real, as Otten notes (12, 106) since the dead king is addressed 'o god'. But
apotheosis is apparently confined to the royal family. The first tablet begins (p. 18): 'When in Hattusas
the Great Wrong occurs, either the king or the queen becomes a god (DINGIRLIM-is kisari), everyone great
(and) small take their straws (?) and begin to lament. On which day he/she becomes a god, on that day (cf.
Pelinna 1 vuv
. ..
'now you have died ... on that day') they do as follows: they sacrifice a plough ox of 'raising' (?) to his/her soul. They slaughter it at his/her head and speak as follows:
"As you have become, lo, let him become likewise. Let down your soul to this ox.'
19. KBo 17.62 + 63 iv 14, 17; cf. Beckman 1983:32ff.
20. 1 do not understand Hoffner's 'Let nothing be impossible for it'.
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The continuation is obscure; then we find an abrupt shift to the first person. Who
is speaking? The narrative structure with Zl-anza 'soul' twice in 3rd person nominal
sentences in line 31 argues that it must be the soul who is speaking, of its fearful journey
(paimi 'I (shall) go'). 'I (shall) fall into the river, I (shall) fall into the pool' sounds
strangely like the Dionysiac-Orphic symbolon 'a ram/kid, I fell into the milk'. They
contrast with the following negative, 'Let me not go to the tenawas, the tenawas is evil
. . .' The 'meadow' of 1. 36 is probably another topographical feature of the
underworld. From Hoffner's addition we are afforded a fearful and cruel picture of
the oblivion caused by the evil tenawas: The souls do not recognize their dearest
relatives in their former life. Hoffner glosses tenawas (p. 85) as 'An evil force,
sometimes portrayed topographically, which seizes souls in the afterlife, causing
forgetfulness. It may be compared to Lethe . . .' The word is found only in these two
tablets.
A key is the unexpected 1sg. pronominalization in assu akuwatar=mit UL
akuwanzi 'they do not drink my good drink' . Hoffner correctly saw that this parallels
the equally surprising line 11 of KUB 43.60: pandu n=apa iyatar=mit udandu 'Let
(the bees) go and bring my plenty' . Together with the phrase 'evil tenawas' it is the
strongest verbal proof that both tablets are part of a single composition. And in both
cases we must conclude that the 1sg. possessive, like the 1sg. verb forms, refer to the
soul: 'my plenty', 'my good drink' . Specifically it is the nourishment of the fortunate,
perhaps instructed or "initiated" soul, not that of the souls who went to the evil tenawas
of oblivion and who eat only clay and drink muddy water.
The cheerless diet of the dead is a Mesopotamian topos, as Hoffner notes in his
original edition (note 13 above, p. 193): the dead eat clay (Akkadian tiddu) and drink
muddy water (me dalhuti). Compare Biggs 1993 and Malul 1993, references I owe to
Gary Beckman. But a curious and arresting verbal similarity exists between this Hittite
text and alphabetic Greek a millennium later. The Hittite word for the filthy muddy
water that the damned must drink is mirmirr-us (accusative plural), a noun with
expressive reduplication apparently built on the root of Hittite mer(r), mir(r)~ 'disappear, vanish, cease to exist', the cognate of the verb 'to die' in other Indo-European
languages.21 While this could be only a folk etymology, the sinister, dismal drink of
the dead contains two repeated syllables beginning with a labial and ending with an
;-. The same sequence is found in the Greek word for 'liquid mire, muddy liquid, filth'
, likewise with expressive reduplication. In Aeschylus, Eumenides 694
makes clean water undrinkable:

Polluting22 clean water with filthy effluents of mire
you will never find a drink.
21. Hittite would seem to attest the variant forms *mer- (merzi, mirzi), *mf- (martari) and *merho- (merrantaru).
22. The vowel sequence of
'polluting' repeats that of
2 lines
above and spreads the semantic overtones of the former onto the latter, as translators have seen: 'do not
pollute the laws with innovation'.
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More than a generation earlier Heraclitus of Ephesus (in Asia Minor!) (Diels-Kranz
22 B 13, cf. 37) noted that pigs preferred
to clean water (
).
The earliest attestation of the word in Greek is the 7th or 6th century poet Asius, in a
mock-heroic elegiac description of the parasite (IEG 2.46):

The hero stood, rising up out of the mire.
Asius came from the island of Samos off the coast of Asia Minor, and his name is of
certain Asianic origin (Aswios, cf. Hitt. Assuwa) even if at home in Greece since
Mycenean times (Myc. Asiwijo).
The Asianic connections of the earliest attested users of the word
in
Greek may be just coincidental, and the phonetic similarity of Hittite mirmirr- and
Greek
- may be only an illusion. We have no explicitly "Orphic" uses of the
Greek word. But it remains the case that the semantic overtones of both the Greek and
the Hittite are those of something very unpleasant to drink. The possibility of an areal
semantic feature and term diffused from Anatolian-speaking Asia Minor to Greekspeaking Asia Minor and thence to Greece cannot be rejected out of hand.
We began our consideration of the Dionysiac-Orphic gold tablets as an example,
rare in Ancient Greek, of the inherited Indo-European strophic style of ritual, liturgical
language. From these texts and the speculative notions of the soul and the afterlife
which are their raison d'etre we were led to comparison of the content and form of an
Old Hittite text (17th or 16th century B.C.) preserved in 13th-century Neo-Hittite
copies. The Hittite composition likewise involves speculations on the human soul and
the afterlife, presented in dramatic narrative form involving direct speech, with lyrical
and dithyrambic interludes.
I do not want to insist on a thematic connection between the two sets of texts in
the two languages. The similarities—even those which are most striking, like the
"singular detail" of the Greek and Hittite word for muddy water—may belong to the
plane of imaginative universals of eschatology. But I do wish to emphasize that
speculations very similar to those of the Dionysiac-Orphic and Pythagorean "mysteries", both in content and in the form of artistic verbal presentation, were being made
and written down in a geographically adjacent and genetically related language some
1200 years earlier and continued to be copied until some 800 years earlier. If we are
to believe in an Indo-European eschatology,23 a common core of inherited beliefs
about final things and a common core of style of verbal expression in the (inherently
conservative) service of the dead, then it is to such comparisons that we should look.
For a single final example compare the high degree of alliteration in Pindar's
fragmentary funeral dirge (threnos, fr. 133) quoted above early in this chapter with the
23. Note chap. 12 and especially chapters 34 and 35. It is curious that the activity of the
Pythagoreans was centered in Southern Italy and especially Tarentum (Greek
-), whose name looks
like another derivative of the Indo-European eschatological verb root *terh,- par excellence.
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striking instantiation of the same figure (boldface) in the address to the dead in the
Rigvedic hymn to Yama 10.14.7ab:
prehi prehi pathibhih purvyebhir
yatra nah purve pitarah pareyiih
Go forth, go forth, on the prior paths
where our first fathers fared.
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27
Preliminaries
1. The myth
One or more myths about a god or hero killing a dragon or other reptilian adversary,
usually just called 'snake, serpent', is found in a vast number of cultures around the
world; it may be a quasi-universal. We cannot speak of an exclusively Indo-European
dragon; our task rather is to sort out the Indo-European modalities of the myth as a
verbal message and to underline the peculiarities which characterize the IndoEuropean version and which allow us to assert that it existed. We are looking, in short,
for "the Indo-European touch", and it is in the. formula that we will find it.
A vast amount of evidence of dragon-myths from Classical, Near Eastern,
Indian, Germanic, and other sources has been assembled by Fontenrose 1959 (repr.
1980), with rich documentation and bibliography.' The dragon-slaying myth has been
studied in several places over the past two decades by the two Russian linguists V. V.
Ivanov and V. N. Toporov.2 Following in part their predecessors, but in greater part
on the basis of their own collections, Ivanov and Toporov have analyzed a considerable amount of data from Indie, Iranian, and Hittite, a vast amount from Baltic and
Slavic—the great originality of their work—and some from Germanic and still other
Indo-European traditions. Greek occupies a relatively small place in their system,
though, as will appear, its evidence for the formulas is both extensive and critical.
The two authors are primarily concerned with the structural and semiotic
analysis of the whole myth itself and of the mythological protagonist, the Storm God,
his attributes and exploits, and connected themes. While formulas engage their
attention and are the subject of frequent probing observations, they are fundamentally
a means to an end. I will not here go into all the themes reflected in these various
traditions. I prefer only to keep to their linguistic form, as inherited formulas.
\. Older studies such as Siecke 1907 contain useful materials but are basically flawed by their
antiquated naturistic approach, e.g. explaining the myth by the phases of the moon. On the other hand there
is much material, ancient and modern, Eastern and Western, with an informed discussion in Evans 1987:2758; I owe the reference to J. Ziolkowski. Note also Athanassakes 1988:41-63.
2. Most extensively in Ivanov and Toporov 1974. In a Western language note also their
contribution in Melanges C. Levi-Strauss 1970.
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We owe to Emile Benveniste and Louis Renou (1934) a profoundly innovative
study of what we may loosely (and inaccurately) term the Indie and Iranian dragonslaying myth. Their attention was again primarily focused on the myth itself and the
protagonists: in Benveniste's words (177): 'Dans 1'Iran, on s'estpreoccupederestaurer
1'exacte signification du terme fondamental de
, et de definir ... la nature ...
du dieu
Du cote vedique, 1'etude a ete centree sur le demon Vrtra et a
montre comment le foisonnement de traits secondaires et la tendance a une figuration toujours plus concrete ont enrichi et diversifie un simple scheme formulaire.' The
role of formulaics has been thus in a sense trivialized.
For Benveniste (182 ff.) there are in Vedic three separate themes: (1) a religious
motif, the exploits of a victorious god; (2) an epic motif, the struggle of the hero with
a usually reptilian monster; (3) a mythical motif, the freeing of the waters. For him
(1) is an Indo-Iranian warrior god, with the epithet *urtra-Jhan- 'smashing resistance',
who embodies the potential of victorious offensive, irresistible force; (2) on the other
hand is a sort of universal, both within and outside the Indo-European world, a theme
worked and reworked on a traditional canvas, with varying protagonists but the same
frame: Indra and Vrtra, Trita and Visvarupa, Thraetaona and Azi Dahaka, Krsaspa
and Sruuara, Zeus and Typhon, Herakles and Geryon, Apollo and Python, Herakles
and the Hydra, Perseus and the Gorgon, Thor and the Serpent', etc. The only inheritance is the Indo-Iranian designation *ajhi- 'serpent'; (3), the releasing of the pent-up
waters, is a properly Indo-Iranian myth and hardly represented elsewhere, linked with
the importance and scarcity of water in Aryan lands. Its origin for him may lie in the
chthonic springs and waters so frequently inhabited or guarded by dragons and other
creatures like the Hydra, "Water-beastie".
We can surely retain their thesis that the Vedic "dragon" Vrtra owes his personalized existence to an Indo-Iranian divine epithet *urtra-Jhan- 'smashing resistance' . There was at the outset no dragon named Vrtra: he was just the Serpent, ahi,
and Indo-Iranian *uf-tra- was a neuter noun of instrument (*-tro-) from the root vf'block, obstruct, close, cover'.
But the rigorous separation of themes asserted by Benveniste is in fact illusory.
The Indo-Iranian warrior god of (1) is simply the incarnation of the compound epithet *yftra-Jhan-, whose second member is the verb of the basic dragon slaying formula of (2), the 'hero slew the serpent'. The root vr- of vftra- in (1) is the verb of
(3), the 'blockage' of the waters, and the same verb furnishes the name Vale3 of the
cave where the (rain-)cows are pent up and of the demon who holds them prisoner.
Otherwise the chthonic water-element of (3) is just a general attribute of the dragon
of (2). Benveniste himself (p. 195) notes the significance of the linkage, both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic, of the warrior god of (1) with the mortal hero of (2)
both in India and in Iran (discussed in chapters 28 and 29). And the opposition
Benveniste would see between god in (1) and human hero in (2) is not valid; the subject of (2), the dragon-slayer, is indifferently god (Zeus, Apollo, Thor, Indra) or man
(Perseus, Kadmos, Herakles, Trita).
In concentrating on the protagonists, the hero/subject and monster/object,
Benveniste to a certain extent—less so Renou (chap. 28)—failed to recognize the posi3. With 'popular' / for r.
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tive aspect of the formulas themselves as the actual vehicle for the long term
preservation of tradition. In particular the verb phrases, where the hero/subject is not
even mentioned, turn out to be extremely conservative; these verb phrases are precisely that aspect of the formulas which least claimed the attention of the two great
French scholars.
Benveniste described his and Renou's task in their monograph (p. 3) as 'a
question of discovering, beneath the developments which a supple phraseology had
extended and infinitely varied, the fundamental data of the myth: the scheme which
generates the amplification (le scheme generateur de I'amplification).' In good ringcomposition fashion Benveniste used the same phrase in the concluding paragraph of
the book: 'Every study of a mythological fact must strive to reconstitute its formation
within the framework of the Veda, to discover le scheme generateur as well as the
process of development'. My own study is primarily the formulas themselves as
linguistic and poetic entities. I hope first to define more precisely the set of formulas
and their properties, to show just how exiguous a base is that "scheme generateur".
And secondly I intend to show by wider-ranging comparison in the Indo-European
world, with attention to time as well as space, just how enduring and pervasive was this
"scheme generateur" and what a powerful device it is for the reconstruction of
linguistic, cultural, and literary history.

2. The function of the myth
To all the works cited in the preceding section, notably Fontenrose, Benveniste and
Renou, Ivanov and Toporov, we may make global reference for the various dragonslaying myths. They are all ultimately variations and elaborations of a single theme:
'hero slays serpent'. Compare Renou 1934:108: 'Le mythe de Vrtra se resume pour
F essential en la formule "Indra tua Vrtra": le fait brutal est cent fois repete avec
des variations diverses qui la plupart du temps n'apportent aucune precision
supplementaire. Mais un trait domine d'abord, a savoir que cet acte est considere
comme important.. . '4
We must ask the question, Why does the hero slay the serpent? What is the
function of this widespread if not universal myth, or put another way, what is its
meaning? The question has been discussed fully by Fontenrose, Ivanov, and Toporov,
building on classical anthropological work. The dragon symbolizes Chaos, in the
largest sense, and killing the dragon represents the ultimate victory of Cosmic Truth
and Order over Chaos. As a part of the Frazerian 'dying god' myth, it is a symbolic
victory of growth over stagnation or dormancy in the cycle of the year, and ultimately
a victory of rebirth over death.5
4. The myth of Vrtra can be subsumed essentially in the formula "Indra slew Vrtra": the brute fact
is repeated a hundred times with different variations which most of the time bring no additional information.
But one feature predominates, namely that this act is considered important. . .'
5. Compare Beckman 1982, with references.
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Indeed for Fontenrose the ultimate adversary with whom the hero must do battle
is Death. While I cannot follow him in seeing the two antagonists, hero and serpent,
as "Eros" and "Thanatos"—a view which rings too closely to Woody Allen's film
Love and Death—the theme of Death as an adversary of the hero is certainly real, as
with the prototypical hero Herakles and the tale of Alkestis. This theme is examined
in chap. 40.
This myth must be regularly and cyclically retold—and the attendant rituals reperformed—in order to perpetuate its effectiveness. It is in several traditions
associated with the turning of the year: compare chapters 46 and 47. In the winter of
the old year the forces of Chaos are in the ascendancy: stagnation, dormancy, and
death. With the new year the slow ascendancy of Order, rebirth, and growth begins;
but the myth must be re-narrated and the ritual re-enacted to assure the triumph of the
Power of Active Truth (M. Witzel), Vedic rta, Avestan asa, over Chaos.
The Chaos which the dragon symbolizes may take many manifestations in the
different traditions. In Indo-Iranian it is the theme of the pent-up waters, the
"resistance" (*ur-tram) which is the blockage of life-giving forces, which are released
by the victorious act of the hero. As Benveniste saw (188), the development of this
theme and its verbal expression, culminating in India in the personalized dragon Vrtra
(and the demon Vala), is a function of the particular importance of water in the arid
Aryan lands (Iran < aryandm), before the easternmost dry as reached the fringe of the
Indian subcontinent. On the other hand Benveniste was basically not correct (ibid.)
in dissociating this theme from that of the Zoroastrian Evil Spirit Ayr a Mainiiu keeping
the newly-created waters from flowing and the plants from growing in Yt. 13.78 (cited
and discussed in chap. 35). Both are manifestations of the prevalence of Chaos, and
the formulaic patterns and lexicon selected in the narrative of Yt. 13.78 demonstrate
its identity with the dragon-slaying theme.
In Ireland and Anatolia, as examined in chap. 45, and in Ancient Greece as well
(chap. 41 ),6 one manifestation of Chaos is societal in character: the figuration of all that
is "anti-social". This includes all that disrupts the established hierarchy of gods and
men, free and unfree, noble and common, patron and client, rich and poor. It
particularly includes all that violates hospitality: the institutionalized gift-exchange
relation termed *ghos-, which lies at the very center of interpersonal, interfamilial, and
intertribal relations in the Indo-European world. In the Germanic world we find yet
another modality of symbolic Chaos. It is the dragon's "job", as Professor William
Alfred has put it, to guard treasure. That is, the dragon keeps wealth from circulating:
the ultimate evil in society in which gift-exchange and the lavish bestowal of riches
institutionalized precisely that circulation.7
The dragon symbolizes finally everywhere the chaos of destruction, the threat
to life and property, the ravager of man and beast, which we find formulaically
expressed, and will examine in detail, in a variety of traditions throughout the IndoEuropean world.
6. Compare also Vermeule 1979, in connection with G. Beckman, note 5 above.
7. On gift-exchange and reciprocity in Indo-European language and society sec Benvenisle 1969
and, more generally, the classic work of Mauss 1924.
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3. The basic formula, its nature and function
Most students of mythology, from Apollodorus to Levi-Strauss, tend to throw
language—diction—out the window as somehow irrelevant to the establishment of
plot or semiotic structures of particular myths. But in cases where we can know, as
in that of the dragon-slaying myth here considered, we can observe that language or
diction, the precise verbal form of the narration of myth, is almost incredibly
persistent.8
We saw in the preceding section the statement of Renou that 'the myth of Vrtra
can be subsumed essentially in the formula "Indra slew Vrtra".' He continues (110),
'The basic formula (la formule de base) designating the slaying of Vrtra is (mdro)
vrtrdm (or dhim) jaghana or ahan' ((Indra) slew (perfect or imperfect) Vrtra (or the
serpent)).
To demonstrate the specificity of this very formula and this verbal tradition not
only in Indie but across most of the related older Indo-European languages over
several thousand years in the narration of a specific theme, the central act of the serpent
or dragon-slaying myth, is the principal contribution of the present work. That is to
say that we can extend to the whole early Indo-European world, on the comparative,
diachronic plane, what Renou recognized for Vedic on the descriptive, synchronic
plane.
To anticipate the results detailed below, we may postulate a common IndoEuropean verbal formula expressing the central act of the inherited serpent-slaying
myth. The theme or semantic structure, following the conventions explained in chap.
3, may be presented as
HERO

SLAY

SERPENT.

It is a single sentence, which following Renou I will term the basic formula. The verb
phrase involves a single verb, in the original or underlying formula, a form of the IndoEuropean root *g"hen- 'to smite, slay' .9 The basic formula may optionally include the
presence of a marginal element (in the instrumental case or its equivalent), the
specification of either a weapon or a companion (normally not both). The formula
8. For the principle compare the work of Stephanie Jamison quoted in chap. 46, with note 12.
9. Note for the present the quasi-equations ('slew', 'slay') Vedic (d)han(n) = Avestan jan(at) =
Hittite kuenta = Old Irish gono = Greek ( )
('slain') Greek = Vedic hatas = Pahlavi -zad;
('slaying', 'slayer') Greek
= Vedic ghands = Germanic bana, English bane.
More formally, we may state that the comparative facts allow us to posit for this verb in IndoEuropean an ablauting athematic present/preterite in Vedic hdnti/ghndnti, Avestan jainti/(-yn-), Hittite
kuenzi/kunanzi, the generalized zero-grade thematized in Celtic *g"ane- of Old Irish gonid, Welsh gwanu
'stab', and Balto-Slavic *gine- 'pursue'; imperative Vedic jahf, Avestan jaiSi; participle Vedic ghndnt-,
Greek (aorist)
subjunctive Vedic hanat, secondarily thematized in Avestan janal and Greek (aorist)
(Ps.-Eur. Rh. 687); reduplicated thematic intensive present/preterite form (Hoffmann 1975:56269 and Thieme 1929:34) Avestan -jaynal, mediopass. -jaymnte, Greek (aorist)
reduplicated
athematic intensive Vedicjanghanan-tiand the base of Hittite NAikunkun-uzzi~ 'basalt'; reduplicated perfect
Vedic jaghana, Avestan (pple.)jaYnuua, Old Irish geguin, Greek
reduplicated desiderative Vedic
jigharhsati, Old Irish (future) ge'naid; and the -to- verbal adjective forms just cited, plus Lithuanian gintas
'pursued', and Old Irish do-get 'was violated'.
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sentence frequently exhibits marked word order (Verb-Object), and typically lacks an
overt hero subject. With the optional marginal weapon or companion and lexical
specification of the verb, we have the boxed
HERO

SLAY (*guhen-) SERPENT (with WEAPON)
(with COMPANION).

Compare Vedic dhann dhim (RV 1.32.1, etc.) 'he slew the serpent', vddhld
vrtrdm vdjrena (4.17.3) 'he slew Vrtra with his cudgel', or Greek ercetpvEV IE Fopyova
(PindarPyth. 10.46) 'he slew the Gorgon',
...
(PindarPythian 4.249) 'he
killed the serpent', or Avestanyo/ana/azim dahaksm (Y. 9.8) 'who slew Azi Dahaka',
all with Verb-Object order. With unmarked Object-Verb order, note Vedic... vdjram
.. .ydddhimhdn(5.29.2)'.. .cudgel... when he slew the serpent', or Avestan *va m
...
jaini(Yt. 19.92) 'weapon.. .when Azi Dahaka was slain', or Hittite
MUS
illuyankan kuenta (KUB 17.5 i 17) 'he slew the serpent', or Greek
(h.Ap. 300f.) 'there the
lord, son of Zeus, slew the she-dragon with his strong bow'.
The semantic constituents of the basic theme may undergo paradigmatic
(commutational) variants: for the HERO's name there may appear an epithet (e.g.,
slayer); for SLAY we may find KILL, SMITE, OVERCOME, BEAT, etc.; for the
SERPENT (ADVERSARY) we may find MONSTER, BEAST, but also HERO2 or
ANTI-HERO. The constituents may undergo syntagmatic variants: the Verb Phrase
may be passivized as in Greek
. . .
(II. 17.689f.) 'slain is
Patroklos', Vedic hatd raja kfmlnam (AV 232A) 'slain is the king of the worms',
Pahlavi -zad of ozad - Vedic dvahata- in Karnamag 9.1 an kirm ozad bud 'had slain
that dragon/worm',10 historically 'anguis occisus'. HERO and ADVERSARY may
switch grammatical roles, as in Greek
...
...
(Bacchylides 9.12f.)
'whom the dragon slew', or Hittite MUS illuyankasDlM-an tarhta (KBo 3.7 i 11) 'the
serpent overcame the Storm God'. The WEAPON may be promoted to direct object
and the ADVERSARY assigned a marginal role in the utterance as in Vedic jahi
vddhar (4.22.9), etc), Avestan vadara jaiSi (Y. 9.30), both 'strike the weapon'. The
WEAPON may also be promoted to grammatical subject of the verb SLAY or
equivalent, as in Vedic so asya vdjro hdrito yd dyasdh . . . tuddd dhim hdrisipro yd
ayasdh (10.96.3-4) 'This is his golden yellow weapon, the brazen; the golden yellow
(weapon), the brazen, smote the serpent'.
The Indo-European expressions for these semantic constituents can be reconstructed without difficulty. Basic to the theme is the Verb Phrase, the boxed formula
above; basic to the Verb Phrase is the Verb, typically *g"hen-. But we find also by
lexical substitution *uedh-, *terh2-, *uag-, in Greek *dken- (
) and others. It is
characteristic that the same root may appear in different semantic slots, with the
appropriate derivational and inflexional morphology, as subject, verb, object, instrument: thus Vedic vftra-hd, dhan . . . vadhena (1.32.5), but also vddhlt. . . ghane'na
(1.33.4), both 'SLEW with the WEAPON'.
10. The Karnarne i Artakhshir I Papakan, ed. D. P. Sanjana, Bombay, 1896. I am grateful to P.O.
Skjaerv0 for the reference and discussion.
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The 'purpose' of the central theme and its expression in the basic formula is
predication: it is a definition of the HERO. Compare the series of relative clauses and
main clause refrain in RV 2.12, e.g. 3ad, where the basic formula is only one of many
definitions:
yo hatvaihim . . .
... sa janasa indrah
He who slew the serpent (and).. .
. .. He, o people, is Indra.
At the same time the function of the basic formula is indexical and memorative. It
makes reference to the myth and calls it to the mind of the listener and at the same time
makes reference to and reminds the listener of all other instances of the basic formula.
As such it serves to locate the hero and the narrated event in a cosmology and ideology
perceived as permanent and everlasting.
The thematic pattern we term the basic formula will turn out to be an integral
part, indeed the principal constituent of the associative semantics—the connotations,
the overtones—of the derivatives of the root *g"hen- 'smite, slay' in their mythographic, heroic, and literary deployment in most of the earlier branches of the IndoEuropean family.
These various phrases may legitimately, indeed must be looked upon as
formulas in the sense of contemporary theory of oral or traditional literature. The
variations rung on them constitute a virtually limitless repository of literary expression
in archaic Indo-European societies, and their careful study can cast light in unexpected
places and bring together under a single explanation a variety of seemingly unrelated,
unconnected text passages.
The formula is a precious tool for genetic as well as typological investigation in
the study of literature. The fact is well known to Indo-Europeanists, but less so to
philologists, historians of literature, and literary critics.
It is the claim of the present work that the "intertextuality" of these versions of
the basic formula we have established, varying in time, place, and language but taken
collectively, constitute a background without which one cannot fully apprehend,
understand, and appreciate the traditional elements in a given ancient Indo-European
literature. In this sense we may speak of a genetic Indo-European comparative
literature. The claim will doubtless seem to some exaggerated, even to the point of
fancy. But it follows from a rigorous application of the comparative method as we
know it. If it is once admitted that an Indo-European verb *g"hen- is the common
ancestor of Greek
,
-, Vedic han-, Avestan jan-, Hittite kuen-, and Germanic
ban-, then the burden of proof is on the skeptic who would deny that the semantics of
that verb, and its formulaic deployment in traditional literature, cannot be likewise
inherited.

28
The root *guhen-: Vedic hanI begin with Indie. In India the hero par excellence is the god Indra, the prototypical
gargantuan, gourmandizing, soma-swilling warrior-hero. His primary exploit is the
slaying of the serpent-monster Vrtra, which releases the pent-up waters. As Renou and
Benveniste showed, the name Vrtra is a personification—confined to India—of an
Indo-Iranian abstract noun *Urtram meaning 'resistance'; the channel is the divine
epithet vftra-han- (Iranian vrVra-jan-), originally 'smashing resistance'. The original
and inherited designation of the Indo-Iranian dragon adversary is just 'serpent, snake':
Sanskrit dhi-, Avestan azi-.
The well-known Rig-Vedic hymn to Indra 1.32 presents the myth in nuce in its
first strophe:
indrasya nu viryani pra vocam
yani cakara prathamiCni vajrf
dhann ahim anv apas tatarda
pra vaksana abhinat parvatanam
I tell now the manly deeds of Indra,
the foremost which he did armed with the cudgel.
He slew the serpent, drilled through to the waters,
he split the belly of the mountains.
The key phrase is dhann ahim 'he slew the serpent'; RV 1.32 continues with the same
phrase, in a figure of anaphora in each of the two succeeding verses (2a):
ahann ahim parvate sisriyanam
He slew the serpent who had encamped in the mountain,
the last expanded to (3d)
ahann enam prathamajam ahinam
304
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He slew him, firstborn of serpents.
The same verbal linkage as between 1 and 2 (ahann ahim bis, parvatanam -parvate)
is the complete phrasal repetition in the second person in the immediately following
verse (4ab),
yad indrihan prathamaja'm ahinam
an mayinam aminah prota mayah
When, o Indra, you slew the firstborn of serpents,
then did you outtrick the tricks of the tricksters,
with a threefold etymological figure. Only then do we find the personalized Vrtra in
the basic formula, expanded by appositions, another play on words, and a kenning
(5ab):
ahan vrtram vrtrataram vyarhsam
indro vajrena mahata vadhena
He slew Vrtra, the vftrd- ['obstruction'] par excellence,
the cobra (Schmidt 1964),
he Indra with the cudgel, the great smiter.
Note the alliterations in v-, which run through the whole hymn (Renou 1934:104).
The crucial phrase ahann ahim, the figure of this hymn and many others, has a
clearly formulaic character, long ago recognized by Sanskritists. Its affect is
underscored by the phonetic figure ah- ah-, and by the marked word order V(erb)
O(bject), with the verb sentence-initial.
The whole phrase is inherited lexical material: the Vedic root han- is from IE
*g"hen- 'smite, slay', and Vedic ahi- from IE *oguhis 'serpent, snake'. Both contain
the voiced aspirate labio-velar g"h, which together with b is the rarest of IndoEuropean obstruent consonants, and thereby inherently most expressive.1
The formulaic phrase ahann ahim occurs 11 times in the Rigveda, with half of
these in the older family books (2-7).2 The formula is always sentence-initial and
verse-initial. The subject is always Indra, who however is only once overt as
grammatical subject, otherwise only as vocative and the verb in the 2sg. In the single
exception with Indra as apparent overt subject, 5.29.3., we have in fact overlapping of
two formulas and themes:
uta brahmano maruto me asya
indrah somasya susutasya peyah
1. For the inverse correlation of frequency and affectiveness or expressivity in phonology compare
the high proportion of French slang words in /gV-/ (g before e, i, a has no Latin source), or the nature of Irish
words in /p-/ (IE *p > 0), or of Japanese words in /p-/ (Old Jap. p- > h-), etc.
2. 3sg. 1.32.1,2; 1.103.2; 4.28.1; 5.29.3; 10.67.12; 2sg. 2.11.5; 3.32.11; 4.19.2; 6.30.4; 10.133.2.
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tad dhi havyam manuse ga avindad
ahann ahim papivam ihdro asya
And, o formulator Maruts,
may Indra drink of it, my well-pressed soma;
for this oblation found the cows for Manu.
He slew the serpent, Indra, having drunk of it.

Here the focus is on the soma offering and drinking, and the whole myth is, as it were,
hung on it; the formula ahann ahim is intercalated between indrah . . . peyah and
papivam indrah, with the result an (awkward) apposition. The first line is curious in
showing only one accented syllable; atonic asya at the end of 3a echoes in somasya
susutasya and is repeated at the end of 3d. In each case its position is a syntactic
anomaly.
The phrase ahann ahim is moreover a flexible formula (cf. Hainsworth 1968),
allowing syntactic and morphological variants: thus in the injunctive 5.29.2 adatta
vdjram abhiydddhim han 'He took the cudgel when he slew the serpent', and the other
examples, e.g. 2.15.1 perfectadhimindro jaghana, relativized 2,12.11 yo ahim jaghana
'who slew the serpent', subordinate 5.29.8 yad ahim jaghana, with variant word order
and enjambment 6.17.9cd ahim yad indro ... I . . . jaghana II. The phrase occurs with
the verb nominalized, with participles of present, perfect, and desiderative: 5.13.7
ahim yad ghnan, 5.32.3 ahim ... jaghanvan, 1.80.13 ahim ... jighdmsatas. This verb
phrase expressing the myth is finally encapsulated in the compound ahihan- 'serpentslaying', epithet of Indra, and the abstracts ahihdtya- and ahighna-. Note that all but
one of these variant formulas come from the family books.
The full phrase ahann ahim in a repeated formulaic whole line (RV 4.28.1 =
10.67.12 and recurring AV 20.91.12, MS 4.11.2, KS 9.19),
ahann ahim arinat sapta sindhun
He slew the serpent, let flow the seven streams,
is transformed to a gerund phrase, likewise repeated, in RV 2.12.3 and AV 20.34.3, MS
4.14.5:
yo hatvahim arinat sapta sindhun
He who slew the serpent and let flow the seven streams.
As with all cases of the gerunds hatva, hatvi there is no overt subject. The infinitive
phrase ahaye hantava u 'to slay the serpent' 5.31.4, 8.96.5 likewise shows no subject.
For the basic formula and others involving nominal forms of the root *guhen- in
both Indie and Iranian and either accusative rection or objective genitive (e.g. hanta
vrtrdm 'slayer of V.'), see chap. 41 n. 7.
In only two of the preceding flexible formulaic variants, 2.15.1 and 6.17.9, is
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Indra an overt grammatical subject, and both are special cases. 2.15.lab begins with
an anaphoric reference to Indra (unstressed asya 'his'), as yet unnamed, and a chiastic
grammatical figure, gen. sg. (of Indra) - neut. pl. (of the deeds) - neut. pl. (of the
deeds) - gen. sg. (of Indra):
pra gha nv asya mahatd mahini
satya' satyasya karanani vocam
Now I will tell his, the great one's great (deeds),
the true one's true deeds.
The myth is then narrated in the imperfect without overt subject Indra, which is
deferred to the last sentence of the verse and with a verb in the perfect: led
trikadrukesu apibat sutasya
asya made ahim indro jaghana
In the Trikadrukas he drank of the pressed (soma);
in its exhilaration Indra slew the serpent.
The narration continues but with a repeated refrain at line d of each of the following
eight verses:
somasya ta mada ihdras' cakara
These things Indra did in the exhilaration of soma. (tr. Jamison)
Line 1 d thus forms a bridge between the narrative and the refrain, and it is only in these
lines, 1d and the refrain, and in the vocative of the final line 9b that Indra is overtly
mentioned at all.
In 6.17.9cd we have both shift of subject from 2sg. to 3sg. (ab 'Even heaven
retreated from your weapon, and doubly in fear of your wrath'), as also in verses 7 and
11, and a long separation of object and subject from the verb:
ahim yad indro abhy ohasanam
ni cid vis'vSyuh sayathe jaghaia
when Indra the lowering serpent
in his lair for all time slew.
The normal state of affairs for the Vedic formula is clearly the absence of overt
subject, both with the marked (VO) and unmarked (OV) order: ahann ahim, yad ahim
hanljaghdna.
While the Verb-Object formula is characteristic, the full structure with overt
Subject is, not surprisingly, possible, with various permutations of word order, as we
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have seen. Indeed the fullest expression of the mythological theme includes the
specification of the Weapon, typically a cudgel; this type will be considered separately
later. With overt subject, yet still distanced from the verb phrase, compare 5.29.4:
jigartim indro apajarguranah
prati svasantam ava danavam han
Calling out the swallower (= Vrtra), Indra hit back
the snorting demon.
Note the the final phonetic echo (ava danavam han [2 sg.] also found in 5.32.1):

apaava danavam,
as well as the complex phonetic and grammatical figure
jigar-Acc

-jargur-NoM.

which is iconic to the verb with double preverb p r a t i . . . ava ... han 'hit back, smote
in return'.
The present tense of han- is never used with object ahim, only vrtrdm/ vrtra(ni)
etc., where we find both root athematic hanti and the reduplicated thematic middle
jighnate. Renou (1934:110-111) noted a clear tendency for the former to take singular
object, the latter plural. Compare the equally timeless and permanent senses in the
following two passages, both describing Indra (contrasted with Varuna):
6.68.3

vajrenanyah .. . hanti vrtram
The one smites obstruction (Vrtra) with his cudgel...

7.83.9

vrtrany anyah ... jighnate
The one smashes obstructions...

Just so the intensive usually takes the plural, 4.24.10 yada vrtrdni jdiighanat 'if he
smashes obstructions'. The lone exception is serially plural: 3.53.11 raja vrtram
janghanat prag apag udag 'may the king smash obstruction in the East, in the West,
in the North' .3 For Renou (ibid.) these are just formulaic expansions into a verb
phrase—'la simple mise en syntaxe'—of the ancient compound vrtrahan- = Av.
vereVrajan- 'smashing resistance'. But the aspectual contrast adds more semantic
information than the nominal compound shows. The infrequent compound ahihansimply nominalizes the ancient verbal syntagmas like ahann ahim.
3. For the morpho-syntax of these verbs with singular and plural objects compare that of Hittite
simple verbs versus -sk- iteratives: see Dressier 1968.
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Other verbs than han- are occasionally found, by lexical substitution and
variation, like vi vrasc- 'split apart, split open' (for vadh- and tar- see chapters 32 and
34). Thus 3.33.7b indrasya karma yaddhim vivrs'cat 'Indra' s deed, when he split open
the serpent'. These often co-occur with phrases with han-, as here 3.33.7c vi vajrena
parisddo jaghdna 'He smote apart the surroundings'. The effect is to "spread" the
semantic overtones of han- onto the other verb (note the common preverb vf). We will
have occasion to observe the same phenomenon in Greek, where a form of qpovoc;
'murder' (IE *guhen-) may spread its root semantics to a verb
and raise it to full
basic formulaic status of the verb
(IE *guhen-). Compare also 4.17.7d ahim
vajrena... vivrscah 'you split apart the serpent with the cudgel' ~ 8c hanta yo vrtram
'(Indra) who is the slayer of Vrtra', or with overt subject 2.19.2 ahim indro . . . vi
vrscat 'Indra split apart the serpent' ~ 3 ahiha 'the serpent-slayer'. In 1.61.10 vivrs
cad vajrena vrtram indrah the alliteration is clearly sought after; note also the fronting
of both preverb and verb. The verb vrasc- is of uncertain etymology, with no clear
cognates. Its employment in the basic formula would seem to be an Indie innovation.
It is unnecessary to multiply examples further; a vast number may be found in
Renou's contribution to Vrtra et VrVragna, with attention to their development and
proliferation. Nor have we cited examples from the Atharvaveda, which presents
essentially the same picture. Given the subject matter of the latter text, white and black
magic, appropriate examples will be reserved for discussion in part VII on the
language of charms.
It is a characteristic of the HERO in general, and of Indra in particular, that his
exploits or deeds (cyautnani, apas, karma, karana) involve victorious combats with
many other adversaries, some monstrous, some anthropomorphic. It is further
characteristic of Indie, Iranian, and Greek formulaic narrative of these exploits that
they are syntactically conveyed by one or more relative clauses, with the name of the
adversary and a form of the basic verb root *guhen- (occasionally another verb by
lexical substitution). We have a (Late) Indo-European, at least Greco-Aryan inherited
stylistic figure. This figure is one of the syntactic and stylistic variations of the IndoEuropean basic formula, and it functions as an index and a definition of the IndoEuropean HERO.
Compare RV 1.101.lab, 2:
pra mandihe pitumad arcata vaco
yah krsnagarbha nirahann rjfsvana
yd vyamsam jahrsanena manyuna
yah sambaram yo ahan piprum avratam
ihdro yah susnam asusam ny aVrnaii
marutvantam sakhyJlya havamahe
Sing a hymn full of drink for him who loves intoxication,
who smote (han-) down (i.e. caused to abort, metaphorically) those
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(citadels) pregnant (metaphorically) with black ones, accompanied
by Rjisvan4
who (slew) Vyariisa, in aroused rage,
who (slew) Sambara, who slew (han-) Pipru5 with whom
there is no covenant, Indra, who hurled down
Susna the greedy (?)6—We call (Indra) together with
the Maruts to friendship.
We have already (chap. 27.3) seen RV 2.12, with its relative clauses defining the
god hymned, who is then named in the refrain 'He, o people, is Indra'. Some of the
definitions are the generalized basic formula, like (10) yo dasyor hanta 'he who(se
function) is dasyu-slayer', (11) yo ahim jaghana danum saydnam 'who slew the
serpent, the danu as he lay there'.7 But in the stylistically and rhetorically closely
parallel adjacent hymn 2.14, also of the Grtsamada family, we find the defining
relative formula yo NN jaghdna, followed by epexegetic variants of 'Give this Indra
the soma', in verses 2 (Vrtra), 3 (DrbhTka), 4 (Urana), and in 5 the whole list:
adhvaryavo yah sv asnam jaghaaa
yah susnam asusam yo vyamsam
yah piprum namucim yo rudhikram
Adhvaryu's! Who slew well Asna,
who Susna asusa, who Vyarhsa,
who Pipru, Namuci, who Rudhikra.8
For Avestan and Greek we may anticipate a couple each of the examples to come
in chapters 29 and 36. From the Avestas note Yt. 19.40-43, of the hero K r saspa:
(40) yo janat azim sruuarsm ...
(41) yo janat gandar B m ...
yo janat hunauuo yat paVanaiia nauua . . .
yo janat. . . hitasp m . . .
(42) yo janat arazo.samanam . ..
(43) yo janat snauuiSkam ...
4. King Rjisvan is thus the COMPANION in the basic formula. His name, 'having swift dogs',
is itself an Indo-European formula, cf. from the same roots Homeric Greek
'swift dogs' and
the Caland composition form
(IE *h2rg-ro--, *h 2 rg-i-). The episode of Odysseus' dog Argos is also a
topos built out of the same formula, as is shown by the careful ring-composition which introduces him in
Od. 17.291-2, discussed in chap. 3.
5. It is the citadels of Pipru which Indra smashed, with and for King Rjisvan, in RV 1.53.8,6.20.7,
10.138.3. Here verses 1b and 2b have seemingly split a single legend.
6. Here and elsewhere asusa, of uncertain meaning (: as 'eat'??) makes a play on the name of
suma, as though they were amerismatic pair 'sus-' / 'un-sus-'. Cf.
Od. 18.73.
7. I take ahi and danu here to refer to Sambara (1 la yah samburam anvdvindat 'who found
Sambara'), as against Gcldner, ad loc.
8. Possibly rather an epithet (RV 1x).
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Who slew the horned serpent. ..
who slew Gandarapa ...
who slew the nine sons of the Pathana clan ...
who slew Hitaspa . ..
who slew Arezo.samana ...
who slew SnauuiSka . . .
For Greek we may note first Pindar's rhetorical question at Isth. 5.39-41 (478 B.C.?):

Say, who killed Kuknos, who Hektor, and the
fearless leader of the Ethiopians,
Memnon of the bronze arms?
The traditional answer preexisted; in Ol. 2.81-3 Pindar speaks of the just heroes in the
Isles of the Blessed, Peleus and Kadmos and Achilles:

Who felled Hector, the irresistible, unswerving
pillar of Troy, and gave to death Kuknos,
and the Ethiopian son of Dawn.
In the preceding century a different answer for a different Kuknos had been given in
the Shield of Heracles (57), attributed to Hesiod, namely Herakles:

Who slew Kuknos as well.
The relative clauses underline the thematic and formulaic link, and
many lexical substitutes for the basic verb

is one of the

In RV 1.32.11 the personalized 'dragon' Vrtra is referred to both as ahi'serpent' and as dasd-: dasdpatnlr ahigopdh . . . niruddhd dpah 'the pent-up waters
with the dasa as husband, the Serpent as guardian'. Geldner regularly leaves the word
untranslated; the meaning is 'hostile demon', 'enemy', but also on the human plane,
by opposition to arya, 'non-aryan, barbarian', and finally 'slave'. Similarly in 2.11.2
Indra released the waters paristhita ahind 'surrounded by the Serpent', and struck
down the dasd who thought himself immortal, dmartyam cid dasdm manyamanam
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avdbhinad. In verse 5 the basic formula recurs, ahann ahim sura viryena 'you slew
the serpent, Hero, with your manly strength'. The monster is called vrtra at verses 9
and 18, as well as danu-, another designation for hostile demons: yena vrtrdm
avabhinat danum 'by which he struck down Vrtra, the danu'. In the same verse the
demon is called dasyu- 'enemy (demon), stranger': ni savyatdh sadi dasyuh 'the
dasyu- has sat down on the left', while in the next, 19, the same word is applied on the
human level to the hostile non-aryan strangers: ye ... taranto visva sprdha aryena
dasyun '(we) who are overcoming all adversaries, dasyu's by the Arya.' Note that in
both the latter the verb precedes the object (or subject of passive), just as in ahann
ahim.
The other adversaries of Indra have the same system of sobriquets: Pipru is
ahimaya- 'having the magic power of an ahi' (6.20.7), Sambara is an ahi, a danu
(2.12.11), adasa- (6.26.5), a dasyu- (6.31.4), Susnaadasa- (7.l9.2),adasyu- (8.6.14),
Namuci a dasa- (6.20.6).
The terms dasa-,dasa-, and dasyu-, withcMra- (6.21.11, legendary ancestor of
the dasd's) and other forms, are doubtless related, as Indo-Iranian *dasd-, *dasiu'enemy, stranger', *dasiu- 'land (orig. of the enemy)', Av. dax.iiu-/darjhu-. A likely
cognate outside Indo-Iranian is Greek
'slave' Myc. doero [do(h)-elo-]. See
Mayrhofer EWA s.vv. The nomenclature of Indo-Iranian demonology would thus be
drawn from the terms for the hostile, non-aryan peoples with whom they came in
contact (and whom on occasion they enslaved). We may pose a link which joins the
serpent and the sobriquet in Indo-Iranian
*ajhi- dasa-,
whence both Vedic a h i - . . . dasa- and the Iranian name of the dragon par excellence,
Azi Dahaka9 slain by Thraetaona, on which see the following chapter.

9. With trisyllabic shortening from "dahaka- (P.O. SkjaervO, p.c.)

29
The root *guhen-: AvestanjanIn RV 2.11.19 Indra is hymned by recalling his previous aid:
asmabhyam tat tvastram visvarupam
arandhayah ... tritya
To us then you delivered the son of Tvastr,
Visvarupa, to Trita.
Trita is the legendary Trita Aptya, slayer of the three-headed, six-eyed dragon
Visvarupa, with the aid of Indra. Benveniste (1934:195) pointed out the all-important
structural similarity between this Indie dragon-slaying episode and the Iranian legend
of the (mortal) hero Thraetaona, who slew the three-headed, six-eyed dragon Azi
Dahaka, with the aid of Varatkayna (Yt. 14.38,40):

The power and offensive force1
which brave Thraetaona bore
who slew the dragon Azi Dahaka,
the three-jawed, three-headed,
six-eyed one of a thousand skills ...
1. V r ayna's aid to Thraetaona can be compared to his aid to Zarathustra earlier in the same
hymn (Yt. 14.29), giving him, in an arresting metaphor,
(bazuua aojo,...) 'the wellspring of the
scrotum, (the strength of the two arms . . .)'
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As we noted in the previous chapter, using Jakobson's terms, the similarity is both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic: syntagmatic in the sequential linkage of the two stories
themselves, the aid brought by Varstfrayna to Thraetaona to enable him to slay Azi
Dahaka, and the aid brought by Indra to Trita to enable him to slay Vis'varupa
(contiguity relations); paradigmatic in the near-identities of the names (Thraet- ~
Trit-) of the hero and attributes (3-headed, 6-eyed) of the dragon, the protagonists of
the two myths (similarity relations).
The basic formula in Old Iranian yd janat. azim is an exact cognate of Vedic
ahann ahim, in both words; the phrase is relativized, but the marked word-order VerbObject is preserved.2 The relative verb phrase yo janat azim is always sentence- or
clause-initial in Avestan (further examples below). The word order is precisely that
of the Vedic relative verb phrase yo ahan pipmm 'who slew Pipm' in 1.101.2b cited
above.
These names and phrases in both traditions recount traditional mythology which
must be common Indo-Iranian patrimony, as has been recognized for over a century.3
I note here only the linguistic equations. In Iran, as recounted in Yasna 9, the Horn
Yasht, Vivarfhant (= Vedic Vivasvant) was the first man to press haoma (= Vedic
soma), and his reward was to beget Yima (=Vedic Yama), the first ruler, who presided
over the golden age. The second man to press haoma was AVftiia (~ Vedic Aptya),
whose reward was to beget Thraetaona (~ Vedic Traitana, on whom see further
below), who slew Azi Dahaka. The third man to press haoma was Thrita (= Vedic
Trita, both "third"), whose reward was to beget Uruudxsaiia, a lawgiver, and
Karasdspa, the warrior hero who slew Azi Sruuara, the horned serpent.
Avestan Thrita and Thraetaona seem to be ablaut variants of the same name and
identical with Vedic Trita Aptya, who is also associated with soma. Aptya itself is in
origin identical with Avestan A&ftiia < *atpia (or atuia ?), remade with metathesis by
association with ap- 'water'.4
Compare then, beside RV 2.11.19 cited above, the specifications in book 10 of
the Rigveda about the legend of Trita Aptya and Vis'varupa, 10.8.8:
sa pftryany ciyudhani vidviln
ihdresita aptyo abhy ayudhat
tristrsanam saptarasmirn5 jaghanvfa
tvastrasya cin nih sasrje tritd gah
This one, Aptya, knowing his paternal weapons,
set on by Indra, went forth to battle;
2. For the thematization of the Avestan 3 sg. imperfectjanat beside Vedic (a)han = Old Persian aja,
cf. Hoffmann 1975:73.
3. Cf. Reichelt 1968:95-7, and in greater detail Boyce 1975-82:1.85-108, esp. 97-104. Boyce is
doubtless right (pp. 99-100) in assuming that Trita Aptya - Thrita Thraetaona, son of Aopiia, were originally
in Indo-Iranian times regarded as mortal rather than divine (as in India), though whether we should think
of them as euhetnerized "real" *Atpjas living sometime before 2000 B.C. is open to question.
4. Gershevitch 1969:188-9, making more precise the identification long assumed. Cf. also
Mayrhofer EWA s.v. aptya-.
5. Cf. 1.146. la of Agni trirnurdhdnam saptarasmirn 'three-headed, seven-bridled', and see below.
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having slain the three-headed, seven-bridled (Visvarupa),
Trita let out even the son of Tvastr's (Visvarupa' s) cows.
Or 10.48.2 (Indra's self-praise):
trita'ya ga ajanayam aher adhi
For Trita I brought forth the cows from the serpent
(i.e. which the serpent Visvarupa had swallowed).
Note the association of the two names with the perfect participle of han- (*guhen-) and
the word ahi- (*oguhi-). For the same association in Avestan cf. Y. 9.7:
mam bitiio masiio
. . . hunuta . . .
tat ahmai jasat aiiaptsm
yat he puVro us.zaiiata
viso suraiia VragtaonS
AVBya was the second mortal to press me (Haoma)
That fortune came to him,
that a son was born to him,
Thraetaona, of heroic family.
This is followed immediately by strophe 8:
yo janat azim dahakam
Vrizafansm etc. (Yt. 14.40 supra)
Who slew Azi Dahaka
the three-jawed, etc.
For the epithets compare RV 10.99.6:
sa id dasam tuvlravam patir dan
salaksam trislrsaViarn damanyat
asya tritd nv ojasa vrdhand
vipa varaham ayoagraya ban6
This lord in the house (Indra) overpowered
the loud-roaring, six-eyed, three-headed dasa;
6. Note the triple alliterations d, d, d; v, v, v, the end-rhyme dan : han, and the two injunctives.
The verb damanya- is a hapax in the Rigveda.
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strengthened by his (Indra' s) power, Trita slew
the boar with his iron-tipped arrow.

The MONSTER is here assimilated to a 'boar', varahd; see below for the Iranian
HERO VoreVrayna in his furious onslaught also assimilated to a 'boar', the exact
cognate vardza-. Further connections of this ancient Indo-Iranian word, borrowed into
Finno-Ugric (see Mayrhofer, KEWA s.v.), are unknown. But the Indo-Iranian word
is not only a shared lexical item; it is also a shared cultural and mythological icon.
With the similar description of the monster we have again Y. 9.8, of the hero
Thraetaona:
yo janat azTm dahaksm
iSrizafansm •drikamsraSam
xsuuas.asTm hazarjra.yaoxstlm
as.aojarjhsm daeuulm drujim .. , 7
Who slew Azi Dahaka
the three-mouthed, three-headed,
six-eyed one of a thousand tricks,
the very powerful Demoness, the D r u j . . .
Note that Vedic salaksa- (sad-aks-a-) 'six-eyed' and Avestan xsuuas.as-i- are exact
cognates up to the suffixes. Note also that Avestan VrikamarsSam (Vri-ka+
mdrada-) is almost identical to Vedic trimurdhdnam (tri-murdhan-} 'three-headed',
epithet of Agni (note 5 above).
Before continuing with Yasna 9.10 and the third presser of haoma we must
examine another Indo-Iranian link. Mary Boyce in discussing the Iranian and Indie
traditions around Avestan Thrita and Thraetaona son of AVBya, and Vedic Trita
Aptya, notes that the Vedas mention once (RV 1.158.5) a Traitana, 'who appears
obscurely, in a context which does not suggest any connection with the Avestan
Thraetaona' (p. 99).
Now the names are similar enough to arouse an interest (trit-lVrit-, -Vraet-l
trait-; for the suffix cf. Greek Kep-auvoq, SlavicPe?--uni,, HittiteDIM-unnas [Tarhunnas]
beside Vedic Parj-an-ya), and when they are syntagmatically associated with other
key lexical expressions of the myth, I would suggest the connection becomes perfectly
real and self-evident.
The name is found in the Saga of the rsi Dirghatamas 'Of the long darkness', the
7. The Avestan lexicon includes synonyms opposed dualistically as applying to "good" and "evil"
beings, Ahuric and Da5vic. These body parts are those of Daevic creatures: zafar/n- 'mouth, jaws, set of
teeth' (Vedicjdmbha-, IE *gmbh- ~ *gmph- as in Germ. Kiefer), kamarsd- 'head' (literally 'what a head'
ka-mered-, Ved. murdh-an-), as- 'eye' (Ved. aksi, an-aks-), opposed to those of Ahuric creatures, resp.
ah- 'mouth', vaySana- 'head', doiVra -, casman- 'eye' (the cognate of Ved. siras, sarah- 'head' is neutral).
This part of the Iranian lexicon is of great theoretical and metalinguistic interest. It has received a fair
amount of attention; the classic study is Giintert 1914, and the best recent studies (both with the intervening literature) are by Gercenberg 1972:17-40, and Toporov 1981:205-14. As Toporov notes in this seminal work, the question is complex, and still not settled.
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blind poet, son of Ucathya and Mamata.8 It is one of the many examples of the Power
of the Word in ancient India. The legend is told in Brhad-Devata 4.21-24, and recalls
thatinMBh 1.104.23ff. AsanoldmanDTrghatamas' slaves bound him and threw him
into a river. But his prayer saved him: one of the slaves, Traitana, tried to behead him
with a sword, but instead cut off his own head, shoulder, and breast (Brh. Dev. 4.21,
cited by Geldner). The waters carried DTrghatamas safely to shore. RV 1.158.4-5
gives the words of his prayer: 'May the song of praise (upastuti) save the son of
Ucathya
(5)

na ma garan nadyo matftama
dasa* yad im susamubdham avadhuh
slro yad asya traitand vitaksat
svayarn dasa uro amsav api gdha.
The most mothering rivers will not swallow me.
When the Dasas put him in, well bound,
when Traitana tries to hew off his head,
the Dasa eats up his own breast and two shoulders.9

Traitana is a dasa in the sense of 'slave', but he is at the same time a dasa 'demon':
the HERO has become the MONSTER. The power of Truth, of the spoken word,
drives his WEAPON back on himself, and instead of DTrghatamas ' head (stras) he cuts
off his own 'breast and two shoulders ' ( 1 + 2 = 3) in the Rigveda, or 'head and shoulders
and breast' (1 + 1 + 1 = 3) in the Brhad-Devata. The tone is grimly mock-heroic:
Traitana has become precisely the three-headed serpent which Thraetaona slew, and
the three-headed dasa which Trita Aptya slew. Cf. RV 10.99.6 (quoted in full above)
for the identical key words,
. . . triSirSanam . . . trit6 . . . han,
or the same elements in Avestan (Y. 9.7-8) with a different order:
Vraetaono . . . janat . . . vrikamaraSam . . . dahakam.
There should be no doubt that this legend is only another version of the same common
Indo-Iranian myth, with its same formulaic diction.10
Yasna 9. 1 0, with which we began, continues exactly parallel to strophe 7 quoted
above, with Thrita, the third man to press haoma, whose fortune was
8. Cf. RV 1.32.11 etc.
9. The present tense of the English translation of cd attempts to capture the Vedic injunctives. 'Put'
of b is preterite, corresponding to the Vedic aorist.
10. Just why in India the original hero Traitana has become both monstrous and servile, an inept
buffoon and the complete inversion of his heroic self, I cannot say. The mock-heroic is perhaps universally not far removed from the heroic, and perhaps coeval with it. Compare the beggar and anti-hero (W)Iros
in Odyssey 18 (Ved. virds 'man, hero'), and Bader 1976.
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yat he puvra us.zaiioi-de
uruuaxsaiio ksrasaspasca
tkaeso aniiO dato.razo
aat aniiO uparo.kairiio
yauua gaesus ga auuaro
That to him two sons were born,
Urvaxsaya and K r saspa:
the one a judge, a lawgiver,
and the other one of superior deeds,
a young (hero), curly-haired, bearing the cudgel.

For the compound gaSauuaro in the last line note also Yt. 10.101, of Mithra, with a
compound of gan- (*guhen-) and the weapon itself as object:
ho paoiriio ga am nijainti
aspaeca paiti vlraeca
He first strikes his cudgel
at horse and man.
As an illustration of a Common Indo-Iranian topos we may compare the figure
of the two Iranians Urvaxsaya and Ksrasaspa, aniio... aniio... 'the one ... the other
...', with RV 7.83.9ab, to the gods Indra and Varuna:
vrtratiy anya~h samithesu jfghnate
vratany anyd abhf raksate sada
The one smashes the hostile defenses in battles,
the other protects alliances always.
Even the second position of aniio/anyd- is common to both.'' Note in the Vedic the
poetic antithesis under partial phonetic identity in the identically fronted vrtrani :
vratdni. The figure is exactly that of last but not least.
Karasaspa is with Mary Boyce 'the other great Avestan hero', and 'many more
stories are told of him than of Thraetaona' (op. cit. 100). Yasna 9.11 continues
immediately:
yo janat azim sruuaram
yim aspo.garsm nsra.garam
yim vTsauuantgm zairitam
11. Cf. also the similar 6.68.3. S. Jamison has shown that Vedic anya- (. . . anya . . .) in second
position is definite, 'the one (. . . the other . . . ) ' , while in first position it is indefinite, 'someone'. These
examples would indicate the syntactic feature is Common Indo-Iranian.
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Who slew the homed Azi,
the horse-swallowing, man-swallowing,
venomous, yellow-green...
With aspo.gar-nar3.gar- compare aspaecapaitivlraeca 'against horse and man' of Yt.
10.101, together with the compound (ibid.) aspa.viraja 'smiting (gan-) horse (and)
man', also of Mithra.
We have already seen in the preceding section the enumeration of the other men
or monsters slain by K r saspa in Yt. 19.40-43, all in the identical formula yojanat
NN. Again the subject Karssaspa is not overt in the sentences.
The verb phrase is nominalized to agent noun plus genitive in V. I.l7i)raetaond
jarita azois dahakai Thraetaona slayer of Azi Dahaka'.12 For this and other Iranian
nominal forms of gan- in the basic formula see chap. 51.
The final Old Iranian example is furnished by three verses in Yt. 19.92 (cf. 93):
*va89m vaejo yim vara-draynam
yim barat taxmo $raetaono
yat azi§ dahako jaini
Swinging the weapon which smashes resistance
which brave Tharaetaona carried,
when Azi Dahaka was slain.
Similarly in the continuation of the passage (describing the future coming of the
Savior Astuuat.aratS), 93 (yim barat. . .) yat druua zainigaus jaini, , . yat tyro jaini
frarjrase . . . '(which NN bore) when evil Zainigu was slain . . . when the Turanian
Frarjrasyan was slain...' Note the variation in word order of the last, with the familiar
distraction of noun (name) and adjective by intervening verb.13
The reading va8dm for vaeSam (anticipation of the following vaejo) is due to J.
Schindler (p.c.). Avestan va5a- equals Vedic vadhd- 'weapon, Totschlager', specifically Indra's cudgel in RV 1.32.6 et alibi.
We may juxtapose the Avestan sentence of Yt. 19.92 with the Vedic of RV
5.29.2 (cited in full above) to illustrate the close similarity of expression in the two
languages:
va8sm . . . yat azis .. . jaini
vajram . .. yad ahim han.
All five collocations of jan- and azi- in Avestan are metrical; they are all
12. For the agent noun with accusative construction cf. Yt. 17.12 vttaram paskat ham3r3&3m I
jantarym paro dusmainiium '(who is) the pursuer of the adversary from behind, the slayer of the enemy
from in front' see chap. 50 n. 3. hamary&a- and dusmainiiu are a figure of hendiadys.
13. The passage concludes with 'which Kavi VTstaspa bore,' asahe haenaiiS caessmno 'going to
avenge Asa on the enemy army'. (Read as3tn\ the error was induced by the line-initial asahe two lines
later.) Here the participle of kay- 'avenge', IE *k"ei-, occupies a position parallel tojaini 'was slain', IE
*g"hen-. For other examples from Avestan and especially Greek see chap. 49.
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octosyllabic verse lines.14 There can be no doubt that these cognate verb phrases
continue an ancient poetic tradition, a verbal flexible formula which is at least common
Indo-Iranian in date.
We may illustrate the various forms of the root gan- in Avestan with a passage
from Yt. 1 0.7 1 , the hymn to Mithra, describing the onslaught of vars&rayno ahuraSdto
'Ahura-created VaraiDraTna' in the shape of a wild boar: a common and frequent image
of the heroic deity,15 which emphasizes his fearsome monstrous qualities. The verb
nijainti is in a relative clause, the syntactic definition of the hero, in accord with the
pattern described at the end of the preceding section:
yo frastaco ham
stija mjaiflti ham
nae maniiete jaynuuS
nae a cim yana sadaiieiti
yauuata aem nijaiiiti
marazuca stuno gaiiehe
x ustanahe
Who, running before the adversary, . . .
smashes the adversaries in battle;16
he does not think that he has struck
nor has he the impression he is striking anyone,
until he smashes
even the vertebras, the pillars of life,
even the vertebras, the wellspring of vitality.
The echoic stija nija(inti), nae ... nae ,
...
form a counterpoint
to the different forms of basic verb gan-: general present nijainti, perfect participle
jagnuud, present participle yana, repeated nijainti. The metaphors with stuna 'pillar'
are widespread17 and those withxd 'wellspring' common in Indie as well: rdyds khdm
'wellspring of riches' RV 6.36.4, and the Common Indo-Iranian khdm rtdsya 'wellspring of Truth' RV^2.28.5, asahexd 'id.' Y. 10.4. Cf. note 1 above. Finally the parallel
gaiia- 'life' and ustdna- 'vitality' recall the Italic merism in Latin uires uitaque, Oscan
biass biitam, discussed in chap. 18.

14. For a recent discussion of YAv. metrics see Lazard 1984.
15. Cf. Benveniste and Renou 1934:34-5, 69, 73, and Gcrshevitch 1959:219.
16. The interpretation of stija is controversial. For discussion see Kellens 1974:84.
17. Cf. Watkins 1990:52-5, and Hektor
;. . .
'pillar of Troy' in the preceding chapter.
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The root *guhen-: Hittite kuen- and the
Indo-European theme and formula
That the Common Indo-Iranian verbal formula dhann dhimjanat azlm is even older,
and of Common Indo-European date, is proved by the presence of the same syntagma
in Old Hittite. We find it as the denouement of the Hittite myth entitled by Laroche
(CTH 321) Combat contre le Dragon ou "Illuyanka".1 KUB 17.5 i 17 §12:
D

IM-as uit nu=kan MUSilluy[(ankan)]
kuenta DINGIRMES-s=a katti=ssi eser
Tarhunnas came and he killed the serpent;
and the gods were with him.
The Hittite verb kuenta 'killed' makes an exact equation with Vedic dhan(ri), hdn, and
Avestany'a«(a|), reflecting Indo-European *g"hen-t.2
It is most important to note that the Hittite sentence, like the Vedic and Avestan,
focusses on the object; the subject is known from the preceding clause, but not overt
in its own clause, regardless of the order of Verb and Object. As in normal unmarked
word order in Hittite narrative prose, the sentence begins with a particle sequence and
concludes with the verb:
(marked word order)
ahann ahim
yo janat azim

(unmarked word order)
yad ahim nan
yat azis jaini
nu=kan illuyankan kuenta.

From these sentences we may extract an Indo-European mythological theme
with partial lexical expression:
1. The myth is edited and translated by Gary Beckman (1982), who doubtless correctly takes
illuyanka- as the Hittite common noun for 'snake' or 'serpent.'
2. For the thematization of the Avestan form cf. K. Hoffmann 1975:73.
321
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HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT.

The verbal formula which is the vehicle for this theme—asymmetrically—is boxed:
HERO

SLAY (*gahen-) SERPENT.

This asymmetry in the correspondence of formula to theme is precisely the "IndoEuropean touch" that we were looking for. G. Nagy calls my attention to M. L. West's
observation (ad Hesiod, Th. 112) on the widespread omission of an overt subject in
Hesiod, 'whereitisthethingdominantinHesiod'smind'. The boxed verb phrase 'slay
the serpent' constitutes, as we have seen, the predicate which defines the IndoEuropean hero. Thus in RV 2.12, following a series of relative clauses like yd dhim
jaghdna 'who slew the serpent' which describe the exploits of the god without
mentioning his name, the Vedic poet proclaims at the end of each strophe sdjanasa
indrah 'He, o people, is Indra'.
Unexpected confirmation of the stylistic significance of the 'asymmetrical' verb
phrase formula without overt subject comes from Middle Iranian; I am indebted to S.
Jamison for calling it to my attention. The Pahlavi version of the legend of the hero
Karesaspa, the richest and most detailed Iranian tradition, is found in the Rivayat; it
represents the Pahlavi redaction of a chapter of the lost Sassanian Avesta.3 The
passage in question reads as follows (the soul of Kirsasp is pleading with Ohrmazd that
he should forgive him for killing the fire, Ohrmazd's son, and grant him paradise in
view of his major feats) PR p. 66:4
. . . u-m Garodman be dah az T sruwar be ozad T asp-obar I mard-obar
... and give me Paradise: the horned dragon was killed, the horsedevouring and man-devouring one.
The lack of an overt subject here is quite noteworthy, as the parallel passages
describing his other feats are expressed in normal Pahlavi prose, PR p. 67:
an-im . .. Garodman dah ce-m Gandarw be ozad
Therefore give me Paradise, because I killed the Gandar|3a,

and PR p. 69:
Garodman be dah ce-m rahdar ozad hend (for mss. hem)
Give me Paradise, because I killed the highwaymen.
3. Sec Nyberg 1964-1974 and 1933.
4. The Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadistan-t Dimk, ed. B.N. Dhabhar, Bombay, 1913. I
thank P.O. Skja;rv0 for clarifying my presentation here.
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In contrast to the last two feats, which are introduced with the expected causal
conjunction ce and contain an overt subject, the first feat, which is also his greatest,
is introduced by nothing and lacks an overt subject, and we can safely assume that it
is taken directly from the Pahlavi version of an Avestan text, cf. Y. 9.11 (above IV.29)
yd janat azlm sruuarsm yim aspo.garam nsra.gardm with its Pahlavi translation
ke-s zad az I sruwar I asp.obar I mard-obar as well as Yt. 19.92 yat azis dahako jaini
(ibid.).
Pahlavi 6-zan-, ( -)zad continues Iranian *auajan-, *(aua) jata-, Indo-European *gl'hen-, *gl'hyto--. We shall see in the discussion to come how the Greek evidence
completely confirms that the formula for killing the serpent could typically lack an
overt subject.
My concern in this chapter is simply the Indo-European basic formula and the
Hittite evidence for it. Further modalities of the formula in the Hittite illuyankas myth
are explored in chap. 35. The whole myth is analyzed from a comparative standpoint
in chap. 45, and its diffusion studied in chap. 46.

31
The slayer slain:
A reciprocal formula
In the model of the mythological theme presented heretofore the narrative action
proceeds from left to right: it is the hero who kills the serpent. But there is always the
real or potential danger that the serpent will slay the hero, or someone else. AV 6.56.1:
mS no deva ahir vadhit
O gods, let not the serpent slay us.
In both versions of the Hittite myth of the illuyankas (§§3,21):
nu=za MUSilluyankas DIM-an tarahta
The serpent overcame the Storm God.
In Bacchylides 5.115-16 the hero Meleager's duty is

to bury those whom the boar
had slain.
The subject of the relative clause is the Calydonian boar. A similar relative clause, also
dependent on an infinitive, is found in Beowulf 1054-5, where the hero ordered
golde forgyldan
mane acwealde

bone be Grendel ser
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compensation to be paid for the one whom Grendel
wickedly killed.
Beowulf himself will die of the Worm's venom after slaying it, and Odin and the
Mi5gar5 Serpent will meet the identical fate.
Hence we have the possibility that the action can go in either direction: the
HERO may be the subject and the SERPENT the object, or the SERPENT may be the
subject and the HERO the object. Rather than duplicating the basic formula I prefer
to capture this reciprocal, reversible, or bidirectional thematic relation by the notation
HERO

SLAY(*g%en-) SERPENT.

These relations are particularly evident in the case of a non-monstrous, heroic
adversary, to be treated in detail in part VI. The typical basic theme is here
HERO!

SLAY (*#%<?«-) HERO2.

HEROi and HERO2 are "shifters"; like certain linguistic categories (e.g. / : you,
this : that, present tense : past tense) they cannot be defined without reference to, and
their meaning is dependent on, the particular context (e.g. the speech situation, for
these linguistic categories) in which they occur. Thematically compare in the Iliad
Hektor and Patroklos on the one hand, Achilles and Hector on the other.
The interplay of bidirectionality and the linguistic and literary notion of focus
is well-illustrated when the ADVERSARY is a monstrous boar. The action moves
from right to left when the boar is the subject,
(HERO)

SLAY (*g%e«-) BOAR

as in Bacchylides (cited above)

but from left to right when the boar is the object,
HERO

SLAY (*#%««-) BOAR,

as in RV 10.99.6
trito ... varaham ... ban.
But the hero may be assimilated to a boar, as Vara-drayna in Yt. 10.71 (cf. 24.3 above),
in which case the focus becomes rather
HERO-BOAR

as in

SLAY (*g"hen-) (ADVERSARY),
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varazo ... nijainti,

with the exact cognate of the Vedic boar-word varahd-, discussed in chap. 29: a
Common Indo-Iranian theme or topos thus differently realized in focus.
The reciprocal theme
HERO!

SLAY(*g%e«-) HERO2

gives rise to an endless series of iconic grammatical figures in the various traditions.1
Compare Old Irish (ZCP 1 1.86 §40)
gonas gentar
He who kills will be killed,
from gonid 'kills, slays' (*g"hen-, Celtic *g"anetl), or Early Welsh (Llawsgrif
Henregadredd 60a4, an example I owe to John Koch)
ef wanei wanwyd
He who would slay was slain,
from the same root and preform.
Homeric Greek, with lexical replacement, offers an example which is clearly
proverbial, with gnomic TE (//. 18.309):

Alike to all is the War God, and him who would kill he kills.
On the antiquity of the ancient god Enualios and his epithet see chap. 39. Line-final
from ekten-t like dhan from
may recover an old athematic
*eg"hen-t. This Iliadic line could go back to the Bronze Age.
Nominal forms may participate. Euripides is fond of the figure, as in

(El. 1094)
murder judging murder,
(Here. 40)
as if to extinguish murder with murder.
1. I discussed some of these from the standpoint of comparative-historical Indo-European syntax
in Watkins 1976c. Here as elsewhere a syntactic equation rests on an inherited poetic formula.
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Simple variations alter the focus; so beside Old Irish gonas ge'ntar 'he who kills
will be killed' above we find in Togail Bruidne Da Derga both
gdnait 7 ni genaiter (783)
They will kill and not be killed,

and
seen ni genaiter ni genat nech (1335)
Not only will they not be killed, they will not kill anyone.
Basically just a figure of antithesis, the "slayer slain" may be either the sole
feature, as in the examples we have seen so far, or it may be woven into more complex
sentences and thematic structures. The figure is simply doubled in Euripides, Suppl.
614:

Justice has called for justice and blood for blood.
The semantic contrast of the "slayer slain" is preserved, but the verbs are
divergent in the famous simile of Achilles before the combat with Aeneas (//. 20.1723), 'like a lion . . .':

... whether he slay
some man, or perish himself.
'Perish' here clearly stands for 'be slain'—as the passage is frequently translated; the
reciprocal passive is not formed from the verb 7tecpveu.ev in this tense and aspect in
Greek, so the etymological figure was blocked.
In RV 7.59.8 the formulaic structure incorporates other themes as well as, an
additional etymological figure:
yo no maruto abhi durhrnayus
tiras' cittclni vasavo jfghSrhsati
druhah pasan prati sa muclsta
tapisthena h&imana" hantana tarn.
Whoever, o Maruts, seeks in his envy,
unperceived, o good ones, to slay us.
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let him himself be caught in the snares of Deceit;
slay him with your hottest "slayer".

Note that the desiderativejighdmsati is an exact cognate of the Old Irish future genaid
(examples supra). The rhyming jingle hdnmana hantana is an etymological figure in
deadly earnest.
'Deceit' itself is the object of the desiderative of han in 4.23.7a druham
jighamsan 'seeking to smite Falsehood', which continues with its antithesis (.8b)
ftdsya dhltir vfjindni hanti 'devotion to Truth smites the wicked'. Geldner ad loc.
notes that Vedic druh- andfta-, 'Falsehood' and 'Truth', are here opposed exactly like
their dualistic cognates in Iranian Zoroastrianism, Druj and Asa: a Common IndoIranian theme.
Another variant, expanded with other material, is found in RV 8.84.9, significantly the last verse of a three-triplet (trcas) hymn:
kseti ksemebhih sadhiibhir
nakir yam ghnanti hanti yah
agne suvfra edhate
He dwells in right safe dwellings,
whom none slay, who slays;
o Agni, he thrives rich in sons.
The sacrificer is referred to. Like the Old Irish variant above, this is the "slayer
not slain", but with the focus on the positive and active 'he slays'. This verse should
be compared to 2.27.13, which shares the same themes and vocabulary, but with only
the "not slain" motif and no verbal antithesis:
s'licir apah suyavasa adabdha
lipa kseti vrddhavayah suvfrah
nakis tarn ghnanty antito na dOrMd
ya adityfoam bhavati pramtau.
The pure one dwells undeceived by waters of good pasture,
he of ripened age, rich in sons;
none slay him from near nor far
who is under the leadership of the Adityas.
Here the antithesis is only in nd . . . antito nd durdd 'not from near nor from far', a
universal figure.
With the same verbal antithesis as in 8.84.9, the same focus on the positive and
active but a different verb, compare RV 10.108.4a, in the dialogue between the divine
bitch Sarama and the Panis. Sarama defines Indra in response to the Pani's question
'what is Indra like?' (kldfiin indrah) and his deceitful offering of friendship:
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naham tam veda (dabhyam daMat sa
I do not know him as one to be deceived; he deceives.
Such antithetical figures, building on an underlying or overt passive : active focus on
the subject, HERO or otherwise, rest ultimately on the bidirectional, reversible
character of any hostile action between adversaries. Negation of right-to-left action
and affirmation of left-to-right in a generalized structure,
HERO

VERB

ADVERSARY,

is yet another way to praise the hero. It is also only another, syntactic, verbal, and linear
manifestation of the same inherited stylistic figure we have studied earlier (chap. 3)
in bipartite noun phrases,
Argument + Negated Counter-Argument
and its many variants.
Stylistically these doubtless go back to Proto-Indo-European. But at the same
time they are universal, transcendent, and enduring. There is in the last analysis little
difference except pronominalization between the Vedic poet' s n a . . . dabhyam dabhat
sd and Berthold Brecht's
Wie man sich bettet, so liegt man.
Es deckt einen da keiner zu.
Und wenn einer tritt, dann bin ich es.
Und wird einer getreten, dann bist's du.
As you make your bed, so you lie in it,
nobody tucks you in;
and if someone steps, then it's me,
and if someone gets stepped on, then it's you.
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First variant: The root *uedhIn Vedic, vadh- forms the suppletive aorist to han~, which (like Iranian gan-) forms
only a present and perfect system. With vadh- in Vedic we find the same gamut of
associated themes as with han- (Benveniste and Renou 1934:107). Renou recognized
that in 1.51.4 vytrdm yad indra savasavadhir dhim, in appearance 'When, o Indra, you
slew Vrtra the serpent with your strength', we have actually a fixed verse-initial
formula vrtram;yad(Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance, s.v.) to which dvadhlrdhim has
been added: schematically the familiar
HERO

*uedh-

SERPENT,

with the subject grammatically 'outside' the sentence, in the vocative. For the
attendant s'dvasa cf. RV 4.17.1 vftrdm sdvasa jaghanvdn 'having slain (han-) Vrtra
with your strength'.
The beginning strophes of the latter hymn with its series of 'memorative'
injunctive verb forms recalling the scene of Indra's birth and deeds are effectively
analyzed in Hoffmann 1967:178-80. The remarkable grammatical figure of ten,
perhaps originally twelve, successive injunctives in strophes 1-4 is forcefully underlined by the word order: all but the last of the twelve verbs are phrase-initial.
manyata dyauh
srjah sindhurhr
rejata dyau
(r)ejad bhrimir
rghayanta .. . parvatasah
ardan dhanvani, sarayanta apah
bhinad gin'm
vadhid vrtram
sarann apo
manyata dyaur
fndrasya kartci svapastamo bhut
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'heaven acknowledged'
'you released the rivers'
'heaven trembled'
'earth shivered'
'the mountains shook'
'the plains sank, the waters flowed'
'he split the mountain'
'he smote Vrtra'
'the waters flowed'
'heaven was acknowledged'
'the maker of Indra is the supreme
craftsman'
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Here Ib dnu . . . manyata dyduh and 4a manyata dyaur make a ring-composition
framing the series of injunctives, and the abrupt shift of 'resultativ konstatierende'
bhut (Hoffmann) to line final position in the cadence transforms the series of
injunctives to a closed set. Verse 3c like the others lacks an overt subject but shows
the weapon in the instrumental and an alliterative string:
va"dhld vjtram vajrena mandasanah
He slew Vjtra with his weapon in his intoxication.
In one hymn, telling an obscure myth where the adversaries are dasyu demons,
the verb is *uedh- and the weapon itself a derivative of the root *g*hen-, ghand-, 1.33.4:
vadhir hi dasyum dhaninam ghanena
For you slew the rich dasyu with your "slayer".
Compare chap. 28 for the Indo-Iranian linkage of *dtisa- and *ajhi- 'serpent'.
The basic general grammatical meaning of the instrumental case in an IndoEuropean case system is to signal that the entity occupies a marginal or peripheral
position in the message, as Jakobson showed for Russian in 1936 (reprinted in
1971:23ff., esp. 45ff., and cf. 154ff.). This marginal role may be filled by an abstract
(here sdvas- 'strength'), as in sdvasdvadhlr dhim, vrtrdm s'dvasd jaghanvdn cited
above, which we may symbolize as follows (the parentheses indicate the marginal
entity):
HERO

SLAY

SERPENT

(by MEANS).

But more frequently the marginal role may be filled by a concrete noun, the WEAPON,
as in vddhid vrtrdm vajrena, or with another designation of the weapon, as in 1.32.5
dhan vrtram . . . vadhena. We obtain a fuller structure
HERO

SLAY

SERPENT

(with WEAPON),

where it is to be noted that the marginal role of the WEAPON may be expressed by
the very roots *uedh- (vadha-) and *g"hen- (ghand-) themselves. In 1.33.4 vddhit
. . . ghanena is a sort of formulaic mirror image of 1.32.5 dhan . . . vadhena; their
proximity in the collection is not accidental. Allowing for the difference of tenseaspect and mood (aorist injunctive - imperfect indicative) the parts of speech and the
focus (central vs. marginal) are exactly reversed, but the semantics are unchanged. Put
in terms of the lexical expression of the basic formula we have thus:
HERO

SLAY
*g"hen*uedh-

SERPENT (with WEAPON)
*uedh*g*hen-.
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Other roots are of course possible in any of the slots: Indra' s cudgel is usually termed
vdjra-, like Mithra's vazra-, from the root *uag- of Greek
Other aspects
of the WEAPON, whose linguistic expression is likewise inherited, will be taken up
in subsequent chapters.
Iranian shows an exact cognate of the noun vadhd- as WEAPON in vaSa-, which
we saw in chap. 29 (Yt. 19.32):
vaeio vim
vim barat taxmo
yat azis dahako jaini
Swinging the weapon which smashes resistance
which brave Thraetaona carried,
when Azi Dahaka was slain.
Another comparison may be suggested. RV 1.33.4-7 narrates an obscure Indra
myth where his adversaries are dasyu's. The passage is described by Geldner as
'dunkel'. It begins with the line we have already cited:
vadhir hf dasyum dhaniharn ghandna
For you slew the rich dasyu with your "slayer"
The dasyu's are further called dyajvanah sanakdh 'impious old men' who have no
worship (yaj-), with whom there is no covenant (avratd-):1
ayajvtoo yajvabhih spardhamanah
the impious contending with the pious.
By burning down the dasyu's from heaven,
pra sunvatali stuvatah s'amsam avah
(Indra) favored the hymn of the soma-presser (and) the praiser.
Note the phonetic figure indexing and calling attention to the latter pair: sunv- and stuvdiffer by a single feature (« : t) and a single inversion (un : tu) alone.
Comparison with Iranian sheds light on this myth. There is just one locus in
Avestan where the same themes come together, the same conflict of the true versus the
false religion and culture, expressed by the same cognate lexical items. It is the
beginning of Fargard 19 of the Videvdat, known as the "Temptation of Zarathustra".
The Prince of Evil Anra Mainiiu says to Zarathustra (5),
1. Cf. Schmidt 1958.
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apa.stauuarjvha daenam mazdaiiasmm
Renounce the Mazdayasnian religion,
in order to obtain the boon,
yai3a vindat vaSayano daijhu.paitis
as Vadagana lord of the land obtained (it).
Zarathustra refuses, and invokes as his weapons the words of the Wise Lord,2 as well
as (9)
hSuuanaca tastaca haomaca
the presser, the vessels, and haoma,
and the demons are confuted.
The name of Vadagana would appear to prolong a tradition of Common IndoIranian date. The correspondences with RV 1.33.4-7 are striking, beginning with
vacttflr hf d£syum... ghan&ia
va8a-yanO darjhu.paitis (dahyu-pati-)?
The conflict is religious, the Mazdayasna (Avestan yaz-) and the ydjvan's with the
dyajvan's (Vedic yaj-). The Avestan compound verb apa.stauua- 'renounce' is the
antithesis of the Vedic participle stuvat- 'praising, proclaiming', the action of the pious
worshiper (both from IE *steu-). The other action of the pious worshiper, the Vedic
participle sunvat- 'pressing', finds its counterpart in the weapons of the victorious
Zarathustra, hduuana 'the pressing' and haoma = Vedic soma (all from IE *seu-).
Compare the Common Indo-Iranian formula preserved in Avestan haomo huto
'pressed haoma' and Vedic somah sutdh 'pressed soma'. I leave it to historians of
religion and students of mythology to sort out and interpret the modalities of this myth
and the light it may shed on the Indie and Iranian past, as well as their common material
and symbolic culture.
This lengthy excursus into the historical implications of the associative chains
evoked by formulas with Indo-Iranian vadh- may serve as an argument for the
'practical' utility of such speculations.
To conclude the survey of Vedic passages with vadh- we may consider three
2. Martin Schwartz on a number of occasions has called attention to the anagrammatic correspondence of the Prince of Evil Arjra Mainiiu and the Wise Lord Ahura Mazda. See his 1986 study.
3. On the relation of Iranian dahyu and Indie dasyu see Benveniste 1969:1.318-19; for the form
see Hoffmann apud Mayrhofer, EWA s.v. dasyu-. For daijhu.paiti- in a liturgical figure of Common IndoIranian date see chap. 22.
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whose poetics are entirely synchronic. The first is RV 4.41.4ab:
mdra yuvarn varuna didyiim asminn
qjistham ugra m' vadhistam vajram
Indra and Varuna, strike down your missile on him,
the most powerful weapon, o powerful ones.
Here the weapon is the direct object of the verb, as in the Common Indo-Iranian
formula of the imperative jdhi vddhar = vadarsjaiSi 'strike the weapon' (chap. 44);
the eventual victim is indicated by a cataphoric locative. Line 4b is framed by the
distracted adjective-noun phrase qjistham . . . vajram 'most powerful weapon' and
contains no less than four separate linkages: the figura etymologica ojistham ugra,
the alliteration vadhistam vajram, and the phonetic figures ojistham . . . vadhiftam
and ugra . . . vajram.
In the second passage (RV 8.101.15) the Cow is speaking to those who
understand (cikituse jdndya), and uses a deft phonetic figure:
mZf g&n dnagam aditim vadhista
Do not kill the innocent cow, the Aditi.
The third is a version of the basic formula with marginal instrumental. RV
1.187.6:
tavahim avasavadhit
With your help he slew the serpent.
The octosyllable begins and ends with the same sound (t- . .. -t), and six of its eight
syllables are the balanced sequence
ava . .. ava. a v a . . . ,
a phonetic icon echoing 'help ... help ... help ...' These figures, like the threefold
alliteration vddhld vrtrdm vdjrena of 4.17.3c above, function as powerful indexes,
forcing the listener's attention to the message, to the deployment of the mythographic
formulas themselves.

33
'Like a reed': The Indo-European
background of a Luvian ritual
Among the more or less fragmentarily preserved but extensive Luvian rituals (SISKUR)
is one entitled dupaduparsa or dupiduparsa. 1 The lengthy ritual against evil-doing
and for purification took up at least nine tablets, following the colophon of KUB 35.40
+ KBo 29.8 iv 6-8: DUB IX KAM SA SISKUR dupidupar[sa AWAT / fSillaluhi
SAL
SU.GI / UfKuwattalla SALSUHUR.LAL 'Ninth tablet of the dupiduparsa ritual:
the words of fSillaluhis the "Old Woman" and fKuwattalas the "Hierodule".' The
texts and the textual tradition are fully described and presented by Starke 1985:79ff.
and 104ff. Starke notes that this ritual must go back to the 15th century B.C., as its
composer fKuwattalla the hierodule received a landgrant (KBo 5.7) from the Middle
Kingdom royal couple Arnuwanda and Asmunikal, and another ritual by the same
woman is found in tablets paleographically datable to the 15th century. As a traditional
composition of hieratic and strictly formulaic context the wording of this ritual
certainly goes back to an even earlier period.
The title SISKUR dupaduparsa / dupiduparsa must mean 'Ritual of the
Beating', with 'case' in -sa (not, I think, with Starke 104 nominative plural neuter) to
an abstract in -(w)ar from an intensive reduplication of dup- 'beat'. The action and the
verb form a sort of leitmotiv of the ritual; Starke 104 n. 2 notes the 'beaten hand'
dupaimin issarin and 'beaten tongue' dupaimin EME-in in one fragment, and 'they
beat' dupainti in broken context in another. Another verb of similar semantics is
puwa- 'pound' (cf. Guterbock 1956:123), occurring in broken context after the phrase
kuis-tar malhassassan EN-ya adduwal anniti, a=du=tta ... 'whosoever does evil to
the celebrant, to him .. .' We shall see the same phrase and the same theme in the
passage to be studied below; it is one of those which Starke (p. 106 and foldout) rightly
focuses on as recurrent 'characteristische Begriffe und Wendungen' of the 18
fragmentary tablets which are the basis of our text of the Ritual of the Beating.

1. A version of this chapter first appeared in Die Sprache 32, 1986 [1988], 324-333, dedicated to
Manfred Mayrhofer.
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Like most Luvian and Anatolian rituals the basic principle is sympathetic or
homeopathic magic. We see the action unfold, and the action is explained in the
bilingual ritual by the 'Old Woman', the SALSU.GI, through the interaction of word
(in Luvian) and deed (described in Hittite).
Let us look at a single "episode" in tablet three of this lengthy and rambling
SISKUR dupaduparsa. I give the text as in Starke 1985: 115, but in broad transcription. The first, second, and fourth paragraph are Hittite; the third is Luvian. KUB 9.6
+ [his 1.2] iii 19" ff.:
SA GI=ma II GlSPISANHI.A ANA EN S[ISKUR par]a epzi
nu II GlSPISANHI.A SA GI appizz[iya]z
SAL
SU.GI harzi EN SISKUR=ma=ssiy=as mena[hh]anda
ISTU QATI-SU epzi n=us anda
uesuriyanzi n=us arha duwarnanzi
SAL
SU.GI=ma kissan memai
kuis=tar malhassassanzan EN-ya
adduwala anniti a=an DINGIRMES-inzi
ahha natatta tatarhandu
uitpanim=pa=an uidaindu
a=duw=an annan patanza duwandu
nu SALSU.GI GIHI.A ANA EN SISKUR
SAPAL GIR MES -SU dai...

[The Old Woman] proffers two reed baskets from the back; opposite
her the celebrant takes them in his hands, and they crush them by
twisting (anda uesuriyanzi), and they break them apart (arha
duwarnanzi). The Old Woman speaks as follows:
"whosoever does evil to the celebrant, may the gods crush him
(tatarhandu) like reeds, and may they smash him (widaindu) a
witpani-?, and may they put him under his feet."
The Old Woman places the reeds under the celebrant's feet.. .2
The Hittite and Luvian passages and their interpretation have been discussed by
Melchert (1984a: 157-8). As the latter rightly notes, Luvian tatarh- is a reduplicated
form of the root seen in Hittite tarh- 'overcome, overpower, compel', and in Luvian
the name of the Storm God Tarhunzas, IE *terh2-.3 But the Luvian verb need not be
2. The Hittite passage was translated by Carruba (1966:50), whom I basically follow.
3. The reduplication of Luvian tatarh - is comparable in function to that of the Greek aorist
. It shows intensive character, like Vedic apaptat 'has flown', avocat = Greek
,
, anesan =
GAV. nasat, anasat, 'perished', atatanat 'thundered'. See Thieme 1929:34, Hoffmann 1975:569.
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exactly equated semantically with Hittite anda wesuriya-; the latter may mean 'press,
oppress', but also carries the notion 'choke, strangle, throttle' (= Akkadian hanaku
KBo 1.42 ii 40), which is I believe the image of the two participants' action: the natural
way for two people to break reed baskets is by twisting them in opposite directions.
The Hittite descriptions are precise and particular: the two baskets having been
twisted, 'throttled in' (anda wesuriya-), are then 'broken apart' (arha duwarna-). But
the Luvian curse is much more general: the evil-doer is to be crushed like reeds (not
'like baskets'), and we do not expect a specific verb (and preverb) like 'break apart'
(arha duwarna-). Melchert loc. cit. for etymological reasons (Sanskrit vi-dha- lit. 'put
apart') would assign to the Luvian verb widai- a meaning 'divide'. But such is surely
rather flat for a ritual imprecation with the gods as subject. Since the reed baskets in
the ritual and the reeds of the Luvian simile are not 'divided' but utterly destroyed and
trampled underfoot, we expect a more violent verb like 'smash'. I find it etymologically more reasonable to see in Luvian widai- the same Indo-European root *uedhwhich Melchert himself identified in Hittite uizzai and Glossenkeil wi-u-i-da-i,
wi-u-i-ta-i 'strikes, urges' (1979:265ff., cf. 1984:151). The lengthened grade *e
appearing in Luvian widai- and wiwidai recalls in formation the Gathic Avestan verb
in Y. 29.2y dr guuo.d bis aes m m vadaiioit 'who would destroy the fury caused by
the deceitful'.4 Luvian witpani- in our passage is obscure in form and meaning,
but Melchert is perhaps right in taking it as making a real or imagined etymological
figure with widai-: 'smash him with a smashing' or the like, cf. RV 5.54.15 yasya
tarema tarasa 'by whose crossing power may we cross' from the root *terh2- of Luvian
tatarh-.5
In this brief episode of the Ritual of the Beating the symbolism is plain enough,
as is the interaction of word and deed. The ritual proceeds from the particular to the
general and analogizes from specific ritual acts, described in Hittite, to the generalized
homeopathic ritual imprecation in Luvian.
Ritual utterances are by their nature traditional, frozen, and enduring. Ritual and
myth are furthermore inextricably linked, in ancient Anatolia as elsewhere, where the
narration of a myth is itself usually a ritual act, a single action as apart of a larger whole.
The pattern is familiar to us from other traditions within and outside the Indo-European
world. But where we can observe a set of verbal similarities with other Indo-European
traditions in the domain of ritual and myth, then we may legitimately inquire whether
we have to deal with manifestations of inherited common cultural tradition.
The basic formula which we have seen in the preceding chapters, as in Vedic
vadhid vrtram vajrena 'he smote Vrtra with his cudgel' RV 4.17.3, transposes into the
realm of myth the effective overcoming of adversaries and obstacles which is precisely
the business of the "real" world of ritual.
Recall now the key words and themes of our Luvian ritual. The actions are
performed as it were in pantomime; it is in the symbolic transfer to the words of the
4. See Kellens 1984:15, 134 for alternative views.
5. For another suggestion see Garrett and Kurke 1994. Note that in tarema tarasa we have a figura
ctymologica at two structure points of a variant of the basic formula: the verb and the marginal noun of
means in the instrumental. Compare AV 10.4.9 ghane'na hanmi 'I smite with the "smiter"', the object being
a real snake. For other examples of the last see chapters 56 and 59.
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spell that we find the true meaning of the acts, and it is the words we look for. The gods
are adjured—in the 3rd person—to crush (tatarh-) the evil-doer like reeds (ahha
natatta), to smash (widai-) him, and to lay (duwa-) him beneath their feet (pad-).
Etymologically these Luvian lexemes are clear, and all inherited. To express their
Indo-European exponents: the gods (HEROES) are to CRUSH (*terh2-) the evil-doing
ADVERSARY, with the simile like REEDS (*nedo-), to SMASH (*uedh-) him, and
to lay (*dheh2-) him under their feet (*ped-).
As a semantic structure in its verbal expression, the Luvian imprecation is only
an elaborated imperative variant of the basic formula.
At this point a specific comparison is in order. The first five verses of RV 1.32
successively repeat, then elaborate the basic formula, then add a simile and a static
image of the vanquished adversary:
1c

ahann ahim
he slew the serpent

2a

ahann ahim
he slew the serpent

3d

ahann enam prathamajam ahinam
he slew him, the firstborn of serpents

4a

yad ... ahan prathamajam ahinam
when you slew the firstborn of serpents

5a

ahan vrtram ... vajrena.. . vadhena
he slew Vrtra with his cudgel, the weapon

cd

skandhamsiva kulisena vivrkna / ahih sayate
like branches lopped by an axe the serpent lies.

The roots of the forms in boldface are successively *guhen- 1-5, *uedh- 5a, *kei- 5d.
The stage is set.
The Luvian spell has ahha natatta tatarhandu 'crush him like reeds' . . .
widaindu 'smash him': 'like *nedo- terh2- . . . uedh-'. Compare then the next three
verses of RV 1.32, of the beaten ahi Vrtra:
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natarid asya samrtim vadhanam
he did not withstand the onslaught of his weapons.

We have the same sequence of roots *terh2- and *uedh-, which continues with a verbal
echo of the latter in
7cd ... vadhrih . . . / . . . vrtro asayat. ..
... the eunuch . . . / . . . Vrtra lay ...
The similarity of vadhi and vadhri—whether a real (*uedh-) or a folk-etymology (cf.
Mayrhofer, KEWA III 135-8) is immaterial—would hardly be lost on the Indian poetic
mind. The root *kei- 'lie' recurs twice more, again of the dead ahi- in another simile,
this time exactly corresponding to the Luvian ahha natatta 'like *nedo-:
8a

nadam na bhinnam amuya sayanam
lying that way like a broken reed

with the simile 'like *nedo- bheid-... kei-'. The Luvian continues a=duw=an annan
patanza duwandu 'may they put him under their feet', *ped-. .. dheh1-. The Vedic
strophe continues:
8d

tasam ahih patsutahsir babhuva
at the feet (of the waters) lay the serpent,

with the roots *ped- and *kei, which functions as the passive of *dheh1-. The phrase
annan patanza duwa- 'place under the feet' is traditional in Luvian and clearly attested
in the 1st-millennium B.C. Hieroglyphic Luvian royal inscriptions of local kings.6
The lexical expression of the thematic structures in the two languages may be
juxtaposed, together with their respective reconstruction:
ahha natatta

tatarhwidai-

pata- . . .

duwa-

like *nedo-

terh
*uedh-

*ped- . . .

dheh1-

natarid.. . vadhavadhrinadam na bhinnam ... saypatsutahsi*terh 2 -... uedh*uedh- (?)
like *nedo- bheid-... kei*ped- kei-

6. Like KARATEPE, SULTANHAN, cf. Morpurgo Davies 1987.
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Lying or being placed at or under the feet of the victor is of course a universal image
of the vanquished. But the collocation of the remaining roots is in no way universal.7
Anatolian ritual and Indie myth, separated in time, space and genre, here preserve two
enduring semantic and thematic structures which are ultimately the same.
The Anatolian text is a hortatory magical ritual, while the Rigvedic hymn is a
paean of mythological victory, whose use in the ritual we are largely ignorant of. But
the Atharvaveda with its more homely world of black and white magic presents
contexts which are much more similar in genre to the Anatolian ritual. And here we
find thematic, semantic, and lexical contexts which are directly comparable to the
structures of our Anatolian ritual and Vedic mythical "episodes". The key theme is the
simile of the reed, of which we have three examples in the Atharvaveda. AV(S) 4.19
= AV(P) 5.25 apostrophizes a plant (osadhi) used for counter-magic against enemies
and sorcerers. I am grateful to Michael Witzel for making available to me the Orissa
mss. variants of the unpublished Paippalada text. Compare the following:
lcd uto krtyakrtah prajam nadam iva cchindhi varsikam
and cut off the offspring of the witchcraft-maker like a reed of the
rainy season
3cd uta tratasi pakasyatho (Ppp. pakasya tratasy uta) hantasi raksasah
you are protector of the simple, likewise you are slayer of the demonic
5

vibhindati satasakha vibhindan nama te pita
pratyag vi bhindhi tvam tam yo asmam abhidasati
splitting apart, hundred-branched-"Splitting-Apart" by name is thy
father; in return do thou split apart him who assails us.

The word order tam tvam of 5c in the Orissa text (S reverses the two, K has vibhitam
tvam) confirms Whitney's note ad loc. Verse 1d nadam iva cchindhi varsikam is one
syllable too long, and Whitney notes that The Anukr. seems to sanction abbreviation
to 'va.' In view of RV 1.32.8a nadam na bhinnam it is tempting to assume an early
error, common to all our mss., for nadam na (na a) cchindhi. In any case the thematic
and verbal similarity of the AV and RV is clear, and the rhyming chindhi and bhindhi
of the AV passage (1 and 5) together with the participles vibhindati, vibhindan
explicate the root *bheid- in the RV nadam na bhinnam. Finally the Vedic coordinated
imperative and relative clause 'split apart him who assails us' exactly parallels the
Luvian 'whosoever does evil to the celebrant, may the gods crush him...' The rhyme
chindhi: bhindhi is an index of semantic equivalence, and we may regard as underlying
'transformational' syntactic equivalents the imperative split/crush (him) like a reed of
7. On the dialectology of *nedo- (first securely reconstructed by Bailey 1952:61-2) and its history in India see most succinctly Mayrhofer 1956-80:2.127-9, 3.742-3.
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the Luvian and Atharvavedic passages and the participial-adjectival like a split reed
of the Rigvedic passage.
That the collocation of *nedo- 'reed' and *bheid- 'split' is a real cultural
semantic nexus, where 'split' is just a variant of the verb of the basic formula
(prototypically *gehen-) is shown by anotherpassage in the Atharvaveda. AV(S) 6.138
is an incantation to make a certain man impotent and a eunuch. The concluding verses
4 and 5 are closely linked by phonetic figures (ye te nadyau/yatha nadam, repeated
amusyas... muskayoh) and the phonetic and grammatical figures of the basic formula
itself (bhinadmi sdmyaya/bhindanty asmana) and like positioning of the same or
similar words. The translation is Whitney's; that of pada d in both is very uncertain,
and the text is unsound.
4

ye te nadyau devakrte yayos tisthati vrsnyam
te te bhinadmi satnyaya (a)musya adhi muskayoh
The two god-made tubes that are thine, in which stands thy virility,
those I split for thee with a wedge, on yon woman's loins,

5

yatha nadarn kasipune striyo bhindanty asmana
eva bhinadmi te sepo (Paipp. muskau) (a)musya adhi muskayoh
As women split reeds with a stone for a cushion, so do I split
thy member (Paipp. testicles), on yon woman's loins.

Verses 4 and 5 are respectively AVP 1.68.5 and 1, with variants 1d amusyadhi
musk° 'on yon man's testicles', 5d tasmai tvam avase huve (= AVS 5.25.2d) 'for that
I call thee for aid', which need not concern us here further.
Beyond the vivid and arresting images of the Atharvan black magic we may
discern clearly the same semantic and thematic structures which we found in the
episodes of the Luvian ritual and Rigvedic myth, the basicformula. The central simile
of each is that of the beaten ADVERSARY likened to a broken reed (*nedo-): the verb
of violent action BEAT, BREAK, SPLIT is variously a reflex of *terh,-, *uedh-,
*bheid-, ultimately equivalents of *g"hen-. In AV(S) 6.138.4-5 the object of the verb
of the basic formula is by synecdoche the ADVERSARY's body-part, and the optional
instrumental WEAPON or tool is present. Schematically, the two verses may be
reduced to a 'syllogism' of sorts:
as

SPLIT (*bheid-) *nedo-BODY-PART
SPLIT (*bheid-) *nedoSPLIT (*bheid-) BODY-PART

(with WEDGE)
(with STONE)

Both the WEDGE and the STONE are entirely appropriate to the instrumental
WEAPON slot in the basic formula in Indo-Iranian. Indra' s vajra is also called asman'stone' (RV 4.22.1, cf. Hoffmann 1975:395), and we have the basic formula in a charm
against poisonous insects inRV 1.191.15 takam bhinadmy asmana T squash the little
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one with a stone'. In Avestan Skjasrv0 (p.c.) notes inter alia the stones (asano) given
by Ahura Mazda to Zarathustra with which to smite (janani) the evil one in V. 19.45, the "Temptation of Zarathustra". Forthesdmya 'wedge' we have even a collocation
with the root *g'hen- in a passage in the Satapatha-Brahmana: 1.2.1.17 tdsmac
chdmyaya samdhanti 'That is why he beats (the millstones) with a wedge'.

34
Second variant: The root *terh2It remains to examine another alternative verbal lexical expression of our mythological theme which is likewise inherited. It involves the root *terh,-, with derivatives
meaning 'to cross over, pass through, overcome, vanquish'; the English cognate is
through.
The Hittite dragon-slayer is the Storm God DU/DIM in Sumerographic writing;
the Hittite reading of the name is *Tarhunnasor *Tarhuntasthe "Conqueror", derived
from the verb tarh- 'to overcome, vanquish'.' Compare then the first episode in the
narration of the Illuyankas myth KBo. 3.7 i l l :
nu=za MUSilluyankas DIM-an tarhta
The serpent defeated the Storm God.
Note the iconic etymological figure in the Hittite, phonetically Tarhunnan tarhta or
Tarhuntan tarhta.
We have in fact a whole nexus of inherited themes in the Hittite narration of the
myth, for the verb tarhta 'vanquished' makes a nearly exact equation with Vedic atarit
'withstood, overcame', a "sigmatized" root aorist (cf. atarima RV 8.13.21).2
1. As usually inferred from the phonetic writingDI M-unnas in our oldest Hittite source, the Anittas
text (ed. Neu 1974) for the first, DU-tas for the second, together with the well-attested phonetic spelling of
the Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luvian equivalent, DTarhunzas. The formal etymology of his name is
discussed by Eichner (1973:28).
Mark Hale pointed out to me a number of years ago the suspicious similarity of the name of the
Hittite Storm God *Tarhunnas to that of his closest equivalent in the Germanic pantheon, Old Norse orr.
For the former we may reconstruct *trh,Vno-, for the latter *tnh2vro-, and the two look like metathesis
variants of each other. Both ostensible roots *terh,- 'overcome' and *tenh,- 'thunder', are firmly established in the proto-language. But on the other hand folk etymology or tabu deformation by metathesis are
well-documented precisely in divine names; we can observe the process from *per[K]-aunos (Slavic god
Perum.) and *ker[p]-aunos (Greek
'thunderbolt') to English doggone and goddam. The result is
an etymological quandary: is the similarity just accident, or is one divine name metathcsized from the other
by folk etymology or other deformation—and if so, which?
2. IE *(e)terh,-t, with analogical lengthening of the root vowel in Vedic. On the regular laryngeal reflex r in closed final syllables see Jamison 1988.
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The nominal composition forms in Vedic -tur- and Greek reflect a zerograde *-trh,-. The verb is amply attested in the older Indo-European dialects. We have
root athematic Hittite tarh-, tarahzi- 'overcomes; is able' beside thematic tarratta 'is
able' < *terh2-o(r). Cuneiform Luvian shows reduplicated tatarhandu. Note also
Indo-Iranian reduplicated titar- 'cross, overcome' in Rigvedic titrat- 'crossing',
Avestan titarat. Other formations of possible Indo-Iranian date are Rigvedic turvasi
and Gathic Avestan *tauruudma (Y. 28.6 for mss. tauruuaiiama, for metrical
reasons), as well as Rigvedic turdyati 'rushes' and Old Persian vi-taraya- 'cross'. We
have *trh2-io- in the imperative in RV 8.99.5 vis'vatur asi / tvdm turya tarusyatdh 'you
are all-overcoming; do you overcome those who would overcome (you)!' Hittite
tariya- 'tire' might belong here as well. Vedic shows further tdrati (active frequent
but rare in the middle) and, with preverb, -tirati. The u of Vedic turva- and Gathic
Avestan tauruua- recurs in Rigvedic tarute, tarusa-, and further in Hittite taruhzi and
the nominal forms tarhu-ili-, and the divine names cited below.
Thematized participial forms recur in the Vedic personal name Vdidadas'vis
Tarantdh, and especially in the Anatolian name of the Storm God, Hittite DU-tas
(*tarhuntas) and Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luvian DTarhunzas (= Rigvedic
present participle turvant-, Eichner 1973:28).3 Compare also Atharvavedicjivanta'living'. The thematic formation is reminiscent of Vedic vata-, vdata-, Lat. uentus
'wind'.
The Vedic form atdrit and the root tari in general figure prominently in the Indie
narration of the myth. Compare from the hymn first cited, RV 1.32.6,
natand asya samrtim vadhatiSm
He (Vrtra) did not withstand the onslaught of his (Indra's) weapons.
Note also the epithet (perfect participle) of Indra titirvas- 'overcoming' in 6.41.4, or
the morphologically parallel epithets of Indra vrtrahdn- and vrtratur-, cf. 4.42.7c
vrtrani. . .jaghanvan ... indra 'Vrtraslayer', 8d indramna vrtraturam 'overcoming
Vrtra'. In Maitrayani Samhita 4.14.13 (mantra) we have the full Vedic verb phrase
in an etymological figure:
indro vrtram atarad vrtratturye
Indra overcame Vrtra at the Vrtra-overcoming.
It is likely that the verb phrase here has been generated from the nominal compound
vrtraturye, which is attested earlier in the Rigveda and is formulaic there in verse-final
position.4 But that a verb phrase with tor1 is inherited is shown by other Vedic
evidence, combined with that of Hittite and Iranian. In three verses of a single hymn
(RV 8.99) we get no less than six occurrences of the root:
3. The Etruscan royal name Tarquinius is probably a theophoric from the same Anatolian stock.
Cf. Octtinger 1979:220-222.
4. In the family books it is more frequently 5 syllables than the contracted 4 as here.
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tvam indra praturtisv
abhf visva asi sprfdhah
asastihit janita visvatur asi
tvam turya tarusyatah
6ad amu te susmam turayantam
vrtram yad indra turvasi
7d aturtam tugryavfdham
At the lists, o Indra, you are superior to all contestants;
overcoming all, you smash the un-song (for the loser) and
engender (it for the winner).
Overcome those who would overcome!
Your rushing power . . .
when you overcome Vrtra, o Indra
... the insurpassable fosterer of the son of Tugra;
RV 7.48.2:
indrena yuja tarusema vrtram
with Indra as comrade may we overcome resistance;

KBo. 3.7 iii 24-5:
n=an=za namma MUSilluyanka[n] tarahhuwan dais
[the Storm God] began to overcome him (the serpent);
Yt. 13.38:
tauruuaiiata

danunam turanam

you overcame the resistance of the Turanian Danu's.
Note also the Avestan nominal compound vara&ra.tauruuan- 'overcoming resistance' , of Haoma.
All these examples permit us to reconstruct an additional mythological theme
with its verbal lexical expression in the formula
HERO

*terh2-

ADVERSARY.

Like the basic formula with *gl'hen- that with *terh2- is bidirectional: the HERO may
be object and the ADVERSARY may be the subject, as in the first Hittite example,
with which we began, or the HERO may be the subject and the ADVERSARY the
object, as in the second Hittite example we have just seen. Both subjects may be overt,
but we find here as the characteristic asymmetry in the formula noted earlier,
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HERO

*terh,-

ADVERSARY.

A striking semantic feature of the verbal root *terh2- is precisely to mark a
conditional, transitory, or non-permanent victory of one adversary over the other. It
is just this pathetic or ominous semantic overtone which we hear in a widely attested
Indo-European tradition in which the ultimate adversary is death. Synoptically the
formula may be noted
HERO

OVERCOME (*terh2-) DEATH.

While reserving the detail for the succeeding chapters 35 and 40 we may note only the
Greek compound
from *nek-trh2- to the root of Latin nex: the nectar which
"overcomes death" and gives immortality.

35
Latin tarentum, the ludi Saeculares,
and Indo-European eschatology
Varro,L.L. 6.23-4, preserves for Latinity the precious phrase tarentum AccasLarentinas;
it was rescued for us by Emil Vetter (1958:274-276), resuming earlier publications.1
The meaning of tarentum is 'grave, tomb'. Acca Larentina (with the archaic genitive
in -as), also called Acca Larentia, was a former prostitute and benefactress of the
Roman state in the time of the king Ancus Marcius by one account, the nurse and
foster-mother of Romulus and Remus by another. The passage is given in the Teubner
edition of Varro by Goetz and Schoell (1910) as follows:
Larentinae ... ab Acca Larentia... qui atra dicitur diem tarentum
accas tarentinas. (24) hoc sacrificium fit in Velabro . .. ut aiunt
quidam ad sepulcrum Accae...
Various attempts have been made to heal this 'locus corruptissimus' (Scaliger).
Mornmsen, followed by R.G. Kent in his Loeb edition, emended tarentum out of
existence, and read
qui ab ea dicitur dies Parent<ali>um Accas Larentinas.
It remained for Vetter to propose a viable solution to the crux, and in doing so to rescue
the word tarentum. His restoration of the passage reads as follows, together with his
translation in Vetter 1957:80:
Larentinae ... ab Acca Larentia... qui atra dicitur die<s ad locum
dictu>m tarentum Accas Larentinas. (24) Hoc sacrificium fit in
Velabro ... ut aiunt quidam ad sepulcrum Accae ...

1. This chapter summarizes the conclusions of a paper of the same title in Lehmann and Jakusz
Hewitt 1991. For the philological details of the argumentation, see that study.
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Die (feriae) Larentinae sind nach Acca Larentia benannt—der Tag
heisstdies atra—<an einem Platze, der als> 'tarentum Accas
Larentinas' <bezeichnet wird>. Dies Opfer wird auf dem
Velabrum dargebracht. . . am Grabe der Acca, wie manche sagen . . .
Vetter was eminently justified in referring to tarentum as das kostbare alte Wort, 'the
precious old word', even if no one seems to have taken note of the form since, not even
to register its existence. From the context the meaning is clearly 'tomb.' It is 'einaltes
Appellativ fur "Grab",' more specifically 'eine unterirdische Kultstatte fur das
Totenopfer am Grabe,' and finally 'mil dem Namen der Stadt Tarentum nur zufallig
zusammengefallen.'
Though not mentioned by Vetter—perhaps because it seemed evident to him—
the meaning follows directly from the text, for Varro glosses the form tarentum Accas
in the very next paragraph by sepulcrumAccae, modernizing both the lexical form and
the old genitive singular feminine.
Better known in Latin, as Vetter notes, is Tarentum, name of a spot in the
Campus Martius where the secular games, the ludi Saeculares, were performed once
a century. It is still the only tarentum to be recognized by the Oxford Latin Dictionary
(the relevant fascicle appeared in 1982). Compare the following citations from Festus:

478 L

479 L
440 L

<Terentum>
in campo Martio loc[
dicendum fuisse, quod te[
<ludos>
Secularis Ditis patris [
(Paul.) Terentum locus in campo Martio dictus, quod eo loco
ara Ditis patris terra occultaretur
<Saeculares ludi>
Tarquini Superbi regis i[
Marti consecrauit [
cos., quod populus Romanus in 1[
aram quoque Diti ac <Proserpinae
in>
extremo Mart<io campo quod Tarentum ap->
pellatur
ho->
stis furuis est[
<tribus diebus totidem->
que noctibus, ac de[
<cen->
tum post annos u[
<sae->
culares appella[
saeculi habetur.

Though the two tarentum's in Rome were in different locations (that of Acca in the
Velabrum), there can be no doubt that the lexical items in each are identical.
Some uncertainty persists in the shape of the name of the place in the Campus
Martius. The variation Tarentum I Terentum was phonetically real by 204 A.D., since
both are now attested in the inscription of the ludi Saeculares of Septimius Severus
(CIL VI 32328, 15), Pighi 1965:149:
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Pompeijus Ru[so]nian[us] magister Tarentum / lustravit s[
lus]trandi piandique saecularis sacri / ludorumque causa
Ibid. 162:
cum pr.pr. et ceteris XVuir. praetextati coronatique de Paflatio
in T]erentum uenerunt.
But the preponderance of Tarentum, the invariant tarentum (Accas) of Varro, and the
same author's ludi Tarentini ( = ludi Saeculares), together with the tradition of
homophony with the city of South Italy Tarentum / Tarant-, show that the variant
tarentum is the older. See Latte 1960:246 n. 6.
In a passage cited by Censorinus, Varro gram. 70 (Funaioli), too, lets us know
that the ludi Saeculares were also called ludi Tarentini:
et ideo libros Sibyllinos XV uiri adissent, renuntiarunt uti Dili patri et
Proserpinae ludi Tarentini in campo martio fierent tribus noctibus, et
hostiae furuae immolarentur utique ludi centesimo quoque anno fierent.
The close verbal similarity, indeed identity, between his description of the Tarentine
games and that in Festus (440 L) of the secular games leaves no room for doubt.
A Roman etiological tale on the origin of the ludi Saeculares is given by Valerius
Maximus (De institutis antiquis 2.4.5 [1st century A.D.]) and Zosimus (2.1-3 [5th
century A.D.]). The children of a certain Valesius—note the pre-rhotacism form—a
rich farmer (uir locuples rusticae uitae) lie mortally sick; a voice tells the father to take
them down the Tiber to Tarentum and there warm water on the altar of the gods of the
underworld and give it to the children. Though disturbed by the prospect of a long and
dangerous sea voyage (to Tarentum in South Italy) he nonetheless sets sail down the
Tiber, only to disembark by night at a mysterious spot in the Campus Maximus which
exhaled smoke and was called Tarentum. Needless to say he performs the required
rites there, on an altar conveniently labelled 'to Dis and Proserpina', the children are
restored to health, and the ritual duly instituted.
It has often been suggested that the ludi Saeculares are a cultural import from
Magna Graecia, specifically Tarentum, at the time of the secular games of 239 B.C.
This rests entirely on the Greek origin of the cult of the underworld divinities Dis
(
and Proserpina. But while Dis translates
, the latter is an earlier
borrowing via Etruscan:
> ersipnai, -nei > Etr.-Lat. Proserpina, attested
on a mirror from Cosa (de Simone in Campanile 1988:37). Despite the widely shared
view of historians of Roman religion,2 there is nothing whatever to link the South
Italian city to a toponym in Rome associated with a much older cult. Tarentum Accas
Larentinas is associated with the mythologico-historical traditions surrounding the
very beginnings of the city itself.
What then of the ludi Saeculares = ludi Tarentini, the 'secular rite' (saeculare
2. Nilsson, P.W. RE s.v. Saeculares ludi: Wissowa 1971:309; Weinstock, RE s.v. Tarentum2; Latte
1960:246-248; Dumezil 1966:431-2.
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sacrum) of Septimius Severus? These were in the historical period 'games and
sacrifices performed by the Roman state to commemorate the end of one saeculum and
the beginning of a new one.'3 But they are celebrated precisely at the Tarentum, the
place of the cult-offering for the dead. As Merkelbach puts it (1961:90), 'Wer das
Opfer am Tarentum darbrachte, zelebrierte eine Katabasis. Ein solcher Altar heisst
mundus, und auch das Tarentum ist als solcher anzusehen; .. ."eine fur gewohnlich
geschlossene und nur am Tag des Festes geoffnete Grube, wie sie nach romischer
Vorstellung eine geeignete Opferstatte fur die di inferi abgab [Wissowa]".' The
liminal nature of the Tarentum of legend is equally clear: an underground spot, marked
by exhalations of smoke and accessed by crossing water.
The secular games were associated in origin with the gens Valeria, as L. R.
Taylor (1970) notes (Valerius Maximus cited above, and independently also Festus
440 L), and she sees Valerius Corvus' consulship of 349 B.C. as a possible date for
their first celebration. But we should recall that the societal prominence of the gens
Valeria is now epigraphically attested by the lapis Satricanus as already well established in 500 B.C. (-]ei steteraipopliosio ualesiosio suodales mamartei). Festus 440
L furthermore links the secular games with the Etruscan king Tarquin and the cult of
Mars (<saeculares ludi> Tarquini superbi regis i[
] Marti consecrauit [); compare
Satricum mamartei - Marti. Public games (ludi) in Rome were themselves recognized
to be of Etruscan mediation already in antiquity.4 Again all the indications favor a
much more ancient origin than third century Magna Graecia for the cult at the
Tarentum, the secular rite, and the games.
'Die Sakularspiele sollen Segen and Gluck fur die Zukunft bringen' (Merkelbach
1961:90). Following in part J. Gage and L. R. Taylor we may see in the secular rite
an old gentilicial cult associated with the Valerii, perhaps already in the 6th century,
a ritual 'commemorating the end of one saeculum and the beginning of a new one,' a
periodic reaffirmation and renewal of life by the cult of the dead. The rite is associated
with the beginnings of Rome (tarentumAccas), and was conceivably taken over by the
state as early as the time of the Etruscan kings. The cult of the dead would have
involved ancient and inherited underworld deities (di inferi - Gaulish anderon =
English under etc., IE *ndhero-) long predating the introduction of Dis and Proserpina.
The saeculum, defined as the longest span of human life, was fixed in the
Republic as an era of a hundred years' (Taylor 1970). Compare the definition of
saeculum in Censorinus 17.2,
spatium uitae humanae longissimum partu et morte definitum,
and in Varro L.L. 6.11:
s<a>eclum spatium annorum centum uocarunt, dictum a sene, quod
longissimum spatium senescendorum hominum id putarunt.
3. Taylor 1970, based on the sensible discussion in Taylor 1934. Other useful recent discussions
include Gage 1932 and Merkelbach 1956. Wagenvoort 1956 is linguistically unsound ('Sabine' Terentum
from a *teruentum 'earthy, terrosum', 'a striking definition of an underground altar'!), and Brind'Amour
1978 simply fantastic (Egyptian origin!).
4. Livy 1.35.8; Bloch 1981:136; Thuillicr 1985; de Simone in Campanile 1988:37-8.
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This ideal human lifespan of 100 years is certainly older than the Roman Republic. We
find it commonly in Vedic as in RV 3.36.10, asme satdm sarddojivdse dhah 'grant us
to live 100 autumns', RV 2.27.10 satdm no rasva sarado vicdkse 'grant us to see 100
autumns', etc. Like another multiple of 10, the gestation period of Vergil's decem
menses (Ed. 4.61), Hittite ITU 10 KAM (KUB 33.119+ iv 15,16), and Vedic dasa
mdsan (RV 5.78.9), all 'ten months', it is Indo-European patrimony.
Etymologically, saeculum agrees exactly with Welsh hoedl 'lifespan', and that
may be taken as the meaning of their common IE ancestor *sahj-tlo-m (< *seh2i-tlom). Though this *-tlo- derivative is confined to Italic and Celtic, the complete absence
of the verbal root in either proves the formation must be considerably older. The root
is the verb 'to bind', Hittite ishai, ishihhi, ishiyanzi and its derivative ishiul 'contract'.
Compare the Indo-Iranian perfect Vedic sisdya = Gathic Avestan hisaiia, and the
figura etymologica in RV 8.67.8 manah setuh sisedayam 'may this fetter not bind us'.
Vedic setuh is also the word for 'bridge'. In the ancient metaphor which underlies IE
*sah,i-tlo-m (*-tlo- nomen instrumenti) the 'lifespans', the generations are 'links' in
the chain of human life.5
We have seen the Indo-European ideological background of Lat. saeculum and
the ludi Saeculares. Let us return to the term with which we began. Varro glosses
tarentum Accas with a modernized sepulcrum Accae. Sepulcrum has a perfectly good
Indo-European etymology: *sepel(f)-tlo- to Latin sepelio 'bury; lay out', Vedic saparyati 'honor, worship', both from 'handle carefully, reverently', and Greek (
)
in the service of the dead (Il. 24.804, the final line of the epic). For the semantics of
IE *sep- and its other reflexes, notably in Anatolian, see now Vine 1988. We should
therefore expect the older tarentum likewise to have an Indo-European etymology.
And so it does. Purely formally, by regular Latin phonological rules (cf. parens),
tarentum continues IE *trh,-ent-o-, an individualizing thematic vowel derivative of
the regular participle *trh2-e'nt- of the athematic present *terh2- 'pass over, cross,
overcome'.
The Tarentum is thus originally the "crossing place". In formation and literal
meaning tarentum < *trh,-(e)nt-d- closely parallels Vedic tirtham 'crossing place,
ford; watering place', Wackernagel-Debrunner AiGr II 2.718. But what does the
grave as crossing place mean? To answer we must look to what is the associative
semantics of the root *terh2- in Indo-European. The verb involves a notion of
overcoming adversity, hostilities, the enemy, conceived of as a difficult passage to be
gotten through. One may compare the remarkably similar semantics of Vedic panthah
and its Indo-European forebear as described by Benveniste 1966:297-8: 'il implique
peine, incertitude et danger... C'est bien plutot un "franchissement" tente a travers
une region inconnue et souvent hostile . . . un moyen de parcourir une etendue
perilleuse ou accidentee.' We have common Indo-Iranian figures in Ved. taraddvesas- = Av. taro.tbaesah- 'overcoming hostility'; RV 3.27.3 ati dvesamsi tarema,
Y. 28.6duuaesa tauruuama 'overcome hostilities'; RV 6.2.4. dvisodmho ndtarati 'he
goes through the enemy as through straits'. In both Neo- and Old Hittite note LUKUR
5. For other metaphors in this semantic realm, cf. Old Irish glun 'knee; knee-joint, generation', or
Vedic parus 'joint; generation' (Hoffmann 1975:327). Yet another appears in //. 6.146
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ISTUNI.TE-FA tarhhun (Hatt, ii 39) 'I overcame the enemy on my own', LU.MES KU R_
us=mus [tarhhu]n 'I overcame my enemies' (HAB ii 28).
Noteworthy are examples where what is crossed, passed over, is water: RV
9.107.15 tdrat samudram 'he crossed the ocean', with marked verb initial position like
dhann ahim; Old Persian DB I 88 vasna Auramazdaha Tigram viyatarayama 'by the
will of Ahuramazda we crossed the Tigris'; and Old Hittite KUB 31.4 Ro. 19
arunan-a tarhuen 'but we overcame, crossed over (the way to) the sea' .6 In the latter
two examples the sentence marks a dramatic turning point in the narrative sequence.
The associations of Sanskrit tlrtha in later Hinduism are likewise with water: 'stairs
for descent into a river, place of pilgrimage on the banks of sacred streams' (MonierWilliams).
But it is one very specific Indo-European formula with *terh,- which explains
the semantics of Latin tarentum. What is the ritual of the secular games for? The
answer is furnished by Indo-European eschatology, the Indo-European doctrine of
final things: what is crossed over, overcome, is death. The formula was given above,
with the example of Greek
HERO

OVERCOME (*terh,-) DEATH.

Further illustrations are given in chap. 40.
Significantly in Vedic what is crossed over is more frequently 'life, lifespan'.
The formula is pra tar' + dyus- 'lifespan' (*h,oiu-): the lifespan is 'gotten across',
whence 'lengthened, prolonged'. This variant is well discussed by Geib 1975, who
notes the etymological figure in RV 8.79.6:
prem ayus tarid atirnam
May (soma) bring him across the uncrossed lifespan.
More recently, following Geib, Lazzeroni 1988 puts it 'nominando, anziche lamorte,
la vita', possibly by 'unamotivazione tabuistica', the formula may be glossed 'portare
la vita al di la degli ostacoli', 'fare attraversare la morte alla vita', whence 'prolungare
la vita'. Cf. RV 8.18.22:
ye cid dhimrtyubandhava
aditya manavah smasi
pra" su na ayur jivase tiretana
Though we men are companions of death,
o Adityas, you should prolong our lifespan for living.

6. Otherwise Otten 1963:161 'Unddas Meer haben wirbezwungen', followed by Soysal 1987:180
'So haben wir das Meer bezwungen', and in part Bernabe 1988:8 'hemos dominado [. . .] y el mar' (but
arunan=a without gemination!)
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Cf. also RV 8.44.30,1.44.6,1.89.2, the latter two also withjivdse and the first with vaso
in the same slot, which may be a play on words.
Vedic ayus 'lifespan' is a virtual synonym of Latin saeculum and Welsh hoedl;
we may pose an Indo-European equivalence *h,oiu = *sahjtlom.
The final and most striking Vedic passage to cite is RV 5.54.15 cd, from one of
the family books. The lines are hymn-final; on the significance of this locus in Vedic
and Indo-European poetics see Toporov 1981:239. Recall that for the Roman and the
Indian the ideal human lifespan was a century:
idam su me maruto haryata vaco
yasya tarema tarasa satam himah
Accept well this hymn, o Maruts,
by whose "crossing-power" may we cross 100 winters
For the s-stem noun taras- 'force permettant de traverser' (Renou, EVP ad loc.)
compare the frozen zero-grade adverb Ved. tirds, Avestan taro 'across', Old Irish tar
h- 'over'.
The Roman ritual for the dead at the Tarentum, the 'crossing place', is at the same
time a ritual to assure the long life and orderly succession of the generations; it is a
reaffirmation of the crossing of the saecula of a hundred years. The rite and its
associated vocabulary faithfully continue different facets of a single, unitary IndoEuropean formulaic spectrum:
*terh2-

*terh2-

*terh2-

*terh2-

*terh2-

*sah2itlom

*h2oiu

*dkrntom

*mrti-

*nek-

These formulas are the vehicles for the verbal transmission of a coherent eschatological
doctrine which goes back to the remotest reconstructible Indo-European times.
This doctrine is wholly consistent with the greater formulaic context whereby
certain important features of Indo-European culture find their expression. The
mythological basic formula
HERO

SLAY (*gV«-) ADVERSARY

MVSi
of dhann dhim,
lluyankam kuenta, arms einbani, is reciprocal and reversible. We find as well

ADVERSARY

SLAY (*g*hen-) HERO,

as in the death of Beowulf.
The basic formula which we have seen,
HERO

OVERCOME (*terh2-) DEATH,
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as in Greek

and the proceeding formulaic spectrum, is again only a variant of
HERO

OVERCOME (*terh,-) ADVERSARY

and its reciprocal,
ADVERSARY

OVERCOME (*terh2-)

HERO.

Both roots, *g*hen- and *terh2-, as well as the formula and its reciprocal, with
subject and object 'waters' as noted above, are in play in Maitrayani-Sarhhita 4.3.4:
apo vai raksoghnir
apo raksamsi na taranti
raksasam apahatyai
The waters are really Raksas-smashing (*g"hen-).
The Raksases do not cross over/surpass waters (*terh,-).
(This is) for the smashing away of Raksases (*g"hen-).
The ambiguity of the root *g"hen-, both 'slay, kill' and 'smite, strike', renders the verb
apt for expressing the hero's sequential defeat by and then victory over his adversary.
In RV 4.18.7c-9d we have no fewer than six phrases of self-justification spoken by
Indra' s mother to Indra, each beginning with the 1 sg. pronoun form mama(f). The first
(7cd) sets the stage by the familiar formula with *g*hen-:
mamaitan putro mahata vadhena
vrtramjaghanvaamasrjad vi sindhun
My son, having slain/smitten Vrtra with the great weapon,
released those rivers.
The last (9a-d) recounts both the defeat and the victory in turn, in verbally parallel
fashion, beginning with *g"hen- 'strike' and then with an equivalent substitution
'smash' (*peis-)\
maniac cana te maghavan vyamso
nivividhvam apa hanu jaghana
adha nividdha uttaro babhuvan
chiro dasasya sam pinak vadhena
Not on my account, o generous one, did Vyamsa smite off your
two jaws, having wounded you; then, though wounded, you
smashed in the head of the Dasa with your weapon.
The unity of the passage is marked by the verse-final instrumental vadhena 'with the
weapon' at beginning (7c) and end (9d), a good example of ring-composition framing.
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A striking semantic feature of the verb *terh,- as we have noted is precisely
temporariness, transitoriness, non-permanence, which made it pathetically apt in the
context of the object DEATH. To illustrate we may take two mythological passages,
from Avestan (the paean of victory in the Fravardin Yasht), and from Hittite (the
Illuyanka myth).
13.77 yat titarat arjro mainiius
dahim asahe vanhaus
antars pairi.auuaitam
vohuca mano atarsca
When the Evil Spirit was about to overwhelm the creation of
the good truth, both Good Thinking and Fire intervened,
(tr. Insler 1967)
78

ta he tauruuaiiateom tbaesa
anrahe mainiieus druuato
yat noit apo takais staiiat
noit uruuarft uru-dmabiio
They two overcame the hostilities of the deceitful Evil
Spirit, so that he could not hold up the waters in their
flowing, nor the plants in their growing.

In Avestan the temporary ('prospective') victory is expressed modally by a
subjunctive, contrasting with the indicative of the final victory in the following verse.
Both verbs are forms of tar-, *terh2-.7
In the Hittite each of the two successive narrations of the Illuyanka myth in the
course of the New Year's ritual (for the text see Beckman 1982) involves the opposition of the roots tarh-, (*terh,-) and kuen- (*g*hen-). In the first,
§3

nu=za MuSilluyankas

D

IM-an tarahta,

The serpent overcame the Storm God
§ 12 nu=kan MuSilluyankan kuenta
The Storm God) killed the serpent.
The second begins alike,

7. Insler's interpretation and translation of titarat is controversial, see Kellens 1984:193. Even if
the form is indicative (injunctive), not subjunctive, the imperfect of an iterative (with reduplication) is
equally apt here: 'was overwhelming'.
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§21 [ =za (MuSil)luyankas DIM-an] tarafhta
The serpent overcame the Storm God,

and continues with a periphrastic 'prospective' of the same verb,
§25 n=an=za namma MUS illuyanka[n] tarahhuwan dais
and (the Storm God) was about to overcome the serpent,
to conclude with the final victory:
§26 nu=kan DIM-as MuSilliyankan U DUMU-SU kuenta
The Storm God killed the serpent and his (own) son.
As I have said elsewhere of other passages, from the vantage point of Indo-European
oral literature we are looking at two performances of the same text. Like RV 4.18.79 above (with verbal root *g"hen-), the two are narratologically identical in their
responsion: a sequence of conditional or temporary victory of the one adversary and
the final victory of the other. The structure of the narrative in the Hittite and the
Avestan is the same and its lexical expression identical, whether in Hittite myth or the
hagiography of the archangels of Zoroastrianism. Both victories, provisional and
final, are doomed to be repeated with every retelling of the myth and every reperformance of the ritual, whether the cycle is a year or a century.

36
The myth in Greece:
Variations on the formula
and theme
How does one kill a dragon in Greek? What is the lexicon and syntax, the verbal
means? The verb 'to kill' in Greek is ordinarily
yet precisely not here.
In the Iliad — a text which describes a lot of killings— there is only a single
instance of a mythological narration of a hero killing a dragon. But it is very
instructive. In book 6 the Trojan warrior Glaukos sets forth his genealogy to the Greek
warrior Diomedes. The two will end up by recognizing they are linked by the relation
of hospitality,
, and they will not fight each other. Glaukos begins his narrative
exactly like a folktale (152-5):1

There is a city, Ephyre, in the corner of horse-pasturing
Argos; there lived Sisyphus, that sharpest of all men
Sisyphus, Aiolos' son, and he had a son named Glaukos,
and Glaukos in turn sired Bellerophontes the blameless.
Stylistically we have left epic narrative behind, and we are in the domain of
storytelling. From that point the genealogy is interrupted until 1. 191 by the tale of
the trials of Glaukos' ancestor Bellerophontes (Bellerophon).
Whatever the first member of the compound may be, the name of the hero
1. Compare Hesiodfr 240.1 M.-W.
there is a place
Hellopie, with many grain fields and fair meadows,' of the land of Dodone sacred to Zeus. The tradition
is old; note that for the old name of Corinth we must restore
(which invalidates Puhvel's
etymology of the name, HED s. v. epurai-).
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identified him to the Greek consciousness as a "slayer": the second
member -phonies is, or was perceived as, an agent noun from the root of Greek cpovoq
'slaying, murder', the same IE root *g"hen- as Vedic han-, Avestan jan-, Hittite
kuen-, and Old English bona 'killer, bane'. Compare the Avestan agent nounjanta
'slayer'. Mycenean names like da-i-qo-ta Daik'hontas (Ar)icp6vTr|c;), ra-wo-qo-ta
Lawokghontas, po-ru-qo-ta Poluk"ontas (Ho^txpovTriq) indicate the genuineness and
antiquity of the onomastic stock.2
As the result of a false accusation by his king's wife, Bellerophon is banished
and sent to Lycia in Asia Minor, where he must execute a series of perilous tasks by
order of the king (//. 6.179-86):

First he sent him away with orders to slay the Chimaira
none might approach; a thing of immortal make, not human,
lion-fronted and snake behind, a goat in the middle,
and snorting out the breath of the terrible flame of bright fire.
He slew Chimaira, obeying the portents of the immortals.
Next after this he fought against the glorious Solymoi,
and this he thought was the strongest battle with men that he entered;
but third he slew the Amazons, who fight men in battle.3
The verb 'to kill' in boldface has the stem
-, reduplicated thematic aorist of the
root *g"hen-, again the same root as Greek
,
;, Ved. han-, Av. jan-, Hitt.
kuen-, and Germanic ban-. The repetition ensures the importance of the choice of this
verb, and not (
)
.
The burden of this and the chapters following will be a systematic examination
4
of most of the attestations of the verb (
r
and their associative semantics
in Ancient Greek through the fifth century B.C. This verb is confined to poetry, and
does not occur in prose authors; it is furthermore bookish from the fourth century on,
and its relatively infrequent appearance in Hellenistic poetry is a matter of reminiscence of epic diction. But as will become clear the verb
, particularly in
2. For recent discussions see Moreschini 1985 and Ruijgh 1985:158ff.
3. Unless otherwise noted the translations are those of R. Lattimore.
4. The verb lacks a present, since historical
was at least semantically differentiated to 'strike'.
I will cite the verb
in its Homeric aorist infinitive, since the expected Attic
, to judge by
the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae computer files, is never actually found. We will examine below evidence
to show that the lexically differentiated
still functions as a constituent of the basic formula with
*g"hen-.
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traditional early Greek poetry, is the "dragon-slaying" verb par excellence, the verb
to describe in poetic language the "terrifying exploit of the hero".5 In its poetic
function just as in its linguistic form the Greek verb
, like the Indo-Iranian,
Anatolian, Germanic, and Celtic avatars of the root *g"hen-, is an inheritance from
Indo-European itself.
The same mythological episode as in Iliad 6, the trials of Bellerophon, is
evoked in the same words by Pindar in Ol. 13.87-90:

So mounted, out of the cold gulfs
of the high air forlorn, he smote
the archered host of women, the Amazons;
and the Chimaira, breathing flame; and the Solymoi, and slew them.
Compare
'breathing the holy force of burning
fire' in//. 6.182 just cited. While
might be only a Homeric reminiscence
(adjusted for dialect), the fact that Pindar uses the verb
oftheAmazons,the
Chimaira, and of the Solymians (the second of Bellerophon's three tasks in Homer)—
note the three
s—indicates that he is independently drawing on traditional verbal
material, in which all three tasks are expressed by the verb Ttecpveuev. Note also the
absence of an overt subject in Pindar's phrase: we have only verb and object, in the
unmarked OV order.
In line 88 Schroeder's correction from
is surely right, and adopted by
Snell and Bowra. The concentric nesting around the preposition of the two noun
phrases, both in the relational case and each of equal syllabic weight, is a remarkable
grammatical and metrical figure. It may be diagrammed as follows; word boundaries
are marked, and subscripts identify agreement:

Pindar proceeds to follow these feats of poetics and formulaics with a metalinguistic
boast (O/. 13.93-5):
5. See especially Chantraine 1949, Visser 1988, and for Homer Bechert 1964. While I cannot
follow the latter in every detail, I can only applaud his statement that 'der besondere Klang von
(raTa)7i£ipvEH£v ist nicht x,u iiberhoren.'
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It becomes me not, spinning
the shaft's straight cast beside the mark, to speed
too many bolts from my hand's strength.
We will see other such boasts; like a Vedic kavi Pindar is highly conscious of his art.
The same phraseology probably recurs, though it is mostly by Wilamowitz'
conjecture, in a fragment of Hesiod (43a.87 M.-W.), which tells the myth of
Bellerophon and Pegasus:
6

With whom he slew the fire-breathing Chimaira.
With Hesiod's aw TCOI 'with whom' compare Pindar's aw 8e Keivan 'with that
one' above, also of Pegasus. We have here an optional further extension of the basic
formula to specify the companion, expressed originally by an instrumental case of
accompaniment, with or without preposition:
HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT (with COMPANION)

With other adversaries Pindar uses the same phrase of the hero Herakles and his
companion Telamon in Isth. 6.31-2:

He took the city of Pergamon, and in the same hero's company
(lit. with that one) slew the hosts of the Meropes . . .
Note the coordinated unaugmented verb forms in clause-initial position. The passage
will be treated at greater length in chap. 38:
From Vedic among many examples note RV 6.20.2:
ahim yad vrtran ... harm .. . vf§nuna sacanah
When you slew . .. the serpent Vrtra .. . accompanied by Vis.nu.
On the verse see also chap. 42.
6. West's
is cleverer than it is plausible, in view of the massive evidence here and below that one kills a Greek dragon with
.
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Recall the denouement of the Hittite myth cited earlier,
nu=kan MUSilluyankan kuenta
DINGIRMES-s=a katti=ssi eser
he slew the serpent, and the gods were with him,
where the notion of accompaniment has been expanded to a clause.
This extended version of the basic formula should be compared with that
including the weapon above (chap. 27.3):
HERO

SLAY (*ghen-) SERPENT (with WEAPON)

In each the marginal component of the semantics of the instrumental case is reflected
both in the optionality of the specification and in its frequent syntactic extra-position.
More importantly, it appears that the two optional specifications of the formula are in
complementary distribution; if one is present the other is almost obligatorily absent:
HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT {

(with WEAPON)
1
(with COMPANION) J

A single formulaic instance (for example, a sentence) will not normally contain both.
We have a sort of formulaic/thematic redundancy rule. If both notions, weapon and
companion, are present on the level of theme, as for example in the final dragoncombat of Beowulf, they must be independently motivated. Significantly they are
sequential in time: Beowulf s sword Naegling breaks before the entry of his companion
Wiglaf. We may call attention to the phonetic index -gl- which both Old English names
share: an icon of identity.
Further modalities of these relations are discussed below in chap. 42, on the
name of Meleager.
Nominal derivatives of the root *g"hen- in Greek, just as in Indie, Iranian, and
especially Germanic, can also alone carry the full weight of the inherited formula.
Aeschylus likens the Persian monarch to a murderous dragon: nominal
is the "transformational" equivalent of
'the dragon slew' (Pers.
81-2):

In his eyes lazuli flashing
like a snake's murderous glances.
S. Bernadete's translation perfectly renders the Greek meter.
As will be discussed and illustrated more fully in chap. 53, Euripides shows only
a single, and uncertain, instance of the verbal reflex of the root *g"hen- in the mean-
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ing of SLAY,
.7 Yet he is well aware of, and makes full use of,
the basic formula as the vehicle for themes which are common in his dramatic oeuvre,
whence the title of chap. 52, The formula without the word'. Euripides' technique
is lexical substitution (
SLAY) and semantic spreading typically from
a nominal form of *g*hen- like
or
But his deployment can be subtle
indeed. A passage in the Phoenissae (657-65) manages to narrate the central formula
of the myth twice:

There was the murderous dragon . . . which . . . Kadmos slew
with a stone, hurling the casts of his beast-slaying arm at
the murderous head.
The presence of the epithet
with its root *g"hen- associated with the
SERPENT permits the deployment of a lexical substitute for 'kill' (
). With
this displacement the formula remains the same, the familiar
HERO

SLAY

[*g'hen- + SERPENT]

with WEAPON.

It occurs first (undoing the relative clause) in

and is then immediately repeated, without overt subject and with remarkable syntactic and semantic variation, in

Here the compound
'beast-slaying' (compare Od. 11.572-5 of Orion,
...
...
'beasts ... which ... he slew') is actually an epithet of the
HERO (in fact, his arm),
with the root *g"hen- is an epithet of the SERPENT
(in fact, his head), and the verb of the clause is a semantic doubling of the WEAPON:
'hurling with casts'. Yet through these artful transformations the fundamental ancient underlying formula can still clearly be perceived.
In Euripides' Bacchae the dragon lineage of the doomed Pentheus runs through
as a leitmotif, accompanied by a derivative of
-. Like his name which points to
calamity,
'be luckless' in the words of Dionysus, Pentheus
7. Andr. 655
Stevens 1971 ad loc.

a passage suspected of interpolation, cf.
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bears an ominous aura of the basic formula SLAY SERPENT:
538-44

Earth-born race
and offspring of the dragon,
Pentheus whom earth-born Ekhion
sired . . . like a murderous
giant. . .
The name
contains
serpent', another inherited designation (*eghi-,
Armenian iz 'serpent'); his epithet
'from the earth, chthonic' rhymes with
8

991-6

Go, Justice . ..
smiting through the throat
of the godless, lawless, unrighteous son
of Ekhion, born of earth.
1154-5
Let us raise a song and shout over the fall
of Pentheus, offspring of the dragon.

1178
. . . slaughtered him.
Euripides uses the infrequent compound verb
only twice. Further
examples of his practice of the basic formula with Herakles are found in chap. 38, and
with other heroes in chap. 52.
8. Compare the play in the names of Kreousa's father
king of Athens and his ancestor
together with the massive serpent imagery permeating Euripides' Ion.
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Other passages complete in striking fashion the Homeric and Pindaric my thopoeic
deployments of the basic formula with the inherited finite verb 'slay' just presented.
The Chimaira is not the only "dragon"; the Gorgon is another monster who can be
assimilated to a dragon or serpent. In the same legend of Bellerophon we have in
Pindar (Ol. 13.63-4):

who beside the Springs, striving to break the serpent Gorgon's
child, Pegasos, endured much hardship.
Note the phonetic figure POTHEoN ePATHEN 'struggling suffered', which calls
attention to, indexes the narration of the theme. Pegasus is the offspring of the Gorgon,
whose epithet is
serpent-like. Recall that
'snake' is the cognate of Vedic
dhi- and Avestan azi-.
The killing of the Gorgon by Perseus is given by Pindar in Pyth. 10.46-8:

... to that throng of blessed men. He slew the Gorgon,
came bearing the head, intricate with snake hair,
the stony death to the islanders.
Pythian 10 is Pindar's earliest attested ode, composed in 498 B.C., and the story of
Perseus slaying the Gorgon is the first myth we have that he narrated. And there in
Greek is precisely our Vedic dhann dhim, down to the very word order. Combining
the syntagms
...
and
we can restore the real
mythographic formula, just below the surface:

he slew the serpent.
Note again, just as in the case of Vedic dhann dhim, the absence of an overt subject
and the presence of a phonetic figure (phn... ph.n). For the formulaic adversary, just
'snake', recall also the name of the "philosophical dragon" Ophioneus (or
Ophiori), the earth-born snake-god challenger to the cosmic order of Chronos, Zas, and
Chthonie in the cosmogony of the 6th-century thinker Pherecydes of Syros (Schibli
1990), whose father
bore an Anatolian name.9
9. I owe the indication of this "dragon" and the reference to Hayden Pelliccia.
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That is not all. Pindar lets us see the same formula elsewhere, and in a wholly
conscious fashion. Toward the end of Pythian 4 (463 B.C.) Pindar claims to be in a
hurry and wants to abridge his narrative. He says, 'I know a shortcut' and then, 'I am
a leader in the lore of song', i.e., 'a master of poetic tradition'. The next line proves
his assertion, for the shortcut is the traditional basic formula itself.10 Lines 247-50:

The high road is long for me to travel, and time closes. I know
a short path, I that guide many another in the craft of singers.
By guile he slew the green-eyed serpent of the burnished scales,
o Arkesilas, and stole away Medeia, with her good will,
she that was bane to Pelias.
It is a remarkable bit of pragmatics, of poet-performer/audience interaction, an
indexical reference to the poetic message within the message itself. Encapsulating the
myth of Jason and the Golden Fleece — without overt subject — , Pindar begins the
sentence and the verse line with the verb
'slew', ends the verse-line with the
object
' serpent' , and ends the sentence and the next verse-line with a form of the
root *gl'hen-,
'murderess'. Braswell 1980 argues for keeping a compound
with an analogical composition vowel -o-, noting
. . .
'the Lemnian women who murdered their husbands' only two lines later
(252). Snell's text reads
with a feminine agent noun
'murderess' (conjectured by Wackernagel 1953: 1 199-200) which would be found only here
in all of Greek literature. But speaking for it, pace Braswell, would be precisely the
feminine compound
'who murdered their husbands' two lines later in the
same verse-final focus position.
It is interesting that Lattimore chose to translate the latter by its cognate, bane.
The effect is the same with either reading; the form (-)
reintroduces the marked
root for 'kill' *g"hen-, vis-a-vis the common, unmarked
. By a process of
semantic spreading it has given to
(in emphatic line-initial position) the
semantics of
with the object ocpw (distracted to line-final focus position) the
effect is to restore the Indo-European basic formula:
(HERO)

SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT (*og%;-)

Beside
(?) and
nominal form of the root *g*hen- is

Pindar' s remaining compound of the
'at the bull sacrifices at the

10. The stylistic figure is well described by Bundy 1962:13 n. 10.
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triennial festival', which occurs in Nem. 6.40, in a context rich in allusions to the
sophistication of poetic art. Compare the immediately following responsion figure,
. ..
. . . (41-3) 'brought honor ... to the victor . . .' with the iconic
phonetic figure discussed in chapters 3 and 12.
Pindar makes another conscious reference in Nemean 6 (465? B.C.) to the basic
formula, while at the same time using it. Achilles' killing of Memnon is here preceded
by line 45:

Wide are the ways from all sides, for the tellers of tales.
where we may note the triple alliteration. The brief tale is then told (52-4) precisely
in the heroic version of the basic formula (chap. 49):
HERO1

SLAY

HERO2

(with WEAPON)

(Achilles) when he slew the son of shining Dawn with
the point of his angry spear. Such is the passable way that
men before me discovered long ago; but I follow it also, carefully.
Lines 47 and 53-4 are another explicit reference to the basic formula with the same
language; (
like the 'shortcut' (
) of Pyth. 4.24750.11 The HERO1 Achilles, named only in the preceding clause, SLEW (
)
HERO2 (Memnon) with a WEAPON (
. That Pindar uses the verb
here as a variant of
is indicated by the use of the latter in the reference
to the same myth in the earlier ode Isth. 5.39-41 (478? B.C.):

Say, who slew Kuknos, who Hektor,
and the fearless marshal of the Aithiopians,
Memnon armored in bronze?
Yet even more striking is Pindar's motivation for this substitution of
—
his only attested use of this verb—for
In Nem. 6.52 (465? B.C.) Pindar uses
'slew' in a version of the basic formula with a periphrasis of Memnon: 'the
son of shining Dawn'. A dozen or so years before in Isth. 5.39ff. (478? B.C.) he had
11. Compare Odysseus' hurried summation to his father in Od. 24.324-26. See chap. 49.
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and a straightfor-

slew ... the marshal of the Aithiopians ... Memnon.
The latter too had a formulaic precursor a dozen years before, in 490 B .C. In Pyt h .6.312 Pindar referred to Memnon in the context of his killing of Nestor's son Antilokhos,
with the same straightforward name and identification, but with another epithet clearly
of his own creation:

the man-slaying marshal of the Aithiopians, Memnon.
It is the inexorable logic of the basic formula that Memnon once identified as 'manslaying' (
) for the killing of Antilokhos must then be slain with the same root
(
) in the formulaic reciprocal, the "slayer slain" (chap. 31).
The death of Memnon at the hands of Achilles, avenging the death of Antilokhos,
was narrated in the Epic Cycle, in the Aithiopis of Arktinos. The summary of Proklos
(p. 106.4-6 Allen) laconically gives the heroic basic formula: 'Antilokhos is killed by
Memnon in an encounter, and then Achilles kills Memnon.' These Pindaric passages
and the figure of Memnon are discussed in the context of Pindar's relation to Homer
and the Epic Cycle by Nagy 1990a:212ff. and especially 415ff., with reference to
earlier commentators. While the story of Memnon that 'haunted Pindar's imagination'
(Farnell, cited by Nagy) may well be drawn from the Cycle (the communis opinio), or
from a 'continuum of epic tradition' (Nagy), the wording of Pindar's narration of it
appears to go back straight to Homer, as does indirectly the very epithet
which Pindar coined.
We can observe the channel for its formation in the other Pindaric use of the
word, in Isth. 8.48-55 (478 B.C.), again linked with Achilles and the killing of
Memnon. The passage is introduced by the familiar inherited stylistic figure of the
relative clause defining the Indo-European hero (chap. 28):
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... Achilles; who made bloody the vine clad plain of Mysia,
sprinkling it with the black blood of Telephos,
and bridged the way for the Atreidai to return home,
and released Helen, cutting out with his spear
the sinews of Troy, who once had hindered him
from marshalling on the plain the work of man-slaying war:
Memnon of overweening power, and Hector, and the other heroes.
Homeric formulaic reminiscences—down to the order of the elements—include
(Il. 15.357
'bridged a way'),
(II. 17.522
'cut through the sinew'),
...
: (//. 2.273 7
'marshalling war'). The immediate
model for (
)
as noted already by Frisk (GEW s.v.
, is //.
13.339
'man-destroying war', following
at the end of the immediately preceding line 338 (and cf. Od. 22.297, of Athena's
aegis). The word
occurs only once in the Iliad, but we have four
examples there of the semantically nearly identical 7
'mandestroying war'.
Returning to Pyth. 6 and the death of Antilokhos at the hands of Memnon, we
find the compound Homeric formulaic epithet of war
transformed and
transferred to each of the two heroes in one of its two constituents each. The root
of
is first extracted, and then the compound is semantically copied as
Lines 30-32 of Pyth. 6 introduce the subject by the familiar device of
the relative:

Antilokhos . . ., who died for his father, standing up to the
man-slaying marshal of the Aithiopians, Memnon.
Pindar in his reworking of the formula has taken the Homeric epithet and deftly
created out of it the setting for a "slayer slain" theme. Both the compound verb
'perished for, died for' and the epithet
'man-slaying, mankilling' are as far as we can tell creations of Pindar himself, and they stretch the limits
of syntax and morphology alike. But their effect is to recreate the ancient theme and
formula far older than Pindar:
HERO1

SLAY

HERO2.
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And again it is the inexorable logic of the bidirectional, reciprocal basic formula,
asymmetrically loaded with active epithet for Memnon 'man-killing' (
), but
passive-equivalent verb 'died = was killed' () for Antilokhos, which requires
the expression of the killing of Memnon at the hands of Achilles by the same active
verb
That 25 years of Pindar's active creative life would elapse between his Pythian
6 (490 B.C.) and Nemean 5 (465 B.C.) is an interesting fact, but not necessarily a
surprising one. The phrasing of the latter has in a sense a potential synchronic
existence from the time of the creation of that of the former, and can be realized at any
point. Just so the creation of
490 on the model of
presupposed the intermediate formula
even though the
latter surfaces only in 478 (Isthmian 8). It is in this sense that I would interpret Nagy' s
notion of the 'continuum of epic tradition' which Pindar was dependent on—and
contributed to.
Pindar was a highly self-conscious verbal artist, as we noted, just as were the
Vedic kavis, and in the passages cited earlier from Nemean 6 (465 B.C.) and fythian
4 (463 B.C.) he makes explicit reference to the basic formula, the basic formulaic
system which is far older than he. In the passable way (
) discovered of
yore (
...
), the shortcut which Pindar knows (
)
and follows (
) to be a leader in poetic art (
), we
have the answer to Helmut Rix's question,12 'How did Pindar learn Indo-European
poetics?' Pindar learned the formulas that vehicled in unbroken fashion the IndoEuropean poetic tradition just as he learned the language that continued unbroken the
Indo-European linguistic tradition.13

12. In a review of an earlier version of this essay (1990).
13. Recall Meillet's famous dictum (1937:35): 'We will call Indo-European language every language which at any time whatever, in any place whatever, and however altered, is a form taken by this
ancestor language, and which thus continues by an uninterrupted tradition the usage of Indo-European.'
Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241), Icelandic author of the handbook for poets which is the Prose Edda,
learned Old Norse, Germanic, and Indo-European poetics in the same way, be it noted.

37
Expansion of the formula:
A recursive formulaic figure
We saw in the preceding chapter Pindar's Pyth. 4.249-50 with its tripartite formula,

By guile he slew the green-eyed serpent of the burnished scales,
O Arkesilas, and stole away Medeia, with her good will,
she that was bane to Pelias.
with each member at both verse- and clause- or sentence-boundary focus position. The
use of the nominal form of *g"henhere has an etymological consequence, for it is an etymological figure. According to the principle of ring-composition it re-establishes the underlying form of the initial verb
the repetition
repeats not the surface form but the underlying, "deep" form of the ancient formula.
Beneath

with preposed verb and object, we can read

with etymological and phonetic figure (
Vedic

...

ahann ahim.
Both reflect an Indo-European prototype
*(e)g"hcnt og him.
370

..

) superimposable on
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It is rare for an Indo-European poetic formula to be so surely identifiable. The IndoEuropean formula has two members, but this version of the formula in Greek has three.
Let there be no doubt about the etymological figure
...
...
from underlying *
...
...
. Pindar says of Orestes in Pyth. 11.
36-7:

and with late-visited Ares
slew his mother, and laid Aigisthos low in his blood
Here again we have an etymological figure
...
...
with the
keywords at verse boundary, functioning as a phonetic ring-composition; we have
again no overt subject in the sentence; and we have again the word order Verb - Object
for the narration of the killing of the monster, who is this time the hero's mother.
Hayden Pelliccia (p.c.) points out that Clutaimestra is thus formulaically
identified as a snake, just as she is called
at Aeschylus Ch. 249 and 994, a
at 994, one of two
at 1047, and an
atAg.
1233, there following
1231.1
Yet another example of the basic formula with the same tripartite etymological
figure in ring-composition recurs in Bacchylides, with the inverse or reciprocal
version of the formula which we saw in Vedic and other languages in chap. 31. Beside
the accusative of the serpent as object in the cases we have seen, all of the underlying
pattern

Bacchylides furnishes the inverse, with the nominative of the serpent as subject (Ode
9.12-14):

contested over Arkhemoros, whom the enormous
tawny-eyed dragon slew in his sleep,
a sign of the slaughter to come.
1. There are older precedents. The dying king Hattusilis I disinherits his son for heeding not his
word but that 'of his mother, the snake', annas-sas MUS[-os] HAB ii 10 (Akkadian AMA-SU $A MUS),
repeating ten lines later 'his mother is a snake!' annas-sis MUS-as ii 20. As noted by Sommer in his and
Falkenstein's classic edition (1938), the old king held to the metaphor: KBo 3.27 = BoTU 10p 25-27 (Edict,
CTH 5) 'When you don't fan the fire on the hearth, then the snake will come and wrap the city of Hattusas
in its coils,' m[an]-san hasslp[ah]hur nattaparaisteni ta uizzi U R [ v Ha]tt[usan] MU$-as hulaliazzi. For
other Greek and Hittite thematic coincidences see chap. 46, as well as Puhvel 1991.
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Again we find the key words of the ring-composition etymological figure in verseinitial and verse-final focus position. Underlyingly the pattern is the same, save that
the case marking has been switched:

Bacchylides furnishes another good example of the use of
in the basic
formula when a dragon or other fabulous beast kills a man. In Ode 5.115-16 the subject
is the Calydonian boar:

To bury those whom the bellowing
boar had slain in his charge.
The Calydonian boar is also in //. 9.540 the subject of the rare participle
from the
basic formula variant root *uedh- discussed in chapters 32 and 42.2 For formulaic
inversion in Indo-Iranian and Hittite see chap. 31.
Note finally that in both Bacchylides passages
precedes its object, dragon
or other beast, just as the verb preceded its object the Gorgon in Greek and the serpent
in Vedic and Avestan. The formula is once again asymmetric, but this time the focus
is on the subject:
SERPENT (MONSTER)

SLAY (*g*hen-)

(ADVERSARY).

The final proof of the reality of the ring-composition etymological figure in the
basic formula comes from a text older than Pindar, the Pythian sequence of the
Homeric Hymn to Apollo, which must date from the beginning of the sixth century.
The place of the foundation of the temple is that of the god's heroic exploit (300-4):

But near by was a sweet flowing spring, and there with his strong
bow the lord, the son of Zeus, killed the bloated, great she-dragon, a
fierce monster wont to do great mischief to men upon earth, to men
themselves and to their thin-shanked sheep; for she was a very bloody
plague, [tr. Evelyn-White]
2. Melcager's killing of the Calydonian boar is assimilated to Apollo's killing of the dragon Python in the Sikyonian version of the myth, according to Fontenrose 1980:38 n. 4.
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The enjambment of lines 300/301
/
... is the equivalent of the
phrase
...
of Pyth. 4.249; in both cases the verb is line-initial. And by a
folk etymology which was manifest throughout antiquity,
and
'blood-red, bloody' (the latter first attested here) were related to
'murder' and
'blood'. This relation between
which closes the narration of the killing, and
the semantically marked root
for 'kill', re-establishes an underlying formula
*
The choice of the final adjective
assures us that the
sentiment for the inherited formula was still living and structured the narration.
The perceived relation (folk-etymology) of
and
is shown to
be real by Il. 16.159
'(cheeks) red with blood' and Il. 16.162
'(belching) blood and gore', in the same simile.3 One should finally compare
//. 12.202 (= 220)
'a blood-red serpent', where the epithet and
noun, phonetically coordinated (
is a Homeric hapax), echo the basic formula
itself. D. Fehling's monumental work (1969) takes no notice of any of these figures,
but their reality is certain.
Smitten by Apollo's arrow (the WEAPON), the she-dragon gives up the ghost
in 361-2:

She left her life-spirit,
breathing out gore. And Phoibos Apollo boasted over her.
Here
closes the narrative begun with 300-4
/
...
above.
The participle
describes other dragons as 'fire-breathing'. We
saw above Il. 6.181-2:

The chimaira, breathing out the terrible power of burning fire.
The poet of the Hymn to Apollo lets the dragon give up the ghost with the echoing
'breathing out gore', which makes, as we have seen, a remarkable Saussurian anagram or hypogram of the name of the dragon-slayer, Phoibos
Apollo, to complete the frame (362):

. . . breathing out gore. And Phoibos Apollo boasted over her.

3. As pointed out by Bechert 1964, following Leaf ad loc. and Chantraine 1949:146.

38
Herakles, the formulaic hero
The prototypical Greek hero is Herakles, and it is not surprising that we find the verb
of his exploits and his labors, especially those involving giant- or monsterkilling. In this respect he is like the Germanic god Thor and the Vedic god Indra.
See in general the discussion and commentary in Bond 1981.
There is no overt subject in Hesiod/r. 43a 65 M.-W. (of Herakles):

[In Phlegra] he slew the overweening Giants.
In Pindar fr. 171 the subject is probably Herakles (so Snell), but he is again not overt.
The verb is in tmesis:

He massacred twelve dear children in the bloom of youth.
One should note the sentence-initial verbs and the deferred object and even further
deferred subject in Pindar, Isth. 6.31-5:

He took the city of Pergamon, and in the same hero's company slew
the hosts of the Meropes and the oxherd mountain-high,
Alkyoneus, encountered in the Phlegraian Fields. The hand
of Herakles spared not his deep- voiced bowstring.
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We examined the first lines of the passage in chap. 36 for
'with that one' ,
the COMPANION in the basic formula.
Isthmian 6 just cited continues with a prayer of Herakles in whch he evokes his
lion skin (48),

of the beast that, first of all my labors, I slew long ago in Nernea.
The theme recalls the deeds of Indra yani cakdra prdthamani 'which first he did' in
RV 1.32.1.l In the Greek the verb is the unmarked
, and the word order is likewise unmarked. But in the context we may view that verb here as a resumption of
the marked lexeme
in marked clause-initial position earlier in line 31: the
phenomenon of semantic spreading of the features of the first verb (
) to the
second
Note that both are unaugmented. That
was long traditional in narrating the slaying of the Nemean lion may be gathered from Anthol. graec.
16.92.1
'First he slew the mighty
lion in Nemea.'
Such echoes with lexical substitution may extend even further, as we might
expect with flexible formulas. Indeed, lexical substitution under semantic identity is
one of the principal ways in which formulas undergo diachronic change. Hesiod,fr.
43a65 and Pindar, Isth. 6.31-3 above clearly point to
as the traditional verb
of narration of Herakles' exploits in the battle of the Gods and Giants on the plain of
Phlegra. The phrases of Isthmian 6, composed in 480, are echoed by those of Nemean
1, composed in 476, in which Tiresias prophesies the future deeds of the infant
Herakles, 62-3 and 67-8:

all the beasts he must slay by land,
all the beasts of the sea, brutes without right or wrong;
and how, when the gods in the plain of Phlegra meet the
Giants in battle.
The mention of the beast adversaries and the Giants at Phlegra in Nem. 1.62 and 67
1. The theme is an enduring one. Compare from the Middle Irish (free) version of Statius' Achilleid,
(ed. D. 6 hAodha), §6 is e-seo dano cetgnim Aichil iarna geinemuin This is moreover the first manly deed
of Achilles after his birth.' Both the prose text (c 1150-1250) and the verse text (c. 1150) develop the inherited theme, dear to the Irish, of the "boyhood deeds" (macgnima) of Achilles. See chap. 54.
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echoes that of Isth. 6.33 and 48 and enables us to invest
Nem. 1.62 with all
the semantic overtones of a
Synchronically the text is a good example of a chiastic figure of ellipsis
(gapping):

In view of the parallel, the gapped verb of Nem.L63 could as well be [
Note also that there is another echo of Isth. 6.48 in Nem. 1.43:

].

(the infant Herakles) made his first try of battle,

of the beast that, first of all my labors, I slew long ago in Nemea.
We find the same echo or resumption of marked
by unmarked
in a heroic context in Bacchylides, Dith. 18.18-25, narrating the early heroic deeds
of Theseus:

Telling of deeds incredible done by
a strong man. He killed overpowering
Sinis, once the greatest in strength
of men, being son to Kronid Lytaios
(earthshaker, that is, Poseidon)
killed, too, the manslaughtering wild boar
in the valley of Kremmyon, and killed
wicked and cruel Skiron.
(tr. Lattimore)
Here
is gapped in the second exploit
and resumed in the
third by unmarked
in unmarked OV word order. Note that
in the second exploit the epithet
'man-slaying' of the boar furnishes an
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overt inverse of the basic formula, again with semantic spreading from the first
to the unmarked Theseus is not mentioned by name; at this point in the narrative the hero's identity is not yet known, and he is simply defined by his exploit.
Like
's in Iran, the Greek hero's monstrous adversaries can be robbers and
highwaymen like Sinis and Skiron—outlaws who are as
; 'lawless' as the
'beasts' of Nem. 1.62. Compare Indra's adversaries who are anyavratd- 'who
follow another commandment' (chap. 8), and Achilles to Hector at //. 22.262-4.
Bacchylides'
/
is itself artfully echoed in Callimachus' only attested use of the verb (Hymns 2.91-2):

where the daughter of Hypseus
slew the lion, plunderer of the cattle of Eurypylos.
In Sophocles Trachiniae we have an instance of lexical, indeed phrasal substitution. Herakles in his agony recounts six of his labors, addressing his hands, shoulders, breast and arms. Recall Achilles' 'man-slaying hands'
. ..
, thrice in the Iliad (18.317, 23.18, 24.478-9). Trach. 1089-1100:

O hands, hands, o shoulders and breast, o dear arms,
you it was who were there, when you subdued by force
the Nemean lion,... and the Hydra of Lerna,
and the two-natured host of beasts ... and the
Erymanthian boar ... and the dragon that
guarded the apples of the Hesperides.
With the phrase
'overcome, subdue by force, finish off, kill' (cf.
Herodotus 1.24.4) with the many monsters as object we are still in the world of the
basic formula.
A series of good examples of semantic spread from nominal forms of the root
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*ghen- are found in the great lament celebrating in narration the labors of Herakles
in Euripides' play of that name (Here. 348-450, esp. 359-435), where we find the
following collocations, associating
- with a constituent of the basic formula (e.g.
the WEAPON) or other element:
364-7

He laid low the race of Centaurs with deadly shafts,
slaying them with winged missiles,
375-9

And he slew the ravaging hind, and adorned the shrine
of Oinoe for Artemis slayer of beasts,

381-2
And with bridle he mastered the foals of Diomedes,
who in gory stables . . .
The next two exploits are told with the usual verbs of killing and no associated

391-2
He slew Kuknos slayer of strangers with his shafts,
compare
Hesperides, simply

in 366 above, and of the guardian of the apples of the

397-9
killing the dragon.
The last labors involving killing reintroduce

-, reconfirming the investiture of its

2. The epithet may be imitated from Pindarfr. 140a.56
(King Laomedon
of Troy), as suggested by Rutherford 1994. For other parallels sec Bond 1981 ad loc. Euripides uses
of Kuknos at Here 391; also
'devouring strangers' of the Kuklops (another opponent of Herakles) at Cyc. 658.
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associative semantics into the unmarked
and transforming the latter into the
dragon-killing, giant-killing verb par excellence:
419-24

And he burned out the thousand-headed Hydra, the
murderous hound of Lerna, and spread her venom
on the shafts with which he slew three-bodied
Geryon the herdsman of Erytheia.3
From the first to the last of these exploits the themes are variations rung on the single
formula
HERO

SLAY

MONSTER

(with WEAPON).

In the 102 lines of the choral passage the name of Herakles appears only in the final
epode (442-50), which is no longer part of the narration of the labors nor of the lament proper. It is dramatically only a transition to the dialogue which follows. Once
again the asymmetry of the basic formula is constant.
In theHerakles
appears repeatedly (1016,1021,1034,1052) in the lines
following the herald's announcement of the hero's awful deed, the murder of his
children and his wife.4 The nouns invest Amphitruon's words to the chorus in 10613 with the full power of the basic mythographic formula:

Chorus: Does he sleep?
Amphitruon: Yes, he sleeps, but sleeps the un-sleep
of the dead, for he slew his wife and slew
his children with the twanging bow.
The pathos of the lines is heightened by the dochmiac meter, whose 'tone is always
urgent or emotional', serving to express 'strong feeling, grief, fear, despair, horror
3. There must be a relation, conscious or otherwise, between this passage and (Ps.-)Euripides, Rh,
61-2,
before burning
the ships and going through the tents, slaying Achaeans with this murderous hand.' I leave to others the
question of its relevance to the date and authorship of the Rhesus.
4. See chap. 41, on the saga of Iphitos and the hero as monster.
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...', here against a background of verbal tradition (West 1982:108; Dale 1968:110).
The sequence of two maximally resolved dochmiac metra, each metron-end coinciding with word-end, yields an extraordinary run of 16 short syllables, through the
SLEEP, the KILLING, and the VICTIM; it is followed in Diggle's text by the two
repeated metra
where the shorts carry more KILLING and VICTIMS,
and the longs carry the WEAPON.

It is a remarkable interplay of synchronic metrics and diachronic verbal and thematic
tradition. In the identical last two metra note that ekane and tekea in the three shorts
are near-perfect anagrams of each other; n and t differ by only a single feature. See
further on this passage and the theme of SLEEP chap. 56.
Some hundred lines further we find a recurrence of the link of
with
,
and in the same dochmiac cola. Theseus asks Amphitruon over
their corpses, 'Who are these children?' He answers (Here. 1 182-3):

My poor son begot them, and having
begotten them slew them; he bears the guilt of their blood.
The juxtaposition of the two is indexed by a double phonetic figure of repetition which
serves as a frame: eteke . . . tekomenos d' ekane, talas . . . tlas. Both are at the same
time etymological figures (with the phonetic echo of the first), and the first also involves the grammatical figure of the opposition of voice, active
and middle
Theseus then asks, 'Who is that among the corpses?' and Amphitruon answers
(1190-3):

This is my son, my son of the many labors, who
came with giant-slaying spear to the Phlegraian plain,
a fellow-warrior with the gods.
Note that poluponos 'of many labors' here differs from polup h onos 'of many slaughters' (line 420) by only a single feature, and is probably meant to suggest it. Theseus'
final question is 'Why does he hide his head with his robes?', to which Amphitruon
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replies (1199-1201):

Shame to meet your eye,
shame for the love of kinsmen, shame for the
blood of his murdered sons.
The tricolon of hemiepe with catalexis of the last (Dale 1968:175) is indexed by remarkable phonetic figures: the anaphoric initial rhymes
...,
.., - . . . ,
. . . , the internal
...
, and the closing
which echoes the opening
In Amphitruon's last utterance in this whole lyric stichomythic dialogue with
Theseus (1177-1213) he implores his son to uncover his face, and restrain his monstrous wild lion spirit, which impels him

to murderous unholy rage.
The horror of the slaying, as told by Amphitruon to Theseus, is eloquently foregrounded by the deployment of these four nominal forms in
:
and
...
In this moment of extraordinary dramatic tension the hooded Herakles himself
is uncovered by Theseus and begins speaking. The verbal echoes of
and
still lurk in the background, and emerge as he catalogues his labors:

1275
Slaying the Hydra . . .
followed by a clear indexical similarity, in verse-final position:
1279-80
The last labor, . . .
slaying my children . . .
Compare Herakles' descent into Hades as
'the end of labors' (429)
in the choral passage cited earlier. The mounting effect, sustained over 90 lines, of
...
(1192-3),
(1201),
(1212),
serves to spread over the newly minted verb
(first found in Euripides)
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the monstrousness of every unjust slaying in Greek literature heretofore. The HERO
Herakles' realization that he has himself become a MONSTER is grist for Euripides'
particular tragic mill; but it is only another parameter of the basic formula.
Herakles finally is dissuaded from suicide and resolves to keep his bow, the
WEAPON that has been his companion through all his labors and trials, including
the last, the slaying of his family. He imagines the bow saying to him, in the language that warriors speak (1380-1):

With us you took out children and wife; you bear us
as your children's slayers.
In
'with us' in the first clause the WEAPON occupies focus position, and is in the
marginal instrumental dative case; for the verb SLAY is substituted the colloquial
'took out'. In the second clause by the appositional
the WEAPON
has been promoted to underlying grammatical subject of the verb SLAY in the second
element of the compound
with the same pregnant semantics as the
participle
in the same verse-initial position 100 lines before. When the
hero's weapons talk to him, they use the basic formula.

39
Hermes, Enualios, and Lukoworgos:
The Serpent-slayer and
the Man-slayer
The anonymous tragic fragment Tr G F 2, Adesp. 199,

slew the serpent,
gives the bare basic formula, with an obscure word for a kind of snake, also found as
and probably a derivative of
'white, brilliant; swift' (Chantraine, DELG
s.v.
.1 The meaning is clear, cf. Hippocrates, Epid. 5.86
and the
citation in Hesychius (a 7040 L.) from which the fragment comes:
Cf. also Sud.
.
Hayden Pelliccia pointed out to me years ago that the formulaic fragment
must provide the explanation of the compound divine epithet or epiclesis
notably of Hermes (as always in Homer) and, rarely, of Apollo
(Sophocles,/r. 1024).
This explanation 'serpent-slayer' was clearly current already in antiquity;
compare the references in LSJs.v., especially Eustathius p. 183.12
InPausanias' Pausanias' lexicon
is glossed "serpent-slayer". For some,
he says, call the snake
That the epithet meant 'slayer of Argos' is morphologically and phonologically
very unlikely, pace Chantraine, Frisk, and the Lex. fruhgriech. Ep. Compare the
discussion of '
in M.L. West's commentary on Hesiod, Works and Days
368-9, though his adoption of the suggestion 'dog-slayer' is no better; there is no
1. Semantically compare the formulaic Old Norse phrase ennfrane ormr 'the speckled worm', of
the dragon Fafnir (Skirnismal 21 A, Fdfnismdl 19, 26, and nearly a half-dozen other passages).
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reasonable explanation for the replacement of a perfectly well-attested Caland form
- by an opaque
-. Nor is F. Bader's 'qui maitrise la brilliance/vision' at all
convincing, either semantically or thematically (1984:102-8; 1985:107; 1986:132-5;
1989:27). The suffix of
'serpent', whatever its preform may be—the
handbooks are of no help—must be a component of the pseudo-Caland form
'
from an *argeX-i-.2
The compound
with its peculiar suffix form in the first member is
clearly the source of the Homeric
'man-slaying' epithet of the ancient
war god Enualios, of Mycenean age.3 As has been long known, this epithet must be
scanned
in //. 2.651 etc. (hexameter final)

and must therefore be restored with first member anr- (West 1982:13; Watkins 1986:
286ff.):

The form anrphontas thus arrived at can be equated exactly with the Mycenean Greek
name a-no-qo-ta /anorqwhontas/ (Lejeune 1972:203). The form in the Iliad, with its
syllabic r still intact and counting metrically as a short vowel, preserves a shape
linguistically older than the Mycenean name with the change r > or already accomplished; the Mycenean form would scan
not
Homeric
thus continues a poetic formula in epic meter which belongs linguistically to the Bronze Age, to the mid-second millennium B.C. The divinity himself is
attested precisely in that period, Mycenean e-nu-wa-ri-jo (KN V 52).
The second compound member Myc. /-qwhontas/thus belongs to
the Bronze Age as well, and the compound
, whose Homeric scansion is
always the line-final adonic can certainly claim the same antiquity. The
formulaic phrase
provides the syntactic link to its interpretation.
Pelliccia himself in a personal communication very aptly adduced to
Aeschylus, Eum. 181-4 (Apollo threatening the Furies and driving them out
of Delphi):

Lest you receive a glistening winged snake
sped from my gold-wrought bowstring,
2. Like
(Celtic -maros in compounds), with analogically restored - -.
3. West ibid., citing Debrunner 1917:17.
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and heave up in torment the black froth of men,
vomiting the clots which you have drained from slaughter.
We can observe in this magnificent inversion of the basic formula the same lexical
elements in collocation, reinforced by the framing verse-final focus position (and the
intervening homoeoteleuton -ov ... -ov preparing cpovov). The two tragic passages
are sufficient to anchor ' A
as encapsulating a variant of the basic formula
of Indo-European poetic tradition—whatever underlies its application to Hermes4 —
just like
- and ahihan- or nara.gar-, nrhan-,
-, viranjan-, and a-noqo-ta /anorqwhontas/, or later Greek
,
(Euripides),
(Theocritus), and, replacing /anorqwhontas/,
(already
Homer).
The last compound,
'man-slayer', is found eleven times in the Iliad
as an epithet of Hector, three times of Achilles' hands and once of the hero
Lukoworgos (//. 6.134). The "new" epithet
seems to have sinister or at
least ambiguous overtones; Hector of course will be slain by Achilles, and Lukoworgos,
whose saga is briefly told by Diomedes in //. 6.13Off., comes to a bad end, blinded by
Dionysus the son of Zeus for his hybris (//. 6.139).5
Another Lukoworgos figures also in old Nestor's harangue of the battles of his
youth in Iliad 7. The two are unrelated, but thematically and formulaically they pattern
alike in the text. The god Ares had given a suit of armor to the club-wielding (n.b.)
hero Areïthoos. In an unheroic, 'ANTI-HERO' version of the basic formula (7.1423),

Him Lukoworgos slew by guile, not by strength at all,
in a narrow road,
4. We can only speculate that the myth of the slaying of Argos represents in its particulars a reworking of an older myth in which the god Hermes' adversary was a SERPENT, styled
or an ancestor thereof. That the name '
was still applied to another known dragon-slayer like Apollo
is significant, as is the morphological parallelism of the even more opaque name
Bader's
invocation of the root *g"el- 'throw; die; cause to die' (Luvian, Germanic) is in view of the opaque morphology a mere guess devoid of substance. Kirk in his commentary notes that 'Zenodotus' preference for
Ellerophontes (so Eustathius p. 289.39 etc.) remains obscure.' Should we think of Hittite Illuyankas, variant Elliyankus?
5. Recall that Pindar uses
(Pyth. 4.252) only of the Lemnian women, 'who murdered
their husbands'. The sense of the Pindaric compound is different from that of the Homeric one in that the
former is an "event agent noun", which presupposes that the event has occurred—the Lemnian women
had slain their husbands—whereas the latter is a "non-event agent noun", which does not presuppose that
the event has taken place: it is irrelevant to the epithet in 'man-slaying Lykourgos' whether he has slain
anyone yet or not. He has the potential, or the function. Both values are found in English: a coffee-grinder
may never have been used, but a cradle-robber is usually so styled only after the fact. I follow M. Hale,
'The syntax of agent nouns in Sanskrit' (forthcoming) in interpreting Vedic - (and Greek as "nonevent agent noun" and - (and Greek ) as "event agent noun". He follows Levin and Rappaport
1988:1067-83 on the similar values of English -er, as well as Benveniste 1948.
6. Perhaps a reference to the epithet 'strong',
at //. 6.130.
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where his club was of no avail. Lukoworgos stripped him of his armor (
,
which metonymically has come to be a synonym of
itself), and when he was
old (
7.148) gave it to Ereuthalion. He in turn was killed by Nestor, who boasts
in the basic formula (7.155),

Him I slew, tallest and strongest of men.
For the stylistic force of the superlatives see chap. 50. Here unmarked
is a
substitute and alternative for marked
used 13 lines before.
The object
'man' in line-final focus position is significant; the verb
phrase is a syntactic realization of the compound
. As such it effects an
assimilation of Nestor—'I slew a man' (
) in youth and have now grown
old—to 'man-slaying' Lukoworgos (
//. 6.134), who killed a man in
youth and then grew old (
//. 7.148). We could as well translate
and
- in these phrases and compounds as 'hero'; and growing old is not the hero's
end. The 'sinister or at least ambiguous overtones' of the epithet
in epic
context find their ready explanation in the heroic version of the basic formula, in which
the adversary is not a monster but another hero:
HERO1

SLAY (*

) HERO2

Given the reciprocal, ambidirectional character of the action either Hero is potentially
the slayer, and either is potentially the slain. The heroic versions of the basic formula
and theme will be taken up in detail in part VI.
Let us return to the passages in Iliad 6 with which the discussion of the basic
formula in Greece began: the meeting and verbal exchange on the battlefield between
the Trojan Glaukos and the Greek Diomedes. As well as myths and legends it contains
many cultural themes of great antiquity.
One such is the brief tale of Axulos, slain by Diomedes in 6.12 (
'
, who was rich and generous and lived by a high road
whence he could dispense hospitality (14-15):

A wealthy man, and one dear to all men,
for he dwelt in a home by the high road, and used to give
entertainment to all.
He is a "brewy", in the Hiberno-English tradition, the reflex of Old Irish briugu
'hospitaler', the rich person whose societal obligation is to dispense hospitality to all
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wayfarers.7 F. Motta astutely recognized a Celtic ancestor of the Irish briugu in the
tradition of the (Celtic) Galatians in AsiaMinor in Phylarchus, as quoted in Athenaeus,
Deipnosophistae 4. 1 50d-f (Motta 1985). The figure of Axulos and the etymology of
briugu show that the tradition is far older than Irish or Celtic; his is an Indo-European
societal function: the oldest philanthropist.
Another is the final ritual exchange of armor by Glaukos and Diomedes as
pledge-tokens of mutual fidelity (
, IE *bhidh-to-), 6.233-6. Homer
comments on the delusion of the senses which induced Glaukos to exchange gold
armour for bronze — the Early Irish diupert 'unequal bargain' —but the anthropologist
knows that in a potlatch the more flamboyantly and destructively generous one 'wins'
(cf. Benveniste 1969:76). We should therefore pay close attention to the verbal
expression of these traditional themes.
Diomedes begins the verbal exchange by asking the identity of his adversary
(Glaukos), and in particular whether he is a man or god, for he would not wish to fight
with immortal gods. He then tells the tale of Lukoworgos precisely as an exemplum
of the latter folly, framing it with another 'I wouldn' t like to fight with the blessed gods'
( 140), and an abrupt warrior' s challenge, if he is mortal, to 'come closer, to get quicker
to the ends of death' (143):

The grammatical figure ('the closer, the quicker' ) is heightened by the phonetic figure,
a perfect rhyme. Both words adjoin a metrical boundary, verse initial and caesura.
The nucleus of Diomedes' speech is the sacrilege of Lukoworgos, his frightening away the young god and attacking the nurses of Dionysos, making them drop their
holy ritual objects (
), (//. 6.134-5):

Being beaten with a cattle whip by man-slaying Lukourgos.
The verb
'strike, beat' is the old present of the root *g"hen- 'smite, slay'. It was
semantically differentiated in Greek from the aorist and perfect system of the verb and
the nominal derivatives,
-,
-,
,
, by the phonological change
of the labiovelar *g*h, Mycenean Greek qwh, to th before e, i, but to ph before a, o or
consonant. Since the labiovelar is still intact in Mycenean Greek, the sound changes
must have taken place at some point or points during the half millennium between
Mycenean Greek and Homer, roughly the same distance as between Tyndale and
today. It is thus not surprising that the verb
, as in this example, has retained its
special position in the basic formula, qua root *g"hen-, despite its synchronic semantic
differentiation.
7. For the social institution see D.A. Binchy, Crith Gahlach s.v. Old Irish briugu is etymologically IE *
'lofty, great', an epithet of 'wealth' in Vedic (
RV 9x,
2x etc.,
-).
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Another example of
(*g'hen-io-) retaining its linkage to the basic formula
is furnished by Pindar, Ol. 7.27-30. The subject is Herakles' son Tlepolemos:

For the destined founder of this land once in a rage
slew in Tiryns the bastard brother of Alkmene,
Likumnios, as he came from Midea's chamber,
smiting him with a stick of hard olive.
Here the archaism
, originally the participle of the old athematic present of
*g"hen- (Ved. hanti) but revalued as aorist in Greek, spreads to the aorist
from
unmarked
the semantics of marked
. The formula is reinforced:
HERO

SLAY
(

)

ADVERSARY with WEAPON
(
).

Note that it is heavily indexed by the extraordinary cluster of phonetic figures of partial
similarity: kasigneton nothon, skaptoi . . . skleras, thenon . . . ektanen, Tirunthi
Likumnion, Mideas tasde, k h t h onos . . . kholotheis. The sentence is a thematic,
formulaic, and artistic tour de force.
In //. 6.134-5 we have a passive variant of the basic formula; but instead of a
focus on the underlying object, the SERPENT, as in azis . . . jaini 'the serpent was
slain', hato vrtrah 'slain is Vrtra', we find the focus on the underlying subject, the
HERO as the overt agent of the passive verb: a relatively rare early Indo-European
syntactic type and a correspondingly infrequent formulaic pattern. Syntactically,
by HERO are BEATEN (*g"hen-) with WEAPON (ADVERSARIES).
The effect of this manipulation of the formulais to promote the underlying objects, the
ADVERSARIES, to innocent victims, and to transform the underlying subject HERO
into a monster. The root *g"hen- in an epithet of the HERO (
) in this
example enhances that effect.
It is notable that in 4 of the 5 Homeric occurrences of the name
(Lukoorgos) the name resists contraction of the two identical short vowels, which
elsewhere is the synchronic norm in Homer.8 These include
in
this very passage (//. 6.130) and the three mentions of
in Nestor's speech,
//. 7.142, 144, 148. The contraction of the name in this example in //. 6.134, in an
artistically manipulated and archaic occurrence in the basic formula is surprising, the
8. The name originally had a digamma, with retracted accent from a luko-worgos 'shutting out
the wolf, to ( )
(Frisk, Chantraine)
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more so since the passage as a whole, Diomedes' homiletic address, is a unified whole,
demarcated by a near-repetition at beginning and end.
The metrical form of the name in //. 6.134 in fact presents two anomalies: the
contraction of
- to
-, and the verse-final genitive in - ,

unresolvable into any of the older monosyllabic variant forms of the thematic genitive
singular like -Oi', -o'.9
Now the passive participle
in our example has an agent, as above:
syntactically the 'classical' Greek
+ genitive. But historically in Greek and all the
other Indo-European languages attested in the second millennium B.C., the agent of
the passive is expressed by the instrumental case.10
The consensus of scholars is that Mycenean Greek has an instrumental case. The
instrumental plural case marker -pil-phi was clearly recognized at the very outset of
Mycenean studies, and since no language has more cases in the plural than in the
singular, it follows a priori that there must have been an instrumental singular. As
indeed most Mycenologists assume, the form of this case in the Mycenean Greek
thematic o-stems was doubtless -o, in the syllabary <-o>, thus falling together
graphically with the nominative and other cases as well. The ending is cognate with
the Indie and Iranian instrumental in -a and the Lithuanian instrumental in -u from
*-uo.
Both metrical anomalies in //. 6.134 disappear if for the agent of the passive
verbal participle
, the epithet and name

we restore the instrumental case forms which the syntax and morphology of the Greek
language a few centuries before Homer would have required:

The instrumental would have been originally used without preposition, as in cognate
languages in the second millennium B.C. The thematic instrumental in *-o probably
first merged with the thematic ablative in *- (*-od), obligatorily by the time of the
loss of final stops in pre-Greek. The new instrumental-ablative case in *- might have
been used with the preposition hupo to express the agent of a passive, and our
reconstructed half-line could equally well reflect that stage.11
9. Cf. for the classic discussion of the issues Chantraine 1973:166, 194.
10. See Jamison 1979a and 1979b, and Melchert 1977.
11. See now in detail Hajnal 1994:§27. Subsequently the ablative-instrumental merged functionally with the genitive in the thematic declension in Greek (in athematics the genitive functioned also as
ablative since Proto-Indo-European); whence alphabetic Greek
+ gen.,
+ gen. etc.
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If it is objected that the earlier composition form of 'man' would have been *anr(whence Mycenean anor- but andr- before vowel, and also Old Attic andra- < anra< anr in
itself [on which see chap. 52]), we may as easily assume a
metrical lengthening:
anjphono
just as in
in Homer in the same metrical slot, and doubtless the
instrumental and locative plurals *anrphi, *anrsi.
In either case //. 6.134 has every likelihood of containing a striking linguistic
archaism. It is scarcely accidental both that such archaisms often tend to occur at
thematically archaic junctures like the basic formula, and that their elimination in the
text produces a cluster of characteristically 'late' features such as contracted
and verse-final genitive in -ou.

40
Nektar and the adversary Death
At the conclusion of chap. 34, as well as several times in chap. 35, we noted the
formulaic manifestation of an Indo-European eschatology, a doctrine of final things:
what is crossed over and thus overcome is death. The formula is:
HERO

OVERCOME (*terh2-) DEATH.

The presence of a HERO is unnecessary, and reflects a personalization of the verbal
action viewed as agonistic: only the predicate, the boxed formula, is essential.
This formula is most familiar in the etymological analysis of the Greek
compound
proposed first by Jakob Grimm and vigorously championed by Paul
Thieme (1952). Nectar and ambrosia are the nourishment of the blessed gods, and
magically protect the corpse of a mortal from corruption (//. 19.38f.):

On Patroklos she shed ambrosia and red nectar
through his nostrils, so that his flesh might be lasting.
Greek
reflects *nek-trh2- to the root of Latin nex: 'das über die (Todes-)
Vernichtung hinwegrettende', the nectar which 'overcomes death'. It remained for
Thieme's student Rüdiger Schmitt (1961) to show the same formula analytically
deployed in Vedic, in a repeated verse of the Atharvaveda, again, like nectar, of a
comestible (4.35.1, 6 and 2):
mrty m
by that rice-mess let me overpass death,
yenataran bhutakrto 'ti mrtyurn
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by which the being-makers overcame death.
Thieme 1965 adduced Isopanisad (= VS 40) 14:
vinasena mrtyum tirtva sambhutyamrtam asnute

after having crossed death by destruction, he reaches immortality
by becoming.
It is striking that in this passage the three inherited lexical items
vinasena ... tirtva . . . amrtam ...
recapitulate in the same order the Homeric Greek (//. 19.347) noun phrase

nectar and ambrosia.
The two nouns in early Greek may appear in either order, cf. the Homeric passage cited
above. Together they are the formulaic expression of an Indo-European eschatological
doctrine. Schematically, in root form:
*nek'-

terh2-

n-mrto-.

The adjective *n-mrto- 'undying, immortal' sets off the gods from human
beings and defines them in the Indo-European world. Like Greek
, Vedic
amrtam is also the food or drink of immortality. To reach amrtam, *n-mrto-, is to reach
the gods.' Just this doctrine recurs in the Hittite rituals for the dead: having passed over
death the defunct is with the gods beyond. Compare the following (Otten 1958:96):
akkanza kuis n=an=kan SUM-SUhalzissai n=as=kan
DINGIRMES-as kuedas anda, nu apus DINGIRMES kattan
sara memiskanzi INA Esinapsi=war=as pait
He calls the dead man by name, and the gods with whom
he is say up: "He has gone to the Cedar-House".
Compare also the Hieroglyphic Luvian inscription on the tomb destined for the
last Hittite king Suppiluliumas II, discovered in 1988, as read by David Hawkins: "this
is actually the building inscription ... the structure is described as a (DEUS)
*202 . .., a ligature of STONE + EARTH + ROAD . . . , the hier. equivalent of cun.
1. Cf. Grassmann s.v. amrtam: 'das Unsterblichc als Gcsamtheit der Götter; das Unsterbliche als
G tterwclt; der Unsterblichkeitstrank,
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D

KASKAL.KUR. The term should indicate an entrance to the Underworld.. ."2 The
"divine stone earth road" is precisely a tarentum, a tirtham, a 'crossing place',
overcoming death into the great beyond.
Overcoming death is only a special variant of the basic formula,
(HERO)

OVERCOME (*terh2-)

ADVERSARY.

This formula is as we have seen reciprocal and reversible; we find also
ADVERSARY

OVERCOME (*terh,-)

HERO,

as in the Hittite and Avestan texts in chap. 35. Here OVERCOME (*terh2-) is itself
only a special lexical variant of the basic formula with SLAY / SMITE (*g"hen-,
*uedh-)', as in
HERO

SLAY (*uedh-) ADVERSARY,

with its reciprocal
ADVERSARY

SLAY (*uedh-)

HERO.

With the ultimate adversary Death we find precisely the last formula in a healing spell
in the Atharvaveda (8.2.5):
ayam jivatu ma mrta
imam sam irayamasi
krnomi asmai bhesajam
mrtyo ma purusam vadhih
Let this man live; let him not die;
him we send together;
I make a remedy for him;
Death, do not slay the man.
In a three-verse strophe (trcas) in RV 1.38.4-6, the poet asks the Maruts for
immortality; he expresses himself obliquely, and his tone suggests he knows he will
be disappointed. 'If I were in your place,' he implies,
stota vo amrtah syat
Your singer would be immortal.

2. Letter of 8 May 1989 to Heinrich Otten, as cited in Neve and Otten 1989. On the Hittite term
and the geographical feature in Turkey see Gordon 1967.
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ma vo ... jarita.. .
patha yamasya gad upa
Let not your singer
wander over the paths of Yama (god of the dead).
mo su nah parapara
nirrtir durhana vadhit
padista trsnaya saha
Let not baneful Nirrti slay
us well, sooner or later;
let her perish together with drought.

The subject of SLAY (*uedh-) is not Death but the closely linked Indie notion of nirrti
'dissolution, destruction, chaos, goddess of death (devi RV 7.37.7)'.
We noted in the earlier chapters the theme of overcoming death with the root
*terh2 - marking the conditional or temporary victory. The arch-hero Herakles is
involved in two separate episodes where the adversary whom he bests is Death.
One is the Alkestis myth, in which he wrestles with Death (
) and
succeeds in winning back Alkestis—temporarily, we understand—for her husband
Admetos. The Admetos-Alkestis myth with its combat of Herakles and Thanatos is
first narrated in full by Euripides in his play Alcestis', it was told earlier by Phrynichus,
whose play survives only in a few fragments. But the scholiast to Euripides, Alc. 1
notes that the story was 'orally transmitted and popular':
(see Alexiou 1978). The theme probably belongs to the plane of universals—
in the Thompson Motif-Index of Folk-Literature it is no. R. 185, Mortal fights with
"Death". Within Indo-European traditions we find an equivalent again in Norse
mythology, as one of the feats of the visiting sir, visiting Jotunheim, the land of the
giants: Thor' s wrestling the old crone Elli, who turns out to be Old Age and who forces
him to one knee (Snorri Sturluson, Gylfaginning).3
One should note as well the line of Herakles in Euripides, Herc. 1351 (with the
manuscripts):

I shall endure against death.
Diggle and Murray prefer Wecklein's conjecture
'life'. But the heroic motif
in its Indo-European context favors the manuscript reading. The verb
as
well recalls its other compound
'starve oneself to death, go on a hunger
3. Thompson classifies this as motif no. H 1 149.3, under miscellaneous superhuman tasks. But
the two tales are very similar.
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strike against someone', which is an institution known also to Euripides (I.T. 973-4).
This legal institution—the last recourse of the weak against the strong—is itself of
Indo-European provenience and, as well as in Greece, is attested in India from the
Dharmasutras to Mahatma Gandhi and in Ireland from the Senchas Mar to Bobbie
Sands (see Gernet 1982b:80).
As noted in chap. 27.2, J. Fontenrose in Python passim (and others before him)
would identify many of Herakles' adversaries like Geryon, Cacus, and Antaeus as
symbols of Death. I think rather that when the hero's monstrous adversary is Death
he is called just that. Death is only one of the many manifestations of Chaos; he is just
one of many monsters.
The other combat of Herakles and the adversary Death is narrated in //. 5.395404, where Herakles fights with Hades ('
) at Pylos, wounds him with an arrow
(the WEAPON), and drives him from the fray. Hades in this passage is described as
a
'monster'. Here again the Hero can overcome Death in a temporary
victory. But Death cannot die or be killed, II. 5.402:

For (Hades) was not made to be mortal.
Death is never the object of the verb *g"hen-.
Yet a number of indications point to the existence of an underlying "ideal" theme
*HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-) DEATH,

that never surfaces in overt formula.4 One may note first that this potential formula
is in a sense the definition of the divine, of the gods as im-mortal (securely
reconstructed as *n-mrto-). The Hero may transcend his own mortality—'slay
Death'—and attain immortality, as the arch-hero Herakles did in one Greek tradition.
For India compare the Isopanisad passage cited above.
The root *g*hen~ does in fact occur in the narrative of the combat of Herakles and
Hades. Herakles wounded Hades with the arrow and

gave him to pain.
The phrase recalls the solemn proclamation, funeris indictio, at the Archaic Roman
burial ritual:5
ollus quiris leto datus
4. For another example of an underlying formula, vehicle of a theme that never surfaces overtly,
see Watkins 1977.
5. Festus 304. 2 L. See Norden 1939:61ff. Cf. also the Law of Numa (Leg. Reg. Num. 12Bruns)
.si quis hominem liberum morti duit 'If anyone gives to death (kills) a free man'.
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This citizen is given to death.

In //. 5.401, immediately preceding the line just cited, the physician of the gods had
to heal Hades of Herakles' wound:

Paieon rubbed pain-killing drugs on him.
The root *g*hen- of (*g*hn-to-) is indexed by an insistent phonetic figure: papha- pha- pa-.
But most telling of all is that the reality of the unattested, "ideal" formula,
*HERO

SLAY (*g hen-) DEATH,

is proved by the existence of its inverse, the reciprocal formula
DEATH

SLAY (*g hen-) HERO.

Tiresias foretells to Odysseus his death in Od. 11.134-6 (= 23.281-3):

Death will come to you from the sea, in
some altogether unwarlike way, and it will slay you
in the ebbing time of a sleek old age.
In a bold figure it is Death himself 'who will slay you', as the text says literally.
Compare the remarks at the end of chap. 28 on the inherited figure of the relative clause
in the basic formula with *g hen- as an index of the Indo-European hero. By their
manipulation of the formula these gentle lines effectively elevate and transform Death
from a monstrous adversary to another HERO.
The same inverted formula is used by Euripides in the Alcestis with an entirely
different tone. The coldness, impersonalness, and inflexibility of Death come through
vividly in the abrupt shift in pronominalization from the first person singular (before
and after) to first person plural in his dialogue with Apollo, line 49 (Death speaking):

To slay whom we must? Those are our orders.
As we will see in detail in a subsequent chapter, Euripides no longer uses the verbal
derivatives of the root *g"hen-, but uses
for both ordinary, unmarked 'kill', and
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for semantically charged 'slay' as a substitute for earlier
. The emphatic
initial position here, together with the formulaic character of the figure, suggests the
latter interpretation.

41
The saga of Iphitos
and the hero as monster
We must consider a particular aspect, and a particular thematic variant, of the dragonkilling myth and its expression. There is a negative aspect of the hero; he can be a sort
of monster. In the figure of Herakles, the Greek hero par excellence, just as in such
characters as Indra, Thor, or Bhima in the Mahabharata, unpredictable violence is
always latent. The theme is an inherited one. Compare Indra's kilbisani 'misdeeds',
on which see Jamison 1991:64-7, citing Oertel 1898, and for a full and able discussion
of the theme in Greek, Detienne 1986.
The term kilbisam makes its first appearance in the Rigveda, occurring once
already in a family book (5.34.4). It is doubtless a loanword, by its phonological shape
(cf. Mayrhofer, KEWA and EWA s.v.); the source is uncertain. In this Indra hymn
(and 5.33, by the same author) the opposition between Arya and Dasa is in the foreground (5.34.6):
indro...
yathavasam nayati dasam aryah
Indra ... the Arya leads the Dasa where he will.
It is therefore not unreasonable to see in kilbisam a "Dasic" borrowing, a word borrowed from hostiles relating to hostile behavior or actions, somewhat like English
borrowings from the language of erstwhile enemies like blitzkrieg, U-boat (calqued),
panzer, jiujitsu, kamikaze, bushido, and the like.
RV 5.34.4 furnishes illustrations of the kilbisam:
yasyavadhit pitaram yasya mataram
yasya sakro bhrataram nata isate
vetid v asya prayata yatamkaro
na kilbisad isate vasva akarah
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The mighty one does not shy away from him
whose father, whose mother, whose brother he has slain;
he even demands presents from him, the present-giver,
he does not shy away from any kilbisam, the giver of good things.
Indra as praised in this hymn behaves thus differently from the Indra of 1.32.14:
aher yataram kam apasya indra
hrdi yat te jaghnuso bhir agacchat
nava ca yan navatim ca sravantih
syeno na bhito ataro rajamsi
What avenger of the serpent did you see, o Indra,
that fear came into your heart, you the slayer,
when you crossed the ninety-nine streams,
crossed the spaces like the frightened eagle?
Like Apollo after slaying Python, Orestes pursued by the Furies after slaying
Klutaimestra, Indra after slaying the serpent Vrtra must run away. 1
The HERO and the MONSTER are in fact frequently ambiguous and ambivalent. Pausanias (6.6.7-11) records a tale about a monster who in the usual fashion had
to be appeased by annual sacrifice of a maiden and who when finally defeated 'sank
into the sea'. This monster was called simply
'the Hero'; Pausanias also
saw a picture dealing with the same subject, a copy of an ancient picture, in which
the black-skinned monster wore a wolf's pelt and was apparently labeled
'Wolf'.2
The focus of "sympathy" may be on the MONSTER adversary rather than on
the HERO, as in Stesichorus' portrayal of Geryon, slain by Herakles; see chap. 48.
One of the few thematically "original" uses of
in Greek poetry of the Hellenistic or Imperial periods is found in the Orphic Argonautica 415-6, the Centaur
Kheiron singing of the Centaurs whom the Lapiths had slain:

Who sang of the fight of the Centaurs of violent spirit
whom the Lapiths slew in their recklessness.
Here again the focus of "sympathy" is on the slain monsters, half-horse, half-man,
rather than on their civilized slayers. The use of a form of *g'hen- in the narration of
the conflict between Centaurs and Lapiths, an old and enduringly popular motif in
1. Geldner ad loc. gives references to the myth in the Brahmanas. For Apollo see Detienne 1986.
2. MS acc.
; and K are frequently confused. Fontenrose's
(1980:19-20) is
unnecessary.
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visual art as well—the friezes of the Parthenon—, is likely to be traditional and
ancient.
Typically of great size, the hero approaches in this respect his giant adversaries. Orion is such a figure; a giant, ultimately slain by a goddess, he is nonetheless
the "hero", and subject of the formula in Od. 11.572-5:

After him I was aware of gigantic Orion
in the meadow of asphodel, rounding up and driving together
wild animals he himself had killed in the lonely mountains,
holding in his hands a brazen club, forever unbroken.
Note that he too, like Vedic Indra, Iranian Mithra or Thraetaona, Greek Herakles,
Germanic Thor and the Irish Dagdae, wields a cudgel. See further on this feature in
chapters 42 and 44.
Monstrosity is not a matter of size alone. At the end of Sophocles' Oedipus Rex,
in the last speech of the hero (1496-9):

What curse is not there? Your father killed his father;
he ploughed his mother
from whence he himself was sown,
and begot you from the same source whence he sprang.
Patricide comes first in a series of acts which provoke horror; the hero, stained by his
crime, becomes himself a monster.3
In the Seven against Thebes Aeschylus builds a crescendo of horror as the Chorus recounts the curse of Oedipus and his house: Laios begot his own doom,
'father-killing Oedipus', who (Sept. 783) with

father-slaying hand,

3. This is one of only three examples of (
44 and 53.

)

in all of Sophocles. For the others see chapters
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reft himself of the eyes that were dearer to him than his children. The phrase is then
echoed by (788-9),

with iron-giving hand,
of the antistrophe, Oedipus' curse proper, which sets forth the manner—by fighting—
in which his sons will divide their inheritance.
Just such an act of unpredictable violence, an awesome, unjustified, and unethical act, is Herakles' killing of Iphitos, a guest in his own house. The story is narrated
in Od. 21.11-38 and merits close attention.
Penelope goes to get the great bow which Iphitos had given Odysseus when they
met in Lakedaimon and exchanged weapons as tokens of guest-friendship (Od. 21.1114):

There lay the bow ...
gifts that a guest-friend gave him,
Iphitos son of Eurutos, like to the immortal gods.
Both came on lawful, legal business: Odysseus to collect a debt incurred by the
Messenians, carrying off 300 sheep and their shepherds from Ithaca, and Iphitos to
recover 12 mares, each with a mule colt, which had been rustled from him. Odysseus'
mission was successful, but the mares would be Iphitos' doom, when he met Herakles
(27-9),

who killed him though he was a guest in his own house,
merciless man, without regard for the watchfulness of the gods
or the rights of the table, the one he had set for him.
The first clause narrates the legal facts and circumstances, and uses the unmarked verb
. But the immediately following continuation, which resumes it, uses the
marked
, VO word order, and a more emotional conclusion (29):

and he slew him afterwards . . .
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and kept the mares for himself. And in a recapitulation Iphitos gave Odysseus the
bow (31
) as a token of guest-friendship to come, but they never knew
each other's hospitality (36-8):

Before that, the son of Zeus slew
Iphitos, son of Eurutos, one like the immortal gods,
who gave Odysseus the bow.
The conclusion makes a perfect Irish dunad or ring composition with the beginning
of the episode,

There was the bow . . .
The gift was given by ...
Iphitos son of Eurutos, like to the immortal gods,
as well as echoing the key verb
of 29.
What function is served by the carefully wrought demarcation of the Iphitos tale,
its indexing by ring composition? The purpose is to highlight the episode of Iphitos
as a thematic foil, a formulaic photographic negative of the narrative to come. To
balance the wrong of Herakles slaying Iphitos, a guest (
) in his own house, will
come a dramatic right: Odysseus as guest-stranger (
) who will slay the suitors,
non-guests and anti-heroes, in his own house. The correspondence is rigorous, mathematical:
wrong:

right:

(Herakles)
HERO
SLAY
(Odysseus)
HERO
SLAY
guest

HERO2
guest

(in OWN HOUSE)

SUITORS
non-guests

(in OWN HOUSE)

The monstrous behavior of the hero Herakles abases him to the level of a monster, and in terms of formulaic echoes, to one in particular: the Kuklops. The utter
wantonness and lawlessness of the Kuklops lies not in his cannibalism, but in his eating
guests. The importance of the guest-relationship in the episode is made plain and
underscored in Odysseus' first speech to the Kuklops Poluphemos, which uses a de-
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'guest' five times in as many lines (Od. 9.267-71):

if you might give us a guest present or otherwise
some gift of grace, for such is the right of strangers. Therefore
respect the gods, o best of men. We are your suppliants,
and Zeus the guest god, who stands behind all strangers with honors
due them, avenges any wrong toward strangers and suppliants.
Here

'respect the gods' will be echoed in the description of Herakles
'he did not respect the watchfulness of the gods' of Od.
21.27-9 cited above, just as the same latter passage's
echoes Odysseus' final speech to Poluphemos, with its grim
enjambment (9.478-9):

merciless man, since you fear not to eat guests
in your own house.
The foil to this formulation of evil is Odysseus' final triumph over the suitors.
Slaying the non-guests who abuse hospitality is an act of vengeance, Greek
and the formula is expressed by Odysseus' old nurse Eurukleia to
Penelope as (23.57):

he has taken revenge on all the suitors in his own house.
Odysseus can summarize the whole denouement in a single line when he is pressed
for time; compare Pindar's "shortcut", the
which is the formula itself.
Odysseus reveals himself to his father (24.324-6):

For I tell you this straight out; the need for haste is upon us.
I have killed the suitors who were in our palace, avenging
all their heart-hurting outrage and their evil devisings.
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In chap. 49 we will see further examples of the root *k"ei- as a corollary or reciprocal, depending on voice, of *g"hen-.
We may postpone a fuller exploration of the formulaic vehicles of the all-important nexus in archaic Greek and Indo-European society which is guest-friendship.
Suffice it here to state that the array of formulas we have examined may be reduced
to two reciprocal counterparts:
ANTI-HERO

SLAY

GUEST

(in OWN HOUSE)

HERO

SLAY

ANTI-GUEST

(in OWN HOUSE).

We noted above that Odysseus is also frequently called
GUEST'stranger' in his own house, and in the cave of the Kuklops. Greek
(IndoEuropean *ghs-) at the same time means 'host', the dispenser of hospitality, exactly
like Indo-European *ghos-(ti)-, English guest, Slavic gostb, Latin hostis. Herakles as
anti-hero who abuses his hospitality is thus an anti-guest (using English guest now as
a portmanteau for the Indo-European semantics), and the two formulas may be rewritten respectively as:
ANTI-GUEST

SLAY

GUEST

(in OWN HOUSE)

GUEST

SLAY

ANTI-GUEST

(in OWN HOUSE).

These are evidently only a special case of the fundamental bidirectional basic formula
and theme: respectively, as we have represented it,

HERO
HERO

SLAY
SLAY

SERPENT
SERPENT.

It should be noted that the (in OWN HOUSE) element, an accessory, attendant
circumstance, grammatically signalled by a local, peripheral case (here locative), is
indifferently the house of the GUEST/HERO (Odysseus slaying the suitors) or of the
ANTI-GUEST/SERPENT (Herakles slaying Iphitos [subject], Odysseus blinding
Poluphemos [object]).4 In chap. 44 we will see the same indifferent assignment of the
attendant WEAPON to either of the two adversaries.
Two final comparative details may be adduced, which I believe demonstrate
both the well-foundedness of our identification HERO = GUEST, SERPENT = ANTIGUEST, and its inheritance, that is, its legitimate status as an Indo-European theme.
The first is the fact that the Hittite illuyanka-serpent is an invited guest at a feast, where
he is made drunk and thereby overpowered: the same stratagem employed by

4. In the case of formulas with OWN this value is conditioned by Indo-European syntax; *suo'own' normally refers to the subject of the clause, but refers to the Topic of the sentence if that differs from
the grammatical subject. Compare Od. 9.369
'Noman I will
eat last, after his companions'.
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Odysseus against Poluphemos, and by other heroes from Iranian Kirsasp to Macbeth.
Compare KUB 17.5 i 4-16 (§9-11): 5
D

Inarass=az
unuttat n=asta
illuyank[an]
hantesnaz sara kallista
kasa=wa EZEN-an iyami
nu=wa adanna akuwanna ehu
MUS

n=asta MUSilluyankas QADU [DUMUMES-SU]
sara uer nu=za eter ekuir
n=asta DUGpalhan humandan ek[uir]
n=e=za nininker
n=e namma hattesnaz kattanda
numan panzi mHupasiyass=a uit
nu MUS illuyankan ishimanta
kaleliet
Inaras dressed herself up
and invited the serpent up from his hole (saying):
"I'm preparing a feast—come eat and drink!"
Then the serpent came up together with [his
children], and they ate and drank—they drank of all
the vessels and were sated.
They were no longer able to go back
down into their hole, and Hupasiyas came
and tied up the serpent with a cord.
In Greek, compare
two 'invitations to death'... given by
the gods to Patroklos (//. 16.693) and Hektor (//. 22.297). . . like an invitation to a
banquet (Vermeule 1979:105). Greek
is of course cognate with Hittite
kallista. The verb recurs in the sinister invitation to the feast of Tantalos in Pindar (01.
1.37-8):

when your father invited the gods to that most
honorable feast.
The second is a "singular detail" (cf. chap. 27.3) in a dragon-slaying episode of
the Old Norse Grettissaga. When Grettir came to the young wife Steinvor's house,
5. Text and translation (slightly modified) from Beckman 1982.
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with the purpose of ridding it of the unknown monster who has carried off her husband,
'he concealed his identity and called himself Gestr/Guest' (§64) Hann duldisk ok
nefndisk Gestr. It is under the assumed name of Gestr that he meets and fights and
finally overcomes the monster, a great troll-woman who comes into the house-hall
with a trough in one hand and a cleaver in the other, the better to eat her intended human
prey; she is the ultimate anti-guest. We are back in the cave of Poluphemos: just as
the stranger Odysseus assumes the name of Noman (
), so must the outlaw (utlagi)
Grettir, legally a non-person, assume the name of Guest. The semantic identity of
and gestr, as well as their common etymological origin, Indo-European
*gh(o)s-, points to two manifestations of an inherited Indo-European theme:
GUEST
Gestr (utlagi)

SLAY

ANTI-GUEST.

The same version of the basic formula applies to one of the labors of Herakles himself,
in a passage from Euripides (Herc. 391-2):

He slew Kuknos slayer of strangers with his shafts.
Two formulaic features of the Iphitos episode remain to be examined. The first
is a comparative syntactic remark. We saw above that the verb form
was the
main verb of the conclusion (lines 35-8) of the episode, which formed a ringcomposition with the beginning (lines 11-14). The verb
has no counterpart
in 11-14, but it does in the noun
'murder, death, bane' in 24. Iphitos came to
recover his mares, but

but thereafter these became his death and doom.
In
(+ dative) we can see the origin of the Germanic construction of
Old English to bonan weordan 'to become the bane'. See chap. 43.1 for a full discussion of the Germanic forms and chap. 51 for more on the figure.
The last formulaic feature of the Iphitos episode to claim our attention is the
phrase
the 'watchfulness of the gods' which Herakles had no regard for.
Chantraine DELG translates it well—pace Considine 1966—as 'la vigilance
vengeresse des dieux pour toute faute commise.' The phrase is found only once in
each of the Homeric poems (here and //. 16.388) but enters into a complex network
which I have examined in detail elsewhere (1977:209). In particular I postulated a
virtual semantic identity
a reciprocal relation in the attitude of gods toward men and vice-versa:
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The latter formula is applied to Zeus Xeinios, the protector of the rights of hospitality,
in Od. 14.283-4
'he was mindful of the (potential) wrath
of Zeus Xeinios', cf. //. 13.624-5
...
'you feared the
(potential) wrath of Zeus Xeinios'. And it is Zeus Xeinios whom Odysseus evokes
in his first speech to the Kuklops (cited above), formulaically in the same metrical slot.
These successive formulas, part of the repertoire of the poet-performer and shared by
his audience, evoke an associative chain that links the watchfulness of the gods to the
vengefulness of Zeus the protector of guests. The effect is stark and awesome contrast
in the final formula of the brief saga of Iphitos: it is the very son of Zeus who slays his
guest (Od. 21.36-7):

ANTI-GUEST

SLAY

GUEST

(with WEAPON).

It is this unholy guest-murder which sacrificially consecrates the bow (Burkert 1983
passim), a holy guest-gift; with this bow Odysseus will slay the suitors, and right will
triumph:
GUEST

SLAY

ANTI-GUEST

(with WEAPON).

6. This equation
=
and the etymology of
(Doric
) there proposed, a
deformation of *
are mutually supported by the discovery that the root mna- (*mnah2,-) in Luvian
means 'to see', just like the root
. See Starke 1980.

42
The name of Meleager
In Bacchylides' fifth victory ode Herakles in Hades meets the shade of Meleager (6870):

Clear showed among them the shade of the
brave spirited wielder of spears, (Meleager),
descendant of Porthaon.
Meleager is here the formulaically prototypical HERO, who
by the
spear like Hektor(//. 16.834-5), is
like Herakles (//. 5.639, Od. 11.267),
and
like Ares (//. 15.605), Polydamos (//. 14.449), and the nameless
Trojan allies (//. 2.131). On seeing and being addressed by Meleager, Herakles' reply
is the recognition of a hero (86-9):

What god or man reared such a scion
as this, and where? Who slew him?
He knows: marvelous birth, semi-divine lineage, and extraordinary death, a
Heldentod.
is a formulaic topos: cf. (Od. 3.248)
'how was Agamemnon slain?', (Pindar, Isth. 5.39)
'who killed Kuknos, who Hector?'
In the narration of Meleager's greatest exploit, killing the Calydonian boar, he
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and the other Aitolians are called by Bacchylides
'best of the
Hellenes' (111), a characteristic formulaic index of the HERO. 1 The formula is
indexed by phonetic figures and homoioteleuton in the immediately following
'we stood steadfast for six days
continually'; note the iconic length of v in the last. The monster boar is itself subject
of the verb SLAY in Bacchylides 5.115-6
'whom the boar slew',
with the reciprocal of the basic formula, as discussed above (chap. 31).
We find another formulaic Homeric reminiscence in a metrical feature of this
ode of Bacchylides: the placement of the name of Meleager in verse-final position at
the close of a dactylic unit, with muta cum liquida making position, in all three of its
occurrences: 5.77
171
While postverbal position of the subject is what we expect in such formulas
introducing quoted speech, Bacchylides' placement of the name echoes that of linefinal //. 2.642,
9.543
or
Hes.fr. 25.10 [...
. It is probably significant that once the linefinal name is preceded by a verse with line-final verb
' (92-4):

"But that, somehow, is the concern
of blonde Pallas Athena."
Meleager answered him ...
We would have an etymological figure, as well as an echoic link of
to
Homer's
Note finally that in the same victory ode the final exploit of 'spear-wielding'
Meleager, the slaying of his mother's brothers, also involves weapons
thrown like spears:
(132) 'bolts thrown blind from our
hands'.
The tale of Meleager is told by Phoinix to Achilles in the mission in Iliad 9, as
an exemplum. Here as in Bacchylides we find the reciprocal of the basic formula, this
time with the Calydonian boar as subject of the exceedingly rare Greek reflex of
*uedh-, the participle
'smiting, wasting'.2 Iliad 9.539f.
... (note the phonetic figure indexing the name
)/
'a wild boar white of tusk ... / that wrought much ill, wasting
the garden land of Oineus'. Iliad 9.543 continues
'him .
.. Meleager killed', thus re-establishing the usual grammatical role of the constituents
1. On the notion see Nagy 1979; it is taken up in an Indo-European context in chap. 50. This chapter
first appeared in the Festschrift for Ernst Risch.
2. This analysis of the word is rightly upheld by Leumann 1950:212-3, with literature, and followed by Chantraine and Frisk. Note also Melchert 1979 on uizzai, Iwiwidai, and chap. 33.
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of the basic formula, but with the name of the HERO in line-final position and no
mention of a WEAPON.
The other Homeric occurrence of the ancient participle (f)
is in a simile in
//. 16.259ff., where the Myrmidons pouring forth into battle with Patroklos are likened
to a swarm of wasps that boys in their foolishness (
...
) smite and goad
into fury (
). Here too we have a variant of the basic formula: the
foolish boys are ANTI-HEROES who SMITE (*uedh-) the 'HERO'-WASPS to
whom the Myrmidons are compared.
Now we find just such a theme and variant of the basic formula in another and
instructive Iliadic simile in 11.558 ff. The Greek hero Ajax slowly giving ground
before the Trojan onslaught is likened to 'a donkey, stubborn and hard to move, who
goes into a cornfield in despite of boys (
), and many sticks have been broken
upon him (
line-final) but he gets in and goes
on eating the deep grain, and the children beat him with sticks (
) but their strength is infantile (
) . . . ' . The
weak boys are again ANTI-HEROES, who BEAT the 'HERO'-ASS ( Ajax) with
WEAPONS (
); we have the full version of the basic formula. And in
...
'...
'upon him ... sticks ... have been broken' we have the variant
with WEAPON promoted to grammatical subject of the intransitive verb
, IE
*uag-. Compare RV 4.41.4 (asmin) ni vadhistam vajram 'strike down the weapon on
him', with the WEAPON (vajra, IE *uag-) promoted to grammatical object of the
transitive verb vadhistam, IE *uedh-.
The word
occurs only here in the Iliad; as in the Aesop tales, it is just
a stick to beat with, but it occurs in a definable locus of a formulaic nexus. In the
Odyssey the word has more legendary associations, and in the same formulaic nexus:
the WEAPON. In Od. 17.195 it is the staff requested by Odysseus from Eumaios,
which in 236 is potentially a deadly weapon. In Od. 9.319-20 it is the great club of the
MONSTER Poluphemos, which Odysseus will use to blind him:
...
.
..
'of yellow-green olive wood'. Elsewhere it is the club of the
HERO Herakles: Soph. Trach. 512 (lyr.), Aristoph. Ran. 47,495, and Pindar fr. 1ll,
with the epithet
'rough, jagged'.
But the most interesting is the final attestation of
in the Odyssey, in book
eleven, the Nekuia (11.572-5 cited in chap. 41). 'After him I was aware of gigantic
Orion/in the meadow of asphodel, rounding up and driving together/wild animals
(
) whom he himself had killed (
) in the lonely mountains/holding in
his hands a brazen club, forever unbroken';
(tr. Lattimore).
We observe here not only another instance of the basic formula
HERO

SLAY

BEAST

(with WEAPON),

but another collocation of the WEAPON and the root *yag- as well, this time as an
epithet
, hapax in Homer.
Orion's cudgel here is the most fully described in early Greek literature. There
can be no doubt that this is an ancient and inherited thematic nexus, for the same
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features recur in the description of Indra's cudgel in Vedic and Mithra's mace in
Avestan. And the word for the WEAPON in both languages is a derivative of the root
*uag- (Mayrhofer, KEWA s. v. with references, also Nachträge): Ved. vajrah = Av.
vazro, IE *uagros.
With
'holding in his hands the club . . .
unbroken' compare Vedic vajrahasta- 'having the bolt in his hand', 17x of Indra; for
Avestan, Yt. 10.96 vaz m zastaiia draz mno 'holding his mace in his hand'. With
'all brazen' compare RV 1.80.12 vajra ayasdh 'cudgel of bronze', as well
as 10.96.3-4 cited above, and Yt. 10.96 zarois aiianho frahixtam 'cast in yellow
bronze'. With the
'yellow' cudgel of Poluphemos note RV 3.44.4 harim . .
. vajram 'the yellow cudgel', as well as 10.96.3-4 and the Avestan epithet just cited.
For the
'rough' cudgel of Herakles, the studded club familiar in Greek
iconography, cf. Ved. sahasrabhrstih 'with 1000 studs' (1.80.12 above), or Av.
sata.fstansm 'with 100 bosses'. Such was the Indo-European *uagros; see chap. 44.
It is well-known that both the verb form
and the adjective
in the
above passages show 'metrical lengthening', and that the other Homeric instances of
(3x //., 1x Od. repeated) do not. The participle (
occurring (at
verse-end) once in each epic (//. 16.769, Od. 10.123) points to a digamma and a short
vowel.3 How is this metrical lengthening generated?
and
have the same
metrical position (verse-final) as
in II. 2.642 and 9.543; Hesiod's
the
same position (before feminine caesura) as
in //. 9. 550, 553, 590. The
long syllable in ( )
and ( )
|| is primary in (
)
, secondary in
,
,
. I suggest the latter three are based on the former.
The hiatus in
, is most easily explained by a lost f. If a line or
hemistich-final *(
)
( ) # is responsible for the lengthening in
*
,*
,*
# then the link must be semantic, and therefore
*(-)
; must have been perceived as containing
- 'break'. If so, then either
*(-)
forms an equation with Vedic vajrah/ Avestan vazro 'WEAPON' or is
wholly independent. In view of the clear association of the Greek root
- with the
WEAPON in these contexts, variants of the basic formula (
,
), and in view of the formal identity of Greek *(-)
and Indo-Iranian
* ras 'WEAPON', we are led to conclude—as the simplest hypothesis to account
for the facts—that Greek *(-)
meant 'WEAPON', and made a word equation
with the Indie and Iranian forms.
The metrical evidence indicates that the original locus of the root
- in the
Greek version of the basic formula was verse-final
# or hemistich-final
II, and that the only form apt to fit that slot was *
-, the nominal
derivative 'WEAPON'. A tendency to verse- and clause-final position is also
characteristic for the position of the instrumental WEAPON in the (boxed) basic
formula in Vedic,
HERO

SLAY

MONSTER

(with WEAPON),

3. Hiersche 1966 has suggested that the perfect in Hesiod Op. 534 em
and Sappho 31.9
(2.9 D2)
reflects an Aeolic poetic tradition outside Homer with lengthening (and digamma),
whence Ionic
. The two traditions with lengthening are I think one and the same.
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notably when the verb is clause-initial.
If the original locus of *
in the Greek formula was the WEAPON, the
other cases show transference of the root to other semantic constituents. Given in our
myth
HERO
1
2

SLAY
3

MONSTER

(with WEAPON),
4

the (VERBintr
) shows 4 2, while (ADJECTIVE
+ WEAPON) shows 4
[x
+
4].
At
a
certain
time
in
the
hexameter
tradition
(or
its ancestor) these
NP
constituents underwent semantic 'movement' in the underlying structure, but remained metrically static; their position in the metrical line remained unchanged. The
necessary consequence was the deformation we know as 'metrical lengthening'.
The final semantic 'movement' was simply 4
1: the WEAPON became the
name of the HERO, or a constituent of it. This transference could be the more favored
by the existence of the thematic and formulaic variant
WEAPON

KILL

MONSTER,

with the WEAPON promoted to grammatical subject, as discussed and illustrated
above. The Maruts' bolt is a goha(IE * g"ou-g"hen-) nrha vadhah 'cattle-slaying, manslaying weapon' in RV 7.56.17, just as Mithra's weapon is aspa.viraja 'horse- and
man-slaying' in Yt. 10.101. That such a semantic structure was profoundly rooted in
early Greek culture is proved by a curious feature of the ancient Athenian ritual of the
Bouphonia (IE *g"ou- g'hon-), the sacrifice of an ox to Zeus of the city: the sacrificial
axe is ritually tried for murder.4
The creation of the compound name M
'having the care of *
,
'he who cares for the *
' could have been at the outset a nonce-formation; names
in M -(var. M -) are infrequent but do occur. See Bechtel 1917 who notes that the
type was first analyzed already by August Friedrich Pott.5
That the HERO of such a mythological episode in the basic formula may owe
his name to a (synchronically no longer perceived) transference of the WEAPON can
be exactly paralleled in Vedic. For as Stanley Insler will show in a future study,6 the
Hindu God Visnu himself was originally only the name of Indra's cudgel, his vajra.
Compare the clear basic formula in RV 6.20.2:
ahim yad vrtram

hann . . . visnuna sacanah

When you slew ... the serpent Vrtra .. . together with Visnu.
4. See the penetrating analysis of Burkert 1983:136ff. It is curious that an apparent cognate of
recurs in a Middle Irish place-name Benn Boguine, with its dindsenchus (Metr. Dinds. 4.70), a
tale of cattle-slaying. See Thurneysen 1921:320. If the compound were genuinely old, we should expect
syncope; but since it was etymologically transparent it could have been re-formed.
5. 1857:129: 'Er [
] bedeutet cui curae cordique est (
) venatio (
).' But the
second member (so etymologized already by Euripides, v. infra) will not account for the hiatus.
6. Referred to by permission, for which I am grateful.
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Etymologically the WEAPON *(-)
was the 'breaker' in Greek (
).7
The root *uag
otherwise not found in Indo-Iranian—recurs in Tocharian AB wak'split, open (intr.)', pres. B wokotar < *uag-o-,8 and in the Hittite hi-verb waki 'bites'.
The weapon might have been originally the 'biter'; for the semantics compare IE
*bheid- in Germanic (bite, beissen) and its association with the WEAPON in Germanic
legend. Beowulf's sword Hrunting was useless against Grendel's mother: bitan nolde
(1523) 'would not bite'; from Old Norse (Helgakvida Hundingsbana II.33) bitia per
pat sverd 'that sword will not bite for you'. The weapon with which Beowulf finishes
off the Worm in the final, fatal conflict is biter and beaduscearp (2704) 'biting
("bitter") and battle-sharp': *bhid-ro- is formed just like *uag-ro-.9
Formally *uag-ro- suggests a Caland adjective in -ro-, with substantivation and
accent shift to vajra-. The stative *uag-e- in Greek
is likewise at home in a
Caland-system, as is the s-stem *uag-es- of the Hesychean gloss
'fragment', and its internal derivative
'unbroken'.
Hidden in the name of Meleager, but recoverable by the techniques of formulaic
analysis, we have a Greek word *
which makes an exact word equation, both
linguistically and in its poetic deployment, with Vedic vdjrah and Avestan vazro. That
word and its associative poetic semantics and formulaics must go back directly to the
period of community of Greek and Indo-Iranian, to the period of both linguistic and
poetic community. The explanation of the name of Meleager is only a by-product of
the understanding of the nature and extent of that Indo-European poetic tradition.
Jochem Schindler points out that this analysis of the name of Meleager is not
new, but was published over a century ago. 10 He referred me to Hermann Osthoff
(1878:140), who wrote of
, 'besser ist aus lautlichen Gr nden diejenige
Etymologie, auf deren Urheber wir uns aber leider nicht besinnen, nach welcher in
dem etymologisch zu deutenden Namen das Schlussglied Skr. vajra- m. n. 'Donnerkeil,
Abaktr. vazra- m. 'Keule' enthalten sein soll.' The etymology in fact was made by
none other than Berthold Delbr ck, at the age of 23.11 He quite correctly saw the figure
of Meleager in the framework of what I term the basic formula. Nihil novi sub sole.
But Delbr ck's etymology, based explicitly on a long-antiquated view of mythology
as a reflection of phenomena of nature, failed to convince the few Hellenists who knew
of it. I believe it is the formulaic analysis alone which can demonstrate the correctness
of the equation and explain the genesis of the name.
7. Burrow 1973:26, Thieme 1984:765, Mayrhofer, KEWA 126 and 790. I leave to others to consider whether the Germanic name of history and legend Odoacer, Odovacar, OEng. Eadwacer, Gmc. *Auoawak-raz might still contain our WEAPON (*uagros) rather than the apparent uogros of ON uakr, OE wacor,
German wacker. See Schonfeld 1911:174.
8. Jasanoff 1978:41, 120.
9. The following line forwrat Wedra helm wyrm on middan (2705) '(B.) cut open the belly of the
Worm' also recalls RV 1.32.1 d pra vaksana abhinat parvatanam '(Indra) split the belly of the mountains',
or 4.17.3 bhinad giri'm 'he split the mountain'.
10. Schindler also notes Euripides' etymology in Me/eager fr. 517 Nauck:
,
with a double figura etymologica (
recurs at Bacchae 434). As
Nauck notes, the paronomasia was castigated already in antiquity:
11. Delbruck 1865:282-3, as can be learned from van der Kolf, Pauly-Wissowa RE 29 (1931), col.
446 (who however remained unconvinced).

43
The Germanic world
1. Myth and Hero
The earliest Germanic literature, Old English, Old High German, Old Saxon, and Old
Norse, knows a great many combats between heroes and dragons or heroic adversaries, epical conflicts which have continued to seize popular imagination from the Dark
Ages right down to the 19th and 20th centuries, in the response to the operas of Richard
Wagner, the still unabated vogue of the literary creations of the distinguished
philologist J. R. R. Tolkien, and the immense success of the game Dungeons and
Dragons. The themes of all these epic poems and tales have been repeatedly studied,
catalogued, and analyzed by philologist and folklorist alike, and their similarity to the
themes of Greek, Indie, and other legendary material has been noted since the 19th
century.1 The thematic similarities may be presumed as given; our concern here is
language.
A number of verbal parallels among the various Germanic dragon-slaying
legends have been adduced,2 which prove, by the tenets of the comparative method,
that they are genetically related and common inheritance. Such is the remarkable and
methodologically indispensable agreement in what Meillet (1925:3) would term the
critical 'detail singulier', the hepti-sax 'hilted knife', WEAPON of Giant adversary in
the Grettissaga (§66) and a hapax in Old Norse, and the hceft-mece 'hilted sword'
Hrunting which Unferth loaned to Beowulf (1457) and which was useless against
Grendel'smother (1523 bitan nolde 'wouldnotbite'). The equation of the compounds
is notable for two reasons. The first is that both contexts refer to the antiquity of the
weapon: Beowulf 1458 an foran ealdgestreona 'foremost of the ancient treasures';
Grettissaga §66 metalinguistically as at kollu u menn pa heptisax 'such men called
1. Compare the bibliography in Klaeber 1950. Perhaps the finest appreciation is still Tolkien 1938.
For extra-Germanic comparisons cf. recently, and in some detail, Fontenrose 1980:Appendix 5.
2. Cf. Klaeber 1950:xv-xviii and note to line 1457. That the Germanic names of the dragon-slaying hero in their first element (cf. Gothic sigis 'victory') have the same root *segh- 'overcome, conquer'
as the Greek name "
(Hektor) is perhaps accidental, but still worth pointing out. The semantics of
the formation of the name "
are older than those of the synchronic verb
in Homeric Greek. Cf.
Ved. sahate 'conquers, overpowers, wins over'.
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then heptisax'. The second is that Beowulf and Grettissaga come respectively at the
beginning and the end of the attested Old Germanic heroic literary tradition. The two
are separated by nearly 600 years (8th to 14th century), yet they are very close to each
other, perhaps identical, in theme and message, i.e. in "meaning". It is a remarkable
testimony to the tenacity of the Germanic tradition.
Perhaps the clearest evidence for a common Germanic (at any rate West and
North Germanic) dragon-slaying myth are the respective genealogies of the heroes
Sigemund in Beowulf and Sigmundr-Siguror ("Siegfried") in Old Norse:
Waels
I Sister
(*=) Sigemund
|
(the Waelsing)
Fitela (nefa of Sig.)

V lsungr
Sign
Signy
(=) Sigmundr = o
|
|
Sin-fJQtli
Sigur r
[cf. OHG PN
[MHG Sigfrit]
(Sintar-)Fizzilo]

The identity of the names and their relations, the mythopoeic incest motif (probably
reconstructible for Old English as well), all point unequivocally to a common
Germanic mythographic background, whether the dragon-slayer is Sigemund as in
Beowulf, or his son Sigur r/Sigfrit as elsewhere. It is with this myth that we may begin.
Sigemund's exploit is narrated as part of the victory song composed to celebrate
Beowulf's victory over Grendel (867ff.). In this victory song we have a treasure house
of the metalanguage of Old Germanic poetry. 'Mindful of lays' (gidda gemyndig) the
poet 'found another poem, truly bound [i.e. rightly alliterative]' ( word ooer fand/sooe
gebunden). (With the neuter plural word compare Greek
) He began to 'vary
words' (wordum wrixlan), as Klaeber puts it (ad 874) 'in the customary manner of
Germanic poetry', and told of the deeds of Sigemund:
884-7

Sigemunde gesprong
fter dea d ge
d m unlytel,
sy an wiges heard
wyrm ac wealde,
hordes hyrde.
To Sigemund came, after his death-day, no little fame,
since the handy battler killed a serpent,
the guardian of a treasure.

'Great fame' is expressed in the ancient figure of litotes, literally 'unlittle fame' (d m
unlytel), like Greek
and Vedic
'imperishable fame';
compare also with the same semantics, Greek
and Vedic
'great fame' .3 And embedded in the phonetic figure heard... hordes hyrde we find
one of the traditional Old English dragon slaying formulas: wyrm acwealde 'killed the
worm'.
3. See on these Schmitt 1967:79ff.
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Germanic has no cognate of hi-, azi-,
; the word for 'worm, serpent,
dragon' is Old English wyrm, Old Norse ormr, Old Saxon and Old High German
wurm, Gothic waurms: Germanic *wurmiz, exactly cognate with Latin uermis, and
presupposing Indo-European *urmis. The word is a rhyme formation in IndoEuropean to *ki'rmis, probably for reasons of tabu; *kl'rmis is found in Celtic, BaltoSlavic, Albanian, and Indo-Iranian. The usual meaning of *k mis is just 'worm' in
most traditions, but in Middle Iranian it is also the word for 'dragon'; compare the
Pahlavi version of the familiar Indo-European formula: kirm ozad bud 'had slain the
dragon' (chap. 29). There can be no doubt that in *urmis/krmis we have two variants
of the same alternative designation of the Indo-European mythological serpentadversary.4
Old English here uses cwellan as the unmarked verb for 'kill', the causative of
cwelan 'die': Indo-European *g"el(h1)-, Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luvian wal'die', Old Irish at-baill 'dies', Greek
'throw'. The causative formation
*kwaljan, anachronistic ally *g"ol(hl)-eie-, appears to be confined to Germanic, and its
use in the dragon-slaying formula is apparently an innovation confined to Old
English.5 Beowulf furnishes two further instances, both precisely in that formula:
1053-5

golde forgyldan
mane acwealde

ond bone nne heht
pone be Grendel er

and he ordered the compensation to be paid6
for the one whom Grendel wickedly killed,
1334

be p gystran niht

Grendel cwealdest

(the fight) in which you killed Grendel last night.
The two well illustrate the inherited bidirectionality of the formula
KILL SERPENT,
even where the lexical expression of KILL has been renewed, from IE *gl'hen- to
Germanic *kwaljan, Old English cwellan.
Other verbs as well are associated with the narration of dragon combat in both
4. See further below (chap. 56) on the Charm.
5. Likewise proper to Old English is the use of the verb overcome with the dragon as object. It is
used twice of Grendel: Beowulf'845 ni a ofercumen 'overcome by the fight', 1273 y he pone feond
ofercwom 'then he (Beowulf) overcame the adversary'. Since Grendel is only the first of Beowulf's monstrous adversaries we could see in ofercuman here the continuator of IE *terh2-, expressing the preliminary victory of one of the protagonists. IE *segh- shows a similar meaning; compare n. 2 above, and recall only that Hektor too won a preliminary victory.
6. Compare the Greek
,
below in the same context.
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West and North Germanic. The Old Norse verb vega 'fight' pret. v < IE *uoik(*ueik-) is attested in the fragments of the Volsungasaga (3. Brunnhildr to Gunnarr):
sigur r v at F fni/ormi 'Sigurd fought with F fni/the serpent'. In the V luspa(53),
the Sybil's prophecy, Odin will fare forth
vi5 ulf vega
to fight the Wolf,
and perish in the attempt. But he will be avenged: as the next stanza relates, the 'mighty
son of Sigfadir' mikli mogr Sigf ur ("Victory-Father", epithet of Odin) will come
vega at valdyre
to fight with the corpse-monster (the wolf Fenrir),
and spear him through the heart. Formulaically note the same collocation of the verb
and the epithet in Lokasenna 58: Loki taunts Thor that he will not dare fight with the
wolf (vi ulfinn vega) and the latter will swallow Odin (Sigf ur). The verb is found
only once in Beowulf'(2400), but in the identical context and again a prophecy of doom:
'So he survived (genesan) every battle
pe he wi6 pam wyrme
when he had to

fight

o5 5one anne d g
gewegan sceolde
till that one day
against that serpent.

The verb is IE *ueik-, with an old athematic ablauting paradigm with shifting accent
*ueik-ti I *uik-enti which accounts for the Germanic hesitation in root final consonant,
Gothic weihan, but Old English, Old Norse (-)wegan. Among cognates note Old Irish
fichid 'fights', Old High German ubarwehan 'conquers', with nasal infix Latin uinco
'conquers', perfect uici< *uoik- = Old Norse va, and Homeric Greek OvK
'unconquerable, insuperable', which if correctly transmitted in vocalism looks like the
obscure Old Irish form fiacht (Thurneysen 1946:422).
Old Norse provides us with a precious piece of evidence for the channel for the
renewal and replacement of IE *g hen- by other verbs like Germanic *kwaljan or
*wigan (*weihan), which we can only present now; the explanation will come in the
pages immediately following. In the V lundarkvida 33, one of the oldest of the Eddie
poems, the smith V lundr makes the King Ni5u5r swear an oath, 'by ship's sides,
shield's rim, horse's withers and sword's edge', at skips bordi ok at skialdar r nd /
at mars bogi ok at m kis egg, clearly traditional language. Ship and horse, shield and
sword are together the warrior's transport and arms; compare the instruction in the
Sanskrit laws of Manu (8.113) that the man of the warrior caste (ksatriya) must swear
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by his 'chariot and weapons' (vahanayudhais), and with the arms alone, the Old Irish
oath tar mo sciath 7 tar mo c[h]loidim 'over my shield and over my sword' (Fled
Bricrenn §99). Vglundr makes the Norse king swear
at
kveliat
ne br
minni

kvan Volundar
at bana ver5ir

that you will not kill Vglundr' s wife,
nor become the bane (= killer) of my bride.
Here kvelja and the periphrasis at bana verda (on which see below) are semantically
identical; the choice of each is governed by the alliteration.
The Old English noun bona (bana), Old Norse bani 'slayer, killer', is frequent
in poetic texts in both languages. In Beowulf it is applied both to heroes and to
monsters; the dragon is the subject. Cf. Grendel in 1743 bona swide neah 'a killer is
very near', 2082 bona blodigtoo 'the bloody-toothed killer', and of the Worm who
killed Beowulf and was killed by him, 2824 bona swylce Ioeg '(his) killer also lay dead'.
In Old Norse the dragon is the object. It is used twice with the dragon Fafnir as object,
once of the WEAPON and once of the HERO.7 Gripisspa 15:
munt hoggva
hvgsso sver5i
brynio rista
me5 bana Fafnis
You will hew with sharp sword,
cut her byrnie with Fafnir's bane (the sword Gram),
Oddrunargratr 17:
i
dusa
ok upphiminn
pa er bani Fafnis
borg um atti
Earth and Up-heaven shook
when Fafnir's bane (Sigur5r)
looked at (Brynhildr's) fortress. 8

7. inn frani ormr 'the speckled snake' Fdfnismdl 19,26; for the perseverance of this frequent Eddie
formula cf. Faroese frcenorormur, New Norw. dial.franarormen 'the snake with yellow spots'. Cf. Greek
and chap. 39.
8. 'Earth and Up-heaven' is itself an old formula in the Old Norse tradition, indeed probably of
Indo-European age. The connection is natural enough, to be sure, but compare in Hittite such collocations, all from mythological or ritual texts, as if DUMU DIM MUS il/uyankas katta nu Sara nepiSi attissi
halzais 'But the Storm God's son was with the Serpent; and he called up in heaven to his father . . .'
(Illuyankas §25); Sara nepi i kuwat sakueskizzi 'Why does it keep looking up to heaven?' (KUB 7.41 Ro.
10-11). Both probably originally would have showed the directive case nepisa; for the locative cf.
ser=a—ssan nepisi siunales ueskanta 'up in heaven the divine ones are shrieking' (KBo 10.24 iii 13-14).
The topos of the stormy agitation of Earth and Heaven is widespread in early Indo-European literatures.
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We find finally the collocation with the generic word for serpent in a kenning for the
god Thor. Hymiskvida 22:
orms einbani

uxa h f i

The serpent's single bane (used as bait) the head of an ox.
Here the compound ein- is there only to alliterate with orms and uxa; the underlying
phrase is orms bani, which nominalizes the familiar formulaic verb phrase
KILL SERPENT.
The noun phrase 'serpent's killer' is itself here a definition of the Germanic divine
HERO par excellence, the warrior god Thor himself, Nordic counterpart of Indra.
There is in fact no primary, non-derived verb in Germanic which is related to the
noun of Old English bona etc.9 To express such a notion verbally by this root all the
early North and West Germanic languages have recourse to a periphrasis meaning
literally 'become slayer to', which semantically means just 'slay': Old English to
bonan weor an (+ dat.), Old Norse at bana veroa (+ dat.), Old High German ti banin
werdan (+ dat.), Old Saxon te banon uueroan (+ dat.). This periphrastic verb phrase
is regularly used of more than ordinary killings: it is semantically marked. It is found
characteristically in narration of killing of or by a dragon or other monster
(bidirectionality), of fratricide or other kin-slaying, of awesome exploits of the hero,
or of awesome victims. The context is not indifferent. The examples from Beowulf
are the following:
1330-1

Wear him on Heorote
w lg st w fre

tohandbanan

A wandering murderous sprite (Grendel's mother)
slew him in Heorot.
Note the sentence-initial verb and the postposed, indefinite subject, who is not
identified by name.
2078-9
m rum magu egne

him Grendel wear
t m bonan

him, the famous young retainer, Grendel slew by mouth.
The first compound members hand- and m - are for alliteration. Beowulf taunts
Unferth:
9. Old Norse does show the denominative weak verb bana (+ dat.), already once in the Poetic Edda
(HHv 26). It is comparable to the Greek creation
, which as we have seen increases dramatically
in frequency in the course of the fifth century B.C.
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peah ou pinum broorum

to banan wurde

though you killed your brothers,
and the same verb describes the primeval fratricide in
1261-2
to ecgbanan

si an Cain wear
ngan breper

since Cain killed his only brother by the sword,
and the death of Hygelac's son in
2202-3

ond Heardrede
hildemeceas
under bordhran
t bonan wurdon
and battle-swords killed Heardrede under shield-covering.

After Heardrede's death Beowulf legitimately succeeded to the kingship of the Geats:
460

wear he Hea olafe

t handbonan

He (Beowulf's father) slew Heatholaf,
2501-2

sy55an ic for duge um
D ghrefne wear
to handbonan
H ga cempan
since I (Beowulf) in the presence of the hosts
slew D ghrefne, champion of the Franks.

From the Old Norse Poetic Edda we may cite the following. Of dragons
(Gripissp 11):
pu munt b om
Regin ok Fafni

at bana ver a

You will slay both, Reginn and Fafnir.
Of brothers (Reginsm l 5):
br

rum tveim

at bana ver a

to slay the two brothers,
Helgakvi a Hundingsbana I.36 (a taunt, as in Beowulf 587 above):
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) broe r hom

at bana or it

you have slain your brother.
And finally Odin's question and the witch's answer in Baldrs Draumar 8-9:
hverr man Baldri
at bana ver a?
hann man Baldri etc.
Who will slay Baldr?
He (Baldr's blind brother Ho r) will etc.
In Old High German note only the single but telling example of the periphrasis,
of tragic adversaries doomed to an ineluctable conflict. Hildebrand says of his son
Hadubrand, who does not recognize his father (Hildebrandslied 54):
eddo ih imo ti banin werdan
or I (shall) kill him.
The construction is finally found in Old Saxon Christian poetry as well; for examples,
see the work of Rosemarie L hr cited below.
Old Norse knows another periphrasis with the same word bani in the same
meaning 'slay': ban(a)or bera af(+ dative), literally 'bring the killer(' s) word from',
the 'death message'. The expression is explained by Gering s.v. as derived from the
legal obligation of a murderer to acknowledge himself as such. 10
Compare F fnism l 39 at Reginn skuli / mitt banor bera 'that Reginn should
slay me'; Landn mab k iv. 17 (the forge-song of the smith V lundr):11
Ek bar einn
banaor .

af ellifu
Bl stu meirr!

I killed eleven alone. Blow harder!

10. One might also however imagine a directly created metaphor, the act of killing itself being the
word, the message. In RV 8.101.3 the missile of Mitra and Varuna is called their 'swift messenger' ajiro
dutas. The 'swift messenger' is formulaic in Vedic, dut ajir s RV 10.98.2, as m dut m ajir m 3.9.8. It
is also in Greek
Od. 15.526 and especially Sappho 44.3L-P, where it is line final in the same
metrical slot as that occupied by
in the next line. See on the latter Nagy 1974:117. Greek
'messenger' lacks an etymology; should we equate it with Vedic ajir s 'swift', via the transferred
epithet? A mechanical preform *h gh1lo- will account for both. For examples of the transferred epithet
in etymology see chap. 12.
11. Cited from Gordon 1949:134. For the meter see ibid. 294. Note also the enjambment which
permits a "vertical" as well as "horizontal" alliterative linkage in b-, and the "Irish" rhyme (by consonantclass) einn '. meirr.
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Atlakvi a 43:
hon hefir priggia i dkonunga / banor borit
She killed three kings.

In the Prose Edda of Snorri Sturluson the description of Ragnarok, the Twilight
of the Gods, presents the whole gamut of Old Norse phrases with bani in the space of
a few lines: the hound Garmr will fight Tyr, ok ver r hv rr rum at bana 'and each
will kill the other', Porr ben banaor af Mi gar sormi Thor will slay the Mi5gar5
serpent', Ulfrinn gleypir Odin; ver r pat hans bani 'the wolf will swallow Odin; that
will be his death'. Note once again the role of Thor as formulaic dragon-slayer: berr
banaor af ormi is equally
KILL SERPENT
like orms einbani above.
The construction 'became the bane' in Old English to bonan weordan, Old High
German ti banin werdan etc. is discussed by Rosemarie L hr 1982: 2.652-4, in her
exhaustive study with rich comparative material and secondary literature. She shows
that it is common West and North Germanic. L hr rightly explains the meaning 'death,
destruction, bane' found in all the medieval Germanic languages as a development of
this construction, where the subject is not a person but a thing. (Compare the rich
proliferation of Medieval and Early Modern English plant names like henbane,
wolfbane, cowbane, dogbane, fleabane.)
On the other hand, L hr's identification of this construction with certain others
in Germanic misses the point. Old English and Old High German constructions like
Laws Grid 2l.2 r l wear to egene 'slave became noble', Tat. 15,2 steina zi brote
uuerden ' stones to become bread' are not equivalent to a finite verb, and Otfr. III 19,25
uns zi frumu wurti '(that) it become of use to us' is just the equivalent of a Latin (etc.)
"double dative" (nobis auxilio) construction. OHG ti banin werdan, OSax. te banon
uuer an, OEng. to bonan weor an, ON at bana ver a are not 'fientive'; they are
periphrases which mean 'to slay'. As such they are the exact semantic equivalent of
the primary finite verb from the root which produced the Germanic *banan- 'slayer,
bane': a primary verb which does not exist in Germanic.
We have seen the contexts where we find the phrases to bonan weor an and
cognates (for convenience I will use the Old English formula as a portmanteau form)
or Old Norse bera ban(a)or : slaying of or by a "dragon" (bidirectionality!); killings
of heroic dimension; fratricide. These are precisely the context for the appearance of
the Indo-European formula
HERO

SLAY (*gl'hen-)

and we pose as equivalent Germanic

SERPENT/HERO2,
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to bonan weor an

HERO

SERPENT/HERO2.
bera ban(a)or5

In Germanic as well the subject HERO is frequently not overt, the more readily since
he is the bona.
The equivalence *g"hen-: to bonan weor an and bera ban(a)or af must finally
be recognized as not merely a typological semantic parallel, but a genetic equation.
For E. Seebold and others have made a convincing case for b as the typical reflex of
Indo-European g"h,12 citing the family of Old English bona as part of the evidence; we
may equate bona exactly 13 with Greek
and Vedic ghan -: Indo-European
*g"hon-o-, o-grade of the root *g"hen-. Indeed, it should be emphasized that the poeticequation *g*hen- : to bonan weor an is additional and independent evidence for the
correctness of Seebold's phonological equation and of the sound law. It is yet another
argument for the proposition that linguistics needs poetics.
Skeptics of the equation like Meid 1984:104, who prefer to regard the equation as reflecting a borrowing into Germanic from a related "Northwest block" IndoEuropean dialect would have to assume that the traditional phrasing of the dragonslaying mythology of the Germanic peoples was also borrowed at the same time from
this mysterious source. I doubt they would find that a congenial hypothesis.
Note finally that in the expression

(+ dative) of Od. 21.24

but thereafter these became his death and doom,
we can see in Greek the precise syntactic conditions for the development of the Germanic periphrastic construction 'become the bane' of Old English to bonan weor an
(+ dative). A similar phrase is found in Od. 11, when the shade of Agamemnon says
(444),

and yet you, Odysseus, will never be murdered by your wife.
Lattimore's translation clearly captures the verbal force of the periphrasis. Compare
also the legal formula in a fifth-century Arcadian inscription, Schwyzer 661.25-6
(Buck 16):
12. Seebold 1967, 1980. Note also Cowgill 1980:53, 65, citing with approval Martinet 1972:
89-93.
13. Gmc. *bana- + n-, cf. L hr 1982:651. Strictly the equation is with the oxytone agent noun
ghan - rather than the barytone action noun
. But Indo-European and Germanic could well have
had both, as was conjectured by Wackernagel for Greek (
, chap. 36).
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If anyone (present) in the temple is a murderer of those
who were killed at that time.
We may add Germanic to those branches of the Indo-European family which
continue the ancient mythological and heroic formulas
HERO

SLAY (*g'hen-)

SERPENT

HERO1

SLAY (*gshen-)

HERO2

and

The Germanic innovations are only to lose the verbal root *g"hen- and to develop, using
inherited morphological, syntactic, and poetic means, a periphrasis with the agent
noun derivative *g*hono-, and to utilize the inherited *urmi-, rhyme-form to
*k'rmi-, for the serpent. The Indo-European asymmetry of the formula is well attested
in Germanic, and the bidirectionality is perhaps more prominent in this family than any
other due to the pessimistic Germanic view of "final things": Beowulf slays the Worm
and is slain by him; at Ragnarok Thor will slay the Mi gar Worm and die of its poison.

2. Applied myth as charm
We may examine here briefly, as a sort of appendix in anticipation of part VII below
(From myth to charm), an Old English dragon-slaying narrative that is incorporated
into a longer metrical piece known as the Nine Herbs Charm. It is edited by Dobbie
1942: 119-21, 210, from the unique manuscript Harl. 585, dated by Ker to the 10th/
11 th century. 14 The relevant episode in the edited text begins with an introduction (2730):
is is seo wyrt
wergulu hatte;
as ons nde seolh ofer s s hrycg
ondan attres o res to bote.
Das viiii magon wi nygon attrum
This is the plant that is called wergulu (crabapple); 15
14. I am indebted to Daniel Donoghue for this and many of the references cited below, and am
particularly indebted to Joseph Harris for corrections and suggestions, not all of which—at my peril—I
followed.
15. So Cockayne 1961:3.34, and the lexica, most recently Bicrbaumer 1976:127-8. The word is
found only here. Cockayne's justification for the meaning 'crabapple' is presented at 3.348.
16. The reference to the seal is obscure. With the metaphor in ofer s s hryeg 'over the sea's ridge.
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a seal sent it over the sea's ridge16
to compensate for the malice of other venom.
Those nine are efficacious against nine venoms.
The narrative of the dragon myth proper (31-35) begins a new folio page (161b) and
is demarcated by a cross before the first word of 1.31 and another cross at the beginning
of line 36.17 The text then runs:
Wyrm com snican, toslat he man;
a genam Woden viiii wuldortanas,
sloh a pa naeddran, paet heo on viiii tofleah.
paer geaendade aeppel and attor,
paet heo naefre ne wolde on hus bugan
A worm came sneaking, it bit someone;
then Woden took nine glory-twigs,
he smote then the adder, so that it flew in nine (pieces).
There the apple ended (it) and (its) venom,
so that it never should go into house.
I translate thus in the light of common sense (the 'apple' as direct object is much
more difficult) and the cross-linguistic commonplace of a third person object unexpressed or expressed by a zero sign. Joseph Harris (p.c.) very tentatively suggests as
an Old English parallel Andreas 1221-2 baeron ut hra e / ond pam halgan p r handa
gebundon 'they quickly carried (him) out and bound the saint's hands'. The alliteration
requirement (halgan : handa) may have entailed a movement from the more expected
'... carried the saint out and bound his hands', leaving the pronoun as a trace. For a
similar zero subject with a conjoined noun phrase compare Old Irish teit 7 a mathair
'(he) goes and his mother' = 'he and his mother go'.
The text has given rise to considerable discussion and some controversy. The
medical historian Charles Singer (1920:15) recognized the notion that diseases arose
from the nine fragments into which Woden smote the reptile. The healing virtues of
the nine herbs mentioned in the text before and after our passage are then to be
understood as directed each against a particular 'venom' (attor). The arithmetic of the
nine herbs is itself unclear, as noted by H. Meroney,18 who points out that even for an
Old English botanist the (crab)apple is hardly an 'herb'.
In my view (partly building on Meroney) at least two originally distinct metrical
charms have been combined by the compilator of ms. Harl. 585 or its source: an 'apple
charm' with the dragon-slaying narrative of Woden and a 'nine herbs charm'. The link
back' compare the Old Irish phrase fairrge al druim 'over the sea's ridge, back' from the 7th-century poem
on St. Columba discussed in chap. 9. We may have diffusion here. The same Archaic Irish poem attests
the kenning nemeth mbled 'whales' sanctuary' for 'ocean', like Old English (Beowulf el passim) hronrad,
hranrad 'whale-road'.
17. As can be learned from Cockayne's original edition.
18. Meroney 1944. I cannot follow him in his eventual equation of wergulu with lombescyrse
'lamb's cress'.
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is either just the magic number nine or the apple pulp (p s apples gor), which along
with 'old soap' (ealde sapan) provides in the prose 'recipe' the base into which the
ground herbs are mixed. The 'nine herbs charm' will no longer concern us here; we
are interested in the other, whose text has been given.
The name of the pagan god Woden is very rare in Old English literature; aside
from genealogies Bosworth-Toller cite only this passage and one other from the Exeter
Book (Krapp and Dobbie 1936:161, Maxims 1, line 132):
Woden worhte weos,
rume roderas

wuldor alwalda,

Woden wrought idols, the Almighty (wrought) glory,
the heavens far and wide.
That both this passage and the 'apple charm' should show the collocation Woden ...
wuldor 'Woden... glory, fame' is probably more than coincidence, the more so since
the Old Norse cognate of the latter, Ullr, is a divine name or epithet, 'eine Form des
alten idg. Hochgottes' (de Vries, s.v.). Like Woden (IE *uet- 'see, be cognizant of,
Latin uates and Old Irish faith), wuldor and Ullr, Goth, wulpus '
, splendor' are
derivatives of a root meaning 'see', IE *uel-, with close links to poetry and mantic
prophetic wisdom as well, Old Irish ili 'learned poet'. See on these the discussion in
chap. 9.
The narrative itself is 'classical' basic formula, with lexical renewal of the basic
verb of violent action. First comes the preliminary victory of the serpent,
SERPENT (wyrm) toslitan 'lacerate by biting' MAN,
then the reciprocal, the hero's smiting of the beast with a weapon:
HERO (Woden)

SMITE (slean)

SERPENT (n ddre) with WEAPON (tan).

The verb is precisely Modern English slay; the Old English slean is also used
reciprocally with the snake as subject, gif n ddre slea man 'If a serpent bites a man'
(Cockayne 1961:2.110.14).
The weapon is a magical twig (tan). The Old Norse cognate teinn appears
notably in the compound mistilteinn, English mistleTOE, the sinister twig which is the
WEAPON with which blind H r will kill—become the bane of, at bana verda—
Odin's son Baldr (Voluspa 31, Baldrs Draumar 9). The word is also used for a twig
cast as a lot, and we know from Tacitus, Germania 10.1, that these were cut from fruit
trees (virgam frugiferae arbori decisam in surculos amputant)—and agrestia poma
'wild fruit' along with fresh game and curds were alleged to be the principal diet of the
ancient Germans (ibid. 23.1).19 Such are the overtones of Woden's weapon against
the serpent in this ancient Germanic myth narrated as part of the charm.
The brief and formulaic myth is framed, both preceded and followed, by the
19. Cf. the edition and commentary of Anderson 1938, and Much 1959.
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reference to the apple: first under the name of wergulu, mediated by the mysterious seal
over the sea's ridge to remedy venom, then as the ppel which finished off the serpent
and his venom. What is the connection, or more simply, what is the apple doing in this
charm?
The apple is an Indo-European fruit; see the discussion of Gamkrelidze and
Ivanov 1984:2.637-43, with attention to language, botany, ethnography, and mythology. The apple is prominent in several myths among various Indo-European peoples,
such as the apple of discord, or the golden apples of the Hesperides (guarded by a
dragon), or the golden apples conferring eternal youth and immortality which belong
to Idunn, wife of Bragi, the Norse god of poetry (: Vedic brahman- 'formulation',
perhaps Iranian brazman-). For Slavic and Baltic compare the references cited by the
Georgian and Russian scholars in their work.
I suggest, however, that a much simpler and humbler homeopathic image
underlies the function of the apple in this Old English charm against venom (attor).
Venom is conveyed by the serpent's tooth; elementary observation teaches that it is
the bite of the serpent which is toxic.
Consider then a formulaic curse in Hittite, attested from Old Hittite times down
into texts of the New Kingdom and recently discussed by Soysal 1989. KBo 3.46+ Ro.
12'-13':
GIS

]samluwanza gakus=(s)mus [dau

May the apple take your (or their) teeth!
The reference is clearly to the danger of eating an unpeeled apple for one with poor
teeth or ailing gums: one may leave one's teeth in the apple.20
As such the apple is a natural homeopathic symbol of defense against the
serpent's tooth and its venom. The worms and their venom (Old English attor) are at
the same time a metaphor for diseases in Germanic (and Atharvavedic) thought (chap.
56). Add that diseases in the Germanic Middle Ages were themselves metaphorically
known as wolf's tooth; compare from Middle High German, Wolfram von Eschenbach,
Parzifal 7591 ir truogt den eiterwolves zan 'you bear the toothmark of the pus-wolf,
with eiter the German cognate of Old English attor.21
The logic of the whole charm then becomes perfectly clear and perfectly natural.
It begins with an 'external' narrative:
The apple is sent against venom.
Then the 'internal' narrative, the myth proper:
The Serpent bites Man;
Woden smashes the Serpent into nine pieces with magic twigs.
20. Rather than Soysal's view that it is the sourness of the wild apple which is envisaged. Apples
and corn on the cob are routinely proscribed to those with dentures.
21. Cited in Gerstcin 1974.
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The pieces are venoms, diseases; the venoms are (wolf's)tooth; the apple takes the
tooth. Therefore, returning to the 'external' narrative,
The apple ends (the Serpent) and the venom.
The terms apple, serpent (both adder and worm), and Woden are all Common
Indo-European as well as Common Germanic, and venom (attor) and magic twigs
(tanas), and the 'external' verbs send and end (rhyming!) and the 'internal' verbs bite
(slitan) and smash (slean) are all Common Germanic. The Old English charm as we
have it lexically may thus be legitimately projected back into, that is, reconstructed for,
Proto-Germanic. We are that much closer to the goal expressed by Gamkrelidze and
Ivanov 1984:2.643, that the commonality of motifs about the apple in the various
traditions may point to a 'reflexion of Common Indo-European ritual and mythological concepts'.

44
Thor's hammer
and the mace of Contract
In the preceding chapters we have studied the formulaic aspects of the narration of the
dragon-slaying myth in a variety of early Indo-European languages. It was noted that
the fullest expression of the mythological theme involved the specification of the
WEAPON, typically identified as a mace, cudgel, or war club, often a metaphor for
the thunderbolt.
Compare Thor's hammer, named Mjollnir in Old Norse (minn pru hamarr,
Mjollnir 'my power-hammer, M.', Lokasenna passim). The Germanic word hammer
itself belongs together with cognates of variable shape meaning 'stone' (Vedic
asman-, Lithuanian akmuo, Old Church Slavonic kamy, kamene), 'anvil' (Greek
), and doubtless the Germanic family of heaven, German Himmel, Gothic
himins, and Old Norse himinn. It is conceivable that an original meaning like
'meteorite stone' lies at the back of these forms, but it seems not to have been taken
up for pre-Germanic poetic or mythographic purposes, and Thor' s hammer is just that,
a massive smith's tool functioning as a weapon.
The name Mjollnir (Germanic *mel [u]nijaz) on the other hand is clearly a
Northern European mythographic term, since it can be directly compared with Latvian
milna (Baltic *mildna), the name of the chief pagan god Perkun's hammer. The two
together can then be related to the Balto-Slavic and Welsh words for 'lightning',
'thunderbolt': Old Prussian mealde, Byelorussian maladna, Church Slavonic ml n ji,
Russian molnija, and apparently, despite its isolation in Insular Celtic, Welsh mellt
'lightning', singulative mellten 'bolt of lightning' ('with secondary t', according to
Pokorny).
Pokorny (IEW s.v.) sets up a root *meldh- for these Northern European forms,
with zero-grade *mldh-; the form is not demonstrably Common Indo-European, and
it is probably best to speak only of a Northern European *m(e)ld-. The semantics
however are much older, for they agree with Greek and Indo-Iranian in designating the
metaphorical weapon of a warrior god or sky god, hero or giant. Northern European
Germanic Thor the thunder god or Baltic Perkunas (Slavic Perum,) with their
hammers are in this respect directly comparable to Indra with his vajra or his vadha,
429
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Mithra with his vazra or his ga a, Astuuat. r ta or Thraetaona with their va a, and
Herakles or Orion or Poluphemos with their ropalon, or maceman Areithoos with his
korune.
The Anatolian Storm God D IM-unnas, Tarhunt-, Luvian DTarhunzas in representations carries in his left fist a three-pronged lightning bolt as his symbol and
ideogram (Laroche 196), as in the procession in the sanctuary of Yazihkaya (41
D
TONITRUS). A cursive variant of the same hieroglyphic sign (Laroche 199) is that
conventionally and iconically transcribed (D)W, ideogram of the Storm God (Cuneiform DU or DIM), well-attested in the 2nd millennium. In his right fist the Storm God
already in the 2nd-millennium iconography (seals, etc.) holds a vajra-like scepter
similar to the hieroglyphic sign MALLEUS (Laroche 280); in later representations the
weapon in his right hand is a battle axe, like the sign ASCIA (Laroche 281). The
associated verb in Anatolia is a form of the root zah(h)- 'strike', of uncertain origin:
Hittite zahhiskizzi (Telipinus myth §16), Hieroglyphic Luvian za-ha-nu-wa-ta
(KARKEMISH A 1 a 6).
In Indie and Iranian there are three common designations of the weapon, from
two roots: Vedic vajrah = Avestan vazro; Vedic vadhah = Avestan va o; Vedic vadhar
= Avestan vadara. The first, as noted in chap. 42, is from the root *uag- of Greek
'break';' the other two are both from the root *uedh- (*uedhh x -) discussed in
chap. 32. The first is another verb of violent action, and the second is in Indie
suppletive to the very root *guhen- of the basic formula. Recall from chap. 27.3 the
quasi-etymological figures ahan... vadhena (RV 1.32.5) and vadhit... ghanena (RV
1.33.4), both 'SLEW with the WEAPON', and note also AV 8.8.3,4, with a derivative
of vadh- also as subject: hantv enan vadhako vadhaih 'Let the slayer (vadhaka-) slay
(han-) them with his slayers (yadha- = weapons)'. Compare the etymological figure
in RV 5.32.4 vajrena vajri ni jaghana susnam 'The cudgel-bearer struck down Susna
with the cudgel'.
All three are formulaic and occur in collocations that are of Common IndoIranian date; see Mayrhofer, KEWA s. vv. Examples of both vajra and vadha have
already been given in chap. 28.
For Vedic formula and both weapon words compare RV 1.32.5:
ahan vrtram vrtrataram vyamsam
indro vajrena mahata vadhena
He slew
he Indra,

ra, the worst obstacle, with shoulders apart (= the cobra),
th his mace, his great weapon.

The enjambment of the subject heightens the distancing; each noun has an alliterative
noun phrase in apposition to it, and the subject indra is in apposition to the immanent
subject of the 3 sg. verb. Schematically the formula is double: the familiar verb phrase
1. The Tocharian cognate AB wak- 'split' also points to IE a-vocalism. If the isolated Homeric
noun Iwyn 'shelter, windbreak' is from
- and related, the ablaut is peculiar.
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ahan vrtram plus enjambed appositional material and then another formula, this time
the in umental noun phrase mahata vadhena:
*g"hen- SERPENT

with great WEAPON

The same formula appears in the curse of Vasistha (RV 7.104.16 a-c):
yd mayatum yatudhanety aha
yd va raksah sucir asmity aha
indras tarn hantu mahata vadhena
Whoever says to me, no sorcerer, "Sorcerer!",
or whatever demon says "I am innocent!"
let Indra smite that one with his great weapon.
We have in 16c the maximal and unified structure
HERO

*guhen-

ADVERSARY

with WEAPON.

Curses of this sort have every likelihood of reflecting ancient—and enduring—verbal
habits.
The weapon is not always in the 'marginal' instrumental case. It may instead,
for example, be either subject or object of the verb *guhen-, and thus a noun in the
nominative or accusative case, as a substitute for either the HERO or the SERPENT.
As object of Vedic han- (*guhen-) we find the neuter vadhar- (*uedh-r) in 2.34.9
ava . . . hantana vadhah 'beat off the weapon!' The same syntagma underlies the
Iranian daevic personal name Va ayan-, literally 'weapon-striking', (va a- + - an-}.
The verb phrase is Common Indo-Iranian.2
The structure of the last formula, at least of Common Indo-Iranian age, is
HERO

*guhen-

WEAPON.

For an even fuller structure we must consider the repeated Vedic line (RV 4.22.9 =
7.25.3):
jahi vadhar vanuso martyasya
strike the weapon of the jealous mortal!
The last is of particular interest, for as Bartholomae first noticed, the verb phrase is
identical with that of the final litany of the Avestan Hom Yast (Y. 9.30-32) vadar jai i
2. The Lithuanian word vedega 'axe, pick, esp. for maintaining an ice-hole' is conceivably a remade distant reflex of just such a formation, but this is speculative. Cf. Leskien 1891 on the Lithuanian
suffixes -egas, -ega, -agas, -aga, and especially Jakobson 1985:25ff. on the pagan Slavic divine names
Svarogb, Rarog'b, Tvarogb,
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'strike the weapon!', repeated six times. The first strophe (30) refers precisely to the
dragon-slaying myth:
paiti azois zairitahe
simahe viso.vaepahe
kahrp m nas mnai asaone
haoma zaire vadara jai i
Yellow Haoma, strike the weapon against
the body of the yellow serpent, dirty, poison-spewing,
for the pious one who is about to perish.
The litany continues in parallel fashion with the invocation to strike the weapon
against the 'robber', the 'deceitful mortal' (masiiahe druuato, cf. vanuso martyasya
'jealous mortal' of the Vedic parallel just cited), the 'heterodox teacher', and the
'bewitching whore'. The -d- of vadara (rather than - -} could show that the word in
the formula belongs to the oldest, Gathic Avestan dialect. The phrases in the two
languages are a syntactic mirror image, Vedic jahi vadhar in sentence- and verseinitial, Avestan vadara jai i in sentence- and verse-final position. There can be no
doubt that we have a Common Indo-Iranian poetic formula.
The first may be schematized as
HERO

*guhen-

WEAPON

SERPENT,

again boxing the verbal formula which is the vehicle of the theme; the second where
the adversary is the hostile, deceitful mortal, Indo-Iranian *martiia-, is
HERO

*guhen-

WEAPON

MORTAL.

It is significant that the WEAPON in question is indifferently that of the hero, or that
of the adversary; using the linguistic convention of the subscript i to mark this linkage,
we obtain
HEROi

*guhen-

WEAPON;

SERPENT,

*guhen-

WEAPONi

MORTAL;

on the one hand, and

HERO

on the other. In Indo-Iranian phonetic shape,
HEROi
HERO

*Jhan*jhan-

uadhari- ajhiuadhari- martiia-^

The weapon is the serpent's in RV 5.32.2-3:
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ahim...
jaghanvan...
tyasya cin mahato nir mrgasya
vadhar jaghana tavisibhir indrah
Having slain ... the serpent. ..
Indra with all his strength struck aside the weapon
of that great monster.
We find the same indifferent attribution of the weapon either to the hero or to his
monstrous adversary in Germanic, precisely in the "singular detail" (discussed in
chap. 43) of the shared compound element Old Norse hepti- and Old English h ft- in
the formulaically and thematically inherited weapon word. The heptisax is the weapon
of the monstrous adversary in the Old Norse Grettissaga, while the Old English
cognate h ftmece is the weapon of the hero Beowulf.
The Iranian god Mithra, whose name means Contract, is armed with a mace
(vazra-, the cognate of Vedic vajra-), carefully and formulaically described in Yast 10,
the Avestan hymn to Mithra edited by Gershevitch. Compare the verses of 10.96:
vazram zastaiia draz mno
satafstanam sato.dar m
frauuaey m viro.niiancim
zarois aiiarjho frahixtam
amauuato zaraniiehe
amauuast m m zaiianam
zaiianam3
Holding the mace in his hand
with a hundred bosses, a hundred blades,
felling men as it swings forward,
cast in yellow bronze,
strong, gilded,
strongest of weapons,
most irresistible of weapons.
Strophe 101 furnishes the construction with the weapon as direct object of the verbjan(IE *guhen-) with the victims in the locative, then repeats the basic formula with the
victims as underlying direct objects in a compound with the same root:
ho paoiriio ga am nijainti
aspaeca paiti viraeca,
havra.tarsta rianhaiiete
uuaiia aspa.viraja.
3. For the pair
Yt. 14.38.

compare the formulaic amamca
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It is he who first strikes his club
at horse and man;
he frightens both with sudden fright
smiting horse and man.

Further on, all of Mithra's weapons on his chariot are catalogued and described, a
thousand each of bowstrings, arrows, spears, hatchets, knives, hurling clubs (ga a-),
and a single mace, described with an expansion of 96 cited above (132):
histaite aom vasahe
mivrahe vouru.gaoiiaoitis
vazram sriram huniuuixtam
satafstanam...
zaiianam
mainiiauuasa vazanti
mainiiauuasa pat nti
kamara e paiti daeuuanam
There stands on the chariot
of Mithra of the wide pastures
the beautiful mace, easily brandished,
with a hundred bosses . . .
most irresistible of weapons,
through the spirit-place they fly,
through the spirit-place they fall
on the heads of the daevas.
Yast 6.5 in a strophe to Mi-vra gives the variant:
yazai vazram huniuuixtam
kamara e paiti daeuuanam
I will worship the mace, easily brandished
on the heads of the daevas.
The Indie cognate and counterpart of Avestan Mithra is the god Mitra 'Contract, Ally';
attested already in Mittanni and Middle Hittite documents of the middle of the second
millennium B.C., Mitra the god Contract is clearly a Common Indo-Iranian divinity.4
The concept itself and its societal valuation are much more ancient, going back to the
community of Indo-European itself, including Anatolian. The earliest attested word
of any Indo-European language is the word for contract, borrowed from Hittite ishiul
into the Old Assyrian of the Cappadocian merchant colonies (karum Kanes, karum
Hattus) in the 19th century B.C.5
4. The fundamental study is Thiemc 1975:21-39.
5. In Hittile the word continued down to the end of the empire over six centuries later as the unique
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If the notion of the sacredness of Contract is Common Indo-European and the
divinity of Contract Mitra/Mivra Common Indo-Iranian, it remains a fact that the
Mace of Contract is only an Iranian topos. Mitra in Vedic India (and earlier in
Anatolian Mittanni) had no weapon. We must seek some explanation for the Iranian
development of this theme.
We already saw in chap. 42 that the formulaic deployment of Mithra's vazra in
Iran can be thematically and verbally exactly paralleled in India in the descriptions of
Indra's vajra, and in Greece as well in the descriptions of the club or mace (
)
of many heroes and giants like Herakles, Poluphemos, or Orion. The epithet { )
'unbroken' of
(Od. 11.575) contains the same root as vazra/vajra, and the
name of the hero
is identical to the Indo-Iranian weapon name down
to the very suffix: we have a Common late Indo-European *uagros.
Not only this but the other weapon words vadhar/vadar and vadha/vada are
common to Indie and Iranian, with Greek showing the verbal cognate in the isolated
participle ( )
'striking'. The epithet of the vazra in Avestan (fra-)hixta 'cast',
belongs to the technical vocabulary of metalworking. It recurs in Vedic of the vajra
and vadha, collocated with the cognate sic- in the meaning 'cast', as well as with han'slay, smite'. AV 11.10.(12,)13:
vajram yam asincata
asuraksayanam vadham
tenaham amum senam
ni limpami brhaspate
amitran hanmy ojasa
The vajra which (Brhaspati) cast,
the asura-destroying weapon,
with that I blot out yonder army, o Brhaspati;
I slay the enemies with force.
From another myth, Indra's fear after slaying Tvastr's son Visvarupa, note TS 2.5.2.2
(cf. 2.4.12.2) tasmai vajram siktva prayacchad etena jahiti 'having cast the vajra he
gave it to him, saying, "slay with it!".'
Combining these passages with those cited in chap. 42, we may display in three
columns the verbal equations of form or meaning collocated in these three traditions
describing the hero's great weapon:
'weapon'
'hand'
'100(0)-bossed'
'yellow'

Iranian
vazra
zasta
satafstana
zairi

Indie
Greek
vajra(-)
-hasta
sahasrabhrsti
hari

designation for the binding (Hittite ishiya 'bind, tie') contract or alliance of the Hittite king, ranging from
treaties on the international level to 'contracts' and 'instructions' on the interpersonal level. Cf. Laroche
1971:35.
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'golden'
'bronze'
'weapon'
'cast'
'slay'
'beast'

'man'

zaraniia
aiianho
va8a
frahixta
nijainti, -ja
aspaeca
aspa.viraja
viraeca

hiranya
ayasa
vadha
siktva
jahi, hanmi
goha
nrha

(Myc. Anorpl

The massive coincidences of these three languages must surely reflect a common and
inherited traditional topos of the description of the WEAPON. In each of the three the
words describe the weapon of different divinities (Mithra, Indra, the Maruts), heroes
or anti-heroes (Orion, Herakles, Poluphemos), but who all belong to the warrior class
of gods or heroes. The equation of Thor's hammer Mjollnir and Perkun's hammer
Milna points to the same thematic context in the respective pantheons, but on a younger
and dialectally more restricted layer: the geographically contiguous Germanic and
Baltic.
It is finally in this formulaic set that we must find the explanation for the
particular Iranian creation and development of the "Mace of Contract", vazram
mi rahe, the weapon of the divinity personified already in Indo-Iranian times (Thieme
1975). For Iranian alone preserves clearly the expression mivr m jan- -'break [literally
'smite, slay'] a contract'; Hymn to Mithra (Yt. 10) 2:
mivram ma janiia spitama
Never break a contract, o Spitama (Zarathustra).
Avestan mivra- is both the abstract and the divinity. The "logic" of the basic formula
presupposes that beside the evil action 'smite contract' miv m jan- (mivm n accusative), there exists the reciprocal good action 'Contract smites' mivro jan- (mivro
nominative). From there the way stands open to gadam nijainti,
Mithra

STRIKE (jan-)

WEAPON,

at horse and man. The whole formulaic development we have seen in the passages
from Yast 10 could then be transferred from an Indo-Iranian Indra-divinity to the new,
aggressive Iranian Mithra who partly took the latter's place, his function, and his
epithet system.
Thieme 1975:26 did point out the existence in epic of Mitraghna, name of a
Raksasa (Ramayana), and mitrahan- (Mahabharata). But the meaning 'Kontraktbrecher' (so also Mayrhofer, KEWA 3.778) is only reconstructed; synchronically they
must mean 'friend-slaying'.
Much older, however, and more relevant as well, is the verb phrase we have seen
in the Atharvavedic passage cited earlier, AV 11.10.13 amitran han- 'slay the
enemies', which is clearly formulaic in Vedic. Compare RV 4.12.2 ghnann ('slaying')
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amitran of the pious worshipper (as in AV 11.10.13), 6.44.17 jahi ('slay!')... amitran
of Indra, 7.85.2 amitran hatam ('ye two slay!') of Indra and Varuna, as well as the
compound amitrahan- 'enemy-slaying', of Indra and other divinities. Vedic a-mitrais a negative bahuvrihi compound formed directly from mitra- 'contract, alliance': our
'enemies' are those with whom we have no alliance or covenant. As such Vedic
amitran han- qua 'slay/smite those with whom we have no contract' is directly
comparable to Avestan mivr m majaniia 'do not break/smite contract', and on a much
older level than the purely Indie semantic development of mitra to 'friend'. Schematically,
NEG (*a-)mitra- *jhanand

*mitra-

NEG (ma) *jhan-

are syntactic variants of the same Common Indo-Iranian poetic formula. The
reciprocal of the same formula in Iran, with mivra as subject, entailed as formulaic
consequence the poetic creation of the Mace of Contract.
To the chart of interlingual formulaic collocations given above we can certainly
add
'contract'

Iranian
mivra

Indie
(a-)mitra,

both with jan-/han-. These have been compared, speculatively, with Homeric Greek
, apiece of armor girded around one,
, epithet of Lydian warriors,
and
'ungirdled' (i.e. not of marriageable age) in Callimachus. Formally the
equations are perfect; but they seem to suppose a basic root meaning of 'bind, tie' and
a lengthy semantic history, both of which elude demonstration.6
On the chart Vedic goha (*g"ou-g"hen-) epithet of the Maruts' weapon, was
compared to the Greek Bouphonia (*g"ou-g'hon-) discussed in chap. 42, the ritual oxsacrifice in Athens after which the sacrificial axe is tried for murder. I conclude with
some purely synchronic remarks on a passage from Sophocles' Electra, where another
axe, a famous murder weapon, is animatized, endowed with memory, metonymically
just called 'cheek' (
, of feminine gender), and made the subject of the verb
'slew' in one of the three attestations of the verb *g"hen- in Sophocles.
Electra 482-91, a choral passage:

6. Cf. Chantraine, DELG, s.v.; Mayrhofer KEWA s.v. mitra-', and for the (
1985 ad 4.137, 187, and 5.707.

) in Homer, Kirk
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For he who begot you, king of the Greeks,
has never forgotten,
nor the ancient cheek of the axe
double-bladed, smiting with brazen edge,
which slew him in most shameful outrage.
There will come with many feet and many hands,
hiding in terrible ambush,
the brazen-footed Fury.
The strong figure of litotes in
'is never unmindful, has
never forgotten', the negation of negation which affirms the positive, cannot but recall
the last phrase of Kalkhas' prophecy reported by the chorus at the beginning of
Aeschylus' Ag. 155:
'unforgetting, child-avenging
Wrath' (Denniston and Page ad. loc.).
The iconicity of the feminine gender of
'the cheek
which slew' is a powerful indictment of the real murderess Klutaimestra, and the
identical gender of the like-ending
and '
, both line-final and clause- or
sentence-final, indexes the inexorable logic of the link
'brazen-edged.. many-footed.. brazen-footed'. The murder weapon
has become the agent of its vengeance.

V
Some Indo-European dragons
and dragon-slayers
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45
Fergus mac Leti and the muirdris
The 'Saga of Fergus rnac Leti' was edited by D. A. Binchy (1952), from the originally
Old Irish text of the 16th-century legal ms. H 3.18 (CIH 882.4ff.); a somewhat later
version in Harl. 432 (CIH 354.27ff.), Binchy's L, is also reprinted and translated in
Anc. Laws of Ireland 1.64ff. The first text of the Senchas Mar, the collection of legal
texts known as the 'Great Tradition', is the lengthy treatise on distraint, Cetharslicht
Athgabdla, from Harl. 432 (CIH 352.25ff.) and H 3.17 (CIH 1897.16ff.). It begins in
both with a paragraph of archaic prose (Binchy, p. 48), starting teora ferba fira 'three
milk cows', which sets forth what was intended as a 'leading case' of distraint. This
is followed by an archaic poem in heptasyllabic meter giving a condensed version of
the legal aspects of the saga of Fergus mac Leti, with its reference to the forfeiture and
eventual restoration of land. It is edited by Binchy, ibid. 45-7.
Binchy recognized that these two leading cases were drawn from native
mythology and pressed into service by the jurists; that the two were 'traditionally
associated from a very early period' is perhaps due in part to the name Asal (mac Cuinn
Chetchathaig) occurring in both.
The myth of the first of the two leading cases, teoraferba fira 'three milk cows',
contains both themes and key vocabulary going back to the Indo-European times: in
a lecture in Dublin I styled it 'The Milk of the Dawn Cows'. For this reason alone the
second myth, the events culminating in Fergus' vanquishing the monster in an
underwater combat, also deserves our close attention. As we shall see, the resultant
set of themes and vocabulary of Indo-European antiquity amply repay that attention.
The archaic poem itself clearly belongs to the legal tradition by its style and
subject matter. Its focus is land (tir), as demarcated by ring composition, here the word
for 'land', as a frame. I give Binchy's text save for two controversial 3 sg. relative
preterite forms:
tir ba[a] Chuind chetchoraig
asa-ngabtha ilbenna
bertai Fergus ferglethech
i ndlgail a thromgreise
di guin Echach belbuidi.
441
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Brethae Dorn i n-ansoiri,
do-cer inna firinni
s(e)iche i ngnuis Fergusa.
Ferais Fergus ferfechtas
finech i lloch Rudraige
dia-marbad i marchinta.
Taisic a tir immurgu
fo selba Cuind comorbae.1

Land which belonged to Conn of the hundred treaties, out of which many
horned beasts were taken, Fergus the manly warrior took it as atonement
for the grievous outrage done to him by the slaying of Eochu of the yellow
lips. Dorn was sentenced to captivity; she perished in atonement for her
truth which she uttered in Fergus's face. Fergus of the kindreds made a
manly incursion in Loch Rudraige, on account of which he was killed for
his grave wrongdoings. The land, however, reverted to the estates of
Conn's heirs.
As Binchy saw, the poem is a condensed version of the saga itself, to the point of being
largely unintelligible without knowledge of the latter. The central dragon-slaying is
barely alluded to; the jurists were concerned with law and not myth. Hence the framing
by 'land' (fir) and the generalized balance of slaying (guin, IE *guhen-) requited by
killing (-marbad, IE *mr-uo-). At the very center of this thematically nested poem is
firinne 'truth'.
I give in the following a brief synopsis of the prose saga, with attention to
selected themes and their verbal expression:
Conn and Eochu were in rivalry over the kingship of the Feini.
Eochu went in exile to Fergus, king of Ulster.
While under the latter's protection, Eochu was killed (marbs-i, IE *mruo-) by 6 men: Asal son of Conn, the four sons of Buide, and the son whom
Dorn ('hand'), daughter of Buide, had borne to an 'outlander' (deorad,
one without legal status). Note that these are an alliance both of kinsmen
by blood and kinsmen by marriage.

1. Disyllabic baa (mss. ba) for Binchy' s conjecture boie was suggested by David Greene 1977:31.
We expect also a relative form 'which she uttered' (mss. sich, seiche)', with some misgivings I follow
Carney's suggestion siche. The verb must have been originally strong; we might have expected *sache,
but cf. Umbrian prusikurent. For Fergus . . .finech I follow a suggestion of John Carey's (1988). The
importance of the epithet will emerge below.
This chapter was first presented in 1993 as a Michael Devlin lecture at St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth.
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Fergus's protection was violated (do-get, IE *guhn-to-),2 and he sought
vengeance for the violation (siacht a diguin, IE *sag- [*sh2g-] . . .
*g"hen-)3.
Fergus was given land (tir) from Conn, and received Dorn in servitude
for life.4
Fergus got from a dwarf/sprite5 he had captured the magic power to travel
under any body of water save Loch Rudraige (which was forbidden to
him).
Fergus did go under Loch Rudraige, where he saw a muirdris, a fearful
water monster. At the sight of it (la diuterc dofoire, lit. 'by his gazing at
it') he came out on land with his face permanently disfigured by terror.
Kept from seeing his reflection for seven years and thus unaware of the
blemish,6 he once ordered his bondswoman Dorn to wash his face. When
she was slow to respond he struck her with a whip. Resentment overcame
her and she taunted him with the blemish; and he killed her.
Then he went under Loch Rudraige and fought the muirdris for a day and
a night. He emerged from the bloody lake with the monster's head saying,
'I am the survivor' (messe is tiugbae), and fell dead (marb, IE *mr-uo-).
We have intertwined in the dragon-killing tale proper a remarkable set of themes
and "motifemes": those of (1) abnormal or inverse social and sexual relations (Dorn's
son by an 'outlander' without legal status); (2)theabuseorviolationofhospitality (the
killing of Eochu in violation of Fergus's protection, diguin); (3) the abnormal servitude
of Dorn; (4) the injunction (against going into Loch Rudraige) and (5) the violation of
the injunction; (6) the temporary victory of the muirdris over the hero; as a result (7)
the hero's disfigurement or mutilation, itself causing real or potential loss of status or
power; (8) the abuse or violation of the responsibility of "hospitality"to an inferior in
2. This is one of the very few examples in Early Irish of the etymologically regular preterite passive
-get < *guhn-to- (= Ved. hata-, Av. -zata-, Gk. ) of gonid -guin and its compounds. So Buile Suibhne
1077 (: ec), as John Carey notes. Otherwise we find the obscure reformed -goit,
3. Compare the legal expression for 'seek vengeance for murder' in Hittite eshar sanh-, Albanian
gjak kerkoj, both literally 'seek blood'.
4. Binchy suggests that originally Dorn went into servitude volutarily to save her son and perhaps
brothers from noxal surrender and death. The very obscure rose in §2 seems to indicate that her kin-group
(that of Buide, her and her brothers' father) refused to pay compensation; in any case it is important for
focusing on her central role on the narrative.
5. Called both abacc 'dwarf and luchorpan 'little-bodied', which occurs here for the first time:
later deformed to luchrapan, luprachan, (Hiberno-English leprechaun), lurapog, etc. A striking feature of
this episode is the practice of fealty by nipple-sucking, the pagan Irish custom called by St. Patrick sugere
mamillas.
6. Which would have put him out of the kingship, according to the ancient Irish and Indie
institution.
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Fergus' s treatment of Dorn; (9) the underwater locale of the combat; and (10) the final
paean, in direct speech of the victory which reestablishes order over chaos, followed
by the death of the hero.
At the heart of the narrative linguistically is the root *g"hen- in the ancient
compound with *de-: verbal noun diguin, pret. pass, do-get, act. 3pl. di-tn-gegnatar,
compare Latin de-fen(-do). Other lexical reminiscences of inherited themes have been
noted above; add to these the name of the hero Fergus < *uiro-gustu- 'having the
strength of men' (echoed in the archaic legal poem by ferglethech 'manly warrior' and
ferfechtas 'manly incursion'), which recalls Indra's first viryam 'manly deed' of
slaying the serpent. For the word muirdris see further below.
While the narrative of the tale of Fergus mac Leti and the slaying of the muirdris
is markedly 'saga-like' and Irish in temper and style, an extraordinary number of the
associated themes and 'motifemes' we have noted recur in the central Hittite myth of
the Storm God and the slaying of the illuyankas, the serpent. These turn out to be so
numerous and so precise, I suggest, that we must assume a common prototype: the
Indo-European dragon-slaying myth par excellence.
Again I give a synopsis of the text of the myth,7 identifying these themes and
their verbal expression where relevant. As commonly in Hittite, the narration of the
myth is an integral part of a ritual, that of the new year:8 'In order that the land grow
and prosper, they perform the purulli festival:'
When the Storm God and the serpent did battle, the serpent overcame the
Storm God. [temporary defeat of the hero]
The goddess Inaras made a feast and invited all the gods. She met the
mortal Hupasiyas and said, 'I am going to do such-and-such. Come join
up with me too (ziqq=a haraphut9).' [abnormal and inverse social
relations, goddess to mortal]
Hupasiyas replied, 'I'd like to sleep with you; then I will come and do your
heart's desire.' And10 he slept with her (n[u (katt)]i=si Sesta). [abnormal
and inverse sexual relations, mortal to goddess]
She hid him, bedecked herself, and invited the serpent and h children.
They drank, became drunk, and could not get back into eir hole.
Hupasiyas tied up the serpent, [violation of hospitality]
7. Following the edition and analysis of the text (CTH 321) by Beckman 1982. The serpent
il[luyanka-] is plausibly restored by Otten and Ruster in the newly published fragment KBo 34.23 Ro.
16', which seems to be from a different text than CTH 321. Cf. KUB 36.97?
8. MU.KAM-as SAG.DU 'head of the year', KUB 36.97 iii 3'.
9. The Hittite verb harp - IE *h,orbh-, means to transfer oneself or be transferred from one sphere
of physical or social appurtenance or allegiance into another. It is used concretely of divorce, and of cattle
getting out of a pen and into someone else's property (Laws §§31,66), or more abstractly, as here. In other
Indo-European languages the root gives rise to such divergent notions as' bereft' (Lat. orbus), 'orphan' (Gk.
), 'inheritance' (Irish orbbe, Goth, arbi-), and 'slave' (OCS
, doubtless originally 'enslaved
freeman').
10. Read n]u with B i 2 rather than Beckman's restoration [na-as\.
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The Storm God killed the serpent (kuenta, IE *g hen-), and the gods were
with him.
Inaras installed Hupasiyas in a house, saying, 'When I go out, don't look
out the window, you will see your wife and children.' [the injunction]
After twenty days he looked out and saw them, [violation of the injunction] He began to weep, and implored Inaras to let him go home.
[At this point the text becomes too fragmentary; probably Hupasiyas is
killed. But we clearly have the themes of abnormal and inverse social and
sexual relations, violation of hospitality, and abuse of the responsibility to
an inferior.]
The second version of the myth, on the same tablet, is also narrated in the same
ritual, as shown by Beckman (cf. chap. 46). It begins:
The serpent overcame (tarhta, IE *terh2,-) the Storm God [temporary
victory of the monster] and took his heart and eyes, [mutilation of the hero,
leading to diminution of his status]
The Storm God married the daughter of a poor man and begot a son.
[abnormal and inverse social and sexual relations, god to poor mortal]
The Storm God's son grew up and married the serpent's daughter, and
went to live in his bride's house, [again abnormal and inverse socioeconomic 11 and sexual relations]
The Storm God instructed his son when he went to his wife's house to ask
for his heart and eyes. The son did so, and brought them back to his father.
[betrayal or violation of his father-in-law's hospitality]
Restored to his former status by the recovery of his heart and eyes the
Storm God went into the sea to fight the serpent, [underwater locale of the
combat]
When the Storm God was about to overcome (tarahhuwan dais, IE
*terh2-) the serpent, the Storm God's son was with his father-in-law. He
shouted up to heaven to his father: 'Include me in! Do not show me
mercy!' [a paean of reaffirmation, in direct speech, of the son's morally
11. Hittite society was normally patrilocal. When as here a poor man took a rich man's daughter as
bride and went to live in her father's house, the groom was called LU antiyant- 'in-going man',
'cingeheirateter Schwiegersohn', Turkish icguvey (ic- 'in-'). The same custom and the same label persisted
in 20th-century rural Latvia, where the iegatnis, literally ' in-gone one', used to suffer a good deal of abuse
from his in-laws (fide Joseph Lelis). The specific parallel to Dorn's son is striking, even if their roles are
different.
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correct but tragic new allegiance,12 which by his death will reestablish
order over chaos]
Then the Storm God killed the serpent and his own son. [kuenta, IE
*g"hen-]

The dragon-killing myth represents a symbolic victory of order over the forces
of chaos, as we have seen; of growth over stagnation in the cycle of the year, of rebirth
over death, which must be perpetually and cyclically retold to maintain its effectiveness.13 The comparison of the tales of Fergus and the muirdris and the Storm God and
the illuyankas, at opposite ends of the Indo-European world, shows that the chaos
symbolized by the Indo-European dragon was fundamentally social in character. An
Irish storyteller would say immediately, as one once did say to the folklorist and
collector Seamus Delargy (fide Edgar Slotkin): "This is about deamhnas and gaol,"
(Old Irish cleamnas, gael) 'kinship by marriage' and 'kinship by blood'.
A Hittite chronicler with the same image could speak of the conditions under the
just ruler, as in the preamble to the Proclamation of King Telepinus of the early dynasts
Labarnas, Hattusilis, and Mursilis (§§ 1,5,8):

His sons, his brothers, and his relatives by marriage,
the members of his kindred and his soldiers were united.
The formula is expressed twice, with ever widening circles of social appurtenance: the
ruler's close relatives by blood and close relatives by marriage, then his partisans by
kin-fealty and his partisans by allegiance.
Soldiers of the Hittite army (ERINMES) took an oath of personal allegiance to
the King; the texts are edited by N. Oettinger 1976. Old Irish cliamain (genitive
clemna) 'relative by marriage, alliance' probably contains the same *kli- 'lean' as
Latin cliens 'client', with another modality of allegiance (to the patronus 'patron').
That is to say, the evil or chaos that must be overcome by the narration of the
myth, the telling of the story, is all that is 'anti-social', anti-traditional, anti-hierarchical, and that is in violation of the fundamental institutionalized gift-exchange relations
and consecrated customs which are alliance and blood kinship, symbolized by
hospitality. These are characteristic notions for a society where the highest ethical
ideal is that Cosmic Truth which is 'fitted, ordered', and therefore 'right, true': Hittite
handant- and its abstract handantatar, Vedic rta, Avestan asa, which corresponds in
Ireland to the firinne 'truth' at the very center of the legal poem with which we began,
and to the ancient Irish ethical notion of the Ruler's Truth, fir flathemon.

12. Compare note 10, on the meaning of Hittite harp- and IE *h,orbh13. Compare Beckman's discussion and the extensive literature there cited.
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Appendix: muirdris
This word for the dragon or 'sea-monster' (peist uiscide) is apparently confined to this
text alone.14 The first element is evidently muir 'sea'; the element dris may therefore
convey the notion 'monster', 'dragon', or the like. That it is the same as dris 'bramble,
briar' seems unlikely; the creature is not a sea urchin. It is doubtful whether dris is
identical with the first element of the name of a (low) poetic grade (a doerbard of the
third degree) drisiuc, gen. driscon, a compound of cu, con 'dog' with hypocoristic
gemination (*drissiccu).
Now it was the sight of the creature which terrorized Fergus into disfigurement:
the archaic word is diuderc 'gazing' from di-uss-derc-, with the cognate of Greek
'look, see', perfect
= Vedic dadarsa = Old Irish (ad-con)-darc. This
dangerous or lethal property is shared with some dragons in Greece, notably the
Gorgon, the sight of whom turned the beholder to stone. Compare Pindar, Pyth. 10.468 (cited in chap. 36):

And he killed the Gorgon,
came bearing the head, intricate with snake hair,
the stone death to the islanders.
As we noted, the story of Perseus slaying the Gorgon is the first myth we have that
Pindar narrated; composed in 498 B.C., Pythian 10 is his earliest attested work. In this
single sentence we find not one but two formulas of Indo-European date: the basic
(II. 2.352,17.757) discussed in chap. 51. And nestled between these two
formulas we find the snakes' hair,
, with the Greek word
'dragon, serpent', the source of our own word dragon. The connection of SpotKcov with
the verb
aorist
, was in antiquity psychologically real enough,
whether a 'true' or a folk etymology; cf. the dictionaries of Chantraine and Frisk.
I suggest that in the second element of the Old Irish compound muir-dris, 'seadris' we see a cognate of the Greek word
'dragon, serpent'. The zero-grade
of the root is common to both, *drk Greek drak-, Celtic drik-. A suffixed form *drksi- (or feminine *drk-sih2) would yield precisely Primitive Irish *drissi-, Irish dris.
Both branches then, Greek and Celtic, would attest both the verbal root *derk'see' and a word for 'dragon, serpent' *drk-. If the latter two should turn out not to be
cognate—which I doubt—the folk etymology itself could be of Indo-European date,
since the danger of the sight of the dragon is found in both traditions, Greek and Irish.
14. The monster in Loch Lurgan called sm(e)irdris (Acall. na Sen.) is a late variant of the same name
(M.A. O'Brien apud Binchy 1952).
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Typhoeus and the Illuyankas
It is now generally assumed, by 'inspection', that the myth of Typhoeus or Typhon
(
,
), the monster who threatened the sovereignty of
Zeus, whom Zeus overcame and cast into Tartarus, was diffused into Greece from
Anatolian Hittite, where it is attested as the myth of Illuyankas, the serpent-adversary
slain by the Storm God. Though the time and the manner of this diffusion may be
uncertain or unknown—but see further below—'the basic similarity of the Hittite and
the Greek version has struck scholars ever since the Hittite text became known,' as
Walter Burkert (1979:8) states in an influential work. Compare also especially M.L.
West's important discussion and bibliography in his edition of the Theogony. The
systematic comparison was first made overs 60 years ago and the similarities noted and
discussed in detail by Walter Porzig (1930), and many scholars between him and West
have taken up the issue.1
Subsequent to West, Marcel Detienne and Jean-Pierre Vernant (1978:115-125)
give a lengthy and insightful examination of the earlier and later versions (v. infra) of
the myth in Greek in the context of the union with metis and the conquest of power.
They focus on the motif of trickery in the defeat of Typhon in the later versions, notably
those of Apollodorus and Oppian, somewhat paradoxically maintaining at once their
indebtedness to Anatolian myths and at the same time their quintessential hellenism
(p. 120).
In a more recent work, W. Burkert states simply,2 'There are detailed Hittite
parallels; hence these myths must be regarded as borrowings from Asia Minor.' While
recognizing the value of the oriental analogues to Hesiod, Gregory Nagy (1990b:81)
on the other hand cautions against the danger of mere typological similarity: the
standard dilemma of the comparative method. We shall see how the study of the detail
of verbal expression—the mythographic equivalent of Meillet's 'detail singulier'—
can obviate this danger, and vindicate the Anatolian origin of the myth in Greece.
More specifically, we shall see how the linguistic evidence points unequivocally to the
1. Note Lesky 1950 and 1963 passim; Heubeck 1955; Fonlenrose 1980; Vian 1960; Walcot 1966,
the year of publication of West's Theogony", Bernabé 1986 and 1988.
2. 1985:123 with n. 31, ef. 127 with n. 21.
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Bronze-Age second millennium as the time of the transmittal of the tale from Anatolia
to Hellas. The manner of the transmittal must be assumed a priori to be a classic
language contact phenomenon, and the place the Western coast of Anatolia where
Mycenean settlements as well as artifacts attest just such contact. Emily Vermeule
points out to me 'the importance of places like 14th-century Panaztepe, Ephesus,
Miletos, Muskebi/Episkopi, for Mycenean fathers with Anatolian wives and bilingual
children.'
The illuyankas myth in Hittite is now available in the edition of Beckman 1982,
which supersedes all others. In particular Beckman shows that MUS illuyankas3 is not
a name, but simply the Hittite for 'snake, serpent', like ahi in India and azi in Iran.
Beckman also lays to rest the notion (going back to Goetze, ANET) that the two
versions of the myth narrated during the New Year's purulli-ritual are respectively
'old' and 'new', a view which has misled several Classical scholars, notably Walter
Burkert (1979:7-10) in his excellent work.
The Greek sources on the Typhoeus myth fall naturally into three groups: epic,
5th-century, and Hellenistic. Here the first two will be referred to as 'earlier', and the
last as'later'. The epic passages include //. 2.781-83, Hesiod, Th. 304-307, 820-68,
and the Homeric Hymn to (Pythian) Apollo 300-340, with which we may associate
Stesichorus 239 PMGF and the mid-6th-century Chalcidian hydria (Fontenrose
1980:71 (fig. 13)). The fifth-century version is found in closely similar passages in
Pindar, Pyth. 1.20-28, Ol. 4.6-7, frags. 92-93, and Aeschylus P.V. 353-74, Sept. 493,
511. The Hellenistic group includes Apollodorus 1.6.3-6, Oppian Hal. 3.15-25, and
Nonnus Dion., books 1,2. In epic the monster is called Typhoeus and Typhoon , and
for simplicity I will use Typhoeus; in Pindar and Aeschylus Typhos (stem usually
Typhon-), and later Typhon. For the latter two I will again for simplicity use Typhon,
though perhaps with some overlap all around.
The version of the myth in Apollodorus, with its temporary victory of the
monster over Zeus, most strikingly recalls the second narration of the illuyankas myth:
"the serpent overcame the Storm God". This was shown already by Porzig 1930,
discussed most fully (supra, n. 1) by Vian and independently Fontenrose, summarized
in West ad Th. 820-80, and systematically juxtaposed in Burkert 1979. West follows
Vian in thinking the diffusion of this particular Anatolian version of the myth to Greece
is a phenomenon of Hellenistic times or slightly earlier. Though we may wonder how
the diffusion is to have taken place, perhaps this is so. It is clear from reading Strabo—
himself an Anatolian Greek—that local legend in Southern Anatolia and Cilicia would
have been far more accessible to Apollodorus or his possible sources in Hellenistic
times than before. If this chronology is correct, then of course the source language was
no longer Hittite, and the language of the Hittite illuyankas myth is only indirect
testimony. In any case the Hellenistic and later versions and their Hittite parallels have
already received a great deal of careful attention over the past half-century, and I will
not discuss them further. It is the earlier sources which will engage our attention.
Francis Vian, followed by Scott Littleton 1982:179, cf. also Puhvel 1987:29-31,
raised the question of grafting or fusion in Greece of inherited Indo-European motifs,
3. MUS is the Sumerogram determiner for 'serpent'.
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a fight between a Dumezilian second-function figure and a three-headed monster, and
a non-Indo-European dragon-slaying account also diffused to the Hittites; Littleton
himself envisaged a similar fusion among the Hittites a millennium before that among
the Greeks. Rather than speculate about such hypothetical constructs, let us be guided
by the language and diction of the texts, and hug the formulaic ground closely. For,
as we have seen throughout this book, formula is the essence of myth and ritual.
If the kingship-in-heaven story and the song of Ullikummi are of Hurrian
provenience in Hittite, the dragon-slaying illuyankasmyth itself is native 'Anatolian'.
As we saw in chap. 30, on the basis of the particular formula with the root *g"hen'slay', it is a direct Indo-European inheritance in Hittite. The denouement of both the
first and the second narration of the myth is MVS illuyankan kuenta 'he slew the serpent'
resp. MUS illuyankan U DUMU-SU kuenta 'he slew the serpent and his own son'.
Compare our now familiarahann ahann
orms einbani, etc.
The temporary victory of the serpent over the Storm God in the second narration
of the myth is itself likewise a motif inherited from Indo-European, as is proved by the
recurrent verbal formulas with the root *terh,- 'overcome' (cf. chapters 34-35):
MUS
illuyankas DIM-an tarahta 'the serpent overcamthe StormGod'... MUS illuyankan
tarahhuwan dais '(the Storm God) was about to overcome the serpent'.4 Compare
from the Avestan Fravardin Yasht 13.77 yat titaraf anro mainiius dahim asahe
'When the Evil Spirit was about to overwhelm the creation of the good truth',
Yt. 13.78 ta he tauruuaiiatam tbaesa anrahe mainiiSus druuato 'These two overcame
the hostilities of the deceitful Evil Spirit'.
We must ask ourselves what the nature of the evidence is for any presumptive
earlier diffusion of this myth from Anatolia to Greece. It is in the first place clear from
the internal evidence of geographical names that Typhoeus/Typhon is associated with
Southern Asia Minor, 'at least as early as Pindar'; as West states, (loc. cit.), e. g. the
Cilician cave. He continues, 'and perhaps in the pre-Homeric tradition that located
him eiv '
see on 304.' In the latter discussion West states, 'We can safely say
that
was a phrase known only in connexion with Typhon, and this was
probably true even in Hesiod's and Homer's time.'
Antiquity was unanimous in locating the Arimoi in Southern Anatolia (West or
East). Though the segmentation is admittedly arbitrary, I would suggest that we may
see the name in either or both the 2nd-millennium southern Anatolian cities Arimmatta or Att-arimma.
URU
Attarimma in the Lukka-lands (classical Lycia) is familiar from the
Tawagalawa-letter; from it is derived (by regular apheresis) the self-designation of the
Lycians Trrhmili- in classical times.5
URU
Arimmatta in the newly-found Bronze Treaty Tablet6 was a boundary of
Kuruntas' kingdom of Tarhuntassa. It was known for its underground water-course
or katabothron, Turkish duden, HittiteDKASKAL.KUR, equated by David Hawkins
4. As noted before, there is a play on the verb form tarahta (tarh-ta) and the name of the Storm
God Tarhunnan or Tarhuntan (ace.), from the same root.
5. Carruba 1964/65, and independently Eichner 1983. Contra, Bryce 1988,butthelwoviewpoints
may still be reconciled.
6. Edited by Otten 1988:i 24, 26, cf. the similar KBo 4.10 Ro. 19.
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with Hieroglyphic Luvian (DEUS) STONE + EARTH + ROAD7 (Laroche no. 202)
'The term [Hier. Luv. (DEUS) STONE + EARTH + ROAD] should indicate an
entrance to the underworld,' as Hawkins writes; as such, a prominent example like
Arimm-atta might well commend itself to the Greek imagination as a locale for
Typhoeus. It is worth noting that Nonnus speaks of going eiq
'to the bloodstained cave of the Arimoi' , Dion. 1.140. Nonnus had some acquaintance
with Anatolian lore two thousand years older than he: Dion. 1.408-9
'(Zeus) went in the
shape of the horned bull, from which the Taurus mountain takes its name,' as A.
Bernabe has shown (note 3 above), reflects the Hittite text (CTH 1 6) I have called 'The
cow with the crumpled horn', Otten 1963 'An aetiological tale of the crossing of the
Taurus,' and Soysal 1987 'Puhanu's tale'. Early tradition then puts the locale of the
mythical actants in Anatolia. With this in mind let us now turn to the earliest Greek
texts themselves, to see if they offer any clues.
The principal methodological lesson in an important new work by Stephanie
Jamison (1991) is extremely simple, and remarkably rare in structural studies of myth
and mythologies. It is to pay attention to the precise verbal form of the narration of
myth. As she states (p. 39),
I assume that the language in which a myth is told is an integral part of the telling, not
a gauzy verbal garment that can be removed without damage to the real meaning of
the myth. The clues to contemporary understanding of myth often lie in its vocabulary
and phraseology, which have complex and suggestive relationships with similar
vocabulary and phraseology elsewhere. Examining other instances of the same words
and phrases will often allow us to see these associations.
I think this is probably true of all mythology: that the verbal expression is of
major importance and that abstracting themes or archetypes or patterns from their
verbal expression does violence to the 'meaning' of the myth.
This principle will be our guide.
Typhoeus is mentioned in the Homeric epics only once. //. 2.780-5 wraps up the
Catalogue of Ships, forming both the continuation and the closure of the series of
similes at 2.455-83, describing the marshaled host of the Argives marching on Troy,
with which the Catalogue began. Line 455 begins
, echoed in 780
jrupi, thus forming a frame around the whole Greek Catalogue. The Typhoeus simile
is itself nested in the very middle of a smaller ring or omlijsting, as van Otterlo noted
in his classic discussion of ring-composition (1 948 : 1 0 et passim) :

7. Letter of 8 May 1989 to H. Otten on the inscription of the newly discovered tomb for
Suppiluliumas II; reference in chap. 40 n. 5.
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So they went, as if all the earth were swept with fire; and
Earth moaned beneath them as beneath Zeus of the thunderbolt
in his rage, when he lashes the ground about Typhoeus
among the Arimoi, where they say is the couch of Typhoeus. Even so
Earth moaned greatly beneath their feet as they came, and swiftly
they sped across the plain.
The striking mirror-image ring
serves to
demarcate and index these lines as the conclusion to the Catalogue and at the same time
reintegrates the Catalogue into the narrative. This Homeric passage with its unique
Typhoeus reference is also valuable precisely for being a simile, in that as such it
presupposes known familiar information. On
'they say' as 'traditional in
speaking of Typhon' see West at Th. 306.
In the Theogony of Hesiod lines 820 ff. narrate the combat of Zeus and Typhoeus;
the monster is described, and the fight and its outcome: 853-855
. . . smote' with the thunderbolt. The text continues (857-8):

But when Zeus had conquered him and lashed him with strokes,
Typhoeus fell down, lamed, and the monstrous earth moaned.
Here at 858
'monstrous earth' closes the episode, making a ringcomposition with 8216
'monstrous Earth
bore her youngest child Typhoeus'.
The monster is mentioned once elsewhere at Th. 304-8, in the form
,
whom 'they say' (
, again traditionally) lay with the dragoness Echidna and sired
Orthus, Cerberus, Hydra, and Chimaira. In
we have a good IndoEuropean word for 'snake', as well as in the 'hedgehog'
as 'snake-eater', both
with cognates in Germanic (German Igel), Balto-Slavic, and Armenian.
We come finally to the Homeric Hymn to Pythian Apollo, which syntagmatically
links the dragon Typhaon to the dragoness Pytho, who served as Typhon's foster
mother.8 The latter is introduced with a recapitulation of the myth (300-304), narrated
with a particular stylistic variant of the basic dragon-slaying formula as we have seen
in chap. 37:

8. See the following chapter for the paradigmatic linkage Ti)cp- ~ Flirf)- (Tuph- ~ Path-) and the
Indo-European doublets *dhubh- ~ *bhudh-.
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Nearby was a sweet flowing spring, and there the lord
killed the she-dragon . . .
... for she was a very bloody plague.
The narration is classical Greek and Indo-European drakontomakhia.
The passage then continues (305-309):

She it was who once received from gold-throned Hera
and brought up full, cruel Typhaon, a plague to men.
Once Hera bore him because she was angry with father Zeus,
when he bore glorious Athena in his head.
Hera in her anger harangues all the gods with her stratagem; then she prays (333),
striking the ground flatwise with her hand:

The prayer itself follows, and at its conclusion, thus functioning with 333 as a frame,
we have 340:

speaking thus she lashed the earth with her stout hand.
In the fulfillment of her prayer she bears Typhon and gives him to the she-dragon
Pytho,
'evil to evil' (354), to foster. The same genealogy (Typhon born
of Hera) is reported in Stesichorus (PMGF 239) by the Etymologicum Genuinum and
Etymologicum Magnum.
The whole passage was examined by van Otterlo 1948:72-73 as a good example
of a multi-member ring (meerledige ringsysteem). Lines 300-309 narrate in reverse
chronological order the themes of (III) the slaying of the she-dragon, (II) Typhaon' s
fosterage, (I) Typhaon's birth, which are then recapitulated with close verbal parallels
in lines 349-74 in the order (I) birth of T., (II) fosterage of T., (III) slaying of the shedragon, and etymology of the name. It is worth pointing out that line 340 just cited is
nested almost in the exact middle of these three concentric rings.
These are the earliest Typhoeus narratives in Greek. As we have seen, each is
heavily indexed by ring composition in its own narrative. What have they in common
verbally? Consider the following:
Homer:
Hesiod:
h.Ap

Zeus
Zeus
Her a

earth around Typhoeus, earth moans;
Typhoeus with thunderbolts (
, earth moans;
with hand, praying for Typhoeus.
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Martin West on Th. 857-8 rightly sees that iuaao- 'is especially used with
reference to Typhoeus,' comparing the Iliad passage. But then he goes on to say that
'the lashing of Typhoeus was apparently a my thical explanation of earthquakes.' For
him also at 820 on the Iliad passage the lashing of Typhoeus is 'evidently a mythical
interpretation of some natural phenomenon, probably the earthquake.'
Now there has been no talk of earthquakes at all in either passage, and the
"explanation of natural phenomena" is not any longer regarded as a likely rationale for
myth. Moreover this account will not do for the Hymn to Apollo passage, where the
link ifictcr—Tixp. is arbitrary; it cannot refer to a 'lashing of Typhoeus', who is yet
unborn. It is the arbitrary link
—T . in all three versions (for it is explainable
in two of them only by a gratuitous and discredited assumption) which must serve as
our point of departure.
Greek
'lash' is a denominative verb, formed from
'thong', stem
iu«vT-. The latter is a derivative of an Indo-European verb root *seh2i-/*sh2i- 'to bind,
tie', Hittite ishai-, ishiya-, Skt. sydti. In Greek, binding was normally with thongs,
and we find such typical verb phrases with the verb 'to bind' (
) and
instrumental datives as //. 21.30
, 10.567
, 10.475
, 8.544
whence Pindar, Nem. 6.35
'with hands bound with the thong',
i.e., wearing the cestus. These will figure in the discussion below.
As stated above, it is generally assumed that the Typhoeus myth was diffused
to the Greeks from Anatolia, in a way that is not clear. Now it is a basic tenet of
sociolinguistics that "diffusion" implies language contact and bilingualism; in our
case it implies specifically a narrative act n from a speaker of a language Lj to a
speaker of a language L2. At least one of these is bilingual in Lj and L2. We may
model this as

More strictly, we can state that a narrated event En in Lj becomes by this bilingual
narrative act a narrated event in L2:

What I propose is to explain an apparently arbitrary linguistic feature of the narrated
event in L2 as a reflex of the narrated event in the source language L ( .
The arbitrary feature of the narrated event in Greek (L2), the myth of the
vanquishing of Typhoeus, is the associative presence of the verb 'lash', a derivative
ofiuavT- 'thong'. I suggest its presence is a cross-linguistic verbal echo. It is the echo
of a non-arbitrary "motifeme" of the narrated event in the Hittite (Lj) myth of the
vanquishing of the serpent, which is itself absent from these Greek versions: the
binding of the serpent with a cord, Hittite instrumental ishimanta.
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In the denouement of the first version of the Hittite myth §11-12, with the
paragraphing of manuscript tablet H,
n

Hupasiyass=a uit
nu
%luyankan iShimanta
kaleliet DIM-as uit nu=kan MU^illuya<n>gan
kuenta DINGIRMES-s=a katti=ssi eser
MU

And Hupasiyas came and
bound the serpent with a cord. The Storm God
came and killed the serpent, and the gods
were with him.
Hittite ishimas, ishiman- 'rope, cord' and Greek
- 'thong' are in fact
cognates, but more importantly they are sufficiently similar in sound and meaning to
be compared by speakers in a language-contact situation. In this way we can account
naturally for the seemingly surprising transfer of the narrative assocative form of
ishimas to the narrative associative semantics of
. It is a phonetic echo, and
the link is the formally similar and semantically identical pair ishimanta /i
.
The foregoing would perhaps seem altogether too circumstantial and too
fanciful a scenario to be believed, were it not for the evidence of our middle group of
fifth-century Typhon texts, in Pindar and Aeschylus, to which I now turn.
In these two authors, principally in Pythian 1 and Prometheus Bound, Typhon
is felled by the thunderbolt and then cast down under Mt. Aetna; the 'Sicilian
connection' is marked, perhaps for sound reasons of patronage. The versions in the
two authors share so many verbal similarities that they must be connected; whether
this is due to influence of one on the other or to both drawing on an earlier common
source (Sicilian? Stesichorean?) I leave to others to ponder.9 But the two may be
juxtaposed, taking Pindar (without prejudice) as the point of departure:
Pindar, Pyth. 1
15

Aeschylus, P.V.
364

'who lies'
353-4

16
'hundred-headed T.'
17

351-2
'Cilician cave*

'but now'
19

363

369
'Sicily presses tight'

9. Cf. Fontenrose 1980:73 n. 7, citing von Mess 1901 and Solmsen 1949:131. Note also P. Mazon,
ed., Eschyle l.iv, and A. Puech, ed., Pindare 2.22. n. 2.
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20

K
.. .
... A
'the column, Aetna, holds (him)'
21-22
...
'springs belching
unapproachable fire'
(ft: 93
T
'unapproachable T.'
25-26 K
... 'A

cf. 365 infra
370-71 T
...
T. will boil up with an
unapproachable rain of fire'
(Sept. 493,511 T
...
'fire-breathing T.'
367
"H
cf. 370

'that serpent sends up
fountains of fire'
26

352

'prodigy'
27
A
..
'is bound in the heights of A.'
(fr. 92 A
'A., the bond, lies about (him)'
(Ol4.6-7 A
...
...
'A., the weight that presses on T.'

366

K

365
A
'pressed down beneath the roots of A.'

Vernant and Detienne 1978:90 have the merit to call attention to the binding (8
)
of Typhon in Pyth. 1.27, whom Sicily presses tight (
19). For the precise force
of the latter verb they note Od. 8.336, where Apollo asks Hermes if he too wouldn't
mind lying with Aphrodite even though pressed tight by strong bonds,
...

and Od. 12.164, when Odysseus to resist the Sirens asks his men to press him tight with
yet more bonds,

I add only that it is clear formulaically that here
because of the preceding Od. 12.54,

equals

'bind',

with the etymological figure or //. 5.386
, and similarly
HesiodTh. 618.
In Pindar, Sicily and Aetna are the binding force
fr.
92,
Pyth.
1.27), just as in Aeschylus Typhon is pressed down (
P.V. 364) beneath the
roots of Aetna, and in Pindar Aetna is the weight (
01. 4.7) that presses down on
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Typhos.10 We retain that in the fifth century versions of the myth the binding of the
thunderbolted Typhon is a clear "motifeme".
Where does it come from? Given that the binding of the serpent is a distinct
motif in the Anatolian source myth, it is difficult to avoid the assumption that its
presence in Greek myth is due to the original transmittal. Let us return to the model
of our scenario of the bilingual narrative act, by which the narrated event En in L1
becomes a narrated event in L2. Simply put in concrete terms, this means only one
thing: the translation of a Hittite verb phrase into a Greek verb phrase. Anachronistically
in the language of Homer,
EnL1
ishimanta kaleliet

EnL2

The Hittite instrumental is indifferent to number, hence the option of singular or plural
in the Greek version.
The anachronism of Homeric Greek beside 2nd-millennium Hittite is only
superficial. The verb
reduplicated
perf. mid.
is attested in 2ndmillennium Mycenean Greek in the perfect participles de-de-me-no, de-de-me-na in
both Pylos and Knossos, as is the related noun in de-so-mo (KN) and o-pi-de-so-mo
(PY). The verb
and its family is, like
an Indo-European inheritance.
We have noted Hittite ishimas, ishiman- and Gk.
together with
Vedic siman- 'part (in the hair)' and Old English sima, Old Norse simi 'rope, cord'
they point to an Indo-European word *sh2i-mon- securely reconstructible down to the
accent on the suffix.11 Greek
therefore may also be projected back to the second
millennium, whatever the precise form of the suffix,12 particularly in the instrumental
singular or plural which the Greek syntax would probably require at this point.13
Once transmitted by translation from Anatolian to Greek, I would suggest the
tradition of this phrase as a "motifeme" at some time before our documentation
underwent a split. In one tradition, reflected in Homer, Hesiod, and the Hymn to
Apollo, we have perseverance of FORM of the noun
in the new denominative
but loss of the semantics of binding: the new motif of lashing. In the other,
reflected most clearly in Pindar, we find perseverance of MEANING of the verb
in the motif of binding, with the semantics of the old noun
transferred to the noun
(Pindar fr. 92) related to
(Pindar Pyth. 1.27).
The last fact makes it possible to suggest an even more precise channel for the
split. The etymological figure of verb and noun is attested in Od. 12.54
Such a widespread and natural figure could have been created at any time;
etymological figures are found outside Indo-European as well, for example in Semitic.
10. One wonders whether this noun and its derived verb might have had some precise technical
meaning in "correctional" vocabulary. Cf.
Aristophanes Ran. 621.
11. For the Hittite, cf. Oettinger 1982:165-68; for the Greek, the dictionaries of Frisk and Chantraine
s.v.; and for the Germanic family, Lehmann 1986 s.v. in-sailjan. Note also in extenso Bader 1990b.
12. Frisk and Chantraine suggest a
(sic).
13. See Morpurgo Davies 1988b:98-100.
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I suggest that the split of the formulaic tradition involved the creation of not one but
two etymological figures:
(ishimanta kaleliet
'bound with bonds'

'*corded with cords'

The second of these involves the formation of a new denominative verb
from
'thong, cord' and therefore meaning '*to cord, *to tie' . Indirect support for this
meaning for the verb comes from the only attestation of its derivative
in an
Elean inscription (Schwyzer 409, Buck 61) dated 475-450 by Jeffery 1990:218-20 and
PL 43, 215:
'If
someone maltreats someone accused in a matter of fines ... if he does so wittingly.'
Buck's meaning 'maltreat', adopted by Jeffery, is readily derivable from 'oppress'
from 'bind'; the meaning 'fetter' suggested by Schwyzer and Chantraine would prove
the same meaning for
. Even clearer semantically is the recent suggestion
'spellbind' for
by Weiss 1994.
A figura etymologica in a verb phrase is a sort of doubling or iteration of
semantic features in verb and noun, and is readily reduced; 'bind with bonds', 'cord
with cords', are merely emphases of 'binding', 'cording', and may be reduced to the
verb or noun alone. Both are found in the Pindaric tradition about Typhon:

In the Homeric, Hesiodic, and Hymnic tradition the same reduction took place:

but with a semantic specialization: the denominative verb is restricted to continuing
only the special sense 'lash' of its base noun.14 With the development of a special sense
of the base noun, the derivative verb must follow suit; the original '*corded with a
cord', '*"thonged" with a thong', becomes 'lashed with a lash'. Reduction of the
etymological figure to the verb alone yielded
'lashed'. This new primary
meaning then served as base for a new derivative noun:
'lash, whip'. In
this way we can account naturally for the loss of the motifeme of binding in the epic
tradition and its replacement by the motifeme of lashing, henceforth arbitrarily linked
to the Typhoeus myth.
14. Similarly in my dialect of American English, in the absence of any other context the denominative verb 'to rope' means only 'to lasso'.
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To recapitulate the development here envisaged,
ishimanta kaleliet
i

Pindar

i

Homer

In Pindar we find the perseverance of MEANING of the Anatolian motifeme of
binding the serpent; in epic we find the perseverance of FORM: the verb
from
(or the like) translating ishimanta. The new meaning of
the new
motifeme of lashing, is dependent on that of
the original meaning 'bind'
survives in Elean
'maltreats, fetters', or 'spellbinds'.15
The essential correctness of this scenario is finally suggested by the distribution
of
in Greek, which forms no compounds. For the word is basically confined
to epic. It is wholly absent from lyric, drama, and prose throughout the classical period.
Of the nine Homeric examples (6 //., 2 Od., 1 Hy.), four (3 //., 1 Od.) show the
same formula
'lashed the fair-maned horses'. Of the
remainder three are precisely the Typhoeus passages; this is to say that nearly half the
few attestations of
in Classical Greek are narratives of the Typhoeus myth.
Thereafter, to judge from the TLG corpus, we find only scattered and rare
attestations, with the bizarre exception of no less than 72 examples in Nonnus. The
verb is particularly frequent in books 1 and 2 of the Dionysiaca, which tell precisely
of Zeus' combat with and defeat of Typhoeus, as Ian Rutherford points out to me.
Attention to the language and the formulas of the Typhoeus myth in Greek
permits us to be that much more precise about its Hittite and Anatolian origin, and the
time and manner of its transmission: language contact in the mid-second millennium.
It is yet another testimony to the cultural contacts between Mycenean Greece and
Hittite Anatolia. And for
and
it is a chapter in that French ideal in
etymology: Thistoire des mots'.

15. At the risk of triviality it is of course possible to postulate an Indo-European verb phrase *BIND
/BOUNDwith
+Old English (Genesis 764-65) teg / simon gesoeled '(Satan) lay bou
Old Icelandic sim-bundinn. Various roots may supply the verb, like *dehr (
, Vedic dydti, Hittite tiyammu tiya 'bind me, bind', liyamar 'rope'), *bhendh-, etc. We find a diachronic etymological figure in the
Old English example above, a synchronic one in RV 7.84.2
'you two who
bind with cordless binders', both from our root IE *sh,i- (with laryngeal metathesis *sih,-).

47
Python and Ahi Budhnya,
the Serpent of the Deep
The Rigvedic pantheon includes a hazily defined elemental and primordial Serpent of
the Deep, Ahi Budhnya.1 Vedic ahi- is the familiar word for 'serpent, snake', Greek
IE *og*his. Budhnya- is an adjectival derivative of budhnds 'bottom, base',
Greek
Latin fundus, and the Germanic family of Old High German bodam,
German Boden, Old English botm. Ahi Budhnya's origin and abode is the dark bottom
of the waters, but he is not a mythological actant; he is mentioned only in stereotypical
contexts, and as Oldenberg notes, he no longer has the ability to appear independently
and seems to be preserved only as a relic, an 'Uberlebsel'.
Of the dozen or so Rigvedic attestations2 perhaps the fullest is 7.34.16-17:
abjarn ukthair ahim grnise
budhne nadinam rajassu sidan
ma no ahir budhnyo rise dhan
ma yajno asya sridhad rtayoh
With songs I praise the water-born serpent
sitting in darkness in the depths of the rivers.
May the Serpent of the Deep not bring us to harm;
may the worship of this (singer) who seeks truth not go wrong.
The comparison of Ahi Budhnya, the primordial serpent of the depths, with the
Old Norse serpentNidhggr at the bottom (in the roots) of the world tree Yggdrasil, was
made by Dumezil 1959a and further explored by Strom 1967. The comparison
permitted the reconstruction of a plausibly Indo-European theme or motifeme. RV
budhnas is used of the root (in heaven) of the cosmological Nyagrodha-tiee at 1.24.7.
It remained for V. V. Ivanov and V. N. Toporov (1974:37-8) and more extensively
1. Cf. Oldenberg 1917:70, and Hillebrandt 1929:2.305-6.
2. 1.186.5; 4.55.6; 6.49.14; 50.14; 7.34.16-17; 35.13; 38.5; 10.64.4; 66.11; 92.12; 93.5.
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Toporov 19763 to extend the comparison by first one then a second equation
corroborating it in the linguistic plane.
The first was to equate the base of the epithet of (Ahi) Budhnya- with SerboCroatian badnjak (Slav. *
the word for '"Yule" log, oak log lit on Christmas
Eve'. The associated ritual of felling the badnjak, bringing it in after sundown on
Christmas Eve, and the personification of Start Badnjak ('old B.') and his son Mladi
Bog/Bozic ('young god'), make it clear, as Toporov elegantly shows, that we have to
deal with equivalents respectively of the mythological dragon and its adversary.4 Old
Badnjak is a symbol of the last day of the Old Year—when the forces of Chaos are in
the ascendancy—and his divine young son symbolizes the first day of the New Year—
when Cosmic Order begins to be victorious.
The narration of the illuyankas myth as part of the New Year's ritual comes
immediately to mind, as do aspects of our own contemporary New Year's Eve rituals
and symbols, like the outgoing year as an old decrepit man (a euphemism for dying)
and the incoming year as a baby.
The second linguistic equation (Toporov 1974) was of the root of the second
element of (Ahi) Budhnya—the -ya- is suffixal—with the Greek dragon Python
(
), slain by Apollo with his arrows.5 The phonology is perfectly regular: IE
*bhudh- > Vedic budh- and Greek *phuth- > path- by the (independent) action of
Grassmann's aspiration dissimilation law in each. The long u in
, not
mentioned by Toporov, is doubtless due to expressive lengthening, like the u of Greek
6
'hear!' (Ved. s'rudhi), West Germanic *hlud 'loud' (Greek K
The name
of the dragon python thus shows the inherited designation of a serpent creature of the
watery depths. Compare the underground spring where the dragoness dwelt (
. . . h.Ap. 300). In the Homeric Hymn the dragoness is not named; later
tradition called her Delphune. The water nymph Telphousa in the Hymn to Apollo (the
name is attested elsewhere in Greece as a hydronym) is also a dragoness figure and
adversary of Apollo,7 who buried her spring under a shower of stones. Her name may
also be Indo-European and cognate with English delve (*dhelbh- > *
->
,
Neumann 1979); it is attested in numerous Germanic and Slavic water spring and river
names (Delft).
Toporov 1974:5 with notes 12-14 recognized the importance of the already
Indo-European doublets *bhudh-n- and *dhubh-n- under semantic similarity or
identity: both refer to bottom, foundation, depths, and related notions which recur both
3. Cf also now Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 1984:528.
4. Toporov notes the simile in RV 1.32.5 where the slain serpent lies 'like branches lopped by an
axe', skandhamsiva kulisend
One can add RV 2.14.2 yo ... vftrdmjaghdnasdnyeva vfksam 'who
struck Vrtra like a tree by lightning', and others; see Renou in Benveniste and Renou 1934:132. West
(1988:154) states that the simile of the adversary felled by the hero like a tree struck by lightning or chopped
down by a woodcutter is common Greco-Aryan patrimony: he cites RV 2.14.2,6.8.5,1.130.4, and //. 14.414,
4.482-7, 13.178-80, 389-91, after Durante 1976:121. Durante and West cite a number of such shared
features, topoi or themes.
5. Homer h.Ap. 300 ff.; cf. Simonides 511. l(a) 6-7; Euripides l.T. 1239-53 (the last cited in chap.
52). See in detail the vast treatment of Fontenrose 1980.
6. The expressive u may have favored the connection with
'rot' (h.Ap. 363ff.), but the latter
clearly remains a folk etymology.
7. Discussed extensively by Fontenrose 1980:366ff.
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as lexical exponents and as motifemes in the mythology. We have seen *bhudh-n-oin Vedic budhna-; *dhubh-n-o- recurs in Slavic dibno, Russian dno 'bottom'. The
specific mythographic associations of Ahi Budhnya, 'water-born, sitting in the depths
of the rivers' (supra) are mirrored both in Celtic dubno- 'deep' and dubro- 'water'.
Now beside Python from *phuth- from *bhudh- Greek mythological tradition
knows another dragon figure, adversary of Zeus: Typhon, or in earlier variant forms
Typhdon, Typhoeus, Typhos. We saw in the preceding chapter that significant features
or motifemes of this myth were borrowed into Greece from Hittite Anatolia. But the
names of the actants are pure Greek out of Indo-European: Zeus from *dieu-s and
Typh- from *thuph- from *dhubh-. The quantity of the u varies: the etymological short
in Typhaon, Typhoeus, the expressively lengthened u in Typhon, Typhos.
Fontenrose showed at considerable length, without comparing the two names
linguistically, that the Python and Typhon myths largely coincide, and must be at the
outset developments of a single 'earlier form of the Greek dragon myth in which
Typhon and Python were not distinguished' (1980:193).
The syntagmatic link between the dragon Typhon (T
) and the dragoness
Pytho
is furnished by the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, in which Pytho served
Typhon as a foster mother. The paradigmatic link is precisely the fact that Tuph- and
Puth- are poetic linguistic doublets as inversions, underlying *thuph- and *phuth-, and
have been since Indo-European times (*dhubh- ~ *bhudh-).
We have finally a syntagmatic comparandum in Greek to the two constituents
of the Vedic name Ahi Budhnya. Callimachus, Hymn 2. 100-101 reads:

Going down to Pytho you were met by a marvelous beast,
the terrible serpent.

Vedic ahir budhnyah is Indo-European *og"hi- bhudh-. Greek Ilu-d
SYNTATICALLY OCCUPYING SENTENTENCE-INITIAL AND SENTENCE-FINAL POSITION, RESPECTIVEELY, AND
metrically forming an enjambed unit from verse initial of 100 to the trithemimeral
caesura of 101, continue Indo-European *bhudh- . . . *oghi- in the reverse sequence.
This sentence in the Callimachean hymn is then followed immediately by a
narration of the Pythoctony in the basic formula, 101-102:

You slew him, shooting one swift
arrow after another.
Both subject and object are pronominalized, the latter anaphoric to the immediately
preceding

47 Python and Ahi Budhnya, the Serpent of the Deep
(HERO)

SLAY

(SERPENT)
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with

WEAPON.

For the second person note that Vedic dhann dhim is frequently second person
addressing Indra. The Callimachean passage continues with the aetiology of the paean
cry;8 for the basic formula as victory paean see chap. 55.

8. Discussed by Rutherford 1991.

48
Azi Dahaka, Visvarupa,
and Geryon
From the evidence surveyed in chap. 29 it is clear that a Common Indo-Iranian myth
underlies the slaying of the dragon Azi Dahaka by Thraetaona and the slaying of
Tvastr's son, the monster Visvarupa, by Trita Aptya. Thraetaona was a mortal hero,
while Trita appears to have been a god. Both are enabled to perform their valorous
deed by a god: Thraetaona by
and Trita by the (higher) god Indra, whose
epithet is vrtrahan-. Both monsters, the Iranian and the Indie, share the same physical
attributes: they have three heads (tirikamaraSa-, tristrsan- / trimurdhan-) and six eyes
(xsuuas.asi-, salaksa-). The Indie monster kept cows, which Indra (or Trita? cf.
Geldner ad loc.) carried off in RV 10.8.9:
tvastrasya cid visvarupasya gonam
acakranas trfni sirsa para vark
Having driven off for himself some of the cows of Visvarupa son of Tvastr
he twisted off the three heads.
While Iranian Azi Dahaka had no cows, the hero Thraetaona requested of the goddess
Araduui Sura Anahita in Yt. 5.34 (and of the goddess Asi Vanvhi in Yt. 17.34), and
was granted, the boon 'that I may become the winner over Azi Dahaka, the threejawed, three-headed, six-eyed...' (quoted in chap. 51), moreover:
uta he vanta azani
sanhauuaci arsnauuaci
And that I may carry off his (Azi Dahaka's) two beloved wives
Sanhavac and Aranavac . ..1

I. Reichelt, Av. Reader 103 and 96 (1911), where the comparison with Visvarupa's cows (and
those of Geryon) is explicitly made. His explanation, on the other hand, that Thraetaona delivered wives
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On the passage see Hoffmann 1975:374-7. The two women were sisters of Yima and
had been carried off earlier by Azi Dahaka. The verb az- 'drive', cognate with Vedic
aj-, Greek
, and Old Irish agid, is like them used with both cattle and women as
object, in the sense of 'carry off as booty'.2 As we saw in the preceding note, this
Common Indo-Iranian myth has been compared, for almost a century at least, with the
Greek legend of the tenth labor of Herakles, the stealing of the cattle of Geryon
(Geryoneus, Geryones, Garyonas). For references in classical sources see Page 1973
and Fontenrose 1980:334ff. with n. 31. The myth is first alluded to in Hesiod's Th.
287-94. Poseidon lay with Medusa, and when Perseus cut off her head Chrysaor and
the horse Pegasus sprang forth:

Chrysaor begot three-headed Geryoneus
joining in love with Kallirhoe, daughter of glorious Ocean;
him in might Herakles slew
beside his shambling cows in sea-girt Erytheia,
on that day when he drove the wide-browed cows
to holy Tiryns, having crossed the ford of Ocean
and killed (the monstrous dog) Orthos and the herdsman Eurytion
in the airy stead out beyond glorious Ocean.3
Hesiod repeats the story in condensed form in 981 -3 : 'Kallirhoe bore a son, strongest
of all men,'

instead of cows because Asi Van.vhT (Yt. 17) was 'the protectress of matrimony', seems farfetched.
Heracles' taking of Geryon's cows was already compared with Indra's freeing the cows held by Vrtra, or
in the cave of Vala, by M Breal in 1863 (Hercule et Cacus) and later by L. von Schroeder in 1914 (Herakles
und Indrd).
2. Thraetaona's vanta azani (Isg. subj.) 'that I may carry off his two beloved wives' is identical
to Agamemnon's
'I will take Briseis' //. 1.184.
3. The ring
in 288 and 294, first the god and then the place, indexes the remoteness of the island Erytheia; West points out wryly that the difficulty of capturing Geryon's cattle 'consisted in the remoteness of the ranch.' The name '
is probably a derivative of 'red' or so understood, like Loch Rudraige in Ireland, scene of another drakontomakhia (chap. 45). Such associations arc
fairly frequent, cf. the Vedic demon Rudhikra, and the Avestan 'red serpent' azi raoSita, and probably not
very significant. Cf. also chapters 56 and 57, for A. Kuhn, the Vedic worms, and the Germanic red : dead
rhymes.
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Geryoneus, whom mighty Herakles killed
in sea-girt Erytheia for the sake of his shambling cows.
The lines have two irregularities,
and
, on which see West ad loc. The
verb
of the first, longer version is a common lexical substitute for
, as
we have seen;
in the second is neutral, and in the first version used for the
ancillary killing of Geryon's dog and herdsmen. We may retain as central the epithet
'three-headed' (for the metrical lengthening
; see West ad loc.), and the
4
formula
'drove off the cows', which recurs in the
h.Merc. 102 of Hermes rustling the cattle of Apollo, and //. 1.154.
Pindar shows the same words of the formula distracted in/r. 169a6-8:
5
...
'when he (sc. Herakles) drove off the unbought
cows of Geryon.'
The poet Stesichorus, active from the latter seventh to the mid-sixth century,
composed a mini-epic of over 1500 lines on this legend, the Geryoneis. The work is
preserved only in a handful of fragments, fortunately augmented by extensive papyrus
finds.6 The sympathetic portrayal of Geryon is the most striking feature of the new
text: his tragic sense of inescapable conflict and impending death, the colloquy with
his mother and her passionate concern, and finally the infinite tenderness of the
portrayal of the dying Geryon stricken by the poisoned arrow (SLG 15 ii 14-17):

And Geryon bent his neck over to one side,
like a poppy that spoils its delicate shape,
shedding its petals all at once ... (tr. Page).
Page notes (1973:152) that the model of the poppy is //. 8.306ff. (well imitated by
Vergil, Aen. 9.435ff.), but as he emphasized, 'the development of the drooping poppy
is unique to Stesichorus'. We are a long way from a monster, and a long way from the
topos of the adversary felled by the hero like a great tree (chap. 47 n. 4). Though
Geryon had three heads (Hesiod) and 'the body of three men joined at the waist, which
became threeform at the flanks and thighs' (Apollodorus, Bibl. 2.5.10, probably taken
from Stesichorus' poem [Page 1973:144-5]), it is curious that in the attested fragments
the words for 'head', 'helmet', and 'shield' are only singular: SLG 15 ii 3
i
16
, i 12
, ii 10-11
Contrast the black-

form
§40,2).

4. The monosyllabic acc. pl. is probably an archaism, equatable with Vedic gas.
5. For the non-appearance of the Doric form
cf. Forssman 1966. He rightly notes the
on a sixth-century (Ionic) Chalcidian vase, Schwyzer 797.2 (Kretschmer, Vaseninschr.

6. See the editions of Davies 1991, Page 1962 and 1972, as well as his 1973 study. Cf. also Lerza
1982, with bibliography.
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figured amphora, illustrated in Fontenrose 1980:335 (fig. 26), Br. Mus. B155, cat. II
fig. 26, where Geryones (so labeled) has clearly three heads, three helmets, and three
shields, as well as two wings and two feet.
We should note in the same representation that Athena
stands directly
behind Herakles and obviously brings him divine aid, as she does in Stesichorus frg.
3. Athena thus has the same functional role toward Herakles in the myth as
toward Thraetaona and Indra toward Trita.
Despite the singular 'head' in these fragments a three-form Geryon can be
inferred for Stesichorus both because of Apollodorus' description above, and because
a scholiast to Hesiod Th. 287 tells us that Stesichorus in an innovation presented
Geryon winged and with six hands and feet: cf. PMG 186 The wings are attested on the Chalc
t WINGS ARE ATTESTED ON THE cHALCYDIAN VASE PAINTING ILLUSTRATED IN
tHE
Fontenrose 1980:335, but Geryon there has two feet. According to Page 1973 this
representation is clearly inspired by Stesichorus. Note that this vase has the expected
Ionic spelling
(it is Kretschmer, Vaseninschr. §40,9) whereas in the same
scene illustrated in Kretschmer §40,2 (Schw. 797.2 and note 5 above), the spelling
would seem to be directly due to the influence of Stesichorus. Other forms
on both vases are perfectly good Chalcidian Ionic. Combining the traditional epithet
in Hesiod, the description in Apollodorus, the Chalcidian vase paintings,
and the scholiast's statement we are justified in making the linguistic inference that
Stesichorus in the Geryoneis described the adversary of Herakles as THREEHEADED and SIX-somethinged. It may be that those somethings were 'feet', by an
innovation of the poet; but I suggest that what they replaced was an earlier epithet 'sixeyed' identical in meaning to the Indie and Iranian epithets:
THREE-HEADED and SIX-EYED.
We may regard this as a poetic and my thographic formula common to Indo-Iranian and
Greek, and resting on the semantic equations
tri-slrsantri-murdhan-

sal-aksa-

iM-kamaraSa-

xsuuas-asi-

Such a formula is of course trivially easy to imagine on the plane of universals. To
anchor it more firmly on the diachronic plane we can point to the association of the
monster with wealth in cows, which are driven off by the hero as part of his exploit.
Here the Vedic accusative plural gas (RV 10.8.8, 48.2) can be even morphologically
equated, mutatis mutandis, with the Homeric and Hesiodic accusative plural
(Th.
291). We saw the forms in Pindar; and Stesichorus SLG 1 1 .27-9 (PMGF S 1 1 , p. 156)
adds the tantalizing fragment in broken context
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. . . about my cows
]fame[.
We may then, however tentatively, suggest a specific late Indo-European (GrecoIndo-Iranian) myth whose semantic structure and signature formulas deploy the
lexical items or names HERO (variable), SLAY (*g"hen-, replaced in Hesiod by
a MONSTER (*oghi-, not in Greek) who is THREE (*tri-)-HEADED
(variable) and SIX (*sueks-)-EYED (*h3ok"p-, not in Greek), with the aid of a GOD
(variable). As a result HERO DRIVE OFF (h,ag-, replaced in Greek by
MONSTER'S COWS (*g-os, replaced in Avestan by WOMEN). A simple story
perhaps, but one with enough arbitrary linkage (contiguity relations) for us to be
unsatisfied with the explanation of mere fortuitous resemblance.7
The names of the actants in the three traditions are, as usual, variable and of little
use, whether they are descriptive like Azi Dahaka 'the Serpent-D.', transparent like
Visvarupa 'having many forms' , or simply obscure, like Geryon. The name looks like
the noun
'voice, cry' as noted by Forssman, loc. cit, but the name 'Shouter' is
without semantic relevance for the myth.

7. We may also be unsatisfied with Fontenrose' s conclusion, that Geryon is 'the king of the dead,
a form of Thanatos of Hades' (1980:335). The new Stesichorus fragments (published after the appearance of the book) weaken the claim seriously for Greek, and the Indo-Iranian facts never fit it at all. Cf.
chap. 40. Ours is only a variant of the same myth.

VI
From myth to epic
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49
From god to hero:
The formulaic network in Greek
The verb
in Greek, which we discussed at length in chap. 36 and following,
is of course not confined to the dragon-slaying formula and its transformations. The
serpent adversary of myth can easily become the human adversary of epic "reality".
We find here two possible themes, expressed again in variations rung on the
basic formula:
HERO1

SLAY (*g"hen-)

HERO2

HERO

SLAY (*ghen-)

ANTI-HERO.

and

The first is an equipollent opposition of noble adversaries, like Hector and Patroklos,
Achilles and Hector; an example of the second, where the anti-hero is assimilated to
a monster, would be Odysseus and the suitors, or Orestes and Klutaimestra. In both
the action is bidirectional, potentially reciprocal; either member may be the subject of
the verb.
We find
frequently here in Greek, as well as the common
and
others. But
is always the semanticaly marked verb for the notion of 'killing',
much like English marked to slay versus unmarked to kill. It is the verb, as we noted
earlier, which Greek poetic language utilizes to describe the "terrifying exploit of the
hero". In the majority of occurrences of
the context is not indifferent. They
regularly present killings of fable, or crimes beyond the norm. If it is a question of the
killing of one human being by another, the seriousness of the action is a function of
the relations among the protagonists. We saw
in Pindar, Pyth. 11.36-7 above
(chap. 37) in the case of Orestes killing Klutaimestra and Aigisthos; in the Odyssey the
verb is used four times of the murder of Agamemnon.
The contexts of the legend of the return of Agamemnon are instructive and well
illustrate the interplay of the verbs
and others, as well as the echoes
from one part of the text to another.
471
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In book four of the Odyssey Menelaos, summing up the story to Telemakhos,
says (4.91-92):

Meanwhile another slew my brother ... by his wife's treachery.
As Menelaos recounts, the Old Man of the Sea first told him, again using
and emphasizing the violation of hospitality (4.534-5):

Led him in all unsuspicious of death, and feasted him
and killed him feasting, as one strikes down an ox at his manger.
Both sets of formulas are repeated by the ghost of Agamemnon to Odysseus in book
eleven, but with a late and unhistoric form of unmarked
(11.409-1 1):

Aigisthos . . . killed me with the help of my cursed wife,
inviting me and feasting me, as one strikes down an ox in its manger.
Note that the younger and analogical form
(for *EKTEV) could have replaced
here. 1 Agamemnon's bitter and circumstantial narrative continues for some 40 lines;
in summation he says curtly (11.453),

Before that she slew me myself.
In epic as in myth, part of the function of the root *g"hen- in Greek is
'memorative':2 a form of
functions as a summation, recalling to the mind
1. 3 sg. EKta and other forms of the singular have been analogically spread from forms like EKTCCTO
<
<
<
, regular athematic root aorists: Chantraine 1973:381.
The form ( )
occurs 9 times in the Iliad and twice (one repeated four times) in the Odyssey. Of these
only one in each epic (as here) is not line final. Line-final *
could continue an athematic aorist to
*dken- (*kpen-\ a rhyme-form to *g"hen-. For the root of
and Vedic ksan- 'wound' cf. perhaps
*dek- in Gothic tahjan 'tear'.
2. To borrow Karl Hoffmann's term for his view of the function of the Indo-European injunctive
(1967:passim). There is to my mind no direct link between the memorative function of this (and other!)
formulas, and the unaugmented form
The formula is equally memorative with augmented verb form
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of the epic audience what it knows already. This feature is, as we have already
suggested, the Homeric equivalent of the Pindaric 'shortcut', the
. The
Odyssey furnishes no less than six or seven separate instances of this function
of
it must be recognized as a component of the semantics of the root
*g"hen-.3
This whole formula of Od. 1 1 .453 recurs in book 21 , in the Iphitos saga discussed
above (chap. 41), Od. 21.29:

But slew him afterwards.
The first person object is not organic, and in the formula in both cases the unexpressed
agent has by his or her action become a monster.
Book three of the Odyssey contains a recapitulation of the Agamemnon nostos
or Return. Athena in the guise of Mentor reminds Telemakhos of the death of
Agamemnon, Od. 3.232-8:

I myself would rather first have gone through many hardships
and then come home, and look upon my day of returning,
than come home and be killed at my own hearth, as Agamemnon
was killed, by the treacherous plot of his wife, and by Aigisthos.
But death is a thing that comes to all alike. Not even
the gods can fend it away from a man they love, when once
the destructive doom of leveling death has fastened upon him.
Athena as a goddess, of course, knows; but Telemakhos asks Nestor the full story
(3.248):

(Od. 21.36), and unaugmented
need not be memorative (//. 13.363). See, however, Pelliccia to appear (1985).
3. Compare the immediacy of Odysseus' first narration of the killing of the cattle of the Sun, Od.
12.375 6 oi
'that we had killed his cattle', with his brief recapitulation of the story to
Penelope, Od. 23.329
'how his comrades had slain the cattle
of the Sun', Others arc Od. 3.252, 11.453. 516-18, 23.84, and especially 24.325 (infra).
4, Note the ring-composition with the forms of the root
and the phonetic echoes 232
oll], 234
[ol], 235
[q:l],
[lo], 237
[lo:|, 238
olo].
[o:l|,
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How did Atreus' son die?
i. e., 'how was he killed?', for in Greek 'die' is the passive of 'kill'. Telemakhos
continues, echoing first Athena's verb (and Nestor's formula of 3.194 then using a neutral one (3.249-50):

What scheme of death did Aigisthos have,
to kill one far better than he was?
He concludes his question with the final summary verb which establishes the
monstrousness of the action (3.252):

And the latter took courage and slew (him)?
Telemakhos' question is equally bounded by ring-composition: robe; '
is the passive of (
and the ring explains the absence of an object of the latter.
Nestor narrates the tale of Agamemnon's death in the following words (3.
193-8):

You yourselves, though you live apart, have heard of Atreides,
how he came home, and how Aigisthos devised his wretched
death; but Aigisthos too paid for it, in a dismal fashion;
so it is good, when a man has perished, to have a son left
after him, since this one took vengeance on his father's killer,
the treacherous Aigisthos, who cut down his glorious father.
The reciprocity of the basic formula when it involves two adversaries, whether
hero or anti-hero, has a very precise foundation in the culture: among men the taking
of life requires vengeance, requital, atonement. The simplest expression of this in
5. Note the stylistic device of a form of the verb 'hear' to introduce a poem or episode.
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Homer is just a postpositional phrase, as in //. 13.447
'three
to be slain in exchange for one', cf. also 14.471, 24.254.6 But more frequently we find
a reflex of the Indo-European verbal root for the notions of vengeance and requital,
*k"ei- in Gk.
'atone, pay the price for', middle 'take vengeance on, have
a price paid one',
'vengeance',
'blood-money, penalty'. There is an
implicational relation between the two roots. *g*hen- requires *kl'ei-, which finds its
expression in their frequent juxtaposition in epic, as in //. 15.116
17.34-5
you slew.'

'you will pay the price for my brother whom

In the Odyssey passage just given above the focus is on Orestes the avenger of
his father, as an intended model for Telemakhos son of Odysseus. The focal verb is
the bidirectional active and middle voice
- (*K'ei-). Aigisthos plotted Agamemnon's
death
for which he paid (active
the son Orestes avenged himself
(middle
) on his father's slayer
. It is the second member of the
nominal compound
which points to and identifies the real verbal and nominal
forms (as bracketed) of the obligatory sequence:
Aigisthos
Aigisthos
Orestes

=
[qpovov]

Agamemnon

The final line
...
is simply epexegetic to, explains
and makes ring composition with line 194. For line-final
see note
1 above.
That this sequence is lexically, formulaically and culturally predetermined is
proved by its overt expression in the Iliad, 21.133-5:

And yet even so, die all an evil death, till all of you
pay for the death of Patroklos and the slaughter of the Achaeans
whom you killed beside the running ships, when I was not with them.
Here the root *g"hen- is not underlying, but overt. Schematically,
ANTI-HERO
ANTI-HERO

*g"hen*k'ei-act.

HERO1
HERO1
*g"hon-o-

6. The associative presence of a form of
'worthy, worth, of equal weight' in the first two of
these, with its implied image of balanced scales, is noteworthy. Compare
'of equal weight on
the scales' and Watkins 1987b.
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HERO2

*g"hen*k"ei-mid..

ANTI-HERO

We discussed earlier the memorative function of the root *g'hen-, as a summation, the epic equivalent of Pindar's 'shortcut' , the
which is the formula
itself. We can observe the same with the co-occurrence of the root *k"ei-. In the last
book of the Odyssey Odysseus has just revealed himself to his father. He is in a hurry,
like Pindar, but is speaking concisely to an older generation (24.324-6):

For I tell you this straight out; the need for haste is upon us.
I have killed the suitors in our own house
avenging their heart-hurting outrage and their evil devisings.
Formulaically and culturally no further justification is needed, and none is asked for
or given.
These passages illustrate the importance of the derivatives of the root *k"ei- and
the theme of their cooccurrence with derivatives of *g*hen- in Greek epic on the level
of the hero, the warrior. It should be noted that the same theme holds true on the level
of myth, of the conflict of the hero with the monster adversary.
In chap. 41 we noted the figure of the Kuklops Poluphemos as monster or precivilized anti-hero for his violation of hospitality. As just noted, the verb in the
formula may be replaced by the middle of *k'ei- 'PUNISH, take vengeance on' . The
Kuklops' crime is eating guests:
(Od. 9.478-9). The last line,
concluding Odysseus' address to the Kuklops after escaping him, continues:

For that Zeus punished you, he and the other gods.
Formulaically,
HERO (*dieu-)

PUNISH (* k'ei- m i d ) ANTI-HERO

(with COMPANIONS).

The HERO is Zeus (*dieu-), the Indo-European word for 'god', and the COMPANIONS are the other gods.
The similarity of the Poluphemos episode to other dragon-slaying myths is
evident; in particular the blinding of the drunken Kuklops reminds us of the trussing
up and slaying of the drunken Illuyankas. We can observe another formal—i.e., verbal
formulaic—link with the denouement of the Illuyankas myth: the phrase nu=kan
MUs
illuyankan kuenta DINGIRMEs-sr=a katti=ssi esir 'he killed the serpent; and the
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gods were with him'. In this Hittite version of the basic formula,
HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-) SERPENT (with COMPANIONS),

the HERO is the Storm God, head of the pantheon, and the COMPANIONS are the
other gods, as in the Odyssey passage. In the latter the HERO is Zeus (IE *dieu-s); in
the Hittite myth, where behind the Sumerogram DINGIRMES 'gods' lies the Hittite
word siunes, we find a suffixed form of Indo-European *dieu- as well.
Crime and punishment is a natural collocation, and it is not surprising to find it
in other traditions. In some the very roots are the same, as in Iranian. From Avestan
compare Yt. 15.28 yat kaena nijasani azam bravro uruuaxsaiia yatjandni hitaspdm
raive paitivazaiSiiai '(grant me this boon,) that I may come down as avenger of my
brother Urvaxsaya, that I may slay Hitaspa and drag him behind my chariot'
(Bartholomae s.v. vazaiSiiai already compared //. 22.395ff.). From Middle Iranian
compare from the Pahlavi Denkard VII (4521 ff.) ma man abar zane . . . ken tozed
. . . Zarduxst 'Do not kill me . . .' (Mid. Pers. zan- < Old Iran, jan- 'slay' < IE
*ghen-), 'He will take revenge, Zarathustra ...' (Mid. Pers. ken < Old Iran, kaena'punishment' < IE *K"oina-, Greek noivr\). In other traditions one or both roots have
undergone lexical replacement: Beowulf'1576-7 he hrape wolde / Grendle forgyldan
gudrsssafela 'he intended to pay back (IE *gheldh- or *ghelt-) Grendel quickly for the
many raids (IE *g"hen-Y; 1053-5 ondpone aenne heht/goldeforgyldan jjonepe Grendel
air I mane acwealde ' and he ordered compensation in gold to be paid (*gheldh-) for the
man whom Grendel had wickedly killed (IE *g"el-) earlier'. The formulaic system is
an index to Indo-European customary law.
These patterns which we have examined hitherto mostly in the Odyssey are
equally characteristic of the deployment of
in the Iliad. We have the
straightforwardly "heroic" exploit involving a major figure, as in 4.397: Agamemnon
chides Diomedes by recalling—the memorative function—the exploits of his father
Tydeus, who killed 49 of the 50 sent to ambush him, but left one to return home:
Nestor in 7.142 recalls the background of
his own exploits, of Areithoos the mace-wielder (
, compare chap. 44)
'whom Lykoorgos slew by guile, and in no way by strength':
. He uses
for his own deed (155).
Iliad 15.638ff. tell of Hector's rout of the Achaeans:

But he slew only the Mycenean Periphetes
son of Kopreus ["Dungman"] . . .
From him was born, from a father baser by far, a noble son.
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The mock-heroic, barnyard bow to upward mobility may have its roots in the second
millennium, for the name of the Mycenean Kopreus seems to be found in Mycenean
Greek, twice each in Pylos (nom. ko-pe-re-u, gen. ko-pe-re-wo) and Knossos (ko-pere-u, dat. ko-pe-re-we).7 If for the unresolvable
at verse initial of 15.641 we read
a Mycenean genitive or genitive-ablative *to < *tod,8 the whole line will still scan
perfectly transposed into Mycenean Greek.
In//. 10.476ff., when Odysseus and Diomedes are rustling the horses of Rhesos,
Odysseus says 'Here is the man and here are the horses told of to us two
by
Dolon, whom we slew
You take the men and I'll get
the horses.' Athene breathes power into Diomedes:

was killing right and left; the groaning arose of those being
struck by the sword.
KTEIVE 5' He

VEv 'until he had
So Diomedes went like a lion among a flock,
killed twelve'. The king as the thirteenth he robbed of honey-sweet life
, for which see further below), a bad dream (
) standing over
his head by the ruse
of Athene. The whole is presented as a thoroughly
satisfying caper, in the language of warriors' slang with its mixture of archaic and
colloquial, which characterizes much of Iliad 10.9
The verb may be epexegetic to minor exploits, as in //. 15.338-39, the beginning
of a catalogue of
'man took out man' as the Trojans storm the wall:
jvEv 'Hector slew S. and A.' Cf. also
//. 16.547, 17.539. This usage is easily amenable to mock-heroic parody, as 6 times
in the Battle of Frogs and Mice.
In //. 3.281-4 Agamemnon's prayer and oath before the single combat is both a
grammatical and a pragmatic antithesis, heavily indexed by phonetic figures:

If Alexandras slay Menelaos ...
But if fair-haired Menelaos slay Alexandras . . .
That we have to do with the basic formula is shown by the focus on the object of the
7. For the attestations and on the phonological problems and possible solutions see Chadwick and
Baumbach 1963:211 and Baumbach 1979:171, respectively.
8. For which see Morpurgo Davies 1988b: 100, as well as Hajnal 1994.
9. Expanding *uuov by the adjective 'honey-sweet', ironic in the context of the verb phrase 'rob
oflife', the equivalent of the basic formula with *g"hen-, recurs in Euphorbos' warrior-taunt to Menelaos,
//. 17.17. The effect is that of saying "you bet your sweet life ..." in a comparable pro-fight exchange. Cf.
also Od. 11.203, also in dialogue, Odysseus' dead mother's reproach.
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verb rather than the subject, as shown by their respective order, the object preceding
the subject.10 As elsewhere, the semantic mark of
carries over to
unmarked
much as that of a compound verb (P + V;) carries over to a
subsequent and resumptive simple (Vj); both processes may be at work in
Andromache in her meeting with Hector in Iliad 6 knows and says that she will
soon be a widow, for the Achaeans will soon kill him: 408-9
oi. She has neither father nor mother; she says
simply (414-16),

For godly Achilles killed my father as you know
... He killed Eetion,
using the unmarked verb, but continues (421-23):

Seven brothers . . .
swift-footed godly Achilles slew them all.
The reversion to the marked verb after the litany of the three unmarked ones has a
summational, but also a climactic value.'' The function of
is clearly memorative
in the nearly identical //. 23.828: Achilles sets as a game the mass of iron which Eetion
used to throw,
e'but Achilles slew him, as you know', and carried
it off as booty.
The death of Patroklos echoes and reverberates in verbal formulas over many
thousands of lines. Menelaos says at 17.564
'... Patroklos; for his death has touched me to the heart'. The verb
applies indifferently to the victim and his killer: Achilles on seeing
Hector in the fray says to himself at 20.425-6,

10. On the inherited legal theme of this episode see Jamison 1994.
11. The inherent pathos of Andromache's situation would have a legal foundation as well, in IndoEuropean tradition. Compare Thurneysen 1936 and the texts cited there.
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Near is the man who above all grieved me to the heart,
who slew my honored comrade.
TO he had heard it—by Priam's son Lycaon begging
TO THESEthough
nces. The formulaCONFINED
oc, we willIN hOMER
be used—as
WILL BE USED-AS THOUGH HE HAD HEARD IT-BY pRIAM'S SON lYCAON BEGGING HEARD IT- BY pRIAM'S SON lYCAON bEGGING
Achilles for his life (21.95-6):

Don't kill me, for I am not of the same womb
as Hector, who slew your comrade . . .
These formulas are poetic discourse 'shifters', applying indifferently to the /or the
You.
Homer had said of Patroklos, just before his fortunes changed (16.784ff.),
Thrice he rushed in with a terrible cry,'

. .. thrice he slew nine men,
but when for the fourth time ...
then for you, Patroklos, did the end of life appear.
The dramatic address is indexed by a phonetic figure linking epePHNe and PHaNe.
That this link between the two verbs is real is indicated by the gnomic neologism at
15.140,

either has been slain, or will be later,
where the epic future has been cloned from that of
, which is regular and
expected, and which appears in the same metrical slot in 17.155:

For Troy will appear sheer destruction.
For the real suppletive future of
see chap. 51.
Patroklos' death is formulaically and thematically prefigured by that of Sarpedon,
felled like a great tree (16.487-9):
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As a lion slays a bull. . .
and with a groan he perishes beneath the jaws of the lion.
At the death of Patroklos, run through by Hector's spear, the verb stands outside the
simile:

As when a lion overpowers an untiring boar
.. . the lion overcomes him by his power.
So did Hector by spear rob of life of the son of Menoitios
. . . who had slain many.
In lines 823-26 we find not merely ring-composition, but also another characteristic
stylistic figure of Indo-European date discussed earlier: the resumption or iteration of
a finite verb form by a semantically equivalent nominal form from the same root in a
Verb Phrase:...
'overpowers'...
'overcomes by power'.
Compare the examples in Greek and elsewhere of this Indo-European stylistic figure
given in chap. 13.
Positioning both Verb and related Noun adjacent to the verse boundary points
up and indexes the parallelism. Within this four-line simile the ring involves both a
lexical responsion
and a grammatical responsion
(Vi):
(V + Nj). In the grammatical responsion Vi and (V
+ Ni) are semantically equivalent.
The aorist in the verb phrase
of 828 'took away, robbed of life',
participle
i.e.
in both vocalism and accent is regarded
as an Aeolism (Chantraine 1973:191), whether in the traditional sense or that of the
'Peloponnesian Aeolic' linguistic and poetic tradition of the '
argued for
recently by Peters 1986 and 1989. The verb is clearly old, though it has no certain
cognates outside Greek. Within Homer the verb phrase is clearly an equivalent of
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in the basic formula. We saw above //. 10.488-95
'until he had slai n twelvee th
thirteenth he robbed of honey-sweet life . . .' The function of the verb phrase is
demarcative, like that of the ordinal. It closes the set: 12
(V) . . . the 13th
(V + N).
In chap. 53 we will examine in detail the inherited theme that links *g"hen- in the
basic formula with *kei- 'lie'. In the death of Asteropaios at the hands of Achilles we
see the same link between
and
the verb
is not present
in the passage at all, because is its substitute and equivalent. The whole
verb phrase is another form of the basic formula. Achilles robs Asteropaios of life with
his sword (the WEAPON), 179
He taunts him in death, saying
(184)
'lie as you are . . .' After speaking he leaves him, 'when he had
robbed him of life, lying in the sands', 201-2
In chap. 31 we discussed the inherited figure of the reciprocal formula "the
slayer slain", a variant of the basic formula, with such phrases as 'he who slays will
be slain'. One of the verbs may be nominalized, as in the future participle (//. 18.309)
Ta 'he kills him who would kill'. It is just such a topos that we
have here in //. 16.827-28: Hector slew Patroklos who had slain. The figure begins
with the verb SLAY of the basic formula nominalized: the aorist participle
.
The accusative marks the object of the underlying reciprocal verb SLAY of the
formula, transformed into the Verb Phrase
and including the WEAPON
Schematically, the reciprocal figure of "the slayer slain", with two forms of the
same verb Vi : Vi has been renewed by replacement of the second verb by a
semantically equivalent Verb Phrase, Vi : (V + N)i.
At this point we can understand what is going on in //. 16.823-28. The inherited
stylistic figure in the simile (823-26) of verb (Vj) repeated by verb plus semantically
equivalent noun (V + Ni), which is at the same time a ring composition demarcating
the simile, is echoed by grammatical parallelism. The next two lines present yet
another inherited stylistic figure, the reciprocal basic formula of "the slayer slain".
The first verb is the participle
(Vi), and its reciprocal counterpart is the
semantically equivalent verb phrase
(V + N)i,. The correspondence is
complete:
Vi
(V+Ni)

Vi
(V + N)i

Such is the first token of the verbal art inherited from Indo-European which marks the
death of Patroklos in Homer's Iliad.

50
The best of the Achaeans
We can observe the transition from mythical combat to the reality of war in the account
of the trials of Bellerophontes in Iliad 6 with which we began chap. 36. The passage
concludes with the slaying of the warriors sent against Bellerophontes by the king
of Lycia after his victory over the Chimaira, the Solymians, and the Amazons, //. 6.
188-90:

He chose out of wide Lycia the best men
and set an ambush; but these did not return home in any way,
for peerless Bellerophon slew them one and all.
The choice of verb remains the same, but note that the hero's adversaries have the
epithet
they are the best and the bravest.
The equipollent opposition of two heroes in the epic context is reflected in their
system of epithets: each of the two can be qualified as
'best'. The notion has
been studied in depth by Nagy 1979, in an influential book. Achilles and Patroklos are
both 'best of the Achaeans' (
bestriding Patroklos' corpse Menelaos
killed Euphorbos, //. 17.80:

He slew the best of the Trojans.
Reciprocity finds its grammatical expression in Achilles' cry to Zeus when hardpressed by the River Skamandros, //. 21.279-80:
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Would that Hector had slain me, the best of the men
bred here; then a brave man would have been the slayer,
and he would have slain a brave man.1
And the Trojan ally Glaukos says of Patroklos and Achilles (17.164),

Such a man is he whose squire has been slain, the best
of the Argives.
The Odyssean passage linking SLAY and BEST is also put in the mouth of Achilles,
speaking to Odysseus in the underworld: 11.499-500 'I am not such as I was, when in
broad Troy I slew the best of the host',
It is a part of the
formulaic definition of the HERO that he is BEST, or vanquishes the BEST.
This Greek usage has parallels in other Indo-European traditions. Indra is
addressed as vasistha 'best' in RV 2.36.1, and Agni at7.1.8 (with a play on the poet's
family name, which is the same). The hero-king Pururavas calls in vain after his
former lover, the vanishing apsaras Urvasi, at RV 10.95.17 upa siksamy urvasim
vasisthah 'I the best (lover) long for Urvasi (where there may be a play ur VA Sim
V A S i s t h a h an unspoken VASmi 'I want'). 2 These three are the only beings in the
Rigveda to receive the epithet, which is otherwise only a name.
As in Greek the positive 'good' is common as well as a divine epithet. In the
Rigveda the positive vasu is also very common as a divine epithet, and frequent as an
absolute in the vocative, particularly of Indra and Agni. Examples from religious
language could be multiplied indefinitely, from multiple traditions, from Latin bona
dea and Old Irish in Dagdae to Le Bon Dieu. We are here in the realm of universals.
In the Rigveda we find superlatives in -istha- as epithets clustered around the
mythologeme, the basic formula of the hero Indra and his adversary. In 6.37.5
indro vrtram hanistho astu satva
Let Indra be the best warrior to have slain Vrtra,
we have the unique occurrence of the superlative of the root han-, an inherited
formation (compare Greek
, Avestan bairista-), which functions in IndoIranian as suppletive to the agent noun, with verbal rection.3 Much more frequent is
1. ayaflog is the positive of the superlative
.
2. The word is not found in the prose version of the tale, SB 11.5.1., which quotes only RV 10.95.

1-15.
3. Compare stylistically and grammatically RV 6.44.15 pata sutam indro astu somam/ hanta vrtram
vajrena mandasanah 'let Indra be the one who has drunk the pressed soma, who has slain Vrtra with his
cudgel in exhilaration.' The agent noun with root accent assigns case like a verb. For the verbal rection
of the adjectives note also RV 9.61.20 jaghnir vrtram 'slaying Vrtra' and Avestan (ni)jaynista (tayum Y.
12.7,8) 'best smiting the thief. Positive and superlative behave alike. See also chaps. 29 n.12 and 39 n. 5.
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the compound adjectival superlative vrtrahdntama- (RV 23x) 'most smashing resistance, most smiting the foe'.
The same hymn furnishes another superlative in the preceding verse, 6.37.4:
varttho asya daksinam iyarti
(Indra) the broadest sets in motion his reward (to the poet).
Geldner ad loc. terms the superlative hypallage (interchange in syntactic relationship
between two terms), since it should properly go with the reward (to consist of the
broadest herd of cattle). We can say that by a rule or license of poetic grammar Indra
the subject HERO has attracted the superlative.
In RV 1.32.5 we find a comparative in -tara- made to the adversary which is
scarcely translatable:
ahan vrtra'm vrtrataram vyarhsam
He slew Vrtra, the Vrtra among all the vftrd with shoulders apart.
The formation is again unique. The translation 'Vrtraentre tous les vrtra is Renou's
(1952:170); the interpretation of vyamsam, as a kenning for 'cobra', is due to H. P.
Schmidt (1964).
A primary comparative from the root han- is attested in a repeated mantra in the
Yajurvedas: namo hantreca hanlyase ca 'reverence to the slayer and the better slayer'
(TS 4.5.8.1, MS 2.9.7, Kath. 17.15, Kap. 37.5, VS 16.40).
In the Gathas the Wise Lord Ahura Mazda is addressed as vahista 'Best One'
in Y. 28.8 and 33.7 (the latter pluralized in an inclusive syntagma, see S. Insler 1975
ad loc.).4
Exactly comparable usages of 'best' are found in the language of Germanic epic.
Beowulf is addressed by Hrothgar as secg betsta 'O best of men' at 947 (after the fight
with Grendel and Hrothgar's homily on Heremod the bad king) and 1759 (after the
fight with Grendel's mother, and Hrothgar's second homily on Heremod). At 14056 Grendel's mother
bone selestan

magopegna basr
sawolleasne
bore the lifeless body

of the best of young thanes,
/Eschere, whom she had slain in vengeance for the death of Grendel. Unferth lent
4. The stylistic figure of the triad of superlatives mazista-ca vahista-ca sraesta-ca 'greatest and
best and most beautiful', both of gods and men (Y. 1.1, V. 2.27, etc.), is related, and clearly cognate with
the Roman cult title luppiter Optimus Maximus and Homeric
. See Watkins
1975a.
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Beowulf his sword Hrunting selran sweordfrecan 'to the better swordsman' at 1468.
The hero's arms and armor are similarly described; Beowulf refers to his
corselet, the work of the smith Weland, as beaduscruda betst (453) 'best of battlegarments' and hreegla selest (454) 'best of corselets'. On the promotion of the
WEAPON to the status of subject/HERO see chap. 27. The marvelous sword with
which Beowulf can kill Grendel's mother is described in the half-line formula beet
[w s] w pna cyst 'that was the best of weapons' at 1559, with a noun (Gmc. *kustiz
< IE *gus-ti-) which in form and meaning iconically recalls a superlative.
Just as we have seen the positive
in Achilles' formulation cited above
(Il. 21.280), so we should see the familiar and striking half-line formula (Beowulf II
et passim)
Paet wses god cyning
That was a good king,
in the same light as these superlatives.
The usage recurs in North Germanic as well. In the Poetic Edda, in the first Lay
of Helgi Hunding's Bane 2 the Norns or Fates prophesy at Helgi' s birth that he will be
called bu lunga betstan 'the best of rulers'. The phrase reflects the same ideology as
the Old English Peet w s god cyning.
I suggest that in this 'heroic' use of the superlative 'best' in Greek
Vedic vasistha-, Avestan vahista-, Old English betst, selest, and Old Norse betstr
(beztr), as well as of the pregnant positives
, vasu, bonus, and god, we have an
inherited, Indo-European theme and stylistic figure. To the Best of the Achaeans
(
), the Best of the Hellenes ('
Bacchylides 5.111),
the Best of the Trojans (
) we can add Beowulf 1684-6:
woroldcyninga
pa;m selestan
be sakn tweonum
para pe on Scedenigge
sceattas decide
to the Best of World-kings between the seas
of those who have distributed treasures in Scandinavia.
External comparison enables us to move from the domain of synchrony to that
of diachrony. The variations rung on these superlatives and their lexical expression
may be a function of the individual branches or languages and their histories; but the
underlying system which formulaically conveys the definition of HERO is a linguistic
and socio-cultural inheritance from common Indo-European times.
We may conclude with a recollection of the formulation of the closing lines of
Beowulf, with their implicit definition of the ideal king-hero (3180-2): 'They said that
of world kings he was
manna mildust
leodum IiOost

ond monOwserust
ond lofgeornost
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gentlest of men
and most gracious
kindest to his people
and most desirous of renown.
One cannot fail to be moved by the solemnity and nobility of these metrically identical,
isosyllabic, grammatically parallel "spondaic" lines.
A far more sophisticated man writing at an earlier time but in a more sophisticated cultural environment had recourse to the same grammatical figure in recounting
the death of his own intellectual hero: 'Such was the end, Ekhekrates, of our friend,
of a man, as we may say, of all those of that time whom we have known,

The best and the wisest and the most just.
(Plato, Phaedo 118).5

5. I print the text with Schanz" bracketing of
'(and) besides' before
Those
who would retain it (like LSJ) could point to the contrast in suffixal morphology as well as meaning between the first and the next two superlatives.

51
To be the death of:
Transformation of the formula
Some instances of the basic formula in Greek show a more complex grammatical
responsion. Two sets involve minor players in the lliad. We may think of them as little
sagas, like that of Iphitos (chap. 41). The first is the saga of Tlepolemos of Rhodes,
the son of Herakles and grandson of Zeus. In the Catalogue of Ships we learn that he
killed his own father's maternal uncle: //. 2.662
'
For this kin-slaying (Old Irish fingal) he fled to Rhodes, to escape the revenge of his
father's kin-group, sons and grandsons. And in book 5 he will indeed be killed by
Sarpedon, son of Zeus. Before the fateful combat they taunt each other, 5.633ff., 648ff.
Sarpedon promises him (5.652-3):

I say that death and black fate
will be wrought here from me for you.
Here the verb of slaying has been replaced by a verb phrase whose object is a noun
(*g"hon-o-) from the same root. But the effect is the same.2
The same figure is found in Iliad 11 in the little saga of Sokos ('Strong'),whose
brother Odysseus kills. Sokos joins the fight, taunting Odysseus (430 ff.): Today you
will either boast of having slain two such men (dual,
, or
you will perish (
) by my spear.' Odysseus replies (443-4), with a repeat of
5.652:
1. On archaic (
in line-final position see chap. 49 n. 1. Line-finally we find complementary distribution according to the final of the preceding word: - V
/ /. The former
is more frequent with the preverb, the latter without it.
2. With the same verb compare Oil. 4.771
'she does not
know that murder has been made ready for her son.' But here the clearly prospective sense of
i is not in any way equivalent lo rakpaiai.
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I say that here on this day death and black fate
will be upon you. . .
The same verb is found in Od. \ 1.444, when the shade of Agamemnon says,

And yet you, Odysseus, will never be murdered by your wife.
(Lattimore's translation clearly captures the verbal force of the periphrasis.) Similarly
Od. 21.24
'but thereafter these became
his death and doom'. An example in the present tense is //. 16.144= 19.391, Achilles'
spear given to his father by Chiron
'to be the death of
heroes'. Compare also the legal formula in a fifth-century Arcadian inscription,
Schwyzer 661.25-6, Buck 16 ('a little later than 460', Jeffery 1990:214):

If anyone present in temple is a murderer of those who
were killed at that time . . .
Here the noun is a derived agent noun.
The use of the periphrastic 'be death (
) for someone, be a murderer
(
of someone, prepare death (
) for someone' has a clear advantage over the
use of finite forms of
they can be used in tenses and aspects which are
missing or barely developed in the latter, like present and future, and it is no accident
that the Homeric examples are mostly confined to these tenses.
Three examples remain in the Iliad, all presents, with the alliterating verb
'bear': 2.352/3.6

'bearing death and fate (to

Trojans/Pygmies)'; 17.757
'(the hawk) brings
death to small birds'.
All these cases of Verb +
- are semantically and affectively equivalent to a
finite form of
, but one which happens not to be found in this "defective" verb.
The periphrastic verb phrase made possible the expression of the basic formula in
Greek in these tenses; the process was suppletion.
We saw in the preceding section an instance of the inherited stylistic figure of
Verb; iterated by synonymous Verb + Noun; where Verbi and Noun; are from the same
root:
like
. The function
of the figure may be conclusory, summational, or climactic; but it is older than Greek.
That is to say that the stylistic option of iterating or resuming a finite form of the Verb
*g"hen- by a Verb Phrase consisting of Verb + *g"hon-o- existed since Indo-European
times. Two examples of such Indo-European Verb Phrases, reconstructible on the
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basis of the Homeric examples cited, are
*h,es- g"hon-o*bher- g"hon-o-

'be the death (of)'
'bring death (to)'.3

There is thus both grammatical and stylistic motivation for Greek
will
be the death' (Od. 11.444).
This periphrasis is not confined to Greek. Column IV of Darius' great
inscription at Bisutun, the conclusion of his account of his first regnal year, contains
two warnings in traditional formulaic language, on the person who conceals and does
not tell the people of this record, and on the person who destroys and does not protect
this inscription. The topos is a familiar one in the Ancient Near East in the second and
first millennia in a variety of languages. But the blessing and curse formula itself is
strictly Indo-European Iranian: if you do not conceal etc., and do not destroy etc. (DB
4.55-6, 74-5),
auramazda

dauSta biya

May Ahura Mazda love you (lit. te amator sit);
but if you do conceal etc. and do destroy etc. (DB 4.58-9, 78-9),
auramazda=taiy jata biya
May Ahura Mazda be a slayer to you (= may he slay you).4
As Benveniste saw (1948:20-1) the two must be functionally parallel agent nouns
daustar- 'amator', ja(n)tar- 'slayer', as the author of an act, despite the different
constructions of the two pronouns. Originally we should expect accusative rection of
this agent type, as in RV 4.17.8 (6x) hdnta yovrtrdm '(Indra) who (is) slayer of Vrtra
= who slew Vrtra'5 RV 2.12.10 yo dasyor hantd sa janasa indrah 'he who is slayer of
(= whose function is to slay) the dasyu—he, o people, is Indra.' With Y. 57.15 janta
. . . drujo of n. 5 compare RV 2.23.17 druhd hantd 'destroyer of falsehood
(Brahmanaspati)' (Schlerath 1968:160).
As we saw in the preceding chapter, in Indo-Iranian verbal roots could be
suffixed for degrees of comparison, and the forms were taken by the Indian grammatical tradition as suppletive to these agent nouns.6 They carry accusative rection. We
3. Such Verb Phrases enter into well-attested and open-ended syntactic categories in Indo-European which persist in the historical languages sometimes down to the present day. See Watkins 1975b.
4. Cf. Bartholomae, Air. Wb. 929f., Reichelt 1967:§625, 671.
5. In Young Avestan (Videvdat 1.17)
Thraetaona the slayer of (=
who slew) Azi Dahaka', the genitive is probably a later construction. The genitive is appropriate, on the
other hand, in Y. 57.15
. .. yo janta daeuuaiid drujo 'Sraosa the slayer of (= whose function is to
slay) the daevic Druj', Benveniste 1948:20, 26.
6. Debrunncr, AiGr. II 2.443ff., citing Panini 5.3.59 and 6.4.154. This is unlikely to be original,
in the light of the unique equation with Greek
'best' : Avestan bairista- 'best helping, caring for",
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have precisely the 'be the death of predication in RV 6.37.5:
indro vrtram hanistho astu satva
Let Indra be the best slayer (most slaying warrior) of Vrtra.
Avestan shows the superlative of the reduplicated root, Yt. 11.3:

(is) the victorious, best smiter (most smiting) of the Druj,
like RV 9.61.20 jaghnir vrtram amitriyam (asi) 'You are smiting Vrtra, with whom
there is no alliance.'
The comparative hdnlyams- is not found in the Rigveda, but occurs in a later
Vedic mantra in the liturgy to the god Rudra (MS 2.9.7, TS 4.5.8.1, VS 16.40 etc.):
namo hantre ca hamyase ca
Homage to the slayer, and to the better slayer.
While Avestan has no corresponding form (*janiia) from the root jan-, it shows a
rhyming form aiBi.vaniia 'winner, conqueror' (+ accusative) in a very common
formula first used in the words of the hero Thraetaona in Yt. 5.34: 'Give me that
fortune',
yat bauuani aiBi.vaniia
azim dahakam
Vrizafanam Vrikamere em ...
That I become the winner
over Azi Dahaka,
the three-mouthed, three-headed . . .
Yt. 5 continues with the same formula spoken by Keresaspa about the adversary
Gandar(3a, and five further heroes and their respective opponents. It clearly belongs
to the narration of the myth in Iran by the basic formula with a lexical variant.
So in the combat between the star Tistriia (Sirius) and the Demon of Drought
Apaosa, according to a familiar pattern (chapters 35 and 46) the evil one defeats the
hero, and then is finally defeated by him. The formulation is identical in the two verse
narratives; only the case marking switches (Yt. 8.22 and 28):
and the semantic distance from the Avestan agent nouns basar- 'bridle, halter' from Ir. *bartar- (Hoffmann
1992:163-83) OT baratar-(lr. *brtar-)
'remembrancer and propagator
for the religion' (Benveniste 1948:23), or from the Umbrian affertur priest. There is no Greek *
and
was no IE *
Compare the syntactic discussion at chap. 39 n. 7.
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a dim bauuaiti
a dim bauuaiti
daeuuo yo apaoso tistnm
raeuuantam x'aranaahuantam
He becomes the overpowerer of him,
he becomes the winner over him,
the daeva Apaosa (over) Tistrya
the splendid, glorious.
a dim bauuaiti aipi.aojo
a dim bauuaiti aipi.vaniia'
tistriio raeuua xvarsnaavha
daeum yim apaosam
He becomes the overpowerer of him,
he becomes the winner over him,
Tistrya the splendid, glorious,
(over) the daeva Apaosa.

The root van- (IE *uen-) like tar- (IE *terh,-) had the advantage over jan- (IE
*g"hen-) that it was not irreversible, and could be applied to an only temporary victory.
But these Iranian and Indie forms are all variants of 'be the death of, 'become the death
of, and stylistic variants of a verbal sentence with a finite form of *g"hen-.
One other branch of the Indo-European family attests reflexes of these very Verb
Phrases in Indo-European. We have already seen the evidence in chap. 43: Germanic.
For the Indo-European formula
HERO

(*guhen-)

SERPENT/HERO2.

we posed as equivalent Germanic (represented by Old Norse)
at bana veroa
HERO[

ban(a)orO bera

SERPENT/HERO2.

The first, 'become the bane', is common to all of North and West Germanic in the early
period; the second, literally 'bring the killer-word, the death-word', is confined to Old
Norse. The 'word' is a North Germanic innovation, but bani is for *g"hon-o- and bera
is *bher-; North and West Germanic 'become' is semantically a (slight) innovation,
from IE *uert- 'turn' (cf.
The finite verb *gllhen- has
disappeared in Germanic, just as it was on the way out by the end of the fifth century
B. C. in Greek. The periphrastic Verb Phrases assured the verbal continuity of this root
in the basic formula for over two more millennia in Germanic, and their IndoEuropean origin could not be clearer.

52
The formula without the word:
A note on Euripides and Lysias
As we saw in detail in chapters 38 and 40, in the context of mythical dragon-slaying,
Euripides no longer uses the verb
. The verb to SLAY for him is typically
; but it can continue the semantics of
, assured by the presence of a
nominal derivative of *g"hen- in
as an auxiliary epithet of the MONSTER
(
the WEAPON (
), or some other element in the
message (
). We observe exactly the same in
Euripides' handling of the basic formulas of heroic, "epic" killing. It is possible to see
in this pattern a development of the earlier
(Bacchylides)
(Pindar),
discussed above (chap. 37). A transitional variant of the Pindaric formulation can
perhaps be seen in [Ps.-]Euripides, Rh. 61-2, with in penultimate, not final
position:

Before burning the ships and going through the tents,
slaying Achaeans with this murderous hand.'
Here
may also recall the adjective
'man-slaying', which
in the Iliad is basically an epithet of Hector (1 1x), but by an awesome synecdoche is
three times an epithet of the hands of Achilles.
1. For the wording cf. Euripides Here. 420ff.
relevance to the date and authorship of the Rhesus.
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The figures of Agamemnon, Klutaimestra and Orestes cry out for the basic
formula. Typical is Euripides El. 1086-95 (the heroine is speaking to her mother):

If our father killed your daughter
. . . having killed your husband
. . . having killed me . . .
If murder judges and calls for murder,
I will kill you and your son Orestes will, to avenge our father.
In the context of patricide—the ring
...
—the reciprocal figure
, "the slayer slain",2 informs the four climactic verbs with the full force of
*g"hen- SLAY, and the new verb in
continues the semantic role of *k"eiAVENGE (
).3 The basic formula has undergone almost total lexical renewal,
but its structure shines through intact.
As well as
Euripides makes frequent use in the basic formula of the
denominative verb
, originally 'be a
, murderer', transitively 'murder,
slay'. This prose verb (Herodotus, passim) increases markedly in frequency in poetry
in the course of the fifth century. Both Pindar and Aeschylus show only a single
instance each; Sophocles has 6, but Euripides 37 (including two of
.
Dividing the latter figure by three to give a commensurable corpus we still have for
the three tragedians an ascending ratio of 1 : 6 : 12.
Two passages from Euripides' Iphigenia in Aulis show the basic formula with
and an interesting phonetic figure. The old man announces to Klutaimestra
at 873-5:

Her father who sired her is about to kill your child with his own hand
slaying the poor girl with a sword to her white throat.
2. Cf. Euripides Suppl. 614 5
murder for murder'. See chap. 31.
3. Cf. Euripides Phoen. 935

'justice called for justice and
'avenges the slaying of the dragon'.
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And Iphigenia herself says with echoing words at 1317-18:

I am murdered, I am killed
by the unholy sacrificial strokes of my unholy father.
SLAY (qpov-) in both is reinforced by a near-synonym (
),
and both share the
monstrous father as agent. But the WEAPON of the first (
), with its sound
sequence phasg-, has resurfaced in the second in the sequence sphag-, a nominal form
of the verb
'slaughter' which is an equivalent of *g"hen- SLAY. Both phasg(
) and sphag- (
are in the "marginal" dative case, without
preposition, and each is verse-line initial.4
The linking of both words to the verb
can be paralleled elsewhere in
Euripides. Note Here. 319-20

This throat is ready for the sword,
to stab, to slay,
beside Andr. 412

(Here I am) to slaughter, slay, bind, strangle,
and Hel. 1594

to slaughter and slay the enemy.
The effect of the nominal form
typically placed by Euripides in the
prominent verse-final position, can extend over a number of lines, as a sort of overtone.
Compare from Iphigenia in Tauris, Orestes speaking:
72

And the altar, where Greek blood drips?
4. Skeptics of the reality of the phonetic transposition should note the perennial frequency of
pasghetti for spaghetti in American child language. But more to the point, the same figure is found with the
same collocations in Sophocles, Aj. 898ff. See chap. 53.
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I avenged my father's blood and slew my mother.
In the same play we have three striking repetitions of 'embracing arms', linked with
and the dragon context. Orestes imagines the dragon-like Furies:
286
288

A dragoness from hell . . .
with fearful snakes . . .
Another of her fellows breathing fire and gore,
rowing with her wings, holding my mother in
her arms, a stony burden to throw on me.
Iphigenia recalls Orestes:
834

. . . whom I left still a new born
babe in the arms of his nurse.
Finally Iphigenia, with a reference to the figure of 'the slayer slain', reinforced by a
ring, introduces the Chorus' hymning of Apollo's slaying Python as a 'boyhood deed',
which links it to 834:

1223
1230
To wash out foul blood
with blood . . .
If I can wash out the blood . . .

1250

(A dragon) . . . You leapt up and
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slew it when still a new born
babe, still in your mother's arms.
We have a visual representation of the same scene on an early fifth-century black
figured lekythos (thus prior to Euripides), with 'the infant Apollo shooting his arrows
from Leto's arms at a snake of many coils, who appears among rocks in a hollow.'5
The contexts of these three interlinked occurrences of
(i) suggest the
complete antithesis of the nurturing arms of a mother; most appropriately, where the
hero is a matricide.
Examples such as these show that in the world of heroic internecine conflict just
as in the world of dragon-slaying the basic formula is still very real to Euripides. Even
if the simple verb
is no longer part of his active usage, he can develop and
extend the basic formula with extraordinary suppleness and art.
A final token is the threefold multiplication of synonyms of 'kill' , with
(*g"hen-) in first place, in Electra's frenzied cry directed against Helen in the Orestes
1302-3:

Slay, kill, slaughter!
We will discuss in chap. 56.1 its Old Irish pendant, also with gono (*g"hen-) in first
place,
gono mil orgo mil marbu mil
I slay the beast, I slaughter the beast, I kill the beast.
The beginning paragraphs of Lysias 10, Against Theomnestus 1, provide graphic
testimony for the changing vocabulary of killing inside a functioning legal system.6
Lysias' dates are ca. 458-380 B.C.; the delivery of the speech in question can be dated
on internal grounds to 384/3 B.C. It is a private action against Theomnestos for
slander, for having accused the speaker of 'having killed [his] own father':
(1). Theomnestos then 'had the audacity to say
before the arbitrator that it was not using a forbidden word to say that someone had
killed his father; for the law does not forbid that, but does not allow calling someone
a"murder"["man-salayer"];
The speaker goes on to avwer to
the judges that they are well aware 'that those who have killed someone are
"murderers", and those who are "murderers" have killed someone':
5. Fonfcnrosc 1980:16, where it appears as figure (1), and on the front cover of this paperback
edition.
6 I am grateful to Hayden Pelliccia for calling my attention to the passage.
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(7). After pointedly noting some synonymy that has no legal
effect
(9) 'fling' versus 'throw away your
shield', an accusation previously leveled at Theomnestos—he says that when they try
'cases of "murder"' (
), 'they do not use this term in making the
sworn statements, but the one which was used for slandering me: the prosecutor
swears that the other party has "killed", the defendant that he has "not killed'":
would scarcely acquit someone who had said he was a "murderer" (
) on
the grounds that the prosecutor deposed on oath that he had "killed" (
The
law is read; and then the speaker requests for the edification of the defendant that some
other laws be read, 'those ancient laws of Solon'
( [15]), to show 'that things are the same now as they were long ago, but
we don't use some of the same words now as before':
The argument of the case has a strikingly modern ring to it, and a direct appeal.7
But it establishes on the one hand that the verb corresponding to the noun
was
andvice-versa; on the other hand that the noun
carried enough
special semantic mark vis-a-vis the verb
, of venerability or whatever, to induce
a native speaker to attempt the claim that only the use of the former, not the latter, was
actionable as slander. Such was the power of the root *g*hen- even when it no longer
was synchronically a verbal root.
A further point might be considered. Our manuscripts of Lysias show only the
usual form
, and the text of the relevant law of slander cited in this passage
is not given, nor is it stated to be a law of Solon.9 But it is interesting that the ninthcentury Byzantine lexicographer Photius, in a manuscript which came to light and was
published only early in the present century (p. 126 Reitzenstein) gives the lemma
'Solon always used the form
instead of
in the Axones
(wooden tablets of the laws, publicly displayed)'. This form was immediately
recognized as a real archaism, being the normal Attic-Ionic phonological reflex of IE
*
as in Vedic nr-han-, Avestan man-gar'man-devouring', and Greek *anr-K'hon-ta- in Homeric'
(Lejeune
1972:§202), on which see chap. 39.
It is not excluded that Theomnestos' defence might have been a reaction to the
opaque Solonian form
(rather than expected
whether it
once appeared in the list of
in the law of slander, or merely in the law of
homicide. But this is simple speculation.
7. I have personally had to testify as an 'expert witness' (as have many other linguists) about
comparable, seemingly silly verbal quibbles with legal consequences.
8. And
.
9. It is 'probably' a later law, according to MacDowell 1978:127.

53
The basic formula and the
announcement of death
The Iliad is the epic of two deaths: much of the dramatic structure rests on the death
of Patroklos (alter ego,
of HERO1) by the hand of Hector (HERO2), which
is counterbalanced by the death of Hector at the hand of Achilles (HERO1). The two
deaths are in fact equivalent and interchangeable. They are presented in identical
verses of evident antiquity, 16.856-7 (death of Patroklos) = 22.362-3 (death of
Hector):

his soul flying from his limbs was gone to Hades,
bemoaning her fate, leaving manhood and youth.
It has been recognized for some time1 that this description of the soul leaving the body
is linguistically very old;
mustbe scanned
with a syllabic liquid
unchanged; i. e. *anftata, like the epithet
scanned
(I/.
2.651),
i. e. *anf k'-'hontas as just noted in chap. 52. Since we know that the change r• > or/ro
(other dialects ar/ra) had taken place in Greek by the time of the Linear B tablets in
Greek (topeza [torpeza], qetoropopi [k'etropopphi], anoqota [Anork'hontas]),2 the
lines with *anftdta could not have been composed any later than 1400 B .C. or so. They
furnish us thus with a terminus ante quem for the fixation of the formulaic vehicle of
a key feature of the thematic structure of the Iliad: these two deaths in equipoise.3
1. Wackernagel 1953:1116 n. l,cf. 1170n. 1 originally published 1909; Leumann 1950:221 n.
16; West 1982:15.
2. See C. J. Ruijgh 1967:69, Wathelet 1970:171f., Watkins 1987b, and West 1988a: 156-7 with
references.
The similarity ofwith Beowulf s departing soul at 2819-20 him of hraeOre gewd
sdSfeestra dOm 'from his bosom went his soul to seek the glory of the true' has surely been noted long before.
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The two deaths are formally announced by the basic formula in the interior of
the text. Again we find the asymmetry of focus, as in the boxed
HERO,

SLAY (*g"hen-)

HERO2.

The first announcement uses a syntactic variant: the passive. Menelaos announces the
death of Patroklos to Antilokhos, who is to run and bear the news to Achilles, //.
17.689-90:

Victory belongs to the Trojans; slain is the best of the Achaeans,
Patroklos.
Here the formula is given with enjambment; it begins with the clause-initial verb
following the caesura, and ends with the hero' s name at the beginning of the next line.
This is the underlying formula for the pitiless words spoken by Achilles to Lykaon
whom he will not spare, //. 21.107:

Patroklos also died, who was far better than you.
Again, 'die' is the passive of 'kill' in Greek, and for this death Lykaon must pay with
his life.
The words of Antilokhos' announcement of the news to Achilles likewise hark
back to an ancient mythographic formula. In chap. 28 we examined the co-occurrences of various elements in the narration of the dragon-slaying myth in Rigveda 1 .32.
One of these was the insistent presence of the root si 'to lie', IE *kei-:4
5cd skandhamsiva kulisena vivrkna / ahih s"ayate
like branches lopped by an axe the serpent lies,

It would indicate that the Old English passage was not unequivocally the expression of Christian salvation,
as has been argued. Meaning, "location", and etymology ofofhrtcdre (Gothic hairpra '
') are
uncertain, as are the same of
(schol.
); connection of the two is of course just 'die
Sirene des Gleichklangs'. Germanic 'soul' (Gothic saiwalo) has no etymology; it is clearly a pre-Christian
term.
4. As Geldner notes ad RV 2.12.11, this use of lie' in 1.32 in the context of the dragon-slaying
myth is different from that of the same verb in similar contexts where it must mean 'lying inattentively
(and liable to be taken by surprise)', as also 3.32.6 and 5.32.2 (explicitly prdyutam sdydnam). Likewise
different is ahann ahim parisdyanam arnah 'you slew the serpent who lay encircling the flood' 3.32.11,
4.19.2, 6.30.4. But we will see other Vedic examples of the sense in 1.32 presently.
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vrtrd asayad vyastah
Vrtra lay torn apart,

8a

nadam na bhinnam amuySi s'aya'nam
lying that way like a broken reed,

8d

tcisam ahih patsutahsfr babhuva
at their feet lay the serpent,

9d

danuh saye sahavatsa na dhenuh
The she-demon ( Vrtra' s mother) lies like a cow with her calf,

1 Od dirgham tama asayad ihdras'atruh
He whose rival is Indra lay down for a long darkness.
Similarly in RV 2. 1 2, which hymns Indra' s exploits with a sequence of relative clauses
without overt subject, followed by the same triumphal refrain, verse 1 led reads
ojayamanam yd ahim jaghana
dclnum sayanam sa janasa ihdrah
He who slew the swelling serpent,
the demon lying there — he, o people, is Indra.
The Rigvedic hymn is a paean of mythological victory, while the slaying of a hero is
an occasion of grief and lamentation for the losing side.5 But the formulaic language
of hymnic paean in India and epic narrative in Greece is the same. Menelaos says to
Antilokhos, //. 16.689-90:

Slain is Patroklos,
like ahann ahim 'he slew the serpent', and Antilokhos goes and says to Achilles, //.
18.20:

5. Compare Nagy's valuable discussion of
thesis of
'undying fame' (1979 passim).

'unforgettable suffering' as anti-
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Patroklos lies,

like ahih sayate 'the serpent lies'.
The one other place in the Iliad to show this verb line-initial followed by a
personal name is at 16.541, where Glaukos announces to Hector:

Sarpedon lies,
the king of Lycia slain by the hand of Patroklos. The very enjambment of Menelaos'
announcement of Patroklos' death at 16.689-90 is prefigured in Patroklos' announcement to Ajax and his brother, //. 16.558-9:

There lies the man who was first to leap the wall of the Achaeans,
Sarpedon.
The marked line-initial verb in
and
(II. 21.107 above)6 is cut from the
same formulaic stuff as that of
, dhann
ahim, vadhid vrtrdm, hatdrdja krimlndm (see below).
We find the same link in a passage in Sophocles' Ajax, with one of the three
instances of (
in the tragedian's work (898-902):
Tekmessa
Chorus

Tekmessa
Chorus

Here before me lies Ajax, just newly slain
his fallen body enfolds and hides the sword.
O woe for my return;
O woe, my lord, my wretched lord, you have slain
your shipmate.

The phonetic figure in -

-

(-sphag- . . . phasg-) indexes the semantic

6. Worth exploring is potentially the "Luvo-Lycian connection" linking these two deaths, both
indexed by the basie formula: that of Sarpedon king of Lycia and that of Priam's son Lukaon, whose name
must mean 'from the Lukka-lands', the KUR.KUR MES URULuqqa of Hittite texts, with the Luvian suffix
of ethnic names -wann(i)-.
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identification with
from *g*hen-. We have seen the same figure exploited
by Euripides in the preceding chapter.
The inherited formulaic link of *g"hen- and *kei- casts light also on a form in
Hekabe' s goos, lament or keening—the formal antithesis of the victory paean—for her
son Hector in //. 24.757-8:

Now you lie in my halls dewy-fresh and as newly slain
like to one whom Apollo of the silver bow
approaches with his gentle shafts and slays.
For a pendant of this Greek passage in all three of morphology, lexicon, and
pronominalization compare Hekabe's

Newly slain you lie in my halls,
with RV 10.108.4d, spoken by Sarama the divine bitch:
hata indrena panayah sayadhve
Slain by Indra, o Panis, may you lie there.
An Atharvan curse (AV 6.134.2) gives
adharo 'dhara uttarebhyo gudhah prthivya1 mot srpat
vajrenaVahatah s"ay5m
Under, under those above, hidden, may he not crawl out of the earth;
let him He slain by the cudgel.
Add finally from the Avesta (Yt. 10.80), with the archaic 3 pl. mid. ending of the verb
'to lie' *kei-ro(i), and perhaps archaizing diphthong oi instead of ae (Skja;rv0 and
Fortson, p.c.),
yahmi sOire miVro.drujo
aipi viVisi jata
pauruua masiiakanho
At whose divinatory trial men false to contract
lie in masses, slain.
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These collocations support the derivation of
from *g*hrn-to-, whatever the precise force of
.7 Greek from *g"hri-to'-, as in Horn.
'crushed by the mill', 'A
; 'slain by Ares', is one of the most securely
reconstructible lexemes in the language: cf. Ved. hatas and adri-samhatas 'squeezed
by the pressing stones', Avestan and Old Persian jata- and avajata-, Lithgifitas 'driven
(of cattle)', Old Irish do-get 'was violated'.
To anticipate the Germanic evidence cited in the next chapter we may note a
single example of the same collocation, but with lexical substitution of other roots for
'slay' (Gmc. slahan, 'slay' par excellence) and 'lie' (IE *legh-), in the archaic Old
English laws of Wihtred (25);
gif man leud ofslea an PeofOe, liege buton wyrgelde
If one slay a man (who is committing) theft, let him lie (dead) without
wergeld.
From the point of view of diachronic poetics, Achilles' pitiless words to Lycaon
'Patroklos also died', which we discussed earlier, is a variant of underlying *
; 'Slain is Patroklos', with the basic formula
in annunciatory function. But synchronically Achilles' utterance is motivated in the
passage as a continuation of the imperative in the preceding line (106),
'Die too, my friend!' This explains the difference in tenor and tone
between the diachronically formulaic, annunciatory verb in
that in Achilles' bitter words to Lycaon's corpse, which he has just
flung in the river: 21.122
'Lie there now among
the fishes!' Similarly 21.184
'Lie as you are!'
We can observe the same tension between the diachronic and the synchronic
readings of the verb 'lie' in the passages from RV 1.32 cited above. While they parallel the Greek usage, they have a synchronic immediacy and vividness which is
brought out by the present tense alternating with the narrative imperfect, and by the
similes: the ahi 'lies like branches lopped by an axe,' 'lies like a cow with her calf.'
Such contrasts point up the interplay between synchronic text analysis—
conventional literary "criticism"—and what for want of a better term I have tendentiously called diachronic and comparative "intertextuality" (chap. 27.3). They are part
of what makes the study of these ancient texts worthwhile.

7. See Frisk, GEW s. v., Chantraine, DELG s. v.
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Further Indo-European
comparisons and themes
In Germanic the root *kei- 'lie' has been replaced by *legh-. But the (natural enough)
association of the new lexical item with the dragon-slaying formula is found mBeowulf
as well.
At Beowulf s death the young warrior Wiglaf looks upon the tableau of the two
lifeless bodies, the hero and his nemesis (2822-26):
bone leofestan
bleote gebaeran.
egeslic eorOdraca
bealwe gebsded

baet he on eor5an geseah
lifesaet ende
Bona swylce laeg,
ealdre bereafod,

that he saw on the ground
the one dearest to him
at life'send
wretchedly bearing.
His slayer also lay,
terrible earth-dragon
deprived of life,
hard-pressed by ruin.
The parallelism of the two, their balance in syllabicity and semantics, is iconic to the
two deaths in equipoise: hero and dragon. Bona and Iceg give the roots *g*hen- and
*legh-. The phrase ealdre bereafod is semantically comparable to Greek
discussed in chap. 49. The presence of the superlative leofest recalls the nexus
we explored in chap. 50; see also below.
A few score lines before, the dying king had bidden Wiglaf let him see the
treasure (2745-6):
swefe5 sare wund,

nu se wyrm Iige5,
since bereafod
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Now that the dragon lies,
sleeps sorely wounded,
deprived of treasures.
The dragon lies dead; not just wounded, he sleeps the sleep of the dead. The
prominence given swefed 'sleeps', line and clause-initial and alliterating, is unusual
for a finite verb form in Old English verse.
In the linking of LIE (*kei-, *legh-), SLAY/ BE SLAIN (*g*hen-, *tken-), and
SLEEP (*suep-, *ses-) in the context of the basic formula we may have yet another
Indo-European formulaic and thematic nexus, as S. Jamison suggests to me. Compare
RV1. 103.7: '
tad indra preva viryam cakartha
yat sasantam vajrenibodhayd 'him
That, o Indra, was the manly deed you performed,
that you "waked", as it were, the sleeping serpent with your cudgel.
As Jamison shows, sasantam . . . dbodhayah in context must equal dsvdpayah 'you put
to sleep' , i.e. 'slew' . She also cites RV 1.121.11 tvam vrtram . . . vajrena sisvapah 'you
put Vrtra to sleep with a cudgel ' .
In Euripides' Heracles the hero sleeps after his monstrous deed —one of his
kilbisani, cf. chap. 41 — , the murder in his madness of his children and his wife. The
hero's sleep is narrated three times in fifty lines: by the herald, by the chorus, and by
his father Amphitruon. Each is a version, in ascending complexity, of the basic
formula:
1013-14

He sleeps, unhappy man, no happy sleep,
having slain children and wife.
The Chorus' first word is
doors open,

(1016), repeated by

(1021); then when the great

1032-4

You see the miserable children lying before
their wretched father, who sleeps a terrible sleep
after the slaying of his children.

1. Discussed in Jamison 1982:6-16.
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Then at last the Chorus asks Amphitruon
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; 'does he sleep?' and the latter replies,

1061-3

Yes, he sleeps, but sleeps the un-sleep of the
dead, for he slew his wife and slew his
children with the twanging bow.
Just as in Vedic the basic formula includes here the specification of the
WEAPON. For the metrics see chap. 38.
We come finally to yet another possibly inherited thematic nexus: the linking of
LIE (*kei-, *legh-), SLAY/BE SLAIN (*g"hen-, *tken-), and FIRST (*prh3-mo-, *prh3to-, etc.).
A curious passage narrated by Beowulf mentions the warrior Hondscio ("Glove"),
first to be slain by Grendel (2077-9):
he fyrmest laeg,
gyrded cempa;
him Grendel wear5
maerum magubegne
to muObonan
the belted warrior;
mouth-slayer to him,

He lay first,
Grendel became
the famous young warrior.

He lay (*legh-) first (*prh3-mo-~) in death, his killing told by the basic formula (-bonan,
*g"hen-). Hondscio is thus a sort of Protesilaos-figure.
Protesilaos of the speaking name was first (
) of the host (
) of the
Achaeans to land at Troy, and first to be killed. M. West in his speculative
configuration of an 'original' Iliad (1988a:161) terms Protesilaos a 'critical agent,'
without further comment. Compare //. 2.701-2:

A Dardanian man killed him
as he leapt from his ship, far the first of the Achaeans.
FIRST is by its nature a superlative, and attracts double superlative marking as here
(andfyrmest). The word in that position in the line clearly recalls the 'best
of the Achaeans' discussed earlier.
The Trojan pendant is Sarpedon in //. 16.558-9 quoted above (chap. 53), which
provides the verb LIE in the same nexus:
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Low lies the man who was first to leap the wall of the Achaeans,
Sarpedon.
In Old English Hondscio "Glove" has himself a speaking name; it is curiously
indexed also by Glofhangode ' [GrendeF s] glove hung down' only 9 lines later. When
we add the Old Norse warrior's name Vgttr (Skaldskaparmdl, Ynglingasaga), from
Germanic *wantuz (source of French gant), it is clear that Germanic verbal tradition
of some antiquity is in play, though its meaning remains to me obscure.2
In any case it is tempting to see the traces of an older thematic nexus in these
Greek and Germanic collocations, though here with FIRST as with SLEEP, and for
that matter LIE and SLAY/BE SLAIN, the role of universality cannot be excluded.
FIRST is widespread in the mythological narrative of the manly deeds of the HERO,
referring to his SLAYING of the SERPENT. The locus classicus is RV 1.32.1 viryani
. . . yani cakdra prathamdni . . . ahann ahim . . . 'the manly deeds . . . which he did first
... he slew the serpent . . .' For Greek cf. Pindar, Isth. 6.48
(the skin) of the beast which as the very first of my
labors I slew in Nemea' . For the force of the verb
compare
in the
previous line 31, also with Herakles as subject. In the examples of Hondscio and
Protesilaos FIRST has been moved from the exploit of the victor to the death of the
victim, but it is equally a thematic presence in the structure.
The first line of Vergil' s Aeneid naturally comes to mind,
Arma uirumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris
I sing of arms and the man who first from the shores of Troy . . .
For all that this epic is a sophisticated, crafted, 'learned' work— however moving as
literature— , one can point to traditional, Indo-European' touches as well, like cano
3
: Greek
but also Old Irish ar-cain Fenechus 'Irish law sings', with the same
verb *kane/o-. The relative clause defining the Indo-European hero or his exploits has
been discussed earlier (chap. 30); qui primus can be directly compared, mutatis
mutandis, with
;, ydni prathamdni, and 6v
above.
Observe finally that the pregnant use of FIRST can also be documented from the
third century B.C. in our earliest monument of literary Latin prose, the Columna
Rostrata proudly commemorating the victories of the 'real' war hero C. Duilius over
the Carthaginians in 260 B.C. (Degrassi, ILLRP 319):
enque eodem macfistratud bene
r]em nauebos marid consol primos c[eset copiasque
2. SkjaervO notes that in Modern Norwegian en volt also means a weak, dependent person.
3. Perhaps itself influenced by Hittite ishamiSkizzi 'I sing' (also epic-initial), of Hurrian provenience-
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c]lasesque nauales primos ornauet pa[rauetque
And in the same command he as consul first performed an
exploit in ships at sea, and he was the first to equip and
train crews and fleets of fighting ships.
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The song of victory in Greek
Those who have lost a companion lament, but the winning side exults in the victory
song. This has its own poetic form in Greek: the paean (Horn.
cf. the Linear
B divine name pajawone
).1 And we have a fragment—the incipit—of an
actual paean in the text of the Iliad itself: a poem within a poem.2 After having killed
Hector, Achilles finishes his address to the Achaeans with the words (//. 22.391-4):

But come, singing our song of victory, o sons of the Achaeans,
let us return to the hollow ships and bring this corpse.
We have won us great glory; we have slain godly Hector,
whom the Trojans would pray to in their city as to a god.
Achilles is giving not only the theme of the paean but the very words. Lines 393-4 are
a direct quotation, as seen by Nagy 1979:79. Achilles is here intoning the first four
lines of a paean in paroemiacs:

The cataphoric, discourse-initial verb in the first line as well as the verse-initial form
of
is characteristic of the paroemiac verse, as is the variable syllable length
1. The paean is not restricted in function to a song of victory or thanksgiving for deliverance, nor
are its formal features easily and unequivocally described. See the exhaustive discussion in the important
forthcoming edition, Rutherford 1994.
2. For others, in Greek and Latin, see Kassel 1981, Hundley 1988, and Watkins 1989:794.
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of the short line and the cadence
cf. the Rhodian song
'Come, come, o swallow' (PMG 848).
This example of a poem within a poem, a "hidden verse", where the poem is the
incipit of a paean, is not confined to Greek. We have a striking example in the Rigveda.
In chap. 5 we had occasion to cite the obscure hymn 4.1, which in verses 13-17 narrates
the cosmogonic Vala-myth: the poet-priests by remembering the thrice-seven secret
names of the cows smash open with their divine word the cave of the demon Panis and
release the imprisoned cows which are the light, the dawn's rays, the 'milk of the dawn
cows'. Verse 14cd (the subject of c is the Arigirases, of d the mortal poet-priests):
pas'vayantraso abhi karam arcan
vidanta jyotis' cakjpanta dhibhih
Their cattle released, they sang the victory:
"They found the light! They desired (it) with their thoughts!"
For karah 'victory, the winning stroke' see MayrhoferEWAs.v. The verb is abhi arc'sing to, celebrate in song'. Just as in the Homeric Greek example the verb of the paean
itself comes both discourse- and sentence-initial in the two hemistichs. We may have
another line of this paean, possibly the final, in the subsequent verses. The freeing of
the light banished the darkness and re-established the sun in the heavens, 'looking at
the straight and the crooked among men' (rju martesu vrjind ca pasyan 17, itself an
inherited formula). The Angirases woke from the darkness and saw the heaven-sent
jewel (18ab), followed by 18c which Geldner puts in quotation marks:
visve visvasu duryasu devah
"All the gods are in all (their) houses."
The doubly balanced and framed line, with double alliteration flanking the caesura,
(v i (v i i \\ dii) d i ),
would be a fitting conclusion to the paean.
The paean is the appropriate victory-response in the dragon-slaying myth.
Pythian Apollo Puthoktonos, killer of Python, was to be hymned with the paean by the
Cretan merchants dragooned to be priests in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo:

(500)
Sing the paean-cry "Hail, Healer",
(517-19)
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Sing the paean-cry "Hail, Healer"
after the manner of the Cretan paean-singers and those
in whose hearts the goddess-Muse placed honey-voiced song.
Just so in the Indie dragon-slaying myth, all the gods cried the victory-cry kardbhdra-3 to Indra. RV 5.29.8:
karam na vis've ahvanta deva
bharam indraya yad ahim jaghana
All the gods cried 'Victory!' to Indra
as (one cries to a winning contestant), when he slew the serpent.
Another Greek example links the form of the paean-cry to the basic formula
itself, by lexical substitution. Pindar, Paean 6 (Rutherford C8)4 sets forth the death of
Achilles' son Neoptolemos as a
or vengeance, of the god Apollo. Rutherford in
his study suggests that the Pythoctonia-aetiology of the paean-cry (as opposed to the
Homeric Hymn's Cretan aetiology) is found at least as early as Pindar's sixth Paean,
where 'the point of the allusion would be to suggest that as an opponent of Apollo
Neoptolemos is a sort of second Delphic dragon' (p. 7). This is surely correct, but the
Neoptolemos-serpent equation (cf. Vergil Aen. 2.471) is given first and immediately
by the phraseology of the basic formula itself:
112-20

For the god had sworn that because he had killed old Priam as he
leapt toward the altar of Zeus Herkeios, he would reach neither his
kindly home nor old age in life. As he quarreled with the attendants
over vast prerogatives Apollo slew him in his own sanctuary by
earth's broad navel, ie iete\ measures of paean-cries, ietel o youths.
(tr. Rutherford)
3. Compare the similar collocation karinam bharam at RV 8.65.1. Similar collocations of bhara* winning' with forms of the root kr- 'make' in the sense of' win' suggest that kara- 'victory', formerly taken
as a 'song of victory', is a form of the same root.
4. See Rutherford 1991 and 1994 passim.
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Here
is the equivalent of the sentence of a divine
. Because
'he slew' (equivalent of *g"hen~, see chap. 36), the god
'swore' and killed him
(
again equivalent of *g"hen-). Note that both
and
lack an overt
subject. The passage is preceded by a nominal form of the root *g*hen- (
)
(86). That both verbs function in this paean as substitutes for
a form of
in the basic formula is in accord with Pindar's usage. Compare
Nem. 3.46-51, where they recur in the same order, also without overt subject and
likewise preceded by the nominal from
,5 in the narration of the boyhood deeds
of Achilles—a theme inherited from Indo-European times:6

He would do slaughter and slay boars ... killing deer.
The diction of the Homeric
was lasting in Greek. The
proof lies in a "real" paean (PMG 858), preserved in a fragmentary papyrus, a paean
to the East Wind Euros who is invoked as 'savior of Sparta'.7 It consists of 19
paroemiac verse lines, most gravely mutilated; but the meter is clear from lines 18-19
with their cadence
, and the genre from the signature refrain

7

10

15

In line 8 in verse-initial position there is
like
...

, alliterating with the following word,
and ahann ahim.

5. Cf. as well Callimachus, Hy. 2.91-104, cited in chap. 38.
6. Compare the boyhood deeds of Heracles, Indra, Krsna, Cu Chulainn, Finn, Achilles (Aichil mac
Peil) in the Middle Irish version of Statius's Achilleid (ed. 6 hAodha) and even Jesus in the Old Irish
Blathmac poems (ed. Carney), from the apocryphal gospel of Thomas.
7. The occasion is unknown. See the discussion in Rutherford 1994. He numbers the fragment
R33 in his repertory.
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The first verse of RV 6.59 gives one of the earliest paean-like instances of Vedic
han- in the passive (-ta- verbal adjective):8
pra nu voca sutesu vam
viryci yaini cakrathuh
hataso vam pitaro devasatrava
indragni jivatho yuvam
I will now tell you two at the pressing of the manly deeds which you
two performed. Slain are your fathers who have the gods as rivals;
Indra and Agni, you two live.
The form is identical with the basic formula, just as in Greek. A "proleptic" paeanic
line occurs in RV 6.63. l0d, at the end of a classic two-verse danastuti 'gift-praise', the
praise by the poet of the gifts of his patrons for the poem:
hata raksarhsi purudamsasa syuh
Slain may the demons be, o you two of the many wondrous deeds
(Indra and Agni).
Curiously, the Vedic epithet would go mechanically into Greek as a not implausible
Such paeanic formulations are rare in Vedic mythological narrative. But
we will see in chap. 56 of the following part that they are very common in the Atharvan
language of charms, and both formulaically and stylistically directly comparable to the
Greek paeans.
The fragmentary alliteration which we noted in the paean to Euros the East Wind
as well as in the Vedic examples can be paralleled by phonetic embellishment in other
examples of the same genre in Greek: acharacteristic of a more "popular" literary type.
A striking example, precisely because it is situated within another literary form and
composed by a master, is the paean to Sleep in Sophocles' Philoct. 827ff.:9

8. Finite passive forms of han- are rare and used only absolutely in the Rigveda in the negative
collocation na hanyate, na jlyate 'he is not slain, he is not conquered' 3.59.2, 5.54.7 etc. Where other languages oppose active and passive in the formula 'he who kills will be killed,' Vedic switches subject of
active verb: see chap. 31. Passives are similarly rare in Avestan, aside from the nominal jata-, limited to
the 3sg. aorist jaini (Yt 19.92-3, 3x [cited in chap. 29]) and one apparent example of pres. janiidnti 'will
be slain' (Yt. 8.61), doubtless a late nonce creation. Otherwise we find the compound middle forms niyne,
*niynaire, nijaynante (Yt. 13.48) in passive function.
9. See Haldane 1963:53ff., Lamerre 1985, Rutherford 1994, who calls it 'far the most conspicuous
in Greek tragedy'. I give the text as in Lloyd-Jones and Wilson 1990 (OCT) and Dawe 1985
(Bibl. Teub.). The meter, with somewhat different colomctry and reading, is discussed by Dale 1968.
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Sleep, unversed in pain, Sleep, unversed in anguish,
may you come to us blowing fair, you of the
good life, good life, lord. May you hold up
to our eyes this light of healing, which is spread
now. Come, come to me, Healer.
The three word repetitions in five lines ("
are a feature of liturgical
language and an inherited stylistic feature, if not a universal.10 The rhyming
is particularly appropriate to the paean, as Haldane notes. In fact, virtually
every syllable resonates with one or more others in a veritable kaleidoscope of phonic
figures:
ODunas ADaes hupnE D';
Adaes .. . Algeon;
adAlS . .. euAES;
algeON ... euaiON, euaiON, ONaks;
elthOIS ... antiskhOIS . .. mOI;
onaKS ... antiSKhois;
tANd, aiglAN, hA . .. ta NUN;
Tand'... TeTaTai TanOn;
Alglan ... tetatAI... pAIon.
The whole is finally demarcated, bounded by a phonetic dunad or closure
between the first word and the last (chap. 9), which transforms these lines of the chorus
from a sequence to a set:
huPN
PaioN
An adept at the genre of the paean, Sophocles here proves his skill in the poetics of
another age. The poem contains 49 syllables, of which no less than 38 participate in
a phonetic repetition figure of one or more of syllable onset, 'rhyme', or coda. One
would have to go to Dark Age and Medieval Ireland for an equivalent expression of
the "art of the syllable": see chap. 9.

10. Haldane 1963:55 n. 1, with references, to which add also Watkins 1970b. With
compare the charm in AV 17.6,7 ud ihy lid ihi surya 'rise, rise o Sun'. Note in Greek Bacchylides 3.21
Euripides, Here.
772
. The first words of the rhymed prologue to the Archaic Irish Eulogy
of St. Columba, ca. 598 AD, the earliest attested vernacular literary work in Europe, are (LU 427) Dm
Dia da-rrogus re tias ina gnuis 'God, God, let me invoke him before I go into his presence'.
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56
From dragon to worm
1. India and Ireland
In Bacchylides 5. 109- 10, describing the depredations of the Calydonian boar, we find
a lexical variant of the basic formula in the canonical V(erb) O(bject) word order:

He slew the sheep, and any mortal who came against him.
The collocation man-slaying, beast-slaying is itself a traditional Indo-European
theme, closely associated with the basic formula. It may describe the SERPENT
(*ogl'hi-), as in Avestan (Yt. 9.11, 19.40, 92, 93, of the hero Keresaspa):
yo janal azlm sruuarsm
yim aspO.garam nere.garem
Who slew the horse-devouring,
man-devouring horned serpent,
and in its Pahlavi formulaic descendent (Pahlavi Rivayat, chap. 30 above):
az i sruwar be ozad i asp-obar i mard-obar
He slew the horse-devouring, man-devouring horned serpent.
The phrase may equally well be applied to the HERO, as in the Avestan hymn to Mithra
(Yt.10.101):
ho paoiriio gaSam nijainti
aspagca paiti viraSca
519
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haVra.tarsta -driirjhaiiete
uuaiia aspa.vlraja

He smashes first his weapon down on horse and man,
frightens both with sudden fright, the smiter of horse and man.
It is applied to the god or hero's WEAPON (*uedh-), like the lightning bolt of the
MarutsinRV7.56.17c:
are gohai nrha vadho vo astu
May your ox-slaying, man-slaying weapon be far away.
It should be noted that the opposition is man: beast, and that horse, ox, and sheep
are only tokens of the latter. The same opposition underlies the inherited formulaic
pairs Avestanpasu vira, Umbrian ueiropequo 'man (and) beast', and the metonymic
Vedic dvipad catuspad, Umbrian dupursus peturpursus 'two-footed, four-footed'
discussed in chap. 12. The two formulas appear in the same hymn to Rudra, 1.114.1c,
l0a:
yatha sam asad dvipade catuspade
are te goghnam uta purasaghnam
That weal be for the two-footed and the four-footed
May your ox- and man-killing (weapon) be far away.
Greek
'sheep' has its only cognate in Old Irish mil 'animal, beast', which would
indicate that Greek
like many descendents of IE *peku- has undergone semantic
specialization from an earlier more general sense. It is interesting to observe further
that Bacchylides'
in the older sense of 'beasts and men' may be
reconstructed as an alliterative pair
*meh,lo- mrto-,
where the phonetic figure of identity serves to index the semantic opposition, just as
in last but not least. Compare the quest for alliteration that led to Vedic pasu- purusa'beast and man' or Latin pastores pecua 'shepherds and flocks' (chap. 12). The
collective neuter plural
., pecua versus the animate plurals
, pastores are
another index, this time grammatical, to the same opposition.
Another "intertextual" link suggests that the phrase
is not just a nonce creation of Bacchylides. The verb
sphag-j.o) is confined
to Greek; it has no cognates. But Klingenschmitt 1982:227 has suggested that
Armenian spananem, aorist spani 'I slay, slew' may represent a blend of pre-Greco-
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Armenian *sphag- and *kpen~, respectively Greek
- and
-. Now spananem
is in Armenian the dragon-slaying verb par excellence: zvisapn spananel 'to slay the
dragon' (visap, from Iranian) in the folk epic David of Sassoun, passim.' One might
want to suggest that the blend was rather *sphag- X *g"hen-, the more so since the root
of KTEWCO, Vedic ksanoti 'wounds' may itself be an Indo-European rhyme-form to
*g'Jhen-.
We saw in chapters 53 and 55 that the basic formula of ahann ahim 'he slew the
serpent' and its congeners is a proclamation of victory, a paean: 'Slain are your
fathers' hatdsovampitdras, 'We have slain godlike Hector'
"
.
The most powerful force in the world view of the Indo-Europeans was the spoken word
(chap. 6). If the dragon or serpent is conceived of as a monstrous sort of worm, then
the mythographic formula, the paean which proclaims the death of the dragon can
assure by verbal magic, by the power of the spoken word, the destruction of the worm.
The verbal magic is the homeopathic, analogic magic of a charm or incantation. Such
a charm using the root *g°hen- and the basic formula is found in each of two traditions
at opposite ends of the Indo-European world: India and Ireland.
The Atharvaveda contains three hymns or spells against worms which have been
justly familiar in Indo-European literature ever since they were first studied and
translated by Adalbert Kuhn (1864:49ff., 135ff.). We will return presently to these
texts; for the moment I cite just the three verses 2.32.3-5, repeated in 5.23.10-12:
atrivad vah krimayo hanmi kanvavaj jamadagnivat
agastyasya brahmana sam pinasmy aham krfmln
hatOraja krfminSm utaisam sthapatir hatah
hat6 hatamata krimir hatdbhrata hata"svasa
hataso asya vesaso hatZfsah parives'asah
atho ye ksullaka iva sarve te krfmayo hatah
Like Atri I slay you, o worms, like Kanva, like Jamadagni;
with the formula of Agastya I mash together the worms.
Slain is the king of the worms, also their chief is slain;
slain is the worm, with its mother slain, its brother slain,
its sister slain. Slain are its neighbors, slain its further
neighbors, also those that are as it were petty; all those worms
are slain.
Atri, Kanva, Jamadagni, and Agastya are legendary rsi's, poet-seers. The paeanic
character of this incantation is unmistakeable: I s l a y . . . , Slain i s . . . ' That the triad
of verses form a poetic unity appears from their repetition; note that 3a krimayo hanmi
and 5d krimayo hatas make a dunad, a closure or ring. One of the Indo-European
words for 'worm' makes its earliest recorded appearance here;2 it is not found in the
1. References at chap. 23.2 n. 14.
2. The manuscripts hesitate between krimi- and krmi-', Whitney adopts the former in text and translation, but the latter is original.
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Rigveda. But we have an exact cognate in Old Irish cruim, Welsh pryf, Lithuanian
kirrnis: Indo-European *k''imi-s, itself an Indo-European rhyme to *urmi-s, Latin
uermis, English worm. The similarity relation of dragon and worm moves in both
directions: Old English wyrm and Old Norse ormr both mean dragon as well as worm,
as does Pahlavi kirm. The collocation of the roots *k'fmi-/urmi- and *g"hen- belongs
to the narrative of myth in Pahlavi kirm ozad and Old Norse orms einbani (see chapters
29 and 43), to the language of charm in Vedic vah krimayo hanmi.
It is in the language of charm that we find the basic mythographic formula in Old
Irish. It is in one of the very few fragments of Old Irish preserved in an Old English
manuscript (Harl. 585, late llth cent.), in Old English context. The collection of
"leechdoms and wortcunning"3 contains a charm against worms (wyrm gealdor) to be
sung into the ear, right or left according as male or female, of a person or animal who
has swallowed a worm in water. It begins:
gono mil orgo mil marbu mil
I slay the beast, I slaughter the beast, I kill the beast.
The form gono is our only attestation of the 1sg. present absolute of gon(a)id, IE
*g°hen-; mil, spelled mill in the body of the extremely garbled Old Irish text, which may
reflect archaic Old English and/or Old Irish scribal practice (Oliver, to appear), is the
only cognate of Greek
in Bacchylides'
above. Old Irish gono
mil T slay the beast' and Atharvavedic vah krimayo hanmi I slay you, o worms' or
hato raja krimlnam 'slain is the king of the worms' continue the same cultural
tradition, with the same verb. They are, we may say again (cf. chap. 35), two
performances of the same text.

2. Germanic
Adalbert Kuhn's original equation (1864) involved on the one hand (pp. 135-57) the
comparison of the Atharv an worm charms proper (AV 2.31,2.32,5.23) with a number
of medieval and early modern West and North Germanic charms against worms (as
a symbol of disease) described typically as white, black, or red: the poetic device
common to most of these is the (perenially attractive) rhyme 'red': 'dead' (roet: toet,
roet: doet, etc.). They are thus proper to Germanic alone, and not valid comparanda
for Indo-European per se.
On the other hand Kuhn noted (pp. 63-74) the Old High German (9th-cent. ms.
in Munich) and Old Saxon (l0th-cent. ms., in Vienna) charms contra vermes (BrauneHelm, Althochdeutsches Lesebuch13 [Tubingen, 1958] 89):
gang uz, nesso, mit niun nessinchilinon,
3. Cockayne 1961:13.10-11 (no. 10). It has been studied by Thurneysen 1919 and Meroney 1945.
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uz fonna marge in deo adra, vonna den adrun
in daz fleisk, fonna demu fleiske in daz fel,
fonna demo velle in diz tulli
Go out, worm, with nine little worms, from the marrow to the veins,
from the veins to the flesh, from the flesh to the skin, from the skin to
this arrow.
gang ut, nesso, mil nigon nessiklinon, ut fana
thema marge an that ben, fan theme bene an
that flesg, ut fan themo flesgke an thia
hud, ut fan thera hud an thesa strala
Go out, worm, with nine little worms, from the marrow to the bone,
from the bone to the flesh, from the flesh to the skin, from the skin to
this arrow.
Together with other medieval German charms against consumption, Kuhn compared
these with Vedic hymns (RV 1.168, AV 2.33) itemizing the expulsion of yaksma
'disease, consumption' from all the parts of the body enumerated, from head to foot
and top to toes.
Kuhn's first and probably most famous comparison (pp. 49-63) was of the Old
High German second Merseburg spell (10th cent.) and AV 4.12, 'to heal serious
wounds' (Whitney). The former reads:
Phol ende Uuodan
vuoron zi holza
nu uuart demo Balderes volon
sin vuoz birenkit
thu biguol en Sinthgunt
Sunna era suister
thu biguol en Friia
Volla era suister
thu biguol en Uuodan
so he uuola conda.
sose benrenki, sose bluotrenki, sose lidirenki.
ben zi bena
bluot zi bluoda
lid zi geliden
sose gelimida sin
Phol and Wodan were riding to the woods, Balder's foal wrenched his
foot. Sinthgunt conjured it, sister of Sunna; Frija conjured it, sister of
Folia; Wodan conjured it, as well as he could. As bone-wrench, so
blood-wrench, so joint-wrench. Bone to bone, blood to blood,
joint to joint; so be they joined.
Verses 3-5 of AVS 4.12, which are significantly the first three of the Paippalada (AVP
4.15), are
sam te majja majjna bhavatu sam u te parusa paruh
sam te mamsasya visrastam sam asthi api rohatu
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majja majjna sam dhlyatam carmana carma rohatu
asrk (te?) asna4 rohatu marhsam marhsena rohatu
loma lomna sam kalpaya tvaca sam kalpaya tvacam
asthnS asthi (vi?) rohatu chinnam sam dhehy osadhe
Let your marrow be together with marrow, and your joint together
with joint. Let what of your flesh has fallen apart (be) together (with
flesh); let bone grow over (with bone). Let marrow be put together
with marrow, let skin grow with skin; let your blood grow with blood,
let flesh grow with flesh. Fit together hair with hair, fit together skin
with skin. Let your bone grow with bone; put together what is broken,
o plant.5

Kuhn's comparisons and his claims for common inheritance, genetic filiation,
have generated nearly a century and a half of controversy, ranging from the uncritical
acceptance of Romanticism on the one hand or National Socialism on the other,
through more cautious and informed acceptance to rejection in favor of the assumption
of parallel convergence or independent creation, purely typological similarity, or
finally straightforward agnosticism.6 There is an obvious difficulty in excluding
parallel convergence which inheres where the subject matter is the enumeration and
articulation of the parts of the human body in various languages and cultures; consider
only the American English children's litanies like dem bones, dem bones, dem dry
bones: de head bone connected to de neck bone, de neck bone etc., scarcely of "IndoEuropean" date or provenience. But two new sets of textual data, the most important
of which was gathered by S. Jamison, together with the theoretical framework argued
for eloquently by E. Campanile, combine in my view to tip the balance of inherent
plausibility in favor of a genetically inherited, Indo-European origin for the texts of
this genre attested in several early Indo-European cultural traditions. To these two sets
of evidence and the conclusion to be drawn from them the next chapter is devoted.

4. Reading asnd with AVP 4.15.3c 'let your blood grow with blood,' and asthnd with AVP
14.15.2c, with L. Alsdorf, Kleine Schriften 25-6 and Zysk 1985:74-5 and 199-200. The order is still uncertain, and the verses unsound.
5. One thinks of a plant like our wildflower boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum), whose 'veiny,
wrinkled leaves unite basally around the stem (perfoliate),' Peterson and McKenny 1968:46. In 17th-century
England the name was given to the common comfrey (Symphytum officinale). The NED s. v. cites from
1670 fracturas ossium consolidat, unde et anglice a nonnullis boneset dicitur.
6. A nearly exhaustive survey up to the middle 60's may be found in Schmitt 1967:ch. 8. Schmitt
carefully reported the critical views of Schlerath 1962, and finally considered the question undecidable.
Later views in Campanile 1977:88-96 and 1990:69-71 (informed and emphatic acceptance), Zysk 1985
(hesitant acceptance; more enthusiastic 1992), and Jamison 1986 (cautious acceptance); see further below
for this critical study.
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S. Jamison in a 1986 study demonstrated conclusively, on the basis of a mass of
documentation, that' Vedic texts give us almost tediously ample evidence that the five
terms . . . loman "hair", tvac- "skin", marhsa- "flesh", asthi- "bone", and majjan"marrow", arranged in that particular order, are the fixed traditional expression of the
make-up of the canonical beast' (172). 'The series is sometimes expanded by the
insertion of additional terms or, more rarely, abbreviated ...
loman1
tvac
asrk
medasmarhsa
snaVanasthi
parusmajjan-

HAIR
SKIN
blood
fat
FLESH
sinews
BONE
joint
MARROW

It is in fact, in an expanded version that we meet it first, in an AV curse . .. adding
'sinews' . . . cf. also AV 4.12 [compared by Kuhn] (173-4).' It is not found in the
Rigveda because as 'apiece of codified folk wisdom' (compare the 'popular' initial
of loman-, not roman- 'hair') it was more appropriate to AVic than to RVic discourse.
And most strikingly, 'this formulaic system has a good chance of being inherited from
Indo-Iranian' (177) since, though lacking in the Avesta for the same reason as the
Rigveda, it occurs several times in Pahlavi, in the Greater Bundahisn, which is a
repository of traditional lore ... though the series are not precisely identical to each
other, or to the Vedic series, their kinship seems unmistakable (178):
Gr. Bund. 28.4

SKIN
FLESH

post
gost

28.22 FLESH
veins

gost
rag

1. Jamison's capitals indicate the fivefold "most orthodox" sequence. 1 have slightly simplified
her list, omitting Sanskrit lexical variants and the late (Aitareya Aranyaka) prana-, and added parus- from
the earliest (AVS', AVP) attestation.
525
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BONES
veins
blood
stomach
HAIR

astag
ragan
xon
askamb
moy

fat
BONES
MARROW
blood
HAIR

plh
astag
mazg
xon
moy.'

BONES and MARROW are thus common Indo-Iranian cognates both in linguistic
form and in linear ordering.
The "point" of these Indie and Iranian lists, which assures their legitimate
comparability and ultimate genetic kinship, is precisely their arbitrariness. They are
not simply enumerations or catalogues of the parts of the human or animal body in
contiguous order—no limbs are involved, n. b.—but a traditional ordered list, viewed
as arbitrary and immutable, of what are the constituent parts, the make up of pasu (MS
3.3.3 [34:14ff.], Jamison, p. 167) orpurusa (SB 10.2.3.5, Jamison, p. 172), from the
outside in (as in Indie) or the inside out (as in Iranian). As Jamison shows, this list,
slightly adjusted but in its same traditional order persisted into the period of classical
Sanskrit medicine and medical law, in the doctrine of the 7 dhatus2 or organic
components.
We have now for the first time, in Jamison's work, an arbitrary list which is a
structural set. The sequence is conceptually similar, at times virtually identical in India
(where it can be observed over more than a millennium) and Iran, and therefore
necessarily of at least common Indo-Iranian antiquity. As such it can serve as a solid
point of departure for comparison further afield.3
2. To the second level of reception of the Indian medical doctrine belong the Tocharian A and B
translations of the Garbhasutra, a Buddhist medical text on the development of the embryo, texts XII (A,
no. 151al-4) and XXX (B, no. 603) in Krause-Thomas, Tocharisches Elementarbuch II, in sequential sentences of the type (B) 'In the 22nd week the marrow in the body develops'. The list in B is
mrestTwe
snaura

'marrow'
'sinews'

mTsa

'flesh'

ewe
yetse
yetse takarske
y[okanma?]

'inner skin'
'outer skin'
'visible skin'
'hairs'.

That of A is
ysar

'blood'

mas's'unt

'marrow'

puskafi
s'wal
[-]
yats
H

'sinews'
'flesh'
'outer skin'.

The difference between the lists in the two Tocharian languages is striking, as is the fact that they appear
to have fewer words in common in these lists than do Indie and Iranian.
3. Methodologically comparable is the ranked hierarchy in the categories of property arbitrarily
attached in Old Indian law to the sanctions of false witness, in Iranian law to the classes of contract, of
which the higher part in each tradition coincides in virtually every particular with the inventory of the ancient
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It should be clear that mere enumerations of sequences of body-parts in the
Veda, like RV 1.168, AV 2.33, compared by A. Kuhn to the Old High German and Old
Saxon nesso-worm spells, are not apt for external comparison. These are predicated
on the universals of human physiology. They always begin with the head and work
down to the feet, and may or may not include internal organs as well as visible body
parts. AV 2.33 and the closely corresponding RV 10.163 agree in going from head
(eyes, nose, ears, chin, brain, tongue) to trunk (neck, nape, vertebras, spine, shoulders,
forearms) to innards (guts, heart, lungs, bowels, rectum, navel) to legs (thighs,
kneecaps, heels, toes, haunches, backside) with a summation of 'every limb, every
hair, every joint'. See Zysk 1985:15-16, 105. For AV 2.33.6ab see below.
The same sort of list is found in Avestan, in V. 8.35-72 (similarly 9.15-26)
describing the purification rite for someone who has come in contact with a corpse.
One must pour water on the person, starting with the top of the head, to drive away the
corpse-demon, druxs ya nasus. The demon will then flee to the back of the head, and
so on, with successive applications of 'good waters', and successive demonic retreats,
till the final application to the right and left toes, at which point the demon flies off.
Filliozat 1975 correctly recognized that these are surely independent of the expulsion
of the yaksmas in Vedic.
The same applies to several Hittite rituals involving the successive enumeration
and apposition of the body-parts of a newborn child to those of a scapegoat who is then
killed ('eyes are fitted [handan] to eyes,...') or those of an ailing celebrant ('let it take
the illness of his arse,...'). So for example in G. Beckman's birth ritual text C (StBoT
29, 1983, 44) rev. 11-16 a scapegoat is held to the newborn, and the 'eyes are fitted
(handan) to eyes', and so on to over a total of 13 body parts to 'foot'. KUB 43.53 il'18' (with a fragmentary OH/OS duplicate, transcribed in Neu, StBoT 25,1980, no. 9)
enumerates no less than 21 body parts, beginning with 'head corresponds (dakki) to
head', finishing with 'feet' and as an afterthought 'hands'. The Middle Hittite ritual
of fTunnawiya CTH 760 I.I edited by Mutter (1988), and its parallel CTH 760 1.2
edited by Beckman (1990), each contain two lists, beginning 'head is fitted (handan)
to head' and 'head will lift sickness of head', and continuing respectively to 'foot' and
'toenail'. For the three remaining body parts in each list see below. Such lists should
not be utilized for comparative purposes, by elementary principles of the comparative
method, and Adalbert Kuhn was wrong to do so.
On the other hand the Germanic nesso- worm spells in Old High German and Old
Saxon, from two different languages but clearly in some sense the same text, are
directly comparable to the Indie and Iranian lists of the parts of the canonical creature,
and their kinship is equally unmistakable:
OHG

MARROW
sinews
FLESH
SKIN

marg
adra
fleisk
fel

OSax.

MARROW
BONE
FLESH
SKIN

marg
ben
flesg
hud.

Roman legal category of res mancipi, which require a formal ritual for their conveyance: large cattle (bovines and equines), men, and land, Skt. go'svapurusabhumi-. See Watkins 1987a.
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They provide moreover a clear contiguity relation, an indexical link in Germanic
between the pragmatic function of the basic formula—killing the WORM (nesso)—
and the sequential formula MARROW . . . SKIN.
At this point we can introduce the Merseburg spell, with its sequence of curative
juxtapositions:
BONE to bone
blood to blood
joint to joint

ben zi bena
bluot zi bluoda
lid zi geliden.

Kuhn was correct this time in comparing AV 4.12.3-5 majja majjna 'MARROW with
marrow' etc., not for the juxtaposition of the body parts but rather for their sequence.
The same Atharvaveda in our other earliest attestation of the list, a curse in AV(S)
12.5.68-70 (lacking in AVP), has the sequence (from the outside in), but without the
apposition of body part to body part:
lomani asya sam chindhi, tvacam asya vi vestaya
mamsani asya sataya, snaVani asya sam vrha
asthlni asya pldaya, majjianam asya nir jahi
His HAIR cut up, his SKIN strip off,
his FLESH cut in pieces, his SINEWS wrench off,
his BONES distress, his MARROW smite out.
It is this sequence in AV 12.5.68-70 which makes sense out of the somewhat garbled
and repetitive sequences of AV(S) 4.13.5-5 (AVP 4.15.1-3).
This passage in AV 12.5 has the added feature that it is framed both by an
instance of the basic formula and by forms of the word for 'joint' parvan-, the same
word as parus- 'joint' in AV 4.12.3.4 Compare verses 66-67,
vajrena sataparvana .. . pra siro jahi
With a hundred-jointed cudgel. .. smite forth (his) head,
with 70-71
majjany asya nir jahi
... parvani vi vrathaya
Smite out his marrow . . . (his) joints unloosen.
The two jahi's form a canonical compositional ring which serves to index and
demarcate the sequenced list. The passage establishes a clear indexical link, a
4. Heteroclitic *per-url*per-uon-/*per-iw-l*per-un.-, K. Hoffmann 1975:327-37.
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contiguity relation between the basic formula SLAY (*gehen-) ADVERSARY and the
formulaic sequence MARROW... HAIR in an Atharvan magical charm. Arranging
these four lists, the Old High German, Old Saxon, Canonical Creature, and Atharvaveda,
in the same order we obtain:

OHG
MARROW

OS
MARROW
BONE

SINEW
FLESH

FLESH

SKIN

SKIN

Can. Great.
MARROW
joint
BONE
SINEW
FLESH
fat
blood
SKIN
HAIR

AV12.5
MARROW
BONE
SINEW
FLESH
SKIN
HAIR.

We noted the universal 'head to foot', 'head to toe' lists in Vedic, Avestan, and
Hittite. An exception to this pattern is AV 2.33.6ab, which is the only pada to have no
correspondent in RV 10.163. The lines are:
asthfbhyas te majjabhyah, snaVabhyo dhamanibhyah
From your BONES, MARROW, SINEWS, BLOOD VESSELS.
I suggest it is a real and inherited 'canonical creature' sequence incorporated into an
otherwise universal enumeration. (For asthibhyas te majjabhyah the Paippalada
(4.15) has hastebhyas te mamsebhyas, an obvious garbled phonetic echo.)
In the same way the two lists in the Hittite CTH 760 texts edited by Hutter and
Beckman run from head to sole of foot or head to toenail, obvious universal
enumerations. But each continues with three body parts not found in any of the other
lists, one separated by a paragraph line, in the order
BONE (hastai), SINEW (UZUSA), BLOOD (eshar),

and
SINEW (UZUSA), BONE (hastiyanza), BLOOD (ishananza,
eshananza).
Again it is tempting to see an inherited sequence tacked on to a universal enumeration.
Again comparing the Vedic and Hittite to the Old High German second
Merseburg spell we have
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OHG
BONE
BLOOD
JOINT

AV2.33
BONE
MARROW
SINEW
BLOOD VESSEL

Hitt 1
BONE

Hitt2
SINEW

SINEW
BLOOD

BONE
BLOOD

Despite the single perturbation of order the correspondences are striking.
A V 12.5.66 and 71 cited above also establish a clear indexical link, a contiguity
relation between the word for 'joint' parus-lparvan- in both AV passages (4.12,12.5)
attesting the formulaic sequence MARROW... HAIR. 'Joint' parus-lparvan- is part
of the sequence in AV 4.12, but outside it in AV 12.5, and absent from all later Vedic
and Classical Sanskrit literature. For this reason it was not further considered by
Jamison. But I would suggest we retain it as a descriptive designation for the interior
endpoint of the sequence itself. Synchronically, in both AV attestations the word is
adjacent or closest to MARROW in the sequence, and farthest from HAIR. And
diachronically, the meaning, history and etymology of parus-l parvan- is set forth very
clearly by Hoffmann in the paper just cited. It is an old word, a derivative of the root
*per- 'come through', a suffixed verbal abstract *per-ur, *per-uon-/-un- 'coming
through'. As Hoffmann shows, the 'joint' in the sacrifical animal is 'the place you
come through' in cutting. Exact cognates are Greek
) 'end, limit, achievement', in the common formula
'ends of the
earth', 'the place you come through to', and Hittite NA*peruna- 'rock', oldest form
peru (*pemr), perun- (identical with the Greek and Vedic) together with Avestan
paruuan- (chap. 12) and Vedic parvata- (*per-un-to-) 'rocky, (rocky) mountain',
'what you come down to', 5 'bedrock', 'rock bottom' (RV 10.108.7 adribudhna-)
suggested by Hoffmann as a characteristic of observable neolithic excavated, cavelike dwellings. We may have a very old word indeed.6
We pass now to Irish. Jamison in her original study had already compared a
passage from a Modern Irish folk tale in translation, the tale of Finn mac Cumaill
(Fionn mac Cumhaill) chewing his thumb to achieve wisdom. It is cited from
O'Rahilly 1946:335 (with Jamison's capitalization): 'from SKIN to FLESH, from
FLESH to BONE, from BONE to MARROW, from MARROW to (the inmost core).'
From O'Rahilly note also the Irish (S. Kerry) Chogain se an ordog on gcroiceann go
dti an fheoil, on bhfeoil go dti an cnamh, on gcndnih go dti an smior, 's on smior go dti
an smusaig. The word smusach, also glossed 'marrow' or 'red marrow', O'Rahilly
renders 'inmost core': it is clearly to be understood as the very center, the HEART of
5. Note the epithet in //. 8.478
'the nethermost ends of
the earth and the sea.'
6. For this word in the ancient formula TREE (*dru-) and ROCK see chap. 12, Note finally the
connection with the dragon-slaying myth, where the locale of the combal and victory are typically either
the mountains (parvata-, e.g. RV 1.32.1) or a cave or hole (e.g. IIluyunkas) or the bottom of the sea or lake
(e.g. Beowulf, Fergus mac Leli).
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the MARROW. Another and doubtless related word smuas1 appears in the tale variant
(Co. Monoghan) nuair a chuirfeadh se i n-a bheal ( agus nuair a chognochad se id
fheith go smuais 'when he would put it (his thumb) in his mouth and would chew it
from SINEW to MARROW HEART'.8 The oldest occurrence of the sequence is in
a paper manuscript of 1821 (Eg. 149) of a literary text from the Finn-cycle, Cath
Finntrdgha. It is printed by K. Meyer in his 1885 edition of this text from Rawlinson
B 487, as part of a lengthy passage not found in the latter (p.62): do chuir an ordog
ionna bheal 7 cognus go cnamh i 7assin go smior 7 assingo smusach 7 do foillsigheadh
eolus do... 'he put his thumb in his mouth and chewed it to the BONE, and from there
to the MARROW and from there to the MARROW HEART and knowledge was
manifested to him .. . ' The 1821 ms. is a copy of one of 1777 (RIA 23 L 39), all of
Munster origin, according to C. O'Rahilly in her edition (1962:xxvii). The passage
may well be a later accretion to this text of the later 15th century, but when is uncertain;
the form and sequence is invariant from that of the folktales more than a century later.
The earliest attestation of the word for the endpoint of the folk sequence is
Duanaire Finn 62.63 (DF ii 266 in Murphy 1933) ag ithe smaoise mo Idmh 'eating the
marrow of my hands'. Murphy dates the poem to the 15th century (p. 143). According
to Murphy's glossary (1953:321) smaois is 'a modern spoken form of smuas',
smaoiseach of smusach. In any case Classical Modern Irish ithe smaoise provides the
critical verbal link between the Modern Irish folk sequence and the Old Irish phrase
teinm laeda (laido).
T. F. O'Rahilly showed quite convincingly that 'we may justly see in this folktale formula a traditional paraphrase' of the mantic process known as teinm laido
'gnawing of marrow heart', by implication 'gnawing down to the marrow-heart',
associated with Finn mac Cumaill since early Old Irish times.9 This is one of 'the three
arts which establish a poet in his prerogative'; in treide nemthigius filid, which Finn
learned in his boyhood along with imbus for-osnai 'divination which illumines' and
dichetal di chennaib 'incantation from heads'. It is then that he made the lay Cetemon
to prove his poetic skill (eicse).i0 We can consider established the existence in these
Irish texts of the Finn cycle, both literary and oral-traditional, of the same formulaic
list or sequence of body parts from the outside in, which we observe in Germanic,
7. Old Irish u-stem smir, Welsh mer 'marrow' (IE *smeru-) is cognate with Old English smeoru,
Old Norse smjQr 'grease, fat, butter'. I would suggest that to the pair smuas, also attested as smaois, and
smusach, attested also as smuasach, smaoiseach ("expressive" *smou-ss-l *smu-ss-) 'marrow heart', we
can compare—at the level of the root, to be sure—Greek
'marrow', attested from Homer on, and
hitherto without etymology.
8. From the text passages cited in the Academy's Diet. s. v. smuas it appears that smir and smuas
were proverbial inseparable entities; smior and smusach likewise occur together in expressions in Modern
Irish. The phonetic index of the shared initial has doubtless played a role over the centuries.
9. Old Irish teinm is the verbal noun of the cognate of Greek
'gnaw', as in the Hesiodic
passage
'the boneless one gnaws his own foot' (Op. 524), which I discuss in
Watkins 1978a in connection with the Finn-legend. The 'boneless one' is a kenning for the penis, as I
show; Finn's acquistion of mantic wisdom by gnawing his own thumb is, as I tried to suggest, perhaps too
obliquely, an image of autofellatio. The point seems misunderstood in Campanile 1986 and 1990:125-7.
10. On the poem and its date see most recently Carney 1971, with earlier references. The citations
are from the opening prose, printed in Murphy, Early Irish Lyrics 156. On the figure of Finn see J. Nagy
1985.
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Indie, and Iranian. We can consider established also that the knowledge and wisdom
acquired by Finn in the way paraphrased by the sequence is mantic and poetic in nature,
and manifested in poetry (eicse).
The same sequence is Observable elsewhere in Irish, this time in Old Irish
mythological texts of a different cycle. Krause 1929:42 compared the phrase BONE
to BONE, BLOOD to BLOOD, JOINT to JOINT of the Merseburg spell with a
curative formula in Cath Maige Tuired (Gray 1982) uttered by Mfach, son of the
legendary physician Dian Cecht, to Nuadu, king of the Tuatha De Danann, called
Arcatldm' silverhand' since Dian Cecht had replaced his hand cut off in battle with one
of silver:
§3311Boi dano Nuadu oca othrus, 7 do-breth lam argait foir la Di'an Cecht co luth
cecha lame inte. Niba maith dano lia macc-som sin .i. la Miach. At-rerachtsom don laim 7 as-bert
"alt fri halt di 7 feith fri feith"
7 fcsus fri teora nomada...
Now Nuadu was being treated, and a silver arm was put on him by Dian Cecht,
with the movement of any hand in it. But his son Miach did not like that.
He went up to the hand and said
"JOINT to JOINT of it, and SINEW to SINEW"
and he healed it in nine days and nights ...
While the similarity to the apposition of the Merseburg charm is clear, two parts
alone do not constitute a formulaic sequenced set. For this we must go to the next
paragraph of the same text, which Krause did not quote (nor R. Schmitt):
§34. Ba hole la Dian Cecht in frepaid sin. Do-leic claidem i mullach a maic co
ro-teind12 a tuinn fri feoil a chinn. Icsus in gillae ... Atcomaic aithirriuch co
ro-teind a feoil co rrodic cnaim. Icsus in gillae ... Bissius in tress beim co
ranic srebonn a inchinn(e). Icsus in gillae ... Bfssius dano in cethramad
mbeim co torba13 a n-inchinn conid apud Miach 7 as-bert Dian Cecht nach
n-fcfad liaig fadessin ont slaithe-sin.
Dian Cecht did not like that cure. He heaved a sword at the top of his son's head
11.1 have normalized the text, since for our purposes nothing is gained by retaining the idiosyncratic orthography of Harleian 5280.
Much has been made of this Old Irish text by Georges Dumezil and his epigones as a manifestation of Indo-European trifunctional mythology. See the introduction to the text by E. A. Gray, as well as
the series of essays by her in Eigse 18-19, 1981-83. There is no necessary connection between the text as
preserving possible traditional "mythologemes" of Indo-European date, and the same text as preserving
possible traditional "stylemes" of Indo-European date. But the coincidence is not without interest.
12. The weak s-preterite in both occurrences in this text forbid emending to the attested strong reduplicated -tethaind. But it is surely significant that this is the same verb as in Finn's teinm laido 'gnawing down to the marrow-heart', and the boneless one's
'gnaws his own foot'.
13. co nderba cod.; uncertain. I prefer Gray's suggestion in her note ad loc.
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and cut his SKIN to the FLESH of the head. The lad healed it. He struck him
again and cut his FLESH until he reached the BONE. The lad healed it... He
struck it the third blow and reached the MEMBRANE of his brain. The lad
healed i t . . . Then he struck it the fourth blow and reached the BRAIN so that
Miach died, and Dian Cecht said that no physician could heal himself of
that blow.
The identical traditional sequence from the outside in is evident. The phrase JOINT
to JOINT, SINEW to SINEW becomes meaningful as a comparandum first only by
virtue of its contiguity in Cath Maige Tuired (CMT) with the five-member sequence,
and the similarity of that to the five-member sequence in the Finn cycle:
CMT

SKIN(tonn)
Finn
FLESH (feoil)
BONE (cnam)
MEMBRANE (srebonn)
BRAIN (inchinn)14

SKIN (croicenn)
FLESH (feoil)
BONE (cnam)
MARROW (smir)
MARROW HEART (smiisach)

The reduced structure 'from SINEW to MARROW HEART' (ofhe'ith go smuais) in
a variant of the Finn-tale finally can be compared directly to the reduced structure in
the CMT curative formula 'JOINT to JOINT of it, and SINEW to SINEW' (alt fri halt
di, 7 feith fri feith) by virtue of the identity of the two members. From the position of
the SINEW (feith) as farthest from the MARROW HEART it follows that the JOINT
must be closest to it, and therefore that the CMT curative formula is looking from
inside out.
Pragmatically we should note that in one set (Finn) the formulaic sequence is to
acquire poetic wisdom; in another (CMT §34) it is a curative verbal formula spoken
by a physician-healer, again a manifestation of the doctrine of the power of the word.
It is further striking that the jealousy provoked by the success of the curative formula
leads to the kin-slaying (Old Irishfingal) of Miach by his father Dian Cecht: precisely
the pragmatic domain of the basic hero/adversary-slaying formula among gods and
men in the Indo-European world (Orestes, Oedipus, Hiltibrant, Cain...). If the basic
formula itself does not occur in the passage in CMT, it is not far beneath the surface.
A direct link is found in the Middle Irish place-name tradition (dindsenchas) of
the river Barrow (Berba), Metr. Dind. 2.62. According to the oldest manuscript (LL)
Dfan Cecht killed Mechi the son of the Morrigain, but in order to kill a serpent in his
heart, which would have destroyed all the flocks and herds of Ireland if unchecked:
Nathir... Aire-sin ros-marb15 Dian Cecht 'the serpent... therefore Dian Cecht killed
it.' Killing the serpent is thus a kind of cure. The other Dindsenchas manuscripts both
verse and prose (§ 13, RC 15,1895,304) have instead of Dian Cecht mac Cecht, which
Gwynn adopts in his later corrigenda, probably rightly, for the alliteration with -marb.
In view of the curative function and the Tuatha De Danann connections I would
14. The equivalence of BRAIN and MARROW on a symbolic level is amply proven by the number of languages where the same word is used for both, ranging from ancient Avestan to modern Russian.
15. The reading of M; the other mss. have romarb.
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suggest not identifying the name as the hero Mac Cecht of the Conaire cycle but
rather—perhaps garbled—as the son (mac} of Dian Cecht. The connexion between the
basic formula (nathir.. . ros-marb, cf. marbu mil in the Old Irish charm with which
we began) and Dian Cecht was in this case sufficiently strong for the scribe of LL to
introduce the name into his text, if it is indeed an error.
Having examined and analyzed the two sets of comparative evidence, the
ordered lists of the constituents of the canonical creature and the arbitrary links of these
lists with the mythographic basic formula in the same Indo-European traditions, we
are in a position to draw the appropriate conclusion, which we may think of as the
reconstruction of a proto-text.
The same contiguity relation we observed in the Atharvaveda between the basic
formula SLAY (*guhen-) ADVERSARY and the traditional list beginning or ending
with MARROW(-HEART) recurs therefore not only in Germanic but in Celtic as well:
three traditions, three witnesses. These contiguity relations (vertical axis) may be
mapped onto a grid with the similarity relations (horizontal axis) among the four
cognate traditions showing the traditional list. The whole is a model of one aspect of
the typical Indo-European charm, pragmatically the domain of the poet-healer, the
professional of the spoken word. The whole is remarkably specific. Each structure
point is indicated by a key word or phrase. Those basic formulas in parentheses belong
to the domain of myth in their traditions rather than the derived charm, but show
obvious lexical similarity. The Indo-European roots in boldface mark cognate key
words.
Iran
(kirm ozad)

India
hato krirnis
vajrenajahi
*g"hen-

— *g*hen

majjii
*mosg

mazg
— *mosg-

Ireland
Germanic
gono mil
(orms einbani)
nathir . . . rosmarb nesso
— *g"hen
-*g"hen-

sm uas

marg
*mosg-

If we admit the verbal, pragmatic, and cultural-historical cognateness of the basic
formula with its key word SLAY (*g"hen-), then we must also admit the verbal,
pragmatic, and cultural-historical cognateness of the traditional list with its key word
MARROW (*mosg-). And if the agreement in verbal expression requires us to
reconstruct an Indo-European basic formula with *gvhen-, then the agreement in verbal
expression also requires us to reconstruct an Indo-European traditional list with
*mosg-.
In this we can vindicate a prematurely bold claim of Adalbert Kuhn (1864:63).
Kuhn had found in Jacob Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie 1181 a Dano-Norwegian
folk healing spell parallel to the Merseburg spell, with the phrase Jesus lagde marv i
marv, been i been, kjod i kjod 'Jesus put marrow in marrow, bone in bone, flesh in flesh
. . . ' Danish marv and Vedic majjdn- alike derive from IE *mosg-, as Kuhn pointed
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out, and he was moved to say, 'In majjam majjna, marv i marv haben wir also den
letzten rest des einstigen wortlauts der ursprlinglichen segensformel erhalten.' This
was dismissed—legitimately at the time—as a 'Spiel des Zufalls' by Schmitt 1967:288
n. 1670, invoking also Schlerath 1962.
As we saw earlier, Kuhn's comparison with AV 4.12.3 'marrow with marrow'
was correct not for the juxtaposition of the body parts but for their sequence, and so
it is here; the Dano-Norwegian sequence is precisely MARROW-BONE-FLESH,
from the inside out, and as such legitimately comparable to the AV sequence beginning
with MARROW. Once again Kuhn's instinct has stood the test of time.
The agreement in semantics, in linear sequence, in structural relations and in
pragmatics of these sets of texts in Vedic and Pahlavi, Indie and Iran in the East, and
West Germanic, Old High German and Old Saxon, together with Irish, both Early and
Modern in the farthest West require the postulation of a community of origin, which
we may securely date at least to the period of late Common Indo-European. The close
verbal similarity of the Hittite lists, even though we have not as yet evidence for a
contiguity relation with the Hittite mythographic basic formula, could argue for
projecting a charm of this type even further back to Proto-Indo-European itself.

A note on the forms
The Avestan, Germanic and Slavic words for 'marrow, brain' presuppose thematic
*mosgo- (*mozgo-). Vedic majjan- is an n-stem *mosg-(e)n-, which also underlies
Church Slavonic adjectival mozdam, (*mozgeb < *mozg-en-no-) and mozdenb 'marrow'. For the latter see A. Vaillant, Gramm. comp. 4.459. A heteroclitic nom.-acc.
to *mosg-(e)n- would be *mosg-r; with the regularly dissimilated final stop which we
see in the body-parts yakrt (~ yakn-) 'liver' beside asrk (~ asn-) 'blood' and Gk.
(~ Ved. asthn-) we would get *mosgrt. Such a form is indeed found,
but metathesized to mostrg; it underlies Avestan mast(e)rgg-an- 'brains' (with
Gershevitch 1959 ad Yt. 10.72, rather than 'temples' with Bartholomae). The same
form yields the Indie *mastra- surviving in Pashai mastrdk 'brain', as well as mastiskas attested already in Rigveda 10; see Turner, Comp. Diet. 9926 and Mayrhofer,
KEWA s. v. mast-iskah.
The (tabu?) dissimilation *mosgrt => *mostrg which led to the creation of a stem
*most- may well be Pre-Indo-Iranian, since it appears common to the two Tocharian
languages as well. Tocharian B mrestlwe 'marrow' shows a form transposed from
*mestr-, IE *most-r-; it is the only form which shows the IE vocalism is unambiguously *o, not *a. Tocharian A massunt is probably palatalized from mast-; the a must
be secondary.
In view of the symbolic autofellatio of Finn's gnawing his thumb to the marrow, we might even propose seeing the same metathesis output in the etymologically
obscure Latin masturb-ari (from *mostrg(U)- with the Latin a of mare, lacus?).l6
The tabu metatheses we have identified can be seen in modern languages as well.
While Old Prussian shows muzgeno, 'marrow', East Baltic has transposed *masg-en16. For another recent attempt see Adams 1985, building on and modifying Hallett 1976.
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(mazg-) tosmag-en-: Lith. smagenis (nom. p1.) 'marrow, brains', Latv. smadzenes. We
also find secondary e-vocalism in Lith. smegenos, smegenys, Latv. smedzenis (cf. Toch.
A mass-).
It is finally not to be excluded that the Irish forms in sm- (smuas, smusach,
smaois), thought differing in vocalism, might likewise owe something of their form
to tabu deformations, and contaminations or blends. The -s(-) of these forms could
reflect a metathesized mosg- > mogs-, moxs- > moxs- > moss-; a blend *smu- (
X *moss- = *smouss-?

58
Indo-European medical doctrine
The comparative study of Indo-European medicine was begun by Darmesteter 1877,
who noted the three types of healing in Avestan, V. 7.44, and compared them with the
three types of ailment and the three types of cure practiced by the mythical physician
Asklapios in Pindar, Pyth. 3.47-53. The Avestan set are the medicine of the knife
(karstd.baesaza) and the medicine of plants (uruuaro.baesaza) and the medicine of
formulas (mqVro.baesazd). The last is the best, since it cures 'from the innards' (haca
1
The Pindaric passage is:

They came to him with ulcers that the flesh had grown,
or their limbs mangled with gray bronze, or bruised
with the stone flung from afar, or the body stormed with
summer fever, or chill; and he released each man and led him from
his individual grief. Some he treated with gentle incantations; some
with healing potions to drink, or he tended their limbs with salves
from near and far; and some by the knife he set on their feet again.
(tr. R. Lattimore, slightly altered)

1. That is, from the inside out, as in the traditional formulaic sequences we have seen. For the
translation cf. Lommel 1927.
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The correspondence is perfect:

Darmesteter spoke of these as 'le Manuel de 1'etudiant en medecine' in the
period of Indo-European unity. The next to enter the discussion was E. Benveniste
1945 bringing the whole into the domain of G. Dumezil's Indo-European ideology of
the three functions, corresponding to the three types of curative treatment. Benveniste
also added to the dossier a three-fold set of ailments in a Rigvedic hymn to the Asvins
as healing divinities: 10.39.3 andhasya cit nasatya krsdsya cid yuvam ia ahur bhisdja
rutdsya cit 'they said you two, o Nasatyas, were healers of the blind, the consumptive,
and the fractured' . The correspondences or 'fit' of these to the Pindaric set of ailments
is intelligible on a symbolic level, but is neither perfect nor without controversy
(Dunkel, to appear). Benveniste also noted the agreement of Avestan vimaS'physician' and its derivative vimadaiia- 'treat' with Latin mederl 'treat', medicus
'physician' , which allows the reconstruction of a medical component of the semantics
of the root *med- already in Indo-European times. Benveniste suggested 'take the
appropriate measures' as the basic meaning. In this connection the name of the
physician daughter of the Old Irish legendary physican Dian Cecht, Airmed (*aremeda), probably contains the same root. Cf. Olr. ar-midethar 'hits the mark, succeeds,
attains (truth)'.
J. Puhvel 1970 contributed a lengthy study to the problem. He regarded
(improbably) the similarities between the Avestan, Vedic, and Pindaric passages as
due to the diffusion of Indie Ayurvedic medical theory through the Achaemenid court
via Greek physicians who served there, like Ktesias (or Herodotus' [3.129ff.]
Demokedes of the speaking name). He weaves a much more complex Dumezilian
tapestry, classifying healing vaguely into ' Varunaic' and 'Mitraic-Aryamanic' (priests),
'Rudraic' (warriors), and 'folk-medicine ("third estate")', the last including both herbs
and spells. His model is unfortunately based on an expanded version of the Avestan
list of V. 7.44 found in Yt. 3.6 (to Asa vahista), which gives the types of healers,
beginning with aso.baesaza 'who heals with truth' and dato.baesaza 'who heals with
law', and then the three healers with knife (kareta), plant (uruuara) and formula
(maVra). The remainder of the passage is basically identical with V. 7.44, and gives
the highest place (baesaziiotamo 'most healing' to that of the holy formula. The Y. 3. 6.
passage, as Geldner clearly stated in his edition ad loc., is taken from the V. 7.44
original,2 with asa and data added on.
Puhvel and Benveniste' s Dumezilian attribution of different cures to different
classes was criticized by Campanile 1977, who suggested that Dumezil's tripartition
2. V. 7.36-44 is a self-contained section on the law of medical practice, licensing, and fees ('If
he operates on three daeuua-worshippers and they die, he is disqualified forever. If he operates on
three daeuua-worshippcrs and they come out of it, he is qualified and can operate on Mazda-worshippers
too . . . ' ) .
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of Indo-European society was not to be understood in terms of rigid castes, but only
in a functional and ideological sense; tripartition involved not Indo-European society
but the symbolic manner in which this society conceived of reality and reacted to it.
Puhvel's views are reiterated substantially without change in his 1987 work, likewise
those of Campanile in a publication of 1990.
WhetherornotPuhvel,orforthatmatterBenveniste, would accept Campanile's
premises, I find the latter's view in this respect quite compelling. Darmesteter 1877
is sufficient proof that one does not need aDumezilian framework in order to recognize
the same tripartite conceptualization of medicine in two different Indo-European
societies, and to draw the conclusion indicated by the comparative method.
We can add a third member of the comparison, a three-fold concept of medicine
in Old Irish, in Cath Maige Tuired. This was basically seen by Puhvel (1970:378-9),
but the direct comparison was somewhat muddied by his ideological superstructure.
The three categories in Avestan and in Pindar may be set against three successive
paragraphs of CMT, which tell the 'saga' of Mfach son of Dfan Cecht:
§33 Mfach restores Nuadu's hand by
incantation, 'joint to joint,
and sinew to sinew'
§34 Miach is killed by four skilled cuts of
his father's sword, 'surgical strikes'
§35 From Miach's grave grow 365 herbs
corresponding to the number of his
joints and sinews. His sister Airmed
(IE *med~) arranges them but Dian
Cecht mixes them up to conceal their
healing properties.
Again the conclusion is given by the comparative method: the number and the
precision of the similarities require the postulation of a common original, in this case
a Common Indo-European ideology of medical practice.

59
The poet as healer
To the controversy initiated by Kuhn in 1864, centered rightly or wrongly on the Old
High German second Merseburg charm, the theoretical contribution of Campanile
1977, reiterated 1990, was to recognize that magical, carminative medicine was in
Indo-European culture and society a manifestation of the power of the spoken word,
of which the Indo-European poet was both the custodian and the professional. 'Kuhn's
old view... is the most likely, since it is intended not in a crudely reconstructive sense,
but in the sense that all these materials represent expressions, historically differentiated, of a common tradition' (1977:93). 'Magical curative medicine, magical preventive medicine . . . are all aspects of the same reality which conceives of illness,
physical or metaphysical, as controllable by the spoken word' (1977:94). 'We do not
have the right to judge such textual agreements [in medical doctrine as Videvdat and
Pindar, etc.] in a way different from any other similarities; we must, that is, recognize
in them an element of Indo-European poetic culture, which attests how the elaboration
of healing formulas is part of the competence of the poet' (1990:71). The Atharvan
poet is well-aware of his place in the tradition: 'like Atri, Kanva, Jamadagni... with
the formula (brahmana) of Agastya...' (AV 2.32.2 above). Similarly the nameless
composer of the second Merseburg spell displays considerable skill in handling of
meter, vocabulary, and style.' The focus is on the rhetoric, not the cure.
We may take the three Atharvan hymns against worms (both real and as a symbol
of disease) as an ideal illustration of what Campanile has rightly termed the 'total'
character of Indo-European poetic culture. They are particularly apt to illustrate the
interplay between poetic form—in the deployment of formulaic utterances—and the
pragmatic function which the poet is called on to control. As we saw earlier, the basic
technique is that of the homeopathic paean. The verbal proclamation of victory by the
basic formula assures the destruction of the worm: hato raja krimmam' slain is the king
of the worms'. The formula succeeds because of its truth: satyo mantrah kavisasta
rghavan 'true is the powerful formula spoken by the poet', as we saw in chap. 6, with
its Old Avestan cognate haiVim mqVram 'true, real formula'.
But the poet has other techniques as well. Consider AV 2.31.1:
1. Schmitt 1967:289, with references.
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ihdrasya yi mahf drsat
krfmer visvasya tarhani
taya pinasmi sam krimln
drsada khalvarh iva
The great millstone which is Indra's,
bruiser of every worm,
with that millstone I crush the worms
like Khalva-grains.
Fronting the name of the divinity around the relative pronoun assures the prominence—and patronage —of Indra ahiha 'serpent slaying'. The verse has lexical and
morphological or syntactic echoes at every pada boundary (marked by a #): drsat a#
drsada #d, krimer #b krimln c#, taya #c drsada #d, where the two instrumental
constituents taya . . . drsada must be read "vertically", so to speak, and frame the
"horizontal" verb phrase pinasmi sam krimln with inversion of normal word order. To
these embellishments of sound, meaning, and word order comes a further syntactic
one. The poet begins with a fine Indo-European bipartite relative sentence, with
antecedent appearing both in the preposed relative clause and in the following matrix
clause: 'which millstone . ..', 'with that millstone . . . " We have a feature of Vedic
formal style which recurs in the 'high' style of Hittite, of Archaic Latin, and also of
Oscan: Vetter 11, Buck 4 (with plate II) V.Aadirans V.eitiuvampaam.. .deded,eisak
eitiuvad... 'the money which V. A. son of V. gave..., with that money...' showing
double fronting, of the name of the donor and the money, around the relative pronoun.2
The second verse shows another Indo-European styleme, linked to the first verse
by the echo tarhani lb#, atrham 2a#:
drstam adfstam atrham
I have bruised the seen (and) unseen (worm).
With this phrase compare AV 5.23.6 and 7:
ut purastat surya eti, visvadrsto adrstaha1
drstams ca ghnann adrstams ca, sarvams ca pramrnan krirnin
Up in the east goes the sun, seen of all, slayer of the unseen,
slaying the seen and the unseen, and slaughtering all worms.
drstas ca hanyatam krfmir
utadrstas' ca hanyatam
2. The handsome inscription is from Pompeii, late 2nd cent. BC. To term the construction attractio
inversa (so Vetter) is unhistorical. The archaic-sounding construction urbem quant statuo uestra est (Vergil,
Aen. 1.573) results from deletion of nominative urbs from the matrix clause, and fronting the accusative
urbem around the relative pronoun in the relative clause.
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Let the seen worm be slain
and let the unseen be slain

The verb han (*gllhen-) and the object 'worms' signals the presence of the IndoEuropean basic dragon-slaying formula, which is thus linked by contiguity to the
formulaic merism 'seen (and) unseen'. M. Durante showed (1958:68) that the latter
phrase in the worm hymns offered an exact parallel to Latin morbos uisos inuisosque
'diseases seen and unseen' in Cato's prayer (chap. 12) and Umbrian uirseto auirseto
uas' seen (or) unseen ritual flaw'. The phrase has every right to be considered an IndoEuropean formula in its semantics even though lexicon and morphology differ in
Vedic, Latin, and Umbrian. Note in particular its co-occurrence with another inherited
formula ('two-footed, four-footed') in AV 8.8.14cd and 15cd:
dvipac catuspad isnami, yatha senam amun hanan
drstan adrstan isnami, yatha senam amurn hanan
What is two-footed, four-footed I dispatch, that they may slay yonder
army; the seen, the unseen I dispatch, that they may slay yonder army.
Inherited stylemes often come in groups, which might indicate—we can only
speculate—something about the way they were learned by the poet. But while 'seen
and unseen' may be diachronically an inheritance in A V 2.31.2, they are synchronically
only tokens of a merism A + negA which is itself inherited, even though not all tokens
of it are. The function of the merism is to designate a totality, as clearly in AV 5.23.6d
(see chap. 12). The next strophe (2.31.3) shows two more tokens of this figure:
algandun hanmi mahata vadhena
duna aduna arasa abhOvan
sistan asistan ni tirami vaca
yatha kriminam nakir ucchis(y)atai
The algandus I slay with the great weapon;
burnt (or) unburnt they have become sapless;
those left (or) not left I draw down by my spell,
that none of the worms be left.
Neither token is likely to be inherited; the synchronic function of the figure, to mark
a totality, is primary and overt. The passage and the Atharvan worm-charms as a set
are paradigmatic for the interplay of the diachronic and the synchronic in IndoEuropean poetics.
The charms examined hitherto have attested the basic dragon-slaying formula
with the serpent transposed into a worm, real or figurative. The roster would be
incomplete, though, without the predictable examples where the serpent of myth has
become a real live snake.
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AV 7.88 consists of a single metrically irregular strophe of 1 2 : 1 0 : 1 4 = 36
syllables, thus equal in length to the brhatl ( 8 : 8 : 1 2 : 8 ) which the tradition calls it.
Its art lies in repetition with variation and in the syllable plays on ahi 'snake' leading
up to and including the basic formula itself: (ahi): -ehi, (ahi): ari-, (ahi): asi, ahi-:
-ehi, ahi-: jahi:
apehy arir asy arir va asi
vise visam aprktha visam id va aprkthah
ahim evabhyapehi tarn jahi
Go away, you are the enemy, you are indeed the enemy;
in poison you have mixed poison, poison indeed you have mixed.
Go straight away to the snake, smite him.
We find the same phrase applied to Indra and fully amplified in a spell of countermagic against witchcraft: AV 8.5.15 yds tva krtyabhir... jighamsati/... tvam indra
tamjahi vajrena sataparvana 'whoever wants to slay you with witchcraft,... slay him,
o Indra, with the hundred-jointed cudgel'. For the reciprocal figure cf. chap. 31.
K. Hoffmann in a masterly philological analysis (1975:562-569) has recovered
in the Paippalada Atharvaveda a hymn to the peripheral but ancient Vedic storm god
Parjanya. 3 AVP 2.70 begins with subjectless verbs, only identifying the deity in verse
2:
1 ab apadyaud apatatanad apaskandya vadhed ahim
2ab yat parjanya(s) stanayati sarvam samvijate jagat
3cd ahims tvam vidyuta jahi masmakam purusan vadhih
He has blitzed away, has thundered away (the snake); having
made it jump aside, may he smite the snake . .. When Parjanya
thunders, the whole living world quakes .. . smite the snakes with your
lightning, smite not our men.
It is not excluded that parJAnya ... JAhi is a 'secret' phonetic figure; and the name of
the god may be etymologically 'strike, beat, smite', IE *per-, extended *per-g"- (Russ.
peru, Armen. harkanem 'I beat').
In Iranian we can point to the formula in a list of atonements for certain ritual
offenses in V. 14.5:baeuuard azinqmudard.Vrqsanqmauua.janiiat, baeuuara azinqm
spakangm4 kahrpunanam auua.janiiat 'he shall kill 10,000 belly-crawling snakes, he
shall kill 10,000 dog-snakes, lizards.'
3. Cognate with Lithuanian Perkunas and Slavic Perum, as well as with Greek KEpawoi; 'thunderbolt'. For the tabu deformations in these divine names see Jakobson 1985:1-32. On Parjanya, note
Puhvel 1987:55: 'He is an ancient variant of the [Storm God] type, shunted to the Vedic periphery by the
ascendancy of Indra.'
4. Note the only Old Iranian attestation of the word sVaka 'dog' known to Herodotus: 1.110.1
'The Persians call the bitch spaka'.
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The basic formula of the paean—'slain is X'—can be transformed into a variety
of charms. The assimilation of the mythical serpent adversary to worm or snake is a
natural homeopathy, and the technique remains a song in praise of the victory. But
with other adversaries the formula may be pressed into the service of blame, satire, and
invective. I cite as a final example the late Rigvedic, Atharvan-like hymn 10.155, said
to be a charm to drive away a witch. Verse 4 would seem to be intended to ward off
all malevolent creatures of either sex, marked both by antithetical grammatical gender
marking and explicit pejorative sexual identification. The latter terms are both attested
only here and later quoted passages:
yad dha pracir ajaganta
urah5 manduradhaniklh
had indrasya satravah
sarve budbudayasavah
If you all (fern.) have gone away,
. . . you all of the rusty pubes,
then slain are Indra's rivals (masc.),
all those with the fizzy semen.
The mock-heroic is crude but effective. Pragmatically we are a long way from the
basic Indo-European mythographic formula with which we started,
HERO

SLAY (*g"hen-)

ADVERSARY,

but its verbal instantiation is preserved unchanged. It is yet another illustration of the
perseverance of the Indo-European Word.

5. The syntactic connection of urah ('breast') in b in unclear, and 1 have omitted it in translation.
Purely phonetically ura . . . -ura- in b serves to parallel the reduplicated bud-bud- in d.
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cow, hidden track of 108
Cowgill, W. 178,423
cows, secret names of 72
cross-linguistic verbal echo 454
cues, perceptual 101
culture 7, 9, 28, 42, 49, 157, 158
Dae vie beings 316
ddksina- 71,72
danastuti 58, 73, 76, 78, 80, 115, 186,
238,515
Darmesteter, J. 14, 22
Dasa 398
Death 300,352,395
Debrunner, A. 351,384
deixis 216,227,228
Delargy, S. 446
Delbriick, B. 6,413
demarcative function 34
Detienne, M. 85,180, 398, 399,448,456
diachrony 6, 36, 106,152,155,156,173,
504, 542
dichned 184
diffusion 115,218,290,454
diminutive 129, 130,254
DTrghatamas 316
discourse-initial position see syntax:
positions of prominence
disjunction 40
distortion 111
distracted NP straddling verb 129f., 132,
146, 191,280,319
dochmiac 379f.
149
Donoghue, D. 424
drama, antecedents of 106, 135f., 141
Druj 328
Dudula 149
Dumezil.G. 63, 167, 198,202,207,253,
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fili 75
349, 460
Finkelberg, M. 173
dunad 37, 122, 130, 402, 515, 521
first, theme of being see themes
Durante, M. 26, 69, 172
flexible formula 153,306
Durham, E. 164,461
focus 325, 388
echoic figure see figures
Eichner, H. 21, 54, 129, 131, 133, 141, focus position (line-final) see syntax:
146, 147, 150, 162, 343, 344,
positions of prominence
folk-etymology 170,373
450
Ellerophontes 385
folktale 357
Fontenrose, J. 297, 372, 395, 399, 414,
ellipsis 218, 376
Elliyankus see Illuyankas
448, 449, 455, 461, 465, 467,
embellishment 514,541
468
formulas 9, 12f., 16, 28, 33, 41, 42, 49,
enjambment 373,500,502
112, 152, 165, 297, 322, 369,
epode 19
395,450,459,511
equivalence 28, 102
e. tokens 200, 206, 229, 233
change undergone by 10, 188, 309,
eschatology 290,392
311,326,362,375
etymological figure see figures
Fortson, B. 286
exchange 401
framing 187, 189, 355, 451, 453
Frisk, H. 383, 388, 409, 457
expressive lengthening 461
Family Books 55, 71
fronting 309
frustrated expectation 130
family tree 14
fashioning (inherited topos) 114
Gage,J. 350
Fehling.D. 373
gapping see ellipsis
Garrett, A. 337
feminine see gender
fidrad freccomail 259
Geldner, K. F. 56, 109, 244, 328, 399
gender 235, 259, 520
figures
g. icon 262, 438, 520
echoic figure 31, 32, 33, 88, 98,
g. marking 216, 254, 544
lOlf., 1ll, 159,213,281,308,
320, 455, 473
genre 13, 35, 50, 105, 153
figura etymologica 109,112,132, Geometric Period 103
169, 185, 217, 282, 305, 327, Gercenberg, L. 15, 157, 316
Gernet, L. 135,395
334, 337, 343, 370, 380, 456f.
figure of poetic grammar see poetic Gershevitch, I. 211, 244, 314, 320, 433
grammar
Giraldus Cambrensis 265
grammatical figure 28, 29, 44, 97, glam dicenn 76
106, 107, 110, 114, 122, 124, Glove 509
165, 204, 206, 229, 258, 308, Gododdin 64
grammatical figure see figures
330, 359, 380
iteration figure 169
grammatical parallelism see parallelism
Greco-Aryan 212, 309, 461, 468
metrical 159f., 359
stylistic 107, 115, 165, 204, 221, Greene, D. 56, 121,442
244, 309, 329, 481, 482, 485, Greppin, J. 170
Grimm, J. 391
486, 489
syntactic 191, 197, 541
Grtsamadas 114
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guest-friendship see hospitality
Guntert, H. 269,316
Guterbock, H. 145, 149, 247, 335
Hainsworth, J. B. 32,306
Hajnal, I. 389,478
Hale, M. 24,343,385
Harris, J. 65, 79, 424, 425
Hawkins, D. 54,289,392,451
Heaney, S. 32
Hektor 414
Henrichs, A. 135
Hertzenberg see Gercenberg
Hoffmann, K. 110, 162, 236, 274, 301,
314, 321, 330, 331, 333, 337,
341,351,465,472
Hoffner, H. 52, 53, 248, 284, 289
horizontal 40, 100, 112, 216, 220, 222,
421,541
Horse Sacrifice see As'vamedha
hospitality 80, 246, 385,401,403f., 446,
476
Humbach, H. 58, 190, 232
hunger strike 394f.
hypogram 101,107,188,280,373
iconicity 25,29,101,104,105,106, 107,
109, 123, 159, 186, 254, 308,
343, 438, 486, 505
iconic lengthening 29,281,409
icon of identity 361
Illuyankas 385, 404, 444, 448
D
lM-unnas see Storm God
indexicality 29,30,44,46, 105,106,109,
113, 130, 303, 334, 361, 364,
380, 388, 396, 409, 438, 520,
528
Indo-European comparative literature 115
Indo-European law see law
initial mutations (Irish) 23, 120
initial position see syntax: positions of
prominence
Insler, S. 256,355,412
instruction for princes see speculum
principum
intermediary common language 14, 212
intertextuality 10f., 106, 153, 303, 505,
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520
inverse danastuti 186f.
Iranian law see law
Irish rhyme see rhyme
isosyllabic verse 19, 29, 123
Istanu 148
Istanu wa 148
iteration figure see figure
ithyphallic 160
Ivanov, V. V. 17, 66, 141, 167, 246, 248,
253, 297, 427f., 461
Jakobson.R. 6,20,21,23,26,28,43,102,
167,253,314,331,431
Jamison, S. 46, 55, 91, 113, 164, 266,
301, 307, 318, 322, 343, 389,
398,451,506,524,525
Janko, R. 90,281,282
Jasanoff.J. 413
Joseph, L. 127, 128
Kammenhuber, A. 284
Kanun 66
Katz, J. 151
kauui 58
Kauui Vistaspa 58
kavt 58, 76, 78, 88, 360
keening see lament
Kellens, J. 8, 232, 233, 236, 237, 320,
337, 355
Kelly, F. 118, 121, 207, 259, 263
kenning 44, 121,153, 169,182,254,425
kilbisani 398
kinship 446
Kiparsky, P. 17, 18, 165
Klein, J. 127, 128
Klingenschmitt, G. 118
Klutaimestra 90, 371, 438
Koch, J. 326
Kuhn, A. 13, 173,465
Kurke, L. 16,337
de Lamberterie, C. 170,171,252
lament 105
language contact 449, 454
language of gods and men 38,181
langue commune interm.ediere see
intermediary common language
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Lanman, C. R. 14
Laroche, E. 52,430,435
lashing see themes
Latacz, J. 17
Latte, K. 63,349
Lattimore, R. 358
law
Indo-European 1. 9, 477,479
Iranian 1. 526
Roman 1. 527
Lazard, G. 320
Lazzeroni, R. 72, 352
Lejeune, M. 127, 246, 384
Lehmann, W. 457
Lek Dukagjini 66
Lelis,J. 445
lengthening, metrical 390, 411
Leo,F. 199,217
Leumann, M. 172,409
Levi, S. 88, 143
Levi-Strauss, C. 301
Levin, B. 385
lexical renewal see formulas, change
undergone by
lie (dead) see themes
Lindsay, W. M. 199
line-final (focus position) see syntax:
positions of emphasis
linguistic area 218, 224
linkage 149, 452,454,462, 468
list see traditional list
literary theory 18
litotes 415,438
Little Red Hen 91
liturgy 101
Lloyd-Jones, H. 105, 190, 277
logic
of the basic formula 436
of a charm 427
of a link 438
Lord, A. B. 17
Liiders, H. 85,211
Luhr, R. 187, 421f.
MacCana, P. 75
magic square 99, 216, 220, 235
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Mahabharata 57
mantra 56, 88
Marinetti, A. 131, 133, 179
markedness 181, 182
marked (clause-initial) position 375
marked (line-initial) position 502
marked word order 302, 305, 401
Mauss,M. 70,81,300
Mayrhofer, M. 8, 15, 90, 159, 170, 237,
274, 312, 314, 333, 339, 340,
398,411,413,436,437
meaning embellishment see embellishment
McCone, K. 149,265
McManus,D. 16, 117, 182
Meid, W. 12,423
Meillet, A. 3, 11,18, 19, 21, 27, 33, 59,
153,369,414,448
Meiser, G. 131,214,220,223
Melchert, H. C. 54, 68, 128, 138, 146,
151, 249, 284, 288, 336, 337,
389, 409
memorative 303, 472, 477, 479
Menippus of Gadara 231
merism 9,15,44,45,205,209, 222,229,
239, 250, 320
Merseburg Spell 523
metalanguage 415
metaphor 9, 26, 75, 97, 114, 158, 161,
237,271,313,320,421,427
metathesis 535
metempsychosis 284
metonymy 76, 110, 437
metrical figure see figures
metrical lengthening see lengthening,
metrical
metrical prominence, positions of see
syntax: positions of prominence
metrics 12, 19f., 28, 34, 147, 159, 160,
188, 384
Mithra 433f.
Mitra 434
Mittanni 159,434
Mixed Form 231
mock-heroic 36,270,317,544
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Momigliano, A. 214
morphological parallelism see parallelism
Morpurgo Davies, A. 19, 22, 69, 339,
457, 478
motifeme 454, 457f.
Motta, F. 387
Murphy, G. 117, 187,255
Muses 101, 110, 111
Mycenean case-forms 389, 478
mythologemes 532
Nagy, G. 13, 17, 21, 60, 71, 76, 80, 85,
164, 173, 174, 322, 367, 369,
409,448,483,501
Nagy.J.F. 149,265
narratology 356, 454f.
Narten, J. 163, 232, 235, 236, 237, 241,
256
nesting 34,200
Neu, E. 137, 139,247,284,343
Neumann, G. 149,461
new see themes
new comparative philology 11
nikalttmd 30,81,82,97
Niohgggr 460
non-event agent noun see agent noun
Norden, E. 98, 199, 203, 206, 217, 223,
395
Nyagrodha 460
oak see tree
oath 417
Obbink, D. 278,281,282
Object-Verb see unmarked
obscure style 132
O'Connor, F. 56, 121
O'Flaherty, W. 266
Oldenberg, H. 254,460
Old High German 522,523
Old Indian law 526
Old Irish 522
Old Saxon 522
Oliver, L. 522
Orion 410
Opland, J. 17
oral literature 303
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oral poetry 17, 41, 49
Orpheus 88
otherness 105, 109, 279
Otten, H. 139, 145, 168, 288, 352, 392,
393,444,450,451
van Otterlo, W. A. A. 34,451,453
paean 463, 510
Pagliaro, A. 13
palindrome 101, 104, 180
paradigmatic 155, 314
p. linkage see linkage
parallelism 31, 169,220,280,482
paroemiac 20, 510
Parry, M. 16
passive 388,514
patron 70
name of p. 81
poet's play on 73f.
Pavese, C. O. 43, 82
Peirce, C. S. 29
Pelliccia, H. 364, 371, 383, 384, 497
performance 49, 356
PerkQnas 429
Perperuna 149

Perurrfc 429
Peters, M. 149, 171,481
phonetic echo see echoic figure
phonetic embellishment see embellishment
phonetic figures 28,29,30,74,82,89,98,
100, 101, 102, 104, 106, 109,
110, HI, 180, 191, 206, 271,
273, 305, 332, 334, 364, 370,
380, 388, 396, 409, 415, 480,
494,502,515,520,543
Pindaric linkage see mkaltlmd
Pirart, E. 58, 232, 237
play 363
pledge-token, poet's 81,86,89,387
poetic grammar 6, 9, 24, 36, 37, 40, 115,
132, 146, 147,244
poetic languages 5, 28, 245
poetic repertory 6, 10, 107
polls 59
polyptoton 112,251
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Porta, F. 16
potlatch 387
positions of emphasis 365
pragmatics 28, 160, 164, 227, 244, 245,
365
preliminary victory 416, 426, 450, 492
priamel 115
prose 41,56,229,276
Prose Edda see Snorri Sturluson
Protesilaos 507
Puhvel, J. 8,99,114, 138,145,266,288,
357,371,449
Pytho 452
qualifiers 43
quantifiers 43
quantitative verse 19, 29
Race,W. 61, 115
Radke, G. 127
Rappaport, M. 385
reciprocal (or reversibility of a formula)
324, 353, 426, 436
reciprocity 70
reconstruction 4, 7, 50, 154
recurrence 29
refrain 189,303
regularity 5
relative clause 303, 309, 310, 311, 368,
508
Renou,L. 10,15,298,299,305,308,320,
330,353,461
repertory see poetic repertory
repetition figures see responsion figures
requital 475
resolution 130
response 222
responsion figures 106, 200, 229, 277
Reynolds, D. 14
rhyme 54, 102, 119, 122, 146,315,515
Irish rhyme 421
rhyme-form 521
rhythmic prose 231, 232, 246, 264, 276,
277, 283
riddles 153,259,270
ring-composition 34, 101, 130,216,222,
331, 355, 370, 402, 45If., 453,
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465,473,481,482
Risch, E. 18, 174, 197,408
ritual 41
antecedents of drama in 106, 135f.,
141
Rix, H. 369
Roman law see law
rose 255
rtd- 16,70,328
Ruler's Truth see truth
rules 177, 183, 186,361
Russell, J. 167, 190, 252, 253, 254
Rutherford, I. 378,512
Salavrkeyas 91
SAL
§U.GI 41
sameness 105, 109,279
sarhsara see metempsychosis
Sasunc'i Davit' 252
satire 75, 76
Sattiwaza 159
Saturnians 229
de Saussure, F. 6, 22, 26, 107, 373
Schindler, J. 109, 118, 162,413
Schleicher, A. 13
Schlerath, B. 14, 15, 58, 69, 157, 235,
237,239
Schmidt, H.-P. 45, 332
Schmidt, K. H. 170
Schmitt, Riidiger 12, 13, 14, 15, 26, 90,
97,173,175,210,246,391,415
Schroder, F. R. 265
Schulze, W. 22,65, 172
Schurch, P. 34, 277
Schwartz, M. 118,236,246,333
Schwyzer, E. 172,458
Seaford, R. 136
Second Merseburg Spell see Merseburg
Spell
Segal, C. 279
selection 23, 38
self-references by the poets 71
semantic specialization 458
semantic spread see spread
semiotic 157
sentence-initial see syntax: positions of
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prominence
shared "error" see common innovation
shared node 14
shifters 325,481
shortcut 365, 366, 403, 473, 476
Siebert, F. 4
Sigmund 414f.
signature line 114,189
signifiant, signifie 10, 15
Sigur5r 415
Silverstein, M. 282
similarity 75, 156, 534
"singular detail" 11, 290, 405, 433, 448
Skja;rv0, P. O. 57, 163, 190, 232, 302,
312,322,341
"slayer slain" theme 368, 482, 496
sleep see themes 506
Slotkin, E. 446
slovo 70
Snorri Sturluson 369, 421
Sommer, F. 371
Songs oflstanuwa 54, 145
sound see phonetic
sound law 423
Soysal, O. 248,352,427,451
speaking name 78, 507
speculum principum 35, 209
spells 276
spread
s. of semantic overtones 113, 290,
309. 362, 365, 378, 382
s. of morphology 388
Starke, F. 54, 144, 146, 149, 335, 336,
407
Starobinsky, J. 26, 78
stemma 212
stichic 19
Storm God 430
straddling 40, 128, 132, 146, 150, 280
strophe 19, 199,276
strophic style 20, 133, 230, 264, 290
stylemes 532, 542
stylistic figures see figures
stylistics 12, 2If., 165
sugere mamillas 443
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summation 472, 476
suovitaurilia prayer 197f.
suppletion 489
surface form 370
surface formula (as overt representation
of underlying theme) 395
superlative 386
Suwasuna 148
syllabic/• (in Greek) 384
symbolic signs 29, 43
sympathy 399
synchrony 6, 36, 37, 106,107, 152, 156,
173, 504, 542
syntactic figure see figures
syntactic parallelism see parallelism
syntactic variants 437
syntagmatic 156, 314
s. comparandum 462
s. linkage see linkage
syntax: positions of prominence
clause-initial 375
discourse-initial 107,511
focus position, line-final 365
initial 397
metrical prominence 282
sentence-initial 88, 107, 305
verb, initial positioning of 88, 502,
510
verse-final 495
verse-initial 305
systematicity 5
Szemerenyi, O. 129
tabu metathesis 535
^Tarhunzas see Storm God
Taurus mountains 451
Taylor, L. R. 350
Telphousa 461
temporary victory see preliminary victory
thematic analysis 203
thematic foil 402
thematic nexus 506
thematically archaic junctures 390
themes 9, 17,28, 152,160,297,301,322,
328,361,375,460,486,519
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specific themes: binding 456f.
boyhood deeds 375,496,513
companion 360f.
first, theme of being f. to 375, 508
lashing 458
lie (dead) 5OOff., 504, 505
new 114
sleep 506
Thieme, P. 12, 20, 26, 43, 118, 301, 337,
391,413,434,436
Thomas, R. 211
Thomson, R. 167,253
Thraetaona 464
Thurneysen, R. 75, 117, 202, 412, 417
Tichy, E. 21, 118,234
tima see nikaltlmd
Toporov,V.N. 17,25,38,50,66,78,107,
114, 180, 183, 235, 238, 246,
269,297,316,353,461
topos 114,115,318,466,482,490
traditional list 46, 526, 534
Traitana 316
transferred epithet 156
tree and rock 161f.
Trita Aptya 464
truth 540
Act of T. 85,261
cosmic t. 69,163,299,300,446,461
Ruler'sT. 85,261
Chariot of T. 16,
Tyndale.W. 202
Typhoeus 448
Typhon 448,452
typology 136, 303
uaitne 102
Unal.A. 52,251
underlying form 370
underlying theme 395
universals 25, 158,527
unmarked 48
unmarked word order 302, 321, 359
vacastasti see strophe
Vahagn 167
Vala 72,512
Valery, P. 26,28
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vates 78, 88
vengeance 403
verb, initial positioning of see syntax:
positions of prominence
verbal icon 257
Vermeule, E. 300
Vernant, J.-P. 135, 448, 456
verse-final, verse-initial position see
syntax: positions of prominence
vertical 39,100,112,186,216,220,222,
421,541
Vetter.E. 129,347
Vidal-Naquet, P. 135
Visser,E. 17,359
Visvamitra 86
Visvarupa 464
Vrtra 72
Wackernagel, J. 6, 15,22,150,207,210,
351,365
W's rule 220
weapon 331,380,382,410,426
Weber, A. 15
Weiss, M. 16,458
West,M.L. 13,14,19,21,26,54,98,100,
161, 162, 207, 322, 360, 380,
383, 384, 448, 452, 454, 461,
465, 507
Westervelt, A. 30
Westphal, R. 19
Whitney, W. D. 172
Wilusa 145
Witzel.M. 300,340
Woden 425
Woodbury, L. 80
word order 23, 40, 121, 128, 129, 130,
133, 146,401,479,541
xenia see hospitality
yajamana 70
yajus- 56, 276
Yatis 91
Yggdrasil 460
Young, D. 34
Zarathustra 57, 89
Ziolkowski, J. 297
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Anatolian
208
KUB 6.45 iii 4f.
418
7.41 Ro. 10-11
9.4 iv 11
250
336
9.6+ iii 19'f.
251
9.34 i 22
167
14.8
405
17.5 i 4-16
302, 321
17.5 i 17
99
17.10i 14f.
139f.
20.54 + KBo 13.122
24.4+ Ro. 21f.
207
26.77 i 5,8,13
209
139
28.74 Ro. 7
140
29.1 ii 48f.
141
29.1 iii 47f.
155
29.3 8'f.
352
31.4 Ro. 19
99
33.4 i 2f.
33.24 i llf.
99
351
33.1 19+ iv 15-6
335
35.40 + KBo 29.8 iv 6-8
144
35.54 Vo. iii 12f.
146
35. 102 (+) 103 iii llf.
141
36.45 1 'f.
444
36.97
444
36.97 iii 3'
141
43.31 left col. 1'f.
284f.
43.60
141
44.10Vo.
139
55.2
138
55.2 Ro. 5'
148
55.65 iv 30
141 f.
58.48 Vo. iv 1 'f.
302, 343
KBo 3.7 i 11
345
3. 7 iii 24-5

Bo

3.27 Ro. 25-7
371
3.40(=BoTU 14 13'f.)
248
3.46+ Ro. 12'-13'
427
4.10 Ro. 19
450
4.11 45f.
146
4. 11 Vo. 47-9
150
5.7
335
154
7.28+ Ro. 14'f.
10.24 iii ll'f.
141
13.78 Vo. 12'f.
248
141
13.228 Ro.
17.62 + 63 iv 14.17
288
21.22
136f.,284
22.128'f.
209
22.2 obv. 1
53
22.178(+)
284, 286f.
KUB 48. 109
168
32.224 Ro. 10'
34.23 Ro. 16'
444
86/299 ii 5f.
145

Appu I 7f.
HAB ii 10
ii 28
Hatt, ii 39
Illuyanka
§3
11-2
§12
§21
§25
§26
Laws 199f.
Plague Prayers of Mursilis II,
2nd prayer 6,9,10
Ritual for the Royal Couple
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25
371
352
352
154
324, 355
455
321,355
324, 356
356,418
356
266
167
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(StBoT 8) iv 191
210
Rituals of Kizzuwatna (CTH 760)
249
II lf.
250
II 24f., 28f.
V iv If.
251
250
V iv 8f.
SIR para tarnumas (Song of
Emancipation)
248
Song of Silver
247f.
Song of Ullikummi 3-4
247
Telepinus Edict 1,5,8
446
20, 23
209
Telepinus myth iv 29f.
209
Indie
RV 1.1
1.9.7
1.13
1.22.7
1.24.7
1.32
1.32.1-5
1.32.1
1.32.2
1 .32.5f.
1.32.5
1.32.6
1.32.8
1.32.11
1.32.14
1.33.4f.
1.33.4
1.35.11
1.38.4-6
1.40.4
1.44.6
1.53.7
1.53.8
1.61.10
1.67.41
1.80.12
1.80.13
1.89.2
1.95.6
1.101.1

22, 122
12, 173
238
58
460
304f.
338
302,305,375, 413,508
305
500f.
302,331,430, 461,485
319, 344
340
311,317
399
332
302, 331,430
268
393
12, 173
353
112f.
310
309
88f.
411
306
353
242
309
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1.101.2
309,313
1.103.2
305
1.113.1
241,243
1.114.1
520
1.114.10
520
1.130.4
461
1.131.5
55,115
1.142
238
1.144.1
36
1.146.1
314
1.151.4
330
1.152.2
88, 180
1.158.41
317
1.158.5
316
1.165
140, 143
1.170
143
1.170.5
243
1.177.4
239
1.179
143
1.185.9
90
1.186.3
90
1.186.5
460
1.187.6
334
1.188
238
1.191.15
341
2.1
114
2.3
238
2.11.2
3111
2.11.5
305
2.11.19
313,314
2.12
322
2.12.3
303, 306
2.12.10
310,490
2.12.11 306,310,312,500,501
2.14.2
461
2.14.5
310
2.15.1
306, 307
2.19.2
309
2.23
1 14, 245
2.23.1
242, 243
2.23.17
490
2.27.10
351
2.28.5
320
2.31
1141
2.31.3
159
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2.34.9
431
2.35
114,254
2.36.1
484
2.38.10
236
2.39-40
114
2.41.5
158
2.42-3
114
2.52.5
110
3.4
238
3.9.8
177,421
3.25.2
159
3.27.3
352
3.29.4
236
3.32.11
305, 500
3.33
228
3.33.7,74
309
3.36.10
351
3.38. 8f.
86f.
3.44.4
411
3.53.11
308
3.59.2
514
3.62.14
211
4.1.13-17
72,511
4.3.3
90
4.3.9,10,11,12
261
4.3.15
90
4.4.1 Of.
71
4.5.2f.
73,88
4.5.3
191
4.5.6
73
4.5.8
72
4.12.2
436
4.14.3
344
4.14.5
306
4.16.21
91
4. 17. If.
330f.
4.17.3
302, 334, 337, 413
4.17.7,8
228, 309
4.17.8
490
4.18
143
4.18.7
354
4.19.2
305
4.22.1
341
4.22.9 (=7.25. 3)
302, 431
4.23.7
328

4.24.10
308
4.26.4f.
171
4.28.1 (= 10.67.12)
305, 306
4.35.1,2,6
391
4.41.4
334,410
4.42.7
344
4.53.4
16
4.53.7
146
4.55.1
211
4.55.6
460
5.1.1
36
5.5
238
5.5.106
182
5.13.7
306
5.29.2
302,306,319
5.29.3
305
5.29.8
512
5.31.4
306, 308
5.32.1
308
5.32.2-3
432
5.32.3
306
5.32.4
430
5.34.4,6
398
5.41
236
5.41.3
237
5.42.3
242
5.48.2
109
5.54.7
514
5.54.15
337, 353
5.61.17
74
5.68.4
237
5.74.8
242
5.78.9
351
6.2.4
352
6.8.5
461
6.17.9
306, 307
6.18.14
242
6.20.2
360, 412
6.20.6
312
6.20.6
310,312
6.21.11
312
6.23.1,3
147
6.26.5
312
6.30.4
305
6.31 .4
312
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Index of Passages
6.32.3
6.36.4
6.37.5
6.41.4
6.44.15
6.44.17
6.49.14
6.50.6
6.50.14
6.53.7 = 8
6.59.1
6.63.91
6.63.10
6.67.11
6.68.3
6.69.3
6.75.2
6.75.3,13
7.1.8
7.2
7.7.6
7.9.1
7.18.221
7.19.2
7.25.3 (= 4.22.9)
7.33
7.34.16-7
7.35.2
7.35.13
7.37.7
7.38.5
7.48.2
7.56.17
7.59.8
7.61.2
7.73.1
7.83.9
7.84.2
7.85.2
7.87.4
7.104.16
8.3.24
8.6.14
8.13.21
8.18.22

112
320
484,491
344
484
437
460
91
460
109
514
74
514
171
308,318
243
22
110
484
238
891
36
73
312
302,431
143
460
236
460
394
460
345
412, 520
327
88
36
308,318
459
437
72,86
431
1151
312
343
352

8.40.2
8.41.5
8.44.30
8.46.231
8.48.7
8.69.1
8.67.8
8.70
8.70.1
8.79.6
8.84.9
8.96.5
8.99
8.101.3
8.100
8.101.15
8.103.1
8.103.5
8.103.10
8.103.11
9.5
9.9.8
9.49.5
9.54.3
9.61.20
9.66.7
9.74.3
9.91.5
9.107.15
10.8.8
10.8.9
10.10,28
10.14.7
10.18.121
10.18.13
10.20.10
10.21.11
10.24.11
10.24.2
10.25.11
10.28,51-3
10.33.6,7
10.48.2
10.60.5
10.63.8

242
191
353
73
13
237
351
184f., 191f.
113
352
144, 328
306
344
421
143
334
36
12, 173
241
109
238
132, 188
132
39
484, 491
12, 173
111
187
352
314,467
464
143
291
158
157
188
189
189
243
189
143
245
315,467
110
110
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10.64.4
460
10.66.11
460
10.67.12 (=4.28.1)
305, 306
10.70
238
10.71.4
180
10.86
143
10.86.23
53
10.89.3
91
10.92.12
460
10.93.5
460
10.95
143
10.95.17
484
10.96.3f.
302, 411
10.98.2
177, 421
10.99.6
315,317,325
10.101.12
159f.
10.108
143
10.108.4
328, 503
10.110
238
10.120.6
242
10.125.4
111, 180
10.133.2
305
10.138.3
310
10.155.4
544
10.170.3
241
AV 1.2.3
171
2.31.1
540f.
2.31.2
208, 542
2.31.3
542
2.32.3-5
521
2.32.4
302
2.33.6
529
4.12.3-5
523f.
4.19
340
5.23.6
208, 541
5.23.7
208f., 541f.
5.23.10-2
521
6.56.1
324
6.134.2
503
6.138.4-5
341
7.88
543
8.2.5
393
8.8.3,4
430
8.8,14,15
542
11.10.(12,)13
435f.

Index of Passages
12.5.68-70
17.6,7
20.34.3
20.91.12
AVP 1.68
2.70.1-3
5.25
ASS 20. 17. 1f.
AB 2.53
Isopanisad 14 (= VS 40)
KAsv5.4.8
KB 8.7
16.6
KS 1.10(5:6)
1.12
9.19
MS 3.12.20
4.3.4
4.11.12
4.14.5
4.14.13
SB 1.2.1.17
6.1.1.2
10.6.4.1
12.8.3.11
TA 10.1.12
TS 1.1.13.3
1.2.3.3
1.8.14.1
2.4.12.2
2.5.2.2
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.4.1
4.5.8.1
6.1.4.7
7. 1.11 f.
7.4. 12f.
7.4.19
7.5.25.2
VS 2.20
23.18f.
40 = Isopanisad 14
Brhad-Devata 4.21f.
Mahabharata 1.104.23f.

528
515
306
306
341
543
340
271f.
91
392
272
69,91, 191
119
56
207
306
272
354
306
306
344
342
179
269
207
235
207
227
207
435
435
181
216
181
485,491
227
268
270
272
269
207
272
392
317
317
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Index of Passages
Manu 8.113
Iranian
Y. 1.11
2.11
4.1
6.11
9
9.7
9.8
9.10
9.11
9.30-2
9.30
10.4
12.7,8
17.11
27.13
28.6
28.7
28.8
29.2
29.7
29.11
31.6
31.8
31.22
33.7
34.11
35.2f.
36.6
38.2
43.5
44. 1f.
44.18, 19
46.2
46.14, 19
49.5
49.7
50.1
50.6
50.8
50.9
51.10,21
51.16

198,417

57.15
57.21
62.7

490
157
90

243
538
243 Yt. 3.6
464
5.34
239
157
5.101
243
434
314
6.5
491
8.22,28
315,317
519
9.11
315f.
112
10
316, 317f.
436
10.2
318
244
10.18
431
157
10.28
302
325
10.71
320
503
10.80
484
244
10.83f.
244
411,433
10.96
190
10.101 318,319, 412,433,519
352
243
10.145
236
491
11.3
485
211
13.10
337
345
13.38
90
355, 450
13.77
58
300, 355, 450
13.78
89
162f.
13.99(= 19.85)
191
313
14.29,40
237
313,433
14.38
485
477
15.28
89
319
17.12
233
464
17.34
241
332
19.32
235
243
19.35
236
310,319
19.40f.
38,271
519
19.40
237
190
19.81
15
162f.
19.85 (=13.99)
58
302,319
19.92
236
319
19.93
235f.
48
Nirangistan
28
211
243
9 Nyayisn 1.7
319,490
236 Videvdat 1.17
537
7.44
191
236, 239
9.53
236
239
13.52
58

592

14.5
19.4-5
19.5
Vispered 16.4
DB 188
4.55-9
4.74-9
DPd 15f.
Karnamag 9.1
Denkard VII 4521f.
Rivayat p. 66
p. 69
Greek
Homer
Iliad 1.8
1.50
1.65
1.93
1.99
1.154
1.184
1.234f.
2.131
2.273
2.352
2.455-83
2.642
2.642
2.651
2.701-2
2.761
2.780-5
2.781-3
3.6
3.121
3.189
3.226
3.281-4
3.398
4.397
4.482-7
5.3
5.9

Index of Passages
543
342
332f.
232
352
490
490
206
302
477
322
322

24, 150
172
150
150
99
466
465
164
408
368
489
451
409
411
384, 499
507
150
451
449
489
177
148
150
478
151
477
461
175
25

5.341
5.386
5.395-404
5.401
5.402
5.639
5.652-3
6.12
6.14-5
6.l30f.
6.134-5
6.143
6.146
6.152-5
6.152
6.179-86
6.181-2
6.182
6.188-90
6.233-6
6.408-9
6.421-3
7.142-3
7.142
7.155
8.305
8.306
8.544
9.63f.
9.97 f.
9.116f.
9.413
9.4 13f.
9.540f.
9.540
9.543
9.550
9.553
9.590
9.706f.
10.212f.
10.212
10.389
10.475
10.476f.

209
456
395
396
395
408
488
386
386
385
387, 388
387
351
357
25
358
373
359
483
387
479
479
385
477
385
90
466
454
113
101
101
13, 173
176
409
372
409,411
411
411
411
209
175
174f.
24
454
478

Index of Passages
482
10.488-95
454
10.567
150
11.254f.
488
11.430f.
410
11.558f.
33
11.8071
12.202
373
29
12.208
12.361-2
373
13.178-80
461
368
13.339
473
13.363
461
13.389-91
14.414
461
408
14.449
15.116
475
15.140
480
368
15.357
150
15.397
408
15.605
477
15.638f.
16.144 (= 19.391)
489
373
16.159
16.162
373
410
16.258
406
16.388
480f.
16.487-9
502
16.541
16.558-9
502, 507f.
16.689-90
501f.
405
16.693
16.694
175
411
16.769
148
16.773f.
480
16.784f.
165f.,481
16.823f.
408
16.834-5
499
16.856-7 (=22.362-3)
478
17.17
475
17.34-5
483
17.80
480
17.155
484
17.164
175
17.189
174
17.232
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17.522
17.564
17.676
17.6891
17.757
18.2
18.20
18.37
18.182
18.309
18.317
18.578
19.381
19.197
19.347
19.391 (=16.144)
20.74
20.1721
20.425-6
20.474
21.30
21.95-6
21.107
21.133-5
21.279-80
21.445
22.122,1261
22.2091
22.262
22.297
22.351
22.362-3 (= 16.856-7)
22.391-4
22.513
23.18
23.828
24.1
24.211
24.478-9
24.757-8
24.804
Odyssey 1.1
1.7
1.40
1.51

368
479
177
302, 500
489
176
5011
151
150
326, 482
377
172
391
198
392
489
38
327
479
175
454
480
500
475
483
831
161
249
377
405
24
499
510
174
377
479
29,37
172
377
503
351
255
25
271
25

Index of Passages
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2.75
10,210
474
3.193-8
3.248
408
3.232-8
473
3.248
473f.
3.252
473, 474
4.91-2
472
472
4.534-5
4.584
174
4.604
48
209
4.746f.
4.771
488
7.214 (= 19.266)
33
7.332f.
174
8.336
456
8.520
60
9.112
33
174
9.264
9.267-71
403
9.319-20
410
404
9.369
403, 476
9.478-9
411
10.123
11.131 (=23.278)
198
11. 134-6 (=23.281-3)
396
408
11.267
472
11.409-11
11.422
90
423, 489
11.444
472, 473
11.453
484
11.99-500
473
11.516-8
11.572-5
362, 400,410
456, 457
12.54
456
12.164
151
13.353
177, 421
15.526
33
17.119
410
17.195
34,310
17.291f
172
17.292
59
17.299
35
17.300
36
18.1
156
18.3f.

18.73
310,317
19.163
161
19.266 (=7.214)
33
21.11-38
401
21.11-4
401
21.24
423, 489
21.27-9
403
21.29
473
21.36
473
22.297
368
23.57
403
23.84
473
23.278 (= 11.131)
198
23.281-3 (= 11.134-6)
396
23.315f.
33
23.329
473
24.92f.
175
24.324-6
366, 403, 476
24.325
473
24.342f.
33
24.470
475
h.Ap. 300-40
449
300-4
372, 452f.
300f.
302,461
453
305-309
333
453
340
453
362
189
51 1f.
500,517-9
281
h.Merc. 62
102
466
h.Sel. 32.11
16
Aithiopis fr. I Allen
148
Margites I
36f.

Hesiod
Op. lf.
7
25f.
202f.
225f.
507
524
534
646

98f., 189
64
30
35
207
99
531
411
39

Index of Passages
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727
Theog. 26-8
35
112
287-94
291
304f.
618
820-68
821
857-8
981-3
Scut. 57
fr.
25.10 MW
43a.65
43.a.87
240.1
357.2

14
111, 180
161
322
465
467
449, 452
456
449
452
452
465f.
311
409
374, 375
360
357
97

Aeschylus
A.
49f.
155
717f.
735f.
979
1231
1233
Ch. 249,994,1047
Eum. 166
181-4
694
Pers. 81-2
P.V. 353-74
364
Sept. 493
511
752
788-9
900f.
961f.
Supp.
Alcman 1.36
1.40f.
1.75-6
74

170
438
35
35
71
371
371
371
271
384
289
361
449
455f.
449, 456
449, 456
400
401
106
105f.
53
103f.
103
31, 103
25, 104

89
288
Anthol. graec. 16.92.1
375
Apollodorus Bibl. 1.6.3-6
449
2.5.10
466
Archilochus 2 West
21f.
Argonautica 415-6
399
Aristophanes Eccl. 972
281
Ran. 47,495
410
Ran. 621
457
Asius lamb. El. Gr. 2.46
290
Athenaeus Deipn. 4.150d-f
387
Bacchylides 3.21
515
4.4
271
5.68-70
408
5.77
409
5.86-9
408
5.92-4
409
5.93
409
5.109-10
519
5. 11 1f.
105
5.111
409
5.113
29
5.115-6
372, 409
5.115
324
5.132
409
5.171
409
9.12f.
302
9.12-4
371
Dith. 18.18-25
376
Callimachus 2.91-104
377,513
2.100-2
462
Carmina Popularia
PMG851a,b
160
Demosthenes contra Arist. §68
198
Euripides
Alc. 1
394
49
396
Andr.412
495
655
362
B. 434
413
538-44
363
991-6
363
1154-5
363
1178
363
378
Cyc. 658
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Index of Passages
El.

1086-95
1094
Hec. 5
Hel. 1594
Herc. 40
319-20
348-450
364-7
375-9
381-2
391-2
397-9
419-24
420
442-50
772
1013-4
1016
1021
1032-4
1034
1052
1061-3
1182-3
1190-3
1199-1201
1275
1279-80
1351
LA. 873-5
1317-8
I.T. 72
78f.
286f.
834f.
12231
1239-53
1250f.
Mel.fr. 517
Or. 1302-3
Phoen. 657-65
935
Rh. 61-2
Suppl. 614
Eustathius p.183.12

494
326
164
495
326
495
378f.
378
378
378
378, 406
378
379
493
379
515
506
379
379
506
379
379
379, 507
380
380
381
381
381
394
494
495
495
496
496
496
496
461
496f.
413
497
362
494
379, 493
327, 494
383

p. 289.39
Heraclitus 22 B 13
Herodotus 1.110.1
1.24.4
Hesychius 7040L.
Hippocrates Epid. 5.86
Ibycus PMG 282
Lysias 10. lf.
Macarius Paroem. gr. ii 158
Nonnus Dion. 1,2
1.140
1.408-9
Oppian Hal. 3.15-2
Pausanias 6.6.7-11
9.40.11f.
Pindar
O.
1.1-2
1.37-8
1.103f.
2.2
2.23
2.61f.
2.67
2.81f.
2.87
2.91f.
3.4
3.42
4.6-7
4.7
7.27-30
13.63-4
13.87-90
13.93-5
P.

1

1.20-8
1.27
1.75f.
3.47-53
4.74
4.247-50
4.249
4.249-50
4.252
6.30-2

385
290
543
377
383
383
70,79
497f.
162
449, 459
451
451
449
399
164
11,86
405
82
189
112
280
29
311
86, 190
86
189
86
449, 456
456
388
364
359
359f.
455f.
449
456f.
71
537
271
365, 366
302, 373
370
385
368

Index of Passages
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60
367 Solon4. 1-2 West
6.31-2
81 Sophocles
10
495, 502
Aj. 898f.
364, 447
10.46-8
104-5
Ant. 332f.
371,471
11.36-7
164
El. 420f.
40
12.9f.
376
437
482-91
N.
1.43
281
O.C. 232
375
1.62-3
400
O.R. 1496-9
375
1.67-8
97
Philoct. 827f.
222, 515f.
2.1-5
410
Trach. 512
513
3.46-51
1089-1100
454
377
6.35
fr.
1024
366
383
6.40
81f. Stesichorus
7.65
84
467
PMG 186
9.54f.
102
211
80f.
/.
2
21
222A
72,76
2.6
102f.
id. 285f.
311,366f.
5.39f.
408
103
id. 295
5.39
374
103
id. 299-300
6.31-5
453
239
375
6.31-3
24
242
360
6.31-2
376
467f.
SLG 11.27-9
6.33
466
375, 376, 508
SLG 15 i 12,16
6.48
466
SLG 15 ii 3
367f.
8.48-55
512f.
466
SLG 15 ii 10-11,14-7
Paean 6.112-20
383
61 Tr G F 2, Adesp. 199
fr.
76
449, 456f.
92
456 Inscriptions
93
61, 179
82 Dipylon inscr.
94b
281
410 IGI 2 971(CEG 28)
111
279,291 Orphic Gold Leaves
133
378
28 lf.
Hipponion
140a56
466
Pelinna
278, 279, 283
169a6-8
282
374
Petelia
171
283
Thurii 1
487
Plato Phaedol 18
4
278, 282, 283
16If.
Phaedrus 275
175
513 Schwyzer 316
PMG 858.7f.
458
409 = Buck 61
301
Pseudo-Euripides Rh. 687
423, 489
661.25-6
108, 189
Sappho 1 L-P
466f.
797.2
115
16.1-4
102
SEG
14.604
(CEG
454)
411
31.9
60
177,421 Selinous inscr. (Schw. 166)
44.3
107
49.1
83 Italic
Simonides 92 D.
197f.
461 Cato De agr. 141. 1f.
511.1(a)6-7

598
141.4
218
Catullus 16.1
107
Censorinus 17.2
350
Cicero De rep. 4.1
211
Ennius Ann. 32V
83
38
155, 221
132
156
184
609
Scen. 6V
203, 209
127
Festus 76L
82L
205, 209
112L
198
266
190L
202-4L
63
304L
208
304.2L
395
440L
348, 350
206
476L
478L
348
348
479L
62
Horace Carm. 3.23.20
Leg. Reg. Num. 12 Bruns
395
Livius Andronicus 18 Buechner 229f.
Livy 1.35.8
350
Naevius De bell. pun. 5 Buechner 230
Ovid Met. 1.286
15
Pacuvius 112R
203, 206
182
Petronius Sat. 90
217
Plautus Merc. 678f.
203
Ps. 13
201
Trin. 39f.
254
Poetae Lat. Min. 3. 1
426
Tacitus Germ. 10.1
426
23.1
24
Tibullus 1.9.4
Valerius Maximus
349
De inst. ant. 2.4.5
349
Varro gram. 70
347
L.L. 6.23-4
R.R. 1.1.6
205, 209
211
2.1.12
508
Vergil Aen. 1 . 1
541
1.573
62f.
6.847f.
466
9.435f.

Index of Passages
Ed. 4.61
7.47
Georg. 1.118
Zosimus 2.1-3

351
213
211
349

Inscriptions (including Sabellic)
CIL VI 32328
349
Ernout 3
131
62
126
Giacomelli Al
129
ILLRP 319
508f.
Lapis Satricanus
350
Marinetti
AP2
131,133
MC1
132
TE2
131, 134, 179, 188
131, 134
TE5
Poccetti 205
129
223, 224
S. C. de Bacch.
Tab. Ig. IIa 25
218,226
VIa 22f.
214f.
VIa 28
208
210
VIb lO
VIb lOf.
222
VIb 14
218
VIb 28
218
208, 223
VIb 58f.
VIIa 10/26
218
VIIa 47 f.
223
155, 220
Vetter 3
11
541
128, 130, 230
213
218
218
241
127,230
242
131
128
243
244
127
Celtic
ALI 1.64f.
Amra Sendin 1f.
Amrae Choluimb
Chille
§6f.
§12

441
256

14, 119, 121,516
107
263

Index of Passages
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124
§65
125
§85
122
§141
Audacht Morainn
259f.
§12
207
§22
9
182
Auraicept na n-Eces
259
Baile Chuind
260
Cain Fhuithirbe
Caldron of Poesy 1f.
257f.
Cath Maige Tuired
532f.
63, 152
Chamalieres inscr.
441
CIH 352.25f.
441
354.27f.
441
882.4f.
262
1128.20f.
262
1129.1 1f.
120
1654.33
441
1897.16
119, 125
Colman mac Leneni
418
Fled Bricrenn §99
Fo reir Choluimb
120f., 263
Gododdin
31,64,148
Larzac inscr.
152
326
Llawsgrif Henregadredd 60a4
Lorica
56, 152
Murphy, Early Ir. Lyrics 1,53
37
187
id. 38
375
Statius, Achilleid §6
263
Tiughraind Bhecdin §5
Togail Bruidne Da Derga 783
327
178
VKG 2.338
Germanic
Alvissmal 9f.
Andreas 1221-2
Atlakvida 43
Baldrs Draumar 8-9
9
Beowulf 8
11
453
454
460
471

38
425
422
421
426
155
486
486
486
420
121

587
750
845
867f.
884f.
947
1020
1053f.
1054f.
1261-2
1273
1330-1
1334
1405-6
1420f.
1457
1458
1468
1523
1559
1576-7
1684-6
1743
1759
2077-9
2078-9
2082
2202-3
2399-2400
2501-2
2704
2705
2745-6
2819-20
2822-6
2824
3180-2
3182
Exeter Book
Fafnismal 19,26
39
Gallehus runic inscr.
Genesis 764-5
2301
2772

420
153
416
415
79,415
485
79
416, 477
324
420
416
419
416
485
184
414
414
486
413,414
486
477
486
418
485
507
419
418
420
417
420
413
413
505
499
505
418
486f.
115
426
383, 418
421
23
459
155
155

600
Grettissaga 64
66
Gripisspd 11
15
Gylfaginning
Havamal 77
He. Hu. 1.2

I.36
II.33
HHv26
Hildebrandslied 54
Hymiskvida 22
Landndmabok iv. 17
Leechdoms 3.34.16
Lokasenna 58
Maxims I.132
Merseburg Spell
Nine Herbs Charm
Oddrunargrdtr 17
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405f.
414
420
418
394
178
486
420f.
413
419
421
419
421
121
417
426
523
424
418

Parzifal (W. von Eschenbach) 7591 427
Prose Edda
422
Reginsmdl 5
420
Skirnismdl 27.4
383
Volsunga 3
417
Vglundarkvida 33
417
Vgluspd 3 1
426
Widsith If.
78
64f.
78f.
142f.
79, 155
Wihmed
25
Armenian
Movses Xorenacci I 13
I31
II 50
Slavic
Laurentian Chronicle

251
167, 253f.
252f.

31
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Anatolian (Hittite unless otherwise
specified)
ahraman Luv 251
ahran wahran 251
ahriyatta 251
ain wain 251
ali- Luv 145
anda memai- 256
anda wesuriya- 337
LU antiyant- 445
D
]a-ap-pa-li-u-na-as 149
areskatta 288
armahhi 99
armawant- 99
aran 167f.
Assuwa 290
Attas Sius 8
au(s)- 117
epurai- 357
eshar 250
eshar sanh- 83,443
eszi 168
halkias harsar 210
halkiesGlSGESTINHL.A 45
halkis ZlZ-tar 45,47
handantatar 446
hapnas 249
harp- 444
has 'open!' 138
hds-lhass- 8
hasiram 249
hassas 141
hassu- 8
hastai 250
he-e-es 138
huwalas 286

ID-as UR.ZIR 45
illuyanka- 321
D
IM-unnas 316,343
ishai- 351,454
ishamai- 247
ishamihhi 248
ishimas 455, 457
ishiul 138,351,434
istanza 284
ITU 10 KAM 351
iyata dameta 154
kallista 405
-kuar Pal 151
kuwas 1
kuenzi 301
kues('natta)tarantes 208
kuis=tar Luv 150, 335f.
kuenta 301, 321
kunanzi 301
NA4
kunkun-uzzi- 301
lapan- Luv 145
laries 141
mammalh- 128
ma-na-a-du HLuv 68
mau sesdu 154f.
marnuwalan 288
martari 289
merrantam 289
mirmirrus 289
merzi 289
natotto Luv 338,339
neuwan 140
NA4
peruna- 530
pisnatar 139
seppit- 156
seppit euwann=a 48
601

602
siu-n- 8
D
Sius-summis 8, 149
suppa uddar 148
suppi 139
-ta Luv 153
dain- Luv 149
daini(ya)- Luv 149
dandukis 284
tarahta 450
tarahzi 344
tarratta 344
tarh- 336,344
tarhu-ili 344
Tarhunnan 450
Tarhunnas 316
D
Tarhunzas Luv 343, 344
Tarhuntan 450
tariya- 344
taruhzi 344
tatarh- Luv 336, 338
tatarhandu Luv 344
Tatis Tiwaz Luv 8
tenawas 289
tiyamar 459
tiya=mmu tiya 459
dupiduparsa 335
D
U-tas 343
unnattallas 39
uran KASKAL-an 288
uwani(ya)- Luv 145
=wa 137
waar Luv 145
waki 413
wal- Luv 416
w'ani(ya)- HLuv 145
widai- Luv 337,338
wi-u-i-da-i, wi-u-i-ta-i 337
witpani- Luv 337
uizzai 337
za-ha-nu-wa-ta HLuv 430
zahanittenna- 139
zahhiskizzi 430
ZID.DA ZIZ mallan 128

Index of Words
Indo-Iranian
Sanskrit (unless otherwise specified)
aksi 316
aksiti sravah 12, 415
Agni 254
ajati 16,465
ajiras 421
ajiro dutds 421
atatanat 337
atarit 343
atithi- 246
anaks- 316
anukte- 87, 119
anesan 337
anya- (. .. anya-. . .) 318
apaptat 337
apam napat 45, 153, 254
api vatati 118,259
amantu- 73, 110
avadhir ahim 330
avocat 337
asusa 310
asman- 429
asravam 187
asvas . . . asavah 12
asi- 249
asura- 8
(a)han(n) 301
ahann ahim 10, 92, 154, 305, 364
ahi- 311
ahihan- 306, 385
atithya 71
apri- 238
a-mna- 68
ayus- 352f.
arya- 300
asidraja 25
itauti 111
isirena manasa 13
ihy.. .ihi 515
uktha- 87
upamasravas- 245
usij- 55,72, 115
usriyanam var 72
urdhvo meksyami 14, 142

Index of Words
rghavan 88
rjipya- 170
rjisvan- 35, 172,310
rtam 16, 85, 163, 300, 446
rtam sap- 237
rtava 88
karhi 151
kavi 88
kavisasta 91
kara- 512
karu- 87
kilbisam 398
krmi- 521
ksan- 473
kham rtasya 320
ganapati- 242
gas 466, 467
giro dha- 117
grda- 274
go'svapurusabhumi- 527
gopa janasya 45
goha 437
goha nrha 46
ghanas 301,423
ghas- 246
ghora- 246
ghnant- 301
ghnanti 301
jaghana- 110
jaghana 301
jaghnir 484
janghan- 110
janghanti 301
jambha- 316
jarant- 100
jaritar- 87
jahi 301
jighdsati 301
jighna- 110
jivanta- 344
tarati 344
Tarantah 344
taras- 353
tarute 344
tarusa- 344
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tarhi 151
tastan mantran 89
titirvas- 344
titrat 344
-tirdti 344
tiras 353
tirtham 351,352,393
-tur- 344
turayati 344
turya 344
turvant- 344
turvasi 344
trcas 19
trayantam . . . purusam pasum 42
trimurdhdn- 464
trimurdhanam 316
trisirsan 464
dadarsa 447
dasamasan 351
dasyu- 312
dasa- 311
Diauspftar 8, 25
duta-ajira- 177
devas 8
dyati 459
dvipade catuspade 15
dhesthah 243
nadam 339
naram samsa- 90, 92
nava-, navya-, navyas- 91
navyam brahma 91
nirrti 394
nrhan- 385
pati- 242
panthah 351
parur 162,351,530
Parjanya- 316,543
parnam 171
parvan- 530
parvata- 162,530
punarmrtyu 284
puramdhi-: dhi- 237
purudamsas- 514
pra math- 256
budhnas 460,462

604
Budhnya 460
brhantam rayim 387
brahman- 91,427
bhinad 413
majjan- 535
math- 256
manlsa 73
mantu- 73, 110
manth- 256
manma 73
marta- 156
mastiskas 535
mahisravas 154, 415
maho ajmasya 16
matarisvan- 256
Mitraghna 436
mitrahan- 436
mitratithi- 245
mrtyum tar- 12
medha- sati- 237
mna- see a-mnayabhati 274
Yama 314
raj- 8
raj- 8
Rudhikra 465
vacas- 86
vajra- 332, 41 Of., 430
vadha- 319,430
vadhar 430
vadhri- 339
varaha 316,326
Vala 298
vasistha 484
vajasati 159
vata- 344
var 72, 145
vi-dha- 337
vivasvant 314
vi vrasc- 309
visnu 412
viras 317
vrtra- 298
vrtrataram 485
vrtratur 344

Index of Words
vrtrahantama- 485
vyamsa 45
vrasc- 228
vrihir ysvasca 48
sasa- 90
sasti- 90
sakha 64
siras 316
sisati 171
s(u)va 7
susrava 187
susna 310
sravah . . . aksitam 12, 173
srudhi 30
srestha- 243
salaksa- 316, 464
sagdhi 246
saccakiriya Pali 85
satyam 85, 88

satyomantrah 88, 91f.
satyoktih 85
saparyati 351
sardigrdi- 274
sahate 414
sadaddyoni- 137
sic- 435

sisaya 351
simn- 457
Sumilha 74
setuh 351
soma 314
somah sutah 55, 333
stuvat- 333
syati 454

svadha- 81
svadhavan 88
svaha 238
hata- 301,443
hanat 301
hanistho 484,491
haniyams- 485, 491
hanlyase 485
hanta 490

hanta 490
hanta vrtram 306, 484

Index of Words
hanti 301
Avestan
ai i.vaniia 491
afri-uuacah- 238
ah- 316
ahura- 8
anasat 337
aniio . . . aniio 318
apa.stauua- 333
apam napa 153
apiuuataite, aipi vataiti 118,259
Aptya 314
ar jo 84
aspa.viraja 319
aspanho . . . asauuo 12
aspo.gar m n r .gar m 45,319
asti- 246
as- 316
asahexa 320
as m 85,163,300,446
as m . . .hapti 237
asi 236
A iia 314
AziDahaka 312,313
azani 465
basar- 491
b r tar- 491
b r zi-raz- 8
caes mno 319
casman- 316
daxiiu-ldanhu- 312
doi ra- 316
draoca 162
zifiio.par na- 170f.
zois xa 313
fra+vataiia- 118
ga a- 430
ga auuaro 318
gaiia- 320
garo da- 117
320
hai iia- 88
hai im ma r m 89, 92
haoma 314
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haomo huto 55, 333
hauruua.fsu- 213
hisaiia 351
-hixta 435
hauuana 333
humizda- 74
izaca azuitisca 238

jai i 301

jayn nte 301
jaynat 301

jaynista 484
jaynuua 301
jan(at) 301
janat 301
janta 358

janta azois 319
ja(n)tar- 490
jantar m dusmainiium 319
jainti 301
j nnar- 385
kam
- 316
kamnafsuua- 15
kamnanar- 15
kauui- 88, 163

mantu- 110
mast( )r gan- 535
mar m tasat 90
mi r mjan-,mi rojan- 436
mlzd m 71
mlzd mhan- 237
nar- 15
nairiio.sanha- 90,92
nasat337
n .gar- 385
paruuan- 530
pauruuan 162
pauruuatd- 162
pasus.hauruua 213
pasu.vira 15, 210
rao ita 465
rauuo 163
razar 8
sarah-316
soire 503
astun320
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taro 353
tauruuaiiama 344
titarat 344, 355
raetaona 313
ra rai pasuua viraiia 42
rikam r m 316,464
TritaAptya 313
usig- 55
ustana- 320
vacas-tasti- 14, 232
va ana- 316
va ayano 333,430
vadar 430
vadaiioit 337
va m 319
va m 319
varaza- 316, 326
vazra- 332,411, 413,430
vazr m mi rahe 436
vlr njan- 385
Viva hant 314
V r ra an- 385
V rayna 313
v r ra.tauruuan- 345
xa 320
xsuuas.asi- 316,464
yauua asa 128
yauuaeji- 16
yima 314
zafar/n- 316
-zata- 443
Old Persian
aniyaha bagaha 25
brazman- 91,427
spaka (Herod.) 543
vi-taraya- 344
Pahlavi
kirm 416, 522
-zad 301
Greek
413
421

()

332,413
413
16, 465
118
248
170
148
429
145
172
44
- 156
437
(
)
351
211
365,498
499
499
a-ni-ja Myc 7
a-ni-jo-ko Myc 7
a-no-qo-ta Myc 384
474
'A
149
[a-]-pe-ro2-ne Myc 149
360
481
394
a-qi-ti-ta Myc 174
'A
383
383
383
"A
172
a-si-wi-jo Myc 151,290
475
151
B
364
B
385
416
289
466,467
99
99
467
437
100

Index of Words
385
385
149
da-i-qo-ta Myc 358
373
de-de-me-no Myc 457
447
447
de-so-mo 457
454,456,459 459
GOD
60
454, 456
16, 85
do-e-ro Myc 312
164
312
447
149
394
384
337
(F)
372, 409f.
472,488
"EK
414
'E
149
'E
105
39
367f.
366f.
255
e-nu-wa-ri-jo Myc 384
415
( )
(...)
154, 301
. ..
17, 71
417
87
'
363
'
363
465
'
'
357
'
175
"
175
452
452
363, 452
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414
357
Dor 83
8,25
172
32
81
81
145
7
7
358, 387
301
301,388
515
406
371
13
515
454, 455, 457
458
i
458
454, 459
, 456
(F)Ipo 317
'
310
430
405
- 87
90, 92
90
363
326

9, 51, 154
385
316, 343, 543

76
ke-sa-da-ra,ke-sa-do-ro Myc 90
465281
70
13,79,173,415
29,461
88
ko-pe-re-u Myc 478
korune 430

Index of Words
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326
309, 358, 472
- 301
172
7
141

35, 172,310

388f.
79, 154,415
16
411
68
520
17,407
71
84
437
C
r
e
t68
68
73, 101, 110
531
12, 346, 352, 391
30, 81, 97, 237, 366
72
406
246
71
81
366
65
o-pi-de-so-mo 457
407
8
14, 152
444
153
o-te Myc 153
178
406
364
ophioneus 364
462
511

161
284

162, 530
363
139
8If.
161
161
301
311
358
309, 358
456
83
387
po-da-ko Myc 172
117
117
117
4
5
45

475
po-ru-qo-ta Myc 358
256
82
460
462
461
47
qe-to-ro-po-pi 211
ra-wo-qo-ta Myc 358
83
99
83
410,430
45
104
375
311
Tap 24, 150
-Tap 344
- 290
365
176,421
- 461
531

84

Index of Words
TWO 416,475
475
150
403
198
448,462
448
448
448
16
uwais(e) zan Cypr 16
368
160
160
452
301, 443
45
490
373
Arc 424
371
419, 494
363
301,373,423
406, 423
365,423
358
281
363
282
282
171
Italic (including Etruscan; Latin unless
otherwise specified)
accipiter 171
acupedius 171
altus 145
amnis 249
ara 141
aifertur 492
arsmor Umb 215
biass biitam Osc 155,221,224,320
cliens 446
cos 171

609
decemmenses 351
defendo 444
deus 8
dominus 118
douiad Fal 129
dupursus peturpursus Umb 15
ensis249
escit25
euenat 202
farme[la]tom Fal 128
farmolitum 128
fauere 246
fescemnoe 127
fundus 460
gosti- Sikel 246
hostis 246, 404
ignis 254
iousi 201
in/en 350
iugis 16
luppiter 8, 25
ludi Saeculares 348
ludi Tarentini 349
masturbari 535
mefaspefa Umb 198
nex346, 391
nominus Latini 224
October Equus 265
orbus 444
par ens 351
pastores 211
pastores pecuaque salua seruassis 42
pecudesque uirosque 15
penis 139
pe:parai Fal 129
peperi 129
piaculo 218,226
pictusfictus 65
pihaclu Umb 218, 226
pir 254
prusikurent Umb 442
-que 204
qui patres qui conscripti 208
rego 8
res mancipi 527

Index of Words

610
rex 8
saeculum 350, 352
sane sarteque 222
sarcta tecta 222
sepelio 351
sepulcrum Accae 348
sepulcrum 351
sons 88, 168
sponsis 206
suodalis 81
suouitaurilia 197
Tarant- 349
tarentum 351,393
Tarentum 290,348,349
tarentum Accas Larentinas 347
Tarquinius Etr 344
Terentum 349
terra 156
tuscom nome Umb 224
Mas Umb 221
uasetom Umb 221
uates 118,426
u(e)iropequo Umb 15,210
ueiro pequo .. . salua seritu Umb 42
uentus 344
uermis 416, 522
uia 155
uinco 417
uires uitaque 155,221,224,320
urina 145

anderon Gaul 350
anocht 87, 119
ara-caun 258
ar-cain 508
ar-feith118
arose 255
at-baill 416
awenWelsh 117
baa 442
bard 117
bardd Welsh 117
beodil 7 marbdil 152
berlana filed 182
bertae 112
Boguine 412
boiri25
brechtaib ban 152
bricht119
briugu 386f.
brictom bnanom Gaul 152
brixtia anderon Gaul 152
ceinc Welsh 64
cerd 75f., 117
cerdd Welsh 117
cleamhnas Modi 446
cliaman 446
clu: cnu 30, 237
coiniud Modi 106
creth117
cruth117
CM 7

Venetic
ho.s.tihauo.s. 246
Celtic (Old Irish unless otherwise
specified)
abacc 443
ad 215
ad-condarc 444
a/on Welsh 249
agid 465
ai 117
aicill 119
airmed 538
aiste 118

cuibdius 119
cruim 522
cuirm 152
Dagdae 8
dan 118
de8
deach119
dedenach 118
deibide119
deibide baisefri toin 187
deorad 442
DiaDia 515
dialt119
dichned 184

Index of Words
diguin 444
di-tn-gegnatar 444
diuderc 447
diupert 387
do-get 443
drisiuc 447
duan 118
duan : duas 30, 237
dugiiontiio Gaul 112
duine 156
dun 37
eisi 7
ernaid 236
exsops Gaul 64
faig ferb 14
faith 118, 426
fath 118
feis 265
fel-mac 117
feraidfdilte 16
Fergus 444
fethid 118
fiacht 417
fichid 417
fidrad freccomail 120
fili 117, 426
finech 442
fingal 488
fir 'milk' 72
firflathemon 85, 446
firinne 446
gael 446
geguin 301
genaid 301
-get 443
getal 182
glun 351
-goit 443
gonas genta(i)r 152, 260, 326
gonid 301, 443
gono 301,497,522
gonomil 152
gum 442
gwanu Welsh 301
gwawd Welsh 118
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gwelet Welsh 117
hoedl Welsh 351, 353
ibthus 259
laid 118
laid imrind 122
lethran 118
lochtach 77
luchorpan 443
-marbad 442
-maros Gaul 384
melg n-etha 44, 152
melltWelsh 429
menmae 73
mer Welsh 531
miilmiil522
mil520, 522
milsem cotalta coiblige 152
muirdris 443, 447
nemed mbled 44, 121
Ogmios Gaul 16
Oll-athair 8
orbbe 444
Pangur 37
pissiumi Gaul 64
pryfWelsh 522
prydydd Welsh 117
rann 'part' 118
rann'strophe' 118
rannaigecht 119
reguc Gaul 64
ri"8
rindh119
(ro-)cuala 187
20, 255
Rudraige 465
scel lim duib 37
siacht a diguin 443
siche442
sm(e)irdris 447
smir 531
smuas 531,536
tor/z-353
temm531
teora ferba fira 72, 152, 441
toisech 118

612
tomus 118
uaimm 120
Aaitne 119f.
UVAMO-KOZIS Lep 246
wanei wanwyd Welsh 326
yssyd Welsh 112
Germanic
sirON8kindins
ajukduhs Goth 16
arbi Goth 444
at bana veroa ON 418f, 422
hattor OE 427
attor OE 427
bana ON 419
ban(a)or bera af ON 421
bane ModE 301
bani ON 418
bitan 413
biter OE 413
bodam OHG 460
fioafen ModG 460
bona OE 418,423
botm OE 460
Bragi ON 427
cwellan OE 416
cyst OE 486
delve ModE 461
doggone ModE 343
domunlytel OE 79,414
Eadwacer OE 413
Eule ModG 286
folces hyrde OE 45, 152
fyrene hyrde OE 153
gasts Goth 246
Gestr ON 406
Glof 508
goddam ModE 343
goods and chattels ModE 9, 15, 51
guest 404
hammer 429
hceft-mece OE 414, 433
heaven ModE 429
hepti-sax ON 414, 433
himinn ON 429

Index of Words
himins Goth 429
Himmel ModG 429
hlewa-gastiR 246
Hondscio 508
hron-rad OE 45, 121
ar Goth 151
Igel ModG 452
kin ModE 8
Goth 118
ModE 8
lapModE 145
last but not least ModE 29
lip ModE 145
lip ModE145banat
mistletoe ModE 426
Mjqllnir ON 429
N gling OE 361
Oats, peas, beans, and barley grow
ModE 47, 169
Odoacer 413
ofercuman OE 416
ormr ON 416,522
arms bani 419
OS/nn ON 118
OOR'furious' ON 118
d3r 'poetry' ON 118
owl ModE 286
s var nidr ON 153, 254
Sigfoour ON 417
sigisGoth 414
sigislaun Goth 79
sigores to leane OE 79
sima OE 457
simi 457
sin ModE 168
sléan OE 426
smeoru531
songes to leane OE 79
Sunde ModG 168
sunno Goth 148
tahjan Goth 472
fan OE 426
te banon uueroan OS 419, 422
teinnON 426
thereModE 151

Index of Wo rds
ti banin werdan OHG 419, 422
to bonan weoroan OE 406, 419, 422
par Goth 151
biudans Goth 118
P6rr ON 343
uakr ON 413
ubarwehan OHG 417
Ullr ON 426
uwila OHG 286
vag-marr ON 44
vega ON 417
Vottr 508
wacor OE 413
waurms Goth
(-)wegan OE, ON 417
weihan Goth 417
where ModE 151
Wiglaf 361
Woden OE 426
word OE 415
wod OE 118
wODEN oe 118
w
OE 118
wuldor OE 426
wulbus Goth 426
wuot OHG 118
Wuoton OHG 118
wwrm OS, OHG 416
wyrm OE 416, 522
Armenian
ARCUI SRATEW170
170
hecaw 252
if 363
kardam 117
spananem 520f.
^wr 171

613
tew111
Balto-Slavic
akmuo Lith 429
badnjak SCr 461
d no CS 462
erga Rus 47
gintas Lith 301
gospod OCS 246
gost CS 404
goveti OCS 246
girti Lith 87
iegatnis Latv 445
kamy OCS 429

kirmisLith 522
mealde OPr 429
milna Latv 429
mlbnbji OCS 429
Perkunas Lith 543
PerunORuss 316, 343, 543
rab OCS 444
lITH 7
vedega Lith 431
Tocharian
mrestiwe B 535
nom-klyu A 65
tsekesi pekesi pat 65
wak- 413, 430
wokotar B 413
Albanian
fcese83
gjakkerkoj 443
gwr 164
kerkoj gjak 83
per guri e per kryqi 164

